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THE STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY
Address to the Faculty
September 21, 1976

As of October 1st, I will have completed my first year as President of the

University of New Mexico. The job of a university president has been defined
as combining the attractions of taking a stroll through hell in a paper shirt
with that of taking a bath in a cement mixer. But for me, and my family, this
has been a wonderful year of new associations, new friends, and new challenges
the latter coming sometimes at the rate of one or more a day.
I have had a lot of internal guidance and support on the home front,
particularly from my six-year-old twins, Bonnie and Brooke. They have taught
me a 1at about New Nexico economics. 11y wife and I discovered, much to our
horror, that they were having a real impact on the Legislative Finance Committee.
At one of the gatherings in our home where we had several members of the
Legislature visiting, the twins came up to me gleefully, each bearing a handful of nickels and dimes. It turns out that they were selling the peanuts
that we had set around in trays. I am sure the Legislators were impressed with
the dire financial straits of the campus.
THE STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY
In this first faculty meeting of the academic year, I would like to take
this opportunity to extend an enthusiastic welcome to those who are joining our
University community. We hope that you find our campus, our state, and our
people all that you had hoped they would be -- that here you will find a good
1ife, one enriched \'lith deep friendships with call eagues and our students and
neighbors -- one enriched with the challenges of serving in a noble cause for
worthy goals in a dedicated and honored profession.
To our old faculty -- in the sense of having been here one or more years
I would like to extend my best wishes for continued fruition of your hopes and
dreams, your personal goals and your professional aspirations.
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In assessing the goals achieved this past year, and setting forth new
ones for the coming year and the time beyond, I have the problem of trying
to boil down a number of complex issues into a short report which will neither
confuse you nor lull you to sleep. So, if there are omissions or lack of
detail, I ask your indulgence.
First, I would like to touch on some topics I covered in my first address
to this faculty almost a year ago.
INCREASE THE SIZE OF THE FACULTY
This I would still include as one of our top priorities. A year ago I
stated that as an immediate goal, we should increase the size of the faculty
by 15 to 20 percent. This would have a profound impact on the entire institution
because it would enable us to adjust teaching loads which would avoid the
unreasonably high student-faculty ratio, particularly in lower division undergraduate instruction, free faculty for increased responsibility in academic
advising and counseling of students, and provide time for identified faculty to
engage in research and vitally needed public service. And it is still my opinion
that this would have a great humanizing influence on and off our campus and
reinforce our belief that to each student, his or her education is a very
personal thing.
With a stable student population, we did take a big
by adding 53 new faculty positions, or an increase of about
this again this year, and again next year to achieve what I
balanced faculty which in terms of personnel is adequate to
of inspired teaching, research, and public service.

step in
7%. We
believe
achieve

this direction
need to do
to be a
our goals

Most of these new teaching positions were allocated to undergraduate programs. Hopefully, this will break down some of our larger class sections on
the lower division level and allow more individual attention to stude~t needs.
This is what we told the legislature and the public we would do with new
money. This is ~1hat we did do. f4ost of the new funds received last year were
a11 ocated to instruction and 1ibrary resources. ~1uch sti 11 remains to be done.
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ACADEMIC ADVISING
Last year I stressed that I would like to see the University reinstate a
system of academic advising, particularly for freshmen and sophomore students.
This has been implemented by transferring some positions from Student Affairs
to the University College and other academic entities -- actually a decentralization of our advising and counseling services. The informal feedbacks
I have had so far this fall have indicated that this move has been very
successful. Specifically, it has helped many freshmen get through the initial
throes of that first registration. We need to continue to review our advising
program and adjust it to meet the needs of our students.
RECOGNIZING AND REWARDING FACULTY EXCELLENCE
A year ago I indicated that we must find 1vays to identify and recognize
faculty excellence and merit. This would entail a bonafide incentive system of
merit increases in salaries and promotions for those who are productive and
rendering outstanding services through their teaching and scholarship and
leadership.
I am pleased that our Provost, Chester Travelstead, and Associate Provost
and Dean of Faculties, Clinton Adams, are taking the inititative in this area.
In a recent memorandum, Dean Adams addressed this topic, stating:
It must be made clear and evident to the faculty that excellence in
teaching, research and creative work will be rewarded, and, conversely,
that a pedestrian or mediocre performance in the classroom will have its
certain consequence. Equal pay for unequal work is not equity, nor is
it likely to lead to improved performance.
I strongly support this concept and a~ hopeful that the details of procedure will be worked out early in the year, well in advance of legislative
appropriations and the making up of the academic budget.
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FACULTY EVALUATION
Closely !"elated to the matter of recognizing and rewarding outstanding
performance is the whole question of faculty evaluation.
For the most part, I have been impressed with the close scrutiny of
appointments, promotions, and tenure decisions -- also the willingness to
exercise critical judgment within most of the schools, colleges, and departments when performance is not satisfactory.
I would, however, like to see 'more student input into the evaluation
process. This does not mean turning the final decisions over to the students,
but rather some systematic input within each department, school, and college
to help gauge the effectiveness of each member of the faculty. I believe such
input is most effective when it can be used constructively within the academic
unit itself to promote more effective teaching, research, and service. The
goal is not to embarrass faculty members personally, but to work with one
another to eliminate our weaknesses and build on our strengths.
I would also like to see more consideration given for outstanding teaching in our evaluation process. I say this without any wish to diminish the
important role of research or scholarly activities. But I do think we should
recognize that individual talents and abilities do vary and that there are
some inspirational teachers who are great assets to our university who simply
do not have the knack of getting into print. As I recall, Socrates never
published a darned thing -- nor did Jesus. These judgments depend a lot on
the wisdom of the department chairpersons and deans in their immediate and
long-range goals of building excellence, acquiring the right balance, and
fitting the facult~ to their goals and their goals to their faculty. I
personally place a high priority on inspirational teaching.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
There have been many developments in the Graduate School organization
and programs in the past year. A masters degree in Linguistic Science and a
Ph.D. in Sociology have been approved and implemented. A masters degree in
Theater Arts will be presented to the Board of Educational Finance in October.
An M.A. program in Nursing has received internal and Board approval, but we
have deferred requesting action by the BEF for further review and the opportunity to.hire a new Dean of the College of Nursing.
In the organizational structure, the Graduate Dean now reports directly
to the Provost, which should simplify the administrative channels.
There also have been some moves to decentralize the functions of the
Graduate School', placing more autonomy and responsibility within the individual
colleges and departments. Notable in this respect was the faculty's approval
of the designation of the Robert 0. Anderson Graduate School of Business this
past Nay. We are withholding administrative action on this change until we
have fully studied the total inner structure of all graduate degree programs.
Recommended action should be forthcoming this fall. In the meantime, I will
ask for reaction from the Faculty Senate - both with respect to recommended
decentralization of responsibility for graduate programs and the implications of
such action for the proposed renaming of the Anderson School of Business.
RESEARCH
Funding for research has been somewhat improved by the Legislative action
of permitting the University to retain 80% of its research overhead as compared to 55% previously. Other legislative action earmarked $2,000,000 for
energy research in the state. And while we are not the sole benefactors, faculty
in the energy fields with aggressive and sound proposals have an open invitation
to compete for these funds.
The Cancer Center continues to contribute conspicuously to the research
capability cf the University. I.Jithin the next few ~leeks we will be visited by
various site teams in regard to grant proposal~ which could have significant
implications for the future. A site team which will be on campus next
Monday, for example, will be making the recommendation as to whether or not we
will receive the designation as a Comprehensive Cancer Center.
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This is just one of several examples of activity on the research front, all
of which contribute to .the prestige and national reputation of the University
and the State while at the same time serving the needs of our people.
UNIVERSITY SENATE
A year ago, the University Senate was in the talking stage. Now it is a
reality. This body held its first· meeting last week and elected Peter Prouse
as its Chairman. I think this development has great significance in University
governance.
I do not view the relationship between faculty and administration and students
as adversary in nature. We need to draw on the total resources of the University
to make sound and wise decisions, exploit our expertise in every area, and work
together toward mutually acceptable and desirable goals. This requires close
coordination, cooperation, and communication. The newly formed Senate, hopefully, will facilitate and augment this relationship.
CAI>1PUS BEAUTIFICATION
In the never-ending battle against the weeds ar1d sand, our Buildings and
Grounds Department receives a lot of advice. I would like to compliment them,
however, on the many improvements that have been made over this past year while
operating on severe budget limitations.
In the funding of our facilities, our top priority has gone into getting
as much space as we can for the dollar with little allocated for landscaping and
site improvement. Therefore, we have areas of great beauty and areas that are
real eyesores. Little relief can be expected from appropriated funds which have
higher priorities in terms of personnel and educational resources. We are,
however, going to do our best to obtain outside funding from some private source
or sources to establish a trust fund of roughly $2 million, and use the annual
interest to finance a long-range campus beautification program. 11ith the richness of our natural setting, we could have one of the most beautiful campuses in
the ~10rld right here at the University of New Mexico.
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BILINGUAL AND MULTI-CULTURAL EDUCATION
Within even a short time in New Mexico, even the most casual observer
is well aware of the multi-cultural impact-- on our architecture, our art,
our music, our life-style, our language. We know that approximately 40% of our
population is Spanish speaking, about 10% are Indian. The rest of us are "other,"
which I take to mean Anglo or Gringo or Black or Oriental. This is a heady blend,
and in our meetings and relations with one another, many of our leaders and
teachers have the ability to communicate in two or more languages.
Intending no insult to those who in their Ph.D. programs or personal
experience have a capability in two or more languages, which should be the
expectation in a highly educated university community, I, nonetheless, would like
to urge that each of us and all of us set as a goal the attainment of at least
basic skills in a language other than English within the next two years.
I think this could have important implications for us as a university
in our relations within a multi-cultural environment, in our leadership by example,
and in an expanded academic and educational horizon.
In the latter category, it is my opinion that we have the opportunities
of achieving national and international distinction for our leadership in fields
that emphasize our own Southwestern multi-cultural setting -- anthropology,
linguistics, art, music, architecture, drama, history, political science,
economics, literature, geography, geology, public administration, education and
business. My impression is that we have not even begun to exploit our opportunities in regional and local emphasis in these fields.
Likewise, by virtue of our proximity to Mexico and South America and our
already high percentage of Spanish-speaking faculty and students, we have
unique opportunities for leadership in Central and South ·American relations.
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I would like to see us become a focal point for Latin American studies on
the same scale that the East-l4est Center is to the University of Hawaii in its
relationship to the Pacific rim.
Great strides toward these capabilities could be taken by expanding our own
personal qualifications of current faculty and deliberate selection of new
faculty who combine with their other talents and sl:ills strengths in these areas
when appropriate.
I cheer with great enthusiasm and approbation the search for a new faculty
member in the College of Business which stated at the top and the bottom of the
page:
"SPECIAL SEARCH FOR SPANISH-SPEAKING CANDIDATES."
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
At the present, we estimate that somewhere between 20 and 24% of our students
are Hispanic in background, some 3 to 5% are Native American. (Exact statistics
are difficult to come by because many students refuse to fill out the blanks on
the forms.) This means that we have between four and five thousand Hispanic
and over seven hundred Indian students on our campus. Clearly, these are among
the largest concentrations of Spanish and Indian student populations on a single
campus.
On the graduate level, we have the greatest number of Hispanic graduate
students in the country. Most of these, however, are in the College of Education.
Many areas are virtually unrepresen~ed in minority students. A pitifully small
number of our graduate assistantships go to minorities. He must do better.
In the hiring of new faculty, of the newly created positions, only 5 of
53 were of a minority background. Again, we have to do better.
I think the examples set by the College of Business in their efforts, and
the College of Education should serve as guidelines for us all. Hhere appropriate,
let us build into the job description itself a commitment to affirmative action
principles and those special qualifications that attract minority applicants.
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And, as I indicated in a memo distributed to department chairmen and deans
this past year, as one of the largest, if not the largest, producers of minority
graduate degree recipients in the country, we should take a careful look at our
own graduates when filling positions. Consider each case on its merits and
weigh the pros and cons.
Closely related to the Affirmative Action concern is an upcoming Minorities
Priorities Conference scheduled for October 9th in Woodward Hall. I would like
to urge al.l who are concerned to attend.
CAMPUS FACILITIES
AND
EQUIPMENT BUDGET
By now, I hope that everyone in the University community -- faculty, staff,
and students has registered to vote. We have a lot at stake in this election.
On the local level, the ballot will include a proposed 4.5 mill levy which
translates to roughly $4.5 million to support our teaching hospital, the
Bernalillo County Medical Center. The successful passage of this levy is vital to
our entire Health Science Center.
On the state level, the ballot will include a $25 million bond issue for
Campus Facilities and Equipment, which, if passed, will provide funds for
capital construction and equipment at all the state university campuses and/or
their branches. I urge your active support of these issues.
At the present, the University has submitted its priorities for capital
construction. The three major projects listed by the U.N.M. were in the following
order:
$1.65 million for a Dental Hygiene Building
$4.6 million for a i~echanical Engineering Building
$4.5 million for a Health Sciences Research Building
In addition, we have listed several vital remodeling projects plus equipment
requests.
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Meanwhile, we have under construction or bid at the present time the
following major facilities: Law School Library, Health Science Library, Student
Union remodeling, Fine Arts Building, Child Psychiatric Care Unit (Family
Practice Center). These are funded from various scources, but represent some
$19 million inconstruction.
SALARY INCREASES
Last year, of the roughly $5 million of "new" money appropriated by the
Legislature, approximately $1.2 million went to inflationary costs in utilities,
supplies, and equipment-- $300 thousand to the Library, $1 million to new
positions --and $2.5 million to salary increases. That $2.5 million for salary
increases represented approximately an 8 percent overall adjustment in salaries.
Roughly 85% of our total budget is allocated for personnel, so you begin to see
the magnitude of the problem. It takes a massive amount of money to make~
change. This 8% increase did improve our salary picture slightly on the
national average. But ~1e are yet roughly $1,000 below the. average salary nationwide. We still have to throw in a lot of pottery and scenery to be competitive.
We will continue to strive for steady progress on the salary front.
The early guidelines statewide appear to be a proposed 8% allocated for
salary adjustments again this year. But it is too early to tell. At this point,
like everyone else, I'm just guessing.
CENTRAL COORDINATION OF SERVICES
In a large and complex university such as this, there is a delicate balance
between desired centralization of services and a similarly desired· decentralization. Lack of some central control can result in expensive and unnecessary
duplication of expensive facilities and personnel, inefficient utilization of
equipment, and general frustration. We cannot afford separate empires or fiefdoms.
Therefore, as one of the top management priorities this coming year, ~1e will
endeavor to centralize and coordinate such services as computer operations,
audio-visual aids, printing and reproduction equipment, space allocation,
recruiting, and university relations. We will endeavor to do this without
compromising the internal functioning of any department, school, college, or unit.
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But you can expect that some organizational changes will be made in the management and coordination of these efforts.
LIBRARY
I would like to compliment Dean Paul Vassallo and the entire library staff
for their efforts in smoothing out the operation of the library this past year.
Much progress has been made in the acquisition and shelving of books, and providing services to faculty and staff. It is a never-ending challenge and job,
and probably never quite receives a thunderous ovation or the gratitude of all
those concerned. But we do know that the effort has been prodigious.
In terms of funding, as I mentioned before, some $300 thousand in new
university resources were allocated to the Library budget.
We ask for y.our patience, cooperation, and understanding.
ADMINISTRATIVE REORGANIZATION
I don't believe administrative qrganization charts should be cast in
bronze -- rather they should be written on a blackboard where they can be reviewed
and rewritten and patterned to the ever-changing institution.
In the past year we have made a number of changes in the central administrative organization.
The position of Provost was created, and Dr. Chester Travelstead appointed
to the post. This is the chief academic officer of the University reporting
directly to the President.
Under the supervision of the Provost are three associate provosts -- the
Associate Provost and Dean of Faculties, currently filled on an acting basis by
Dean Clinton Adams; the Associate Provost. for Research and Academic Services,
Dr. Paul Silverman; and the Associate Provost for Public Service, Community,
and Regional Affairs, Alex Mercure.

:11.
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.The Vice President for Business and Finance, Mr. John Perovich; the Vice
President for Health Sciences, with Dr. Leonard Napolitano serving on an acting
basis; and the Vice President for Student, Alumni, and Developmental Affairs,
with Dr. Karen Glaser filling in on an acting status, also reports directly to
the Office of the President.
Inasmuch as our Provost, Dr. Travelstead, will qualify for retirement at
the end of this academic year, a search committee chaired by Dean of Arts and
Sciences, Dr. Nat Wollman, is currently active. A search con~ittee for the
position of Vice President for Health Sciences under the chairmanship of Dr.
Travelstead, and a similar committee for the position of Vice President for
Student, Alumni, and Developmental Affairs chaired by Jack Sheehan, also are
underway.
Thus, three of the central administrative positions should be filled sometime during the year.
Meanwhile, before issuing any formal organizational chart for the University,
we are continuing to analyze proposed changes in the administrative structure to
determine just what might work the best in reporting and coordinating functions.
Some of the final decisions may well be deferred until the new personnel are
selected and consulted. As the teen-age boy said to his concerned mother:
"Be patient. I ain't through growing'yet."
One observation I would make is that personally I am grateful for the addition of one more academic administrator on the staff. This already has produced
what I believe to be some significant developments in the planning and policy
considerations.
Also, I should li~e to acknowledge the contributions this past year of Bill
Weeks, who has rendered important services in our legislative relations; Tony
Hillerman, who in a dual role as a faculty member and administrator has helped
cut through the red tape of bureaucracy and served as campus trouble shooter for
faculty and.students; and the veteran old pro, John Durrie, who as chief of
protocol and University Secretary attends to the myriad of details that keep the
administrative machinery oiled and functioning.
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Our administrative goal is to provide effective leadership and efficient
management and coordination and support to create the most favorable climate
wherein our missions of teaching, learning, research and public service can
reach their fullest potential. And part of that leadership responsibility
is interpreting our role and needs to our internal as well as our external
constituencies.
LEGISLATIVE RELATIONS
Legislators are often berated for not adequately funding the insatiable
requests of universities. I, for one, would like to thank the members of the
New Mexico legislature for their strong support for UNM and our sister institutions this past session. While our requests were not met~ toto, within
the resources of the state I am convinced we made significant strides. This
is in sharp contrast to trends in other states and the hard times that have
fallen on some public institutions. I firmly believe that the people of New
Mexico do aspire to having universities they can point to with pride and will
make the effort to provide for steady improvement.
This past year we did have a 20% increase in our operating budget for the
main campus, plus a 50% increase in the funding of our medical school. In
addition to the funding of the Fine Arts Building through the expiring bond
issue, from state surplus funds we received $3 million for the construction
of a Law School Library. In internal budgetary procedures, important considerations to us included an increase of the overhead from grants and contracts
which allowed 80% to accrue to the University.
Less visible,but of considerable importance, was a direct appropriation
of $600,000 to the retirement fund to provide for cost-of-living adjustments
for those on retirement now and in the future. This was appropriated from
surplus funds rather than being taken from those funds allocated for sala~y
adjustments. (This added fringe benefit equates to about a 2% salary adjustment.)
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In addition to the legislative leadership, I would especially like to thank
our Governor, Jerry Apodaca, for his strong efforts and support on behalf of
higher education. He is a champion of quality education on every level, and a
true and understanding friend.
In working with the Legislature, I believe it is imperative that
the effort be coordinated in the Office of the President, who is the designated
spokesman for the University. In this capacity, I leaned heavily on the
assistance of Bill Weeks, Dr. Leonard Napolitano,·John Perovich, and Dr. chester
Travelstead, as well as selected deans, faculty, students, and alumni when
appropriate.
Personally, this takes a lot of my time, particularly in the early fall
and when the Legislature is in session. I systematically try to keep in personal contact with as many legislators as possible throughout the year. I set
this high priority on the basis that obtaining adequate resources for our various
missions, interpreting these missions to the public, getting direct feedback on
the impact our institution is having on the state, and assessing ways we can better
meet the needs of our people constitute a never-ending role.
In terms of accountability, our product, educated people, speaks for
itself. Our needs have to be projected within the realm of reason and the
possible. Our response has to be doing what we say we will do with the money
allocated for progress and expansion and excellence.
Directly related to our legislative efforts is effective coordination with
the Board of Educational Finance and our sister institutions. Particularly
important in this relationship is our coordination with our sister institution,
~ew Mexico State University.
UNM and New 11exico State represent the two major, comprehensive, multiJUrpose institutions in our state, and between them have almost 80% of the
!nrollment in public universities. In addition (along with New Nexico Tech),
r.e have the responsibility for all of the doctoral programs and the bulk of the
·e~earch.
I am pleased with the cooperative efforts, especially on the graduate
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and research fields, where we are finding new ways to work together in Engineering,
Business, Education, the Sciences, and other related professional fields.
Of prime concern to both UNM and State is the fact that as the two institutions which have the bulk of the students, the most complex and advanced degree
programs, and the highest tuition, we receive in dollars per student the lowest
appropriation and level of expenditures of state institutions. While the rate
of growth at these two comprehensive universities over the past five years has
shown the greatest increase, as compared to some actual declines in other
institutions, the percent~ge of increase to approp~iation or expenditures has
lagged far behind the others.
Our students, our faculty, and our universities deserve the same level of
support as received by other institutions in the state.
To this end, in coming BEF deliberations and in this next legislative
session, UNr1 and State will be asking for a ''growth and quality" appropriation
of $150 per student to provide a make-up factor in our instructional programs.
If successful in this endeavor, we will concentrate our efforts on hiring the
badly needed new faculty I mentioned at the beginning of this address.
ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS
In enrollment projections, I foresee a leveling off or stable enrollment
at most institutions in the state, including UNf~. After more than two decades
of rapid growth, this year our enrollment almost exactly approximates that of a
year ago. While we had an increase in numbers of students, approximately 600
more, in FTE count we remained stable. No doubt, due to the differentiation in
tuition for those students enrolling in more than 19 hours, we had a sharp
decline in registration for more than 19 hours. Whatever the cause, we have
more students taking fewer hours per student.
While it is true that present formula projections are directly related to
production of credit hours, a stable enrollment has some benefits. It provides
a breathing time wherein new faculty can be plugged into our most understaffed
areas and gives us a chance to improve the quality of instruction. Thus, new
faculty gained allows us a catch-up factor.
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I do think, however, that it is to the best interests of the University
to maintain the current enrollment level or even to project modest increases to
maintain our growth and flexibility.
We can project modest growth by continued efforts to recruit good students
from all parts of the state, thus maintaining the level of our entering classes.
Also, we can do a better job of retaining students who come to us in the first
place. I am troubled by the still-high attrition rate that occurs between the
freshman and sophomore years. We need to identify and encourage those students
who have the potential and motivation for learning, adequately assess and meet
their needs, humanize our teaching and earn their loyalty. This is a task for
each of us and all of us.
We also need to provide more opportunity for older students to return to
the University, for those who are working full-time or part-time, for a whole
segment of our population who hunger for learning. We need to explore the
possibility for more evening courses, week-end programs, and within our
resources provide this access to our institution.
We already have moved to more flexibility in our scheduling of classes,
which is apparent by the heavy traffic on campus in the late afternoons and
evenings. But we need to do more in making maximum utilization of existing
facilities and resources.
The degree to which we pay attention to these needs and details will be an
important factor in the future growth of this University.
STANDARDS AND ACCESS
One of the major problems confronting the University is inadequate preparation of too many students who enter our freshman class. Coupled with the
University's desire to provide access and equal opportunity for learning to all
who have the potential and motivation for higher education, the problem is
compounded.
In addressing this problem, I strpngly support the general concepts of
Dean Clinton Adams in his memorandum of .July 20, 1976. Citing previous
studies, Deam Adams sets forth these conclusions:
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"1.

2.
3.

4.

ACT scores reliably predict the performance of students during the
freshman year.
The ACT scores of entering freshmen have sharply declined in the years
between 1967 and 1975.
The mix of students has greatly changed since 1967. There remain some
excellently prepared students (ACT scores of 26 or above) but their
number has decreased, most notably in English. At the other end of the
scale, the number of inadequately prepared students (ACT scores of 15
and below) has increased, again most notably in English.
Whereas in 1967 the instructor of a freshman class could justifiably
direct his or her teaching toward students of average and above average
preparation, who then constituted a majority, faculty members must now
adjust their teaching to reflect the presence of large numbers of students
who are inadequately prepared to do university-level work.

"In the long run we must work toward improvement in the level of preparation of
entering students.
"The re-establisi1ment of high school subject matter requirements for admission
to the university is a step in this direction. For the short term, however, we
must focus upon changes that can quickly be made in our pattern of freshman
instruction, given the present qualifications of entering students. We will
accomplish nothing by wringing our hands and wishing things were otherwise.
We must take such steps as are possible.within the academic, financial, social
and political constraints of the present situation.
"The College of Arts and Sciences has responded to the progressive deterioration of the freshman class by establishing new courses in English and Mathematics
designed to assist poorly prepared students to become better prepared to undertake university-level work. In recognition of the effort now being made through
the Presidential Scholarship program to increase the number of excellently
prepared students in the freshman class, special "honors" sections have been
established in several beginning courses. These steps, although not yet sufficient
to meet the problem, together indicate the approach that should be taken further
to improve the quality of freshman instruction."
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Later, Adams goes on to state: "We cannot afford to wait. The situation
that presently exists in our freshman program is critical. The courses as
presently constituted are all but unteachable. The presence of large numbers
of inadequately prepared students deprives ~students of the opportunity
they deserve."
The details of implementing the Adams Proposal still have to be hammered
out, but I strongly applaud the general thrust. The open door should not be a
revolving door. We have to determine how we can do our best with the students
coming to us now.
We also have to continue our long-range planning, including the possible
implementation at some date of a junior college or general college within the
University framework. These efforts will be continued.
ROLE OF THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
One of the most positive of outward extension of the University and its
influence is our relationship with public education in the state. Some 85%
of our students come from these schools in New Mexico, and, if many are
inadequately prepared for higher education, we have to shoulder some of the
blame.
A prevailing and reoccurring complaint that I hear in my travels is:
"You teach the teachers. Why can't my kid read?" I think that in public
and higher education we do face a reading or learning crisis. It is incumbent
upon us as a University to help determine the reasons why and provide the
leadership to do something about it.
With other institutions, we share the responsibility for training teachers
and administrators and counselors. I know of no area where we couJ.d better our
image of credibility and accountability than by taking agg'ressive action to
find solutions. This deserves the support of the entire University community.

1.8
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I would like to see the concept of on-site courses for teachers in the
field expanded. I would like to see the BEF and Legislature recognize that all
education does not have to take place on the campus and credit those credit hours
generated to the same principles that fund our on-campus programs. I would like
to see more flexibility in crediting off-campus teacher and administrative and
counseling courses toward degree programs as an added incentiye to the professional gro~ith of the individuals concerned. The key is quality control,
not where the student takes the course. With imagination and perseverance,
we can provide this quality control and reach out to our colleagues in public
education to upgrade education on every level in this state.
I'm not berating what ~1e are doing now.
better than it has ever been done before.

I just want to do more and do it

THE STUDENTS
Nany of my remarks already have touched on the instructional and academic
life of the students. Let me briefly summarize some of the recent and current
developments which also pertain to students.
This past year the Faculty and Regents approved a new student grievance procedure to hear and readdress, if necessary, their academic grievances.
Under consideration at the present time is a new student constitution.
Also implemented in the past few months was the coordination to Title VI
and Title IX policy under the auspices of the Dean of Students, Karen Glaser.
In a most constructive and positive ~Jay, we had outstanding 1eadership
from Student Body President Alan Hilson and Phil Gursky in our legislative
efforts. One of the chief benefits of their efforts was the 1egi sl ati ve decision
to allO\~ $11 of the tuition increase to remain 1·1ith the University rather than
being credited against the appropriation. Students from the Law School and
Dental Hygiene also were effective ~1orkers in obtaining a high priority for
buildings for those respective programs.
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Inaugurated this fall was a new registration system wherein we endeavored
to use computer science to humanize the institution. Initial input has been
highly favorable. The registration process was greatly speeded up. By having
day-to-day tabulations as sections filled, and with the dedicated efforts of
deans and department chairmen, we were able to respond more quickly to student
needs by adding new sections. I have nothing but high praise for Dean Bob
Weaver and his entire staff as well as Dick Leurig and the staff of Data
Processing. ~lhile the agonies of registration never result in complete satisfaction fr.om every source, there has been si gni fi cant progress. I also
appreciate on the part of every clerk and staff member every expression of
the attitude that we are here to serve.
Among the problems confronting students and the entire University
community this coming year is how do we do a better job of orienting and
supporting minority students on our campus. What role should the ethnic
centers play? Where will they best fit in the total organization for maximum
effectiveness? These are decisions which have to be made.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, let me say again that the most important aspect of our public
relations as well as internal relations is to demonstrate to our students that we
do care.
A few months ago, in a speech I was making on University relations, Dr. Jim
Thorson was in the audience. In my remarks I mentioned that the most effective
public relations sometimes cost the least in time or money -- namely, taking a
few moments at the end of a semester for a faculty member to write a short note
to his/her students or thejr. parents acknowledging outstanding performance or
contributions. Jim took me up on the proposal. He wrote. And even to him, I
think the results were surprising. Several parents commented that it was the
first communication from the University other than a grade report or a bill they
had received. I'm sure Dr. Thorson felt his efforts were amply rewarded.
Meanwhile, I'm also sure the whole University benefited.
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If you think of your own education, the impact that an inspirational
teacher had on your life, you appreciate that often it is the personal contact which stimulates and enriches the total educational experience.
I'd like to ask each of you-- find some way to let your students know
you care. Many of you do already. We have a great faculty here and a great
University.
After a year in New Mexico, I am convinced that our state and our
university must be among the best-kept secrets in the whole country. We must
find ways to share our treasures, engender a sense of community, and reflect
a deep pride in our profession and our University.

EL FIN
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
July 1, 1975- June 30, 1976
Lavon McDonald, Athletic Director
University of New Mexico athletes competed in 13 intercollegiate sports in 1975-76, played in front of a million
spectators and performed in 28 states and four foreign countries.
For the first time in many years, a UNM team did not win
a Western Athletic Conference team championship, though the
skiiers captured the Central Intercollegiate Alpine League
title. Lobo teams finished in the top 16 teams in the country
in four sports and one performer, indoor track's Charles
Dramiga, won an individual NCAA Championship. Tennis star
Tim Garcia finished third in the NCAA Tennis Championships.
Team-wise, the Lobos were fifth in the NCAA Golf Championships hosted in Albuquerque. UNM senior Greg Goldsmith was
ninth individually. UNM's indoor track team was tenth at the
NCAA meet with Dramiga winning the 600 yard run. The cross
country team finished 14th at the NCAA meet, with UNM's Lionel
Ortega finishing 24th individually.
The tennis team, on the strength of Garcia's rise to the
semifinals of the individual competition, finished 16th in the
national tournament.
Five New Mexico athletes were named to six first team
All-America selections in their sport. Placekicker Bob Berg
became the first UNM football player in history to be named to
a major All-American first team when the nation's Football
Writers' Association picked him. Berg completed his career as
the accurate field goal kicker in the 107 year history of NCAA
football.

Dramiga was namea ~irst team All-American for his indoor
performance. Middle distafice man M;chael Solomon was a double
All-American, in indoor and outdoor track, when he finished
fifth in the 600 indoors and fifth in the 400 meter run in the
NCAA outdoor championships.
Garcia was top vote getter on the tennis All-America team.
Swimmer Brian Patno made All-American for his 11th place finish
in the 200 meter butterfly event at the NCAA meet.
A rundown on 1975-76 by sport:
FOOTBALL-- The Lobos won five of their final six games to
finish 6-5, first winning season since 1971. New Mexico finishe~
fourth in the Western Athletic Conference, benind Arizona State's
unbeaten, #2 ranked Sun Devils. Quarterback Steve Myer was
second in the nation in passing and third in total offense. The
Lobos led the nation in defense against punt returns and the
squad broke or tied 33 school records. Center Steve Hilson,
guard Edgar Bell, safety Randy Rich, defensive end Robin Cole
and Berg were all voted All-WAC. Lobo home attendance for six
home games was 110,816, an average of 18,469 per game, up over
one thousand per game from 1974 atte1dance.
CROSS COUNTRY-- The Lobos finished third in the WAC behind
NCAA champion Texas-El Paso. Lionel Ortega was fifth in the
conference meet and 24th in the NCAA championship. Matthew
Segura was 53rd in the NCAA meet. The WAC had by far the best
finish at the meet, with UTEP first, BYU 7th and the Lobos
finishing 14th
WRESTLING-- Ron Jacobsen's wrestlers finished an injury
plagues season with a 1-12 record in dual competition and a
seventh place finish in the conference. Top Lobo was 134
pounder Frank Gilpin, who finished ~econd in the WAC meet despite a head injury and finished with a 21-B individual record.
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GYMNASTICS-- Rus~y Mitchell's team finishad below second
in the conference for the first tiw~ in history. Mitchell's
team ended their dual season 8-2 with wins over national powers
Indiana State and Arizona State. Lobo Steve Ortiz won the
prestigious UCLA Invitational individual title and was second
for the WAC All Around. He finished 16th in the NCAA Championships in All Around competition, and was among the top 16 gymnasts selected to the U.S. Olympic Trials.
WATER POLO-- New Mexico, long dominant in the Rockies,
slipped a little in 1975 and finished third in the District 7
competition, marking the first time in five years a Lobo team
had not advanced to the NCAA Championships. Brian Patno was
All-District and the team finished 8-7 in dual competition.
SWIMMING-- Long dominant in the Rockies in swimming, too,
the Lobos slipped a notch. New Mexico finished fourth in the
WAC meet, with two individual champions, Tom Smith in the 400
yard individual medley and Wes Baca in the 200 yard breaststroke. Patno, second in the 200 butterfly at the HAC, was
11th in the NCAA meet. UNM's dual swimming record was 2-2.
INDOOR TRACK-- New Mexico was fourth in the WAC and lOth
nationally, pointing up the amazing strength of the conference
in track. The WAC meet had five New Mexico wins. Long jumper
Robert Nance, Michael Solomon in the 600 yard run, Lionel
Ortega in the three mile run and the lobo Mile and Two Mile
relay teams all won titles. Charles Dramiga and Solomon
finished first and fifth in the NCAA meet in the 600.
SKIING-- The Lobo men won the CIAL Championship and three
Lobos, Jose Sena, Tim Cottam and Chris Dean made the All-League
team.
BASKETBALL-- New Mexico led the nation in basketball attendance, drawing 246,367 fans for an average of 16,101 per home
game. Top single game attendance was the 18,962 who saw the
Lobos play second-ranked Nevada las Vegas. The Lobos finished
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fourth tn the WAC, behind Ar~zona's championship team. The
Lobos lost the championship theM$clves on two last-second
losses to Arizona, one in overtime. New Mexico was 16-11 on
the season and 8-6 in conference play. Lobos Ricky Williams
and George Berry were named TVS Players of the Week on two
occasions in Lobo victories. Center Larry Gray led the conference in rebounding.
BASEBALL"- Bob Leigh's lobes finished third in the Southern
Division of the WAC behind NCAA Champion Arizona's first place
finish. New Mexico ended the season with a 28-24 season record
and a 4-14 conference mark. Outfielder Mike Delmonico, who hit
.370, was named to the All-WAC first team.
OUTDOOR TRACK-- Weather cancelled or hampered New Mexico's
three home meets, and the Lobos did not win a meet. New
Mexico's record was 0-2 in triangulars and 0-2-1 in duals. The
Lobes finished fifth in the conference meet and won no individual titles. Michael Solomon, the only Lobo in the NCAA meet,
finished fifth in the 400 meter run.
TENNIS-- New Mexico started a rise in national tennis
circles on the performance of sophomore Tim Garcia. Garcia won
the WAC No. 1 championship and advanced, unseeded, to the semifinals of the NCAA Championships. He finished the season with
a 26-6 record, best in the school's history. He was also selected to an American All Star team which will compete in Japan
in September. The Lobes were fifth in the WAC meet and 16th
in the NCAAs, with every point in both being scored by Garcia.
New Mexico's team dual record was 13-12.
GOLF-- The best team finish of any Lobo squad came in golf
when New Mexico finished fifth at the NCAA meet. Coach Dick
McGuire's team was third in the WAC meet, but came on in the
national meet. lobo Brad Bryant was voted All-WAC for the
second time. New Mexico finished no lower than 7th in any
tournament, was never ranked out of the nation's top twelve
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teams during the year. Top individual finish was Ray Cragun's
fourth at the New Mexico State Intercollegiate.
Womens' Athletics:
The University of New Mexico fielded nine women's intercollegiate athletic teams in the following sports: basketball,
field hockey, golf, gymnastics, swimming, skiing, tennis and
volleyball. The women's teams compete in the Intermountain
Conference, which is composed of all eight UAC schools plus
six other universities in the same geographical area.
The basketball team, coached by Kathy Marpe, finished
sixth in the conference last year. The high point of the seaso~
was the defeat of BYU before several thousand fans on a jump
shot by Margaret Gonzales with one second left on the clock in
the first overtime.
Bev Quinlan's field hockey team finished third in the conference with a 15-6 season record.
The women's golf team, coached by Al Lovato, competed in
tournaments in Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona, National Collegiate
Tournament in Michigan. Henry Sandles, who is the golf pro at
U~M's South Course, has assumed the coaching duties for next
year following Al Lovato's resignation to accept a position in
South America.
Keeping her promise to upgrade the Lobo women's gymnastics
program, Coach Claudia Thomas has moved her team from Class II
level to Class I level competition. The move will provide UNM
with much stiffer competition and give our athletes the opportunity to qualify for nations. As a Class II team, UNM
finished second in both the Southern District meet and the Intermountain Regional meet. Jacque Taylor won the balance beam
event and placed fourth in floor exercise at the Regional and
Pam Stehwein took fourth in the all-around competition.
The women's ski team placed third in the Central Intercollegiate Alpine League and received an invitation to the
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National Intercollegiate Women'5 Skf Championships. Led by
all conference skiers Cindy Stone and Kathy Campbell, the UHM
team was expected to finish among the five teams at the nationai
meet. However, due to a late winter storm, the Lobo women were
unable to fly to Michigan for the nationals. Only Stone. who
happened to be in Minnesota when the storm hit, made the trip.
She finished fifth in the slalom.
The t:~nn·is team, coached by Larry Lindsay, finished fifth
in the conference. In the conference meet JaAnne Boehning and
Linda Kopriva made it tn the semi~finals before beino nu!':.t.Ad.
Over spring brac.k, Co~.ch Lindsay took his team to t·1exico City
to play the National University of New r·lexico and several club~
in that area. This year the Mexican players will return the
favor coming to UN~ this fail.
The track te2m coached by Barbara Butler, finished second
in the conference and 13th in the nationals. Karen Cramond
placed third in the three mile and fifth in the two mile and
Susan Vigil took fourth in the 880 at the national collegiate
meet. Vigil also placed sixth in the 800 meters at the Olympic
trials. Cross Country has been added for the coming year.
The 1975 season was a rebuilding year for Coach Kathy
Marpe's volleyball team and, although the team won only threa
matches all season and did not qualify for the regional tournament. the record does not indicate the improvement of the
players.
Although progress is being made in the effort to provide
equa1 opportunities for women in Athletics at UNM, the women's
program still lags far behind the men's program, especially in
the critical areas of scholarships, coaches and assistant
co~rhes. and travel funds.
Unless more agressive action is
taken to provide equal athletic opportunities for UNM's women
athletes, the school will be in serious troGble with the
federal government because of T1t1c IX and with the state
-6-
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government because of the Stdte Equal Rights amendment.
The following attractions were held in the UniversitY
Arena. Stadium or University Athletic Facilities:
1}
New Mexico High School Basketball Tournament
New Mexico High School Cheerleaders Clinic
2
New Mexico State Science Fair
3
4)
Ninth Annual Lobo Invitational Basketball
Tournament
New Mexico High School Cross Country
National Youth Sports Program sponsored by UNM
in collaboration with NCAA and the President's
Council on Physical Fitness.
7)
New Mexico A.A.U. Track Meet
8)
New Mexico High School Golf & Track Championships
9)
New Mexico High School Coaches Ass. Coaching
School & All-Stars
1 0)
Annual Fall Tucker Golf Tournament
11)
NCAA Golf Tournament
The Stadium Press Box facility is now ready and waiting
for the 1976 football season. In addition to the Press Box,
648 chair back seats. 324 on each level. a lounge area. rest
rooms and concessions are inside the facility. Elevators are
located in the rear of the box which are available to the
handicapped as well as the press and fans. Promotion sales
throughout the community and the state have tripled the season
ticket sales for the '76 season. Through the corporation of
the UNM Board of Regents and the LOBO Club, a new Hi-Play
System sod field and all-weather track have been installed
for the '76 season.
The expansion of the University Arena was completed in
November with the addition of 2,370 chair back seats, the
concourse enlarged in depth with additional restrooms and concession stands. The total seating capacity is now 17,201.
The UNM Ticket Office and LOBO Club is now located in the
Arena with the Pete McDavid's Lounge available for Univers1ty
and community functions.
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Appointments to Staff:
Cappelli, Vince
Gonzales, John
McGuire, Don
Sandles, Henry
Smith, Reese
Silverberg, Bill

- Baseball Coach & Equipment Mgr.
- Asst. Sports Information Dir.
Sports Information Dir.
- Womens' Golf Coach
- Asst. Football Coach
- Asst. Track Coach

-June
-Sept.
-Aug.
-June
-Mar.
-June

'76

'75
'75
'76
'76
'76

Separations from Staff:
Brocker, Paul
G1·otl1, Eddie
Leigh, Robert
Lovato, Al
Quiesser, Harold
Hhite, Jack
!•lisman, Tom

-

Asst. Sports Information Dir.
Sports Information Dir.
Baseball Coach & Equipment Mgr.
Womens' Golf Coach
Asst. Football Coach
Asst. Academic Advisor
Asst. Basketball Coach

-8-

-Aug. '7i:J
-July '75
-June '76
-r~ay
'75

-r1ar. '76

-July '75
-June '76
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AtHWAL REPORT OF TI-lE SCIIOOL OF ARCIHTECTURE & PLMHIHIG

July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
florton (4oppenfcld, Dean

I. General

Information

A. This year was a milestone in the history of Architecture
and Planning education at the University.

It

1~as

the

first academic year of the newly established School of
Architecture & Planning (formerly a department in the
College of Fine l'.rts).

The elevation to School status is a clear indication on
the pDrt of the University of confidence in uhat has
gone before and a recognition of the ever increasing
significance of the built environment as a growing
national and State concern.

The School will attempt to be continually responsive
to the educational needs of the State and the country
in order to achieve a salubrious environment.

a. The ne\•1 Dean
Mort

~oppenfeld

first Dean.
educator.

was selected to become the School's

Ills backr.round is not that of a typical
He has

so~e

5 years of teaching experience,

always adjunctive to other primary roles.

He comes

to this post •·!ith an unusual background of an experienced and registered Architect and Urban Planner

and Designer.

As t!,e Vice President for Planning

and Design in the Rouse Go., (a private real estate
development corp.), he was responsible for the
planning and design of the new City of Columbia, Md.
This private sector experience is combined with seven
years of public sector experience in urban planning
and design in Philadelphia, \'ashington D. C., and
Hartford, Conn.

His current committment to the teaching and learning
process at the University is part of his basic
philosophy about the need to learn from what we
build in order to improve the environment and to
find ways for constant role changes between teachers,
learners, practitioners, and researchers.

b. The School's Environ,nent
Our humble spaces were significantly brightened by
a top-to-bottom paint job.

The University paint

crew worked several weeks to improve the appearance
of the building and exterior garden \':al1s.

At the

same time, the two entry gardens were enhanced by
new trees and plants donated by local nurseries and
installed by

~tuJrnt

v~lunteers.
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A new array of

f~rnlture

arrived to equip faculty

and administrative offices es

w~ll

as seminar rooms

and for the first time, two student lounge areas
with new chairs.

All this has evoked a good sense

of well-being about the School.

c. Building a stable base from which to arow and chnnge
The past years were symbolized by a rapid increase
in student enrollment and diversification of the
program.

Between 1963 and Spring 1975, the School

grew from approximately 100 undergraduate students
and 7 1/2 FTE faculty to the 256 undergraduates
and 118•'' graduates with 11.3 FTE faculty of today.

167 courses were offered in this past year, adding
to 606 credit hours.

The School remains over extended, appl !cations continue to increase in number, putting an extraordinary
burden on existing faculty and creating crisis-like
conditions

~ith

little time to address the future and

to offer no students the faculty attention that is
appropriate.

~~full

In recognition of this, enrollment

2nd part-time enrollmcrt Fall 1975.

3

in 75-76

W<lS

kept c-::nstant with the previous year

and efforts to increase our faculty and administrative
support were successful.

Two

new full time faculty

positions were granted for the coming year to Increase
our FTE to 13.3.

Added to this Is a 1/2 time assistant

to the Dean for student affairs.

Together

~ith

competent three person office staff, the School

a

is

now in a good position to enhance the quality of its
work and be

~ore

responsive to changing conditions.

d. Preliminary Accreditation Visit.
In preparation for a formal evaluation of our current
accreditation in this coming year, the School was
visited by a committee of the Hational Architectural
Accreditation Roard.

The visit occasioned several

important faculty and student meetings to id&ntify
issues and areas of agreement and differences of
view among us.

The visit was a good one and the

preliminary report very supportive.

e. A School l!ewsletter 1·as initiated, edited by Enid
Howarth of our faculty.

Six issues were published

greeted with enthusiasm by currant students and faculty.
It is part of a new effort to est3blish better communication with tha local
as we 11.
4

profL~:i0rals

and alumnae

f. 1/orkshops
Two very successful workshops were sponsored by the
School.

The first in Sept. on Barrier Free Design,

was managed by the Design & Planning Assistance
Center.

Attendance was exceptional

(150}, issues,

concepts, and methodologies for improving the environment for handicapped people were addressed.

Per~ons

attended from Mew Mexico and the Southwestern Region.

A second workshop on Landscape Architecture in New
Mexico was also well attended and deemed of great
value by the professionals, contractors, public
officials, faculty, and students attending.

The

luncheon address was given by Garrett Eckbo, Landscape
consultant for the

u:·n campus.

g. Teacher Workshop
In November, a number of faculty engaged with Prof.
Dale tdan, identified by the A.I.A. to conduct \vorkshops in "How to Teach."

The idea I·Jas thought so

important that we plan to continue in some way
to hel?

h. _An

d~velop

our teaching

Ex££.!:..!..!1J~~~~~-s t

~ethods.

ud i o

The availability of s0ma specia•
School to have contact

5

wit~

t~0

~unding

allowed the

competent local

Architectural office& to teach an upper class and
graduate design studios.
Bryan, &

F~irburn

The offices of Flatow, Moore,

Inc. and Barker-Bois were selected.

They brought to the School a reality-based set of
design problems, real clients to react to, an~ a broad
array of specialists as

11

consultant critics".

All

agreed that this team teaching and reality base were
very desirable, and the experiment will be repeated
in various forms this coming yeer.

i. Fiesta
In the week prior to the Spring break, another experi·
ment was undertaken.

Studio classes were suspended and

a concurrent series of lecturers, workshops, and field
trips were presented.

Students engaged in each

accordino to interest.

The basic concept was to inject

into the School learning opportunities which were
difficult to program for a full semester and for
which a sinple lecture was insufficient.

The 5 days

were completed each evenin9 with a lecture by one of
the distinguished visitors and on two occasions, with
a potlucl< dinner in

~:h.;
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School's CoMmons.

The subjects

- A Oew Perspective on the Profession - Joan F.
Sprague, Architect, Cambriclae, Mass.
- Social Planning & Community Participation - Roger
Ralph, V.P. Planning & Evaluation, Columbia, Md.
-The Architect as Developer - Gertrude Kerbis
Architect, Chicago, 11,
- Children & the Environment -Prof. Anne
Min Kantrowitz, UNM

Lempp 1

Taylor &

- Architecture of the Pre-Spanish Socieities of the
Southwest- Prof. Edie Cherry & Prof. llichel Pillet
-DesigninG for Public Schools- Janes Nason, Architect,
Berkeley, Ca.
- Media Workshops - organized by Richard Pugh
Graphics - Geoff Beebe
Video
- ~ussell Harriss
Photography - Don Mulder & Guy
\·!at son
This whole thing was a great event, to be repeated
again this coming year.

j. Visitinq Lecturer Proaram

The School's regular program consists of three basic
types of visitors:
1. Semester long lecturers
2. Special workshops, such as the Fiesta Ueek,
described a!:ovc
3. nne 3a{ lectures

Following

i~

the list of persons in the third category

and the titles of thelr lecture. ns they appeared
chronologically in the

7

Sc~ool

year:

Sept.

~eld

Oct.

11erri 11 De Long, Landscape Arch I teet.
"Standards for Landscape
Architectural Practice"

Nov.

Peter l<amnitzer, Architt:ct, Planner
"Intuition & Science in the
Design Process"

Cox, Management Consultant
"Architecture and the t1arket Place"

Panel Discussion: Hew M~xico
Landscape Architecture with
Saker /1orr01~, \.'i 11 Lee, :<.en
Yarborough, & John Rupley
Garre~t Eckco, Landscnp~ Architect
"The Landscape of i!ew !texico"

T. Hall, author, anthropologis
The Culture of Architecture"

Ed~1ard
11

May

l!olfgang F. E. Preiser, Architect
& Researcher,
"The Behavioral Science base for
Design Decisions"

k.

and Evaluation

Plannin~

Early in the year, the faculty put together a set of
"model curricula"- one each for the several alternative
program
~a~

e~phases

spent

throu~hout

discussing

This effort
held

offered at the School.

durin~

the year in faculty meetings

progra~ ~~ncept

~~l~inatc.

the week

Much time

c~

i~

an~

a

cortent.

~~:~z

finals.

~ay

ltl

faculty workshop

the cou;se of

these three days, each of our current course offerings
was described by the responsible faculty and a general
discussion followed to identify ways of improving
and relating course and programs.

This activity

is the beginning of a continuing effort at planning
evaluation within the School.

1. A l1e1·1 Course
Introduction to Library Research was team taught by
Peter 11ontague, Phyllis Cohen, and Enid Hotvarth to
give students mastery over the I ibrary's resources.
The class assessed the I ibrary system's holdings in
architecture, planning, and environment, made plans for
asses!;ing and cataloging (cross-referencing) the slide
collection, established need for a reading room in
the School of Architecture, and developed a computerized
indaxing system for cross indexing a small-to-mediumsized collection of books, articles, and pamphlets.
It will be continued this coming year.

m.

Th<~

Dcsi£!..!:!_& Plannino l'.ssistance Center

The School 1 s

rcsig~

and Planning tsslst•nce Center

(DPAC) continued str·angly In its service to

tle~1

ttexicans

who need asslstanc2 ln lmprovino their physical
environment, t,ut

c:ann;~

The combination of

VIST~

9

affor~

i":-ofe::.sional fees.

statf and

~tudents

enrolled

for course credit was directed by Associate Professor
Richard Mordhaus.

The DPAC changed locations at the beginning of the
Fall term from I06f.l. Cornell S.E. to a larger office
at 120 Yale S.C.

The remodeling, design, and much

of the labor was handled by the DPAC staff and students.
The new conference room was used during the spring
semester for one of the School's regular seminars
and for several evening faculty meetings.

In the 2nd semester, Donna McKinley from the
Couhci 1 for the El ind conducted a

~1orkshop

at the DPAC

to increase the designers' sensitivity to the architectural needs of blind people.

The DPAC sponsored an Open House to develop awareness
of our service to the community.

PROJECTS
Since July 1, 1975, the DPAC has accepted 57 projects.
The basic categories, percentage of total projects,
and examples are noted below:

l'J
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1. General Service, Research, and Education - 16%
An example would be the preparation and production
of The Guide to Fund Raising and Proposal Writina.
The purpose of the publication is to aid individuals
and groups such as our clIents in obtaining funds
for their projects.

This guidebook was prepared

in conjunction with lndependant Community Consultants
of Arkansas.

2. t!ousing_- 9%
The largest project in this category involves an
agreement with the Housing Assistance Council to
help them identify and fill architectural design
gaps in the delivery of federally funded, low
income housing projects in !lew l!exico.

3. Remodeling- 26%
Remodelings were programmed and designed for
community centers such as the G.

I. Forum in

Albuquerque and the Mutua Center in Mora.

Service

organiz11tion office remodelings included the
:tortheust Heights E.O.O. office and the South\·rest
Research and Information Center.

Educational

facility remodelinp included·::'";! Peanut Butter
and Jelly Pre-Scho~i for emotionally disturbed

li
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children to the New Mexico State Penitentiary
Library in Cerrillos.

4. Playgrounds and Parks -

Je%

These projects were the most geooraphically dispursed, being located in Torreon, Canones, Bosque
Farms, Jemez Springs, Albuquerque, and elsewhere.

5. Miscellaneous - 31%
These

\~ere

divided among

healt~

care facility

programming and remodeling, small scale graphic
design projects, mapping of the Tijeras Arroyo
and the Carnue Land Grant, and a planning project
dealing

~ith

Southwest Valley sanitary sewer

problems.

Depinninr with the Summer term, the DPAC is teaming
up with some Urban Anthropology Field School
students to work on a proposal for a South Valley
flulti-Purpose Center.

iJ.

The Future
a. The faculty has addressed a dileMma of our time which
lool:s somcthina
the built

l11~e

this: r,•arer.:ss and concern about

envlrcD~cnt

universal sc&lo.

Is rapidiy IncreasinG on a

Student~

12

responding to this are
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attracted to our School as a focal point for learning
the knowledge and skills with which to cope or better
manage this environment.

At the same time, in the

midst of this economic depression, traditional
professional job opportunities are not growing and
many architects, planners, and newly coined "environmentalists'' are without jobs.

Our promise is that the environment

~Jill

remain as a
~

key area of social concern for a foreseeable future,
and that the array of job settings and qualifications
1·1ill continually evolve.
and ph y s i c a 1 p I anne r

~~

The traditional architect

i 1 1 r e rna i n , but a s p a r t of

larger interdisciplinary and changing teams - public
and private, who colaborate to solve environmental
problems.

Our sense of the future role for this School therefore
is two-fold:
At the undergraduate level, to emphasize the
environment as a base reference for a sound,
general education - but one with a unique characteristic - that of

preble~

solving.

There wi 11 st i. 1 b.- opportuto• c·t for undergraduates 1
so desiring, to concu·1Lrate in the field of
I3

architecture.

Out the curriculum should evolve

to allow a broader education in regard to the built
environment- the historical, social, economic,
and political forces which shape it and
concepts, values, and methodologies for addressing
the problems which continue to emerge.

Such

an undergraduate experience would prepare students
well for advanced work in many fields, other than
the traoitlonal architect-planner.

To some extent, this concept has been in effect
within our School for a number of years Clnd i!l
only now reaching a point where a clear statement
is appropriate.

It is our intent to seek an additional degree
to distinguish the students who pursue this

generi~

problem-solving curriculum from those who clearly
emphasize the architectural curriculum.

It

should be called a Bachelor of forts in Environmental
Design.

At the Graduate level, this same phenomenon is at
work.

For many years, tht:i Sr'···Jol has offered

curriculum .;>ptions in Al"chit·: ture, Planning
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and Environmental Design.

Course offerings and

faculty have been developed to make these options
real.

Our effort in the future will be to have

faculty work in an advisory role more intimately
with each graduate student to insure a good
curriculum design consistent with the student's
interests in relationship to the problems of the
environment.

In order to better identify these curriculum
distinctions and to give meaning to our degree
!'lore consistent with other universities, vre will
seek to offer another professional degree to distinguish the alternate study area from that of the
arcllitect.

This degree should be called a llaster

of Environmental resign.

It should include all

those emphasizing Planning, Research in Human
Environmental Relations and Environmental Analysis,
and problem solving, other than that which results
in building design and construction.

b. Team Tea_ching

&

an Interdisciplinary Approach

In this coming year, in recognition of the many areas
of skill,
\Jill

knowledp~

impinge

c•;1

and

t}~IC'll

15

differin~

env:r:>r.1·

points of view which
.-::al probleMs,
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most studios and several

lecture and seminar courses

will be conducted by interdisciplinary faculty teams.
The most important experiment In this direction will
be in the Interdisciplinary Graduate Studio.

Here,

a planner, architect, and environmentalist tvill form
the nucleus of a faculty teaching team to interact
with groupings of students.

The studio will last for

two semesters, emphasizing team efforts In the first
semester and individual efforts in the second.
Studio problems will be selected from local and regional
situations, with the prospect that the work accomplished
might have some beneficial

impact on

t~e

actual

situation.

c. Student

~dvisement

The School was granted a 1/2 time position for an
Assistant Dean.

Assistant Professor Edie Cherry

v1ill fill this position, intending to manage a better
student-faculty advisement relationship than has
heretofore been possible.

Her role will allow for

greater attention to be given in all

individual

student matters.

c.

r.ppnintMents to staff-

beginnir~··

F<tl! 1976

flavid Battle t·till be a par~-time visiting lecturer in
the field of buiJdl•·g cons.'I""·Hion.
16

45
most studios and several lecture and seminar courses
1-lill be conducted by Interdisciplinary faculty teams.
The most important experiment in this direction will
be in the Interdisciplinary Graduate Studio.
a planner, architect, and environmentalist

llere,

\~ill

form

the nucleus of a faculty teaching team to interact
with groupings of students.

The studio will last for

two semesters, emphasizing team efforts in the first
semester and individual efforts in the second.
Studio problems 11ill be selected from local and regional
situations, with the prospect that the work accomplished
might have some beneficial Impact on the actual
situation.

c. Student

~dvisemcnt

The School was granted a 1/2 time position for an
Assistant Dean.
11111 fill

assistant Professor Edie Cherry

this position, intending to manage a better

student-faculty advisement

relations~lp

heretofore been possible.

Her role will allow for

greater attention to be given in all

than has

individual

student mattBrs.

C. Appointments to staff -

~eoinnir~

Fa!! 1976

David Battle will be a part-time visiting lecturer In
the field of buildi•1g conserv'ltion.
16
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Richard Dorman l·lill teach in the Graduate Interdisciplinary Studio.
Van Gilbert will be a part-time visi1;ing lecturer teaching
in the third year design studio.
David Kal has joined the faculty as a Lecturer I I I.
He comes from a strong background in teaching and professional practice and ~Jill be assigned to develop our
design offerings in the first two years.
Bob Lockwood will be a part-time visiting lecturer in
the area of Systems Estimating.
Paul Lusk will be a part-time visiting lecturer and ~Jill
manace the Graduate Interdisciplinary Studio and lecture
on Urban Systems.
Robert itcCabe ~Jill be a part-time visiting lecturer.
He'will teach in the 4th year and'graduate design studios.
Baker florro~J will be a part-time visiting lecturer in
the field of Landscape Architecture.
llolfgang Preiser has joined the faculty as Associate
Professor. As a leader in the field of Human Environmental
Relations, he will assume basic responsibilities in this
a rea.

[1.

Separations from Staff
Gunnar Dahlquist, part-tine visiting lecturer, left at
the end of the Spring semester 1976.
Keith tlagqard, part-time visiting lecturer, left at the
end of Spring semester 1976.
Claude Lyon, part-time visiting lecturer, left at the
end of Fall semester 1975.
'lillian /·~cC:onnell, part-time visiting lecturer, left
at the end of Spring semester 1~7f.
l! m·• a r d P a r son s , p a r t - t i me v i s i t i n n 1 c c t u r e r ,

tf1e

end of Fall senester 1975.

Robert Uhl,

part~tin.::

~f Spring semest;r

vi:iting

1~75.

17

Ie f t a t

Jectur~r,

left at the end
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II. Composite of individual bl..£.,qraphical supplements

A. Advanced Study
Cherry, E.
Accepted into the Master's Program in Anthropology
Pi 11 et, N.
Ph.D. Program (American Studies) on Pre-Columbian
Architecture.
B.

Sabbaticals, Travel, etc.
Hoppenfeld, t1.
Participated in Anglo-American Conference on Urban
Planning at Ditchley, England.
Lectured in Stockholm, Sweden; Paris, France.
Traveled in Italy for one
Schlep.el,

~leek.

D.

Traveled on sabbatical to Mexico, Guatemala, & Honduras
during the Fall seMester 75- studied Mayan Ruins.
van der fleer, ''·
Attended 3 day ASCE Management Conference in Kansas
City, Feb. 76.
Attended ASI'f(IIE meet i n£1 on Energy Conservation Standard
~0-75, 11arch 76.
Attendee! IA!:S lnternstloni'll Symposium on Housing Problems,
Atlanta, Ga., M:y 7G.
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C. flew Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc.
Schlegel, D.
AlA certificate for outstanding service to the
while serving as president of ACSA

Institute

D. Pub! ications
Hoppenfeld, H.
Chapter titled: Design -an Integral part of Community
Development. pgs. 188-207 in book titled: New Perspectives
on Community Development.
McGraw Hill, 1976.
Montague, P.
Paper on the costs & benefits of second-home developments
in the preceedings of a conference on same subject.
Book soon to be pub 1 i shed: flo \<lor 1 d Hi thout End.
Taylor, A.
"Status of Arts - Education in ilew Mexico - 1976" a study funded by the 11 .11. Arts Commission & State Dept.
of Education.
van der

t~eer,

H.

"A Cable Stayed H-Frame 11 , A/E Concepts #5, Sept-Oct. 75,
co-author: Dr. Cyrus Varan.
"Building Codes- Friends or Foe?" tlew t-1exico Building
Magazine, May 76, co-author: Joe Della Longa.

E. Other Research Projects or Creative Work, etc.
Anderson,

R.

Uflll Southeast Mesa Land_Usc Stu9y.(::ti11 ln_prggress
but expect to complete it by Aug. 30, 1976)

19

Cherry, E.
Research -Architectural implications of focusing solar
for Sandia Laboratories.

coll~ctors

Informal, unfunded research on Navajo architecture &
individual expression in architecturally homogeneous
neighborhoods.
Continue construction on personal, solar heated residence.
\Jorkshop given with 11. Pi !Jet on Pre-Spanish Architecture.
t1ontague, P.
Completed research project on environmental & socioeconomic costs & benefits of second-home developments
in Southwest (contract research for Eisenhower Consortium
for \/estern Environmental Forestry Research & U.S. Forest
Service).
In process of rev1s1ng earlier proposal for creation of
Southwest Urban Ecosystems Institute under the auspices
of the School of Architecture & Planning
Took part in drafting, adopting, & publishing IJuclear
Power Pol icy Statement by the State Goard of Directors
of Hew 11exico Citizens for Clean Air & \later.
tlordhaus, R.
Proposal to the New Mexico Ener9y Resources Board for
development of sun-assisted design of low income housing
in He~1 nexico.

Pi I I et, 11.
Research on the use of photogrametry in the mapping process
of Chaco Canyon.
Consultant & organizer for Summer \!orkshop with Hiami
l'niversity (Ohio) on Pueblo Architecture (to center in
A1 buquerque).
"orkshop given

~lith

E. Cherry on Pre-Spanish Architecture.

Schlegel, D.
Research -"The Rain !lance Doesn't \/ork Here Anymore or
\·later Use & Citizens' Attitudes to11ard \.later Use in
JI,Jbuquerque, :!e\J l'iexico''- Division of Government Research,
Institute of Applied Research, UNH, Dec. 75.
20
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Design & construction of Zanner solar house
Design & construction of Lomax Building- energy conservative in approach.
Taylor, A.
Speeches & presentations:
"Environmental Design & Aesthetic Education"- tlational
Art Education Assoc. -St. Louis, 76.
"Politics, Public Relations, and the Arts"- 4 Corners
Conference, Tucson, Az. Oct. 76.
''The Duilt Environment- the Hissinq Link in Aesthetic
Education"- Aspen Institute, June ]6.

F. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Hoppenfe 1 d, tL
Paper titled: 11 1./edi-O::eina in Urban Extensions"- read at
Brussels Conference on the Environment of Human Settlements,
April 9, 1976.
Attended Regional Conference of ACSA in Eugene, Oregon
!Jational Convention of AIP/ACSA in San Antonio
D. C.

&

\!ashington

Pi 11 e t, 11.
Attended Regional Conference ACSA in Eugene, Oregon
Schlegel, D.
Past President, ACSA
1\p~ointed to :•ational

Comrlittee on Continuing Education

for Architects

21
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van der fleer, '·'·
Papers given:
TO\~ards Greater il!'lrmony in Construction", Regional ACSE
Meeting, El Paso, Tx. Sept. 76.
11

"Underground & Earth Covered Housing Deserve Consideration"- IAfiS International Symposium on Housing Problems,
Atlanta, Ga. Hay 76.
Director, Albuquerque Branch, ASCE
Appointed member of AGC ~oint Industry Liason Committee
G. Other Professional Activities
Anderson, R.
Completed Land Use St y for the Pub! ic Service Co.
of U.~. -The Impact of Proposed Power Transmission Lines
on Land Use - A Component of the ~'orth Cui k Source
Environmental Study. Albuquerque, Public Service Co.
of l!ew tlexico, i'arch ?C.
Cherry, E.
Lectured:
-Design Studio of fl. iicCabe, 1'. Pillet,
& ~. Taylor's se8inar on Programming.

&

H. l;arker

- Desirn 201 - on desirn process & structure.
- Design Studio of P. Lusk on Sandia Research.
- fpplied anthro. class of J. Sebrinr on Architecture
& 1\nthropolor,y.
Consultant for:
- Pesidence fcir Chester Stewart Family
- Interior design Ul!fl :iedical Science Library
Hoshour, Architect.
-Programming for

:•.:1.

~1/

II.

C:hildren's f"sychiatric Unit

- Residence for Charles Justice.

22
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Cohlmeyer, R.
Contract Projects:
-Fall 75- t1useum of Albuquerque- 11 /l.lbuquerque 1776
Project" (study of layout, construction, location of
buildings, etc. in P,lbuquerque in 1776).
-Spring 76 - 1st Methodist Church -Albuquerque, !l.tl. P reposed Uses of 1904 Church [!u i 1d i ng 11
11 o p pen f e 1d , ti.

Participant In Anglo-American Ditchley Conference on
Urban Planning, England, Hay 76.
Appeared as expert -committee British House of Commons.
Lecturer on Mew Communities at American Center, Stockholm,
Sweden
Appeared on E.T.V. /llbuquerque, N.H.
Speaker - Assoc. General Contractors, Albuquerque
Consultant - formation Albuq. Central -organization
tlontague, P.
Gov. Apodaca's Committee on the Environmental Aspects of
Econo~ic Development - (sub-committee of Governor's
Council of Economic Advisor) submitted a paper to Committee
on future potential of solar energy in ilew 11exico
Panelist, ~pril 76 for Governor's Youth Conference on
Puclear Power.
Taylor, A.
Consultant to:
- State Dept. of Education - f.laska
- CCC/HOK Arch.

fir~,

San Francisco & Anchorage

- CE/1REL- Central Jqcl\~estern Educational Laboratory
(dev. a publishable package for children on
PEP.SO~!AL SP'•rE)

23

H. Hen-teaching University service
Anderson, R.
Member of Cibola National Forest Land Use Planning
Committee
Hember- Ul!tt Graduate Committee &
Academic Freedom & Tenure Committee
Cherry, E.
Committees:
- School of Architecture & Planning
Undergraduate Selection
Curriculum
Research & Service
Administrative
- Utll1

Gerontology Program Feasibility
Cohlmeyer, R.
Committees
- School of Architecture & Planning
/\drninistrative
Fxhibit
Visiting Lecturer
Hoppenfe 1d, it.
tlember: Ad Hoc Committee on Graduate Professional Education
Task Force on Program Development
Participant in

11

eekend Retreat on Ut!H mission

Commi'ttces:
- School of Architecture & Planning
Lit:rary
Curriculum
Evaluation
Thesis
Editor of School ;ewsletter

&

goals

.II
...it:~

11on tague, P.
Committees:
- School of Architecture & Planning
Library- Chairperson
- Utll1
Appointed to advisory board of UHM's Energy Management
Program (directed by Public Administration Dept.)

Nordhaus, R.
Committees:
- School of Architecture & Planning
Research & Service- Chairperson
Faculty Appointments
Curriculum

- unn
University Campus Planning
Participant in meetings of Energy Research Advisory
.. committee

~

f'illet, tl.
Committees:
- School of Architecture & Planning
Library
Visiting Lecturer
Exhibit
-College of Fine ARts
S 1 ide
Museum
-

UtJM

Curriculum
Sthlegel, D.
Committees:
- UJ!t1
~niversity

Policy

25
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Taylor, A.
Associate Dean, Graduate School
Committees:
- tJ 1!11

University Graduate
University Thesis-Dissertation Sub-Committee
-College of Education
Graduate Curriculum
Van der Meer, V.
Faculty supervisor - "Project Conserve" - School of
Architecture & Planning will provide technical support
& student workers for the state ERB.
Instigated trial design studio project with ME & CE
students acting as consultin~ engineers.
Halters, !\.
Committees:
- School of Architecture & Planning
Duilding Committee

2[

Taylor, A.
Associate Dean, Graduate School
Committees:
- U!Hi

University Graduate
University Thesis-Dissertation Sub-Committee
-College of Education
Graduate Curriculum
van der Meer, H.
Faculty supervisor- "Project Conserve"- School of
Architecture & Planning will provide technical support
& student workers for the state ERr.
Instigated trial design studio project with ME & CE
students acting as consultin~ engineers.
\falters, R.
Committees:
- School of Architecture & Planning
Building Committee

ANNUAL REPORT
July I, 1975- June 30, 1976
DESIGN AND PLANNING ASSISTANCE CENTER
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

The Design and Planning Assistancd Center (DPAC) at the University of New
Mexico provides architectural and planning services on a non-fee basis to
groups and individuals who express a need for these services but cannot
afford to pay professional fees.
Clients the DPAC serves include low~income individuals and families, neighborhood associations, citizens' groups, cooperatives, private non-profit
service organizations, and public agencies dealing with low-income groups
and individuals. The DPAC helps people to help themselves. It does not
initiate projects, but offers technical assistance which can help an individual or a group achieve goals they have set for themselves.
The DPAC is sponsored by the School of Architecture and Planning at the
University of New Mexico. Supervision and direction are provided by a UNM
faculty member who is a registered architect. The staff is composed of
VISTA. volunteers trained in architecture and planning, professional volunteers, and by architecture students from UN/1, who earn academic credit
for their work. The opportunity to work with real clients on real projects
allows the students to apply the skills they learn in other courses and to
develop an awareness of the environmental needs of the society they live
in.
The DPAC is I ocated at 120 Yale, SE, Albuquerque, flew Mexico, 87106.
phone numbers are 505-277-3647 and 505-277-3806.

The
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During the 1975-1976 school year, the Design and Planning Assistance Center
{DPAC) continued strongly in its service to New Mexicans who need assistance
In order to improve their physical environment, but who cannot afford professional fees. The DPAC staff, VISTA volunteers and students enrolled for
course credit, was directed by Assistant Professor Richard Nordhaus. Assistant Professor Edie Cherry directed the summer session.
Highlights and Special Activities
The DPAC changed locations at the beginning of the Fall 75 term from l06A
Corne 11 S. E. to a larger office at 120 Yale, s.. E. The remode 11 ing design
and much of the labor was handled by the DPAC staff. The new conference
room was used during the spring semester for seminars and several evening
faculty meetings.
September 12, 1976, the DPAC sponsored a Barrier Free Design Workshop at the
Airport Marina Hotel. The morning sessions were intended to develop awareness
of problems of the handicapped which are created by the designed environment.
The afternoon workshops were aimed at implementation of barrier free design
solutions and an understanding of the new building codes. Approximately
ISO people attended.
·
With the support of ACTION, the DPAC offered a Spanish course as part of inservice training for VISTAs. Many of our clients are Spanish speaking, and
we consider some facility with the Spanish language important to good communication with this group.
An additional effort at improving communication in-house and with clients
brought staff from the UNM Counseling Center to the DPAC for a series of
workshops. Interview techniques and other interpersonal communications
methods were reviewed.
In the Spring, Donna McKinley from the Counci I for the Blind conducted a
workshop at the DPAC to increase the designers' sensitivity to the architectural needs of blind people.
In April, the DPAC sponsored an Open House to develop awareness of our services
to the community. Architects, planners, faculty, students, and clients were
Invited. Food was supplied by the DPAC staff and friends of the Center.
During the Summer 76 term, the DPAC teamed up with UNM Urban Anthropologists
to work on a proposal for a South Valley Multi-Purpose Center. The cultural
implications of the South Valley Center's programs are sizable, and the project
was a good opportunity to try a multi-disciplinary approach. The team experienced some d-i-fficulty at first understanding each others' methods. As
work progressed, communication smoothed out and a very good proposal resulted.
Several DPAC projects assisted clients to obtain access to professional archItectural services on a regular paying basis. The program done for the Family Health Clinic resulted in sufficient funding for the client to commission
a local Albuquerque architectural firm. The Legal Aid of Albuquerque program
was prepared to assist the client and a local architect. The South Valley·

Center program has secured Community Development funds which will include
professional fees. The Magdalena Railroad Station Restoration proposal was
returned to Magdalena with the DPAC's suggestions for funding sources. Funds
were secured and an architect was hired.
Summary of Project Work
During the year, the DPAC worked on approximately 60 projects. The basic
categories, percentage of total projects, and examples are noted below~
{see also APPENDIX A: PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS for a complete listing)
General· Service, Research, and Education - 16%

An example of this project would be the preparation and publication of The
Guide to Fund Raising and Proposal Writing. The purpose of the pub! ication
is to aid individuals and groups to obtain funds for their projects. The
guidebook was prepared in conjunction with Independent Community Consultants,
a non-profit, technical assistance organization in Arkansas.
Housing - 5%
The DPAC's major housing project involves an agreement with the Housing Assistance Council {HAC) to help them identify and fill architectural design gaps
in the del Ivery of federally funded, low income housing projects in New Mexico.
DPAC staff worked with HAC and the New Mexico Society of Architects to set up
communication Jines between the two groups. HAC needs the services of the
architects.
Remodelling- 26%
Remodellings were programmed and designed for community centers such as the
Mutua Center in Mora. Service organization office remodellings included the
Northeast Heights E.O.B. office and the Southwest Research and Information
Center. Educational facility remodelling included the Peanut Butter and Jelly
Pre-School for emotionally disturbed children and the New Mexico State Penitentiary Library in Cerrillos.
Playgrounds and Parks - 18%
These projects were located alI over the state. One local example is Cochiti
Elementary School where parents and students have completed an outdoor amphitheatre. Materials were obtained by the parents through fund raising activities.
Miscellaneous - 13%
These projects were divided among health care facility programming and remodelling, small scale graphic design projects, mapping of the Tijeras Arroyo and the
Carnue Land Grant, and a water quality study for the Public Interest Research
Group.
Financial Situation
The UNM School of Architecture and Planning continued support of the DPAC by paying rent, telephone, utilities, and the Director's salary. The Albuquerque Chapter of the American Institute of Architects graciously donated $500.00 and approximately $700.00 additional gifts were solicited through DPAC staff efforts. The
architecture firm of Flatow, Moore, Bryan and Fairburn donated printing for plans
and the Southwest Research and Information Center provided xerox copies at cost.

Those clients who could afford it reimbursed the DPAC for milage and project
related supplies.
The DPAC's financial situation continues to be very tight. With a staff of
14 to 18 and an annual load of fifty to sixty projects, the DPAC has need of
general drafting and presentation supplies similar to those of a medium sized
architectural office. For example, there is a need to equip several drafting
stations. New donations and funding alternatives are being sought. (An income
and expense statement is included as Appendix C).

The Upcoming Year
There are several things we need to accomplish during the com1ng year. We are
going to look at our in-house procedures for managing projects. For example,
we want to improve our scheduling, ~ecord keeping, estimating and teamwork
processes.
Planning meetings are already in progress to increase the size of our advisory
board and to have it represent a broader spectrum of the community.
Evaluation of completed projects is high on our list of priori ties for next
year. A look at what has happened on projects after we have turned them over
to the client will give us some measure of the value of our services.
Fina)ly, we will continue to work on our goals to increase our assistance requests
by 10% per year and maintain a staff able to provide more assistance to students
in order to meet the needs of our clients. We want to accomplish this by locating funds to hire a full-time director, assistant director, and part-time
secretary.

.--------------
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APPEND I X A!

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

The following projects were worked on .during the fiscal year 75-76.
starting dates and completion dates fall outside the fiscal year.

Some

The first two digits of the project numbers indicate the calendar year in
which the project was requested. The last two digits indicate the order
in which the project was requested in the year.
7401 Home Builders Assistance Service! This project is an ongoing project
initiated by the OPAC to assist persons encountering difficulties with selfhelp improvement of their homes or self-help construction of new homes.
Most referrals come from the Albuquerque Building Inspection Department.
If clients cannot afford other assistance, the DPAC helps out. Most clients
need help with the drawings required for a building permit.
7421 Southwest Valley Vehicle Park: The OPAC assisted in developing alternatives to the county proposed off-the-road vehicle park.
7429 La Joya: A private, non-profit corporation of landgrant heirs wanted
the DPAC to help them identify resources.to help them with a remodelling design for a club house.and community center, and to help plan a domestic
water system for La Joya. We provided help with funding research and water
resource planning. Design involvement was handled later as DPAC project
#7546.
7441 Torreon Park, Torreon: The park is Intended to serve Torreon, Tejique,
and Manzano. It includes playing fields, ball courts, play ground and tot
lots, and a picnicing area. Included on the site is a recently renovated
community center. The park is under construction.
7443 Zapata Farm Club, Albuquerque: Design of recreational facilities for
use by club members and residents of the area near the facility.
7445 St. Charles Playground, Albuquerque: Programming and development of
a site plan for the schoolyard as a recreational area for school children
and residents of the area.
7449 Canones Playground, Ca~ones: The community committee of Ca~ones in
northern New /·lex i co requested he 1p from the DPAC to design a pI ayground for
their community. A site plan, model, construction details and some construction supervision were provided.
7512 Carnue Land Grant Map, Bernallilo County: Drafting of a map of the Carnue
Land Grant for use by the association in a land dispute with the State Highway Department.
7515 Jaramillo Elementary School Playground, Belen: The principal, teachers
and parents at Jaramillo Elementary School in Belen requested help to plan
a playground. The DPAC, with help from the users, prepared site plans and
and construction drawings.
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7530 New Mexico Penetentiary Library Remodell.i-ng, Cerrillos: The staff
wanted advice on how to make the existing space work better, and suggestions for basic interior design and furnishings. A design was done and
approved. Recently the new administration ~oiced some dissatisfaction with
the original design for security reasons and the DPAC is working on a revised
design.
7531 Chamisa Playground, White Rock: A committee of parents and teachers from
the Chami sa EIemen tary School in White Rock requested he 1p in pi ann ing a
playground. The DPAC provided a site plan and some equipment design details.
7533 Tijeras Arroyo Mapping: The community asked for drafting of a map of the
Tijeras Arroyo showing areas of environmental damage created by highway construction.
7536 Fu~d Raising Book: The DPAC and Independent Community Consultants, a
non-profit, technical assistance organization in Arkansas corlaborated on
the development and publication of The Guide to Fund Raising and Proposal
Writing. The purpose of the book is to aid individuals and groups to obtain
funds for their projects.
7539 Northeast Heights E.O.B., Albuguergue: The DPAC provided the Northeast
Heights Economic Opportunity Board with design and construction drawings for
remodelling the old State Police building located on the State Fair Grounds
at the Corner of Central and Louisiana. Construction was completed in November 75. A variety of social services is currently being provided at the
building.
7540 Juvenile Detention Home Remodelling, Albuquerque: The DPAC provided
design services for remodel ling of a space into a multi-purpose room. Activities to be accommodated included meetings, TV watching, religious services
and a variety of other activities.
7541 Barrier Free Design Workshop: A workshop was held at the ~rport Marina
Hotel in Albuquerque to develop awareness of problems of the handicapped which
are created by the designed environment. About 150 people attended.
7546 La Joya: The La Joya Community Development Association requested remodelling design work for some La Joya school buildings. Designs and plumbIng costs were provided and construction proceeded.
7548 MASH Program, McKinley County: The McKinley Area Services for the Handicapped needed help to develop a proposal for a new facility. The DPAC did a
program and a preliminary cost estimate. Also a design for a solar commercial
greenhouse.
7549 Jemez Springs Recreation Area, Jemez Springs: The village requested design services for a recreation proposal to the Bureau of Recreation. An archItect had been working with them and a dispute had arisen. The DPAC attempted
to mediate but was unsuccessful. It was recommended that they hire a draftsperson to finish the required drawings in order to meet the proposal deadline.
7550 Headstart, Socorro: Design services were requested and provided for an
addition to an existing facility.
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7552 DARE Planning, Bernalillo County: Drug Addicts Recovery Enterprises, a
non-profit Christian drug rehabilitation center located in Bernalillo County's
South Valley requested DPAC assistance in determining if better utilization of
their existing facilities could be realized. Since the initial request, the
scope of the work has expanded to include long term planning and over-all
site development of the DARE building complex.
7554 Magdalena Depot, Magdalena: The communi~y wished to renovate a railroad
station for a museum. The DPAC suggested funding sources for historic preservation and an architect was hired.
7555 McMullen House, Albuquerque:

renovation and addition for a private residence.

7511 Monte Vista Elementary School Playground •.Albuquerque: The PTA requested
a master plan and equipment design for the school playground west of the building. A site plan was prepared.
7556 Bosque Farms Elementary School Playground, Bosque Farms: A playground design. The first construction phase has been successfully completed.
7557 Casa San Jose: A home for unwed mothers in Grants needed help with fundraising, licensing requirements and technical assistance with heating and plumbing.
They wished to remodel a motel into additional resedential faci I ities. We programmed and developed construction drawings.
7561 Peanut Butter and Jelly Pre-School, Albuquerque: This program is a theraputic center for pre-schoolers, infants and their families. We were requested to
assist in the redesign of a classroom to support the theraputic program. Construction has been completed. A grant provided for consultant services. A consultant was hired. He worked with the DPAC and subsequently donated his fee to
the school.
7561 .UNM Map for the Blind Students, Albuquerque: UNM Blind Students have requested the DPAC to meet their need for an orientation tool of sufficient detai I
to allow them to locate doors, obstructions, etc. on campus. The DPAC is researching possible solutions.
7563 Southwest Maternity Center, Albuquerque:
building for licensing.

Minor renovations on an existing

7566 Peanut Butter and Jelly Pre-School Logo: The school requested design services
for a logo for brochures and other purposes. A satisfactory design has not been
produced as yet.
7573 Albuguerque Family Health Center: Feasibility study for use as a clinic.
Second hand buildings had been donated by Kirtland Air Force Base via H.E.W. and
the City of Albuquerque.
7575 Relocation Assistance, Albu uer ue: At the request of the City Department
o Housing a model for estimating minimum replacement costs for relocated families
was prepared.
7576 Lopez House, Albuquerque: The family asked for help with plans for an addition to their house which was overcrowded. The DPAC provided plans and an application for a Farmers 1Home loan.

7578 NMPIRG Water Quality Study: The New Mexico Public Interest Research
Group, of the University of New Mexico requested the OPAC to investigate the
possibility of a correlation between ground-water quality and poverty areas.
This investigation evolved into the Statewide Groundwater Quality Assessment
Study, culminating with findings that groundwater quality cannot be positively
correlated with poverty areas.
7603 Westgate Heights Headstart Preschool Playground - Albuquerque: The
school requested a playground design which is presently under construction.
Parents, friends and various institutions are assisting.
7604 Tierra del Sol The Tierra del Sol Housing Corporation wanted floor
plans for homes meeting Farmers' Home Administration requirements. We did
a brief program and provided floor plans for 2, 3 and 4 bedroom homes.
7605 Council for Youth, Las Cruces: The existing juvenile program would like
to expand their services to a refuge for run-aways. Additional facilities
are required. A schematic design for fund raising purposes was developed.
lnteri or furnishing units which pro vi de privacy and "terri tori a I i ty" were
also dev~loped.
7612 Pecos Clinic, Pecos: Programming of existing or other space for the office
of Legal Aid of Albuquerque.
7619 Mora Valley Community Center, Mora: DPAC assistance in providing architectural portions of funding proposals for developing a multi-service community
center was requested by the Confederation Mutua de los Pueblos Unidos del
Valle (MUTUA), an incorporated, non-profit organization comprised of local
non-profit service agencies and public institutions operating in Mora .County.
The OPAC has completed a preliminary program and design for remodeling an
existing building. The OPAC is currently waiting until specific funding sources
are identified and a potential budget is determined so that appropriate revisions can be made.
7623 HAC Council Cooperation: The Housing Assistance Coun~il requested
that the OPAC help it identify and fill architectural design gaps in the
dellvery of federally funded. low income housing projects in New Mexico.
7635 Chaco Laundromat near Chaco: A dispersed community of 150 Navajo families
near Chaco Canyon have no running water at their homes. They presently drive
70 miles to wash clothes. Sufficient water quantity and quality in their area
is not available at a reasonable cost. Alternative solutions are being sought.
7636 La Casa de Buena Salud, Portales: This non-profit clinic requested the
OPAC services to draw up remodeling schematics and do a cost estimate for
renovation of an existing vacant house for their clinic. The schematics
wi 11 become part of their funding proposal.
7638 San Juan Playground, San Juan: The school is a part of the Espanola
School District but is located at the San Juan Pueblo. The principal has
requested assistance in playground planning and site development. The project
Is In a schematic design stage.
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7641 Twelve Gates Playground, Albuquergue: The twelve Gaies
Community School, a non-profit alternative elementary school,
requested our design services In playground and site development.
The school will build the equipment. The ~roject Is In schematic
design.
7645 Sun Assisted Design of Low Income Houslnq: Ed Mazria Is
developing a pattern language for passive solar energy for housing.
The DPAC Is doing sociological research and plans to develop
patterns from the research for low lnco~e housing. Eventually all
the patterns wll I be combined Into a single pattern language to
be used by low Income famil les In the design of houses.
7639 Centro Campeslno Clinic, San Miguel: The Southwest Area
Farmworker council requested the DPAC to assist In the design of
renovation plans for a community health clinic to serve migrant
farmworkers.

APPENDIX B; VOLUNTEERS
The following persons have directly or Indirectly provided time and
expertise to the people of New Mexico through the DPAC In the past
year. Their gracious assistance has enabled the DPAC to manage the
work load Indicated on the Project Lis~, Appendix A.
(Note: These
are the names on our present records. Undoubtedly some names have
been omitted from the I !st. We hope anyone we have omitted or titled
Improperly will call It t:o our attention so that we may keep our
records up to date.)
Dr. Spence Wilson, State Preservation Board
Channell Graham, Architect
Bill Dalia, Architect
Bill Yanda, Solar Greenhouse Consultant
Joan Loltz, Nursery Consultant
Jerry Cronin, Independent Community Consultants
Earl Anthes, Independent Community Consultants
Mort Hoppenfeld, Architect and Planner
Bob Torres, Architect
Wybe van der Meer, Architect and Engineer
Jeff Bennett, Landscape Architect
Stuart Harroun, Engineer
Rod Baum
Rod Farmington
Joe McKinney, UNM Campus Planner
Walt Gathman, Architect
Larry Allison
Barbara Allen, New Mexico State Library
Tony Reynolds, Architect ·
Walt White, Contractor
Rex Aldender, Assistant C.A.O. for Community Development
Frank Martinez, Assistant to the Mayor
Joe Truj lllo, Federal Programs Coordination
Bill Jettl, Architect
Edle Cherry, Architect
William Shelton, Architect
Ed Mazrla, Solar Energy Researcher, University of Oregon
Bill Gafford, School of Engineering, UNM
Bob Ostlle, Realtor
Frank Feather, Botanist, , UNM
Hildreth Barker, Architect
Andrew Bol, Architect
Lawrence Kl lne, Programmer ahd Designer
Lonnie Ashcraft, Soil Conservation Service
Eugene Hunt, Architect
Anne Taylor, Assistant Dean of the Graduate School, UNH
Min Kantrowitz, Architecture Graduate Student
Roy Anglada, Department of Housing and Relocation
Dan Boldgett, Water Well Engineer
Stephen Earnest, Architect
Wayne Andrews, Architect
Lenny Grossman, Architect
Delby Hayes, Community Development Agency
Bob Cohlmeyer 1 Architect
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APPENDIX B; VOLUNTEERS (continued)
Dick Anderson, Planner
Don Schlegel, Architect
Joe della Longa, Architect
Buck Rogers, Solar Energy Special 1st
Bill Lumpkins, Architect
·
Frances Wessling, M.E. Professor·, UNM
Peter van Dresser, Environmentalist
Van Gilbert, Architect
Chris Burk, Architect
Loren Mastin, Architect
Bob Campbell, Architect
Ha I Dean., Arch i teet
Hark Miller, Architect
Don Gunning, Architect
Rick Bennett, Instructor at Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute
John Reed, Architect
Rick Calkins, Director, County Grants Officer
Sandra Scott, Library Consultant
Kim Ong, U.S.G.S. Research Chemist
Franslsco Garcia, N.M.E. I.A.
Peter Mallery, Legal Aid Lawyer
Mike Rock, Abstractor
Na po 1eon 0 r t I z,. M.D.
Katherine Montague, Environmental 1st

APPENDIX C:

EXPENSES AND INCOME FOR FISCAL YEAR 1975-1976

EXPENSES:
Office rent and utll I ties ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3,200.00
Te 1ephone .•••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 423.00
Office Remodel lng ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~····••••••••••l ,606.38
(including phone Installation and physical plant)
Salaries
Faculty ••..••••...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 13,600.00
Vista ~oiOnteers; ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 32,237.00
Travel Expenses ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I ,377. 73
Materials and services ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 2,237.77
Reference library ••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12.00
ReproductIons ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 348. 29
TOTAL EXPENSES $55,042.17
INCOME:
University of New Mexico
Office rent and utll ities .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3,200,00
Telephone ••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 423.00
Transportation ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 243.60
Funds for remodel lng •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! ,500.00
Faculty Salaries ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13,600.00
Action
VIsta salaries •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 32,237.00
In-Service tralnlng ...................................... 119.03
Client reimbursement for direct expenses •••••••••••••••• 800.90
PRIVATE DONATIONS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,744.03
A.t.A. (see note?#!)
$1,000.00
Publ lc Service
250.00
Sandia Corporation
100.00
Bank of New Mexico
100.00
Hewlett Packard
50.00
Private lndlvluals
244.03
Barrier Free Workshop
EXPENSES EXCEEDED INCOME BY $399.64

TOTAL

INCOME

894.00
$54,642.53

Notes:
1. The Albuquerque Chapter of the A.I.A. has donated $500.00
annually In the past. Two donations happened to fall within
this fiscal year.

APPENDIX 0:

VISTA VOLUNTEERS

VISTA volunteer terms last for one year. They are inducted four times a
year and the terms overlap. Some VISTAs sign up for a second term. The
average number of VISTAs at any one time for this fiscal year was eight.
Ed Chandler
Jeff Bennet
Steve Cannon
Joan Kennedy
John Petronis
Ron Hachey
Kim Bennett
Jeb Burns

Mark Lovell
Tom Faturos
Barbara Zimmer
Howie Greenstein
Steve Liming
Debbie Rice
Oenn is Hanson

COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS
Two people very graciously donated their time on a full time basis during
the year. The DPAC and its clients are indebted to them.
Lawrence Klein
Shl rley Stanford
The VISTA volunteers below began work after the end of the fiscal year, but
are on the staff at the time of this writing:
Shirley Stanford
Di"ane Souder
Jim Graf
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APPENDIX E:

STUDENTS

The following st~dents worked at the DPAC during the term indicated.
Summer 75

Fall 75

Tom Clune
John Copo i I os
Larry Duncan
David Giegerich
Richard Johnson
Russell Jones
Min Kantrowitz
Jim Lacy
Rat Madsen
Augusto Moreno
John Pate
Rebekah Rice
Mario Sarracino
Fernie Serres
Brent Solomon
Dale Tinker
Linda Weissman

Bob Cardenas
Alex Griego
Min Kantrowitz
Jeff Lechter
Conn i e Meyer
Mario Sarracino ·
Dale Tinker

Spring 76

Summer 76

David Main
Russell Harris
Jay Kruse
Mike Conrad
Bob Cardenas

Ohannes Bouzanian
David Ferris
Clay Halliday
Eli Kashani
Rex Kirkham
Mike Martinez
Bi 11 van Vlack
Susan Vergara
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Administration in the College:
Robert Jespersen resigned as associate dean, effective June 30, 1976.
Julian E. White, Jr. was appointed associate dean, effective July
1, 1976.
In addition to the regular committees of the College, two special
committees functioned during the year:
and a Committee on Honors Programs.

a Committee on Group Requirements

Membership is listed below.

work of these committees is discussed under "Curriculum."

The

As in previous

years, the College committees did a fine job in the face of a lot of work.
Staffing:
Authorized strength of the College was increased in the Spring of
1976 for 1976-77 by 13.5 senior faculty (assistant professors or higher)
and 12.0 instructors.

A large fraction of newly authorized positions

was absorbed by the need to continue employment of part-time staff that
had been appointed to handle increased enrollments in freshman courses
during the 1975-76 academic year.

The net effect of additional staff,

therefore, has been to increase the relative number of part-time faculty,
many of whom lack the terminal degree, and instructors assigned to multisectioned freshman courses.

Of the 25.5 new faculty FTE assigned to

A&S, eight constituted regular full-time appointments at the rank of
assistant professor, the remainder filling either full- or part-time
positions as instructor or lecturer.
In spite of the heavy dedication of new staff to freshman courses
the shortage of faculty remains acute.

For example, if classes in

Mathematics and Statistics were kept to a maximum of 40, it would have
required an additional 48 sections each semester of 1975-76.

We have

neither the office space or the classrooms,let alone the money for
-1-
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
STANDING COMMITTEES FOR 1975-76
A&S Russian Studies Committee
Byron Lindsey, Acting Chairman, Modern & Classical Languages
Richard Murphy, Geography, LWOP
Jay Sorenson, Political Science
Pham Chung, Economics
Michael Gehlen, Political Science
Paul Jonas, Economics, Sabbatical
A&S Human Subjects Committee
Samuel Roll, Chairman, Psychology
Phil Bock, Anthropology
Isaac H. Celnik, Rabbi, Congregation B'Nai Israel
Carol Conrad, P"sychology
Arthur St. George, Sociology
A&S Honors Programs•
F. Chris Garcia, Assistant Dean, Chairman
Dudley Wynn, Professor Emeritus, Consultant
Philip K. Bock, Anthropology
Colston Chandler, Physics
John P. Gluck, Psychology
George F. Peters, Modern & Classical Languages
Ferenc M. Szasz, History
Patrick H. McNamara, Sociology
A&S Comparative Literature Program
WarrenS. Smith, Jr., Chairman, Modern & Classical Languages
Franklin Dickey, English
Shirley Guthrie, English
Jack Kolbert, Modern & Classical Languages
Byron Lindsey, Modern & Classical Languages
Patricia Murphy, Modern & Classical Languages
Peter Pabisch, Modern & Classical Languages
George Peters, Modern & Classical Languages
Alfred Rodriguez, Modern & Classical Languages
A&S Tenure Advisory Committee
George Arms, Chairman, English
Edwin Lieuwen, History
John M. Campbell, Anthropology
Richard Griego, Mathematics
Raymond R. MacCurdy, Modern & Classical Languages
Douglas G. Brookins, Geology
Harry P. Stumpf, Political Science
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A&S Student Advisory Council
Heidi Topp, Modern & Classical Languages
Edward Dean, Mathematics & Statistics
Robert Gonzales, Geology
Michael Omer, History
Sandra Tyler, Sociology
Dorothy K. Davidson, Political Science
A&S Committee on Group Requirements
F. Chris Garcia, Chairman
Anita Alvarado, Anthropology
Peter Gregory, Economics
Richard W. Holder, Chemistry
Merle Mitchell, Mathematics
Fred G. Sturm, Philosophy
Fred Warner, English
J.E. White, Modern & Classical Languages
David Wise, Biology
A&S Promotion Advisory Committee
Humanities:
Raymond R. MacCurdy, Chairman, Modern & Classical Languages
Donald C. Cutter, History
Warren S. Smith, Modern & Classical Languages
Howard Tuttle, Philosophy
Hugh H. Witemeyer, English
Natural Science & Mathematics:
Douglas G. Brookins, Chairman, Geology
Dolores S. Butt, Communicative Disorders
William F. Coleman, Chemistry
Roger C. Entringer, Mathematics
Dennis M. Feeney, Psychology
Christopher P. Leavitt, Physics
Marvin L. Riedesel, Biology
Social Sciences:
Harry P. Stumpf, Chairman, Political Science
Iven Bennett, Geography
Lewis R. Binford, Anthropology
Pham Chung, Economics
George A. Huaco, Sociology
Estelle Zannes, Speech Communications
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faculty, to accommodate the faculty that is needed for a minimally
respectable teaching job, taking into account the diverse needs for
lower division, upper division, and graduate courses.
Curriculum:
The Committee on Group Requirements worked throughout the year,
meeting at times with the Student Advisory Council and other members of
the faculty.

It considered several alternatives but failed to reach

agreement on a recommendation for a change in present requirements.
Failure to make a recommendation cannot be construed as satisfaction with
present requirements but rather as evidence of divergent views on educational policy, objectives, and suitable curriculum of the College.
Further efforts will be made in the coming year to ascertain what range
of agreement there is within the faculty and whether the areas of disagreement can be more specifically identified and resolved.
The Committee on Honors Programs reviewed the present status of
General and Departmental Programs and recommended a revitalization of
the General Honors Program as well as increased attention to departmental
programs.

A number of special sections in various freshman (and a few

sophomore) courses were created for 1976-77 in which especially well
qualified entering freshmen would be encouraged to enroll.

It is quite

clear that an increasingly larger share of the College's instructional
budget is devoted to academic subjects that should be mastered in high
school.

This diversion of effort takes place at the expense of adequate

staffing of courses for the student of average and better-than-average
competence who is ready for university-level work.

During 1976-77 we

shall undertake to adopt as many of the Committee's recommendations as
our resources will support.
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Several new graduate degrees were approved, discussed below under
Departmental Briefs.
Academic Standards:
Although the frequency with which high grades are given shows a
downward trend, the persistence of high grading in some departments can
only be explained by an inadequate perception of suitable academic
standards.

The problem is not solely that of the College of Arts and

Sciences, but because so much of the students' work in the freshman and
sophomore years is in the College of Arts and Sciences we bear a major
responsibility for setting standards.

There is little doubt in my mind

that high grading and easy courses are the results of several forces:
competition for students, fear of adverse student evaluations of faculty,
and a loss of sense of standards in the face of large numbers of poorly
prepared and disinterested students.

Many students are enrolled in the

University who should never have been admitted,

Many remain who should

have been suspended because of poor academic performance.

Because the

main driving force within the University is budgetary, and because budgets are intimately related to enrollments, practices that pander to
large enrollments are not only stimulated by the system but tolerated in
the face of declining academic standards.
On the assumption that the entering freshman class had the academic
qualifications of a decade ago, about 30% of freshman and sophomore
grades would be A's and B's.

By contrast, for the second semester of

1975-76 A's and B's accounted for 42% of lower division grades in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

Moreover, these high grades were given in

the face of the fact that about 25% of admitted freshmen are incapable
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of doing college work.

This means that if the same standard of perfor-

mance were applied to the current lower division student body as had been
applied a decade ago about 30%-35% would receive F's and about 23% would
receive A's and B's.

Since faculty members will not grade this way, the

net effect is a decline in standards to the point where a large proportion
of. D's and F's become C's, thereby elevating a large proportion of C's and
B's to A's.

Many students who attend class regularly but do virtually

no other work believe that they are entitled to a B.

Where did this

idea come from?
The A&S Faculty has recommended study of the current practice
regarding award of W, with a view to restricting the period of withdrawal
to a shorter interval than now prevails.

~~ny

students now shop around

for several weeks, looking for courses in which assignments are minimal
and grades are high, before arranging their schedule in final form.
Many instructors authorize withdrawal with a W after the fourth week,
even though the student's performance calls for an F.
Not a problem of "shopping" but a critical problem of scheduling
is the fact that many students refuse to take classes in the afternoon.
The Department of Mathematics and Statistics scheduled a greater proportion of their sections and classes in the late afternoon only to find
sustained resistance from students.

This attitude will be changed only

when students recognize that going to the University is a full-time job
that has precedence over all other activities.

In order to bring about

such change in attitude a vigorous educational program should be developed
by the central administration and enforced even-handedly throughout the
University.
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A device that converts the University from an institution whose
diurnal pulse peaks at MWF 9-12 into one that uses six days, morning,
noon, and night is zig-zag scheduling.
successfully elsewhere.
FlO; TTS9.

This form of scheduling is used

Typical sequences would be M9, W9, F4; M2, W2,

Anyway, you get the idea.

There are no obviously "preferred"

sequences except that, by chance a student may have classes on three
mornings and two afternoons or vice versa.

Saturday morning comes back

into the picture and is a concession to a straight morning sequence.
possible combinations are quite large.
classes three days in a

rmo~:

The

Another device is to schedule

MTW and TTS and to put the most popular

courses into the least popular hours.
I doubt if the University community--faculty as well as student
body--will voluntarily accept a more even chronological distribution of
course offerings throughout the week until compulsion is introduced by
the patterning of class hours.

The economic benefits are obvious and

the speed with which the University community can adapt to a new schedule
will surprise even the most persistent nay-sayers.
Budget:
The additional staff authorized for 1976-77 will keep down the sizes
of some freshman classes and will ensure a larger number of freshmen
being accommodated in the classes that are offered.

Apart from this

improvement the College's academic capacity will show little change,
since budget increases for senior staff were negligible. for technical
assistants were zero, and for laboratory equipment, travel to academic
meetings, and graduate and research assistants were more than offset by
increases in the price level.

The most serious deficiency beyond that
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of qualified staff is money for laboratory equipment and support of
research.

For all disciplines within the College of Arts and Sciences

the University's base-line contribution is substantially below the level
which NSF and similar agencies consider to be minimally satisfactory as
the University's share of research expenditure.
The College travel budget for 1975-76 was about $19,000.

This amount

was expected to cover the professional travel of a faculty of about 350.
College policy is to support travel up to a limit of one-half coach plane
fare, with first consideration given to those who present papers or perform some other official duty.

About 17% of total disbursements went to

faculty who attended but did not otherwise participate in meetings.
Table 12 shows the amount spent by departments, the number of travelers,
and the purpose of travel.
It is generally agreed that the budget for professional travel is
ridiculously low.

A more reasonable minimum budget would provide full

plane fare for one major trip each year for each faculty member, or
about $90,000.

Within such budgetary limit a department might set some-

what different rules, depending upon the circumstances facing the department from one year to the next.
DEPARTMENTAL BRIEFS
American Studies
Its first year as a department in the College has just been completed.

The department conducted several public service projects that

were funded by the New Mexico Humanities Council,
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Anthropology
A wide range of activities are reported by the Department as well
as by the Directors of the Chaco Center, Maxwell Museum, and Office of
Contract Archaeology.

Major problems are space and staffing needs.

The

Journal of Anthropological Research has now settled down under the
editorship of James Spuhler.
Biology
A new core curriculum has been devised for majors and minors.

The

aquatic biology group moved into the old pharmacy building.
Chemistry
Shortage of research instruments and laboratory equipment and
furniture is a continuing problem.

An annual budget of $80,000 is

needed solely for replacement of equipment, an amount far in excess
of what is available for both replacement and new equipment.

Equally

urgent is the need for technical staff.
Communicative Disorders
Application has been made for accreditation of the graduate program
in Audiology.

The Department has continued to receive substantial sup-

port from outside agencies.
Economics
The graduate program continues to grow, supported by about $700,000
in grant funds.

Space problems are severe.

around natural resource economics.
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Most activity is centered

{
English
"Academic year 1975-76 seemed very long and full of talk."

One

conclusion that emerged is that the Ph.D. program should be limited to
35 students at all stages of progress.

Important changes were made in

Freshman English, including introduction of English 100.
Geography
The department is still waiting for suitable permanent quarters.
Space problems are aggravated by assumption of responsibility for
teaching cartography and by facilities needed for study of remote sensing.
Geology
Improvement in quality of the graduate program continues, supported
by about $1.5 million in research grants.

The exodus of USGS will make

more space available.
History
A major remodeling of departmental quarters was completed.
~ontacts

Closer

between faculty and alumni and with other historians in the

state are being developed by various means.

The New Mexico Historical

I

Review, with its new editor Manuel Servin, is under an editorial board
with representation from other state institutions.
Journalism
Efforts continue to improve broadcast news reporting; equipment is
the big bottleneck for teaching of broadcast and print reporting.
Linguistics
A new degree, M.A. in Language Sciences, has been approved.

Advanced

degrees in linguistics are also earned through collaborating departments.

-10-
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Mathematics and Statistics
Core examinations were introduced in multi-section lower division
courses to assure minimum uniformity of standards.

Placement examina-

tions are being successfully used; an unreasonably large number of
students need high school mathematics.

The department has increased its

offerings in the late afternoon, to ease pressure on classrooms, but
students refuse to enroll.
Modern and Classical Languages
A very successful program in German was offered in the Summer of
1976 using facilities in the Taos Ski Valley.

French and German weekends

at Glorieta brought together high school students and teachers from
around the state.
Physics and Astronomy
The department's research program is supported by about $700,000 in
grants and contracts.

Reduction in graduate assistantships severely

impedes the department's teaching in the face of growth in lower division enrollments.
Philosophy
The department was occupied with graduate program changes and
appointment of a visiting professor to replace the first year-long leave
that Paul Schmidt plans to take on a biennial basis.
Political Science
The department is developing a field of concentration in natural
resource policy, which will fit well with the natural resources program
in Economics.

Fred Harris, former U.S. Senator and former candidate for
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Democratic nominee for President, will teach a course in populism as well
as lecture in other courses.
Psychology
Heavy undergraduate student loads and a vigorous graduate program
occupy the department's attention.

Five new appointments of assistant

professors were made--something of a record in recent years for a single
department.

Emphasis was on development of clinical psychology.

Sociology
The Latin American capability of the Department's work has been
increased with new appointments.

Latin American sociology along with

criminal justice and criminology are the department's main foci for the
new Ph.D.

A minor in social welfare was introduced.

Speech Communication
The primary goals of the department are "to discover and disseminate
information about and opportunities for understanding how individuals
create, code, send, decode, receive, and respond to messages, and what
impact these messages have on individuals and society."
Inter-American Affairs
The loss of federal funding for the Latin American Center will affect
the program of the Division of Inter-American Affairs.

An ongoing problem

is proper scheduling of classes taught in cooperating departments.
Latin American Center
Loss of federal funds for 1976-77 severely impairs operation of the
center.

A decision about continuing the Andean Center will have to be
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made in the coming year.
being examined.

Other possible foreign study programs are

Dual masters' degrees with the College of Business and

Administrative Sciences have been approved.
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APPENDIX

I

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL OF FACULTY
AND CHANGES IN FACULTY STATUS
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DEPARTMENTS AND CHAIRMEN
AMERICAN STUDIES
Sam B. Girgus

LINGUISTICS
John w. Oller, Jr.
Garland D. Bills
(1976-77)

ANTHROPOLOGY
Peter L. Workman
BIOLOGY
Clifford

s.

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
Art Steger
Crawford
MODERN AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
Sabine R. Ulibarri

CHEMISTRY
Guido H. Daub

PHILOSOPHY
Paul F. Schmidt
Hm~ard N. Tuttle
(1976-77)

COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
Lloyd E. Lamb
ECONOMICS
Gerald J. Boyle

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Victor H. Regener

ENGLISH
Joseph B. Zavadil
GEOGRAPHY
Richard E. Murphy (LWOP Year)
Elinore M. Barrett (Acting)

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Edwin C. Hoyt
Robert J. Sickels
(1976-77)
PSYCHOLOGY
Henry C. Ellis

GEOLOGY
Lee A. Woodward
Douglas G. Brookins
~ (1976-77)

SOCIOLOGY
Pedro R. David
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
R. Wayne Pace

HISTORY
Gerald D. Nash
JOURNALISM
James P. Crow

PROGRAMS AND DIRECTORS
ASIAN STUDIES
A. Charlene McDermott

LATIN AMERICAN CENTER
Marshall R. Nason

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Warren S. Smith, Jr.

IBERO-AMERICAN STUDIES
Marshall R. Nason

INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS
Martin c. Needler

MAXWELL MUSEUM
J .• J. Brody

INSTITUTE OF METEORITICS
Klaus Keil

PALEOCOLOGY
Roger Y. Anderson

FRESHMAN ENGLISH
Marcia Tillotson
Fred B. Warner
Lynn z. Bloom (1976-77)

RUSSIAN STUDIES
Byron Lindsey
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FACULTY PROMOTIONS, RETIREMENTS, SEPARATIONS, AND APPOINTMENTS
Promotions
To Full Professor:
Roy D. Caton
Richard N. Ellis
Robert E. Fleming
Alfred L. Parker
Alexander Stone
William J. Zimmer

Chemistry
History
English
Economics
Mathematics and Statistics
Mathematics and Statistics

To Associate Professor:
Biology
l1odern & Classical Languages
Philosophy
Modern & Classical Languages
Geology
Modern & Classical Languages
English
Economics
Mathematics and Statistics

Joe S. Altenbach
John J. Bergen
Matthieu Casalis
Bruno Hannemann
George R. Jiracek
Peter Pabisch
Mary J. Power
William D. Schulze
Stanley Steinberg
Retirements

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

Frank C. Hibben
Joseph M. Kuntz
George W. Smith
Sherman A. Wengerd

of
of
of
of

Anthropology
English
History
Geology

Separations
Sandra Jean Bruner
Herbert T. Davis, III
Franklin Dickey
Margaret T. Dilley
John B. Granger
James L. Hoban, Jr.
Simon T. Kao
David H. Wise

Biology
Mathematics and Statistics
English
Biology
Communicative Disorders
Speech Communication
Mathematics and Statistics
Biology

Visiting Appointments 1976-77
Professor:
Mathematics and Statistics
Political Science

David A. Sanchez
Fred R. Harris
Associate Professor:

Philosophy
Political Science

Geshe Sopa
Jerome R. Corsi
Assistant Professor:

Biology
Biology

Stephen Williams
Wayne A. Riddle
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Visiting Appointments

1~76-77

(contd.)

Assistant Professors (contd.):
John P. Myers
Frederick lv. Dowsett, Jr.
Ellen s. Kaufman
Richard D. Bourgen
Robert A. Seward

Economics
Geology
Linguistics
and Statistics
Political Science

~mthematics

Lecturer:
Stanley J. Noyes

English

Instructor:
Richard H. Robbin
Daniel E. DeStephen

Modern & Classical Languages
Speech Communication

New Appointments 1976-77
Anthropology:
Carolene H. Bledsoe
E. Scott Rushforth

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Biology:
Eric C. Toolson

Assistant Professor

Chemistry:
Charles F. Campana

Assistant Professor

Economics:
Dana L. Dumont

Assistant Professor

English:
Cheryl Hope Fresch
James R. Shay
Peter C. Page
Hichael J. Hogan

Assistant Professor
Instructor
Instructor
Instructor

Geology:
Raymond V. Ingersoll
Stephen G. Wells

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

History:
Peter R. Kolchin
John T. Marrone
William G. Robertson

Associate Professor
Instructor
Instructor

Journalism:
Margaret W. Hyman

Assistant Professor
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New Appointments 1976-77 (contd.)
Mathematics and Statistics:
Catarina I. Kiefe
Michael E. Bevacqua
Phillip F. Nesbit
Ronald M. Schrader

Assistant Professor
Instructor
Instructor
Assistant Professor

Psychology:
Norman V. Katz
William R. Miller
Eligio R. Padilla
Tyler Blake
Hodge, Gordon K.
Sociology:

Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

Melvin L. DeFleur
L. Paul Sutton
Nelson P. Valdez

Professor
Professor
Professor 1977-78
Professor
Professor

Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Speech Communication:
Richard J. Jensen
Frank A. Gerace

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
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TENURE DECISION DATES
June 30, 1976
American Studies
Charles L. Biebel, Assistant Professor
Anthropology
Anita Louise Alvarado, Assistant Professor
Patricia C. Draper, Assistant Professor
Mary Martha Weigle, Assistant Professor
Biology
Joe Scott Altenbach, Assistant Professor
Larry L. Barton, Assistant Professor
David Landau, Assistant Professor
Chemistry
Carry J. Morrow, Assistant Professor
Economics
William D. Schulze, Assistant Professor
English
Shirley Guthrie, Assistant Professor
Mary Martha l~eigle, Assistant Professor
Geology
Jonathan F. Callender, Assistant Professor
History
Richard Berthold, Assistant Professor
Howard N. Rabinowitz, Assistant Professor
Mathematics and Statistics
Richard M. Grassl, Assistant Professor
J:.Iodern and Classical Languages
Dinko Cvitanovic, Professor
Bruno Hannemann, Assistant Professor
Peter K. Pabisch, Assistant Professor
Philosophy
Matthieu Casalis, Assistant Professor
Helena Eilstein, Associate Professor
Donald C. Lee, Assistant Professor
Political Science
John R. Ehrenberg, Assistant Professor
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TENURE DECISION DATES (contd.)
Sociology
Frieda L. Gehlen, Assistant Professor
Speech

Corr~unication

Richard M. Krause, Assistant Professor
Estelle Zannes, Associate Professor
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APPENDIX II
STATISTICAL TABLES
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, 1967-68--1975-76

Year

Sem. I

% Inc. Over
Prev. Year

Sem. I I

% Inc. Over
Prev. Year

1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76

2,239
2,367
2,454
2,541
2,563
2,644
2,857
2,724
2,684

12.3
5.7
3.7
3.5
0.9
3.2
8.0
- 4.7
- 1.5

2,248
2,474
2,412
2,518
2,490
2,837
2,797
2,746
2, 756

10.6
10.0
- 2.5
4.4
- 1.1
13.9
- 1.4
- 1.8
0.4

445

19.9

508

22.6

Increase
1975-76
Over
1967-68

TABLE II
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT, UNM AND A&S
Student Credit Hours
UNM
A&S
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76

336,749
348,709
368,479
425,189
444,361
425,302
420,311
517,455
461,641

219,298
226,690
234,288
267,234
279,705
278,577
256,979
300,821
285,551

Increase
1975-76
Over
1974-75

-10.8%
- 55,814

- 5.0%
- 15,270

Increase
1975-76
Over
1967-68

37.1%
124,892

30.2%
66,253

-22-

A&S Percent
of Total
65.1
65.0
63.9
62.9
62.8
65.5
61.1
58.0
61.9

TABLE III
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS BY DEPARTMENTS
~artment

Am. Studies

Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Comm. Dis.

I

"'wI

1968-69

-15,098
18,794
12,597

1969-70

-16,190
18,218
11,805

1970-71

-20,543
19,816
13,797

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

1,222

2,277
18,848
23,766
18,923
2,116

5,455
15,983
22,449
16,338
2,243

5,970

3,002

17,156
25,872
19,810
2,531

15,489
24,565
18,249
2,758

10,950

10,483

12,908

13,045

40.3

34,770
4,912

28,392
4,960

32,564
5,838
10,028

30,478
6,008
8,728

- 12.7
58.4

1,460

22,676
3,603
1,921

21,740
3,584
1,986

25,620
17,257

32,154
22,917

32,043

9,287

11,020

19,616
23,855
16,805

-

--

Economics

9,298

9,387

11,135

English
Geography

34,917

37,610
4,141

41,601
5,126

10,369
38,604
5,664

9,803

10,232

10,072

10,000

9,332

22,938
2,020

22,986
2,272

22,725
2,474

21,969
2,661

19,636
3,109

Geology
History
Journalism
Linguistics
Hath & Stat.

3,794
9,100
23,684
1,747

--

--

--

--

25,138

% Increase
1968-1976

1971-72

--

--

-

25,973

27,172

22,036

20,215
10,207

1975-76

2.6
30.7
44.9

-

-

4.1
8.2

105.2
36.8
14.8

23,417
20,888

23,787
21,101

Philosophy

4,709

6,808

Phys.

8,753

8,508

9,155

11,619
11,210

11,860

11,446

13,334

12,847

46.8

9,683

9,990

10,265

9,790

10,844

10,506

11,659

10,876

12.3

15,563
8,119

16,649
8,234

23,092
10,877

23,440
13,383

7,099

7,354

10,848

25,038
10,055
7,929

26,804
12,170
9,886

24,832
11,182

6,529

26,321
12,549
8,217

10,523

59.6
37.7
62.1

226,298

234,288

267,324

279,705

278,577

256,979

300,821

285,551

26.2

M&CL

&

Astr.

Pol. Sci.
Psychology
Sociology
Speech Comm.
TOTALS·

23,675
10,260

23,985
9,631

104.5

C&J

~
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TABLE IV
DEGREES AWARDED, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor's De~rees
No. of
% Inc. Over
Previous Yr.
De~rees

Year
1968
1969
1970(b)
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

511
601
601
592
435
622
734
816
707

8-Year
Increase

196

20.8
17.6

Advanced Degrees
Master's (a)
Doctor's
Total
No. % Inc.
~ % Inc.
~ % Inc.

- 1.5
-26.5
43.0
18.0
10.0
-13.4

171
162
167
171
130
189
154
128
128

31.5
- 5.3
3.1
2.4
-24.0
45.4
-18.5
-16.8

14.6
47
62
31.9
16.1
72
1.4
73
47 -35.6
80.9
84
88
4.7
64 -27.2
15.6
74

38.4

- 43

-25.2

27

o.o

o.o

57.5

218
27.5
224
2.8
239
6.7
244
2.1
177 -27.5
273 54.8
242 -11.3
192 -20.6
202
4.2
- 16 - 7.3

(a) These figures do not include Master of Arts in Teaching and Master
of Education in Science degrees.
(b) This. is the first year for granting the B.U.S. degree.

TABLE V
DEGREES AWARDED, A&S AND UNM, 1967 AND 1976

College
Arts and Sciences
Other Colleges*
UNM TOTAL

Bachelor's Degrees
1967
1976
% Inc.

Advanced Degrees
1967
1976
% Inc.

423

707

67.1

171

202

18.1

1,617

1,852

14.9

303

848

179.9

2,035

2,559

27.7

474

1,050

121.5

*Excludes Law and Medicine.
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TABLE VI
1
DEGREES AWARDED, BY DEPARTMENT, 1975-76

DeEartment
American St.**
Anthropology
Art*
Biology
Chemistry
Comm. Dis.
Comp. Lit.
Dietetics*
Economics
Econ.-Phil.
English
English-Phil.
Geography
Geology
History

Doctoral
Bachelor's
Master's
1973 1974 1975 1976 1973 1974 1975 1976 1973 1974 1975 1976
64
69
84 51
4
6 10
5
82 110 117 101
43
38
3'• 30
6
9
9 10
1
1
1
23 23
35
35
2
61
67
54
72
2
8
2
8
21 14
8 17
16
14 19 15
50 62
52 52

13

13

5

8

15

19 . 19
6
7
20
20
1

12

11

2
2

1

10

5
2

10
3

4
3

10
4

9
6

5
2

8

5

4

20

12

6

3

3

2

1

2

4

20

10

10

12

18

11

9

11

3
8
17

5
5

3
11
4

1
10
6

2
11

2
12

2
11

3
6

4

4

1

2
'

5

5

1

3
2

11

Ib~ro-American

Studies**
Journalism
Linguistics
Lt. Am. St.***
Math & Stat.
Med. Tech.
M&CL
Philosophy
Physics & Astr,
Pol. Sci.
Psychology
Russian St.
Sociology
Speech Comm.
lv. European St.
Hor.:::l Econ.*
M.A.T.
M. Ed. Sci.
TOTALS

21

27

9
40
1
46

3
37
4
47

11

11

12
7
36 52
93 107
1
1
24
31
8 10
1
1
1

681

740

36
27
2
2
7
6
28
25
8 12
40
42
7 10
5
3
58 62
134 106
1
1
23
24
15
17

9
6

10
3

1

9

5

12
2

4
5
2
4
10

8
3
2
1
8

4
1
5
2
5

5

4
4

6
18

31
1

16

13

221

154 144 141

11

18
18
4
9
2
8
4
12

11

3
4
5
6

9

4
3

13

1
7
1
4

717

'I

----

7

829

2

2

84

88

64

74

1Includes summer, fall, and spring graduates.
*Not departments of the College of Arts and Sciences, but major or minor is•
allmved under certain conditions,
**Interdisciplinary programs at the doctoral level.
***Previously Foreign Studies.
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TABLE VII
BACHELOR DEGREES AWARDED BY COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
WITH A&S MAJORS, 1975-76
Departments
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
English
Geography
Geology
History
Journalism
Mathematics & Statistics
Mod, & Class. Languages
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Speech Communications
Communication Arts
Social Studies Composite
Science Composite
TOTALS

1971

1972

1973

0

0
3
1
23
0
0
16

0
2
1
13
1
0
16
0
9
14
1
1

4
1
45
2
0
34
0
3
9
1
6
3
0

0

26
26
10

2
4
1
6
3
0
4
10
6
9

178

88

11
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1974

1975

1976

0

0
0
0
6
0
0
7
0
5
5
0
0
1
1
1
2

1
5
10
20
10

19
0
0
2
1
4
8
12
8

6
0

0
3
0
4
0
0
3
0
1
5
0
0
2
1
1
2
7
5

106

85

34

34

2

0

1
14
0

0
7
0
9
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TABLE VIII
ACADEMIC PROBATIONS, SUSPENSIONS, AND RELEASES
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
1971-1972
No.
!

Semester

1972-1973 1973-1974
~

%

~

!

1974-1975 1975-1976
No.
! ~ !

Semester I
On Probation 132
Suspended
11
Released from
Probation
50

5.1
0.4

65
14

2.5
0.5

74
14

2.6
0.5

90
31

3.4
1.2

81
37

3.0
1.4

1.9

55

2.1

43

1.5

58

2.2

64

2.4

Semester II
On Probation 132
Suspended
18
Released from
Probation
44

5.3
0.7

55
26

1.9
0.9

62
20

2.2
0.7

54
31

2.0
1.1

58
47

2.1
1.7

1.8

56

2.0

53

1.9

74

2.8

70

2.5

Number of Students enrolled in Arts and Sciences:
Semester I, 1975-76
Semester II, 1975-76

2,684
2,756

TABLE IX
DEAN'S LIST, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES:
NUMBER OF STUDENTS WITH GPA OF 3.00 AND ABOVE
FOR WORK OF 15 HRS. OR MORE TAKEN IN THE SEMESTER WITH GRADE
Grade
Point
Average
4.00
3.50-3.99
3.00-3.49
TOTALS
4.00
3.50-3.99
3.00-3.49
TOTALS
NOTE:

1972-1973
Sem. I
Sem. II
No.
No.
%
!
61
79
2.3
2.3
177
6.7
243
8.6
293
9.5
335
11.8
489
18.5
657
22.7

1973-1974
Sem. II
Sem. I
No.
No.
%
!
2.9
85
83
3.0
206
7.2
207
7.4
324
11.3
294
10.5
21.4
586
20.9
613

1974-1975

1975-1976
48
2.0
6.0
156
8.6
247
451
16.6

64
172
249

2.4
6.7
10.1

53
1.7
5.7
160
232
9.0
485
19.2
16.4
491
445
% represents the percentage of the total Arts and Sciences enrollment for the semester indicated.
71

158
262

2.7
6.1
10.5
19.3
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TABLE X
DEGREES GRANTED WITH HONORS, 1975-76
Honors in General Studies:
7

Magna Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Summa Cum Laude

24
1

32

Departmental Honors:
5
4

Anthropology
Chemistry
Economics
English
Geography
Geology
History
M&CL (German)
Psychology
Speech

1

4
2

1
2
2

12
1

34

Elected to Phi Beta Kappa:
3

Juniors
Seniors

67
70

Nominated to Phi Kappa Phi:
63

Seniors

-28-
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TABLE XI
GRANTS TO A&S FACULTY BY
RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS COMMITTEE
1975-76*
De12artment
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
English
Geography
Geology
History
Modern Languages
Philosophy
Physics & Astronomy
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Speech Communications
TOTALS

Number of People
Receiving Grants

Total

Mean Dollars
Per Grant

10
2
3
5
8
1
2
1
6
2
1

$ 4,453.00
18,222.00
13,980.00
5,344.00
1,300.00
1, 778.00
2,545.00
4,559.00
150.00
504.00
1,285.00
3,450.00
458.00
1,140.00

$ 742.17
1,071.88
1,270.91
534.40
650.00
592.66
509.00
569.88
150.00
252.00
1,285.00
575.00
229.00
1,140.00

75

$59,168.00

$

6
17
11

788.90

*Excludes grants made from 1976-77 budget for work in summer 1976.
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TABLE XII
A&S TRAVEL DISBURSEMENTS

DeEartment
Amer. Stud.
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
ColllZil. Dis.
Economics
English
Geography
Geology
History

Paper
Presentation
No. of
Trips
1

10
11
8
1
1
9
1
2
6

803.50
1,142.34
730.16
250.00
132.00
920.51
250.00
305.47
453.90

2
15
5
6
3
2
5
5
7

315.00
2,276.38
596.06
655.52
604.70
287.84
586.46
369.12
940.00

99

11,618.96

IAA

Journalism
Linguistics
Mathematics
M&CL
Philosophy
Physics
Pol. Sci.
Psychology
Sociology
Speech Comm.
TOTAL

Officer
ParticiEation
No. of
TriEs
1

2
1
1

223.10
110.00
130.37

2

182.50

4

379.90

1

77.73

1
1

75.00
194.73

13

1,373.33
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Miscellaneous
Attendance
No. of
TriEs
1

2
2
3

343.04
197.00
208.80

3
4

363.00
365.00

1
11
2
1

54.72
829.80
369.00
24.24

6
6
1
1
4
5
4

693.35
507.96
65.00
100.75
331.74
679.73
626.96

56

5,760.09
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TABLE XIII
VISITING LECTURERS, 1975-76
Name, Title & Address

Department

Purpose

7/31/75

Carl Gorman
Navajo Historian
Window Rock, Arizona

History

Lecture

11/14/75

John S. Wilders
Professor
University of California
Santa Barbara, California

English

Lecture on Shakespeare and the
Tragic Sense of
History

11/75

Fernando Be1aunde-Terry
Latin America

LAC

Lecture

11/18/75

Bogdan Zlataric
Yugoslavia

Sociology

Lecture

Semester I
1975-76

Roger Hagengruber
Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque

Political
Science

Lecture and class
discussion in Pol.
Sci. 440

11/11-20
.& 12/1/75

Nestor J. Baca
Albuquerque

Sociology

Lecture to classes

4/23/76

Pedro Aguirre
i:Iexico City, Nexico

H&CL

Song-Poetry Concert

3/4/76

Decio Pignatan

M&CL

Musical Program

2/27/76

David V. Erdman
Setau1set, New York

English

Lecture

2/19/76

M.H. Abrams
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

English

Lecture

2/18-20/76

Robert Sklar
Professor of History
New York, New York

American
Studies

Lecture

3/12/76

Thomas Bever
Psycho linguist
Columbia University
New York, N.Y.

Linguistics

Lecture

9/12/75

O.B. Hardison
Director, Folger
Shakespeare Library

English

Lecture

-31-
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TABLE XIII (contd.)
Date

Name 2 Title & Address

De2artmertt

PutpOSe

4/7/76

Petru Popescu
Rumanian Writer

M&CL

Lecture

4/16/76

Temira Pachmus, Professor
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

M&CL

Lecture

-32-
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The Report of the Department of American Studies
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Sam B. Girgus, Chairman
INTRODUCTION
After thirty-one years as a major doctoral program at
the University of New Mexico, American Studies marked its
first year as a department in 1975-76.

The department also

marked its first year \•lith a new chairman.

According to most

reliable sources, both the department and the chairman survived.
While continuing its commitments to pluralism, flexibility
and creativity, American Studies during the past year directed
most of its energies toward instituting and establishing the
kinds of procedures and guidelines and structures that are
necessary to assure its future of experimentation, excellence
and individuality.

Stress was placed upon reinstituting and

reinvigorating visible and effective structures and procedures
for making and implementing academic and administrative policies
involving the full range of departmental activities.

Renewed

emphasis was placed upon the importance at all stages of a
student's program of active committees that generally represent
several disciplines and that include senior "doctoral" faculty.
The chairman urged students to devise programs that have depth
in a discipline or area as well as the scope and range necessary
to the meaningful study of culture.

While continuing to encour-

age students to develop highly innovative and explorato'ry
programs of study, the importance of being "as honest and
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persistent in our criticism as we are in our praise" was
emphasized to protect the high level of graduate performance.
(Working with the tenured faculty in American Studies such as
Charles Biebel and Joel Jones, one graduate student already
has_ published her dissertation while three others anticipate
publication.)
Concerning departmental organization and policy making,
emphasis was placed upon opening lines of communication between
the newly constituted American Studies Committee of senior
faculty, the core faculty, a11d students; establishing structures
for the active involvement in the department of senior faculty
from the American Studies Committee as well as core faculty;
establishing procedures for structured student involvement in
departmental affairs; instituting procedures for re-evaluation
and re-examination of academic practices and policies such as
grading and curriculum at the undergraduate and graduate levels.
It should be emphasized that these developments were
initiated from within the department.

They represent the

department's own period of self-evaluation and self-criticism.
However, this self-generated evaluation in a sense anticipated
and prepared the department for external developments--new
policies in the Graduate School, such as the establishment of
new criteria for graduate "doctoral" faculty and new rules
concerning the composition and size of committees, as well as
continuing demands for higher standards from the College of
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Arts and Sciences.
Perhaps, most important, we emerge from a year of
emphasis upon self-evaluation, structure and procedure even
more confident about the unique contribution American Studies
makes to graduate and interdisciplinary education at this
university.

We feel assured about the compatibility of our

interest in outstanding academic and intellectual achievement
along with our hope in American Studies to continue the
following pursuits:

to emphasize individualized and personal-

ized studies of American culture and character as a whole;
to function as a mechanism for synthesizing and integrating a
wide range of disciplines and studies that are applicable to
an individual's study of American culture; to recognize
institutional, intellectual and academic commitments to ethnic,
regional, women's and non-elite studies as intrinsic elements
of the total American experience; to find ways to relate our
academic commitment to the community and the region through
such endeavors as grants and programs involving the humanities
and the public; to see American Studies as a "non-traditional
discipline" involved in a continuing process of re-inventing
itself and re-examining its conventions in order to better
understand, study and influence the pluralism of the total
culture in all its dynamic complexity and diversity.
The following report provides the details for these
various activities involving departmental development
and organization along with information concerning faculty
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research and growth, including publication of many articles
and reviews, organization of several humanities grants,
participation and leadership o£ regional and national professional activities.

ANNUAL REPORT

Eleven students were awarded the Ph.D. this academic
year, representing the largest number of graduates in the
history of American Studies.

The students and their disser-

tation topics indicate the diversity of the department:
Harold Bailey

INSTITUTIONAL AND SOCIETAL EFFECTS
ON THE BLACK STUDENT ATHLETE

Robert Eells·

MARK 0. HATFIELD AND THE SEARCH
FOR AN EVANGELICAL POLITICS

Necah Furman

HE CAST A LONG SHADOW: A STUDY OF
THE LIFE AND IMPACT OF WALTER
PRESCOTT WEBB

James Hutchinson

AMERICA:

Sheran Marron

AMERICAN CULTURE, VALUES, AND VIEWS

Robert E. Michael

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF THE
RIO GRANDE PUEBLOS

David W. Pugh

A STUDY IN LITERARY, SOCIAL, AND
UNIVERSITY HISTORY: THE LIFE AND
OFTEN HARD TIMES OF THE NEW MEXICO
QUARTERLY

Jerome P. Shea

SHERWOOD ANDERSON, CHARLES BURCHFIELD
AND THE AMERICAN SMALL TOWN

Rodger K. Scott

JOURNEY INTO THE WORLD: AN ANALYSIS
OF THE RELIGIOUS, ARTISTIC, EDUCATIONAL
AND POLITICAL FORCES THAT HAVE
DETERMINED THE WORLD VIEW OF AN AMERICAN

Michael Whitesage

WE AND THOU: THE EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN
COMMUNAL MONASTICISM

Cortez Williams

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE: AN INVESTIGATION
OF THE PLIGHT OF BLACKS IN THE UNITED
STATES AND LATIN AMERICA FROM THE
FIFTEENTH TO THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

A REGION OF THE SOUL
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The dissertation of Necah Furman has been accepted for
publication by the University of New Mexico Press, and Cortez
Williams' dissertation is under consideration by that publisher.
Rodger Scott's dissertation will be published by Thorp Springs
Press.

A Canadian publisher, Wedge Publications, is considering

co-publishing Robert Eells' dissertation with an American firm.
The number of applicants to the American Studies doctoral
program indicates a heavy demand for interdisciplinary studies
from highly qualified students.

The American Studies Admissions

Committee voted to admit about 19 new students from approximately
60 exceptionally promising candidates.

Due to the fact that

the number of American Studies core faculty has remained the
same while the number of doctoral students has grown steadily,
the Committee also decided to suspend acceptance of applications
for admission during the 1976-77 academic year.

The Committee

will begin reviewing applications for admission during the
1977-78 academic year.
Dr. Girgus has promoted stronger advisement of doctoral
students, especially in regard to earlier formation of
committees on Studies, and more comprehensive planning of
programs by the students

themselves~

In contrast to most

departments, American Studies doctoral candidates have an
unusually high number of four-member committees.

The majority

of them have at least two members from outside the department on
their dissertation committees, in spite of the considerable
difficulties involved in acquiring consent of faculty in other
departments to serve on these committees without pay.

,-----------

--
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The program for an undergraduate minor continues its
growth.

This was the first year for the 485 "Senior Seminar

in United States Culture," a course designed to help undergraduates meaningfully synthesize their interdisciplinary
studies.

Discussion of this course was included as part of

the depth overall curriculum development.

Undergraduates

taking an American Studies minor are showing a trend toward
earlier planning of their coursework.

considerable emphasis

is indicated in the areas of southwestern studies and women's
studies.
This year marked the strong involvement of the American
Studies Committee which performs the function of the faculty
for this department.

The Committee is composed of:

Anita

Alvarado (Anthropology) , George Arms (English) , Gail Baker
(Women's Studies), Ernest Baughman (English), Robert Campbell
(Geography), Sanford Cohen (Economics), Douglas George
(Art History) , Hamlin Hill (English), Harold Rhodes (Political
Science) , Paul Schmidt (Philosophy) , Ferenc Szasz (History) ,
Ann Taylor (Art Education and Architecture), M. Marta Weigle
(English-Anthropology) .
discussed many issues.

This group has met several times and
It will continue to deal with the issues

of the language requirement and new Graduate School regulations
for nissertation committees and examinations.
All members of the faculty intensified their interests
and efforts for scholarship and publication.

1:11
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In her second semester on the faculty, Helen Bannan's
status became that of Assistant Professor:

she received her

Ph.D. in Social Science in American Studies, with distinction,
from Syracuse University on May 8, 1976.

Her dissertation

topic \vas "Reformers and 'The Indian Problem,'
1922-1934."

1878~1887

and

In her appointment as advisor for undergraduate

minors, Dr. Bannan has intensified and increased contacts
with these students.
Mount~in

At the spring conference of the Rocky

American Studies Association, she was elected second

vice president and also was given the George Arms Award for
bringing the largest number of graduate students to the
conference.

Last fall she published an article, "'New Kind

of Indian History' Disturbs Academia," in the Christian
Science Monitor special section on Indian education. Her
review of D. S. Otis' The Dawes Act and the Allotment of
Indian Lands will appear in the next issue of the American
Indian Quarterly.

Her article "'True Womanhood' and Indian

Assimilation," appeared in Selected Proceedings of the Third
Annual Conference on Minority Studies.
Dr. Charles Biebel was awarded tenure in the spring of
1976 in response to a strong recommendation from the department.
He directed the research and production of an audio-visual
presentation entitled "Albuquerque: 1940-1975," exploring the
human dimensions of rapid

growth~·

The multi-media presentation

was given at twelve "town hall" forums to various segments of
the Albuquerque community, with the sponsorhsip of several civic

r---1
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organizations such as the city council and the Chamber of
commerce.

Funded by a grant from the New Mexico Humanities

Council, this project enabled about twelve graduate students
involved to represent the university's interest and involvement with the community by providing this service.

It also

gave them an opportunity to confront the community leaders
with the ethical and moral implications of public policy.

In

order to reach an even wider audience, Dr. Biebel has applied
for additional grant funding from the Humanities council to
videotape a refined version of the program and include a
discussion with civic leaders on the issues it brings out.
In addition to this project, Dr. Biebel published an article,
"Private Foundations and Public Policy:

The Case of Secondary

Education During the Great Depression," in the spring issue
of the History of Education, and Connections II published his
article, "In Retrospect:

Freedom and Structure at New Mexico."

Dr. Sam Girgus directed two projects supported by grants
from the New Mexico Humanities Council:

The American Issues

Forum and the Collective Bargaining Project.

Under his

direction, the American Studies Department, through the efforts
of a group of graduate students and the co-sponsorship of the
League of Women Voters, the Central Labor Council and the
Greater Albuquerque Public Library Association, organized an
eight part series of bicentennial community lectures at the
downtown Public Library.

This series of lecture-discussions

was called the American Issues Forum.

Humanist scholars from

the University of New Mexico who were recognized in their

I
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particular fields of study exchanged ideas about the fundamental issues and themes that continue to shape the nation's
culture, history and civilization.

Among the scholars who

spoke were Dr. Gerald Nash, Chairman of the History Department,
Dr. Noel Pugach of the History Department, Dr. Hamlin Hill of
the English Department, Dr. Joel Jones of the American Studies
and English Departments, Professor Robert Walker of the School
of Law, Dr. Sanford Cohen of the Economics Department.

Also

Betty Read, a lawyer, spoke on women's rights; and Dr. Margaret
Szasz joined
and Indians.

he~

husband, Dr. Ferenc Szasz, to speak on youth

The talks stimulated audience response concerning

public policy issues relevant to those in attendance.

A follow-

up series of discussions regarding this program is in the planning by American Studies graduate students:

Persons who attended

the forums are being invited to voice their views of the program
at these follow-up meetings.

The Labor Project grant involved

the efforts of Dr. Girgus and three graduate students.

With the

sponsorship of the New Mexico Municipal League, the New Mexico
State AFL-CIO Central Labor Council, and Humanities Council funding, a program on Public Employees and Public Employee Collective
Bargaining was presented at the Albuquerque Convention Center.
A

group representing public employees, public administrators,

elected officials and citizens of the city were contacted and
a substantial turnout (80-100 people) attended the program.
A multi-media presentation illustrating the issues involved and
the complexity of the problems of collective bargaining was

11.4
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prepared by the American Studies graduate students and used
as the introduction to the program.

Three panels of public

employees and union leaders, city administrators, and elected
city councilmen were organized to present their views on the
issues.

In addition, humanist scholars were invited to parti-

cipate on the panel and address themselves to the issue through
their respective disciplines.

An open public forum with the

panelists and the audience was then set in motion.

The meeting

went over its projected time due to the enthusiasm generated

by the issues it raised, and requests were made at the end of
the program for another meeting of the same kind.
At the October meeting of the National American Studies
Association in San Antonio, Dr. Girgus directed a workshop on
"Politics of New Program Development."

In the August issue of

Midwest Quarterly, he published an article, "The Scholar as
Prophet:

Brownson vs. Emerson and the Modern Need for a Moral

Humanism," and his essay-review of

w.

D. Howell's April Hopes,

edited by Kermit Vanderbilt, appeared in the autumn issue of
American Literary Realism 1870-1910.
R. D. Laing:

His article on "Poe and

The Transcendent Self" will appear in the summer

issue of Studies in Short Fiction.
As part of a joint appointment effective at the end of
+his academic year, Dr. Harold Lavender joined the faculty as
Professor of American Studies.

Dr. Lavender, who is well known

for his outstanding service as Vice President for Student
Affairs, also holds the title of Professor of Educational Admin-

11.5
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istration and is Special Assistant to the President.

He is

expected to increase the already strong impetus in American
Studies toward better communication between university humanists
and the community.
While serving as Assistant Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Dr. Joel Jones continues to teach one course per
semester in American Studies.

A director of American Studies

from 1969 to 1974, he maintains a strong interest in the
departments's academic and administrative life.

He expects to

publish two books on the American historical novel in the near
future.
American Studies has traditionally sought to enlarge its
scholarly perspectives by bringing visiting humanists to this
campus.

Dr. Robert Sklar of the University of Michigan, a

well-known scholar in the field of interdisciplinary cultural
studies, gave an open workshop and symposium on "New Directions
in American Culture Studies:

Film and Popular Culture."

This

sununer the department will offer a graduate seminar, ''Film and
Culture," taught by Visiting Professor John Raeburn, director
of American Studies and Professor of English at the University
of Louisville.

Dr. Raeburn's expertise will be particularly

useful to the increasing number of graduate students in this
department who are interested in the area of film and culture.
Achievements of American Studies students have been recognized by the awarding of fellO\V'Ships to several persons in the
doctoral program.

Patricia D'Andrea, co-editor of the bilingual
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multicultural magazine, La Confluencia, has received a Title VII
Fellowship for Bilingual and Multicultural Education.

Miguel

Ornelas, a newly admitted student, is first on the alternate
list of Ph.D. candidates for the award.

Another new student,

Rina Swentzel of Santa Clara Pueblo, received a Ford Foundation
Doctoral Fellowship.

Tobias Duran was selected to receive the

Ford Foundation Fellowship to support his dissertation research
on nineteenth century New Mexico history.

Adrian Bustamante

received a stipend from the Committee on International Education
of the Border States University Consortium on Latin America
which will enable him to do research in the archives of Durango
and Mexico City on the ethno history of the southwest.

Peter

Workman, Chairman of Anthropology, has asked him to teach a
course for that department.
Graduate students from American Studies were a significant
presence at the spring conference of the Rocky Mountain American
Studies Association in Boulder, Colorado.

William Baurecht gave

a paper, "An Exploration of the Myth of a National Male Character,"
and Suzann Owings was elected student representative of the
organization.
American Studies doctoral students published three issues
of New America:

A Revie\'7, a collection of essays, poetry,

graphics and photography by southwestern writers and artists.
In its second year the periodical has shown increased visual
sophistication, a result of the staff's growth and experience
in publishing skills.

The double fall 1975-spring 1976 issue

~-----
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was devoted to work by and about women, and this summer a
Native American issue will be produced.

is planned for the fall of 1976.

A photography issue

The magazine, intended to

represent the multicultural heritage of this region, is becoming nationally recognized:

there has been a substantial

increase in subscriptions, both private and institutional.
Printing costs were funded by the New Mexico Arts Commission
and the Graduate Student Association of the University of New
Mexico.

Next year the New America staff will request support

from the Arts Commission again, and also from the Coordinating
Committee on Literary Magazines.
In addition to his participation in several local poetry
readings and publication in New America, Yardbird, and La
Confluencia, Geary Hobson, a teaching assistant for this department, has produced two videotapes for the Albuquerque Public
Schools American Indian History Project and expects to do more.
Next winter he will present a paper at the Modern Language
Association meeting in New York.
Marta Field, who is working on her dissertation in American
Studies, terminated her six years of service on the administrative staff this spring.

She organized the Rio Grande Writers

Conference which was sponsored by a grant to the English Department.
Catherine Stetson read her poetry at the Rio Grande Writers
Conference, and she has published in New Mexico Magazine,

~

America, The Cairn, Who's Who in Poetry in American Colleges
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and Universities 1976, Sunstone Review, and other local anthologies.
William Baurecht and Ronald Reichel were especially active
in working on The American Issues Forum.

Harold Breen, Jerry

Henderson and David Kammer worked on the Collective Bargaining
Project.
American Studies looks forward to the arrival of an
unusually exciting group of new doctoral students whose academic.
excellence and diversity of interests and backgrounds promise
to continue and eru1ance the achievements within this program.

I
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The Report of the Department of Anthropology
I

July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
I

Peter 1. Worlcman, Chairperson

I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year 1975-1976
During the summer, 1975, the 45th annual field session in archaeology

was conducted at the Tijeras field site under the direction of Dr. Linda
Cordell; 35 students from UNM and other institutions attended.

An

inventory survey of 25 sections of the South Sandia--Tijeras Canyon area
was completed and 140 archaeological sites were mapped.

In the Tijeras

Pueblo, early occupation rooms dating to 1300 A.D. were excavated, one
early occupation outlier was excavated and a Great Kiva was trenched and
mapped.

The results of this work are in press:

"The 1975 Excavation of

Tijeras Pueblo" by Linda S, Cordell, Archaeologist Report #12, USDA
Forest Service, Southwest Region, Albuquerque.
In August 1975, Dr. Workman assumed the post of chairperson,

An

extensive revision of departmental structure and the undergraduate and
graduate programs was initiated.

In order to administrate the diversity

within Anthropology, four faculty committees were established, each
dealing with one of the traditional subfields:

linguistic anthropology,

biological anthropology, ethnology, and archaeology.

Faculty with

research or teaching interests in one ot more of these areas were encouraged to take part in the regular, almost weekly, meetings of these
committees which dealt with topics such as program needs, curriculum
revision, long range scheduling, graduate admissions and related
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academic matters.

Integration of these committees was achieved by the

formation of two representative (i.e., four-field and hence four member)
committees dealing with undergraduate and graduate affairs, respectively.
The undergraduate curriculum was extensively revised.

Seven newly

designed courses, including two semesters·each in archaeology, ethnology
and biological anthropology and a single semester of linguistic anthropology, form a "core curriculum" which will be required of all undergraduate majors.

These courses are designed to provide an integrated

and exhaustive survey of the major concepts and research foci of the
discipline as a whole.

Four courses in this core, one in each sub-field,

will be offered at the 100 level and will be open to any student.

Within

the lecture presentations there will be general advising on elective
programs in Anthropology, minors, distributed minors, career options, and
related courses in other departments.

The remaining three core courses

1dll be offered at the 300 level and provide an introduction to 400 level
work.

In addition, extensive revision of course content in the remaining

courses identified

400 level.

several 300 level courses which were upgraded to the

Field and research methods courses and the opportunities for

individual study were also expanded.

Beginning in the fall, 1976, the

Department will offer a series of distributed minors, such as urban studies,
Southwestern studies, population science, archaeological science, folklore,
etc., in order to permit students to elect programs realistically appropriate for their professional or career goals.
In order to diversify the general course offerings

and to increase

faculty effort at the lower division level, we introduced a general onesemester survey of anthropology (Anthro. 100), taught by Drs. Bock and
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Harlan.

Student response was very positive and several sections of this

course may

be taught in future semesters.

A new course dealing with the

ecological interrelationships of band level society and their problems
under technological change was created by Dr. Campbell (Anthro. 125) and
will be offered in the fall, 1976.

These changes will lead to a doubling

of the amount of teaching time in lower division courses.
This year, as an experiment, introductory courses in ethnology and
biological anthropology were offered in the evening.

A large audience was

identified, most of whom signified that they were not able to take courses
during the day.

As a result, the department will offer, on a rotating

basis, the entire core program in the evenings.

In addition, we will

offer courses dealing With the Southwest or with topics of professional
interest in the evening.
Development of the educational resources necessary to implement our
new undergraduate program was found to be the chief departmental priority.
To this end, an NSF Undergraduate Scientific Equipment proposal was
developed for biological anthropology courses.

It was, unfortunately,

not successful, probably because our requests were so basic.

However, it

did enable us to identify the major resource and space needs of that program.

The importance of films as a teaching aid in Anthropology will

require the development of an extensive film library.

This year, five

films were purchased, two with department funds and three with the
assistance of the Dean.

A substantial bequest (c. $10,000) to the depart-

ment will permit rapid development of this vital resource in the next year.
In order to prepare undergraduates concentrating in social anthropology
for research or sprvice careers, a year round field training program was

4

established.
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This program will include research methods courses, field

courses, individual field research, trainee programs (with and without
academic credit) and a summer field school in ethnology, focusing on
problems in New Mexico, to begin during the summer of 1976.
The graduate program, formerly limited to doctorally bound students
in traditional Anthropological areas, was also greatly modified.

The

option to elect a thesis plan for the Master's degree was added.

Tradi-

tional comprehensive exams were replaced by allowing students to elect
either a qualifying exam which screens potential doctoral students or a
terminal M.A. exam focusing on their particular graduate program of study.
Admission to the program was expanded to accomodate all qualified New
Mexico residents, and interdisciplinary programs were encouraged,

Most

of the students admitted under these new guidelines for the fall semester,

1976, appear to desire either terminal degrees with an emphasis in
archaeology (which is a highly employable degree) or an interdisciplinary
program complementing their professional goals.

Thus we have new grad-

uate students with backgrounds (or careers) in architecture, nursing,
education, religion, child development, etc. (and several staff members
from the Laboratory of Anthropology at the Museum of New Mexico enrolled
in the M.A. program).
Given the limitations on funding of graduate students, and, thus, to
accomodate individuals who have to work to support themselves, most
graduate courses were placed on an evening schedule.
During the academic year, there were 8 M.A. and 5 Ph.D. degrees
a11arded by the Anthropology Department.
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The generous bequest from Mr. Byron Harvey was used to establish a
Harvey series of lectures by distinguished anthropologists from throughout the world.

Each visitor will come to UNM for a

'~eek,

take part in

graduate and undergraduate classes, meet with students and staff, and
present a major public address.
part in this program:

This past year, four anthropologists took

Professors Bordes and Regaud from France, Professor

Hewes from the University of Colorado at Boulder, and Professor Stanislawski
from the School of American Research.

A weekly Anthropology Colloquy

series was established providing a forum for talks by the staff and other
visitors.

Attendence was impressive and this program will become a regular

feature of the Department's activities.

A list of talks presented to the

Department this past academic year is provided in Table I.
Several of the display cases in the Anthropology Building were redone
by students in Professor Brody's Museology class.

Four exhibits were

created to demonstrate different department activities: faculty research
in the Southwest, the archaeological field school, the Kalahari project
in Southern Africa, and the biological anthropology research program.
Future museology classes will redesign the remaining cases to provide
student and public awareness of the nature of anthropology and the
activities of the students and staff in this department.
The Clark Field Library became too crowded to cope with all of the
services which it had been attempting to provide.

Archive material only

occasionally used was moved to the Museum to be managed by the Museum
archivist.

The library will expand its collection of journals and material

for class and field research activities.

Funds were obtained to procure

a microfilm reader (for historical archive work) and a microfiche reader
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(to utilize fiche reprints of out-of-print journals).
Assuming a more direct responsibility for the program at the Branch
colleges, Dr. Alvarado and Mr. Bustamonte created a course, Anthro. 245,
Hispanic Peoples of the Southwest, to be offered (by Mr. Bustamante) at
the Northern Branch.
Elaboration of the detailed space requirements of the department
received an assurance from the Vice-Presidents that Anthropology would be
able to obtain laboratory and office space adjacent to existing facilities
for incorporating the Office of Contract Archaeology with the general
Archaeology program.

Similarly the need

for laboratories in biological

anthropology and an audio-visual/conference room shared by the Department
and the Museum was also recognized.
Finally, no annual report could fail to take note of the retirement
of Professor Frank Hibben whose contributions to the University and
Department are too many to begin to cite.

I
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TABLE 1.
Anthropology Colloquy, Guest Lectures and Harvey Lectures

1975-76
Colloquy
Richard Barrett

The Elite Class in Hueca, Spain

Jamea Spuhler

Genetic Distances, Trees and Maps in
50 North American Indian Populations

Mark Harlan

Where Did All the Olmec Go?

Henry Harpending

Spectral Analysis

John Ellefson

Gibbon Territoriality Revisited

Ingrid Lundholm

The Swedish Lapps and Technological Change

Carolyn Bledsoe

Marriage Among the Kpelle of Liberia

Robert Roosen

Climate Change: The Search for Physical
Nechanisms

A. J. Ferrara

Divination Practices in the Ancient Near East

Philip Bock

Trends in Ethnomusicology

W. Murphy

Secrecy in Kpelle Ideology and Social
Relations

Guest Lectures
Andrew Arne, John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, New York

Anthropology and Law

David Schaffer, Oxford
University, England

The Persistence of the Kanghurao in a
Muslim Holy Land

Sylvia Forman, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst

Social Organization and the Role of
Women in Conflict Situations

Chet Greider, University of
Western Ontario

Conversation and Non-verbal Communication

Scott Rushforth, University
of Arizona

Linguistic/Semantic Analysis of Kinship
of the Bear Lake Athapaskans

I

8

Harvey Lectures
Gordon Hewes, University of
Colorado

The Challenges of Biosocial Anthropology

Michael Stanislawski, School of
American Research

Hopi and Hopi-Tewa Ceramic Tradition
Networks

Francais Bordes, France

Variability in the Mousterian Layers at
Peche de l 1 Aze I, II, and IV

Phillipe Regaud, France

Recent Discoveries and New Perspectives
on the Paleolithic of Southwest France
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Chaco Center
Annual Report, Academic Year 1975-76
(Report prepared by Robert Lister, Chief, Chaco Center)

The Chaco Center, a National Park Service supported research
·facility working ln cooperation with the University of New Mexico continued
archeological and environmental studies in and ahout Chaco Canyon
National Monument.
During winter months analyses of materials and data from excavations in Chaco Canyon progressed.

The summer was devoted tp

cQ~pletlon

of the excavation of Site 629 and initiation of a three-season digging
program at Pueblo Alto one of the large, major ruins in the area.
Environmental studies were accomplished concurrently.

Remote sensing

techinques were extensively employed in a variety of programs.
A report upon the archeological survey of Chaco Canyon was completed and submitted to Washington for printing.

Ten in-house reports

have been completed and will be reproduced for distribution.

Four

short papers were composed and submitted to various journals for pub1 ication.

Staff members participated in numerous meetings, symposia,

and conferences.
Personnel consisted of 7 permanent National Park Service
employees, 15 part-time laboratory and analytical technicians, 11 seasonal
field archeologists, and 14 Navajo laborers.

Five of the permanent

staff attended the University of New Mexico sometime during their
academic careers; 8 of the temporary staff presently are enrolled in
the University of New Mexico,

1.28
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Cooperative programs were accomplished, or are continuing, with
University of New Mexico departments of Biology, Geology, Geography,
and Anthropology (Office of Contract Archeology), and with the
Technology Application Center.

Joint research programs also were

conducted with other National Park Service divisions, with the U.S.
Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, the U.S. Geological
Survey, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Stanford
Research Institute, Ohio State University, the National Geographic
Society, the New Mexico Archeological Society, and several private
research foundations.
Robert H. Lister

1l
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Natlvmiel ''bllma.n, Dean, Collcqe of Arts

FRCM:

,T oLT.

sue.JEcT:

The l\nnual Report, 1975-76

I.

Brody, Dir.E"Ctor of

~1axwcll

&

flciences

'1uscum

Significant clc;velor:rnents dur.inq the rtcac'i0JTli.c y0.ar l<J75-76.
7\..c;

always the balancing of rese.arch c:md instructional roles nqainst its

public ones prcsentccl the

JmlSCtun ~Jith

usnge declined v1hile there
structional activities.

\'-'<"'.XC

its greatest challenges.

significant

incre;~.ses

Public

in research and in-

The decline in public use resulted directly from

our. inubilitv to support free docent services; increased rcsc..trch and instructional use l•lar; r1ue to the 1'\:"ltur.ation of several long-range programs
most notably successful convrrsion to a oomput0.rizec'i
retrieval sysrem.

and artifact

T•lhile several rore years uill pass before the change-

over is corrrolete, larqe portions of
ahle for stucly clur.ing 1975-7(,,
rcsC'~>rc~

da~~

t.~e

research collections hecame avuil-

The ne\>1 ability of the museum

to supply

and instructional n<"lterials ancl recognition by the Dcrxtrtment of

Anthropology of the :i.rrportance or its public service programs have coml:>incil to crCiltc a solution to the problems of the previous year.

TI.

nlans and rccom1Y'm1ntions for the ncar future.
P.cstorution of public

proqr<:~m

losses can be achieved during the corti.ng year

by pr.ovidinq suPCrVi sory personnel for doc0.nt sPrvices.

Completion of the

COl1Puterisoo cataloq l·•ill occur in ahnut thrcp years further stren¢1.ening
n'.lr rcsc.:trch i\rd instrnction,.;l services.

novation of

t:1-1

These

~:r:i 11

also he helnerl hv re-

nC'..r!1il'1ent exhihit nrea planncr1 r1urinq l'l7"i-76 ard nchedule-1

to f)0.(Jin in .Tuly, 1 em;.

The

TIC'\·1

exhibits \'Till

rc

!'Dr(!

relevant to contCM-

tXJrary tcac"Jinq of i'lnthronol<Y!V nm1 shoulr1 !l0. 1l'K'(.1 hewUy hy introductory

conrsc instructors.

tnnov:ttions in

t.~c

curriculum of the [)(!p:rrtm:mt

o~

12

Anthropology should result in mre direct instructional activities by

I'

the museum and its staff heqinning perhaps in 1976-77.
Stabilization

ra~1er

than innovation should characterize the next

few

years as the museums proqram.<; and support facilities are finally balanced
\v.i.th the physical dimensions of the Sflr'1Ce occupied in 1'172.
the lab:>ratory of

Phy~ical

Except for

l\nthropology c:mcl bulk (\-Tarehouse) storage, that

space appears to be adecruate.

Increased archaeoloqical activity hy the

Department, rcA, and the Choco Center

'~ill

fill avuilahle '-'Tarehouse space

during 197F.-77 unless contractural anc1 traditional ohliqations to provide
storage anc1 curatorial services for these agencies are suspended.

Dr. Rhine's

enthusiastic collectinq of specimens as \-JGll as une of ilic Physical .rmthropoloqy l.amratory as

;1.

teaching space have created special space cm:l equip-

!TlCnt problems H1at are the responsibility of hoth the museum and the deparbnent.
III.

Activities of r.fuscum Divisions:
1\,

1975-76

T«!qistration and collections:

This \·ras the final year of support by

'1f'l\. of our comnutcr. nrojcct.

;rennie Tischhausfi'X \1ire1 as n part-time

RystC'Jl\5 1\naJ.vst lute .in the 11)74-7'3 fir,cal yc..rr put llPst of t".he availahle SF.l{;r:'·1 proqraMs, "u!'J," trained
the

s~rsto.m,

b.'!O

7\ssistant 'R.oqistrar's to use

and eliminated the need for h0.r recrular services.

s0rve as a consultant v.•hcn needed.

65,000 lines of infoX'Jl\"'1tion

added to the cormut<"r file <luring the year.
is

no'"

Rhe \'lill

l\hout

<)')!>;

~1erc

of the collection

inventoried and. about lo,noo ohiccts ar.o adP.C'!UatC'ly catalogued.

Pifty retrieval 0nquiric!; Here run, about half for scholarr; not associated

'lli~1

the ITltmeum.

7\ lonq-ranqc project to nhoto:]ranh all spec:imens

\V<ls l;.equn and nmut 501) color slides rmdc.

J\11 v1ill ult.:i.n\'ltely be Jllic-

rofichc:l m-:tldm cmick visunl surveys of our collection possible.

1.30
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1.31.

32!l objects •·1r.re adcled to the collection, all but four as qifts.
Insurance values of new qifts totaled

$n,nno.oo.

l\lxmt 20 cuhic

feat of bulk storaqe m."ltt·,..rials 1vorc trr.msfcrrcc1 to the Pltlseum, hy
rx:A, the Chaco Project anc1 UN'·l Fielcl School in 1\rchaeoloqy.

agr<'!0.111Cnt \1ith the

~1edical

By

Fk:hool a collection of several lmnc1rm

medical artifacts \vill he curatr.d hy thn !Yiuseum am used jointly
by it and the '1cc1ir.al School.

forty loans \"Jere 11ur1e by the museum its exhibits and alnut 7.00 objects t-Jf'.re loaned out to 11) institutions.

'l\·n clozen of these will

he exhibited in London as part of the !lritish Arts Council 13lccn-

tcnninl Exhibition.
nncl

P<"lintinq~

l\ lonq tcm loan of 523 r.1ocl1J11r>..nto:1 drn~1inqs

of :lil.vajo r1rv rai.ntinrm 1-1ar. ncqotiatcc1 and this im-

port collection Jlny ultootcly be
'lusern objects

\·TGrc

"~<'<>.re

uscc1 as n tPac,:inr; lalXJru.tory for fonr

anthmmloqy courses ns •·•t:ll

ecial projects.

to the '1<lXI•Iell \1useum.

rorrO\·Ie:.\ for clansrOO!YI nse hy sevf'rnl UN'1 faculty

;md J11useum storaqn nrc.;u;
cljf-~'f'rrnt

qiw~n

il'> J ~'

stur1cnts •-nrldnq on sp-

nthrr ol,jcctD "ran r:ollcctions 1·mrc used hy KH1P/I"'

'lnrl !IPC/TV for snecial nroqr.:lr'\5.

'1arian P.oclP.e, the flr>qisl:rar, comnlctcxl u. catalogn0 of our fouthuestP.rn tm(tilcn to l>e purJlishcd by U'l'l nrnss <md the "!useun.

rnrtially furrlC<l 1,y :-tn 'Trl\ qrant.
collections of

~lnmjo b:,~..:tUns

'"Irs. Pa1CYJ oorv1uctecl rasP.arc'"I on

throughout the Unitccl 01:..1.tP.s during

a thrce-mnth 1c..w11 Df'..ricil sunportm hv
r.orrrnunity

r.ollP.C~e

class at

t~e

textile conservation sronsorcd

This 1,us

'~nOthC'.r

lffil\ grant, taught a

museum, anc1 conducted a seminar in
lw

Z.im'lf>;r.rnan Lil>rary.

Peter nriggs

and Lois 'lcslO\·TsY;i, graduate students e.'Tiflloyccl in the C'.ollections
nivision I·ICl:'c also active as scholars, thr> -foJ:Jll('.r presenting- n pancr

14
at the l•lcstern COnvcmtion of the Populnr Culture .1\ssocintion nncl
the latter co-authodnq
D.

iU1

exhibit catalog for Colgate !Jniversity.

J.aboratory o"f Physical 7\nthrooologv:
8110 human r-;kelctons

I·TCrc

acrruirrrl, nnst frm the Laborntory of

AnthropolOC!V, '"'ntil Pc increm:;inCJ our collection to 22110 npec'i.mnns.
~1e

monumental task of

orga~izinn, cons~r.ving

and dcveloninq research

and jnstructional ur-;es of this osteological material hequn by Dr.
Rhine ahout four yP.ars aqo is noH suhstantially cornplete.

All spec-

imens are invPntoricd on the COJm)uter and their catalogs should be
cornplete:1 Garly in the nel'l fiscal year.

11. long-runge project to or-

qanize und develop non-Jmnrm osteological collections l·Tcls begun.
Tn addition to class-rOOM inc;truction about t\'lclve gracluate students
and seve>..ral visitinCJ scholars used the collection for rese.arch.

One

dissertation and sevr-m articles arc C!T!0.rqinr;, three pap<>..rs Here read,
and h.u

oth~.rs

~1edical

Investigators Office nre&"lqes clcvclonncnt of a forensic col-

sul lT'litted for pulllication.

Dr. Phine 1 s "1'/0rk

lection and of s=ializryl resf'!arch mYl ttaininq in
nnloqv.

Ti''lhoratory facilities nrc

ov~r.cr01·>:"1ec1

~>lith

for~nsic

tl1e

r.mthro-

anr1 t1Tl!1cr-cquipoecl;

the intimate rGlationship these have 1·1ith rlepartmcnt curricull'l

SUCJ-

qests that r. T\. s SP:"lcn arr1 eauirne>.nt needs should he< consicl<>..rm as
1

an instntctionnl problem.

c.

Division of Interpretation:

Dr. r.tout and three students canpletecl

the research and writinq of r;cven exhibits and
others.

bc~an ~10rk

on .five

Dr. Hroclv sup<>.rvisc:l nine studentc; \..nrY.inq on four exhibits

;md researched ancl h'!'otc one other.

Five e.x.hihit catalogs \·Tere pub-

1i.she::l and Dr. Rtout also published t\-.u ru:ticles and one book reveil-1.
f;he also qavc guest locturcs for h.u t!N'4 courses, attencled the

~fountain-

1.33
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Plains ~luseum Confl".rcncc 1 and coordinated activities ,,,ith or advised five outside aqenc.ies, inclu<'iinq our

~!cdical

!'.chool, Festival

'7 6, The Tltlxwell !1uscum Association, The '1usr.Ui11 of Albuquf.".rquc,

am

the 7\lbucruerque Public Library.
Inabilitv to provide a supervisor of docents severely restricted
qroup tours.

.nn experlinental charge for such tours proved disas-

trous rurl was dropped in 11arch, but not before attendance and goodThe core of trained docents was reduced to

l·lill hnd both suffered.

four by l\.1arch and increased to seven following a short docent training session in that nonth.

Total num.IJer of contacts hy docents (in-

cludimr suitcase e.'<hihits) of 9,581, 1·1as only half m-:lde during t.l-]e
previous year.
ter '1arch.

Tl'iore than hlo-thirds of docent contacts occurred af-

APS, the only outsirle agency to sunport the program fin-

anc.i.allv l·ms thf." biq loser, the public schools accounting for allro.:;t
t.'le entire clecreasc.
D.

Exhibits Division:

Three rvrjor tePlflOrary exhibits and eight Sll\3ller

ones 1·rere designed an<'l installed at the nuseum.

Planning for instal-

lation of one lurqe peunnent exhibit ,,'as CCll'lOleted and help

'IoTaS

pro-

vic'led for students desicminq anc'l installing four other exhibits in
the anthroool<XJY deparb'nent halhrays.
so desi.qnc.;'!, tlu:ec>
'76 Exhibits."

~~ere

F'our outside exhibits Here al-

installed, arrl the division assisted "Festival

Peter 1•7ell s, Exhil1its Director, in his first f'ull year

re-organizEd ti1e shoo and
srecc iUl<'l couilT<lC'JJ.t.

~rk

areas providing rrore efficient use of

Photo-mural, silkscrccn, and other graphic tc.ch-

niaue capahilitics were clevelopcrl.
r;arv

''c~!ai.r

n'si.<mEd as part-time photoqraphP.r in Septcrnhcr one rronth

after nill Bnr.:k had r<>siqnrrl as part-time nreparator.

Snencer t-Jalaitis

16

took over roth Pctrt-timc rositions in Scnt0Jl11X'.r ancl spent much of the
year
E.

con~lcting

Gift Shon:

photographic

\~rk

for tile Southwestern textile cataloq.

Fran r.usso becrunc full-time Z..ssistant

~1anaqer

in Septcrnber.

Sales were d01m about $10, 000 frm the previous year:, the qross, of about $52, OIJO nettinq arout $?., OIJO profit.

Ten volunteers af:lsisted in

ti1e gift shop operation.
Sev&al hnyinrr trips \'!PXe rone t.o Jlopi <me'! 7.tmi, l1eVf'XlV Rtrsook, tile
shop manaqer, and ''Is. r.usso hoth atterr.led '1\.lSeum Stores 7\ssociation
meetinqs and •1s. Dc-u:sook alf:lo atterr.lro the Jnternational Gift ShOI·T in
New York.

P.oth nlso orqanizcn the '1ax<.'lell '1useum l\ssociation store

at Festival '76.

'1s. narsook qave one lecture to the tlilX\•rell '1useum

Association and 'Is. r.usso gave a trninjnq lecture to the '-\use>um of
7\lbuquerque docents.
F.

l\c1rrtinistration:

fla.llv nlack, the

~ecut:i.ve

l\S<;istctnt continucn to

handle puhlic relations for ti1e museum, supervise normal office procedures, keep its l:ooks and supervise and train personnel including
al:out one clozen voluntcP.r receptionists.

Susan T,yons, the part-time

clerk-typist took !T'aternity lenve in the finring arr.l resiqncd ta,mrd
the end o-F the fiscal vear; loss of her sc>,.rvices for aJJtost three
rronti1s contributed to Ms. Black's heavv

v10rl~

loatl.

•-~any

outside activities are of qre.at :imp)rtance to the muscl.ll'l.

of '-I.e;. nlack 1 s
These in-

clude service as Proceminqs n'litor of' the 'bunt.:tin-Plains '1useum
r,.onf&cmce,

f'..<ecutive

"loard l'lff'11X'.r and 'lC"·!SlcttC'X Fditor of ti1e

~lC\·1

''!e-'dco 7\ssocintion of 'luFJr.urm, 1\lhunucrmtc Jlrts Council; Poarrl Tf1C1"1lx>x,
f.ccret<-u:y

a~d

r.xecutive CoMn1.tb>.e l'1Cl"'h<:>r of tile

~!a>~·rcll '~useun

ation, and NP\·Jslcttcr T'rUtor for thnt 7\ssociation.

Associ-

1.34
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Black's other activities included attt"..ndance at the "'x:>untain-

Plains

~1useum

Confen:mce, organization of ''lroMell Museum Association

trips to Y.ansas City, Daja California and Guatcm:'lla, and coordination
of A..ssociation activities lvith those of the r1useum of Albuquerque and
the Friends of. l\rt.

Tvpesettinq for C'CA and the ,Journal of Jl.nthropol-

ogical nesearch usinq the musn1.1m's IR'"
supervised and coordinated by

~~s.

S~lcctric

Comnoser \•ras also

nlacl; who trained operators from

each of those agencies.
Dr. Brcx:1y tauqht ti--D rnuseoloqy courses, supervised twelve stud?nt projects at the museum and chaired b.'O '17\. thesis corrrnittees.

He organiz-

ed a m'ljor traw'!llinq e.'<hihit (fleb10An Traditions) in cooperation t·7ith
the

~us!'lum

vie~vs

of .1\rt of the University of Ta'IR, puhlished blelve J:ook re-

bres <rrt at orofessional confo.rences.
discussions at the 1'ountain-l'laj.ns
Annual

~>llin

il!1d one 64 paqe e.xhihit catalog and presented b>'O papers on

~lcetinq

lie participated in b·.D oanel

~·luse\Jlll

Conference, attended the

of the J\mc>rican Ansociati.on of '·luscums, sf'.rved as a

JT1Useum consultant to Tcxns 'T'ech Universitv and Nest Chester State College, •<Tas appointed to the P.oarcl ot the Ghost Ranch
ued to serve ns f.xt'Cutive Director of thc> MaXIvell

~1useum

~1uscum

and contin-

.i'\ssociation

und on the Fine l\rts llc1visory P.oru:d of the City of Alhuouercme.
In nclrlition hr> rravc arout fifteen lectures to a variety of carrnunity
orqani:>:aticms.
r;.

Clark Field .i'\rchivC' and Lihrarv:

f.upcrvision of the J\rclu.vc and Ll.h-

rary bv the museum continuecl throuqh the ertd of the

f~scal

year.

At

that time the lihrary \•ras converte::L to a reading and reserve hook rOO!ll,
arcl1iva1

Jmtrrr~al

and httlc-usro research

to the museUM and a

ne1·1

nuhl~cations

1•1erc transferred

opertional system 1vent into ettcct.

Shar~

18

Reed, Archivistji,ibrarian resigned effective ,Tune 30, 1976 and was
replaced by Peter Briggs.

~36
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PtmLJCJI.TI0NC:

nooks:
Drc:xly ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Tn nrnss) '·lir1hres Paintinrr.
(•~rl:
inrr title), School of 7\rrr-ri.cun 1\e!'learch, Rn.nta Fe, NfM 'lcx1co, 25fJ-300 pp.

,T ,,T.

Sully BlacJ.: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Prcx::f"!o:linqs of. t 11e 21st '-bunt<-<in Plains
Conferc>nce, eclitor, DfJ fX)S.
Articles:
Sallv Rlack., •••••••• , •••• ,.,, ••••••••• 1 Issues:
'·1uscums NcoMslettr>.r, a1itor.
S:1lly Black ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••• 4 Issues:
e.ditor.
II. 11, CaPlPbell, ,Tr.. &

ial Restoration;,,"

s.

He.<·T

"texico Association of

'laxHell '1useum 11!1"!1-.rsletter,

Phj ne .......... "fhortcDr'linc:rs « ~Je\·1 nnsearch in Fac:tt '1'-!f.P, f"C or 17orr.nsic 1):1ontolCYJ'ists 1 '1ay 7, 1<)76.

re<~r1

Che:ryl >'crrruson ••••.••••••••••••••••••• "Skcl8t.-ll
Archcoloqical Rerort, #5, Jlppcnrljx n.

~crPains

from 1974 r.xcavation!l,"

C.A. rarcia-•bral IV s. r>J-.inG ••• , ••••••• "Pathology in an 1\ncient Indian Village,"
suhnittc-1 to 1\'TSR f'"C nf. f'lr.th0realic r.urrrrons.
C.'\. r.arcia-'bral r, ;,, Phine ••••••••.• ,I\ Prccoll~)ian Case of' .1\CrO!TlCfJaly. (in
preparation)
Charles K. Lurmldn ••••••••••••• , ••••••• U5o of sCll'C of the !'1r1.tcrial in a dissertation in nreparn.tion.

s.

Rhine ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• F'ac.inl Rc>storations, 1\ 'lore Ri:lpicl Technique; .1\. Tecl-mical Note. (in preparation)
s. Rhine & C,l\. Garcia-'bral. •••••••••• Palcop...1.thologv frCI'l !'ottP..ry M::>Ul'Yl.
:-. nhinn, '1. Fclmltz f, c. P('..rqw;on ••••• sY:clct.:ll '-laterial from Tijeras Canyon,
'lC!.¥ ~'texico.

Carol Stout ••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• r.ast '!octs flost: "f'lriental and Navajo
~'loor ~qr;," 'le.\1 'lmd.co '1a(!azine, F0bruury 1976 (\·•/I':atina f>imrons)
~1.rol !\tout •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '·lcav<"..rc; of tho ,Tndo Needle, Pir.erarts,
Sprinq Issue, l07f..
C"lrol Stout ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• Revia<'l of "Crafts of the :Torth l\rl\r>..rican
Trr1ianc;," bj Richard c. Schnei,lcr, Leonardo; :rnternational ,Tournal of the
Contcmrorary Artist, in press.
f'.a t.-tlooucs:
1,J, llrcx1y, , • , • , ••• , •••• , , • , ••••• , ••• , • "t>,ot1'f~en Traclitions: !Jmmjo t·Tcaving
Tot•mrd t.ljc J:nd oF tl-tr N:incte0nth Century," puhlisl-tEX1 for tl1e University of

Tova '!useW'l of Jl.rt hv !'t<lPk1.ts Purli.shim Compnnv,

20

Catalogues:

'·lari<m Rodce •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• "f'outh1~cstcrn Textiles in the
1vell '1uscum" (N.J~.li. qrant, in press)

~1nx-

carol Stout •••••••••••••••.•.••••••.•••. "\•Jcr.wnr;, of the ,Jan"" Needle: Textiles of lliqhlanc1 Gua.t..cm:1.la," published for the University of Ne·T 'lexica,
~laXIvell 'luscurn of llnt.'1ropoloqy.

IJJis lvcslowski. •.•.••.••••.••••••••••••• "f'tvlistic TOpoqranhy of the Guerrero Atones," puhlishm for Colqnte University.
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The Report of the Office of Contract Archeology
July 1,

19~- June

30, 19'kCr

Prepared by Frank J. Broilo, Director

Upon your request, I am providing the following information which may
assist you in evaluating the present situation at the OCA.

In addition to

answering your specific questions pursuant to our meeting of 7 January, I
am providing additional information

'~hich

may be useful to you and the

Board of Archeologists.
Since its inception in August of 1973, the OCA has undertaken 56
cultural resource management projects for both federal agencies and private
industry.

These projects include archeological assessments (environmental

reports), archeological studies for inclusion in environmental impact statements, mitigation programs, and limited archeological clearance type investigations.

Research performed during the course of these projects include

limited and intensive survey, testing, total excavation and attendant research in the form of detailed analysis of archeological and environmental
information.

Underlying this research

is the OCA policy that cultural

resource management projects must meet the highest standards of

pro~£ssional

research as well as the requisites of federal and state authorities.

As

a result, OCA research has culminated in archeological reports which inform
upon contemporary archeological problems (data permitting) and provide
planning information pursuant to federal and state requisites for the
effective management of our dwindling archeological resource base.
1.

Completed and Current.Contracts Undertaken by the OCA
To date, the OCA has received contracts which. amount to a total of

$556,864.00.

Total indirect cost contributions to the University of New

1.40
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Mexico have amounted to $102,781.00.

An itemization of contracts, total

direct cost, and indirect cost contributions up to August 29, 1975, bas been
previously circulated and is attached to this memorandum.

Information re-

garding contracts undertalcen after this date is itemized below •

. KRLiL'

?::oject

Totnl Amount

. ,,.

101-12/u\' ··
·;·,$ 2,503,00
$ 779.CO
101-132
.· ..'., ...,
1,81,2,00
37.S,C'O
''
l01-103R
:.;/
~·."·:
409.00
iO.C'O
?u~:~c Se~~ce Co.
,
'.,., ,. t', .
~:uui,i:ain Bel.:..
.::.95.CO
10l-103T! ·. ·, ', . .";·
999.00
999.00
.229.00
V. s. Cor?s of Engineers 101-1035 ,:::, .·., •,:
1~0.00
7\'A
101-128 · : :·: ·, ..•: ,' (O?cn account)
..... .
' . ;;, ··:·.-: , $700.00 to date : .
;./: :...... 35,588.00
. .·
~ocional ?ar~ Service
3,23.5.00
101-134

i:'.!:-c.Ga::.ex Inc,

~,;:sco-Ba t

t:el.le

.

~·. .; ~ ·~'I',:·

·.• .·.

.

Au~o:

,'

'

:'

f

''

.. '•: '

..

f,

lt'

.. :. ...

TOTAL ,< •' :

29, 1975 to present
'.•

2.

..

·.·

:

. . . ..
~ I'

:,•

I

'

$5,023.00

.

Estimate of Potential DCA Contracts. for Fiscal Year 1975-76
Estimates of potential contracts for the DCA must of course be

considered as an approximation and therefore provisional in nature.

How-

ever, in order to "fine tune" this estimate, the status of each contract
is designated according to its probability of being received,
Estimated
Total Amount

?:::-ojcc:: Status

U, S. A~y Co.l";Js of
:::oi>ir.cers-:-.?5 (very firm)
;:era<i;:.;:;c>: :Lnc. (firm)· ·
7\'A. (fi.rw)

Eascerr, Associ4ted Coal
(uo:~r.no'r.l)
·
: .
'riZSCO-E~ttel1e (good)

·.

' ·.: ,•,
101-127A-B. ' ·.· .· .:. $310,000.00. ·
none·. \,' ' '•
6,000.00
lOl-128', ·~ ·;·~· ,. ,
2,000.00

101-133
, noru>
T07AL

',·.

...... , . .
".·.···

A??roxiDate
li:'.'X Incirec t Cos::

$72,000.00
1,200.00
460.00

13,646.00
80,000.00

18,400.00

$411,646.00

$95,077.00

3,0::.7.00
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In addition, David Stuart anticipate& that limited projects (under $1,200.00)
will generally increase by tha Spring of 1976; however, it is. not feasible
to es.timate a potential total amount at this. time.
3.

Estimate of Potential OCA Contracts for Fiscal Year 1976-77
Although experience tablas are not available to delineate trends for

future projects, expectations are positive for this period.

The steady

increase in energy seeking and other land altering projects within the
state of New Nexico assure a market for the research and services provided by the OCA.

These projects proceed in phases, generally being

initiated as exploratory programs and assessments of feasibility.

The OCA

has been, and is, under contract with various federal agencies, consultant
firms and private companies to provide assessments of the significance and
impacts upon archeological resources located within proposed project areas.
Several of these studies involve proposed projects of a substantial magnitude.

Various forms of this research has been undertaken for Exxon Corpora-

tion (Batelle Columbus Laboratories), Nobil Oil Corporation, ·rennessee
Valley Authority, Keradamex Incorporated (Toronto, Canada), Western Gasification Company, Utah International Incorporated, Bureau of Indian Affairs
and the National Park Service, in addition to other contracts.
In conjunction with these projects, the OCA has recently completed the
intensive survey phase for a proposed coal gasification complex in northwestern New Mexico.

The succeeding phase of the archeological investigation

for this project will involve mitigation procedures including testing and
excavation which are expected to be implemented over a period of 10 to 15
years in accordance with project time frames.
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Although at this. time I cannot with any degree of certainty project
the total amount for potential contracts in fiscal year 1976-77, indirect
costs contributions should not fall below that of 1975-76, and may in
fact exceed that figure.
4.

Percentage Return of OCA Indirect Cost
As previously indicated, the OCA has to date contributed $102,781.00

in indirect costs.

When it became evident that the ability to success-

fully pursue additional OCA contracts was dependent upon other than direct
contract support, a joint meeting was held between the UNM Vice Presidents,
Dean Wollman, Dr. Basehart, representatives from the Board of Archeologists
and myself.

At this meeting, topics were discussed which included the

proposed charter by the Board of Archeologists and the nature of staff
funding at the OCA.

As a result of this meeting, the charter was reviewed

and accepted by Dean Wollman and interim funding was obtained for the OCA
for fiscal year 1974-75 from the Central Administration.

This amounted to

$24,726.00 in salaries and wages, materials and services,and travel.

Through

the efforts of Dr. Lister and other members of the Board of Archeologists,
continued funding for fiscal year 1975-76 was obtained in the amount of
$34,100.00 from the Central Administration.

Thus to date, the OCA has re-

ceived a total of $58,826.00, which is 57% of the OCA indirect cost
contribution to UNM.
In a reply to a memorandum by Peter Workman dated 22 September 1975,
directed to Dean \vollman requesting that a return be made to the Department
from indirect cost provided by OCA contracts, the Committee of Vice
Presidents (Cost Sharing) indicated that the Department should not receive
the usual return of indirect cost until that time that the OCA no longer
receives its budget "subsidy" from the Central Administration (memorandum
from Vice President Silverman to Peter Workman, 9 December 1975).
In light of this position, I would suggest that a response to the

,------------------------
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Vice Presidents concerning this matter include the following considerations:
1.

The Central Administration has recognized the performance and

problems of the OCA by providing a subsidy for fiscal years l-97·4-75 and
1975-76.
2.

Additional return of a percentage of indirect cost to the Board

of ·Archeologists

\~ould

greatly enhance the effective function of the DCA

(specified in the next section of this memorandum) and significantly augment the present

ac;;~.demic

integration of the OCA and the Department.

In this latter regard, additional funding would provide for urgently
required research positions at the DCA which could be assumed by qualified
graduate and undergraduate students within the Department.

Since the OCA

is actively involved in research on a year around basis, students could
integrate their individual academic programs with this research and thus
acquire skills in many aspects of cultural resource management.
would include

This

archeological research design formulation, survey, excava-

tion, various laboratory analyses, report writing, as well as project
administration, legal expertise pertaining to cultural resource management,
proposal design and contract negotiation.

The desirability of obtaining

such skills and experience is highlighted by the increasing importance of
cultural resource management within the profession and the need for
qualified anthropologists to occupy emerging positions in this field,
3.

The research and services rendered by the DCA are pursuant to

federal and state authorities (Public Laws: 34 Stat. 225; 49 Stat. 666; 8D
Stat. 915; 91 Stat. 852; Executive Order 11593 and various federal guidelines).

As such, land altering projects conducted upon federal and state

lands must consider the impacts of project actions upon archeological
resources.

To comply with this requirement, federal, state and private

1.44
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concerns must rely on expertise such as that provided by the OCA.

By

successfully executing research programs for these concerns, the OCA is
providing a service for the University of Ne1v Mexico, which enhances the
image of the University in the public and private sectors.

The OCA capability

for. undertaking additional contracts and maintaining our present reputation.
for performance would be made possible by funding above that provided by
our current allocation.

This funding could be utilized for urgent needs

which significantly inhibit the OCA operation at the present time.

Several

of the most pressing needs are summarized below.
a.

Clerical assistance at the OCA is urgently required as administrative

work and report preparation have accelerated at a rapid rate.

An upgrade

of the present Clerical Specialist IV position to that of Office Hanager
with funding for a work study program would greatly alleviate our present
situation.
b.

The existing physical plant is totally inadequate for conducting

archeological research on a substantial scale.

Furthermore, the lack. of

a conference room and the dilapidated condition of the building makes contract negotiation with clients difficult and at times embarassing.

This

situation is extremely critical in light of a pending substantial proposal
to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for archeological research which will
unquestionably exceed the limitations of our present physical plant.
c.

The OCA staff position of Research and Projects Coordinator is

occupied by Dr. David Stuart, who also jointly holds a faculty appointntent
as Assistant Professor.

Dr. Stuart's contribution to the efficient operation

of the OCA is invaluable and subject to my greatest appreciation.
present salary amounts to $11,066.00 per annum.

His

In light of Dr. Stuart's
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background and abili.ty, I consider this to be totally inadequate for the
services that he provides for the OCA and the Universi.ty of 1-!ew Mexico.
d.

Additional funding for computer use time, travel and expendable

supplies would serve to reduce our present costs
be ·comparable

wit~

whic~necessarily

should

that of other institutions in New .Hexico .performing

contract research.

In addition, this maximizes our research potential.

The above problems may serve to outline some of the pressing needs
of the OCA.

Resolution of these would greatly contribute to the role of

the University of New Mexico in managing the cultural resources of the
State of New Mexico.
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CO}~LETED, CURRENT, ru~ PE~~ING
CULTURAL RESOURCE YJillAGEMENT PROJEC~S
.•

·.

•i

I

Office. of' Contract Archeology
· : Department of Anthropology
.. Uni~ersity of New Xe4iCo .

••
1

. ~·

•

.

August 29, 1975
Co~jleteci

and Current Projects
Indirect Cost.

?rojcct
Utan

$44,323.00

101-561)

~nteznational

Bureau of Ir,dian Affairs

101-51

?ioneer Nuclear, Inc.

101-59

?ublic Service Co.

..

. 1, 750.00

.

283.00

1,928.00 .

26.5.00

101-60

589.00

106.00

Bureau of Indian Affairs

101-61

1,803.00

273.00

Bureau of Reclamation

101-64

2.,046.00

239.00

101-69

2.,602..00

316.00

Bureau of Reclamation

101-74

1,422.00

213.00

Battelle Columbus Lab.

101-75

6,230,00

l,Z3l.OO

Utan International

lOl-76

17,933.00

3,727.00

~arth Znvironmental
Consultants

Southwest Environmental
Research & Develo;>ment Co.

···.

.

•'

. .5,583.00

· 101-80

l,4SO.OO

3Z9.00

101-81

2,319.00

454.00

l0l-84A.

700.00

144.00

101-87

737.00

151.00

?lai>.s Electric

101-89

745.00

157.00

Jiureau of Indian Affairs

l0l-78A.

1,094.00

2.00.00

Bureau of Indian Affairs

l0l-79A

427.00

67.00

Utah International

l0l-90A

7,698.00

1,626.00

Battelle Coluwbus - ZAXOn

101-91

1,690.~0

374.00

Jiureau oi IndianAifaita
ile;Jt:. of MI-l' l~aconda

a:J,

Co..
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. "

i.

-101-124 '·

·..

·,

$ l,:Z7l.OO

6,069.00

' .....'

reu.nesaee Valley Au~ho;;:it;r ;_: '
·..· ·.C;,:. ::<··. . . ·::·:· .
. . ,'
~ational?ark Service .
·.:: 101-32 ·,·;\):.;.-;.;),:~:::,:/~/.~: 25,000.00 ·· .::·.' ·.

.. .

·.: ':· .

.

lla ciollal ?ark

Servic~-Pha~-<~.;

'-.

,;·.:i'~~.::~· .'?(':';_:.

,•'.··:.;

iJ:i::i: - vte Survey

3,643.00

:~:.r~;~;!:[.;:~::~:::_ . .:.;~':·:::·
::=:·<:.-r::··,· .~..... ·,. .
A. lOl-lOS. ,: :1. •> .r, !_,....,-:,·:;· l52,2SS. 00 '', ,:;.- .'. · : i·.; ' 211,389.00

.

~·at:..onal 'i!a.:K. Service.-'i!hase

.

1

·;.:::.>.:_.·.;:'. ,.

. :.,-::,. 101-122 ,;_
,:-;·:·lol-lll_,

<•

I
I'

'"

"

•

't,'l/
'

o

10,934.00

· 2,ooa.oo

2,285.00

441.00

I

110

0'

175.00

l,OOl.OO

,. .

,',•t

S, 600.00

30,849.00 . :·. . '· . . .·

::

I

:z.os.oo· ·

434.00

A.u.acondo.

101-102

J;u;:.es l<. ?olk.

,·, '•..
.. ' '·
·.. : '··'
,•'

'•

101-113

·.···..
·. ;·
··:

101-107

370.00

71.00

_2,457.00

501.00

2,489.00

505.00
3B~.oo

1,857.00

'· 101-110
''

-?504,246.00

?cuding ?rojects (Proposals i.~ prepa.:a~ion or previously aub~tted/
t'

nzsco -

f

1

°

$ 65,000.00

~~ci&ation (?lant Site)
'

I

.

~50,000.00

u.s. Amy CortJs of Zngineera- Coc.hit:L·
?e~bociy Coal Survey (join\ project
vich Southern illinois Un~~e.~aity)

o'i.A Roacia l"~tigc.t:ion (.-;II?)

l0l-l23J\

(l:ii;•J

25,000.00

'·

· Sl,320. 00

·.

l6,Sll.OO

..~.

I

7,973.00

..

' l0l•l20

...

551.00•

2,340.00
.

'•
I ·•.

..
'.

.,.

·'.

\

l,o45,00

...

.
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'Suuunary of Research. and Project Coordinator's Activities,
Academic Year 1975-76
Report to Director, Office of Contract Archeology from
David E. Stuart, Research. and Projects Coordinator
At your request, I am suuunarizing the activities of the Office of
Research and Projects Coordinator for inclusion in your Annual Report to
the Chairman of Anthropology.

These activities are arranged into

several broad categories which reflect the basic objectives of my activity,
Project Acquisition
In the period from July 1, 1975, to Nay 1, 1976, this office made over
30 contacts with potential contractors concerning small and medium sized
projects.

These discussions led to authorship and submission of 19

proposals, and one co-authored proposal for a total of 20 attempts at
awards.

Due to proposal revisions, these 20 proposals represented 18

actual projects.

The attempts resulted in 10

success ratio of 55%.

a~arded

projects for a

The total dollar value of all proposals submitted

by the Office of Research

& Project Coordinator was $319,337.00.

The

real dollar value of the 18 potentially awardable projects (using budget
figures from final submission proposals) was $230:;219.00.

The dollar

value of the 10 projects actually awarded was $21,434.00; this represents
a dollar success ratio of 9 1/2%.

While the success ratio of dollars

awarded (particularly with regard to larger proposals) is low, it should
be born in mind th.at several projects are. still-pending and several
other projects may be rescinded eventually.

I
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Project Implementation
In the period from July 1, 1975, to May 1, 1976, the Office of the
Researc~

and Projects Coordinator implemented and directed the following

projects: PDS Nos. 101-128; 101-103R; 101-132; 101-1038; 101-103T; 101-141;
101-103U; 101-103V; 101-103W and 101-103X.

Those having the designation

101-103, followed by an alphabetic designation are managed under the
"Small Projects Program" with the goal of conjoining them to maximize their
fiscal and research benefits.
of an individual importance.

Projects with other designations assume more
Of these 10 projects, 6 have been completed

to the satisfaction of all parties and 4 are in the process of completion

with no difficulties foreseen.

These are no uncompleted "carry-over" pro-

jects from prior years,
Project Reporting and Publication
Complete and edited reports have been filed for all projects completed from July 1, 1975, to.May 1, 1976.

In addition, three earlier

reports were completed and filed for projects still in process at the
close of the prior fiscal year.

At the moment, four reports are still in

process with no completion difficulties foreseen.

All completed reports

have been reviewed and accepted by the involved federal agencies.

There

are no uncompleted reports from prior years.
Publication efforts have been focused in two directions: editing and
preparing articles for journals of regional (SW) scope and the establishment of an OCA/Anthropology' sponsored series of collected reports to
disseminate the results of the "Small Projects l'r:>gram,"

These efforts

have resulted in the formal submission of two journal articles and one in
an edited book.

One of these is in print and two are in press.

The
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sponsored series printed and distributed its first issue in December of

1975, with a collection of nine reports of small projects.

All of these

efforts have involved authorships or co-authorships of UNM students and
alumni.
Student and Alumni Support
In the period from July 1, 1975, to May 1, 1976, the following breakdown of personnel utilized in these projects obtains.

ill&!

Students

c. Carroll
R. Chapman
w. Chaska
A. Osborn
c. Lopez (undergrad)
R. Olmo
s. Weber
7

UNM Alumni

lv.

Allan
J. Beardsley
J. Brester
R. Gauthier
s. NcLcnn
A. Ramage
J. Schutt
J. Stein
8

E. Abbink
J, Enloe

2
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1.51.

Significant plans and recommendations
The major goal set for the coming year involves the preparation of a

departmental brochure integrating career and professional employment
information, the new program for majors and minors, elective programs and
field training facilities.

This brochure should provide the bulk of the

general advising and will be distributed to secondary schools in New
Mexico.

Portions will be available for students in the 100 (introductory)

classes and for general information for prospective Anthropology students.
This material will be prepared by the undergraduate committee.

Together

with in-class advising at the 100 level, the creation of advisors for
each of the subfields, and advisors for each distributed minor, we should
be able to provide students with the degree of advising essential for
formulating a sound academic program.
A second goal, in so far as the chairman is concerned, is to integrate the teaching of Anthropology throughout the state.

To that end, I

propose to invite the chairpersons of all Anthropology departments in the
state for what, I hope, would be the first annual meeting.

Funds for

this endeavour will be sought from whichever sources seem appropriate.
In addition, it would be desirable to convene the chairpersons of the
secondary school social science programs, at least in Bernalillo County,
in order to

~art

the process of improving the educational background of

the entering freslunen.
The normal plea for budgetary support and space is herewith reiterated.
I should note that Dean Wollman and his staff have been most helpful and
supportive; the department should be in a much better position in the
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coming year than ever before.

We have a new office location and will

have an entirely new office staff for 1976-77.
My main recommendation does not, as in prior annual reports from
this Department, deal with direct financial or space support.

I have

worked with much larger and much smaller budgets; the agreements by the
Vice-Presidents on our space needs and the College 1 s recognition of our
budgetary problems more than satisfy my concerns in those areas.
The chief problem in administrating this department derives from a
lack of clarity in both general and specific University policy and in
the means by which existing policies (if such can be identified) can be
implemented.

For example, although there is much oral and written con-

cern about the lack of undergraduate advising, there is little to encourage such activity on the part of faculty.

The work-load reports filed

each term do not recognize the value of dialogue between students and
faculty, nor the amount of time which such dialogue occupies i f the job
is done well.
t1~enty

A Ph.D. thesis director gets one credit; spending ten to

hours per week guiding and encouraging students, beyond normal

class related office hours is not considered "work" for which credit can
be given.

Offering of evening classes is encouraged, but no weighting

factor providing extra points has been developed.

Students and faculty

are encouraged to apply for graduate fellowships to increase student
support.

Yet, in my recent memo to the President, suggesting that the

non-return of a portion of cost of education allowance from NSF fellowships to students makes us less than competitive, brought only a reiteration of what I believe is unsound policy.

I must now inform applicants

to our graduate program who indicate that NSF support has been sought,
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that they might be better advised to go to anothe"J:' institution
provide book or meeting-travel expenses.

\~hich

would

I find such policy difficult to

reconcile with avowed goals of improving the quality of ou"J:' students.
Finally, much gossip and dialogue on campus appears to suggest that
there is some conflict between the "goals" of public service and of the
development of a high quality academic institution.

In many universities,

and for some public service affairs from UNM, there may be a conflict of
interests, given a limited budget,

However,

~

institution of higher

learning achieved academic prominence without a high quality student body.
Encouragement of Presidential Scholars may raise the average entering ACT
scores somewhat, but only a general improvement in the level of education
throughout the state will lead to the kind of academic status for UNM
which is generally desired.

For Anthropology, which occupies a large

portion of grammar school learning (dealing with "other people and places")
as well as a meaningful proportion of high school social science, there
should be a clear policy regarding our responsibility to help improve
the quality of education in a state in which we are the only major
ment.

The schools, themselves, often request assistance.

depart~

We can make

meaningful contributions to curriculum reform, we can provide material
and speakers in the schools, we can provide refresher courses for teachers,
we can provide counseling on higher education and career opportunities.
We do not seem to have administrative support or encouragement and there
is no policy supportive of such public service, or supportive of hiring
of new staff directed, in part, toward such goals.

There is, in short,

no carrot to offer the faculty member whose promotion, tenure and/or work
load will not benefit from this activity.

There is support for abstract
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intellectual achievements which, by themselves, will never result in the
kind of academic institution needed and wanted by the citizens of this
state.

Thus, my major recommendation is to establish a clear policy on

these affairs and then back it up with muscle.
One might even restrict a portion of faculty research funds to projects of local import.

Even more unlikely, I suppose, is a plea to assemble

and integrate the kind of data on New Mexico necessary to implement the
otherwise empty platitudes in the COUP report.

lt is beyond my compre-

hension that the University would put together a document on planning
with essentially in-house data, not reflective of present or predicted
state resources and needs.
requires a clear policy.
the appropriate facts.

Administration, even at the department level,
Such policy requires an integrated analysis of

It would make the department's tasks much easier

in the future i f such policy and analysis were forthcoming.

C.

Appointments to staff

Carolyn Bledsoe, Visiting Assistant Professor of Anthropology.
Effective

January 12, 1976.

Assistant Professor of Anthropology.

Effective August 16, 1976.

E. Scott Rushforth, Assistant Professor of Anthropology,
Effective August 16, 1976.
Carol Stout, Assistant Professor of Anthropology.
Effective August, 1975.
David Stuart, Assistant Professor of Anthropology.
Effective August, 1975.
Robert Roosen, Adjunct Associate Professor Anthropology.
Effective August; 1975.
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D.

Separations from staff

Frank Hibben, Professor of Anthropology.
Effective May 15, 1976.
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II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED ON INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS
1.

2.

Advanced study
Harlan, Mark E.

Ph.D., University of Arizona, March 1975.

RhLne, J. Stanley

SmithsonLan Institution Seminar in Forensic
Anthropology, December 1-12, 1975.

Straus, Lawrence G.

Ph.D., UniversLty of ChLcago, Department of
Anthropology, August 1975. Dissertation title:
"A Study of the Solutrean of Vasco-CantabrLan
Spain."

Tainter, Joseph A.

Ph.D., Northwestern University, June 1975.
Dissertation title: "The Archaeological Study
of Social Change: Woodland Systems in WestCentral Illinois."

SabbatLcals, leaves of absence, summer teachLng elsewhere, travel, etc,,
durLng the perLod
Bock, Philip K.

Summer session at UNM program in Guadalajara,
Jal., Mexico, teaching two courses in Spanish
(Anthro. 308 and 350); director of session.

Draper, PatricLa

On leave during fall term, 1965. Received
research grant from National Science Foundation
to conduct anthropological research in
Botswana, Africa.

Gorbet, Larry P.

Two guest lectures to graduate seminar and
course at University of California (San
Diego), June 1975. Consultation with researchers at Salk Institute and University
of California (San Diego) on American sign
language, June, July 1975.

Harlan, Hark E.

Independent research on middle formative
economic systems, Cuantla, Mexico, June-August 1975.

Harpending, Henry

c.

Six months in Botswana, summer--fall 1975.

Rhine, J. Stanley

Travel to Tucson, Arizona; Primate Lab ,
Holloman Air Force Base; and Denver,
Colorado to confer.

Straus, Lawrence G.

Travel to northern Spain.
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4.

New scholastic honors,, fellol~ships, etc.
Alvarado, Anita L.

Danforth

Bock, Philip K.

Consultant, Random House Dictionaries.

Tainter, Joseph A.

Received UNM Research Allocations Committee
Grant to support: "The Archaeological Study
of Social Change: Final Analysis and Manuscript Preparation."

Associateshi~,

6-year appointment.

Publications
Bock, Philip K.

"Social Time and Institutional Conflict," in
H.F. McGee, ed., The Native Peoples of Atlantic
Canada, Ottawa: Carleton Library No. 72, 1974
(reprint), pp. 152-164.
Review of Glooscap's Children by Peter Anastas,
in The Journal of Ethnic Studies, 1974, Volume
2, pp. 105-106.

Brody, J. J.

Review or Zuni Breadstuffs by Frank H. Cushing,
in :Huseum News, Volume 54, No. 1, pp. 53-54.
Review of The Protection of Cultural Property,
Handbook of National Legislations by Bonnie
Burnham, in :Huseum News, Volume 54, No. 1,
p. 54.
Review of The Human Mirror, :Haterial and Spatial
Images of }ffin, in Museum News, Volume 54, No. 1,
PP• 54-55.

Cordell, Linda S.

"Predicting Site Abandonment at Wetherill Mesa,"
The Kiva, Volume 40, No. 3, 189-202.
"Anasazi Nucleation for Defense: Reasons to
Doubt an Obvious Solution," The Rocky Mountain
Social Science Journal, Volume 12, No. 2,
(April 1975), pp. 41-48 (with Mindy H, Halpern).
"The Arctic and Subarctic," St. :Hartin's Series
in Prehistory, North America, pp. 36-73 (with
John M. Campbell).
The 1974 Excavation of Tijeras Pueblo Cibola
National Forest, New Mexico, Archeological
Report No. 5, USDA Forest Service, Southlves tern Region.
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Publications, cont.
Draper, Patricia

"Kung Women," in·Toward·art Anthropology of
Rayna Reiter, ed. , Monthly Review
Press, 1975.

~.

"Sex Differences in Cognitive Styles : Socialization and Constitutional Variables,"
Anthropology Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 3.
"Cultural Pressure on Sex Differences,"
American Ethnologist, Vol. 2, No. 4.
Froehlich, Jeffery

w.

"The Quantitative Genetic Study of Finger
Prints," in Measures of Man, E. Giles and
J. Friedlaender, eds., Cambridge, Mass,:
Peabody Museum Press, 1976.
"Paleontological Investigations of the San
Juan Basin: Preliminary Report," unpublished
manuscript prepared for B.L.M., Albuquerque.

Gorbet, Larry P.

The Syntax of Diegue~o Nominals, New York:
Garland Press, in press.
Let's Talk 'Iipay Aa (Sandra Chung, et. al.,
co-editors) Banning, California: Malki Museum
Press, 1975.
"The Interlude Revisited: Some Problems in
Syllabic Phonology," Papers in Linguistics,
Winter 1975.

Harlan, Mark E.

"The Measurement and Interpretation of Artifact
Variability: A Case Study from Chalcatzinjo,
Mor., Mexico," in L.R. Binford, cd., Essays
in Memory of .•• , Seminar Press; in press.

l!arpending, Henry C.

Review of Form and Pattern in Human Evolution,
by C. Oxnard, American Scientist 63:350 (1975).
"Heterozygosity and Population Structure in
Southern Africa," with W. Chasko, in Measures
of Man, E. Giles and J. Friedlaender, eds,,
Schenkman Press, in press,
"Human Population Dynamics in Archeological
Time: Some Simple Models," with J, Bertram,
Memoirs of the Society for American Archeology,
(American Antiquity 40:2 part 2) 1975, 82-91.
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Publications, cont.
"Immunoglobulin Genetics in Kalahari Peoples,"
with A. Steinberg, T. Jenkins, and G. Nurse,
American Journal of Human Genetics, in press.
"Cross-spectral Analysis of Rainfall and Birth
Rate-An Empirical Test of 2 Linear Models,"
with L. Jorde; Journal df'Human EVolution,
in press; also in Demographic Evolution of
Human Populations, R. Ward and K. Weiss, eds.,
Academic Press, in press.
Judge,

w.

James

"The Excavation of Tijeras Pueblo 1971-1973:
A Preliminary Analysis, 11 ·Arch; ·Report /13,
USFS.
"Early Man: Plains and Southwest," in Handbook
of American Indian, Smithsonian Institution,
in press.
"Paleoindian Adaptations: Plains and Intermontane
UISPP, Nice; France, in press.

l~est,"

Lamphere, Louise A.

To Run After Them: The Social and Cultural
Bases of Cooperation in A Navajo Community,
University of Arizona Press, in press.

Lister, Robert H.

"An Overview of Moroccan Maiolica," in
Collected Papers in Honor of Florence Hawley
Ellis, Papers of the ArchaeologiCal Society
of New Mexico, Volume 2, pp. 272-295, Florence
c. Lister, co-author.
"Non-Indian Ceramics from the Nexico City
Subway," with Florence C. Lister, El Palacio
Volume 81, No. 2, pp. 25-48.
"Maiolica in Colonial Spanish America," with
.Florence C. f..ister, Historical Archaeology,
Volume 8, pp. 17-52.
Review of Kiva Art of the Anasazi by Frank C.
Hibben, in American Indian Art, Volume 1, No. 1,
p. 64.

Rhine, J. Stanley

Entries in Encyclopedia of Anthropology, in press.
"The Recovery of Skeletal Material," Newsletter
of the New Mexico State Medical Investigator,
May 1975, pp.l-3
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Publications, cont.
Spuhler, J. N.

Race Differences in Intelligence, with John
C. Loehlin and Gardner Lindzey, San Francisco:
H. H. Freeman and Co.
"Concordance of Paleontological and Neontological
Evidence on Primate Phylogeny," American Journal
of Physical Anthropology, Volume 42, pp. 330/331.
"Authors' Rejoinder: Race Differences in
Intelligence," with John C. Loehlin and
Gardner Lindzey, Proceedings of the National
Academy of Education, Volume 2, pp. 61-65.
(5 papers and 3 book reviews accepted for
publication or in press.)

Straus, Lawrence G.

"Of Deerslayers and Mountain Men: Paleolithic
Faunal
Exploitation in Cantabrian
Spain," in Essays in Honor of ••• , L. R.
Binford, ed., New York: Academic Press, in
press.
"Solutrense y Maydaleniense cantabrica:
significado de las diferencias?'' Boletirt del
Institute do Estudios Asturianos, in press.
(Other articles submitted or in preparation.)

Tainter, Joseph A.

"Hunter-Gatherer Territorial Organization in
the Santa Ynez Valley," Pacific Coast Archaeological Society Quarterly, Volume ll,No. 2,
pp. 27-40.
"Social Inference and Mortuary Practices: An
Experiment in Numerical Classification,"
Horld Archaeology, Volume 7, No. 1, pp. 1-15.
"Simulation Modelling of Inland Chumash
Economic Interaction," Archaeological Survey
Annual Report, Los Angeles: University of
California, 1975.

\veigle, Mary M.

Hispanic Villages of Northern New Mexico,
Santa Fe: The Lightning Tree.
Southwestern Reader for 1976: An Anthology
of Folklore, Santa Fe: The Lightning Tree.
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Publications, cont.
Workman, Peter

"Genetic Differences Among Sardinian Villages,"
American Journal of Physical Anthropology,
Volume 43, pp. 165-76 (with several junior
authors).
"Red Cell Acid Phosphatase: Another Polymorphism Correlated with Malaria,"·American
·Journal of Physical Artthrdpology, Volume 43,
pp. 177/186 (senior author, R. Palmarino
et alii).

5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
Alvarado, Anita L.

Research on historical demography of Hispanos
of New Mexico (title of project), funded by
the Social Science Research Council ($5100).
Continue as consultant and research director
for American Indian History Project, in second
year pilot project at Jefferson Junior High,
Albuquerque.
Consultant for WICRE, curriculum development
for health workers: health manpower planning.

Bock, Philip K.

Continued worl<. on book "The Formal Content
of Ethnography" (expected completion in
February 1976), also on book reviews to
appear in 1976.
Completed composition of "Homage to Scarlatti" (for piano) and several songs.

Brody, J. J.

"Pueblo Fine Arts," accepted for publication
in Handbook of North American Indians,
Smithsonian Institution.
Between Traditions: Navajo Weaving 1880-1910
(exhibit catalog), 1976.
Review of American Indian Design and Decoration by LeRoy H. Appleton, in Leonardo, 1976.
Review of Man and God in ~ittial and Art by
s.c.F. Brandon; and of.The Challenge of the
Primitives, in Museum News, Volume 54, No, 3,
1976.
Organization of travelling exhibit: Between
Traditions,

1.6':1
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Other research projects, cont.
Cordell, Linda S.

"Types and Modes of Artifacts," "Excavation
of a Site,"·for the Eii.cYClcipedia ·of Artthto~. Harper and Row, expected date of
publication 1976.
"The Lingo Site," Willamett Valley Archeology,
Mel Aikens, ed., University of Oregon Press,
1976.

Draper, Patricia

Received, with Henry Harpending, a grant from
the National Science Foundation for $115,800,
for "Regional Studies of Kalahari San,"
June 1975--June 1977.

Froehlich, Jeffery W.

Continuing study of macaque adaptability in
New Mexico.
Cooperative study with V.A. and UNM Med.
School of a nutritional disorder in monkeys
(V.A. supported: $14,780, 6-month study of
"A Possible Metabolic Lesion.")
Paleontological collections in the Eocene
of the San Juan Basin (with primate biology
class),

Gorbet, Larry P.

"Cherokee Discontinuous Morphemes: Evidence
for a Morphological Level" (research completed,
article in progress),
"Yiddish English Constructions Involving
Interraction of Phonological P Processes with
Syntactic Movement and Pragmatic Factors."
Review of G. Sanders' Equational Grammar for
Lingua(in progress).
Research on the interaction between pragmatic
factors and formal syntactic structure (in
progress).
General research in American Sign Language
(in progress).

Harlan, Marl<. E.

Descriptive monograph on the figurines from
Chalcutzingo, Mor,, Mexico, to be published
as a chapter in the final site report.
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Other research projects, cont.
Judge, 1-1. James

"Analysis of Pueblo I and Pueblo II Sites,
Chaco Canyon" (in progress).
"Evaluation of Surface Sampling Techniques,
Chaco Canyon" (in progress).
"Archeological Sampling and Cultural Resources
Hanagement (in progress).

Lamphere, Louise A.

"Women and Domestic Power: Political and
Economic Strategies in Domestic Groups," in
Proceedings of the IXth International Congress
of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences,
Mouton Press, in press.
"Comparative ceremonialism," in Handbook of
North American Indians, volumes on the Southwest, Alfonso Ortiz, ed., Smithsonian
Institution, 1975.
Coordinator of a special section on Films
About Women for the Audiovisual Review
Section of American Anthropologist.
Research Project on "Women, Work and Ethnicity
in an Urban Setting," funded by the Ford
Foundation, Faculty Fellowships for research
on women in society.
"Anthropologists and Navajos: Thirty Years
of Community Research," for Wenner-Gren
Conference on the Theoretical and Hethodological Implications of Long-Term Research.

Rhine, J. Stanley

Research on Paleopathologies in the Pottery
Hound and Sapawe skeletal populations, with
Carlos A. Garcia-Moral, M.D., University of
Oklahoma Medical School.
Research on Paleopathologies and variability
among people of the Tijeras Canyon area,
with Hichae1 Schultz, M.D.,Anatomisches
Institut DUer Universitat, Gottingcn, West
Germany.
Dental and anthropometric aspects of medicolegal investigations, with Homer Campbel,
D.D.S. , Albuquerque.

Schwerin, Karl

Book on cacti of New Mexico in progress.
Research on Karinya agriculture in progress.
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Other research projects, cont.
Spuhler, J. N.

Continued work on 4 articles for Smithsonian
Handbook of North American Indians.
Continued work on a textbook on human
evolution for Prentice-Hall.
Continued work on review paper on "Biology
and Language" for Ann. Rev. Anthro.

Straus, Lawrence G.

Wrote NSF grant proposal with Prof. G.A.
Clark of Arizona State University for 3
years research (excavation and analysis)
at the Upper Paleolithic site of LaRiera
(Asturias, Spain).
Studied Magdalenian collections from Altamira and El Cierro, June 1975.

Tainter, Joseph A.

Preparation of a manuscript on prehistoric
social and economic organization at Kaloko,
North Kana, Hawaii.
Preparation of a manuscript entitled "Spatial
Patterning and Social Organization in the Kaloko Cemetery, North Kona, Hmvaii."
Preparation of a manuscript dealing with
variation and change in prehistoric Hawaiian
social groups.
Initial research dealing with the application
of Fourier techniques of shape discrimination
analysis to archaeological materials.
Preparation of a monograph on the archaeological
study of social change to be published by the
Foundation for Illinois Archaeology.

Weigle, Mary M.

Brothers of Light, Brothers of Blood: The
Penitentes of the Southwest, UNM Press, in
press.
A Penitente Bibliography: Supplement to the
above, UNM Press, in press.

Workman, Peter

Population research on the Aland Islands,
Finland, supported by NICHD, NSF, and the
Sigrid Juselius Foundation, Helsinki, Finland.
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Alvarado, Anita L.

"Cultural A\-rareness for Health Practioners
in Sli," National Seminar at U. of Albuquerque.
"Roles of Ceremonial Clowns among Opata Indians
and Catalans," SW Studies Institute, Colorado.
"Guidelines for the Education of Health Practioners Working with Non-Caucasians in US,"
WICHE Conference,
Arrangements Chairman for Southwestern
Anthropological Assn. meeting in Santa Fe.

Bock, Philip K,

Attended Annual Meeting of American Anthropological Assn., San Francisco, Nov.- Dec., 1975.

Brody, j.J.

"The Uses of the Past in Contemporary Pueblo
Indian Painting," a paper presented at the
Annual Heeting of the Southwest Anthropological
Association, Harch 1975.
"Museum De-accessioning" and "College and
University Museums, 11 papers presented at the
Annual Heeting of the Hountain-Plains Museum
Conference, October 1975.
Attended annual meeting of the American Assc.
of Museums, June 1975.
Attended annual meeting of the New Hex;ico
Assc. of Museums, October 1975.

Cordell, Linda S.

Attended Society for American Archeology
meetings, Dallas, May 1975.
Elected Vice-President, Phi Beta Kappa,
Alpha Chapter, New Mexico,

Draper, Patricia

"Cultural Pressure on Sex Differences," paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society
for Cross Cultural Research, University of
Chicago, Chicago, February 21-23, 1975.
Organizer of symposium titled "Experiential
Correlates of Cognitive Abilities," Biannual
Meetings of the Society for Research in Child
Development, Denver, April 1975.
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Activities in learned and professional societies, cont.
Froehlich, Jeffery W.

"Adaptability of free-ranging rhesus macaques
. .. ,"paper read at annual meeting of the
American Association of Physical Anthropology,
April 1975, at Denver, Colorado

Gorbet, Larry P.

"The Poor Get Poorer: A Functional Analysis
of Diegue'llo Case Hierarchies, 11 a paper presented
at the annual meeting of the Linguistic Society
of America, December 1975.
11
Dieguen'o Case Marking: \1/hy Optionality is
Like All Those Hierarchies," paper presented
at NSF Yuman Workshop, June 16, 1975.

Harlan, Mark E.

Attendance at annual meeting of American
Anthropological Association. Delivered paper
entitled "Interregional Interaction During
the Formative Period in Mesoamerica."

Jl,idge,W. James

Elected Member, Executive Committee, Society
for American Archeology,
Membe1:, Committee on Professional CeJ:tification, Society for American Archeology.
Discussant, Symposium on Archeological Theory,
SAA Meetings, Dallas, Texas.
Meetings Attended: S.A.A., A.A.A, S.A.R.G.,
Pecos Conference.

Rhine, J. Stanley

Attended annual meetings of American Assc.
of Physical Anthropologists, Denver, Colo.,
April 4-12, 1975.
Joint delivery of paper,"Paleopathological
Serendipity," with Carlos A. Garcia-Moral,
Archaeological Society of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, April 26.
Attended annual meetings of Western Social
Science Assc., Denver, Colorado, May 1-3, 1975.

Schwerin, Karl

President, American Society for Ethnohistory.
Read "Presidential Address" at St. Paul.
A.A.A. meeting, Mexico City: read paper
11
Agriculture in the Swamps-Karinya Drained
Field Cultivation."
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Activities in learned and professional societies, cont.
Spuhler, J.N.

Elected member, Nominations Committee,
American Anthropological Assc.
President, American Assc. of Physical
Anthropologists. Attended meeting of the
American Assc. of Physical Anthropologists.

7.

Straus, Lawrence G.

Organized symposium "Explanation of Paleolithic
Assemblage Variability for May 1976 Society
for American Archaeology meeting.

Tainter, Joseph A.

Presentation of a paper, "Woodland Social and
Economic Systems in West-Central illinois"
at the 74th. Annual Meeting of the American
Anthropological Association, San Francisco,
December 3, 1975.

Weigle, Mary M.

"Pilgrims and Penitentes in New Mexico,"
paper presented at American Folklore Society,
October 1975.

Other professional activities
Alvarado, Anita L.

"Special Problems of Indian and Chicano
Women," for Internal Revenue. Service. workshop.
"Cultural Factors Affecting Health Care,"
for UNM College of Nursing.
"Teaching Minority Group University Students,"
for UNM Branch College Workshop
Discussant at UNM Gallup Branch workshop on
problems of rapidly expanding towns.
National Science Foundation Review Panel
member.
"Introduction to American Indian History from
the Indian Point of View," Jefferson Junior
High School.
Participant and advisor for two national
conferences on health planning, WlCHE.
Five hours 1 testimony as expert -wi.tne.ss in
hearing of appeal before Judge R. Bratton,
U.S. District Court, on subjects of hi.storical
demography, ethnic identi.ty systems and lay
racial taxonomies of Hispano and Anglo populations of Ne'~ Mexico.

Bock, Philip K.

Portrayed the "Doctor" in Classi.c Theatre
production of MacBeth; February 1975.
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Other professional activities, cont.
"Form and Meaning in M:l.mb-ces. Painting, "guest
lecture at Department of Art, Arizona State
University, Tempe, November 1975.

Brody, J. J.

"Mimbres Painting," guest lecture for UNM
Friends of Zimmerman Library, January 1975.
Talk show, Kl!fM, February 1975.
"The Harvey Collection," guest lecture for
Museum of Albuquerque, "March 1975.
Art program, Channel 7, April 1975.
Twenty public lectures on various topics in
Albuquerque.
"Navajo Weaving," for BBC Television,
September 197 5.
Consultant to National Park Service on theft
of Mimbres pottery, October 1975.
Organized Maxwell Museum Association, February
1975.
Reviewed grant proposals for the National
Endowment for the Arts, April 1975, and for
the National Science Foundation, November 1975.
Editorial Board member, American Indiart Arts
and American Indian Review,
Consultant for Educational Expeditions, Inc.,
Peopling of the New l~orld, projected television
series.
Consultant for School of American Research,
Indian art publications.
Consultant for Yleatherhead Foundation, Southwestern projects.
Advisory Board member, Human Systems Research, Inc.
Froehlich, Jeffery

\~.

Non-medical consultant, VA.Hospital, Albuquerque,
August 1975.
Reviewed textbook prospectus for publisher.

Gorbet, Larry P.

Consultant to NSF-sponsored Yuman Workshop
at University of California (San Diego),
June 15-20, 1975.
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Other

~rofessional

activities, cont.

Harlan, Mark E.

Pre~ublication review of manuscripts for
Random Rouse and McGraw Rill.

Judge, W. James

Research Design Committee, Southwestern
Anthropological Research" Group.
Guest lecturer for Maxwell Museum Assc. and
Department of Biology Monthly Seminar.

Lister, Robert R.

Chief, Chaco Center, National Park Service,
University of New Mexico Research Facility.

Rhine, J. Stanley

Participant in "The Medicolegal Investigation
of Death," introductory and advanced sessions,
lecture and laboratory on identification and
mass disasters for Medical Investigator, UNM
School of Medicine, July 13-18, 1975.
Continued as Anthropology Consultant to New
Mexico State Medical Investigator.
Continued as Associate Editor for the Social
Science Journal.

Sch1verin, Karl

Television Documentary for Channel 9, Denver,
on Pre-colombian African influence. Also
aired in San Diego.

Spuhler, J. N.

Member, Editorial Board, Annual Review of
Anthropology, Palo Alto, California.
Member, Assembly of Behavioral Sciences,
National Research Council, 1973--.
Member, Ad Hoc Committee on Behavior Genetics,
National Academy o£ Sciences, 1972--.

\Veigle, Mary M.

8.

"The Penitentes in the 19th Century," lecture
in a series commemorating the Centennial of
the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, Santa Fe,
December 12, 1975.

Non-teaching University service
Alvarado, Anita L.

Ad Hoc Committee on Group Requirements,
College of Arts and Sciences.
Advisory Board, Native American Studies.
Advisory Committee, College of Nursing.
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Non-teaching University service, cont.
Bock, Philip K.

Chairman, Tenure Committee for Patricia
Member, Tenure Committee for
S. Alvarado.

Drap~r;

Participated in Conference of Honors Council,
Fall 1975, Taos.
Brody, J. J,

Director, Maxwell Huseum of Anthropology,
Advisory Committee, Fine Arts Museum, UNM.
Advisory Board, Office of Contract Archaeology,
UNM.

Cordell, Linda

s.

Hember, Task Force on Program Development.
Member, Departmental Graduate Committee.
Member, University Search and Screening
Committee for the University President.

Draper, Patricia

Chairman, committee to hire ethnologist;
member, committee to hire chairman of
department.
Member, Undergraduate Anthropology Honors
Program
Chairman, Faculty Committee, UNM Press,
spring term.

Froehlich, Jeffery W.

Secretary, Director of Graduate Studies,
Space Needs Committee of One, and Acting
Chairperson (Summer 1975) of Anthropology
Department.
University Research Policy Committee.

Gorbet, Larry P,

Member, Anthropology Graduate Committee.
Member, Linguistics Graduate Committee and
Policy Committee.
Faculty advisor to Duke City Linguistics
Circle.

Harlan, Hark E.

Faculty advisor to the Undergraduate Anthropology Club.
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Non-teaching University service, cont.
Judge.,

w.

James

Committee Chairman

fo~

five.Ph.D. candidates.

Sponsor for 3 M.A. candidates.
Rhine, J, Stanley

Continued as Associate Curator of Physical
Anthropology, Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.
Continued as Anthropology Department Undergraduate. Advisor.
Invited Attendee• at the Office of the Medical
Investigator's "Retreat" (Planning Conference),
Albuquerque., February 4-5, 1975.

Schwerin, Karl

Member, Research Policy Committee.
Member, Faculty Library Committee.
Advisor for five Ph.D. Candidates.

Spuhler, J. N.

Editor, Journal of Anthropological Research.
Chairman, University Eress Committee.
Member, Library Committee, Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology.

Straus, Lawrence. G.

Lecture on prehistoric art to Anthropology Club.

Tainter, Joseph A.

Undergraduate Advisor for Archaeology students.
Ereparation of Distributed Minor Program for
undergraduate Archaeology students.

Weigle, Mary M.

Member, Bicentennial Committee.
Nember, University Press Committee.
Member, American Studies Committee.

\vorkman, Peter
9.

Member, University Graduate Committee.

Eublic service.
Alvarado, Anita L.

Vice President and Trophy Chairman, Central
New Mexico German Shepherd Dog Club.
Consultant for Albuquerque Eolice Department
on establishment of police canine corps.
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Public service, cont.
Education Committee, Rio Grande Kennel Club.
Board of Directors, Albuquerque Schutzhund Club,
Bock, Philip K.

Assisted in fund raising, Jewish Welfare Fund
(Community Council).

Brody, J. J.

Vice-chairperson, Fine Arts Advisory Board,
City of Albuquerque.
Executive Director, Maxwell Museum Association.

Froehlich, Jeffery W.

Vice-President, Audubon Wildlife Film Committee.

Judge, W. James

President, Jefferson P.T.A,

Schwerin, Karl

Lectured to New Mexico Cactus and Succulent
Society.
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The Report of the Journal of Anthropological Research
(Formerly Southwestern Journal of Anthropology)
July 1, 1975 -June 30, 1976
J. N. Spuhler,

Editor

£f Anthropological

A new Editorial Board was appointed for the Journal
Research starting 1 July 1975.

Harry Basehart reached retirement age on

that day and turned over his ?uties as Professor of Anthropology, Chairman
of the Department, and Editor of the JOURNAL.

Bruce Rigsby resigned to

accept the Chair in Anthropology at the University of Queensland.

Karl

Sch\verin asked to be relieved of editorial duties in order to spend more
time in research.

Philip K. Bock continues a member of the Boatel.

The

new members are Lewis R. Binford, Alfonzo Ortiz, J. N. Spuhler, and
Bernard Spolsky.
The new Board will continue the general editorial policies developed
by Harry Basehart during his thirteen years as Editor.

We \vill continue

to publish articles in all branches of anthropology and to be a vehicle of
exoression for anthropologists in all parts of the world.
to stress nor to neglect the American Southwest.

lie hope neither

We hope most of our arti-

cles will have general anthropological appeal and therefore, \vill not publish highly technical nor specialized papers unless they open new vistas
of general interest.
The table on page 2 showr; the distribution by anthropological field and
geographical region of the 790 papers published in volumes 1-30, 1945-1974.
For those who associate us with our old name, in our first 30 volumes only
81 of 790 papers (10. 2 percent) were "Southwestern, 11 and the proportion of

-1-
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Distribution of Papers by Field and Regions, Volwnes 1-30, 1945-1974.

Percentage of Papers in Volumes

:Fields-Regions
1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-35

26-30

Totals

20.4

19.6

19.7

14.8

28.8

7.7

18.6

3.6

6.8

2.0

7.0

2.7

3.0

4.3

Cultural-Social

65.0

65.5

71.0

73.9

64.0

82.0

69.9

Linguistic

10.9

8.1

7.2

4.2

4.5

8.0

7.2

6.6

5.4

9.9

9.2

9.0

10.0

8.2

15.3

17.6

13.8

13.4

8.1

6.0

12.9

(5. 8)

(6 .1)

(2. 0)

(2 .1)

(1.8)

(1.0)

(3.3)

5.1

3.4

1.3

2.8

4.5

3.0

3.3

General-World

13.9

12.2

18.4

21.8

24.3

20.0

18.1

Latin America

17.5

9.5

18.4

25.4

15.3

30.1

18.9

2.2

4.0

1.3

0.0

2.7

1.0

1.9

35.0

36.5

27.0

17.6

20.7

17.0

26.3

(21. 9)

(12.2)

(8.6)

(4. 9)

(6.3)

(6.0)

(10.2)

4.4

11.5

9.9

9.9

15.3

15.0

10.4

Archeological
Biological

Africa
Asia
(Far East)
Europe

Middle East
North America
(Southwest)
Oceania-Pacific
Total papers
Percent of total

137
17.3

148

18.7

152
19.2

142
18.0

111
14.0

100
12.7

790
99.9
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such articles has steadily decreased from 21.9 percent in 1945-1949 to 6
percent in 1970-1974.

This is why the name was changed to Journal of

Anthropological Research in 1973.
The published papers do have-a-hemispherical bias -- 26 percent are on
North America and nearly 19 percent on Latin America.

About 18 percent are

of general theoretical or world geographical interest.

Over the years, the

proportion of papers on Africa and the Pacific increased while those on
Asia, especially the Far East, decreased.
He plan to return to a yearly volume of about 400 pages.

We will keep

the cost to both individuals and libraries as low as possible.
During the past year, when options to cease publication, hire a professional editor, sell to a commercial publisher, or transfer to another
university were considered and rejected, we got behind on our publishing
schedule.

Thanks to a recent upsurge in receipt of publishable papers, we

hope to be back on schedule during the coming year.
Starting with Leslie Spier, the founder of this journal, and continuing
through volume 30, all routine editorial work was done by the editors.

Now,

all copy editing will be done by professionals; however, the editors will
keep control of the anthropological content.
}wnuscripts submitted during the fiscal period totaled 94, a reduction
from the 119 reviewed in 1974-75, and a marked decline from the 136 articles
received in 1972-1973.

Probably this decrease reflects the marked slump

in federal support of anthropological and other behavioral science research.
A total of 20 papers were published in Volume 31, whereas 19 were published in Volume 30, and 16 in Volume 29.

15 of the 20 papers in Volume 31

deal with cultural-social anthropolosy -- a proportion consistent with the
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long time trend in manuscripts submitted to the JOURNAL.

Two papers in the

volume are archaeological, two, biological and one linguistic.

Seven of

the 20 articles are on North America (three on the American Southwest), five
on Asia (two Far East), three on the Oceanic-Pacific region, two on African .
peoples, and two of general or 1qorld application.
Subscriptions at the close of the fiscal year totaled 2,445, including

185 new orders.

This year's total is 93 less than last year.

249 sub-

scribers were delinquent at the year's end; past experience indicates that
a substantial proportion of these will pay up during the current year.
Nearly one-fourth of the subscriptions are foreign and six-tenths are institutionaL
JOURNAL income for the fiscal year amounted to $21,671.48, while copy
editing, printing, mailing, and miscellaneous expenditures totalled

$20,180.48.
Printing costs continue to increase: the average cost per JOURNAL printedpage was $38.04 for Volume 31 (1975),

~27.11

for the previous volume, an

increase of 28.7 percent.
In addition to the Co-Editors, the following members of the Department
of Anthropology have reviewed manuscripts for the JOURNAL during the year:
Drs. Anita L. Alvarado, Richard Barrett, J. J. Brody, John M. Campbell,
Linda Cordell, Patricia Draper, Jeffery

w.

Froehlich, Larry P. Gorbet,

Henry C. Harpending, Louise Lamphere, Robert H. Lister, Stanley Rhine, Karl
H. Schwerin, James

}j.

Sebring, and Peter L.

\~orkman.

The contributions of

Professors Basehart (former Editor) and Karl Schwerin (former Co-Editor)
were particularly substantial.
Hs. Nancy Moran continued as Subscriptions Manager of the JOURNAL and
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as sometime proof reader and typist of editorial correspondence.

Her per-

formance over the past several years has been superior in every way, and
she deserves high commendation.
Ms. Helen Costello, Secretary in the Department of Anthropology, typed
editorial correspondence and operated the Maxwell Museum leased IBM Compositer to set camera-ready copy of tables and figures printed in Volume 31.
Her skill, and the generosity of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology in sharing one-fifth of the lease of the IBM Compositer allowed the JOURNAL

to

compose tables and figures in the more attractive type fonts used in printing the

JOURl~AL

text, rather than by typewriter, as in recent previous issues.

The JOURNAL continues to achieve outside recognition through requests
for permission to reprint materials originally published in it; 17 authori;z;ations were granted during the year.
The prospect seems good that the Journal of Anthropological Research
will be back on regular publication schedule by the Spring issue of 1977;
if so, we plan to increase subscription rates one to three dollars with
the hope that the JOURNAL will again pay for itself.

j.
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The Report of the Department of Biology
July 1, 1975 - June 3D, 1976
Clifford S. Crawford., Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year,
1975-76.
New faculty appointments contributed in a major
way to desirable curriculum reorganization within the
Biology Department.

The most basic change was to

institute a formal core curriculum covering five
semesters.

This program is for majors and minors and

is scheduled to begin Semester I, 1976-77.
The first two semesters of the core will be a
revision of topics within the existing Biol. 121-1221
courses.

In particular, considerable physiology will

be added (expecially to 1221), and much genetics,
evolution, and ecology will be removed.

The genetics

willbe combined with material taught in the formally
required, senior-level genetics course (Biol. 408),
and will be included in a new core course in genetics,
Bioi. 122.
It is expected that most majors will take Biol.
221 in the first sophomore semester.

They will then

be able to take Biol. 222, a new core course in evolution and ecology.

The latter replaces the formerly

required, senior-level ecology course (Bioi. 407), and
contributes to a ne'" emphasis on basic biology courses
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relatively early in a student!s career.
The final core course is an existing requirement (Biol. 429) in cellular biochemistry and physiology.

It remains an advanced course because sophomore/

junior-level organic chemistry courses are essential
prerequisites.

The last three core courses will be

taught each semester.
All other biology hours (19 needed for major5,
6 needed for minors) are to be electives.

Recommended

courses in biology and other fields have been drawn
up in a variety of biological areas for students
wishing to specialize as undergraduates in cell biology,
physiology, molecular biology, botany, plant ecology,
aquatic ecology, and ecosystem analysis.

Math,

chemistry, and physics requirements are the same as
they were before for the BS degree.
The BA degree in Biology was dropped this year
because (a) it did not include physics, and (b) very
few students were getting that degree.
A significant curriculum change also occurred in
microbiology, where the formerly single introductory
lecture course (Biol. 253) and specialized lab courses
Biol. 2541, 2551) were replaced by two completely
separate introductory courses.
Semester I, 1976-77.

These will begin

The more elementary of these

(Biol. 2391) will be for health sciences students and
will be taught Semester I each year.

It will not be
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accepted toward a biology major.
General microbiology (Biol. 3501) for majors
will be taught each semester and will have some
organic chemistry as a prerequisite.
Other course changes will not be dealt with
specifically in this report, but involve additions
in general botany, methods in cell biology, microbial
ecology, and evolutionary and behavioral ecology.
Besides dropping the existing introductory microbiology
courses, the department elected to delete two courses
taught by the now retired Professor Dittmer (Biol.
372 and 479), as well as the former senior-level
requirements in ecology and genetics.
A major internal reorganization of the physical
holdings of the department occurred when most of the
large and heavily funded contingent in aquatic biology
moved into the ola Pharmacy Building (now called
Biology Annex) in early fall.

The addition of a new

faculty member in aquatic ecologj emphasizes the kind
of teaching and research carried on in that building.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near
future.
Aside from a few more faculty additions within
the existing confines of the Biology Building, the major
problems requiring departmental planning revolve around
how to use available space.

For this reason a

departmental long-range planning committee, headed by
the department chairman, has been actively discussing
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potential curricular, research, and administrative
changes that might relate in the next five years or
so to the use of space.
Perhaps the most pressing problem in this regard
is the need for space by an expanding microbiology
group.

Ignoring in this report the questionable

timetable for a complete or partial exodus of the
Malaria Project from the building, an initial key
move to liberate added space for microbiology
1~ill

be the transfer of the fish collection from a

room adjacent to the microbiology area to a new
location next to the herpetology museum.
The room to house the fish collection has been
used for the course in histological techniques (Biol.
290).

This will be taught, along with courses in

parasitology and

entomolog~

in Room 275, which is upstairs

in the newer portion of the building.
This report is not the place for a detailed
explanation of associated plans, some of which are in
early stages.

However, it may be stated that the old

fish room (Room 203) hopefully
equipped laboratory

'~ill

become a well-

for advanced microbiology courses

(pathogenic microbiology, immunology, virology, and
perhaps physiology).

In order to accommodate the

research needs of some existing microbiology faculty
members (whose holdings are very cramped), of an
anticipated faculty addition in

virology~immunology,

and of potential replacements for tvm faculty members,
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it will be necessary to renovate other existing
facilities.

Simultaneous intensifying of the effi-

ciency with which other teaching laboratories are
used will also be in order,

Formal plans will be

communicated to the central administration as they
are developed.
C.

Appointments to staff.
The equivalent of 39 1/3 teaching assistants
were appointed in 1975-76.
Ms. Mary E. Buchin was appointsd in September,
1975 as Lab Assistant I.
Dr. Carlos A. Es.inal was appointed in September,
1975 as Research Associate with the Malaria Project.

*

Ms. Jean Ferner was appointed in

Decembe~

1975

as Clerical Specialist II.
Ms. Mary Ann Lamkin

l~as

appointed in January, 1976

as Clerical Specialist II.
Dr. Karl H. Rieckmann was appointed in June, 1975
as Director, Malaria Research Programs.
Dr. Eric C. Toalson was appointed, effective
August, 1976, as Assistant Professor in the field of
Physiology and General Biology.
D.

Separations from staff.
Ms. Sandra Bruner, Lecturer II in the field of
Human Anatomy and Physiology, resigned in May, 1976.
Ms. Kathy Jo Caldwell, Clerical Specialist III,
resigned in January, 1976.
*Ms. Marta L. Espinal was appointed in September
1975, as Medical Technician with the Malaria Project.
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Ms. Margaret T. Dilley, Lecturer II in the field
of Microbiology, resigned effective August, 1976.
Ms. Mary C. Montano, Technical Typist III,
resigned in

Ma~

1976,

Dr. David H. Wise, Assistant Professor in the field
of Invertebrate Zoology and Ecology, resigned effective
August, 1975.
II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual
Biographical Supplements:
1.

Advanced Study
Bruner, Sandra J., Professional Certification:
California Community Colleges Life Credential.
Dilley, Margaret T., CDC Workshop on Anaerobes.
Taylor, Frederick W., Ph.D., 1975, University of
Chicago: "Tactics of Foraging Behavior: A
Comparative Study of Two Species of Myrmicine
Ants."

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves, etc.
Altenbach, J. Scott, 1) March 1975, Mexico bat
photographing and collecting trip. 2) October
1975, Mexico bat photographing and collecting
trip.
Degenhardt, William G., Field studies in eastern and
southwestern Ne\~ Mexico.
Duszynski, Donald W., 1) Travel to Lake Texoma, Oklahoma; Las Vegas, Nevada; Corvalis, Oregon, and
New Orleans, Louisiana to attend meetings and
present papers; also to Argonne National Laboratory
as a guest to visit former student, G.A. Conder,
who was on summer fellowship there.
Kidd, David E., 1) NSF-AAAS Chautauqua type-Short
Course Lecturer on Water Pollution at: University
of Missouri-Kansas City, University of WisconsinMadison, Miami University-Oxford, Louisiana State
University-Baton Rouge, University of Texas-Austin.
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Ligon, J. David, Currently on sabbatical leave
in Africa.
Potter, Loren D., 1) Sabbatical leave Semester II,
1974-75 and Semester I, 1975-76.
Riedesel, Marvin L., 1) May 16-June 6: Research
Associateship, National Research Council, National
Academy of Sciences at NASA-Ames Research Center.
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Altenbach, J. Scott, Nomination for outstanding professor, 1975; awarded professor of the month
for December, 1975.
Riedesel, Marvin L., Research Associateship, National
Research Council, National Academy of
Sciences at NASA-Ames Research Center,

4.

Publications.
Altenbach, J. Scott. 1) Population size of Tadaxida
brasilicmsis at Carlsbad Cavern in 1973. Bioi.
Inves. in tile Guadalupe Mtn. Ntl. Park, Texas.
In Press. 2) Sexual color dimorphism in
CTotaWrfipidus klauceri: Gloyd (Reptilia,
Serpentes, Viperidae). J. Herpetology. In
Press. (1vith J. Jacob)
Barton, Larry L. Effect of Carbon sources on formation
of alpha-amylases and gluco-amylase by Clostridium
acetobutylicum. J. Gen. Appl. Microbial. 21
51-591975.
(\"lith B. Ensley and J. McHugh)Caldwell, Douglas E. 1) The ecology of ·sulfur-oxidizing bacteria from the littoral zone of a
Michigan lake and a sulfur spring·in Florida.
Plant and Soil, 1975, Volume 43, pp. 101-114.
zr-'The-5tructure of anaerobic bacterial
communities in the hypolimnia of several lakes
in Michigan. Canadian Journal of Microbiology,
1975, Volume 21 pp. 377-385. 3) A morphological
study of bacteria in the hypolimnia of several
michigan lakes. Canadian Journal of Microbiology
1975, Volume 21 pp. 362-376.
Cates, Rex G. 1) The interface bet\Veen slugs and wild
ginger: some evolutionary aspects. Ecology
1975, 56:391-400. 2) Successional status and the
palatability of plants to generalized herbivores.
Ecology 1975, 56:410-418.
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Cates (cont'd.) 3) Toward a general theory of plant
antiherbivore chemistry, In Biochemical Interaction between plants and1nsects. J. Wallace
and R. Mansell (eds.) Recent Advances in
Phytochemistry, volume 10. 1976. (with D.
Rhoades).
Degenhardt, William G. 1) A Changing Environment:
Documentation of Lizards and Plants over a decade.
In. Wauer, Roland H. and David H. Riskind, Editors.
2) Transactions - Symposium on the Biological
Resources of the Chihuahuan Desert Region, US and
Mexico. National Park Service, Washington. In
Press, 30 MS pages. (projected for 1975-but
late a few months)
Duszynski, Donald W. 1) Histochemistry of the tissue
capsule surrounding intradermal mites. Hannemania
spp. (Acarina: Trombiculidae) in New Mex1co
amphibians. J. Parasitol. 61:382-4 (with J. J.
Grover and B. C. Bogan). 2) Fine structure of the
oocyst walls of Isospor~ serini and· Isospora canaria
and excystation of Iso~pora ~erini from the
canary, Serinus canar1us. L. J. Protozoology 22:
476-81 (with C. A. Sp~er). 3) Prevalence of
Toxoplasma antibodies in range vs. dairy cattle
from the Bitter Root Valley of Montant. J.
Parasitol. 61:965-6 (with A. A. Marchiondo,
F. Sogandares-Bernal and J. K. Ward).
Gosz, James R. 1) Stream chemistry as a tool in
evaluating ski area development--Symposium on Man,
Development and Wildlands: A complex interaction.
1975, 2) Organic matter and.nutrient dynamics
of the forest floor in the Hubbard Brook Forest.
Oecologia. (in press)
Kerkof, Paul R. Preparation of Adipose Cell-Free
Suspensions of Mammary Gland Parenchymal Cells
from Lactating Mice. (By Invitation) (with S.
Abraham). Methods in Enzymology, Volume 32,
Chapter 60, pp. 693-706, 1975.
Kidd, David E. 1) Bacterial Contamination of Lake
Powell Waters: "An Assessment of the Problem"
1976, Lake Powell Research Project Bulletin, no.
16, in press. 2) Mercury Levels in Lake PowellBioamplification of Mercury in Man-made Desert
Reservoir, Environmental Science and Technology,
9(1):41-46, January, 1975 (co-author).
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Kogoma, Tokio. Characterization of the replication of
Escherichia coli DNA in the absence of protein
synthesis: stable DNA replication. ·- J. Molecular
Biology, 197 5, Volume 94, pp, 243-356-:- (wlth-~'Lark)

Martin, William C. Biological Survey of Kirtland Air
Force Base. Sandia Laboratories (SAND:74-0393)
Unlimited Release. 1974. (with Warren Wagner)
Potter, Loren D. 1) Mecury Levels in Lake Powell-Bioamplification of Mercury in a Man-made Desert
Reservoir. Environmental Science and Technology,
1975, Vol. 9, pp, 41-46.
(with D. Kidd and
D. Standiford). 2) Pollen Analytical Procedures
and methods of Presentation. pp. 97-102 in
Wendorf, Fred and James Hester (eds.) Late
Pleistocene Environments of the Southern-·High Plains, Fort Burgwin Research Center Publ.,
No. 9, Ranchos de Taos, New Mexico. 3) The
Ecological Impact of Feral Burros on Bandelier
National Monument, pp. 83-85, in Southwest Region
Natural Science Conference, November 19-21, 1974.
Nat1onal Park Serv1ce, 240 pp.
Riedesel, Marvin L. 1) Blood physiologt. ln Biology
of Bats Volume III, William Wimsatt, Editor.
Academic Press, 1976, accepted in June 1975.
2) Continuous 24-hour oxygen consumption by Myotis
-velifer. Comp. Biochem. Physiol. 1975, accepted
July 21. Second· author: "'BITrA. Williams. 3)
Responses of whole-animal and isolated hearts of
ground-squirrel, Citellus·lateralis, to melatonin.
Comp. Biochem. Physiol. 1975. accepted September
ro:-- (hr:St author Dennis L. Palmer)
Thornhill, Randy. Scorpionflies as kleptoparasites
of web-building spiders. 1975. Nature. 258:
709-711.
Wise, David H. 1) Food Limitation of the Spider
Linyphia marginata: Experimental Field Studies.
Ecology, 1975, Volume 56, pp. 637~646. 2) Variable
Rates of Maturation of the Spider, Neriene radiata
(Linyphia marginata). American Midland Naturalist,
In Press.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress.
Altenbach, J. Scott. 1) Factors affecting the decline
of Tadavida populations in the Southwest. Grant
from Nat1onal Park Service--$20,000/year.
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Altenbach (cont'd.) 2) On-going research in bat
flight and locomotor mechanisms in Department
of Biology.
Barton, Larry L. 1) Water Resources Research
Institute, $22,200--Trophic status of Northern
New Mexico Lakes. 1975-1975. 2) New Mexico
Energy Research and Development, $59,485--Evaluation of Ne\v Mexico Humate Deposits for Restoration of Strip-mining Site. 1974-1975.
Cates, Rex G. 1) Interactions of physical factors
and plant defensive systems on the ecology of
the Douglas-fir tussock moth. Research Allocations
Committee, granted $1480, one year. 2) Effects
of timber stand maturity and management on some
stream organic compounds. Granted $8,000. USPS.
one year, with J. Gosz. 3) The role of natural
chemical defenses in the resistance-susceptibility
of white fir and Douglas-fir to Orygia pseudotsugata.
USDA Douglas-fir tussock moth program. Requested
$34,689.
Degenhardt, William.G. 1) US Fish and Wildlife, $4700,
continuation of work on the Animas Mountains Rattlesnake. 2) US Forest Servite, $4086, Finished
\1ork on J erne z ~!oun tains Salamander, reported accepted.
3) National Park Service, $1000, report accepted.
4) NM Game and Fish, $2500, Sand Dune Lizard in
the Mescalero Sands. 5) NSF, $3000, Biotelemetric
monitoring-Bosque Turtles.
Dilley, Margaret T. Preparing set of 35mm slides for·
use in Beginning and Advance t.licrobiology
laboratories.
Duszynski, Donald W. 1) four papers now in press.
2) Has finished SURP-sponsored work and is
now in process of analyzing data and preparing
papers for publication. 3) Is doing collaborative
work on primate coccidians with colleagues in
Montana, Louisiana, Panama, CA. 4) Is \vorking
with a student in developing a technique to
resection rat intestinge--this will help study
the site-finding behavior in coccidia. 5) Will
soon be doing collaborative work on coccidian
physiology with colleagues in Houston. 6) UNM
Research Allocations Committee, $1000, Studies on
the metal starvation of coccidians by their hosts.
Gosz, James R. 1) Eisenhower Consortium, $6000, Effects
of soil amendments on vegetation stressed by road
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Gosz (cont'd.)

salt, 1 year.

2)

Eisenhower.Consortium,

$12,000, Effects of ski area use on biological
and heavy metal aspects of 1va ter quality, 1 year.
3) Fish and Wildlife Service, $197,500, The

fish and wildlife impact of energy development
in the Four-Corners Pegion, 3 years.

Johnson, Gordon V. 1) Water Resources Research
Institute, $22,199, Trophic status of selected
northern New Mexico lakes, (with L. Barton).
2) Grants from the US Forest Service:
$20,000,
Germination and moisture requirements of arid
land plants, (with W. Martin); $10,000, Revegetation with Distichlis stricta on areas disturbed
by strip mining, (with W. Martin); $15,000,
Preconditioning requirements of fourwing saltbush
transplants; $13,000, Toxic metal, salt tolerance
and ionic interaction effects on the germination
of alkali sacaton and fourwing saltbush.
Johnson, William W. Genetics of mating speed and competition for mates in stocks of Drosophila
melanogastez..
Kerkof, Paul R. 1) Minority Biomedical Support Grant
with Dr. P. Silverman and Dr. D. Landau. 2) National
Science Foundation Grant, Principal Investigator,
Mechanism of Action of Thyroid-stimulating Hormone,
$37,400.

Kidd, David E. 1) Cultural Eutrophication: An
Evaluation of Man's Potential Impact on the Aquatic
Ecology of Lake Powell, NSF-RANN, $89,350.
2) Heavy Metals in the Lake Powell Ecosystem,
NSF-RANN, $29,017 (with L. Potter).
Kogoma, Tokio 1) Isolation and Characterization of
of Escherichia coli Mutants with Altered Control
Mechanism of DNA Replication, sponsored by Research
Allocation Committee. Ended in June, 1975.
2) DNA Replication in Escherichia coli: Regulatory Mutants, sponsored by Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. $56,390 for three years,
starting May, 1975.

'

Martin, William C. 1) Studies of natural revegetation
of strip-mined lands in Northwestern New Mexico,
Forest Service Grant. 2) Seed germination in
arid land plants, Forest Service Grant. 3) Studies
in regeneration in Distychlus; comprehensive
Flora of New Mexico; Biosystematic studies in genus
Ribes.
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Molles, Manuel C. 1) Vertical Zonation as a means
of resource Partitioning in reef fish communities.
2) Trophic Structure of Southwestern Stream Fish
communities. 3) The effects of predators on the
structure of natural and laboratory fish populations.
4) Effects of habitat alteration and exotic introductions on Southwestern fish communities.
Potter, Loren D. 1) NSF-RANN, $26,874, Shoreline
Ecology of Lake Pow·ell, June 1, 1975-June 1, 1976.
2) NSF-RANN, $57,131, Heavy Metals in Lake
Powell Ecosystems, June 1, 1975-June 1, 1976
(shared with David Kidd). 3) NPS, $6,700,
Correlation of Indicator Plants and Archeological
Sites, Chaco Canyon National Monument, May 15, 19740ctober 1, 1975. 4) NPS, $7,516, Burro--mule
deer grazing and browsing interactions, Bandelier
National 1'--!onument, February 1, 1975--June 1, 1976.
5) NPS, $11,600, Relation of pollen and flotation
analysis to archeological excavations, Chaco
Canyon, June 1, 1975-June 30, 1976. 6) US Forest
Service, $25,000, Effect of strip-mining of coal,
June 1, 1975-December 31, 1977. 7) US Forest
Service, $12,000, Rehabilitation of mine
spoil banks, June 1, 1975-December 21, 1977 ..
8) ERDA, $18,000, Vegetational stabilization of
uranium spoils areas, Grants, New Mexico, November
1, 1975-June 30, 1976. 9) New Mexico Energy
Resource Board, $59,485, an evaluation of New
Mexico humate deposits for restoration of stripmining sites, September 1, 1974-December 31, 1975
(Gosz, Seimers, Barton, Potter). 10) Research
Reports: Mescalero Sands Natural Landmark Evaluation, Great Plains Natural Region Ecological Sites,
New Mexico, NPS, Santa, July 1975, 29 pp; Blackwater Dra\v Natural Landmark Evaluation, Great
Plains Natural Region Ecological Sites, New Mexico,
NPS, Santa Fe, July 1975, 24 pp; Encino Steppe
Grassland Natural Landmark Evaluation, Great Plains
Natural Region Ecological Sites, New Mexico, NPS,
Santa Fe, July 1975, 8 pp; Maxwell National
Wildlife Refuge Natural Landmark Evaluation, Great
Plains Natural Region Ecological Sites, New Mexico,
NPS, Santa Fe, November 1975, 22 pp; Bueyeros
Short Grass Prairie Natural Landmark Evaluation,
Great Plains Natural Region Ecological Sites, New
Mexico, NPS, Santa Fe, November 1975, 15 pp;
Sierra Grande Short Grass Prairie Natural Landmark
Evaluation, Great Plains Natural Region Ecological
Sites, New Mexico, NPS, Santa Fe, November 1975,
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Potter (cont'd.) 17 pp; Correlation of Indicator
Plants and Archeological Sites, Chaco Canyon
National Monument, July 1975, No. CX 700040179,
95 pp, Co author--Richard Young; Vegetational
Survey of Questa Site for Molybdenum Mining
Impact Study, EG &G, Albuquerque, NM , 46 pp.
11) Writing in Progress: Completing a bulletin
on Shoreline Ecology of Lake Powell for the
NSF-RANN Lake Pmvell Research Project Bulletin
Series; Continued progress on an Atlas of
Shoreline Surface Materials of Lake Powell for
the NSF-RANN Lake Powell Research Project
Bulletin Series.
Riedesel, Marvin L. 1) Submitted December 1975:
NASA-Ames University Consortium, Melatonin as a
Regulator in Mammalian Hibernation. 2) Submitted
March 1975: NSF, Memory and Hibernation, support
declined October 1975. 3) Received: NASA-Ames
University Consortium NCA2-0R510-502; January 1December 21, 1975, $1900 Control Mechanism of
Metabolism During Poikilothermia.
Wise, David H. Grants from the American Philosophical
Society ($850) and the Society of the Sigma Xi
($150) each for one year to support research
entitled Interspecific Competition and the
Structure of Tenebrionid Beetle Communities.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Altenbach, J. Scott. Mechanisms for Slow Flight in
the False Vampire Bat Vampyrum spectrum. Paper
presented at 55th Annual Meeting of American
Society of Mammalogists at University of Montana,
Missoula, Montana, June 1975.
Barton, Larry L. National Meeting for Microbiologists,
The clustering and identification df Desulfovibrio
and Desulfotomaculum, present in New York.
Bourne, Earl W. Western Regional Association of
Advisors in the Health Professions.
Cates, Rex G. 1) Evolution of Plant Defenses,
presented to Guild of Rocky Mountain Population
Biologists, September, 1975. 2) Invited to
a symposium sponsored by the Phytochemical Society,
30 May-4 June, 1976 at the AIBS m~etings in New
Orleans. Papers to be given in New Orleans:
The opening address; Patterns in the production
of herbivore chemical defenses in plant communities.
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'Degenhardt, William G. 1) Serving as member of the
executive board, Herpetologists League. 2)
Elected Parliamentarian of the NM Herpetological
Society.
Dilley, Margaret T. 1) Attended Spring meeting of
Rocky Mountain/Ne\v Mexico Branches of ASM in
Pueblo, Colorado. 2) Attended Annual meeting
National ASM in Chicago, Illinois. 3) Attended
Fall meeting of New Mexico Branch ASM in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Duszynski, Donald W.
1) Presented paper, "Exogenous
stages of Isospora serini and l· canaria in the
canary, Serious canarius L." (and E. D. Box and
C. A. Speer) at 8th annual meeting of the Southwestern Association of Parasitologists (SWAP),
Lake Texoma, Oklahoma. 2) Presented paper,
"Fine structure of the oocyst wall of Isospora
serini and I. canaria and excystation of I. serini
from the canary, SerlnUS canarius L." (ana E. D.
Box, G. A. Speer) at the 7th annual meeting of
the Rocky Mountain Conference of Parasitologists
(RMGP), Las Vegas, Nevada. 3) Presented 2
committee reports at the Executive Council Meeting
at the 28th annual meeting of the Society of
Protozoologists, Gorvalis, Oregon. 4) Coauthored the following papers presented by
my students: "The cross-transmission of Isospora
endocallimici from Gallimico goeldii to New and
Old World primates (with L. Wagley)" presented
at the 7th annual RMCP meeting; and Effects of
intestinal resection on site finding and development of Eimeria nieschulzi Dieben, 1924, in
laboratory rats (\vi th J. M. Robinson)" presented
at the 50th anniversary meeting of the American
Society of Parasitologists, New Orleans, Louisiana.
5) Two of Duszynski's students presented papers
at both the 8th annual SWAP and the 7th annual RMCP
meetings: G. A. Conder presented, "A comparative
examination of the effect of Cobalt-60 -radiation
and heat on the oocysts of Eimeria nieschulzi"
and A. A. Marchiondo presented, "The prevalence
of Toxoplasma antibodies in mammals from Arizona,
Colorado, l\lon tan a, Ne\v Mexico, Peru, and the
Philippines''. 6) Was nominated regionally for
the presidency of the Rl\ICP and nationally for
membership on the Nominations Committee of the
American Society of Parasitologists. 7) Was elected
as program chairman and UNM was chosen as host
school for the 8th annual meeting of RMCP.

-15Gosz, Rames R. 1) National AIBS meeting--2 papers
g~ven.
2) AAAS Regional meeting--1 paper
g1ven. 3) US Forest Service Symposium, Vail,
Colorado--invited paper.
Johnson, Gordon V. 1) "Effects of root applications
of abscisic acid and osmotic stress on bean leaf
growth" a paper presented at Annual Meeting of
American Society of Plant Physiologists, August
1975, co-author D. L. Catron, abstract published
in Plant Physiology Supplement 56(2) :61.
2) Effects of salinity on amino acids in barley
seedlings" co-authors J. D. Norlyn, E. Epstein;
Application of the thermal gradient plate for
determination of optimum temperature ranges for
seed germination" co-authors D. Sabo, W. C. Martin
(presented by Sabo); "Vegetative propagation in
saltgrass rhizomes" co-author K. A. Pavlicek
presented by Pavlicek- -these three papers \ITere
presented at Annual Meeting of Southwestern
and Rocky Mountain Division American Association
for the Advancement of Science. 3) Secretary
Botanical Section, South\ITestern and Rocky
Mountain Division American Association for the
Advancement of Science (1973-76).
Kerkof, Paul R. 1) "Inhibition by Cordycepin of
Hormone-Stimulated RNA Synthesis in Thyroid Ce~ls:
Sensitivity of Adenylate Cyclase System and
Poly-A Synthesis. (with J. H. Nilson and D. J.
Orlicky) 1975 Winter Conferences on Molecular and
Cellular Biology, Squaw Valley, California.
2) Hormone-Stimulated Gene Activation in Thyroid
Cells: A Cordycepin-Sensitive Process. (with
J. H. Nilson and D. J. Orlicky) presented by
J. H. Nilson, Federation of American Societies
for experimental Biology, Annual Meeting, Atlantic
City, New Jersey. 3) The Role of Microtubules
and Microfilaments in the Reorganization of
Adult Sheep Thyroid Cells In Vitro. (with
Marke W. Talley) presentedoyr;rarl(e Talley, Southwestern and Rocky Mountain Division, American
Association for the Advancement of Science, Los
Alamos, New Mexico.
Kidd, David E. 1) Director of the High School
Outstanding Biology Teacher Award program in
New Mexico, 1975-76. 2) Associate editor of
SWANEWS, Southllfestern Naturalist Association,
1975-76. 3) Book and journal article reviewer,
National Association of Biology Teachers, 197576. 4) Invited paper, Phytoplankton Dynamics
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-16Kidd (cont'd.) of Lake Powell and Possible Relationships to Lake Geochemistry, 1975 Annual Meetings
of the Geological Society of America (with
Stephen Gloss). 5) Invited attendance at
EPA Symposium on Biostimulation, October 1975.
6) Attended Lake Powell Symposium, Flagstaff,
Arizona, June 1975. 7) Attended Lake Powell
Meeting, October 1975 and June 1975. 8) Attended
NSF-AAAS Chautauqua Meeting, March 1975.
9) Presented paper at ATP Methodology Conference,
March 4-6, 1975, San Diego, California, "ATP
Measurements and the Assessment of the Trophic
Status of Four New Mexico Reservoirs, " with
C. H. Robinson. 9) Visited E. l. du Pont de
Nemours Co., Wilmington, Delaware, November
23, 1975, for discussion of nitrogen fixation.
Kogoma, Tokio "Isolation and characterization of E.
coli Mutants that have Altered Capability of Relaxed DNA Replication", ICN-UCLA Winter
Conference on Molecular and Cellular Biology,
March 16-21, 1975, Squaw Valley, California.
Martin, William C. 1) President, UNM Chapter Sigma
Xi. 2) Regional meeting AAAS, two papers
presented. 3) Attended national meeting on
Threatened and Endangered plants sponsored by
Smithsonian Institute and Range Management
Society.
Molles, Manuel C. Attended Meeting of Guild of
Rocky Mountain Population Biologists.
Potter, Loren D. 1) Vice President for Research for
the Eisenhower Consortium for Western Environmental Forestry Research, in charge of research
allocations and several meetings. 2) Co-ordinator and presenter of Summary of Vail Symposium,
Research Symposium on "Man, Leisure, and Wildlands-A Complex Interaction," Eisenhower Consortium,
Vail, Colorado. 3) Presented papers at the
follmV"ing: "Shoreline Ecology of Lake PmV"ell-A Changing Ecosystem", Museum of Northern
Arizona Lecture Series, February 197 5 ;· "Impact
of Burros on Bandelier National Monument", SW
Division AAAS, Los Alamos, April, 1975, Coauthor: David Koehler,; "Shoreline Ecology, Lake
Powell", Invited paper at NSF-RANN Symposium,
Flagstaff, Arizona, June 1975; "Shoreline Ecology
of Lake Pm'l'ell", In vi ted paper for Lake Powell
Research Symposium, national meeting of Geological
Society of America, Salt Lake City, Utah, October
1975.

-------------------1.94
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Riedesel, Marvin L. 1) Member, Educational Materials·
Review Board of the Education Committee of the
American Physiological Society, 1975 to date.
2) Chairman Pro Tern, Committee on Desert and
Arid Zones Research (CODAZR), SW&RM Division
AAAS. 3) Chairman, Arid Lands Section, SW&RM
Division AAAS. 4) "Response of \vhole animal
and isolated hearts of ground squirrels to
melatonin", a paper presented at Federation of
American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB)
Meetings, April 1975, Abstract: Fed. Proc.
34:425. First author: Dennis L. Palm~
5) Hibernation and maze training in Myotis
velifer", a paper presented at Arid Zone Studies
Sect1on, SW&RM Division AAAS, April 1975, Abstract:
NM Acad. Sci. Bull. 15(2):4. Second author:
BiliJ.\":"" Willia~ 6) "Hypoeuthermia in Blacktailed Prairie Dogs", a paper presented at SW&RM
Division AAAS, April 1975, Abstract: NM Acad.
Sci. Bull. 15(2):46-47. First author:--rrent
~ThOiiia.S.
7) "Evidence of hibernation in the
black-tailed prairie dog, Cynomys ludovicianus",
a paper presented at Cryobiology Society, August
1975, paper No. 21. First author: T. H. Thomas.
8) "Oxygen consumption by small bats during 24hour intervals at 5 to 35 C, " a paper presented
at the American Physiological Society, October
1975, Abstract: The Physiologist 18:366. Second
author: B. A. WiiTTams.
Wise, David H. Paper presented, "Variable maturation
rates of the filmy dome spider, Neriene radiata"
at the Annual Meeting of the Southwestern and
Rocky Mountain Division of AAAS, April 1975.
7.

Other professional activities.
Barton, Larry L. 1) Seminar presented at Sandia
Laboratories - Life Sciences Division.
2) Seminar presented at UpJohn Company, Kalamazoo,
Michigan - Cancer Division. 3) Talk at the science
class at El Dorado High School. 4) Judge at
the State Science Fair at Socorro, NM.
Caldwell, Douglas E. Contribution to the Sulphur
Cycle segment of our Man in His Environment Exhibit
for the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago,
Illinois.
Cates, Rex G. 1) Invitation to present seminars at
University of Wyoming, Biology Department and
Biochemistry Department, April 1976. 2) Invitation
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Cates (cont'd.) to present Seminar at New Mexico
State University, Biology Department, April 1976.
Degenhardt, William G. 1) Reviewed papers for
Herpetologica, Copeia, ENMU Studies, proposals
for the NSF Ecology Program. 2) Served on
Research Advisory Council, Big Bend National Park.
3) Served as Collaborator for NPS, Regional
Status.
Dilley, Margaret T. 1) Exhibit on microbiology for
visiting high school students. 2) Answers
calls about various immunological and microbiological
problems by members of the Geographical Survey,
Agriculture Research Service Leader--Livestock
program.
Duszynski, Donald W. 1) Member (ex officio) of the
Executive Council of the Society of Protozoologists.
2) Society of Protozoologists liaison for support
contributions to the Journal of Protozoology.
3) Advertising Editor, The Journal of Protozoology.
4) Reviewed manuscripts for the Journal of
Protozoology.
Gosz, James R. 1) Chairman, New Initiatives and Programs Committee, The Institute of Ecology.
2) Appointment to New Mexico Governor's Committee
on Technical Excellence, subcommittee on Radioactive Waste Disposal. 3) Appointment to New
Mexico Committee on Environmental Aspects of
Economic Progress, Governor's Council of Economic
Advisors.
Johnson, Gordon V. Presented lecture at Fort Lewis
College, Durango, Colorado in ''Biology Week"
Program: "Nutrients and Phytoplankton Productivity
Priductivity in Elephant Butte Reservoir, NM.
Kidd, David E. 1) Talk at Midtown Business Club,
Albuquerque, NM. 2) Talk at Kiwanis Club breakfast meeting. 3) Teaching consultant, AAAS,
1975-76.
Kogoma, Tokio A seminar at the Sandia Laboratories,
Spring 1975.
t-lartin, William C. 1) Active in Sepakers Bureau.
2) t-lany off-campus talks including Albuquerque
Rose Society, Kiwanis, Organic Griwers, Wildflower
Society. 3) Field trip for National Geographic
Society. 4) Southern Rocky Mountain area consultant
for National Geographic Society. 5) Member of
Natural History Committee-Museum of Albuquerque.
6) Consultant on poisonous plants.
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Riedesel, Marvin L. 1) Reviewer, Manuscripts for
publication in LIFE SCIENCES, ECOLOGY, and
AMERICAN JOURNAL PHYSIOLOGY. 2) Lecturer,
ERDA-AIBS Visiting Scientist Program, three
invitations.
Thornhill, Randy Seminar at University of Denver,
Departments of Psychology and Biology, November
1975.
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Altenbach, J. Scott
1) Chairman, Graduat~
Selection Committee (Department of Biology
January 75-September 75). 2) Chairman,
Undergraduate Core Curriculum Committee,
January 1975-present.
Bourne, Earl W. 1) Premedicat, predental, preveterinary medicine advisor. 2) Chairman,
Premedical Evaluation Committee.
Cates, Rex G. 1) Graduate Student Admissions
Committee. 2) Core Curriculum Committee.
3) Greenhouse Committee.
Degenhardt, William G. 1) Graduate Advisor for
nine students. 2) Chairman of Research
Allocations Committee 3) Member of Research
Policy Committee. 4) Curator of Herpetology
Division, Museum of Southwestern Biology.
5) Department Field Vehicle Committee.
Dilley, Margaret T. 1) Coordinator for laboratories
in beginning Microbiology. 2) Assist various
students with immunological programs.
Duszynski, Donald W. Chairman, Department of
Biology Graduate Committee.
Johnson, Gordon V.
1) Serves on the following
University Committees: Radiation Control Committee,
Radiation Protection Subcommittee. 2) Serves
on the following Departmental Committees: faculty
teaching evaluation, graduate assistant teaching
evaluation, faculty selection committee in
microbiology.
Johnson, William W. 1) Chairman, University Registration
Committee, Supervisor of Biology Sectioners.
2) Transfer Student Advisor. 3) Liason work
>d th the General Library.
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Kerkof, Paul R. 1) Serves on the following
Departmental Committees: Core Curriculum
Committee; Space and Facilities Utilization
Committee; Developmental Biologist Search
Committee (Chairman). 2) Radioisotope Permit
Holder. Responsible for quarterly report on the
isotope usage and inventory under my permit. The
duties, responsibilities and time required for
this are equivalent to those of a museum or
collection curator.
Kidd, David E. 1) Faculty advisor-biology freshmen.
2) Special assignment-preparation of a new
course in natural science for A & S College.
Kogoma 1 Tokio

Research Policy Committee.

Martin, William C. 1) Curator of the Herbarium.
2) Preforestry advisor. 3) Library Committee.
4) Sandia Colloquium Committee. 5) Departmental Seminar Committee. 6) Regional and
State Science Fairs.
Potter, Loren D. Chairman of ad hoc committee on
Remote Sensing Laboratory at UNM.
Riedesel, Marvin L. 1) Serves on the following
Departmental Committees: Chairman, Space
Committee January - June; Member, Seminar
Committee September - December. 2) Member,
Promotion Advisory Committee 1975-76, College
of Arts and Sciences. 3) Serves on the
follohmg University Committees: Member,
Human Care of Laboratory Animals; Alternate
member, Academic Freedom and Tenure. 4) Member
of the following Ph.D. Committee on Studies
(in progress): W. Riddle, S. Pugach, S. Felicetti,
R. Thomas, B. Fisher. 5) Member of the
following M.S. Committee on Studies (Plan I):
T. Thomas, completed December 1975, B. Snider,
K. Carlberg, B. Blake, D. Harris, G. Runkle,
S. Silbaugh, D. Velasquez, M. Venters. (Plan
II) J. Treszka (Completed), R. Alexander.
Trujillo, John L. 1) Ph.D. Graduate Committees (2).
2) Committee for Graduate Students Biology,
Wise, David H. Deans' Ad Hoc Committee on Arts and
Sciences Group Requirements.
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Public service.
Altenbach, J. Scott Lecture to Congregational
kindergarten classes on snakes.
Barton, Larry L.
Church. 2)
Lutherans.

1) Treasurer for Christ Lutheran
President of Aid Association for

Cates, Rex G. Various activities with youth in Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Dilley, Margaret T. Hoffmantown Baptist Church
Sunday School Group Leader.
Johnson, Gordon V. 1) Board member Sombre Del
Monte Christian Church. 2) Judge State Science
Fair. 3) 4-H Club Project Leader.
Potter, Loren D. Several talks to local community
groups.
Addendum to the Report of the Department of Biology
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
4.

Publications.
Crawford, Clifford S. 1) Overwintering physiology
of the scorpion Diplocentrus spitzeri. Physiological
Zoology 48:84-92 (with W. A. Riddle). 2) Overwintering physiology of the centipede Scolopendra
polymorpha. Physiological Zoology 48:290-294
(with W. A. Riddle and S. Pugach. 3) Diel activity
in sympatric populations of the scorpions
Centuroides sculpturatus (Buthidae) and Diplocentrus
spitzeri (Diplocentridae). Journal of Arachnology
2:195-204 (with R. C. Krehoff). 4) Food,
ingestion rates, and assimilation in the desert
millipede Orthoporus ornatus (Girard) (Diplopoda).
Oecologia 20:231-236 (with R. C. Wooten, Jr.).
5) Behavioural thermoregulation of Orthoporus
ornatus (Diplopoda: Spirostreptidae) in three
desert habitats. Zoological Journal of the
Linnaean Society 57:59-74 (with R. C. Wooten, Jr.
and W. A. Riddle).

8.

Non-teaching University service.
Crawford, Clifford S.

Chairman, Department of Biology
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THE REPORT OF THE

DEPART~ffiNT

OF CHEMISTRY

July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976
Guido H. Daub, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year 1975-76.

During the year 1975-76 nineteen (twelve males and seven females) undergraduate majors received the B. S. Degree and twenty-three (twenty-one males
and two females) students received the B. A. Degree in Chemistry.
sixty-four students received a minor in Chemistry.

A total of

At the graduate level,

there were seven students (four males, three females)

1~ho

received the M.S.

in Chemistry and se\ren students (six males and one female) who received the
Ph.D.
The Department's attempt to obtain funds from the National Science Foundation for a circular dichroism instrument was successful.

Monies received

from the NSF total $43,000 and the University has supplied $43,000 for the
purchase of this instrument.

The success of the acquisition of these funds

from the National Science Foundation was partly due to the hard work of Professor Fritz Allen in preparing the proposal which included research projects
submitted by faculty members.

These projects were ones which required the use

of this kind of instrumentation.

Faculty members who participated in the sub-

mission of this proposal were, in addition to Professor Allen, Professors
Hollstein, Tapscott, Horrow, Paine, Coleman and Holder.

The Department of

Chemistry is grateful to Vice Presidents Perovich, Travelstead and Silverman
for their role in approving matching funds for this facility.
the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences for his support.

We also thank
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The Department's collaboration with the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
is continuing in that the intra-institutional loans of instrumentaion made
last year are still intact.

The Chemistry Department still has on loan the

Cary Hodel 81 Raman spectrometer from the CNC-4 Group at Los Alamos and the
Los Alamos CNC-2 Group stili retains posession of the Tronac Calorimeter
loaned to them by the University.

Several lasers have been loaned to the De-

partment by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, however, one of them will
need to be replaced.
functional.

This laser was quite o1d and actually is no longer

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory feels that the cost of re-

pairing it is

no longer feasible.

The Department is in need of approximately

$18,000 to purchase a replacement laser.
is needed to be used in conjunction
above.

This particular piece of equipment

~dth

the Raman spectrometer mentioned

Several attempts to obtain these funds through the Dean of the Arts

and Sciences College have failed.
I also wish to report that the Department received a gift of a Varian A-60
nuclear magnetic spectrometer from the Harathon Oil Company of Littleton,
Colorado.
several

This instrument is similar to one which the Department has had for
years, but will be useful to us as a standby instrument or as one

which could be used by advanced undergraduates in r.esearch.
Using funds received from the Administration through the Dean of Arts
and Sciences, in addition to funds initially allocated to Chemistry and other
sources, the Department was able to purchase adequate research instrumentation
for our new faculty members, Dr. Thomas Jones and Dr. Su-Hoon Park.
items of equipment purchased for these

Hajor

new faculty members were a potentiostat/

galvanostat, connector and universal programmer for Dr. Park, a Durram stoppedflow spectrophotometer for Professor Jones.
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It us unfortunate that the University can not provide more adequate funding for new faculty members, especially in the sciences (chemistry, biology,
physics and psychology).
strumentation.

Hodern science requires modern equipment and in-

These items cost money.

It is my belief that the University

should make adequate plans for providing adequate additional funds to science
departments hiring new faculty members.

These funds should be used at the

Chairman's discretion to provide needed equipment or instrumentation by the
new faculty members.

Since I have been chairman of the Department of Chemistry,

only token amounts have been provided for these purposes.

I hope that through

the efforts of the Dean of Arts and Sciences and Vice Provost Adams, this
situation may be markedly improved.

The Administration of the University

must be made aware of these deficiencies and must react favorably to these
pleas if the science departments are to grow in stature.
In addition to new equipment for research, the Department also did purchase
equipment needed to up-date the laboratory for Chemistry 331L, 332L, and 454L.
During the school year, 1975-76, approximately $17,000 was obtained through
the efforts of the Dean of Arts and Sciences for obtaining the necessary equipment and instrumentation to up-date these laboratories.

However, much remains

to be done in making these laboratories competitive with other institutions.
During the 1975-76 school year faculty in the University were asked by
the Administration to estimate the cost of replacing obsolete equipment and
it was Chemistry's opinion that at least $80,000 per year would be needed
during the next five years to replace such outmoded equipment, much of it
needed to up-date the afore mentioned laboratories.

Replacement of old equip-

ment for research is also included and at the moment we have a number of items
that must be replaced as soon as possible.

A request for approximately $65,000
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was sent to the Dean on June 1, 1976 to enable the Department to purchase
some of this needed replacement equipment.
Enrollments in Chemistry still continue to hold.

As mentioned above,

there is a continual need for equipment for the teaching laboratories.

This

situation is expected to continue and the department's ad hoc committee for
space assignments in the chemistry building
the chairmanship of Professor Paine.

will work on this problem under

Earlier recommendations for realloca-

tion of space made by the committee have been approved by the faculty.

Two

laboratories which had been used for advanced undergraduate teaching have
been turned over to research and we hav8 placed our combined junior laboratory in Room 171.

During the past year this arrangement has worked out quite

well and we plan to continue to use this room for this laboratory.
Our biochemistry program, jointly sponsored with the Department of Biochemistry in the School of Medicine, is still holding its own in that a considerable number of new students in our graduate program are interested in
this area.

We hope that this relationship will continue in the future.

In

addition, we have recently added the proficiency examination in Biochemistry
as one of the examinations taken by entering graduate students.
During the past year, the Department continued to use student help to provide a cocbined wood and metal shop technician.
machine shop facility for chemistry still exists.

The need for a machinist and
The Dean should consider

hiring such a person who could serve Chemistry, Biology and Geology in such a
capacity on a full time basis.

This recommendation has been made for the past

two years, but still has not been acted upon positively.
minded of this in March of 1977 at budget time.

The Dean will be re-
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As in the past,

members of the Department were evaluated by student

opinion in the Fall Semester.

These evaluations were tabulated and sent

to the office of the Dean of Arts and Sciences.
appears to be doing a good

In general, our faculty

job at both the graduate and undergraduate levels.

Two of our faculty were honored this past Spring by being chosen Professor
of the Honth by Las Campanas.
and Caton.

These faculty members were Professors Allen

In addition, Professor Caton was runner up for the honor of being

chosen Outstanding Undergraduate Teacher of the Year for the second straight
year.
The school year 1975-76 was the secCJnd year that the Department's policy
on not offering trailer courses in freshman and organic chemistry was in full
affect.

Although we have had some negative comment regarding this policy, we

plan to continue in this manner indefinitely.

Although the College of Engineer-

ing has continued its request to change this policy, we do not feel that 1ve
can unless we obtain additional faculty and additional space for undergraduate
laboratories.

The offering of Chemistry 101 and 102 and the sequence Chemistry

301-304 in the summer, similar to the block system used at the Colorado College,
has

no~1

been used for two summer sessions and we plan to continue this program

indefinitely.
During the school year 1975-76 the Chemistry Department's Seminar Program
was financed by donations from Alumni and other interested parties as well
as the supply and expense budget of the Department.
Fund total approximately $1,000.

Donations to the Seminar

This program was also funded through the

auspices of the University of New Hexico Colloquium Committee.

A rough

estimate of the cost of this program is somewhere between $2,000 and $3,000.
The Seminar speakers and titles of their talks for the year 1975-16 are shown
in Table I.
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Table I
Seminar Speakers 1975-76
lr. J. P. Simons

Theoretical Studies of Negative Molecular
Ions

University of Utah

lr. J. A. Panitz

Single-Atom Hass Spectroscopies

Sandia Laboratories

'ed Them

Recent Advances in Refersible Oz and co
The University of
Binding in Fe (II) Complexes: 'Capped' and New Mexico
'Picket Fence' Porphyrin Hemoglobin/Hyoglobin
Hodels

lr. S. P. Perone

Computerized Pattern Recognition and ComputerOptimized Chemical Analysis
Purdue University

lr. Henry Taube

ttlxed Valence Complexes

Stanford University

lr. Leslie Forster

Photochemistry and Photophysics of cr3+
Complexes

University of Arizona

lr. H. Eyring

Corrosion in the Atmosphere and in
Solutions

University of Utah

!r. R. Fenske

Photoelectron Spectroscopy and Nolecular
Orbital Theory Applied to Transition Metal
Complexes

University of Wisconsin

lr. Fred Ross

Hare than Holecular Geometries from Diffraction Hethods

Virginia Polytechnic
Institute

1r. R. Ryan

Some Aspects of Structure and Bonding of
so 2 Complexes

Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory

1r. F. Basolo

Synthetic Oxygen Carriers of Biological
Interest

Northwestern University

!r. R. E. lvilliams

Boron Chemistry

Chemical Systems Inc.

!r. J. Szmuszkovicz

Chemistry at Upjohn

The Upjohn Company

r. Carrey !Y. Hipps

Environmental Effects in Transition Metal
Complexes

Washington State Universit

Dr. S. R. Crouch

Extra Broadening of Atomic Fluorescence
Michigan State University
Spectral Lines Induced by Strong (Dye Laser)
Radiation Fields

r. Ulrich Hollstein

C-13 NHR - Teal of the Future

University of illew Mexico

abu George

Reactions of N-Ethoxy-Carbonyl Thioamides
ldth Dinucleophilic Reagents

University of New Mexico

r. H. R. Hillcott

The Lanthanide Induced Shiftmodel Building
and Simplex Optimization,

University of Houston

r. Jeffrey Steinfeld

Optical Analogues of Hagnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy

Massachusetts
of Technology

Institute
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'r. Hichael Eastman

ESR Studies of Ion Pair Complexes

University of Texas at
El Paso

hris Hilleary

Anisochronish and Prochiral Centers

University of New Hexico

•r. Richard D. Preston

Nonadiabatic Effects in the Simplest
Chemical Reaction: The H3 System

Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory

·r. John Walters

Interacting Chemical Systems in the
Spark Discharge

University of Wisconsin

r. Sara Jane Rhoads

Vinylcyclopropane and Related Mysteries

University of Wyoming

r. Ralph Hilkins

Some Kinetic Studies of Reme.rythrin
Reactions

New Mexico State Universit

r. Jan Greve

Electrical Birefringence Measurements
on T-Bacteriophage

Free University of the
Netherlands

r. Smith Holt

Some Analogs of Non-heme Iron Proteins}mnia and Depression

University of Wyoming

r. Barry DeBoer

Structural Chemistry
Techniques

X-Ray Df.ffraction

University of Illinois
at Chicago

r. Charles Campana

Experimental and Theoretical Investigations
of Binuclear Hetal Cluster Systems

University of Alberta,
Canada

r. E. Gary Eller

Structure, Nagnetism and Bonding in Exchange-Los Alamos Scientific
Coupled Transition Netal Systems
Laboratory

r. George Handler

Exchange Thomas-Fermi and Hartree-Fock

~vith

University of Georgia
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B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
Plans to renovate the older portion of Clark Hall are still being developed.

The departmental ad hoc committee on space has recommended to the faculty that
Rooms 109 and 109A be renovated so as to provide better facilities for our freshman undergraduate honors section of general chemistry (Chemistry 121 and 122).
This

proposal was approved by the faculty, and during the Fall of 1976, recom-

mendations will be sent to you asking for the necessary funds to completely
renovate these two laboratories.

The laboratory benches in these rooms are forty

to fifty years old and replacement of them with other renovations including new
fume hoods and paint will be recommended.

The cost of such a renovation would

probably run high; a rough estimate of approximately $95,000 to $100,000 would
have to be spent for such improvements.

We are earnest about this endeavor

and feel that we must find these kinds of funds in order to improve the laboratory
siutation for our B. S. majors.

I have mentioned before, that much of the under-

graduate laboratory furniture in Clark Hall dates back to BW and BD (before l·Tollman
and before Daub, births that is).

When Clark Hall was built, its undergraduate

laboratories were furnished with the old laboratory benches from the then existing chemistry building.

This was understandable since the University did not

feel that it had the funds to furnish the new building the way it should have
been.

There were promises that eventually new furniture would be obtained, but

this has never materialized.

Several years ago we did manage to obtain funds to

add laboratory benches to Chemistry 207 (the fresbman laboratory), we also received funds two years ago to refurbish the laboratory which is now used by
Professor Paine as a research laboratory.

The renovation of Room 109 and 109A

is another project that is long over due and every effort should be made to
allow us to make these renovations during the summer of 1977.
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In addition to the above, the ad hoc committee recommended and obtained
approval from the faculty that Rooms 104, 106, 108 and 118 be modified to
provide expanded facilities for the sophomore course, Chemistry 2531, Quantitative Analysis.
The modification of Room 118 has already been completed.

This room is

now being used as a storage facility for unkno1m samples and as a crisis center.
A teaching assistant is on duty a good share of the time to provide assistance
to Chemistry 2531 students needing help with the course material.

As a temporary

measure, the basement laboratory was renovated two years ago to provide added
facilities for Chemistry 2531.

The modification of Rooms 104, 106 and 108 would

convert the entire east side of the old Clark Hall to the teaching of elementary
Quantitative Analysis and would free the basement laboratory as a research area
for added faculty.

Such renovations should vastly improve our facilities for

this course, and they would cost in the neighborhood of $75,000 to $100,000,
but would improve our facilities for undergraduate teaching to such an extent
that every effort should be made to obtain these funds.

A formal proposal to

this affect will be submitted to the Dean for his recommendation along with
the proposal concerning Rooms 109 and 109A.
Another room which is in need of renovation is Room 211 in the old section
of the Chemistry Building.

Room 211 is the room that. the University rented to

La Llave for several years. La Llave moved out as of last July and Chemistry's
plan for this room involve converting it into a general inorganic chemistry research laboratory.

This room is presently equipped with furniture which is well

over 40 years old.

When Clark Hall was built in 1953, some of the

research

laboratories were furnished with old laboratory benches from Old Chemistry
(which is now the Arts and Crafts Annex).

Although most of the research labora-

tories were furnished with new bench facilities, Room 211 was one of the rooms
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that was furnished with very old laboratory furniture.

This room is also in

need of considerable repair and it has been estimated that the cost of refurbishing
it will be approximately $16,000.

This will require that the old laboratory

benches in the room be removed and replaced by new benches with cabinets underneath along the north and south walls with an additional double sided middle
island with an end sink, rack over the end island bench and shelving on the
north, west and south walls.

If you or any other member of the Administration

would like to see the condition of this room and our plans for it, we would be
pleased to show you exactly what we have in mind.
The estimated cost of the benches, shelving, sink, etc., is $14,000.

Addi-

tional costs, such as plumbing, electrical and installation of the laboratory
benches would amount to approximately $2,000,to give the total requested above
of $16,000.
The refurbished Room 211 would generally be used by our four inorganic research groups as a general instrumentation laboratory where now there are a
number of common instruments spread inconveniently

around the building.

All

of this equipment and new contemplated equipment will be placed in Room 211.
This equipment consists of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Osmometer
Conductivity Equipment for aqueous and nonaqueous media
Beckman IR-11 infrared spectrometer
Two unit airless-ware vacuum liner and standard glass distillation system
Leak detector
Portable vacuum pumping station
Polarimeter
Vacuum evaporator
Lab Con dry box
Nagnet and quartz microbalance
Freezing point depression apparatus
Tensimeter
As you know, we have made two requests for these funds previously.

second one having been made on June 8, 1976.

·•

The

The ans1-1er we received from

209
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Vice-President Chester Travelstead was that the central Administration could
not provide the funds requested for this purpose.

They did point out, however,

that if during 1976-77 funds became available, they would attempt to make
these funds available for the purpose of renovation of this room.
These recommendations made above are intended to save the University money
in the long run.

The Chemistry Building, at the present time, is all most

filled to capacity and within a few years, we will have to ask for a new wing
to be added.

This wing would contain facilities for a general chemistry center,

additional laboratory facilities for freshman chemistry, organic chemistry
and

additional general laboratory space to be used for research.

Concrete

recommendations for this addition will be forthcoming in the report from the
ad hoc space committee.

In the meantime, to stem the tide, the renovation of

Rooms 109, 109A, 104, 106, 108 and 211 should be carried out.

The total estimated

cost for these renovations is in the vicinity of $196,000 to $226,000.

A decision

on this request should be made as soon as possible so that the necessary laboratory furniture can be ordered in time for installation during the summer of 1977.
In Considering the above recommendations, we should also consider the possibility of replacing the present furniture in Rooms 112 and 116 (the current quantita-

tive analysis laboratories).

Dr. Caton of our Department has received a

prelimi~

nary estimate from the Kewaunee Scientific Equipment Corporation of $166,666 to
provide the necessary furniture for replacing the existing tables in Room 109, 109A,
112 and 116 and providing the tables necessary for converting Rooms 106 and 108 into
quantitative analysis laboratories.
equipment by Kewaunee.

This quote was based on installation of the

It seems to be a little lower than my estimate mentioned

above, but I am certain we will need closer to $200,000 to make these renovations.
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There is also a need for additional help for Chemistry, Biology and Geology
in the area of an electronic technician.

Mr. Earle George is now serving each

of these three departments on a one-third time basis and this is not enough.

He

should have one full time assistant to make Chemistry's instrumentation servicing
even adequate.

In Chemistry we have been relying on work study personnel to

help fill this need; however, only two such persons that we have hired have
really been a help to Hr. George.

The others are people who really had not

had enough training in this area to be very useful.

We must, if at all possible,

acquire the services of an additional, permanent, full time electronics
technician.

This is another post that should be filled by July 1977.

We

have asked for this kind of additional help for several years now and I
think every effort should be made to find this additional technician.

Some

faculty have asked that the new technician be the type of person who can design
and build equipment.

This kind of person would complement Mr. George's services

since Hr. George does only repair work and is not well suited for design.
As pointed out earlier, the Department has need for a machine shop technician.
During the past two years, I have informed the Dean that the University maintains
an excellent shop in the College of Engineering, having all of the necessary
machinery for doing high quality machine shop work.

As I mentioned before in

this report, funds should be provided to the Departments of Chemistry. Biology
and Geology jointly to hire a highly qualified machinist or shop technician who
would be allowed to work in the Engineering College machine shop.
recommend that this position be funded starting July 1, 1977.

I strongly

As reported earlier

here, we have been making use of seniors in the Department of Industrial Education
for a shop man. but a permanent position of this kind should be funded.

211
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The Chemistry Department still has need for additional permanent equipment
for use at the graduate research level.

Although we are gradually removing our

deficiencies in this area through the support of both the Dean and Vice Presidents,
there is still more to be done.

In addition, we also pointed out earlier, funds

are needed to up-grade the equipment in some of our undergraduate upper class
laboratories.

Requests have been continually sent to the Dean during the past

school year for funds to be used for the purchase of such needed items and
indeed some funds have been received to do this.

The Dean currently has in his

hands a request for over $65,000 to take care of some of these needs.

In addition,

another $29,000 is needed to help shore up the Chemistry 454 laboratory since
the University's grant request to the National Science Foundation (NSF) for
supplying these funds was approved but not funded.

I feel that we must make every

effort to obtain these funds.from the Administration.
You may be interested in the contents of two letters received by Dr. Niemczyk
from the NSF regarding this grant request and I quote as follolvs:

"Although

judged to be worthy of funding, your proposal was among many meritorius proposals
that could not be supported within the funds available to the program.

The

Foundation bases its decisions primarily on the published program criteria
related to the scientific and educational merit of the project activity as described in the proposal.

In this regard, we seek and obtain advice from members

of the scientific community on all proposals submitted.

On occasion, when there

are proposals of substantially equal merit, other factors such as geographic
distribution and subject matter balance are considered.

Upon request, we will

provide you the reviewers' comments and other information which led to the
Foundation's decision concerning this particular proposal."

"You may be inter-

ested to know that the ISEP program received 1,649 proposals requesting $18 million.
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Three hundred twenty-nine of these were supported with the $2.9 million available to the program.

Consequently, many meritorius proposals had to be declined."

In the coming year, we plan to submit a proposal to the NSF for another
item of major equipment.
tometer.

This time we will be asking for an automated diffrac-

This proposal will be prepared by Dr. Charles F. Campana, who is join-

ing us as assistant professor of chemistry.

We hope to make this a joint proposal

involving both the Chemistry and Geology Departments.

Of course, other faculty

members from Chemistry are participating in"the preparation of this proposal.
Our estimate at this time is that the cost of this equipment will be in the neighborhood of $120,000.

Of this we hope to obtain $60,000 from the NSF and $60,000

from the University Administration.
In my reports of the last several years I have stated that the City Fire
Marshall has been critical of safety conditions in our building.

Recommendations

which were made were that our refrigerators used to store chemicals should be
of the

eA~losive

proof type and a suitable fire alarm and emergency lighting

system should be installed in the old wing of the building.

As of this writing,

none of these deficiencies has been rectified because of other pressing needs.
Surely steps should be taken by the University to correct these deficiencies,
In 1971 an accident occurred which cut off power to several University buildings,
one of which was Chemistry.

At the time this happened, evening labs were being

held in both the old and new wings.

The students in the new wing had emergency

lighting in the laboratory; however, those in the old wing were instantaneously
cast into a sea of darkness.

In a laboratory containing materials which could

be dangerous, the students had to grope their way about in order to replace the
equipment, lock their drawers and scurry from the building.

Admittedly, the

2t3
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chance of such a thing happening again is probably remote, but this is no
excuse to put off such safety precautions.

No progress has been made in this

area during the past several years and I should point out that the Chemistry
Department can not afford the cost of installing these systems unless the
University added extra funds to our budget for this purpose.
As reported in the last several years, the Chemistry Department also has a
need for a larger number of graduate assistants.

Through the efforts of the

Dean of the Arts and Sciences College, we have managed to obtain the necessary
funds for needed personnel in this area; however, we would prefer that all of
these funcs were tied in with teaching assistantships rather than some of them
being for special assistantships.

I am asking that the Dean do all in his

power to convince Vice President Travelstead that all of the assistantships
in Chemistry for the school year be of the teaching assistantship type, rather
than some of them being for teaching assistants and others being in the category
of special assistants.
The elimination of trailer sections in lOlL, 102L, 301, 302, 303L and 304L
has enabled us to live within these allotted assistantship slots for the present.
For the Fall of 1976, we will be offering Crisis Center sections in general chemistry (101).

Because of lack of staff or teaching assistants, we are assigning

50 students to each Crisis Center section.

This may be too many but we plan to

evaluate this program before making recommendations to decrease the number of
students per section or to eliminate these sections altogether.
As you know in the Fall of 1975, we split our Chemistry 101 lecture
into two sections.
not.

One section of which had recitations and the other did

Student feedback indicated that students preferred to have recitation

sections or at least "some place they could go for outside help".
recitation instructor provides this kind of contact for them.

The

We hope that
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in the next academic year, the Crisis Centers will provide this kind of assistance for the students.

These centers are similar to the recitation sections we

had last year, but differ in that attendance at a Crisis Center will not be
required.

If a student is having trouble with the course he or she is to attend

his or her Crisis Center section in order to receive aid.

c.

Meetings and Projects
Seven faculty members of the Department of Chemistry participated in

the Third Rocky Mountain Regional Meeting of the American Chemical Society
which was held on the University of Wyoming Campus on June 17-19, 1976.
Professor Richard Holder was program chairman for the organic division and
Professors Paine, Coleman and Papadopoulos presided at section meetings.

These

faculty also presented papers at the meeting as did Professors, Daub, Hollstein,
and Tapscott.
In the Spring of 1976, the Department received a grant from the NSF to
support a program involving the participation of undergraduates in research
during the Summer of 1976.

This program is tabbed URP by the NSF.

The

director of the URP Program is Dr. Coleman and participating faculty and
students are listed below,
URP PARTICIPANTS FOR 1976
Student
Abigail Cooke
Hark Bjorkland
Ed Phinney
Mark Paffett
Joe Mims
Dave Gobeli
Ron Vorhees
Maria Colella
Joni Moore
Bill Buslee

Received Undergraduate
Training at
UN11
UNM

UNM

UNM
UNM
UNM
UNM

University of Albuquerque
Fort Le1ds College
Fort Lewis College

UNM Advisor
Thomas Jones
Cary Morrow
Guido H. Daub
Su-Moon Park
Ulrich Hollstein
Thomas Niemczyk
Richard Holder
E. Papadopoulos
Wm. Coleman
Robert Tapscott

21.5
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Each student receives a stipend of $900 and is expected to work on a
research project for a given professor for a period of ten weeks during the
summer.

The program is now in full swing and it appears to be going well.

The students chosen have all completed their junior year as chemistry majors
and come from the general area of the Southwest.
D.

Appointments to Staff
Dr. Charles F. Campana will join the Department in August of 1976, as assist-

ant

professor of chemistry.

His area of expertise is inorganic chemistry; however,

his special interest is X-Ray Crystallography.

Dr. Campana domes to us from a

post-doctoral appointment at the University of Alberta in Alberta,

C~nada.

He

received his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin at Hadison, lVisconsin.
}tts. Ruth Rue joined us as departmental secretary on July 7, 1975, replacing
Miss Susan Bradley.
E.

Separations from Staff
Hiss Sue Bradley who served us as departmental secretary for two and one-half

years, gave notice of her intended resignation on June 18, 1975.

Miss Bradley

moved to Dallas, Texas and is currently holding a secretarial position in that
city.
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II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements:
1.

Advanced Study:
(a) SU-MOON PARK: Ph.D. in Chemistry, University of Austin, Austin,
Texas, Hay 16, 1975: Dissertation "Exciplexes in Electrogenerated
Chemiluminescence".

2.

3.

4.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.:
(a)

WILLIAH H. LITCHHAN: Sabbatical January 1 through August 1, 1975,
Queen ~fury College (University of London), Mile End Road, London,
El 4NS, England.

(b)

E. PAUL PAPADOPOULOS:
1976.

(c)

EDioiARD A. HALTERS: Sabbatical August 15-December 3:l, University
of Kent at Canterbury, Canterbury, Kent, England.

Sabbatical leave during fall semester 1975-

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowstips, etc.:
(a)

FRITZ S, ALLEN; Appointed Outstanding Educator; Promoted to
Associate Professor.

(b)

ROY D. CATON, JR.:

(c)

HILLIAM F. COLEMAN: First UNM Outstanding Teacher of the Year Award,
June 1975; Promoted to Associate Professor - June 1975.

(d)

~ITLTON

(e)

DONALD R. HCLAUGHLIN:

(f)

CARY J. MORROH:

KAHN:

Outstanding Educator of America for 1975 (award),

Professor of the Month for April by Las Campanas.
Elected to Outstanding Educators of America.

Outstanding Educators of America, 1975.

Publications:
(a)

WILLlAH F. COLEMAN
1.

2.
3.
4.

"Using NHR to Determine the Boiling Point Diagram for a Non-Ideal
Solution," J. Chem. Ed., 52, 132 (1975), with 11. S. Allen, C. J.
Morrow and T. H. Niemczyk-:2
4
" E + A2 Luminescence Properties of the Hydration Isomers of Cr+3
Doped K Al(ox) ," J. Luminescence, 10, 72-76 (1975).
3
3
2
4
"Environmental Effects on the F + Az Luminescence of a Series
of Cr(IIl)-Oxalate Complexes," J. Luminescence, 10, 163-169 (1975).
"Aquation Quantum Yields of the 4E and 4Bz Componenj;s of the 4T
2
State in the Monocyanopenta-aquochromium(III) Ion," Chern. Collllll.,g
1975, 226-227.
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(b)

RICHARD \-l. HOLDER
"Interpretation of the Pseudocontact Hodel for Nuclear Magnetic
Shift Reagents. VI. Determination of the Stereoisomeric Relationships of Four Structurally Isomeric Methylbicyclooctenols,"
J. Org. Chern., 40, 1952 (1975}, with H. R. Willcott and. R. Davis.

(c)

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN
13
"A
c NHR Study of Tlvo Alpha-picolines," J. of Magn. Res., 17,
241 (1975).

(d)

(e)

THOHAS E. JONES
1.

"Kinetics of the Oxidation of the Nitrite IOn by 1,2-Diaminocyclohexanetetracetomanganate(III)," Inorg. Chern., 14(5), 1027
(1975), with R. E. Hamm.

2.

"Hacrocyclic Ligand Ring Size Effects on Complex Stabilities
and Kinetics. Copper(II) Complexes of Cyclic Polythaethers,"
J. Amer, Chern. Soc., 97(24), 7163 (1975}, with L. L, Zimmer,
L. L. Diaddario, D. B. Rorabacher, and L. A. Ochrymowycz.

HILTON KAHN
82
"The Isolation of
sr from 200 to 600 HeV Proton-Irradiated Ho
Targets for Biomedical Applications," J. Inorg. Nucl. Chern.,]]_, 413
(1975), with P. H. Grant and H. A. O'Brien.

(f)

HILLIAH M. LITCHHAN
13
(1) "A
c Nl1R Study of THo Alpha-Picolines," J. Hagn. Res. , 17,
241 (1975), with U. Hollstein and A. Zune.
(2)

(g)

15
N Resonances by the Nuclear Overhauser
"New Hays of Nulling
Effect: Gramicidin S," J. Magn. Res., 19, 255 (1975), with
E. W. Randall and G. E. Hawkes.

DONALD R. HCLAUGHLIN
"A Quasiclassical Trajectory Study of the H2+F2 Reactions," J. of
Chern. Phys., 62(11), 4284 (1975).

(h)

CARY J, NORROH

(1)

"A Total Synthesis of d,R.-Camtothecin," J, Amer. Chern. Soc.,
2]_, 159 (1975), 1vith C. S. F. Tang and H. Rapoport.

(2)

"An Experiment Employing NHR to Determine the Boiling Point
Diagram for a Non-ideal Solution," J. Chern. Ed., 52, 132 (1975),
with F. S. Allen, W. F. Coleman and T. M. Niemczy~

21.7
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(i)

(j)

21.8

·ROBERT T. PAINE
1.

"NNR of Solid Triborohydride Salts," Chern. Phys. Lett., 32,
566 (1975).

2.

"Synthesis Characterization and Molecular Structure of UOF ,"
4
Inorg. Chern., 14, 1113 (1975).

3.

"Vibrational Structure Analysis of UF ," J. Chern. Phys., 61,
6
3571 (1974),

4.

"Gas Phase Structure and Composition of Metal Oxide Tetrafluorides,"Inorg. Chern., 13, 1519 (1974).

SU-HOON PARK
1.

''Energy Transfer from an Exciplex to a Rare Earth Chelates, 11
Soc.,~. 200 (1975).

J. Amer. Chern.

(k)

(1)

2.

"On the Generation of Exciplexes in the Radical Ion Reaction,"
J. Amer. Chern. Soc.,~. 2978 (1975).

3.

"Exciplexes in Electrogenerated Chemiluminescence" in "The
Exciplex," N. Gordon and l\1. R. Ware, Eds. , Academic Press Inc.
New York, 1975

4.

"Charge-Transfer Complexes - Theory and Methods of Determination
of Stability Constant," Progress of Chemistry and Chemical
Industry (Korean Chern. Soc.,)l5, 6 (1975).

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT
1.

"Isomerism in Complexes of Bidentate Meso Chelates," Inorg. Chern. ,
14' 216 (1975).

2.

"Calorimetric Studies of Stereoselective Vanadyl(IV) Tartrate
Reactions, 11 J. Inorg. Nucl. Chern., 37, 2517 (1975).

DAVID L. VANDER JAGT
1.

"Effects of pH and Thiols of the Kinetics of Yeast Glyoxalase I.
An Evaluation of the Random Pathway }!echanism, Biochem, ,14,

3669 (1975).
2.

(m)

-

"Grmvth Inhibitory Properties of Aromatic a.-Ketoaldehydes toward
Bacteria and Yeast. Comparison of Inhibition and Glyoxalase I
Activity.", J. Ned. Chern., 18, 1155 (1975).

EDl-1ARD A. WALTERS

1.

"An Overview of the Energy Crisis , 11 J. Chern. Ed., 52, 282 (1975),
with E. H. Wewerka.

2.

"Energy,'' (Review) for J. Chern. Ed.,

11•

(1975).
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5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period.
(a)

ROY D, CATON, JR.
Air Force lveapons Laboratory, Kirtland AFB; $30,707; "Development
of High Pressure Liquid Chromatographic Techniques," Dec. 1, 1975
to June 30, 1976, directed above project for Dr. Walters from
June 30 to November 30, 1975.

(b)

{c)

I~ILLIAM

F. COLEMAN

1.

Dye Laser Development - $35,000, ERDA 1 one year, with G. H. Daub.

2.

UF6 Matrix Isolated Luminescence - $12,509, LASL CNC-3, 1 year,
with R. T. Paine.

3.

High Resolution Emission Spectra of Weakly Luminescing Complexes $1500, RAC, 1 year.

4.

Nonradiative Processes in Inorganic Complexes - $1200, RAC,
$4000, LASL CNC-4, six months.

5.

Chromium(III) Complexes of Amino Acids - $33,000, FY 76, NIH
Hinority Biomedical Support Grant, 3 years, funds joint with
4 other chemistry faculty.

6.

Charge Transfer Photochemistry - unsponsored.

7.

Single Crystal Spectroscopy of Blue Copper Protein Model Systems currently unsponsored, proposal pending, joint project with T. Jones.

8.

Laser Induced Photochemistry - $30,000 Ar/Kr laser from LASL CNC-4.

9.

Electron Spin Resonance Sepctra of Binuclear Vanadyl Complexes sponsored by Sandia Corporation SURP program.

10.

Platinum Amino Acid Complexes - continuation of project previously
sponsored by Sandia Corporation SURP program.

11.

Energy Transfer from Inorganic Complexes to Azulene and Azulene
Derivatives - unsupported.

12.

Excited State ESP Spectra - unsponsored.

GUIDO H. DAUB
1.

2.

3.

An improved Synthesis of 4-Ethylsulfonyl-1-naphthalenesulfonamide
(completed at LASL).

15
N Lableled ENS (completed at LASL).
13
Synthesis of
C Labeled 6-Substituted Benzo (a)pyrenes,
R. Royer and D. Vander Jagt).
Synthesis of

~~ith
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In progress

(d)

(e)

4.

13
Synthesis of
c Labeled Benzo(a)pyrene at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 positions.

5.

Synthesis of Hydroxy-ENS (at LASL).

6.

Study of Laser Dyes (ERDA grant with W. F. Coleman)

RICHARD W. HOLDER
1.

Petroleum Research Fund, $11,000, "Cycloadditions of Disubstituted Cyclopentadienes," 2 years.

2.

Research Corporation, $ 6,000, "Sigmatropic Rearrangements,"
indeterminate duration.

3.

Research Allocations Committee, University of New Mexico, $850,
"Concerted Reactions," 9 months.

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN
1.

NIH, $66,000, Biosynthesis of Phenazines.

2.

NIH, $25,000, Synthesis of an Actinomycin Analog with Phenazine
Skeleton.

3.

NIH, $40,000, Preferred Base Site of Antibiotic-DNA Binding by CD.

4.

Electron impact studies on stilbene and derivatives.

5.

13

c N~m

Studies on Actinomycin, D-ribose, phenazines and quinoxa-

lines.
(f)

(g)

THOHAS E. JONES

1.

"Redox Properties of 'Blue' Copper Protein Models," submitted
to JACS.

2.

"The RExonance Raman Spectrum of a 'Blue 1 Copper-ThiaetlJer
Complex: Evidence for Hethionine Coordination in 'Blue'
Copper Proteins," submitted to Biochemical Biophysics Research
Communications.

3,

"Hacrocyclic Polythiaether Coordination Kinetics. Matrix
Effects in the Reaction of 1,4,8,11-Tetrathiacyclotetradecane
with Copper(II) Ion in Hethanol-Water Mixtures." Hanuscript
in preparation.

HILTON KAHN
1.

82
Chemical Isolation of
sr from Proton-Irradiated Ho Targets.
Patent Pending. Inventors: p, H. Grant, H. Kahn, H. A. O''Brien, Jr.
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(h)

2.

Studies of the chemical behavior of "carrier-free"
radioactive germanium and gallium are in progress.

3.

On invitation by the Subcommittee on Radiochemistry of the
National Academy of Sciences, the writing of a monograph on
the radiochemistry of iodine, with J. Kleinberg.

WILLIAH H. LITCHHAN
1 •. Relaxation processes in multi-spin-1/2 systems

(i)

2.

The Nuclear Overhauser Effect

3.

Double resonance effects on relaxation

4.

Nonbonded solute-solvent interactions.

DONALD R. HCL.AUGHLIN
1.

2.

(j )

(k)

Completed work on stability of HeH +.
3
Completed work on HeH + potential energy surface
2
dimensional spline interpolation.

a~d

multi-

3.

Initiated works on stability of F02, on Ar-CO energy transfer,
and on analytic integration of quasiclassical trajectories.

4.

Initiated work on Radiation Survival of Amoebas.

CARY J. HORROH
1.

"A New Approach to the Resolution of Enantiomers by Gas
Chromatography," initial studies completed and accepted for
publication, this work was under partial support of ACS
Project Seed (summer stipend for Hs. Paula Haestas).

2.

Completed synthesis of 3-hydroxy-3-trifluoromethyl glutaric
acid and its Co-A ester, both powerful inhibitors of HMG-CoA
Reductase a key enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. Joint
effort with Dr, T. Scallen.

3,

Continued work on "Synthesis of Heterocyclic and Homocyclic
Compounds having Potential Antifertility Activity," NIH
Hinority Student Biomedical Student, $6,000 in 1975,

4.

Continued work on phosphorus analogs of the opium alkaloids.
Arranged with Upjohn Co. to test the products for analgetic
activity.

THOHAS H. NIEHCZYK
1.

Sandia Contract (51-9538) $17,989, July 1, 1974-June 30, 1975.

2.

Luminescent Properties of Some Rare Earth Compounds.

3.

New Mexico Energy Research Program $45,000, August 15, 1974August 14, 1976.

4.

The design and construction of a prototype sulfur monitoring
system.
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(1)

(m)

ROBERT T. PAINE
1.·

"Reactive Condensation Chemistry," Sandia Laboratory, $16,000,
l·year.

2.

"Chemistry of Uranium Compounds," LASL, $5,000, six months.

E. PAUL PAPADOPOULOS
1.

(n)

(p)

(q)

"Friedel-Crafts thioacylation with ethoxycarbonyl isothiocyanate. A one-step synthesis of aromatic thioamides,"
accepted for publication by the J. Org.Chem.

SU-HOON PARK
1.

(o)
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Electrochemical Studies on 9,10-diphenylanthracene-tetracyanoethylene (2+4) cycloaddition system; just started.

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT
1.

Tartrate Chemistry

2.

Sinambic Ligands

DAVID L. VANDER JAGT
1.

NIH (CA 11850-5) Comparative Enzymology of the Glyoxalase System.

2.

NIH (CA 17298-1) Glutathione Metabolism in Normal and Abnormal
Tissue.

3.

NIH (CA 70939-2) Career Development Award.

EDlo/ARD A. WALTERS
1.

"Coal Gasification, 11 BEF, $60,000

2.

"Liquid Chromatographic Applications to Environmental Problems,"
Air Force, $44,000.

3.

"Proton Transfer".

4.

"Laser Chemistry," Lasl (as visiting staff member)

5.

"Van der Haals Holecules," A'WU, $4,000
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies (meetings attended,
offices held, professional papers read, etc.)
(a)

Co-author of paper read in Mexico City, A.C.S. Meeting,
Feb 1975 on Actinomycin Binding to DNA.

I

I

FRITZ S. ALLEN:

(b)

lHLLIAM F. COLEl-fAN:
Professional Papers read:
1.

11
Thermochromism of Cr(III) .Amino Acid Complexes,"
ACS Division of Inorganic Chemistry Biennial Inorganic
Symposium, Athens, Georgia, Jan. 6-11, 1975.

2.

"Triplet State EPR Spectra of Some New Vanadyl(IV) Binuclear
Complexes," 169th National ACS Meeting, Philadelphia, Pa,
Apr 6-11, 1975. (Co-authors: S.K. Hahs, M.E. Mcilwain,
and R.E. Tapscott.)

3.

"The Ruby Thermometer," Joint Southeast-Southwest Regional
ACS Heeting, Hemphis, Tenn, Oct. 27-30, 1975.

4.

"Matrix Isolated Luminescence of UF ," Joint Southeast6
Southwest Regional ACS Meeting, Nemphis,
Tenn,
Oct. 27-30, 1975. (Co-authors: R. Lyte, R.T. Paine).

5.

"Charge Transfer Photochemistry of Cr(III)," Joint SoutheastSouthwest Regional ACS Meeting, Memphis, Tenn, Oct. 27-30, 1975.
(Co-authors: Y.S. Kang and D.J. McFay.)

6.

"Synthesis and Photochemistry of Binuclear Cr(III) .Amino
Acid Complexes," Joint Southeast-Southwest Regional ACS
Meeting, Memphis, Tenn, Oct 27-30, 1975. (Co-author:
R.J. Trujillo).

7.

"Fluorescence Spectra of New Polyaryl and Trans Stilbenes,"
Jumper Project Conference, Los Alamos, NM, Aug 22-23, 1975.

8.

"Anomalous ESR Spectra of Co(III)acac Complexes," First
North .American Chemical Congress, Mexico City, Mexico,
Dec 1-8, 1975 (Co-author: H. Mcilwain)

Abstracts of all of the above have been printed in the
appropriate proceedings.
Other meetings attended:
1.

30th Symposium on Molecular Structure and Spectroscopy,
Columbus, Ohio, Jun 14-19, 1975.

2.

New Mexico Academy of Sciences Fall Meeting, Albuquerque, NM,
Oct. 1975.

Colloquia and Seminar Presentations at other Universities
listed under paragraph 7.
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{d)

(e)

(£)

GUIDO H. DAUB:
1.

Attended the 24th National Organic Chemistry Symposium
of the ACS at Fort Collins, Colo.

2.

Attended the International Symposium on Aromatic
Hydrocarbons at Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 1975.

3.

Delivered a seminar on Synthesis of Carcinogenic Hydrocarbons at Midwest Research, Oct. 1975.

RICHARD '~· HOLDER:
1.

Joined New Hexico Academy of Science, Jan. 1975.

2.

Attended National Organic Symposium, ACS, Jun. 1975,
Fort Collins, Colo.

3.

Attended ACS 170th National Meeting, Aug. 1975,
Chicago , Ill.

4.

"Preparation of Vinylketene by 1,4-Elimination," a
paper presented at the 170th National Meeting of the ACS,
Aug. 1975. Co-author: Howard s. Freiman.

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
1.

Attended Southwest Regional ACS Meeting, Memphis, Tn.

2.

Presented paper at First Chemical Congress of North
American Continent in Mexico City, Mexico.

THOHAS E. JONES:
1.

Attended the 169th National ACS Meeting, Philadelphia, Pa,
Apr 6-11, 1975.

Papers Read:
2.

"Hacrocyclic Thiaether Complexes with Copper (II) and
Hercury(II): Ring Size Effects on Stabilities and Kinetics,
Abstract Inorg. - 105.

3.

"Macrocyclic Tetrathia Complexes of Transition Metals:
Structure and Conformational Implications," Abstract
Inorg. - 104

4.

Attended the 26th Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical
Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy, Cleveland, Ohio,
Har 3-7, 1975.
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HILTON KAHN:
Member of Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, American Chemical
S?ciety, AAAS (fellow), aew Mexico Academy of Science.

{h)

HILLIAM M. LITCHMAN:
Attended a meeting of the NMR Discussion Group, Saville
Row, London, member of discussion panel there,

(i)

MIRIAM HALM:
Attended Vth International Congress of Heterocyclic
Chemistry in Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, Jul 1975,

(j)

DONALD R. MCLAUGHLIN:
"The HeH + Electronic Potential Energy Surface", an invited
2
paper at the Molecular Physics Symposium, LASL, Aug 1975.

(k)

THOHAS H. NIEHCZYK:
Papers presented at: Pittsburg Conference, Har 1975, National
ACS Meeting, Philadelphia, Pa, Apr 1975, SAS Meeting,
Denver, Co, Aug 1975.

(1)

ROBERT T. PAINE, JR:
Chairman, Education Committee of Central New Mexico Section
of ACS.

(m)

(n)

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT:
1.

"Triplet State EPR Spectra of Some New Vanadyl(IV)
Binuclear Complexes," 169th Heeting, ACS, Philadelphia,
Pa, Apr 6-11 1975.
·

2.

"Isomerism in Complexes of Heso Bidentates", First
Chemical Congress of North America, Hexico City, Mexico,
Nov 30 - Dec 5, 1975.

3.

Chairman Elect, New Mexico Chapter, ACS.

DAVID L. VANDER JAGT:
1.

Purification and Kinetic Study of Rat Liver Glyoxalase-!,
Fed. Proc. ~. 1550 (1975)

2.

Purification and Kinetic Study of Human Erythrocyte
Glyoxalase I, National Meeting of the ACS, Chicago.

3.

Symposium on Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Columbus, Ohio

4.

Second International Conference on Stable Isotopes,
Chicago, 1975
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7.

EDW~RD

A. WALTERS:

1.

ACS Spring meeting, Philadelphia, Pa, April.

2.

ACS Councilor for Central m1 Section and National Committee
member of Committee on Professional Relations.

3.

Faraday Soc. Discussion of Proton Transfer, Stirling,
Scotland, Sept. 8-9.

Other Professional Activities:
(a)

FRITZ S. ALLEN:
Gave Seminar at Denver University, Jan. 1975 on Elective
Dichroism Instrumentation.

(b)

(c)

ROY D. CATON, JR:
1.

Consultant for CERF, UNH.

2.

Consultant, FHC Corp., Colorado School of Mines Rsch.
Fndn., Golden, Colo.

3.

Judge, Southwest Regional Science Fair, Albuquerque, NM.

4.

Review two papers for J. Chern. Ed.

WILLlAH F. COLEl>IAN:

Seminars Presented at Other Universities:

(d)

(e)

1.

"The Relaxation of Molecular Excited States," Univ. of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich, Oct 25, 1975.

2.

"The Average Nephalauxetic Effect,'' Eastern Michigan
University, Ypsilanti, Mich, Oct 26, 1975.·

3.

"What Goes Up Must Come Donw," Fort Lewis College,
Durango, Colo, Nov 21, 1975,

4.

"Luminescence of UF ," LASL, Los Alamos, NM, Nov 11 1 1975.
6

GUIDO H. DAUB:
1.

Short-term visiting staff member, LASL, Los Alamos, NM.

2.

Revielv papers for J. Org, Chern and J. Labelled Compounds.

3.

Consultant for Action Line.

RICHARD W. HOLDER:
"Novel Ketenes and Ketenophiles," invited seminar, Chern.
Dept. Univ. of Wyoming, Mar 4, 1975.
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(g)

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
1.

Reviewed papers for Tetrahedron.

2·.

Presented Seminar to Chemistry Department, UNM.

NIL TON KAHN:
Consultant to LASL, Los Alamos, NM

(h)

WILLIAM M. LITCHMAN:
UNM 1vagonwheels Exhibition Team p:tograms throughout the
city and county during Fall semester - caller, teacher.

(i)

(j )

(k)

DONALD R. HCLAUGHLIN:
1.

Panel member presentation on "Religion and Sex" in
Health Education 212, Oct 1975.

2.

Adjucated a paper for Journal of Heterocyclic
Chemistry, Dec 1975.

CARY J. HORROW:

1.

Refereed papers for Journal of Organic Chemistry and
Journal of Labelled Compounds and Radiopharmaceuticals.

2.

Presented chemistry demonstration at Zia School.

3.

Regional Science Fair Judge.

THOMAS M. NIEMCZYK:
Consultant Air Foce Weapons Laboratory - Exploratory
Concepts Divison.

(1)

ROBERT T. PAINE, JR:
Consultant, LASL, Los Alamos, NM

(m)

E. PAUL PAPADOPOULOS:
Revielved 4 papers for the Journal of Organic Chemistry.

(n)

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT:
Consultant, Aya Bead Co.

(o)

EDWARD A. WALTERS:
1.

Visiting Staff Nember, LASL.

2.

"Proton Transfer from Cyanocarbon Acids," Jul 31.
Northwestern University.

3.

"Pl'oton Transfer from Cyanocarbon Acids," Univ. of
Kent, Canterbury, Dec 4, 1975.
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4.
8.

Discussion of proton transfer at Oxford Univ., Oxford,
England, Oct 28.

Non-teaching University service:
(a)

(b)

(c)

ROY D. CATON, JR:
1.

Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.

2.

Chern. Dept. Safety Committee (Chmn).

WILLIAM F. COLEMAN:
1.

Arts and Sciences Promotion Advisory Committee.

2.

UNH Energy Advisory Board.

3.

Faculty Advisor to ACS Student Affiliate Chapter.

4.

Supervised and wrote Departmental URP

5.

Faculty Advisor to ASUNH Teacher Evaluation Committee.

6.

Chairperson of Chern. Dept. Graduate Studies and Undergraduate Curriculum Committees.

7.

Project Seed Supervisor.

Propo~al

to NSF.

GUIDO H. DAUB:
Chairman, Depa=tment of Chemistry

(d)

(e)

RICHARD

tv. HOLDER:

1.

Chern. Dept. Committees: Seminar Program (74-75);
Undergraduate Curriculum (74-76), Graduate Curriculum (75-76).

2.

A&S ad hoc Committee on Group Requirements (75-76).

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
Hember of Graduate Recruitment Committee and Space Committee.

(f)

MILTON KAHN:
Member of University Honors Council and several departmental
committees.

(g)

DONALD R. HCLAUGHLIN:
1.

Host to visit of Henry Eyring, Sandia-UNH Colloquim
Speaker, Oct 1975.

2.

Faculty advisor to LDSSA (Student Association).

3.

Member, Departmental Promotion, Tenure, Graduate
Recruitment and Finance Committees.
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(i)
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CARY J. MORROW:

1.

NSF - Undergraduate Research Participation Proposal,
co-author.

2.

Departmental Committees: Undergraduate Curriculum and
Honors; Library (Chairman); Recruitment and Freshman;
Seminar.

3.

University Committees:
Colloquium.

4.

Other:

Science Colloquium, Sandia

General Academic Advisor.

THOMAS M. NIEMCZYK:
Chairman, Dept. Colloquium Committee.

(j)

E. PAUL PAPADOPOULOS:
Chairman, Dept. Graduate Studies Committee (Spring 75).

(k)

SU-HOON PARK:
Member, Library Committee, Chern. Dept.

(1)

(m)

(n)

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT:

1.

Chairman, Graduate Selection Committee.

2.

Hember, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee.

3.

Member of 12 Committee on Studies (Chairman of 5).

DAVID L. VANDER JAGT:
1.

Safety Committee, UNM School of Medicine.

2.

Research Allocation Committee, UNM School of Medicine.

3.

Graduate Committee, UNM School of Medicine.

4.

Graduate Recruitment Committee, Chern. Dept.

EDivARD A. WALTERS:

Member Graduate Committee, support work for COUP.

9.

Public Service:
(a)

WILLIA.~

F. COLEHAN:

1.

Science Fair Physical Sciences Judging Chairperson.

2.

Science Fair Project Advisor to A.P.S,
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(b)

WILLIAM H. LITCBMAN:
Member of Central New Mexico Caller's Association.

(c)

(d)

DONALD R. MCLAUGHLIN:

1.

Senior President of Seventy, Albuquerque N.M. Stake,
LDS Church.

2.

Gave professional presentation and computer demonstration,
Montgomery Elementary School, Apr 1975.

CARY J. MORROW:
Team Coach, Thunderbird Little League.

(e)

THOMAS M. NIEHCZYK:
Advisor for Albuquerque Recreation Department Volleyball
Program.

(f)

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT:
Career Days Albuquerque Righ Schools participant.

(g)

EDivARD A. WALTERS:

Chairman, Lutheran Campus Council.
10.

Personal Information:

·.

r

THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTI~ENT OF COI/~~UN ICAT IVE DISORDERS
July I, 1975- June 30, 1976
Lloyd E. Lamb, Chairman
1•. Program Achievements
1.

We have applied to the American Boards of Examiners

in Speech

Pathology and Audiology (ABESPAl for accreditation of the
graduate program in audiology.

A site visit was conducted in

February, 1976, and we have submitted a response to their
9ritique.

We expect to receive notice of accreditation during

the Fall Semester.
2.

The Department Curriculum Committee, chaired by Dr. Dolores
Butt, completed a curriculum
changes being recommended.

revie~l

this year with several

A major effort was made to identify

weaknesses In both the academic and clinical programs and to
develop a closer coordination among course work and clinical
training activities.

Course changes are presented elsewhere

In this report.
3.

With support from the Indian Health Service the Department
has conducted three national conferences on communication
disorders.
a.

.

A Conference on "Hearing Aid Evaluation and Use" was held
October 9-11, 1975, at the Four Seasons

~otor

Inn.

60 people attended, many coming from outside New
b.

Over

~.extco.

The second conference, "Developing Home Training Programs
for HearIng ImpaIred ChI Idren 11 , was held February 19-21,
1976, at the Four Seasons Motor Inn, with over 200 people
In attendance.

c.

The third conference, "Cleft Palate Habilitation", was held
June 10-12 wlth over 60 people attending.
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Each of the conferences has had guest speakers of national
and International reputation and has resulted In excel lent
publicity for the University.

Conference proceedings are

being recorded and wil I be published individually or as a
comb I ned work.
4;

We have continued our efforts to upgrade ali aspects of the
Dep~rtment

through several approaches to program evaluation.

Included were the following:
a.

The entire faculty participated in weekly faculty meetings
and curriculum meetings.

Graduate students participated

In most curriculum committee meetings.
b.

Several

meetings were held with graduate students to

solicit input regarding program needs and possible

~~ans

of Improvement.
c.

A student review committee consisting of Drs. Hood, Lybolt
and Lamb screened all applicants for the graduate program.
Drs. Hood and Lybolt, with assistance from others when
needed, reviewed academic and cl tnical programs and prograss for almost alI of the graduate students.

Our policy

Is to review each student early In his/her program and
again near completion of the program.

Attempts are made

to Identify and correct any areas of weakness, academic
or cl lnlcal, and to Insure that students meet certification
requl rerrents of 1·he American Speech and Hearing Association
as well as graduate school requirements.

Students found

to be deficient In any area are notified in writing of the
deficiencies and what Is necessary to correct the problems.

zaa
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d•. This year we revised a questionnaire which wil I be sent
to ex-students to obtain i nformat l on on department
strengths and weaknesses.

Questionnaires also are to

be sent to employers or supervisors of our graduates
seeking inpui· on their professional performance.

In-

formation from these questionnaires will be used in
future program pI ann l ng.
11.

Plans for 1976-1977
During the com! ng year we pI an to contl nue work l ng to l mp rove
all existing department programs.

In addition, we plan to lntro-

duce new programs or give new emphasis to certain activities.
Among anticipated changes are the following:
1.

We are entering the fourth year of a research and training
project focusing on speech and language development and disorders among Pueb Io Indian chi Idren.

For the f lrst three

years support was provided through a grant from the U. S.
Office of Child Development.

Next year primary support wl II

come from our Bureau of Education for Handicapped Training
Grant.

The emphasis next year wtl t be on training for Indian

speech and language aides and on development of therapy and
test materials for use with Indian children.
2.

\1e are beginning to recruit for an Instructor position which

wll I focus on aural rehab! litatlon and early language Intervention.

This year one of our Indian Health Service contract
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employees (Mrs. Betty Watrous) began an early Identification early· language Intervention program on a limited basis,

Next

year we plan to work with the Indian Health Service in
developing a broad basad early intervention program, concentrating on children 0-5 years of age.

We have investigated

possible grant sources and have been encouraged to apply to
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped for support for the
program we are planning.
3.

The Department of C9mmunlcative Disorders has been working
closely with the Ear, Nose and Throat Division of the Department
of Surgery to develop a Jolnt tacillty at Bernal !I lo County
Medical Center.

This facility, which should be ready for

operation by August or September, 1976, wi I I be cal led the
"Center for Otolaryngology and Communicative Disorders" and
WI II be staffed and directed jointly by members of both
departments.

This cooperative effort should greatly enhance

our overall training, research and service efforts.
I II.

New Courses
One new course was taught this year.

Communicative Disorders

520 : Hearins Science, was added to the audiology curriculum and
was taught by Dr. Michael Crum, Adjunct Assistant Professor.
Another new course was approved this year to be Implemented In the
1976 Fal I Semester.

This course Com. Ds. 558: Field Study wil I

be offered for slx credlt hours to graduate students ln the flnal

,-----

!
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semesters of their programs.

Students taking Field Study wi I I be

placed In one or more cooperating facll i·ties to gain practlcum
experience In on-going

professio~al

service situations.

They wl I I

work essentially ful I time In these settings and wll I not be
allowed to take course work that would Interfere with their
practlcum training.
All students entering the Department during the 1976 Spring
Semester or later wi l I be required to participate In the Field Study
program.
The faculty also voted to request the following curriculum
changes to become effective Fal I, 1976.
a.

Com.Ds. 4.50 : Change title to Neurology and Neuropathologies
of Speech and increase from 3 to 40 credits.

b.

Com.Ds. 437

Change title to Aphasia and Related Disorders.

c.

Com.Ds. 537

Change title to Clinical Aphasiology.

d.

Com.Ds • .531

Change title to Communication Problems of the
Multi-handicapped.

IV.

Student Enrollment
Departmental enrollment remained essentially the same this year
as In 1974-7.5.

There were 43 declared undergraduate majors and 46

graduate students (43 full time and 3 part tlmel.
were awarded masters degrees.

Nineteen students

This year we received appl Jcat!ons

from over 80 potential graduate students, most of whom have excellent
academic records and recommendations.

2:l6
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V.

Personnel Changes During Year
Dr. Wayne Swisher joined the faculty ln August, 1975, as replacement
for Dr.

\~Ill

lam Ryan.

Dr. Swisher teaches most of our basic speech and

hearing science courses and has primary responslbil ity for our laboratory
research program.

John Lybolt also joined the faculty ln August and

holds the position of Clinical Coordinator, Speech Pathology.

Lybolt

Is completing his doctoral thesis and anticipates receiving his Ph.D.
degree from Northwestern University within the next few months.
Or. Jeannette Johnson Wa? employed In July, 1975, to replace
Richard Foust as audiologist for the University of New Mexico-Indian
Health Service Otitis Media Project.

This year Dr. Johnson has

assumed primary responslbl llty for coordinating the hearing aspect of
the project and also has supervised graduate

s~udent

practicum.

Ms. Judy Williams joined the faculty In June, 1976, as replacement
for Ms. Robin Powers, Clinical Supervisor, Speech Pathology.
Powers has resigned, effective June 30, 1976.

Ms.

Ms. Will lams wi I I be

employed through the Personnel Department with a letter of academic
appointment as Lecturer.

She wl I I supervise students at the Surge

But ldlng Communicative Disorders Unit and wl I I work to further
develop the speech and language pathology programs at BCMC.
Michael Kaplan, M.A., served as part-time clinical supervisor
this year, supplementing the supervisory staff at the Communicative
Disorders Unit and at BCMC.

I

2.171
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VI.

Non-University Support
Financial support fro the Department of Communicative Disorders/
was obtained from several non-University sources during the 1975-76
academic year.
The training grant from the U. S. Office of Education, Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, was Increased to $34,000 for the current
year.

Next year's grant wt II total $50,000, an increase of $16,000

over this year.

Next year the grant wl II Include complete support

for one cl inlcal supervisor and one research associate, as well as
partial support for a professor.

It also provides stipends for six

graduate students, as well as funds for travel and other project costs.
Part of this grant has been earmarked as support for the Indian Paraprofessional training program.

The new grant became effective June I,

1976.
Contracts with the Indian Health Service total led approximately
$275,000, an Increase of more than $100,000 over 1974-75.

One contract

has provided for the operation of the Medical School-Indian Health
Service Communicative Disorders Unit and covered personnel, equipment,
supplies and space rental.

Another has covered speech, language and

hearing services for Indian Health Service, providing salaries for
professional and supportive personnel, stipends for two graduate
students, as wei I as travel and other program costs.
In June, 1975, the Department of Communicative Disorders contracted
with tho Indian Health Service to conduct a series of six national
conferences dealing wlth various types of communication problems.

The

--------------

--

--
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contract covers a two-year period and totals approximately $35,000.
The conferences focus on, but are not limited to, problems of American
Indians, and Involve as participants people of national and international reputations in speech, language and hearing.

They are

designed to Inform, to define research needs, and to stimulate
research aci"lvltles In the top lc areas.

Thus far the conferences

have focused a great deal of favorable attention on the Department
and the University.
The third and final year of a three-year research project was
completed under a contract w)th the AI I Indian Pueblo Council of New
Mexico.

The contract, which provided $47,300 each year, cal led for

In-depth Investigation of speech and language acquisition and disorders among Pueblo Indian children, development of treatment
programs and evaluation materials appropriate for these populations,
. and training of Indians as para-professional to provide direct speech
and language services In various Indian communities.

The project

wll I be continued next year with support from the U. S. Office of
Education, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.
The Now Mexico Elks Cerebral Palsy Commission provides a grant
each year to support a graduate student and to cover other expenses
of our cerebral palsy service program.

This year's grant totaled

approximately $4,000.
Partial or total support was provided under various contracts
or grants for the following Communicative Disorders personnel:
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VII,

a.

Lloyd Lamb, Ph.D., Chairman, Dept. of Communicative Disorders
(25 per centl

b.

Dolores Butt, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof. Speeeh Pathology
(25 per cent)

c.

Marcia Miles, M.A., Lecturer and Cl inicat Supervisor, Speech
Pathology (100 per cent)

d.

Jeannette Johnson, Ph.D., Audiologist (Research Associate)
(I 00 per cent)

e.

Audrey Chumley, M.S., Lecturer and Clinical Supervisor,
Audiology (100 per cent)

t.

Betty Watrous, M.S., Clinical Supervisor, Audiology
(tOO per cent)

g.

Robin Powers, M.A., Cl lntcal Supervisor, Speech Pathology
( 100 per cent>

h.

John Grainger, M.S., Clinical Supervisor, Audiology
(40 per cent)

i.

Wendy Carlson, M.S;, Research Speech Pathologl st
(I 00 per cent)

j.

Merle Applebaum-Rosenberg, Research Speech Pathologist
( 100 per cent)

k.

Louis Seymour, Senior Electronics Technician

1.

Secretary, Medical School-Indian Health Service Communicative
Disorders Unit (100 per cent)

m.

Secretary-Bookkeeper, Medical School-Indian Health Service
Communicative Disorders Unit (100 per cent)

n,

Secretary, Department of Communicative Disorders, one-halt
time ((00 per cent)

(100 per cent)

Supervised Clinical Practlcum and Clinical Service Activities
Diagnostic speech, hearing and language evaluations and therapy were
conducted by students and staff Tn a number ot settings with patients
representing a wide variety of disorders.

The overal I population aval 1-

able for student practlcum again showed an Increase over previous years.
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This year our students

sa~1

app roxl mate Iy 400 pat Iants for speech and

language evaluations and/or treatment.

Approximately 900 patients were

seen for hearing test services at the Speech and Hearing Center, the
Communicative Disorders Unit, and the new Audiology Clinic establ !shed
at BCMC by the Department of Communicative Disorders.
by audiology graduate students.
and Hearing Center, the

Medi~al

Most were seen

In addition to working at the Speech
School-Indian Health Service Communicative

Disorders Unit and the BCMC Audlo)ogy Clinic, students gained practtcum
experience in such diverse settings as the Veterans Administration
Hosp Ita I, the Rehab II Itat Jon Center, the AIb uquerque Pub I i c Schoo Is,
the New Mexico School for the Deaf and two pre-school deaf programs.
Speech, hearing and language diagnostic and treatment activities
were also carried out In several locations outside of Albuquerque both
by students and staff.

Most of these programs were made possible through

our affll lations with the Indian Health Service and were designed to
provide services to Indian children as well as practicum opportunities
to our students.

Among the areas served

were two Apache reservations,

three Navajo communities and the 19 New Mexico Indian Pueblos.
VIII. Inter-Departmental Cooperation
Cooperative teaching arrangements existed this year, as In the
past,

~lith

several other University programs.

We have continued to

work closely through formal and informal teaching arrangements and
program development actlvlties with groups including linguistics,
speec~

communication, special education and several groups within the

Medical School.

,---------
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At present we are working with Fred Herzon, M.D., Assistant
Professor, Department of Surgery, in a joint otology-audiology
facility at Bernalillo County Medical Center.

We have provided a

hearing test room and equipment and the Department of Surgery is
paying the salary of Matthew Smith, M.S., Lecturer and Clinical
Supervisor, Audiology, who works as cl tnt cal audiologist at BCMC.
This gives our students an 'excellent site for cl tnical practlcum
training.

We are planning to move our entire cl tnlcal audiology

faci I tty to BCMC as part of a new Center for Otolaryngology and
Communicative Disorders.

As part of the Center 1 s activities we wi I I

be developing a speech and language pathology program at BCMC that
wll I relate closely with other Medical School departments Including
Neurology, Pediatrics and Physical Medicine, and Rehab! I itatlon.
Ms. Judy WII IIams, who Is replacing Robin Powers as Clinical
Supervisor, wl II be largely responsible for developing and coordinating
speech and language activities at BCMC.
Several research projects are being conducted or developed in
collaboration with other departments.

Dr. Lloyd Lamb and Mrs, Betty

Watrous are working with a neonatologist at BCMC to devolop a newborn
heart ng screen! ng program for high rt sk infants.

Dr.

\~ayne

SwIsher

Is Involved in a joint research effort with Dr. Charles Hawkins of
Electrical Engineering, using an ultra-sound technique to analyze
tongue and pharyngeal wall movements.

Dr. Swisher also Is working with

Dr. Michael Orgel, Professor of Plastic Surgery, on vldeofluorscoplc
studies of cleft palate children.
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Departmental faculty have worked closely this year with Programs
for Children of the Menta! Health-Mental Development Center.

Ms. Robin

Powers, this year, assisted In Interdisciplinary diagnostic clinics
and supervised student practlcum at PFC.

We now are helping PFC to

recruit a language specialist (Ph.D. level speech and language
pathologist) who wll I hold a joint appointment with Communicative
Dl sorders and will be avail ab Ie to teach courses and supervIse student
practlcum In our department.
IX.

Composite of Information requested on individual biographical supplements
1. ·Advanced study (Include additional earned degrees--and where earned-or progress toward them; professional certification, thesis titles,
etc., not previously reported.)
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel,
etc., during the period.

3.

New scholastic honors, tel lowshlps, etc.

4.

Publications (give title, publ lsher or name of journal, number of
pages, date, etc. l during the period.

5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period (if outside-sponsored research Is involved, give
sponsor, amount of grant, title of project, and duration).

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies (meetings attended,
offices held, professional papers read, etc.).

7.

Other professional activities (exhibits, concerts, dramatic productions, off-campus talks, radio or TV appearances, consultancies,
Industrial designs, patents, etc.).
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9.

Public service <church activities, Community Chest, Boy Scouts,
etc.).
A.

Mary L. Bolton
6. (a) Faci I itator--Professional Standards Review Panel New Mexico Speech and Hearing Association Spring
Convention
(b)
7. (a)
(b)

Regional Editor, NMSHA Newsletter
Speech and Language screening at Acomlta Pueblo ard
Congregational Preschool
Screening (Pub! ic Free) for Better Speech and Hearing
<NMSHA project)

~onth

8. (a)

B.

Man zan ita Center
Peer Review- Albuquerque Speech and Audiology
Professionals
Hospitality -Albuquerque Speech and Audio log·,
Professionals

(b)

Faculty advisor

(c)

Co-sponsor of UNM Chapter of National Student Speech
and Hearing Association

Dolores Butt
5.

Project Director- All Indian Pueblo Counci I Speech a1•::
Language Research Project ($50,000 grant from U.S.
Office of Child Development)

7. {a)
(b)

Mental Health Division, Indian Health Service
Deaf-BI ind Program- Albuquerque Public Schools

(c) Jemez Day School
8. (a)
(b)
C.

Director - Elks Cerebral Palsy Program (Department
of Communicative Disorders)
Chairperson -Department Curriculum Committee

Fred M. Chroist, Sr.
2.

Sabbatical awarded for Semester I, 1976-77

5. (a)

foreign Accent- Spanish (in progress)

-------------
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(b)

9.
D.

Introduction to Phonetics course - taped tor inclusion In the Listening Laboratory

Cup Bearer at Canterbury Chapel, UNM Episcopal Church

Richard B. Hood
5. Cal

(b)

6. (a)
(b)

"A comparison of tll•o methods of speech reception
i-h resho Id measurement" submitted to program
corrvnittee of the 1976 convention of the American
Speech and Hearing Association
"Residual hearing and success In auditory training"
submitted to program committee of the 1976 convention of the American Speech and Hearing Association
Attended fa I I and spring meetings of the New Mexico
Hearing Association
Attended two 3-day conferences sponsored by Department
of Co~municative Disorders and Indian Health Service
on hearing aid evaluations and early identification
and intervention program for hearing impaired children

1. (a) Consultant: Aural Rehabi I itation to Veterans
Administration Hospital
Hearing Conservation to Navajo Forest
Products Industries
(b)
8.
E.

Co-chairperson of the Committee on Better Hearing
and Speech Month

Faculty advisor

Lloyd Lamb
4. (a)

(b)

"Acoustic Impedance Measurement 11 In Fulton, R. and
Lloyd, L. CEds.l, Audiometric Assessment of the
Difficult-to-Test, Wil IIams and Wilkins, 1975
"Acoustic Impedance Measurement with Children" in
Feldman, A. and Wilbur, L. (Eds.l, Acoustic
Impedance and Admittance : The Measurement of
Middle Ear Function, Wi II lams and Wilkins <To
be published, 1976)

\
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5.

"Comparative Study of Tympanometry v/ i th Impedance and
Oto-Admi ttance Techniques'.'· Research in progress,
Baylor University ~1edical School

6. (a)

(bl

7.

Chairman, Department of Communicative Disorders

(b)

Director, University Speech and Hearing Center

(c)

Director, Medical School Communicative Disorders
Unit

(d)

Project Director for three UNM-IHS contracts

(e)

Project Director, Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped Training Grant

John T. Lybolt
6.

~mber:

7.

(a)
(b)

G.

"Impedance Audiometry In Public School Hearing Conservation Programs. Short course taught at the
Annual Convention of the American Speech and Hearing
Association, ~lashlngton, D.C., Nov., 1975

Conference Coord! nator, UNM-IHS Conference on "Hearl ng
Aid Evaluation and Use'', Albuquerque, October, 1975

8. (a)

F.

"Training and Use of Indian Audiometric Technicians".
Paper presented at the Annual Convention of the
American Speech and Hearing Association, Washington,
D.C., Nov., 1975

New Mexico Speech and Hearing Association
Albuquerque Speech and Audiological Professionals

Consultant- Albuquerque Public Schools
Casa Angelica Orphanage
Screening <Public Freel for Better Speech and Hearing
Month <NMSHA Project

Marcia Miles
6. (a)

Member:

Albuquerque Association for Retarded Citizens
Albuquerque Association for Children with
Severe Communication Disorders
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7.
H.

(b)

"Unique Speech and Language Practl cum Opportunities
With American Indians", Paper presented at the
Annual Convention of the American Speech and Hearing
Association, Washington, D.C., Nov., 1975

(c)

"Evaluation of Language Skills with Indian Children",
Paper presented at the Annual Convention ot the New
Mexico Speech and Hearing Association, Albuquerque,
October, 1975

Consultant:

Central Consolidated School District #22
Shiprock, NM

Wayne Swisher
4. (a)

(b)

"The effect of phonetic context of correct/incorrect
production ·of the /s/ and /r/ phonemes. Journal
Speech Hear Res (In press)
Uitrasonogrphy or Radiography In lateral pharyngeal
detection". Proceedings of the Symposium of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineering (in press)
11

~tall

5. (al

"Rei iabil ity of two-way vs. four-way scoring of the
/s/ and /r/ 11 • Perceptual and Motor Skills Journal
(Submitted for reviel'tl

(b)

"A distinctive feature analysis of the articulation
patterns in a group of cleft palate children".
Cleft Palate Journal (Submitted tor review)

(c)

"A spectographis analysis of the distorted /s/ and
I r/ phonemes". To be submitted to the Perceptua I
and Motor Ski! Is Journal

(d)

·Neuroanatomy and Neurophysiolo8y for the Speech
Pathologist. The C. V. Mosby Pub I ishlng Company
(book being written under contract)

6. (a)

(b)

"A Distinctive Feature Analysts of i·ho Articulation
Patterns in a Group of Cleft Palate Children".
Paper presented at the Cleft Palate Convention, San
Francisco, May, 1976
"Oral-pressures During Ploslve and Fricative Production In a Group of Esophageal Speak~rs". Papor
submitted for 1976 ASHA Convention

't
l

'

!
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(c)

7.

"Another Use of the Respirometer In Diagnosis and
Treatment of Velopharyngeal Incompetence". Paper
submitted for the 1976 ASHA Convention

Conference Coordinator, UNH-IHS Conference on "Cleft
Palate Habilitation", Albuquerque, June, 1976
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The Report of the Department of Economics
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Gerald J. Boyle, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
The graduate program continues to develop and grow.
The Department is currently working on sponsored research
amounting to about $700,000 on an annual basis. This
actively supports the program both with financial assistance for graduate students as well as topics for thesis.
There are about 30 research assistants in natural resources
and public finance.
Space continues to be a problem but the move by
Professor Cummings and his group was very helpful. As
long as we keep the office in Onate Hall space needs during
the coming year will be met. However, the long-run problem remains and will be intensified as time passes. Not
only will there be a continuing need for more space but
the solution by proliferation should be viewed as a last
resort.
There have been several not'e-worthy personnel actions.
Ms. Dana Dumont has been appointed assistant professor of
economics and will begin her duties with the fall semester.
Ms. Dumont is very well prepared in quantitative economics
and should m ake a contribution to both the undergraduate
and graduate programs. Also, the Department received an
additional position for 1976-77. The position will be
filled on a one year basis by Dr. John Myers. For permanent appointment, we are looking for someone with the
capability and interest to shape and develop the undergraduate curriculum. Due to this new position, as well

249
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as use of 3rd year graduate students (paid out of released time), we were able to double the number of
intermediate theory courses and add three sections of
the introductory course.
The department awarded 3 doctorates during the
past year: one is at the University of Wyoming, a second at LASL and the third, after a year at Dennison
College, will teach here as mentioned above. Three
M.A.'s were awarded: one is continuing for a Ph.D. at
Pardue while the other two are working in the area. The
graduate program continues to be a matter of much concern to the Department and we now require six hours of
theory for the M.A. which can also be used as preparation by doctoral students who are deficient in this area.
In summary, the Department continues to grow and
develop and is faced with many of the problems associated
with rapid growth. These problems are being dealt with
as they arise with the most intractable being that of
space.
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
FACULTY

NAME

BEN-DAVID, Shaul
BOYLE, Gerald
BROHN, F. Lee
CHUNG, Pham
CHURCH, Albert
COHEN, Sanford
CUMMINGS, Ronald
DUMONT, Dana
GISSER, Micha
GREGORY, Peter
GUTHRIE, Robert
HAGEN, Vern
HA.1vliLTON, David
JONAS, Paul
MYERS, John
KNEESE, Allen
PARKER, Alfred
SCHULZE, Hilliam
TAILBY, Donald
THERKILDSEN, Paul
ZINK, Lee

RANK

Professor
Professor & Chairman
Associate Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Professor
Visiting Assistant Professor
Instructor
Professor
Professor
Visiting Assistant Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
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Name Albert M. Church
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Claremont Graduate School, 1966-1960; Ph.D. gr.,nted, 1971.
Econometric Model of Crime in California•
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Dissex:tation Title:

"AIL
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4. Publications (give title, publisher or name of journal, page numbers, date, ete.)
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.

li'Applying Stati.a.tical Met>,odology to Anpraising-Theory and Ap.plkatiqn:!{with B. Gustafson).
ii ~sod ad orLOD." <j e sa 1n g Dffi c c.re-n-9 76)';'"'Aill'"ciiiiCiiiielif'nJniiPrJm0 Appra i s 1ng" I Ame.I;i.can
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·
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give sponsor, amount of grant, title of project, and duration)

"The Effectiveness of Local/Regional Implcmentat_ion Instruments in Achievi,.l}g aud Haintaining
Environmental Quality Objectives" ~ith Prof. Allen Kneese, U.S. Environmental Protection
~e.ncy and "Optimal Taxation of Natural Resources by tbe State of New Mexico" ,.'i,tb Profs,
G. Boyle and P. Lupsha- New Mexico Energy Renearch and Development Program. _____
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~ ·

S.. Activities illl~·~ned nnd professional societies (meetings attended, offices held;professional papers rend, ete.)
"Legal and Illegal Occupational Choice, Recidiuism and Crime Control ... (with Wm~

Schulze) paper
,read at the Western Economics Ansociation Annual Conference 6/27/75 San Diego. "The In'
·fluence of Government Instruments on Urbsn Form and Environme!ltal Quality" paper read at the
Public Choice Society meeting April ·3-5, 1975 Chicago.·ASS-AEA }keting, Dec,-Jan. 74-J5 Calif
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Club of Midtown Albuquerque~ APril, 1975 to Present! Chairman of the Envir_onmental Enhancement Economic and Human Resources subconm1ttee for the corps of Engineers/EPA Urban Study
_@buouerque); December 5, 1975 "Does Crime Pay?"- An EconomiRta View"
Seminar. presented
.!!1; Colorado c;~. Colorado Snr:lnr:e. Colo.
.~
8. Non-leaching University service (administrative, committee ~ork, faculty advisor, etc.)

1971-present Faculty Advisor to Omicron Delta Ep£ilon
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The University of New Mexico

ANNUAL SUPPLEMENT TO BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD
FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 19_2L TO DECEMBER 31, 19.-1.1.
Name

Micha Gieser

Rank (or title) --"Pr'-"--"o,_,f,_,e'-'s,_,s,_,o,r,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'--

1. Advanced study (include additional earned deireea or progress toward them, listing name nnd location of institution and date
"Iegree granted; professionnl.certifica~on, thesis titles, e~., not previously reported)·.
~
"

'.

2. Sabbaticals, leaves of ~bsence, summer teru:hing elsewh~re, travel, etc., during the peri~

3. New scholastic bono,:,., fellowships, etc. .

4. Publications· (give title, publisher o~ name of journal, page numbers, date, etc.) ·
Agricu1 tural Adjustm,.nt in Semi -Arid' Areas Case s'tndy:..Tcnei 1 Chapter VI.
_ _ _EQi.ted by S. Pohnryl"'"J Hearl of th" nesenr .. h Project )?nbHshed by 'tel A•d"
I!niyeraity and thl" Minisr>·y of f f AZ"'icnltm·e:, Tsrepl

"l'lease see the attached statement.
5. Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed during period (if outside-sponsored research. is involved,
give sponsor, amount of grant, title of project, and duration)

6. Activities in learned and professional soci~tics (meetinga attended, offices held;professiorial paperaread, etc.)
•

•

•

•

>

•

•

..

..·

--------------------------------------------------....:.:;~tl~l·~.tf~?r=: .
. . : :·. :;:.·. •:. '·;·~.

7. Other professional activities (exhfbits, concerts, dramatic productions, off-campus talks, radio or TV appearances; ,consui- . ~~:, ~.... ,
·
·
tnncies, industrial designs, patents,,·. etc.)
.... .
:

. .

8. Non-teaching' University service (administrative, committee work, facu!Ly advisor, etc.)

9. Puplic service (church activities, Community Chest, Boy Scouts, etc.)

10. Personal information (any change in marital status, number of chlldren, citizenship, military status, etc.)

(Uu addJtion.&J •beet it more apa.ce

DEPARTMENT COPY

t. needed)

... NOTE: Thi.-ls carbon-treated stock;
. carbon
. paper not needed.
~_...

Use typewriter or ball-point pen.
UI-D/1/TI
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The University of New Mexico

ANNUAL SUPPLEMENT TO BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD
FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 19~ TO DECEMBER 31, 19~
Nnme

Peter Gregory

~rofessor
of_Economic&
Rank (or title) _:....._
_____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. Advanced study (include additional earned degrees or progress toward them, listing name and location of institntion and date
degree granted; profession":] certification, thesis titles, etc., not previous_ly reported) .
.
.

.:
2 • ..Sabbaticals leaves of absfll\Cf:,fummer tenchingfl~~where, travel, etc., during the period

·i·rave.L -'reru and \;ni e, .1\uguat,

.~. ;~

.... ·:

':lr::J

..

-~

.....·' ,

3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.

4. Publications (give title, publisher or riame of journal, page numbers, date, ete.)

(See Item 5)

.

·

·

_

5. Other research projecte or creative work in progress or completed during period (if outside-sponsored resenreh is involved,
g_ive SP.Onso.r, amount of grant, title of project, and duration)
_
_
_
Gomplet~on of research project report: '~e Impact of Institutional Factors on Urban

Labor Markets," Studies in Employment and Rural Development No. 27, International
Bnnk of Reconstruction and nevelopment, April, 1975. pp. 150. Research sponsored by
the IBRD, September, 1974-April, 19'{5, for the Urban !'overt Worksho Pro ect of the
~an ; amount of grant, ;4,500. ComoleteJ study, wrote paper with M. Gieser, 'The Effect
of Job-Related Riaks on Wage Differentiah and Resource Allocation."
6. Activities in learned and Jlrofessionnl societiea (meetings attended, offices helof, professional papers rend, ete.)

·

;.

Presented paper titled "The Impact of Institutional Intervention on Industrial Wages
in Mexico," Industrial Relations Research A:.sociation, Annual Meetin
Dee. 29 19 5
paper and served as discussant at a Seminar of the Pro rama de
a Integr.&cion Economics de America L_atina, Lima, Peru, Aug. 1975~ .~:

7. Other professional nctivities (exhibits, concerts, dramatie productions, off-campus talks, radio or TV appearances, conan!tnncies, industrial designs, patents, etc.)
·
.
,

~

:

'<

Consultant to New Mexico State Planning Office; TV a earance Channel 2
as interviewee on evelopments_ in Chile.
Referee for The Journal of DevelooinS _Areas and
Economic Development and Cultural Cha~
··:·
8. Non-teaching University service (administrative, committee work, faculty advisor, etc.)

Member A and SAd Hoc Committee on Group P.equirements; member of departmental committees·
on recruitment, curriculum, and proJDOtionG.

,,

9. Public service (church activities, Community Chest, Boy Scouts, ete.)

10. Personal information (any change in marital status, number of children, citizenship, military statns, etc.)

. ·.
(Use additional ahectlf more •pa.ee b nffi!ed)

DEPARTMENT COPY

..

.

.....,."10TE: This is carbo~-treutcd stock; carbon paper not rweded. Use typewriter or ball-point pen. ·
'

.
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The University of NelV Mexico

ANNUAL SUPPLEMENT TO BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD ::...:...
FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, ~9-f§r-. TO_ D~qEMBER 3~, .~9-1,5- _

'

~

..

Name
Devid Hamilton
Rank (or title) -""""P._...ro
......r'""e"'a""''"o"""'r'------'---'----1. Ad,·anced study (include additional earned degrees or progress toward them, listing name and location of institution and date
degree granted; professional certificati~n, thesis titles, ete., not prc_viously reported) .· -~ ~ -7!.· ·

..

ll. Sabbaticals,

leaves\,~ ~bsenc~: sum~;,'.. t;,;..,~ing elsewhere, travel, ete., during the~.~;~
r,

3. New scholastic honors, fellowships,

ete.

--------------------------~~----~------------------------------

..

h-!·-..7.').

-·I

.J

:;, .•~ ·.:,.

4. Publications (give title; publisher or name of journal, page numbers, date, et<:;)
d
NE\'.TCll!J,N Cl.AS~ICIS·' J.!'ID CJ..RUNTAN TI{<:'i'T'I'l!TICFI"1 1">.1,· rdseund 1,1a F l;iercon:l:'
______,e'""'d.._1,_tis:m bv the Greenwood Pr"""• Connecticntr Drig1t:e1Jy .i~·med h: 1953. by
UN!-~

P

." ..

for Journal of Ecrmo::~ic Issucll, scheduled

.t~

·,

"

_

:.,

·,_

•

5. Other research projeets"llrcreatlvi!'ll'lll'll"lnjlY~r~sirO"relimpleted during periOd•(if!Oufinoe·si'>linsore'il re'ih!arObtiS[iiivdtve<r,te
give sponsor, nmount of grant, title of project, and duration)

6. Activities in learned .and professional societies (meetings

attend~d,

• -~· ~ #"o<:- "7t:
•
offices bela, professional papers read, ete.)

.

Ee"ifp<lpor •Propert.;y as en Inet1t,;tionel ·Power in rin Indnetdal Ecol"Q-ny• ·

. ~
• ¥-r+t~c

'

.a& 6Slll6 DEctlng

...

.

'

..

of papa• ·Gntitleil "..:S-"Binai·:aeneac:; !I'OOi ...1r:port

c ..

,-,'

-.:-

·.~-'

..

,;

B. Non-teaching University service (administr:tive,
Ct;~ 1.:rpf reon

·c:mmit~~ work, faculty advisor, etC.)' -75

on Pscul tv Bud qet

Revie~·

COI!l!d t tee

9. Public service (cburch activities, CommJJnity Chest, Boy Scouts, etc.)

·- . ·

10. Personal information (any change in marital status, number of children, citizenship, milita'ry status, ete.)

(UN addJUonal abed. U more apace b needed)

DEPARTl\IENT COPY
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.. ,·
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The University of New Me:dco

FOR

:U~:~-::;:Du~~~~T~~~9~~~P:~~~~::~.DI9_li_

I Name
1

·Alfred I Parker
Rank (or title) AssodatP Professor of r:conomics
1. Ad,•anced ~tudy (include additional earned degrees or progress toward them, listing name and location of institution. and date
degree granted; professional c~rtification, thesis titles, etc., not previously reported)
•

2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc., during the pedod

3, New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.

· 4. Publications (give title, publish'er o~ name of journal, page numbers, date, etc.)

"The Trehl<> Damage Provi!;ion "" Ju.r.y InstrYct1ons in ~~New

~lexisn law R""iel",

Vol. s:;, No•iomber, 1!:71, pp. 22 3!i.
"Fnyfronmontal CO"S"quenc~u; of P1spcrsed aild Concentrated Deve1apl7.<.m;---w-1th
.E.mp.has<>s on Opport\m1ti'as for 1:1t1gat1on," •.dth Allen V. Kneese. Forthcoming
in Symposium Proceedings.

5. Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed during period (if outside-sponsored research is involved,
give sponsor, amount of grant, title of project, and duration)

Papers Currently Under Review:
"Treble Damage Actions --...R.e..g_r..ession Analysis
1n Proof of Darna!1es." The Antitrust I aw and Economics Review.
"The Determination of the Ontimal I eve] of Exnenditure on Antitrr1st I egal
Defense: A diagrammatic Analysis," 1'/fth Ch11ng Pham, Journal_nf I aw and

Economics. · Continued on attachod

shQot,

G• .Activities in learned and professional societies (meetings atte~ided, offices held, professional papers ;read, etc.)

Paper "Environment11l Consequences of Oispersed_a.nd Coni:ent'rated Devlln.p.ment
t'lith Emphasis on Opportunities for Mft1Qat1on,'1 with Allen V Kneese, read
by Kneese at Symposium, Man, ·oeyelopment and IHldlands· A Complex

Interaction, Vail, Colorado, Sept. 14-19, 1975.
7. Other professional activities (exhibits, concerts, dramatic productions, off-campus talks, radio or TV appearances, consu!tancies, industrial designs, patents, etc.)
.
.
.
.
Consultant to Federal Ener
Administration Egvironme~ta1 Adviso~ Committee,

Consultant to J1car11la A ache Indian Nation natural Qas leases-and related
1e al action and economic deve1onment of the reservation
Consultant to
Resources for the Future on oroject entitled "An .RfF Fortim on the Impact on
Western Waters, Fish, and Wildlife tif Energy Development".

8. Non-teaching University service (administrative, committee work, faculty advisor, etc,)

Chairman. UHH.M. Athletic Council
9. Public sen• ice (church activities, Community Chest, Boy Scouts, etc.)

10. Personal information (any change in marital statlll!, !'umber of children, citizenship, military status, etc,)

(Use addiUonalabeet U more q)-.ce la nHded)

DEPARTJ\IENT COPY
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for Applied Systems

4.

·--~ ~-rr~J:x~:;..:
· · .· ·.::·;';\:~~ir)?fifl·~~~}_}· ...-: ~ ·
Publi~atio~s ·(give title, publisher or name of jow:-"nai;'p~ge ~n~mb~is, d~t~, etc.)
See attaChed list of publications, ·· kl.~~·r~r;:;,.v::

, "~ ~::'

~ r;.~1.~~~~~~~::-:·;

5. Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed during period (if outside-sponsored reseaych is involved,
·
·
give sponsor, amount of grant1 title of project, and durationl;l(~~~ < :

Pleaae see attached flow chart of· Southwest Study Project.
·.- ..:~~t·;;.~N;t~t.z

•·

~

0 •••

'

•

·

-------------- ...,.
' .

........ !..

1•·.'~:~t~~~;&{~~~?;...

·

·

..>~C::~ffl1\~~~~;~

.

·~-.

6. Activities in learned and professional societies (meetmga attended; offic'es held, pr9fessional papers rend, etc.)
Sea attached list of activities. ·· · >-' ~;·t.<;?.,:t:-··'" · ·

·~·· ;:;''>;..o.!O<~!

·. ,,

. · . ., :' "'~;f.~§t.l'3i~J.':.7 .,;

.

-.....,,:":;.j,_~~~>f'··
•
':.-"--ra~~~..l<:,:."'.
.
..
·-·
7. Other professional activities (exhibits, concerts, dramatic production•, off-campus talks, radio or TV appearances, consul. · ·.• ·~t'::'t~·",\f~,$'VtJ#'I·· :
~·
tnncies, industrial designs, patents, ete.)
Sea at.tachad.
. .... ;~;.~~~~:-:r~ ..~~·~

: 1. . t~ ·

:r¥:s.~.&r~~~= .l ~

•

B. Non-teaching University ller~ice (administrative, committee 'work, faculty advisor, etc.)

Department Promotion Collllllittee

. ~-.

..

· .,,,z.·.t.'vt;;..·,.;_, • ·
~ ·~:&~4~·;:

9. Public service (church activities, Community Chest, Boy Scouts, etc.)
. '~.
;11f:.-.;J.~1~-:.:_"~

;., -1-::~ :~.-

..

. .·:~.~;5.~1~~~ :p

.

.

10. Pcrson!'l information (any change in marital stetm, numbe!~!.chUdren, citizenship, military status, etc.)

.: •• '

..

.

~

......

... :.·:--~~.
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The' following JlOpular articlss a;>peared in the New Mexico Independent. They
are not meent to be scholarly, but are directed tor.erd public enlightenment.
They run approximately 2200 words each1
l"iiTCHCRI.FT FOR TliE 1..ri y;,;~,N

2-21-75

Equal Rights .J.mendment has en economic
aspect to the arguoent

.3-28-7.5

Social Security falls. victim to prevailing
economic mythologv

2-2.5-75

GNP, CPl DPL, DOD, BLS, HGTr., and the rest
explained
·

.5-3-75

Fair Trade has long history' in .American
economic picture

6-6-7.5

Ytbat•s so gross about' our national prcduct
anyway?

6-13-75

InTlation and the prjce of Pike's Peak
.ice cream cones

6-27-75

Debt, debt, debt--blathering on national
debt called comical

7-11-7.5.

'

I
Food stamp fictions flayed
F.ov1 Earl Butz measures up on the J,;eanometer
and why?

7-18-7.5
· 7-2.5-7.5

r:e oughts sue Uncle :Fud

8-8-7.5

You may be ne:x:t

8-1.5-7.5

\t

r!
I

IIII
'I

..Americans suffer froc wholesale mythology
about welfare proerama

8-2 ';!-7.5

The Puritan ethic/utiliterianiSill

9-5-75

Erica' .Tone's $5 COO and other 1eading
examples of eov~:;rl"..lllent v.a·ste

9-12-7.5

1976-d:;he year the v.er on ]loverty was to be
over

9-19-7.5

Can we save ollr cities?- Ir so, from v;hat are
v:e saying them?
9-26-7.5 ·
Source of Ford's econoQics is discovered
in ancient books

10-3-7.5

Is .J.rthur Burns for r~al? lf so, send him
out to pick fruit

l0-10-7.5.

~-___!__,_

J

/
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1President Ford is eithe'r econoz:Jic il!literbte or
maybe a rogue

10-17-75

john Kenneth Galbraith bes e new book out on
origins of money

10-24-75

Netionel prejudice against Nev; York distorts
picture of the fccts

11-7-75 '

Collective barge ining for public en<ployees
is long overdue

11-14-75

In defense of leer reking: 8 million people
need v.ork

11-:21-75

Ethics in the paleotechnic age-the human
. element is ignored

11-28-75

Free economic c~~peti~ion is a siffiplistic
notion of libertarians

12-12-75

Merging puclic and priv:. te greed in a
spiracy egpinst the public

12-19-75

l

COI!-

Prosperity is e pparently lurking in the
i'ihite H0 use shrubbery

12-26-75

l

~- I
.;

'I
;· J

I'

!l

i

Public Talks and Panel. Participation
Forum on Needs of the Indian EJ.der- Panel partici.IJBnt Oil Indian
Inc0lll9, Hilt oil Inn .July 171 1975
KZIA - Oct. 18, 1975 4-Sztc P.M. Talked on New
moderator Lois Kimbrell

~xico

economy with

Led discussion Oil New 10:exico economy at Vl&'TA training session,
V.estern Skies Motel, O:t 9, 1975
Spoke on neVIs rt.porting of economics at NE;lw j"eXico Public Relations
Conference, September 19, 1975, Air1--ort l.iarina

i
I

I

Participated withAl Church in a discussion of state of the economy at

j

forum, Fe,
"The
Doctor
in 1975, • of N • .M. Medical Society, Ril ton Inn,.
Santa
Feb.
1, 1975
Spoke to. Los .l.lamos chapter of AJ.UW on poverty, .May

14, 1975

Participated in three person panel on "V;hat Can V.e Afford to Eat".
1
My topic was Money for Food• 1 a Natioil91 Nutrition Week
Symposium, I.Jerch 7, 1975, Kiva UNM
!.:ember of Humanities Council Pcnel on the illegal lr'.<exioan .eJ:imirnt\911
1975. Given in Carlsbad, Portales, Roswf711, Alamogordo
Member of Humanities Council Panel on Public Employee Collective
BarBJ:l ining, Fall 1975, Carlsbad.
Member of Panel on Con~umer Concerns on Junior Le;;i5ue and UNM Extension
program colled "The Story of Albuq uerque•, Unitarian Church,
April 9. 1975

I.

..
.:
! •

. .I
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J,

I
i

l

I

I
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THE REPORT 0!7 THE DEPARTMENT

(J1!

ENGLISH

July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976

Joaeph B. Zavadil, Chairman

I.

General Information
A.

Acadeulic year 1976-76 oeofld very long and full of talk.

The department
talked about the chairman and the chairmanship during much of the fall.
Finally tbe present chairman was renewed for three final years until May
1979, and it was agreed that chairiug thereafter should be limited to a
five year tem. The Policy COllllllittee (Rudy Anaya, Jim Barbour, Ernie
&luglm.an, Cheryl Brown, Paul Davis, Pat Smith/Jane Kopp, George Soule,
and Jim Thorson) talked about the pitiful :f.nadeqll5cy of our deparbJtntill
budget for supplies and long distance telephone calls. about recruiting
for a new 17th-century specialist. about continuing And possibly modifying
our quest:ionnaira for student evaluation of teaching, about the heavy
request for aabbatical leaves in 1976-77, about enrollment patterns and
student-faculty ratios in the department, about the administrative structure
of the department, ebout the need for new full-time faculty in the Freshman
Program, about the! Freshman Program more generally, about the Graduate
Program, about the UndergredU5t:e Program. about our rather incomplete and
unsuccessful efforttJ at Affi'l!'ltllltive Action, and about the rights of T.eaching
Aosistants. Some of this talk led to definite consequences: the adoption
of a by-lAw to the departmental constitution that formally establishes our
standing committees and directors for Graduate Studies, Undergraduate Studies,
Creative Writing, and Freohman English; the appointment of Cheryl Frescb
as new junior Miltonist; the. recruitment of three new Instructors (James
Shay, Peter Page. and Michael !logan) to teach composition. Much of this
talk contributed to results reported in !,A, 1-4 below. Perhaps most of
this talk remains loosely under the heading of "standard cO\'Illdttee bus1.ness"
--with no greater consequence to be recorded than our continuing awareness
that our big problems change little end that the biggest problem of all
continues to be finding our place in the sun. It wss an acceptable year.
but not: one to be re-run far twice the fun.

1.

Graduate Program
Grad®te Director: David Jones
Graduate Conaittea: Edith Bucbanlm, Hamlin Bill. David McPherson
Michael Moran, Mary Power, Hugh Witf:llNiyer
Tbe G~aduate Committee of the Department worked steadily throughout
the year. Perhap13 most iuportantly, it reviewed policy on the M.A.
written examination and issued a nC"A detailed statement on the purpose
end form of the ~. as well sa procedures for gr.ading. Although the
statement rceveala no substantial changes in axioting policy, i t does
clarify i1!1port;.ant parts of the policy, and students have found it quite
helpful. In a related action. the Committee drafted a neu policy on
M.A. ooviaement which will involve more faculty. Pr:im.arily thi!. new

-

---------------------------,

r -

~~
1.

Graduate

Progr~

Continued

<tM

policy will guarante$ each atudeut~ounael necessary to plan a
suitable course program and to prepare soundly for the COIIIJirebenIJive examiu.ation. With regard to the Ph.D. protp:am, fhe COllllllittee
deterl!lined that ideal abe for the present time would be about
thirty-five stuienta in all stages of progre•a toward the degree-with eight or nine new students being admitted each year. The
Committee alao began to implement the revised policy on Ph.D.
projects adopted in 1974-75. A aub-cOilllllittee waa formed to study
all project proposals and to approve those judged appropriately
substantial and invcm.tbe. As the year ended, the CO!lllllittee vas
struggling with the new Graduate School policies on faculty statue
and the die•ortatiort, both of which complicate local operation& no
amall bit.
'While the Graduate Ccm:d.ttee did tbroua;bout the year what good
administrative committees do, the actual strength of our Graduate
Program during 1975-76 waa d~astrated cora ~licitly by the
profeaaional acccmpliahmenta of our students. Six students (Greg
Candela. Ellen Dowling, Alan Ehrlich, Bradley Hayden. Lon !Iolmberg,
and George Soule) bad articles accepted or published by profeaeiooal
journals. One atudet, B.ichard Morgan, :1n addition to All acceptance
for a critical article, also secured contrscta for two boolta: 0'111! a
collection of essays on Xenneth Patchen and the other an annotated
Patchen bibliognphy. P'loyce Aluandel', B.ichard Mo!Cgan, and Marjorie
Stein had poeas accepted for publication--Alexander's in a separate
volume. Ellen Ehrlich. Lon Holmberg~ and Cuoll!l Yee read papers
at professional W~Setings. And. as a cliwlx to etudent acbieveaent
for the year, Greg Candela wn the Graduate Pellcnnabip for 1976-77.
The job llliArkett continues to be very difficult. Of our new Ph.D.'s,
hC~~Vlrfer, Mary Lay wd Cbmrlee Olson did find university teaching
positions for: ne:.:t year; ad such otherc as Guy Barricklow, William
McPheron. Th!lli'esa Pearaon 0 Ann Slanina, and David Slater bave had
pom:l.tiO!llll for one year or .ore. For tbQ tough aarltet our students
are building their professional qualifications more tmpreaeively
thmn eYe~ before.
2.

Undergraduate Prosram

Undergraduate Db:ector: Mary Bess Whidden
Undergraduate C0111111itt-: George A.rms, Lois Arquette, Morris Eaves,
David Johnson, Dorothy Logan

In '!fOrk with the Undergraduate Program during 1975-76, tha Department
adopted ooa ujor change. vbicb appears in the new statetllfmt of require~~ent" fer llt1 Engliah Minor: "An English Minor requiree 18 hours in
English course• ntl!ll'bered abave 103. At: least 12 of theae hours must
be upper division credita. Every minor prograa auet include one survey
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2.

Undergrll!du.a.te Progra111 ContinlUid
course (294, 295, 296), one ccuree in Shakespeare (352 or 353), and
at lea111t onta 400-level course ft'OIII the foUovint liat: 4.52, 453, 454.
4SS, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 470, 485, 486." The n&W
ainor doublec the previoua ~equir~nt for upper diviaian credit and
aloo prescribeo acre study of the hietory of Baglieb and American
We havra be.co=e 1101:e preacdpt:lve in the Mislor becauue
atudeuta apparently need mcrre ap:Udt direction in plalllling thrd.r
pJ:'OgrlllUI, aajor 1!18 wall. as adDOl'. So we will also be exprond:f.ng under-sraduate advisement during 1976-77 and r~W:f.wiog ajor requirt~Hnta.
At tha nae time we vJ.U be tn'ins to provide bett•r information about
the full range of career opportul'lit:ies availsble to people with undargrll!duate degreee in English. Within a year ve will complete a brochure
that will »ho'fl otudents the varioua patternc of uudergradWlltGI studies
most effective in pro~~pmratf.on uot only for tl.'aditicmal graduat,. wrt
or for II:MCheY. eertification 0 but aleo for prof.eooicmal schooling 1n
lev and IIW!die111e and fcr career£"& iu bullineaa. We know we e~m eont:h\ue
to offer. students the soW liberal education thst prepares gen&rally
for more specialized training in Ol!i:.: profesaional/buainau1a field or
aoothel:. At the lll8ma t:t.ra.. hovever. we feel obl:lged to infou atudenta
part::lcularly b.ow they can begill at leaot SOllie of the IIO!fe apeeialized
work tbt'ougb csreful selection of elective courses in their Arts and
Sciencea-Eil&liab progl:'aaa. We expect to be revising aoae of cur
ow underaraduate courses next :yaar • but ma:f.nly we hiwill cOillllitted our•
selve~ to learning more about practical opportunities available elaBWhere
in ii:he College and the Universit:y and then paeaing on to otli:' atudents
what we 14l«lrn.
Literature.

3.

Cret1tive Writing hog1rma
Director: Gent~ F:t'~Dlld.n
Creative Writing Co&"dttee:

Rudy Ana12, J111 Pillhsr, DII!Vid 3cbnaon.
Lealie Sllko, Pat Sll11tb

In May tbt\'ee studenta ccmpleted th:ls nw Ci'Mtive Wrlt:!.ng Najor. Tb18
fact balps importantly to mea~ure the success of ehe neu program, to
which an additional ten si:udents ww:e adJdtt0d during tbe ye.mr. Aa
ll rcasult of trorl.t by the Creative 'Wx'!tiD.g Committee 1:!1 the~ fall~ the
w.sjer program 110".7 offers an opp~tunity for Honors too# vitb requirc.~~ente c:loeoly pal'allol to those eatab:Uabed three years ago for
Genlil!'al DGpartmelltal Honors. Although th:ia Honora option wan noi/J
mn:tlJlble to 1976 graduates, special distinction was acknowledged
by the Creooti'V'e Writing COIIIUUc:e nevertheless. Jay Harjo and Jqlien
Ii~~r wre 1111m~d recipiMte of tM! Lenna H. Todd Ksaorial. Awarda fez:
poatey mu! fia:tion 1 respectively; and Htl, Harjo &bared tb~ Alller:ican 1
Alelld~ of Poets Prm with Carol Men:Ul.
'J:he wat ape<:taculm: acbievaent of 1975-76 by the Creative Writing
Cclmdttee undoubtedly vaa the Rio Grande Writex"a Canftareuce held on
e&&lPIW April 22-25. the Conference vag drudgned to bril:lg together

w:itera, students. teacber111 1 a!id editors to diac:uas creative m:l.ting
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Creativa Writing Committee Continued
and ita future in Nev Mexico. The CGnfuence progrlllDI inelv.d~
eyaposiWIIII, rad!ns• • and diiBculll!lione; among the part:f.eipanta war•
Rudolfo Anaya, Terry Borem, Jolm Brrmdi, Gene hulaldn, Lany Goodell,
Jay Harjo, Tony Billem.an, David .Tclmscn, Xarl J[opp, David Littlebird,
Carolyn Maisol, Tony Maru, Mary McG:lm3i.s, John Niehols, SUnley Noyea,
Le:oy Qu:intau, Barven.a Richter, Cathy Stetraoa, Eoitb Wilson, aud
Arlene Zekowki. At an organi:ational meeting dur:Lq tbe Conference
tbe Jlio Gra~:~de Writers Aaaociation was forued v:Lth Rudolfo Anaya elected
PrN1dent. .Al;rea.dy the Auociation baa 125 umbers. and aeas c&rtain
to becomct a valuable resource and forura for writers in this region.

4.

Fl'Ollbman English Progr811
Fre~~blmtn
Fr~

Engliob »ueetore:
Englil&b COIII!Iittea:

Mt!rc:l.a Tillotson, Fred Waner
Lyon Blooa. EU.eu Ehrlich, Robert l!'lC!/Ildng,
Roy Pickett, Jaml!!la Ruppert, Linda Van Bue1d:rk

~ pa&t year has bHtl extreaaely :f.ulportant for the Frf!IS!mwl &!g1:lah
Proaru. The aug and concern that Marc:i4l TWotson am Fr4!d Warner
brought to the progra introduced a diaeipU.nG and a focus: on bae:l.c
writing 11kills vb:l.cb von 1111pport throughout the Fruhun teaching at:IAff
and tlw aenior faculty as well. The no English 100 aeemed particularly
auceauful :in that it g?:.'ouped together studcnte with deficU!lciea in
gr&IJilllllllr ud COIIIPoaition, provided for tbla the special wrk and att6Dt:i.on
tbat they need. and at the 88tllfl time ptmdtted toch&ra of 101 to give
students qw~l:Uiod to be ther~ the standard eollage-loevel tzomining
appl'Opriate to the couraa. Uae of the A£T English ecm:e am a Jl'lilano for
screening atudGnttJ into 100 (AC'l 18 or lover) or 101 (ACT 19 through 24)
eUMd reasonably effective. Studnt&J for wh0111 the ACT acorG was not
repl'eGntAtive of ability were trallllferred frosa 100 to 101 through
tMt1ns during tbe firat welt of c:lasPea each aa~aater, but less than
five percent qualif~.l!li for auch traru~fer.

Besides groop:1D8 etudmta 110re homogeneously by l!bility, the Fr~tablun
Program abo took oev6t'a1 major atepa tovard strengthening the guarantee
that otudootfl will :receive a conaietent level of t~cining in tbn 'Hfll'
ooct:le:ns of the t~ce 10D-1evel. courses. 1701:' the first time in almost
ten yoorv COIU!On tl!l:ltte vue adopted, and all seetiOUB of 100 and 101
uaed the 88JIItl boolw. Durin; the first sesaeeter COliiiOU final eu:tli
~~~ giveu in 100 and 101 (in spite of immense logistical problese),
snd in tb.e eecorul 8elllester a e0111110n exam wu adopted for 102 aa well.
Since these f0:8T4IJ ware first graded by readm:a other than the students'
eaution tea.ehl!ra, b~oader perspective on student perfornance vaa providl!d;
a!l1i both etudento nnd faculty could feel 1'110re confident that grading wse
fnir and 1'{WI:IOM.bly ccnsi:ltet throughout the program. Claaa viaitation
alrJo help~d to 1demtify wubeenea in taach1ng where they appuudso that wea!alessea !light be strengthened. More often, hriwvor, v:i.sibldon identified tesehing atrengtluJ &nd &lilfiW:ad u!!l and students that
!::he typical Freeb&an c:lllBS ia taught quite well indeedo
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Fre!'llmro.n bglitdi

Progrm~. CM~t:imld

With dl the progrus rcu:ordtld du%:f.ns 1975-76, the l'ruha.o.na P\l'ogru
atW. fao::ea probl6llll!l. Bngluh 100 will Mllld ccntinuool!l lllOilitodng
.and .:IIW'...ev. We wUl continue tbs he.avy apbrud.u on il'amaar into
1976-77 • but we bl.w that the atady of gr~r does not Mcelllll!adly
contribute to tha blp%oveaut of vr:!.tiDg. Iu additiov.~ • lll!tllllt
continue; to look for f11:esh tlliCbnique~ and !1W tii!Zt& for the 100
aL'Wl$nta. Bngliaih 101 aeaa meat clflllrly c'l.afiDctd fll.!r Wit but again
we w:Ul continue to look for the but textlll available. In 1976-77,
for 81t!Ul1Plt'1, the retlder vlll be ehlu»ged but not the goals or shapa of
tlw coun. English 102 rill 11:equU'e the aoet attation for 1976-77.
W~ l'll!let def:.lue 1te eoutent lilDI:Cl clear~, pm:hapc t10t so 'I!IQ~h ::ln
r~atim to the l!lop'bC'lllore cun1culU!Il (afil ve have tbl:'ought for the
psat ,-.ar) a :lll respOD9(!1 to bas:fJC radios pro'bleu (with ape~, perception of detail, &n1i synthesill) tl:mt ll!tudllmta s:cntilme to abw Ufl.
Yet «~&D. with this T«J:i:'b: still llhesd, w can begin 1976-77 with confidence thst WX' c~ses do SCC'.maplianb tbeh' 30412. 'nle extensive
~-~cb ~t:lllliductEld last 1e&~ d-m::l.ng both BGlMBt6!!!1 ey X.yw1 awl Ma~tiu
BlOClllll dm$1lQ!tii:'At6d that etodenta in 100 do increase the~ knowlC!dge
of gr8llllllllr ilt a V~Kt:f b:ts;h rate, ud that etudets in both 100 and

101
'fb@

:llnp'gOVI8 thd.'!: tn'it:I.Dg during the Bl!laNt:lllr to Ill utisfy:lug desr~o
l.'®lilults of t:ba~ J:<!l~'tcb vere part:icu.tady encom:-ag:lng in a year

of siguificani:
5.

e~.

Depaxttm11tal Library
L:Un:o.ey C:amlittetll:

Hush W:l.t:~er {Chaill.') • Fl'Sll'klin lliehy, 'Patt:lclt
G.:a1lachcr. 1~ ltOW'llr:d. Ivan JWWa~ Ratberdne
Si~Oi!Uie

Hoyt

~reidge

ilg!!in this year the daJ!!i!tetll!ental Liblfaey COllllldl.:tee IIIR!Wged l:l&iflon w:tth
z~ Li'brmey. part:l.eul.ady cencernins acqtds:ltiona. 'lbl!l CO!IIIlittee

also '11M!'ked to buW ei!d e~t.n'blifih cp411rllltiotull policy for the »epa7:~entill
Lib&"aey i!P. Im 34lo Through the mttrao-tdinaey gem0-rosity of LGou llwnrct.
Uho donc~tad liJ. oobtltm'l.tial <llliOWlt of t'h0 aeuriee for fJ!tllidtmt libruisua.
tlw Libraey cprmed for t:egulat' oon!ce U'ith an open Iurum~ on Febl'Wl~Y !1.
TM eollecticu :!-oolwt~s M..bliogTapbicnl and ~w.bolarly wozoks, litel:aeytC'JCl!:t'10 w!l sd..~JC1i:~ ~Qf~ooioual j~da; and ·the.ee a;~e available e:c
fae~altyp gzilldoo&lil stud®nte. ;nut unde:r:g&'sduate tilljora fer apptox!m.ately
fe~-ur b.ow:'a eJU:b day. Dm::ina 1975-76 the coU!Wtioa no :lncre.&eed by
dOMticms fll:Gm ~ ll:GWGrde Matt 1'11!lll~CI!I 0 and Hoyt :I'i:.'owbridsa, to wMll
m m>o WlDt srall:eful. Al'lt'andy tba Lib-racy :~~pp~o:i.J&n~B the air.c end
<m1ue ~ bop~ for it frUill the dae of :teo sencaie in planning for t:he
&vmeidtica DuilcUng.
6.

Th\'1

dspa:t~u&:

enjoyed DIIWei'al musmsally dilllt1tlgtd.ah~ l"~ma dur1l2g

t'hrl yo.m::

1.

Oltfozii Pli:ofsosoz> John ~7ilda:rl1 viaii:tld etmpua l:o leet'Glro on liavomber
A atudC!lt of English L:U:erature f.:oa the Ue®is$1UU:e through

3.4.

tho &0in~orat:l.on, P~roftlssot' tfild..ars apoke en "Slmkeapeare and fche Tr&s:f.c

Ssnoe of llistoey."
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Alao in NO\'Uilb~ar, li'r!t.s: seam. int3rnat:l.oully-prominent llpecilsliat
in the work:. of JaJHAJ Joyce. lectured on ''Gel'III8Jl 1\\flucrtee !liD Ji!IJAfln

2.

Joyceo"
H. B. Abrtw~J, Profeeeor of !ql:la!h at Cornell. gave the alllUMll
Carl Grabe Memorial Lecture on Pebrmaey 19. Entitled "Art till
SUCh r the Sociology of an A.eatM!t:f.c 'J.'haoozy •" thia l~tu:rl!l

3.

brilliantly illustrated

Prof~ssor

Abrsae's respected skills as

teacbcr and scholar, and proved to

u
4.

7.

111ot1t

~

as :l.mprelldve a

porfor~Mnc*

of u.o could remembor.

On Fe1n:uaey 27 'David Erdalan visU:ed the,depart!Mlllt to part!eipate.·
in a eympos:lum on literatu~ee and this v:f.sual <11rta (with special·"'
z-tllf12renca to WUlima Blake) ®d to lectura on ''Wordi'Mn't.h lU1d the
hotllldl Rcwolud.cn: Pore011al Expedac•••" Fm: thoea who attended
theee #easioas, February 27 vas an exciting day.

The D. H. Lwrence P'BlloTi fOlf SUII.'Jter 1976 ie Robert Ecker, paintG..>t' cd
prln~ wo :1:8 an Aei!OOCiate Profe11aor artd Coordinator of t1m P7:1ntuking Pro8l'tA21 at !the Uni'lf~&r111.ty of Colorltdo 0 Boulder. Ecker has
abibitad his work vidC!ll.y across the ccuntey, aol!lt recently at tbtl:!

Los Angeles

Pritl~

Soeil!ty 2nd NatiOW!Il Bshibiticm. the Denver

Metxo Annual, W4nt.s on Paper Ntttiouel Exhibition (WMtern Illm\'l:l.s
Univeraity) • and th<il National Pdnt i Drawing ShOtT (Davidll!on College.
N.C.). ilia lut one-wm show VlUI tlt 'l'biel Coll&g® in PennsylvAnia.

a.

1otal

Enrol~t in Bnglish comrsea for 1975-76 sbawed little change
fr02 1974-75. A drop of l.S% in tba fell Will} overbalanced by :m :tnc~:eame
of 2.8% in the sprillgv so that figures for tha full YCUJ't' ehw m combined
:lncruoe of abcu.t .S%. Intenally the figut'e&l ue illDli.'O :intereat!llg.
11'crollmMt hl lwer divilllion cwrees increased by 6%; enroll.lilent at
the upp1:1r didaion dtll!llrea&led by 17ie g•ll:aclluate~ em:ollillent ri!Jii!Si.1ed almo.st
eamctly al! tlw OOlUl level. The irlcresae .n~ the lower d:1v:taion eGa
cll:>~:l.uaively in m::Kll:~ c:ouraes ~ whera eh~a departwmt obviou.IJ:I.y baa q
:f.nere.aaingly mporum~ mission to face. The dr.op in upper di'l:Ls:ton

etm'olbl=t revll!lllo a n<aed to focu3 1'®1:4.': nttentioo on our uudergradun~"
p:rogrsm in lU:m-atm:o. Wat>k em !:b:at pr~:~gra must cCMt:lnue if eur
image of ooraG:Jlvee GO prhmdly s depal':t:ant of literatur~ is to reu:f.u
jllll!ltif:!Eld.

:m

SooU.au !A of tide X'QPOli:t boo slJtSlildy dCIICdbed au.ch of uhllt wes mtpect to be doing
during 1976-77. One ~unt acti•;rity not: 'lltMl.tiouud there will be recruiting of
oou faeull.ty ad liill:udO!lta. Profcaeeore .Anls, Bucbanan 0 ad Logan ara lklhltduled tc
rcetUiil 1'11 May 1977, oad thtl lctJl'l of Fr~n Dickey in June of thili year( creataa
an acldit:f.OlW.l lleri~ruG fm:ult.y ltfll!d. F.aculty recruitatlm:tt, therollfore, will certainly
dG1!2nnd l<il11eh of our ft~SY dllll:ing the Yeru:' f e!8pee1.aUy if 'Q8 putaue the principlaa
of. Aff:Lrmlltiv~ Action as w :1.1lltend. 'tTa also \I!Wit recruit
flr~ otb1:d.e mncdcy groups-into 'the U7.idlllrgTaduaO:I! major

students aore aet:1voly

aDd into our gradwu:o

pzoog:rru:~.
U"~zy fw Native Azmn:.i.c2o, H:l.aps\'lic, or Chicano ettldents bsve ehonen ®r
programs iu l':llGl past. GD.d wa roolil:e that unlema we: !!llleaut'qCJ ainor:U;y Gtudenta
indll.vid\ti\lly to corud.d!Bt' atudy in CJUr fi~~Jld Will will ll6Ver bava the GJthnic fseuley
'!."C fllUSt have for .a atudant body like. ow:o. Ne:t year cur recruiting RIWt be directad
tGWilrd stttdeuta sa well :lfl potont:la1 faculty.
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w~ wiU be :!.evolved with one toi:&lly Dml 8lctiviey U0Xt- yUl:. Last Jnnusey
~be Board of DiraetD't'IB of th~ Witter Bynner ll'ouodl!ltion in Santa Fe offered th~
Un:J.vero:U:y a $5000 Gr&nt for tbrOfl leetU'l:<aG Oil poetry to be eivft by a permon of

l.:l.te.rary d:1at:lnc:tion. The Qt'&llt is being adld.otctC't'ed by t:l~e department and we
b.lr#e nov aaaused f~ Ddtiab. PC!Ot ad cr:ttic CbJirlee T~eon to be tho
I..e.4:turu. Thill Wi&~er B1JUie~ kctull:u in Poetry rill be g$-ven dudns the fit: at:·
half of No\ftlllibelt:'. Wa klb(!lll that they will be outataladf.ns, anch we hope that ·thay
will be or;l.y the firet :In a long sed.ol3.

c.

'lb.e follO'Ifing nw full-t:blle fat:ulty 1d1l begin teacbinl.i in the departwmt 111
August: ·
II

• •

Cheryl :Fresch (Ph.D. Csm11SU, 1976) is 01.11'.' itW junii:Jr M11toniBt. She CO'IIU
to UNM as an A.ssisu.tt!t Professor after we yeu Qf ,teaebiog at Auburn.

2.

-'auiJ Shay (Ph.D •• Califo:.:D1a-nerlttaltey", 1976) will be. an :tastructor wi*l,
teachiDg ass:l.gallleDttt in tbe F&-eahlaan English progra.

s.
4.
D.

••

1.

Pater Page (Ph.D., llMiieat 1976) 'rill also be $n Iuatruct:cn: teaching

coaposit:1on.
M.1cbae1 Bopn (Ph.D. iansasp 197.5) is the tbj:rcl new Iustn>etOlt:' for the
Freehsan program.

Professor Joecph Kwlts retucMI. in Ma:y,. lUa carear at mnt began in
and it repraaenil:o lllll1:'o tPchins fOlt:' thl'l depal:blent and the UD.iva1:sit7 t'!um those
of us who continue will f611til: eontdbuto.
Wa simply lost irenkttn Dict.o;v in Juue. Although we ea11110t s.ay that biG death
::aoticc wu bardly fair wrlling.

1l'4il UJU!X'Ptlleted 0 ~~~tlun

•
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PAJrt II

ANNUAL REPORT - 1975/76
l.

ADVANCBD S'l'IJDY
M1cbaf!1

:a.

P':lBcher

-Ph.D. North'W.!stem. Untverli:Lty, 1975
2.

SABBUICAJ:.S ETC.
Lynn Zo Blo0111
-SUIDI..er 1975, tau3ht "Cont6171Por&Y:Y Fe:adniet e.11d. Sesiot ll'ietion" to M.A.

students 1n l70lHD's Studies. Webstu College, St. Lau!a
-S\!I'I!ti\1: 1975, I.flcturel!l on ''BiosraphJ 0 " ".&utobiogl'apby," and. ''hplor:!.ng
D1ctiooaries." t:o MAT studants at Webster College, St. Lolll:la
-SUllllller 1975, WOlllen'cs Writing Workahop 0 Un;l.versity of MO, St. Y..ouillj,nl:. d:l.v.

Paul B. Davis
-Ss.bbatical leave-semester II, 1974-75. Study at libraries at o. 'tC"Ua (Austin) •
University of Virginia, N.Y.u •• London Univl!ra1ty, Libi:11ey of Congress. Nev
Yorlr. Public Lib1:aey. t.be British Museum. Travel in Bagland and Europa.
M.ottia Eaves

-suwraer 1975, geseal!.'cb at Hunt:ingt:Oil Library, San Marino, CalifOl!'llia
Gene l'rumld.n

-V:f.81ting Professor, 1'tfelfth SUlflller Pit'ogi'flm :f..ll 1-lodetn Litetal:llll'e, State
UniveTsity of New Yotk at. »uffalo
-Taught in the Gifted Children Program, Miwl0apol:f.a Public Schools
-V:teited at Univ" of Arkansas and Austin P~ay State College, Clarksville, 'J:f:lnn.
-'Xravoled in thl!: South, ~U.d'l>"el!l:t Cant!4a
l'atr:l.clt. J. Gallateher
-Res(>.al1.'eh at the UEdversity of Miebigo11Jl 0 July, 1975

Shuler tav Guthrie
-Rcme.m:eb at Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino. Ctlllfornia, Jan. 5-16, 1975
-Rooeall!eh at Xut'l:!wla Univ. Lib:tall!)'p :B1oO!Iiugton, Indimaa, June, 1975
.To11oph M. Kllmt:n
-Sabba'l:ical~ S~stel1.'p

XI, Jauuary-Juae, 1975

Dorotb;t M. X.Ogon
-Sab'bllt~nl loave. Sprillg Seu.stelC. Tl;:avel
of li~e~~ and otbar '~ltural int.ereet.

in EDgland in May, ae0itlg llitell

M.ney Pov:;ex:

-Roeoo11.'eh allQ(lSt:ioM grsnt foll! study in London, Jtllluary 1975
Wm Spola'li:y
-Sabbdtc::el lem?e begitming Sept. 751 w11l continue \Antil August
trc.vel to P.ev Zaal.tmd, May 1975

1

76~
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a.

eont.

JI!'IIIM L. TboriJICD

-Travel to Oxford. EDslauds ad vadoWJ univet"aie:lu :l.o 'fugo11l.awia ciweiDg

June a.d July.

-'.rr«ffel to D~ to 'BMMLA. mMtiq in Oe.to'bu
-Travel to Srm hand.IICO fer MLA aeetios in Dceoabu
-Travel to Phoa1x fcm' WICBB uatiag in D$Ca'ber

J8lill88 ''.Bairbour

-Hol:'Mu Foeretet"

A$Mtd fr0111 .&Mrican Litftl\tul'6l

Lyma z. Blooa

-Gr•ter U!K l'und p:ut for '&'~ch iD
:bae:ioa of teachers, 1975-

fr~aelaau

CCI!!IIpoeidoa ud tbe pr:ofneional-

Edith BuchtADau

-L:ladns in Outetandin& Bducatore,!!! America, 1975
~1&.1!&11 1 l't:Ofl!i88or of the Month for Ncwdber, 1975
Paul B. hvis
-Greatu UNM lund Gr.mt for sn uped•eat8l eouret!l on the Victor:t&l
lUll-granted NOWII!Iber, 1975

tocm llcwo:fd
-Bubbflll Medall:ion, for "Diatiuguillhed Semce to American
Mcd~~tm Language Aaaocistion of Allledea, De«:ember, 1974

,,

~el :l.n

L:f.t~llture~'

Lealie Manwn S:l.lko

(elee~ad No\f. 1975) eo Coordin4ting CouncU of Literaey Magcaiu&
4Wiber. Grwto C0aadttcaep Ccordiaad.ng CouncU of Literary Magaldnea

-Board M$bo:

J-.111 L. ".rb6'reon
OUtstanding All!erie4ua Ed1Wlltor, 1975

-~

4.

FUBI.ICATIONS

Cem:se: ~
-Jlovii.'M of Cady. Edwin I!., ed., W. D. ~UII u Critic, :ln AlledCl&ll Literature,
Jl'muuy 191S. Volu:M 46, pp. 589-90.
-Pzoface.o to CO'ntf!!Por~ (1882-19201, by W. D. Bovellfl. 1957; rpt. Ann Arbor,
Xe.~ U!niv. Miezoofil~::~~, 1975. Co-edit<ll:'tiU w. H. Gibaon and 1!'. c. Hauton.
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J'l!IIIP l'llu'oow
~.

"»abe: 'ri:IA!
N~.

Vol. 1.

s

~

Lft~

Co:!ral8 to Life," Rio Gm:Dde Sun ll.evin of l8Ctc~b 1

s» 1975), pp. 4, 6.

ta

-~:Wll, ''BM0b\U1• Whml
Vol. 1~ ~. 11 (Oet@b~· 16,
-Art!~• hM14l bUill aw~p~

Gli:Mo Wu ~on Rio Grand0 S~.m E.ev:l.d> of Boob•

1975), PP• 1, 6.

'b1 Stv.d:!Q81 ift Short J!'ict:l.on and Fit:zf!!!lllld/B~

~·
l.Jlili z. Blolllll
•l'look: 'rht!
ilti~~:Q-rt:f.v@ ~Cl11!1AD~ rith ltlllt'tlft CoituJtn (FOiitbonnc eo:Ues<li-St. I.cldtt).
=-4 Joa~ P~~Ulun(lllftiv. of'liieaoud-st. J.ouu). Nillf1 York: Delael)rto Pr.aslll,

u.

1975; D.U 197G.

Oeto~

Aanil '76 .dtH'Il!li:bo

1
15 u.iu MlKtiOil of Wmau. Toh% llaok Club;
ee!eetf.011 of the Pg~1m, t:cxllaz BooJ: Club; aeleetioit

.

(!)f ~em P!Jdu~loit h!Jk C1uba lftD4 !!!!liP Jlook Soetett• A coml~mntioo U
mw of f~ boOks m ~ Wticl offeJriq of the WO!IIIUII Toc!&ly CondG<IlSecl Boo'l:
Club. Eloo€1rpll:o pdotm in vsi'iGua nmtioDa! sssusf.!lea in u.s., c~, Bn&bnd,

.&.."t:llt!:a.U.a. Cf.!.d sooa:h

;

~w.

-"Bulftlpby." ".Autcbiop'apby!," mid "Bx.plod.og Dict:tourillle," add~<MtiGII to IU.'t
llltw!lfl'!lt!ll &t \fmba~ Colhgo, St. lAmia. Miuom::«., Sum.er 1975.
- 11~.qa ill 'Graee Undu P~wre': D:L!try o-t a W011m1 in Captivity. 'f Nmr
&iilir:I.M 0 Fall 1915. Spri113 1976, PP• 6Q-68.
-1e111ew of lmcLabe 1 Shirla1, You C'.an Get ~ell's frot:a B0ra, in St. I.c:mis P01lt~tc:h, Matmh 9, 19?.5.
of 'rd.t, l'.l\thadsnl'1 a.usc411lp !!lll't!.thalr llutnud Rusaell, :f.n s~. Latda

..

w

Post: Dl!E!teh, Dee.

2~

:!.975.

- 1iimra8 Old .1mcl ~, Ua~

And

Abused;

~ge Study 1n Advanced CC1111p0rt:lticm. 11

WC, Nov011batE 197.5.
-"'Chftrd!em la f~.'

Otd-u:l1.11 toujours'l: !he Saitlt Fallacy' 1n TextbcoJ:
Cdtie:!Jiia," CoU@llm ~Jt. Vol .. 34~ So. 5, t!'t!b.,,. 1974~ i'P• 602-605.
-»:ttdoguea ~ GMmw: A Theory of Book Rev!Md.ng," ObioaM QQ!rter.!f.
Spl!':lng 1974, Vol. XVII, No. l, pp. 2tl-lt3
-"A Cheek t:Ut for Xnptrovi!mnt in TIKliH! Wdt:Lng" and 11Be It EveJ: So J:Iwablo,
'lht~y ~ ~ HeM& Again, 11 repd.ntd :In Wdting Rmrciaea fr0111 'betcise Es:cbl:mg~,'
~~~- Littli&ton LoU&• U~barua: N.CTB, 1975.
Paul

:s.

Davia

• 11 lnta>odG~eUoo.." in Ca~os to an Bxhib:l.t!on of Printa Uluatrat:ln&
~f Cbmr:l.M D~. Ealatt'Z'B H• Mm.eo UniveJtd.ty Library, 1975.

-"~rlC~~

Wil.li.a

tlwl Writislga

D:lelwnB o'' 'rv 'lapo. D!M-TV • March 4, 1975, 30 lldnutes

c.

Dowlinl
ud the P£'0b.1em of B:ll.ograpby • 11 Ha'VU'Cl !gl:l.eh Studf.e• (fortbeolling) •
-'!hooe :&lot<:l.'!:da Xntr.r l1lM to L.i\7e," ( rf!'l1iw of Matthew llruecoUi'• 'lhe O'Hara
Concem) D R:l.o Grand Rl!l'liP' (fonbe~
.
1
-T Tho t.,~~ Disll!et.'U.ticm," to b& :lneluded in The D:ltlaerutioo and the Bcok
(Tflli'cmto Uni'i'arGiey ~~> fm:thecndD.;). (PreYtowl~ ~appeared 1c .!!_.)
-''B~Dsw&ll

,·,
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-

Gene F~:ll!!il!tin
11
'l'bs. l~!d.ter-ts S<l'll\Ge o£ Pbe~a. v• SYiilPositm~ contl:':l.'bu.ti~n. in ~D~ot!l lloavi~·

197.5, Vol. 13 0 No. 3 0 PP• 16-18

::

-Preface to McK1.mum. Ka~en. !iltG:t'<~aoa,!'!OJ::f.c:(posa) S:m ~de Obispo, Colifomia.
S~lo"Piess.

1975

-J1evieg of Noycas. Stl:!llley, F.seee & Spidts (po2!l1fl~ in Rio Gli:'ade Sun lL'"V.iay of

Books, 1975. Vol. 1, No. 7. p. 2.

-~: "In Memozy of My Frank 0 7 Hl!l:cs.." "Ant:L-cli:usx 0 11 ''Festival of the ~7olvr.lS 0 11
''Hunting Waod," :!n Thlree Rivers Poet:ey Jow:na1., 1975, Vol. 3, pp • .5-9, illuBtroa~;~a•a

-P0001; ":l"lle Politics of Youth. 11 l'lllerto del Sol, Fall 1974. Vol. 13, No. 2.

pp. ?4-75
-Foem: "T.be. l"etitS.on," Natt Mesr.ieo Mt>.gsz:Loo, l975; Vel. 53 0 No. 6, p. 32
-Poen: "Laat tfeGlr. oi Septemb<ar 0 lS\73" §.11:~9.<>.2.~· 1975. Vol, 13, pnges not numbered.
~Poem: "'lhe•S1!!tcaae 0 11 PoeR:r;! ~... 1975, Vol. 11 0 1io. 3, p. 22.
-PO"'..m: "The~~~ at One with Herself," liind, 1975~ Vol. s. No. 16. p. 37,
-Pcram~ "G.:-aaalwppers," "Lat:tere, 11 RapJ?ort, 1975. Vol. 3. No. 2 0 pp. 26·27
-l.'«Z\; "D~<;S\l.'t Ct:e.b~" ''Variation on. an Engliah Calend~r." Kayak~ Mru:ch 19711.,.
Vol. 34 0 pp. 36-·37.
~Poc::mn "Cru:1o.vm:-a 0 " ~. Spring l974p Vol. 3.1 0 p. 76~
.
-!>0"-...m: 111i'inoa." ''Vacant: Lot," "Befo::e & Afte11:, 11 ~. lial!'eh 1974 0 Vol, II, .'lilo. 4
pp. 10...13.
-Poe~$ "A Qtw.!.it:V of tha Opaque." l~m; Me:d.co Magaz:ine 0 · June 1974. Vol • •n.
Nos. 5-6. P• 22.
'
-Poem: "Ho'!:da Ar0 nu.ngs 0 11 ''The tmuth 0 11 !\leek B~<>.ar Revi.m7 0 Spring 1974, No. 1

p. 6, p. 21.

~Paeu:

''n:ast Iloma. ' 1 ''The Cb:lldxen, 11 ' i!0'!<7 to Speclt 1 11 South 0. Uest, 1974 0 Vol.
Uoo. 2-3. pp. 37-39.
il

12~
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4. · · CONTJ'.NO'ED
Gele hvm.1.d.n CQntinul'!d
~l'o<al!W: j'Aspie," 1'Moltniug !. N~.gl1&: 0 " "Teall C@IAI.\~;ey'," ''P'oxo tbz Bittb of Rahty
Dawn," ' 1Spt~Qnfuls," ''The ChildE'en of Jefferson Jwrl.or High School, li:!nnuplll!a,"

''The :06.'!humanizttdan of Att," "Ps.aa:f.ng By, ' 1 "Stopping at the Ramlula l!:u1 in

~ • .ttieCWJ. •'' ·~ri'Ate>: Ben:!.cs," D.sc:otah Territatt• Spring-Stmtma~ 1974,

Vol. 7, pp. 2-10.

-~a=: 11Xbs

Wllllllm Describes Hor !resent Condit:.!.on, 11 C6;un!:enr1Meaot..!Z"e, 19:14, Vol.

3, P• !)2

-Poemt "A Speeinl V~w cf Olso11's B:tstm,," "A Cdt:iquB of Mind~ Within Reason~"
"Still Anothc:e Adv.antures" Metlalafl 0 1974', Vol~ 6-7 PP• 129-133.
-Poem: "l'he Sun's Daughter," ~ in the S-e.ine, Sutt\!m~-FnU 1974, Vol. 9, pp.
37-38..
-Interrie'lf': Malrk Vina. "An Intell:V:Ltaw with Gime Prtmldn." Y!!,cob.lh Terdt:Gl'Z•
Spring-S~

1974. Vol. 1, pp. 11-17.

-Poem: "Ther~ Can c~ fl;o You. II Pauneh, l>ece:aber 1974. Nos. 42-43, P• 3 •
...Poem: "Todsy'a Lesson," The Par~iflt'.r, Wint<U 1975, Vel. 16, No. 64• p. QO.
-Pclill!l.t "At 1:11~ Xausaa City IntatcrultiOV!iLUrpOll:t•'' 11Aa Bares N:lbblell at Y~
Cheny T/t'eao," ~ullldaJFX :z. Fall 1975, Vol~ 1V • Neo. 1, pp. 2'11-16 •
.--:1'0fal:l: ''Gu.mie."trGo:f.D3 Apa.." AJ.bil!'eo Qugfitedz, Wmter 1975, pagam not mm'boroo.
-Pom: "fha Poor VI)(Ultion," ~. 1974, VO=. 4, No. 14, pp. 1.5-16.
-Anfl:ho!ogy: "Long & Shadolif Babita," Poottl Weet:; Coat.:~meazy POCWJ fi'o:a ~btl
EltWen We.ztem St&tea, Van Nuya. Celifonda.: l'em"i"lsle Prce111s, 1975, pp • .38-39.
Pl!l:l'ick J" G~lachrst:
•oLmre, The Wo!d-2 and Mercwcy: A Reading of Jch:it Got.-er'a Confession Ammsli:1& 0
Albuqu~M":que:
The Univero:Ley of Nw :Maico l''l-eGa, 1975, 196 pp.
··"Xrony and IruM~PttJBGibi!ity in Clmueer 'e Mru.-ehar.it: 'a Ma." a P£1per plMI!Itmted
at tba liiediewl Aoooe:!attion of tba Paci£:1c l!ect:ing in Seattle. Washington.
FebV:UIU!}' l9i'S o
-A red.Otil of G'Uj'U J®cav !!!ill!• BC!£Gt8, and Hsrooa :fn ~. Juna~ 1975.
Hamlin Hill
-Mm:k ~a:f.TiU God 'a J.l't)ol, ColophGn paperbfl.ek t!dition, N6&7 Yin'k: llarpf!~ & Rem,
!915, 308 PP•
-Mark ~vain: J...oeure. da DioB 0 1-!e:ico City: Bd:Ltoli:'es Aaoe:tados (Spaniuh tzoanl.'i!at:i.on

of Ma%k

iwaiu~

God'a Faol),

1975~

219 pp.

-'tz.mrk ~. """'ime!Cican LitGr~ Scbolsr~:~,b:l.p, 1973 0
Du~ Univ~~$i~y

Preas. pp. 99-115.

.Du.t'~J!. N~~h ,Cuoli~:

.Mtu:k Tmdn,lr Woeh:tugtw, D.C.: U.s., Infolt'Mtion
h.gfJll:f:.'/ 0 1975.
-''aillfl:eJ~ :nla:U: lt:HiJUo," gueet ed., Swdien in ~d~..a.n Bwr.or, April 1975. pp. 76.
-.B.Gwlle-1¥ of t.r~lloor. !l':t>ault1..m, Inowarll!':llt: Pilgrim!.'l v. 46, Amarican Litcrattli'e,
- 11 Th~ Biegrapbicllll Eq.tmtion:

~OVE:llb!!r&'

1975. PP• 46o-4&l.

kllln Jf.c;uard.

-"Nslm.Of.l Md.vU~" (!.5,000 wrd ol!lsay) end ''Wrigbt Mo~ds" (17,00fhsods) in
tlcd.btM'lR'' l'l Dieticmmy of Eio~!lpb:y '
'1>.'$fl:.-i:n~t·-ba~~-G"-t~oo.Gt
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4.

:Cdt~

Dmd M. Jellut.fiOD
-POiliiiMt ''W:llht«<r, n "A H'illrt:he!M Soul," ''CcUwdDi;: A Mo4fln P~Aft«\iglll, 11 11m
Ha Anlltdcs: A Lwiw. Spr~ 197.5, V&Jl. 1, IIGI. 3.
-P;...: 11NaiiibGiiif&pJ!t1," "AD 0pa Sm:ld," "Aa Old~." poeiiiiM in !!!!:to Del
Sol, Wil!ltii!!J: 1915.
-iNa: '~th of tiM!! Bot:d@zo," !frtWiiM Hem!• Or~y,-!!2.~.!'.!• 197.5, Vel. 14.
-POilltll "F:U'at l.@r&," llu Htmd.co Map!lli!MI, ~eh 1975.
-Poa: "~!~~" Rw ~ !YAA~· J\liM! ll.975.
J~h

M. J:ml\U

-Mia~~WU~ri.pt of P~trt;;brlk&l!imu A CbccUiat, thUd dition, :ln b&adea of
tmbliflhCllt', '!be swa
h'U~~~, Ine., Cbieqo. ~"of delay by \\ubliatwr,
~d.p~

~th7

ill! bd.ng up4atM.

H. Logan

-''M.rmn' m 'Gldiml hi, Vlf ~

!Eelbtc~e

Vol. 33, ll!o. 7 (March 1975). ita 53.

David c. !kl'b.ti:§OD
-&!riw of ~ Jauu !!?!• a u.rmrel b7 R. L. Gor401l, ill ltio Gnnde Sun ll.sdn of
.~... Oct. 1&, l!h~pqcl
·
l'fiin Ml!lla&l

-:kd.w of Baii4Ml, Azlgwll, Chul811 D~bxua' Bard 'tiau, in
~J.ot:tu • .Tw:llft 197S, Vol. VI, PP• ~6. ·-··--

D:l~

Stuil:f.es

~ Pcwr:
_.,A lfota l!nll lsish '!i@llJti:!\.W:f.ty". 3~ :!sY£! 9%,1!,l:ter1Y., 1'8111975
-"iihy M:fs11 DaiM~ We.o llca;UJ!i.S the W01111m :ba White" ~ o!97£.! ~~A~•
Willltm:". 1976
10
- A P.m.i!ilfu! C!l.o~a ~d th!.e BUI;J BMM M" • scheduled fm: publieatiGD 0 Spring 1976,
.TJI7}.

Dmrid !l.t\e1lly

-amtw of &iUh I~u.
S~re 191$• Po lo

D~'&

lee Ro~~ ~o Q.i:.~!I,.S.~ ~~ ~ ~b.

~Riehtcrc

-Pcms in v.Mi@IW p:l:lrlT.cdil«:il!a;
~0 S:lltft.o
-'fb.fl BN1: AM.rlea:rn Shl>r'i! Stol'i08 1915, MaTtbs l'ole!Y• &~., llOStOil, itcughtC11MifU~ c~'any, 254 PPa 1975•
...200 'ltlt'll'tJ of G!:t:at ~ie.m Short St:criea-1774 to 197411 Mat'tha 1oley, ~~,
i~b~Gn-l..tUflin eo. 1975.
- •

B1l.,io;;

~~",

.a t~horee

liltory

m ~k

!15!=in!.•

J'an. 1975, p. 15
he.es. il'illtsr: 15176

~Ert.~-r:-fif~~ths 1:1ms1 "eue.my to boa pv.bli!Jbed by Vf.Uug
m ~ ~ n~r:tm:te s~i&J 9 Spr!ctJ 1975.
-"St(}eyll:oll.ln'" e ohM't atoey, Puexto ~ ~. :!J:~U 1975.

c. Brdth
'Mf Une!o'a

Pa~ida

lima t. Jim Ci:Cr;t, Scath Dakota Re#iew, Spr:tng 1975
S1.!!.0.?ll.Va1 Let~or to Palla," ~WQPted for Blua Mea, Sprio3 1976
-PIKIIl: l!~:)M)11 ~opt;Qd f;n ~ C!m!lueneb, SpYing 1976
-P~:"Bkmi!:61W' I:l.ogy," 1 'Ck:!l~ Dwll 9 11 J)'ljblished 1n ~ ~, SF:f.nS 1975
-?~~t
-P®IUII

1
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J~ :t. 'n!o!Coon
-il!!\'li~w Clf F.&bcloov.

Vleditlite, Look aij: tba E!!!lll:J!.s:guws. in !tlo Gr:aJtdiB Sun

Review of lloolw 9 l£21trch

13~

1975. p. S.

~~-Lib0~t~u AC~~ica y !~ Asociac:lt~ AroGri~ana ~ P~of0aores Univ~~si~~~!oa,"
:!ln !A. Univc.u~zidl:ld z..loo 1l'miva;;;lill'l.rt:Mioa 0 ~aca 0 ~e: UniValrdty of Jtlmssa

Dee~~ !974. PP• 2~S-2~3.
-'~La Coodii.e;J.oa del J?t'Of!SI!!Cl.:' U!!liv<t~~rsitnd.o em l!.os E!liUll'lcrJ Unidoa. 11 'hes 'i'zocbleua
Univm:si.tl:srioa: Dooane:1& 0 !nvel!ltM!eiong bt~dioo C!a P013t-£0d!• !U~u~uarcque:

Univall'aiey of l!w ~eo,. 1915, pp. Sl-63.
-"A B~eoo.dai~a b:; S~l :Butlerp" llodllaimll Lib:i:a!Q': Record,

197~.

Vol. 9.

pp. 178-181.
-"Kw!.l: Vonnagt~t • Jl.millr:lt6ZtllD Sat!d.et," Sm71.:'(!'<1ol!J'/.Cillt (C~mte!!POJr&g ~!Mr~ • S&:Qpj e •

Ms<e<!Nlcn:1a 0 Yugoals.dm 0 Vol. 2.S, No. 1. pp. 65J!.-Ei64.

Mszcis
-"OW.y

~~~otsom
11 C:b:l": Macil:noea .&nd GrcentllleDa 1'11) ~ M:Ul on the J!lc1!1& 0 " aeeeplted

fm:

pu'blieetion in fort'Meroillllg iltlo!.t ~1otlalil sl!ld 1-I:!Mb!ooa in Liter&t:mte 0 d:l.td. by

Claudia L. JohtWon.
F~ed

·

Wll\1\'Wlr

-B.sv.iGt:r o$! Syb:l.l Bs.dfot>d, !!!lEW Btm!ez. Rio Graniile Sun Ravie'!a of Boo!w,

Vol. 1, Woo 9, July !Op 1975.

·

&.ey l-1.nzthe ~oigle
··liiopcmic VilJ.sges of No11:1thGtn HaN Mexico. Sent& Fe& ~ Lightnins Ttees, 1975.
-S®thwas~crrn Roode~ fo-.: 11976: !~». Am:boloroz of Folldo~e~ Ssnta Fe, '!'be Lightning
'r-coo, 1975.
liiugh

'i>Yi1l:~Y0&'

lUiot 0 l:lclW!m.!?. 0 rmd tba t~arenl3a 0 n Vicl::o!(':f.an Studies, Vol. XVlli,
Decs.ibelZ' :11.974, pp. Jl.45-l51h paper preaente:l st l:he Moiiam Lmiguago Aaaceiation
of k•Wdetl Cowcmtion in !iie".it 'loc:k, Decl2lllbar 191t._
_nil\!Dlt.in ond the Siglmoo C~iti:al in Canto ~s." Pe.ideuma, Vol. 4~ sprms l975s
pp. 135-58.
-ite.v1ew oii: Memzaro, Jet:Cll!!a~ lf:i.Uism Carloa Williallm: 'The Lntar Poa!S, in
~m Hur<..snll.ties Rav:l.ev. Vol. 9• Swmar 1975, pp. 331-332.
-ll.cnet< of DavcmpOI!f!: 0 Gt!Y, 'l'atlin! Six St:odes 0 :f.n Rio G%anda Sun Revi~tf of
~. Cetobar ltip :8.915, p. ~.
-RG'Il'ie--w> of Davia, Do1nall.d, 'Eh~o 'Rat'dy end Bdl:ish Poetry, in Weatem llumanities
~. nvlllp S~r l~7t:v PP• 277-279.
-RGV!cr<f of Quim1 0 Sioter Ben:>.attn, Ezr~ Poond: Au lntll:Gduetioti to tha Poe.!:!Y and
-"G~oTCge

Kcllcusel 9 St\'!EIZt Y. P Em:o. Pound and the '.i:!coubndcmlr 'JXadU:iOl11 Soutbem RUlMnitiea
!ktv'~'iJ~ VIII~ S~re 1!:174 9 PP• ~06-~06 ..

-ilifne Jl!tm:.e-Bl!:yla King~ PcidaUI'Ul 0 Vol. 4, li'all-i(intl:er. 1975, pp. 333-335.
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5. ··OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS

0~

CREATIVE WORK IN PROGRESS ETC.

George Arms
-Continuing work on the Howells letters. Two volu;nes n-re now "sealed," i.e.
approved for publication, but actual publication not yet echedulad.

James Barbour
-A:rt:l.cles submitted: "Carlyle and tl1e Conclusion of Moby-Dick" cmd "A Possible
Source and Mode~ for '~he Story of China Aster 1 in Melville's The Confiden~e
Men."
-working on articles on Helville, Hemingway, and Malamud.
Ernest w. Baughman
-continuing work. on stylistic devices of Hatithorne
-continuing folklore collections by students of folktale classes
Lyon z. Bloom
-A book on images and iaauea of women iu biography ~d autobiography
-A biography of Richard G, Lugar (Indianapolis mayor running for u.s. Senate);
-STRATEGIES OF COMPOSITION (for freshman comp.)
.
-considerable writing o£ poetry
Edith Buchanan
-Work on Milton's Paradise Regained

William c. Dowling
-'1-!ork :l.n progress, first draft of The Logic of Literary Interpretation
~aeveral

articles

Harris Eaves
-Completed typescript of comprehensive index to Foster D~~n's Blake Dictionary:
268 pages, including intro. Page proof due from Brown u. Press Jan-Feb 1976.
-completed about l/2 the r~n:iting of Blake. 1 r:1 Caoe against the Printing Preas
(abou~ 100 typed pages)
-Index to Foster Damon 1 a Blake Diction'!!I.; forthcoming spring 1976 • :Brown U. Press
-Entry on Charles Lamb in Milton Encyclopedia (latest word on this sets date of
publication in 1976, Bucknell Univ. Pres~).
-Uote on Blalce's 11insanity" to accompany another note on same subject by Rayntond
Liatet of Camb:rid3e Univ., scheduled for spring 1976 issue of Bldke Newsletter.
-llol:e on a 1957 Rol11l!Sl1ian stamp c.Qillllll!l!!orating Blake's birth in 1757, scheduled
for summer 1976 issue of Blake Newsletter.
-Revieu of Anne It. Mellor's Blake's Human Fonn Divine (U, of Ctllifornin Preas,
1974). scheduled for Blake Studies (they are a couple of issues behind schedule;
hard to estimate publication date).
~aehael R, Fischer
~ Progress~ The

-Book

REason For Literary Criticism

Robert E. Flsuin$
-Hnnuscdpt. of Willard Motley t11rned in to Twayne
~Ax-ticlc pending in Ariz:ona Quarterly.
~Roview pendillg in Rio Grande S\U\
~Review pcuding in Pbylon

u.s.· Authors

-Review pe11ding in Southwestern American Literature.

Series.
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CONTINUFD
Gene Frumkin
-completed two book l!llilnuacr;lpts of poetry. both of wieb are in the mails;
it is ~ understanding that one already has bean accepted by Red Hill Press
of Loa Arlgeles; however • I have not received official confi"J:mlltion.
-continuing wo1ek on a novel which has been in pi:ogxesa for a couple of years;
-contin~ing work on a series of critiques involving Stn"raalim.
Patrick J. Gallacher
-three. articles on Che.ucer in progress
~one article on »ante in progress
-plans and research in progress for a lengthy study of Clul.ucer, to be called,
possibly• "The Body of Uis Pilgrimage".

Shidey, Law Guthrie

- 11Literary

Criticism in ()ld of l>icardy' s Commentary on the Ecloga Theoduli1'

submi.tted
-"Saints and Scholars: The Lives of the Poets in Medieval and Renaissaney Schook-

books" in progress
...!Jlunc8XI and Chaucer :Reconsidered" in progress

Hamlin Bill
-Continued work on To Get to the Other Side: A C~itica~ History of American
Humor (under contract, Oxford University Press)
.."C'Oiittaet fQr edition of conte111porary reviews of Mark Twa:l.us' works (to Burt

Frruddin}.
-Member ed:i.l:o:da1 boarda. American Literary RoaliGm 0 Studies in .American Bu;nor,
The Old Nortinieat.
Leon HO".mrd
-t~orlt

on the Etaglish Puritans and various Amer:l.ean subjecta in progxeea
-Artieles accepted for publication by TheN~ England quarterly and~
MyateEZ~nd Detection Annual.
·

David .rolmsou
-nook of Poems: UyP::i.m Count:q Sen Harcos. Preas, 1976 (Spring)
Jane Kopp

·"Gone, Very Gone Youth": Sylvia. Plath at Cwnbridge 1955-1957 (ai:tiele), fortbcom.i!!l.$ in a "V'Ol'U'i!!.e to be published by Continuum Books (Seabury Press. Inc.)
-"llect:i.c Satul?day" and "The Seadl:tngo" (poems), First: Prues, 'XexaB Poetry
Society. Annual Competitions
- 1 '1!~ Wife" (poem) ~ forthcoming :f.n Quartet
-''Dirt Road" (poem), forthcoming in The Smith
Dorothy M. Logan
..."Bcll:l.nd the Cur ~;!lin of G:ree:n: Eudora ti'elty 'o Story," submitted to Shene.ndooh,

Novemb2r 14, 1975

-A

:Soo~,

The Pt>oeeaa of Writini• in progress.
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David

c.

McPherson

-Article accepted by Modern Lapguege Quarterly for June 1976: "The Origins of
Overdo: A Study in Jonaonian Iweution.''

Ivan Helada
-Re.aearch for a new course: American Classics & Best Sellers
-R.eGCa1!ch for a naw courae: Frontier in Ama-rica:n Liternture
~uac~ipt on Industrialism, War, and English Literatute submitted to
AslilOI:ted London Publishe~s and an An:erican Commercial Publishen:.

Roy G. Pir..kett
-Reeear,eh :in linguistics, stylistice, atructuraliam, and U.teraxy criticism
-conttnued wor~ on a Melville article
Mary ~OWGt'
-.Progr~sa on Book-POE;:!lar Cul.tu:;:~ sntl

•.

.

J'araGe Joxce' a Ul;yaaca,
-Three~ :articlea c:f:rculstiug on J::nuee Joyce 1s ~ubliner~J •.
l>avld·~ey
~letod a reviw
· in: the mo~s5.ne of

of a ne't~ book on the Lewia o.ncl Clark 1\'Mrped:i.tion. reo appear
t:he i!iew ltrud.co MuseUlll;
~OlaPl~tcd notl/la~ profaco., indes tl'J Crooked Road. the .book to appear in Mtll!'c.b~ ·1976.

Bm."V'ena Richter
-Sec:ood liOV<!!l f:!.uinhcd and in banda of Uterm:y agent~ ' ·
-Pspcn" given at English !nsl:itlllte at li3>."V~d. Sept;., 1974, revised for publicatiM ·

· iu book of essays on Virginia Woolf to be published fall 1976 by Princeton

P~sa. Ess(ly ti'i::le: ''Bunting t:ha Mot~u Virginia Woolf and the
Imagination. 11
•
-!n·t;ork; 3rd novel
~book of poetry
...w~:U.nl,l: of my fathar's Hr:U::!.ng lloteiloolw (Conrml ,Richter) for his publishe'l(·

Unive;;:aity
C~eatiVQ

A!f-rc.ad A. Krulpf
-S!?ivoa:al scholarly articleo (Vir81uiG Woolf • ~ry J'a~a)
~lamon Silko
novel~ Cerem.on:i• in

.:·

Leslie

-A

cont~aat
progr~a

progrees, under

-A Book of poems and short stogies in

to Viking Press

. Bllc.m Spolnky
.
-Pap~ completed "The Late Gothic l!'om of the Cante:rliuey Tales"
-ncriearch iH'lgun on a boo!e about tha style and form of the Cantezbu:ey Ta1en
James 'L. 'l'horeon
-Vario~s

projects in

v~riouo

stages of completion.

lt:.ll:cie Tillotson
-'~ey Shatley's Hideous ~oseny."
fo~ publication;

an esaa.y on ll'r£l!lkcnst.ein, completed. oul31ilittt;!d

-Worlt on a COi'JlPlete. annotated listing of the Byron Apocrypha con\::!nu:f.nB

---

_____

__,
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CON'.CilWED

Fred Warne:r
-Accepted for

pub:Licatit~n: ''Stevanson & '£. J. Wise11 Pape~:a of the
~iblio&E~?hic~1 Soc~ty of America; six poems College EnSliah

!!azy Marthe l'le:lgle
-l3i:.Bthers of LifW.t.,...J!rothete_oL'fi},rt.,o.4,.:_~mt.erJ.J;.,~IJ-Q,Lt.lAIL.I~.Q~.!;}w.~1, UNM
~r~ss in press (for Jan. 1976)
-A Penitente Bibliog~: Supplement to the Above, UNM Press, in

P~ess

(For

January 1976).
Joseph

n.

ZaveAil

-In Progress: Article on Chaucer &BBGiographieal
6.

Tradi~ions

ACTIVITIES IN WRNED AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES E'l'C.

Rudy A. Anaya
-Participant: Soutb.~7eSt Pceta Worksltop (Albuquerque and

Tsaile~

Arizona)

George Arms
-Chairman. Committee on the Hubbell .A:t~arc1~ 1975 (Am, Lit. Section, ML!\).
-Attended Modern Language Association, San Francisco. PecerAber. 26-29.

James :Se.rbou:r
-Member MLA
4!ember. lU.J.MLA

Ernest

vT.

llaughmtul

-Editor of Publications, N~u M~ieo Folklore Society
-Attended meeting of Nw He.."t:i.eo Folklore Soe:l.ety, May, i975
LYIUI z, Bloom
-"Prcud.ses Fulfilled: Positive Imagea of Women in Tv1entieth Century .Autobiography • 11
M:Uhteat 11odern Leng1.mge Asaoe:Lal:ion, Chicago, November • 1915. Cha:trperson
-".Hovers and Sbapers of l'opular Culture: Dr, Speck and .American Women, 11 Popular
Cult:ur.e Associat:ion, Ma.'t'ch, St. Louis. 1975
-"Words Old nn.d Netrt~ Used and Abused: Languege Study in Advanced Composition,"
College Conferenca on Composition and Comunication, St. Louis. March, 1.975.
-Chairpt;!rso~. "Movers and Shapers of Popular Culture

Edith :Bucb.:mll!'il
--Meeting of the ~%ode:rn t.angt.Ulge lwoociation, San Fts.tlciaco, December 26-29. 1975
-Hasting of the J;!ilton Society of l>..mer:l.ca, San Francisco, Dec. 27, 1975
Robert E. Fleming
-Stac~etacy. Ethnic Studies
-Chai~

$ympo11ill511RM11lLA convantion in Denver, October 1975.
of Section for fell 1976

--\'1-
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CONTINUJID

Patrick J. Gallacher
...I'ert:l,cipation :!.n Modern Language Association convention, December 1975
-Paper read at Mediava1 Association of the Pacific meeting, Seattle, February
1975: "Irony and Inexpressibility in Chaucer's Merchant's Tale."
Hamlin Bill
-Modern Language Association, San Francisco, December, 1975;
-Speaker at American Humor Studies ABaocistion, DeCember, 1975
Leon lloward

-Attended meeting of the International Association of University Professors
of English, Los Angeles, August, 1973
-Attended ~et:1nge of Rocky Mountain MIA, El Paso, 1974; Denver, 1975
-Attended Hodern tanguo.ge Association of America, San Francisco, 1975
David c. McPherson
-Paper t:ead at April ann.ual meeting of Rocky 1-iounts.in Mediev•l and RanaiseiUI.ce
Association: "Ban Jonson Meets Daniel. Heineius, 1613. 11
-Attended annual meeting of Hodern Language Association, December 26-29, San
Francisco

Ivan Uelada
-Membez:,

~ITA;

-Member, 'RMMLA;
-Active Member of FriendD of the Huntington Library;
-Attended regional conference of the riTA COllllllioaion on Minority groups, April

18, 1975, Albuquerque
Roy G. Pickett
-Member of Linguistic Society of America
David Remley
-:Read e paper entitled ":Slack Elk as Z.fystic Teacher'' at RMMLA Fall conference,
1975, Ethnic Studiea Section
-&aerie!~ ~. ~~~h

-Treasurer

§BI~

Ellen Spalsky
-"The Late Gothic Form of the £!!!terbury Tales" presented to the English Seminar •
Victoria University, Hellington, ~ew Zealand
JS!l!ee L. Thorson
-Attended State AAOP meetings, April S and October, State Vice President of !AD?
-}iember of Executive COltillitte~, UNH Chapter.
-{;andidtlte for l~ational Council of AM1P from District II.
-Participated in XV Seminar on Higher Education in the Americas, April 6-14 including
presentation of a paper.
-Participated on a panel on seventeenth and eighteenth century at 'RMMIA meeting in
Denver, October 15-19.
-Participated in Western Interstate Compact on Higher Education Legislative Work
Conference, Phoen:f.x, December S-9.
-co-chairman, American Literature Abroad Seminar • San Francisco MLA, Dec. 26-29

-\'~-
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&!Cctsl T:Ulotraon
·Att4'ltldecl u;ei!L'::!;as: of ~ 11m May • 1975, to diacusa relaticn:anbipe betv.\\$!1
high eebool!. Rllg!ioh ceun:ieula end thG DNM ll'E'eabma!l Et~sllab p:r:o$l('mm
Fl!:ed ~74\"eMt

.

...ct:ud•.:r:tau. Gem'® S~pos:tum 4ll!!ua1 colllVI!'llC!tion Rocky Mounttcln
.!Weocimtiw {Douv~'il: 0 Colotcado1 Octcibu 18);

-Speech Spring

!~~tiuz M~

Mexico Council Te&chcro of

~bdem

Eogli~h

Ls138uage

(Santa Fe);

-SP!!II!lcll Fall Maatirag ~ (AlbuqGJIQlltfi\!lll);
-S~h B~lillo C~ty

high school

p~in~1p&ls ~ c~riculum eommsell~m

Ma;::y Ma7:t'M. tfeiglf;l
~md Pa:U:e~ntea in Nf:if Hedco 0 11 A psper pl!:ezanll:®d at Azll1lric.sit
FoU'J.ot:t!l Socl.aty 0 NIIIW OJ::J.i2'.lll!hB~ Oetob01r 197S

-''Pilgr.i!U

Bwsh

-l:'.0u

~it~1er

PllP~v GQorge Bl!.11ot,. i:l'mwmni1JI 0 a
the ~aea 0 all: emAVrmti011 of tb.e
N.cdm'». ~.age A!ll!laciation of ~r::leav N61!1 York. l)KcmboE' 1974
-a~ P¥1?01>' 0 "E1ili:119h and Itml:tnn i?Gll:tlrmitul:e in Daniel Da~:OT!da11 at eonvsut:lon of
~he Fbcky l~oonUl:!s Modm:n l!.Mfl;11Wge .Am!llcc1ation, DGDm,· Cctoi'J.alt 1975
·
11

11

Jo~eph B. Zewsl!:ll
-AtlteOOmd m.A b!!eeti!mg 9 S;o.a Frtmdt<Jco, Doomlter 26-2.9 ·

'I•

OlJmE PlWl?mJSlWl!U!.t AeflVI'A'IBS !ii.TC.

Jhu!olfo Ao .Antaya

·· ·

·~tsnt 0 Ccor.ditumt1-ng COIWidl of Lif::ell:.sry !f..ssamilileB
-CO"JWr.llt:&Ml:, Gnllu~u:mley ~bllc SciuM>!s T~clwr in-aa<Nicm

G<Mll'gra JlJma

.

'

~··

w.

-~tbe co'WJ:U:too of I~ U'ldv. Press t!ldit:lon o~
D. E!ot¥011!3
·.Co-ei.litq~ of 'L'lllll JSRlicato~.
-Di~e~to~ cud viea-presidsnt of The ~plicntor Liter~ Foundation;
-Mvieo'l:y bom:d, !ll!trMW of ~iah Stud:!.eo;
·
-~il.torl&l. OOGi:4!, A'Mi:krur. Litm:m:y I!ea_!J.tlll!,;
-A~W.sory bo(n!Cd• E§g: A Jom:M}. of the &lllorican Renaieaenco;

-Bditodal boa.!t'iilo ~ (~) o
L:v= 1.. BloGJl:l
-(lmzncntllltO? em D1i:. Sp~ en

s f:lke:J!

b1ogp:-l!lpby of Dr. Bfi'!ljmin Speck few: N!C-'N

- 11 ~ lil<%'/.:f W~'s R4ihtt .Mce:.-tiva Tr:mu~' various lecemees iu St. Louis &

cl.se:WlJetre
-

-

.

'£1oar.m :ta a ~·n ~fod~: •~~ Y.le've Bsen. Whfar:e ~et UC!I lli<m', Wher:e WeP~a G:ling;"
KQY'IM)ta spoobl!' for Webster Colle3e 60th A!131:rlli/ .c llelllt1J!en~ St. Loult.i, S!!pt. 1975
1

11

J013lmtll.imn as Field

st.

L!Juis,;
-V~:WM t,:tllilio Gild 'fV

t~ork."
al!.~B

Waehing!:on i1n:1ve.:-a1ty Authr.opolo:u Gudv.ate Students,

00 S£\0\ll'l:tive Uahing.
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Cmm:NIJED
Paul B. DA'dr!l

-Illustrat:iOilS to the 'li'Q'!:k of Clw..rles Dicltena, an dh!blt:Lon: D1iJ (Much),
Nw Maieo Statli.! UtdY • (Octobe'!'-'!EovE!!IlbM), Art Centez: of Alw::LUo (D~r)
-Speeches~ Portalsa Uw.:mas Club, PE'eeb,.tu:lul Church of Socoreco, Pai:talaa
J!ish School Cmlsulunt: Holt. Unehl.u:t, Winston
Mozd.s :&t.veul

-outside e:am:lner~ M.A. tbasu cm William Blake for Uoiv. of Melatcle, Ausual:la
-co-edttot: (with Morton Paley. Booton UDinrsf.ey) , Bldte Newsletter
Gene~

-Poetry reading, WAlker .&r.t Center, ~is
-Poetry reading, SUNf-Buffalo;
-Interview, Bad:l.o Station WADV-PH, Buffalo;
...Consultaat. Witter B7=er Foundation, Bauta I!'e
Shirley Lmv Gut:hde

-Panel: W01111m

Wdteu~ Apr:U~

197S

.

...

-Food Coa. • BDglitJb Depsrtllant preaeutation of ''BartholO'IlleW Fair" Nov., 1975

Bm1.iD Bill
-Radio and 'N appMrucee, "Cbic.aso llfiiew of th!! Arta" and
Chicago;
...CWsultant, OzfOll."d University PreaB, ~·

"Per~tivee11

CBS

!.t.ou 1icllm:d

-Patrick Henry Lecturer E!timpd~.m-Sylhley ColJ.ege (Virgilrla), April, 1975
(Lecture to be publ:U:bed b;y the Duke UnivG~raity 'Prass in 1976)
DaVid M. Jobnson

-.Poetry retld1Q8s, &"adio: mmt ~ IIJN.M, March 1975
-"Sez St:er~eypen :In Modern Cultui'e": Panel talk (llfay 8-75); given a1ao to Junior
League, October 14\, 19'15
-Poet-:1n-the-SchoD11!5 hograa:, liat. !udetment for tba Atte; Santa F~~Mareh 1975
-Pcel:-:1n-~:ldem:tt 0 H.uvey J~:. B1gb School, Nat. Eudoneut: for tbe Arts, Fell 1975.
David B.. J~
-Dir&e:f:or lll!ld Adapfc8~·, S~esra's T:l.tu8 Ancltonicus (Feb. 1975, UlH P:lne Arts
~SZ'icenul

Thaatre)

Do;rot!q' M. J..op11
-~tui:'a cr.1

Dade!!

c.

the process of m:iting, A.P.s. Coalmdt:r School, April 10, 1975.

Mc.Phun•

-hoducad and directed lla JOUOil's Barthol.aaelr Fair (play), Uva, tnti campus,
!rovmhat" li.4-16.

-=bi~
Dublin"

photoBJCaphtl:,

mM !lt:ta1i's Studies Offices, Febataey, 197S,''WOIII8D of

2S4
1.

CONTINUE!)

l.clalie ~n SWto
-Iav1ted Poet mud llesdor-NA!i:icl'4ell Poetry Fest:l.val-Allllllldde, Itic~
-V:E.a:f.ting P<ttet end IUW.der. Sittte Glet!ket. CoUego-Roacabucl, South Dakou
-Guast Poet ed Readu-Waka FCll:'1.'.est College. f11uton, Salmla s.c.
-Guoot: Poot and Reader-UDiv. of ltorth DAkota, Grand Forb N.D.

Ell.a Spoleky
-Rw .u book for: Nwbwy HOUI\Ie Pres111
Mlu:e:IA '£Ulot&Ol\\
-Spa11ba about UNM l!'r~ Bngll.ob pt>cgram to tvo m~ior eolleg~bowtd classee
at VsUcq ru.gh School.

Fred W&:nilr
-Maey Mar:i:ba Weigle
-"'lbe Pell:U:cntee in the 19th Century." A lectul'lll :!n & Oel'ieli cCl!liMil'tiOrAtinl
the C!lllltiM!Bl:lal of tho .6%~bdioceeet of Santa P'!ll, Santa Fe. 12 D!I!CI'mib'lll' llt1S.

Joaeph B. Zavadil
-Spoke to lblglich 'i'e&eb~tJ, Vlll.loey High Sdloo!. May
8.

NON-.TEACBmG SBB.VICR, UHlVWI'l'! R'ro.
lludolfo A. A.tulyn
...Pttrl!IOllllel & Policy Comittcll0 0 l!.llgl:f.8h Deparl:e&lt

-(:reativta Writing
Geo~ge

Co:l:rllitt~,

Engl:!eh

D~.nrtll!titUt

A!:r.Js

-Fi:eGhm!!.n Enslimb Co:adt~ (epr1ng ooaelltM!).
-English UndOO:gE'IId!A.'Itla StudiGS CO!Ill'dt.too (faU saeoter).
-covnitt:ee on ~ Studies
-A & S T~e Advisor,r Ccmu!ttao
-universi~ Rca~ch Policy C~tt~a
-Univ>:~r!lliq Teaw:o Revift ~tt~(!

(spring Q2me8ter)

Jammo lla!i!'bcur
-Vu:tVG!CBit)" Grodvaf:e

-Policy and

Colsait~el.ll, 1974-75
P~aonnel Ca~ttea, English Depar~t

Bl'mlSt Tfo Bllu~
-De~pnl:t&ent of Bugl:'l.sb
-M~·('; Ccrerdttlll0

iu

Policy IAJ!l1 Personnel CC!':I:Idttec
Deperlt:iOOD.t: of Aaier:!ctm Sl:udiee

~ge.

t.yrw. z. B~
-Ellt:a--'lil:l'e ~i')?b;, Oll!. li'iri1!$Jim.an B12glieh Ct.mlitt~
-Setting up v.!.oi~ation of nm~· TAs cnli conducting z m1riba:t' of Vi!Jita

-R.Geatar<.:h in FJ:<eolwsn Coillposil!ion

2S5
Edith Buchtman
Curricula

-Uuive~sity

C~ttee

-Department of English

G~adumte C«~ttee
-Depar.~:mental Graduats Subconmittee on l'rojects,
-Popejoy Disae~tation Pr.i~e Committee

Ps.u1 B. Davis

-.I11dge, Irene Y&ng P:dr;:e
-Academic Fre~d~ and Tenure Committee
-Policy £nd Pereonnel Committee? Bngliab Department
-UE!de7:gl:'aduate SemiMr P;:ogram, selection cO!lllldttee

Morris Eaves
-Member • UN!1 Research Allocations Comm1.ttee

-Members, Engliah Depa~~nt Undergraduste Studies C~ttee
-Chmir!".a'!l, 3 Eugl.iah Depm:tment CCl11l11ttees on Studies for graduate stud.ents.
Mic'hlmel R. Fiecher

-Sponsor. English Graduate Students ABaociation
Robert E. Fleming

-Freahman Euglish Committee
Gene Fx:I!Elkin
-M~mber.

Englirob Department Policy & Persoun~l

C~ittee

•Chai&:lllBll, C:teative ~Triting Committee
-Chaimt~.n 0 D. H. Lawrence Fello;:.,ebip CO!l!14ittee

-Departmental Secretary (1975-76)
-Faculty Ad\r.ieer,
-ASu:!IN'-GSt. Poetry Raading Sezies
Pet~ick

J.

Ga11ache~

Graduate Committee
Ccmalttee
-univoraity· Graduate C~ttee

-Depa~tm~ntal

-Lib~~ry

Shirley Law Guthrie
-clmirpe;;aonp Comparative LiteraturG,& Advisor, COlll.Parative Literatura Px:ogrmn,
Compargtive Literature Comm.
-Member, Raaeatch Allo~t:ions Core:dttee
liam!:!':a J:lill

-Ad-Hue Graduate Profeaaional Educational
-Euglish Department Graduate

-AmGricen Studies

C~ttea

Co~ttea

Cau~ittee

Leon Eoward

Graduate and Library Ccr~ttees
-Advisory Editor, Ninea:eenth Centurx Fiction UCLA)
-Mvioory Edito'll:, 'T.h~ Complete ~Jritings of Re?:man Mel'll'ille (No.:thw-estern)

-Depar~ntal
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CONTINUED

David M. Jobn.son
-Undergr.aclv.a.te Studies Committee. Euglinh Depm:tment
-Cre~tive Wr~tiug Cammitteo 0 English Department
David R. Jones
-Director, Graduate Studies, English Department

Jane Itopp
-University Gr.adtmte Committee
·~Uinor:l.tiea

Subcommittee of Graduate CO!I1Iilittee
-Executive Committee of Computing & I11formation Scienc>

-Xa.sk Force on Progr~ Development (Chairman)
-English Department Policy and Personnel Committee
JoeeJ.lh M. Kunt:&

-Member, Ph.D. study committee
-Adviser, English majors
-Member, Departmental Policy and Personnel Committee

(~dviaory

capacity}

Dorothy H. Logan
-Member • Unc1erg1.·aduate Studies Collllllittee, EugJ.ish Depm:tment
-1\t~ber, University Cummittee for Registration
Ivan I.-ielada
-}fA Exam Grader, SUllll!ler. J.975

Roy G. Pickett
-Ph.D. dissertation director
-tiembe7:, Freshman Ensliah Committee

l.>.!ary Potver
-Speakers Committee, WOlllnn 1 s Studies Colilill:l.ttee
·-Departmental Gradu.ate Coll!ll\itt~e
Lealie Hannon Silko
-l'lember • Creative Htiting Committee

Ellen Spolaky
1 75, Depar!:lllent Policy mu1 Personnel
-DepQrtment Senrch Committee Chairpe~son

-Sp:ciug

-~ember,

C'ommitt~:e

two dissertation committees

-Chairperson.

t"V70

dissertation cot!llllitteea

James L. Thorson
-Che:I.I."lllan, Fac\!lty Pol:f.cy Committee, Jan!. 1 - pre~ent
-~fumbcr, Engli~h Depart~nt PoLicy Committee
-E:n: Offic~.o !!ember of tl1e UNH Board of Jlegenta, July 1. - present

Marcia rillotson
of Freshman English program

-co-dir.ecto~

r--------~-------
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CONTINUED

Fred W.:!!rner
·-·co-Director Freshman English
-Departmental L:tbrary Committee
-University Library committee
J:.iar.r Hart;ha tiYe:igle

-Bicentennial Committee
-University Preas Committee
-gmerican Studies Committee
Hugh Witemeyer
-University Faculty Librar7 Committee
-uommittee on tbe Fulbright and Marshall Scholarships (Office of International
Frogram.e)
-Promotion Committee. College of Arts & Sciences; Fall 1975

Joseph B. Zavadil

-English Department Chairman
9.

PUBLIC SERV!C.R

Rudolfo A. Aw.ya
-Talks to lligh Scl1oola: Edlorado, t1enual, St. Pius; ivaahington Jr. ll;f.., College
of Education (Teacher Aid Progl:am) • UNM
Jmnea Barbour
-Little League Iianager
-Assistant Commissioner Altamont tittle League
Lynn Z. Bloom

-st. Louis International Women'a Year

~air.

September 1975

Edith Buchanan

-Patron of Santa Fe

Opera~

Albuquerque Opera Guild

Shirley Law Guthrie
-Swarthmore College AlU!Il'O.i Association. Selection Committee. Rocky z.fountain Area

Scholarships
David M. Johnson
-Adviso-.:y :Boexd • iu'tists-:!:n-Schools Program, Albuquerque Public Schools

Dnvid C. McPherson
-Consultant for Clasoica Theatre Company (community group) for their production
ox Romeo and Juliet. September, 1975
Ivan HePQ.dn
··Parents t Work D.sy, Child 1 s Gatden. School. F:trat Presbytm:if.m. Chu-rchv Oct. 4,

9 75
Playground Facilities Construction.
-Demonstrator: Carpentry for !tindergartenera~ child's gar.den school. First Pres.
Church. Nov. 21.

9,

CONTINUED

Ellen Spolsky
-Board of Directors, Akiba Day School
Joseph B. Zavadil
-President, Lobo ~ittle League
-Hember, Ind:l.sn Guides

-----------

--
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
July l, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Elinore M. Barrett, Acting Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements
The growth of the Geography Department over the

past two years was described in last year's report.

Al-

though this growth has been impressive, the Department is
badly in need of new quarters and equipment in order to
improve and expand programs in cartography, aerial photo
interpretation, and remote sensing.
The Geography Department took over tne teaching
of cartography from Civil Engineering tnis year.

It w·as

originally planned that this changeover would coincide
with the Geography Department's move to new quarters which
would include a cartography laboratory.
pened, and

\~e

This has not hap-

have had to teach cartography in a regular

classroom without drafting tables and only the most rudimentary equipment.

~~e

did acquire five drafting tables

during the year, but class enrollment "Vlas 25 in the fall
semester and 15 in the spring.
A course in remote sensing was offered for the
first time this year, but because equipment and facilities
are lacking in Hodgin Hall, the course had to be given in
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the Technology Applications Center and enrollment limited
to 10 students, although demand \'las greater.
Other laboratory courses such as 105, 373, and
405 are also inadequately taught for lack of laboratory
facilities.

Although several large rooms in Hodgin Hall

have been recen·tly vacated by the Philosophy Department,
their use as classrooms is prohibited by the Fire Department.
The one classroom that has been approved for
Hodgin Hall is heavily used and has deteriorated.

some of

the furniture is falling apart, and the shades used to darken the room are continually coming dmm.
B.

Plans and Recommendations
In view of the above conditions, ne\'1 quarters

\'lith proper equipment is the major concern of the Department for the immediate future.

The move to Bandelier-East

previously contemplated \'las pre-empted by assignment of
that building to Registration and Scheduling.

The Geography

Department vms considered for space on the second floor of
Northrop Hall to be vacated by the

u.s.

Geological Service.

However, after one-half of that space \-las assigned to the
Geology Department, the remaining half proved to be too
small to accomodate the Geography Department.

It was sug-

gested that the Department might move into the State Public Health Laboratory, and the feasibility of this alter-

-2-

native is now being explored, particularly with a view toward adding a classroom

~·ling.

It is understood that reno-

vation of the State Public Health Laboratory for the Geography Department would have high priority, and that financing of such a project would come from funds that would be
available if a bond issue for higher education in New Mexico is passed in the fall of 1976.

If preliminary plans

sh0\'1' that the Geography Department can be accomodated in
the State Public Health Laboratory and funding is available, the University Architect estimates that the Department might move into new quarters in January, 1978.

c.

Appointments to Staff
The position of Dr. Stanley A. Morain changed

from Adjunct Associate Professor of Geography at .25 F.T.E.
(in addition to a full-time appointment as Manager of Remote Sensing Research, Technology Applications Center) to
Associate Professor of Geography at .50 F.T.E.

A request

for tenure to accompany this half-time position was denied.
As a result of the change Dr. Morain will teach three
courses each academic year instead of the two courses that
he previously taught.
Although not a staff appointment, it should be
mentioned that Dr. Dietrich Fliedner from the University
of Saarland, West Germany, spent the fall semester and
part of the spring semester in the Geography Department as

-3-

a visiting scholar.

He continued the research on ancient

Pueblo Indian field patterns that he began five years ago
when he also spent a year in the Geography Department as
a visiting scholar.
D.

Separations from Staff
There were no separations from staff during the

past year.
II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements.

Advanced Study
Assistant Professor Douglas H. Gordon:

Ph.D.

dissertation submitted to University of Hawaii, January,
1976.

Degree conferral scheduled for June, 1976, pending

completion of revisions, typing, and cartographic work.
Assistant Professor Wesley N. Redfield:

Ph.D.

dissertation submitted, fall, 1975; approval pending revisions and retyping.
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
travel, etc.
Professor Iven v. Bennett:

sabbatical leave

during spring semester, 1975, to conduct library and field
research on the geography of the southwestern United States,
This work continued through the summer of 1975.
Professor Rodman E. Snead:
fall semester, 1975.

sabbatical leave,

During this time Professor Snead

-4-

taught a

ten~week

course in the Department of Geography,

University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand; visited
a number of universities and made several coastal field
trips in Australia; and spent a month making a series of
corings to determine the age and extent of a marine embayment at the archeological site of Balakot, 50 miles west
of Karachi, Pakistan.
Professor Richard E. Murphy:

leave of absence

under Fulbright grant to lecture in political geography and
geography of North America at the University of Saarland,
Saarbrucken, West Germany, 1975-1976.

During the year,

Professor Murphy engaged in a number of other activities
including invited lectures at the London School of Economics
and the University of Edinburgh and participation in the
American Studies Seminar, Freiburg, West Germany.
During the summer, 1975, Professor Robert D.
Campbell studied Spanish in Mexico City.
During January, 1975, Professor Elinore M. Barrett
conducted research in the Bancroft Library, Berkeley,
California on colonial copper mining in New Spain.

Archi-

val and field work on this topic was carried out in Mexico
during the summer of 1975.
I1e\-r

scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Professor Richard E. Murphy received a Fulbright

a\-rard (see sabbatical leave).
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Professor Rodman E. Snead

received grants from the National Science Foundation, The
Smithsonian Institute, the Research Allocations Committee,
U.N.M., and University of Canterbury,

Ne~T

Zealand to sup-

port activities during his sabbatical leave.

Professor

Elinore M. Barrett received a grant from the Research
Allocations Committee, U.N.M. for work in Mexico during
the summer, 1975.
Publications
Professor Elinore M. Barrett:
La cuenca del Tepalcatepec, Vol. I, Su
tenencia de la tierra, SepSetentas, 1975, Mexico.
La cuenca del Tepalcatepec, Vol. II, Su
desarrollo moderno, SepSetentas, 1975, Mexico, -"Indian Community Lands in the Tierra Caliente of Michoacan." Jahrbuch fur Geschichte von
Staat, Wirschaft, und Gesellschaft Lateinamerikii"S,
1974, pp. 78-120.
Review of: Spanish Central America: A
Socioeconomic History, 1520-1720. UniversLty ofCalifornia Press, Berkeley: Los Angeles and London,
1973, in the Geographical Review, January, 1975.
Professor Iven

v.

Bennett:

"Variation of Daily Solar Radiation in
North America During the Extreme Months, '1 Archiv
fur Meteorologie, Geophysik und BioklimatologLe,
1975, Volume 23, No. 1-2, pp. 31-57.
Assistant Professor Douglas H. Gordon:
"Geography in Japan." and "Geography in the
Republic of Korea." Chapters 7 and 8 in Geography
in Asian Universities, University of Hawaii Press
1975, edited by R.J. Fuchs and J.M. Street, pp. 184-230,
231-259.
-6-

Professor Stanley A. Morain and D.L. Williams:
"Wheat Production Estimates Using Satellite
Images," Agronomy Journal 67: 361-364, 1975.
Assistant Professor Wesley N. Redfield:
An Exploratory Analysis of the Distribution
of Morbidity Rates and Health Care FaCITi t~es ~n Ne\'l
Mexico, publishedby New Nexico Regional Medical Program and funded by HEW Grant·#SG03"'RM0Q34""07.· 75 pages.
Professor Rodman E. Snead:
"Puzzle of I<uh-i-Khwaja: Volcanic Mesa of
Iran," Explorers Journal, Vol. 53, No .• 1, (March 1975),
pp. 16-21.
Book Review of: "Coastal Deserts: Their
Natural and Human Environments," Human Ecology,
edited by David ILK. Amiran and Andrew w. Wilson,
Vol. 3, No. 3, (July 1975) 1 pp. 215-217.
Book Review of: "Coastal Geomorphology of
India." by E. Ahmad in the Geographical Review, Vol.
65, No. l, (January, 1975), pp. 131-132.
Other research projects or creative work in progress
Professor Elinore M. Barrett:
accepted for publication.

one book review

Two articles in progress to be

completed in early 1976.
Professor Robert D. Campbell:

a monograph on

on Evaluation of Man-Envrionment Systems.
Assistant Professor Douglas H. Gordon:

a paper

in progress on Historical Japanese Cartography.
Professor Stanley A. Morain:

Resource Inventory

by Photo Analysis of the BLM Rio Puerco grazing district,
New Hexico.
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Evaluation of Remote Sensing Techniques Applied
to Water Resource Problems of New Mexico.
Assistant Professor Wesley N. Redfield:

Project

Director for Dividing Voting Precincts in Bernalillo County
sponsored by Bernalillo County Commission through the Urban Observatory, $6,000 grant for fall 1975 and spring,
1976.
Professor Rodman E. Snead:
Cordillera Islands, Puerto Rico:

Article titled "La

A Geomorphic Enigma,"

has been accepted for publication in the geographical
journal titled, Ecumene.

Revision of a second edition of

the volume titled Atlas of World Physical Features.

Pre-

paration of a volume titled Coastal Landforms and surface
Features:

~Photographic

Atlas and Glossary, to be pub-

lished by Dowden, Hutchinson, and Ross, Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.

Field work in Pakistan near the archaeological

site of Balakot will be submitted as a report to the University of California.

A chapter titled "The Physical Geo-

graphy of the Soghun Valley, Southeastern Iran," will be
submitted to the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology
with Phillip Durgin.

This chapter will be part of a lar-

ger manuscript being prepared

by

the archaeologist

Lamberg-Karlovsky at Harvard University.

-a-

c.c.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Attendance at the national meeting of the Association
of American Geographers, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, April, 1975:
Professor Robert D. Campbell:
Presented a paper:

"The Man-Environment Rela-

tionship Expressed as a System."
Professor Rodman E. Snead:
Presented a paper:

"Agriculture and Irrigation

Problems in the Seistan Basin of Afghanistan and
Iran."
Assistant Professor Wesley N. Refield:
Presented a paper:

"A New Heuristic Combinatorial

Algorithm."
Associate Professor Elinore M. Barrett:
Council member.

(Also attended Council meeting,

St. Louis, Missouri, November, 1975).
Associate Professor Stanley A. Morain:
Member, Premote Sensing Committee.
paper:

Presented a

"Geographic Education in Remote Sensing

at the University Level."

A 64-page report on

this topic prepared under the auspices of the
Remote Sensing Committee of the A.A.G. was printed
at U.N.H.
In March, 1975, Professor Stanley A. Morain gave an
invited presentation of the Technology Application Center
program at the regional meeting of the Geological Society
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of American, Austin, Texas.

In May, 1975, he was chairman

of a session on practical applications of remote sensing
at the Western Social Science Association.

Professor

Morain is a member of the Advisory Committee, New Mexico
State Land-Use Committe, and member, Technical Review
Board, American Society of Photograrnrnetry, Journal of Photo
Grarnrnetric Engineering and Remote Sensing.
Professor Iven

v.

Bennett:

Editorial board of Solar

Energy, journal of the International Solar Energy Society.
Other Professional Activities
Assistant Professor Douglas H. Gordon:

Cartog-

raphic Consultant to redistricting of voting precints,
Bernalillo County.

Hosted Dr. Hideo Fukui, Tohoku Univer-

sity, and Dr. Yoshihiku Akagi, Hiroshima University on
field excursion in New Mexico.
Associate Professor Stanley A. Morain:
Treaty Organization,

u.s.

Central

State Department and USGS.

Program

for ERTS satellite data applied to developing countries,
Lahore, Pakistan, March, 1975, and Bangkok, Thailand, February, 1976.

May, 1975, NASA working group on design of

radar experiments for Shuttle Jet Propulsion Labs., Pasadena,
California.

April, 1975, NASA working group on Earth Ob-

servation Satellite (EOS) thematic mapper.
for 1980's.

In design stages

Purdue University.

Assistant Professor Wesley N. Redfield:
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Member

~

~"':< "·

of the Transportation Committee of the Governor's·Council
of Economic Advisors, New Mexico.

Consultant to the Center

for Health Planning, HEW Region VI.
Non-teaching University Service
Professor Elinore M. Barrett:
Library Committee.

Member, Vice President Travelstead's

Tenure Advisory Committee.
Department.

Member University

Acting Chairman, Geography

Advisor to graduate students.

Professor Iven V. Bennett:

Social Science Ad-

visory Promotion Committee, College of Arts and Sciences.
Professor Robert D. Campbell:

Chairperson of

Social Science Advisory Promotion Committee; Tenur.e Committee, Arts and Sciences; ISRAD Faculty Advisory Committee;
Special Services Advisory Committee; American Studies Advisory Committee; Chairman of

t~'lo

doctoral committees in

American Studies.
Assistant Professor Douglas H. Gordon:

Acting

Chairman, Asian Studies Committee, U.N.M., 1975-1976.
Assistant Professor Wesley N. Redfield:
Use Committee.

Computer

Advisor for computer mapping project of the

Urban Observatory.

Member of U.N.M. Urban Interest Group

founded by City Councillor Alan Reed and James Jaramillo,
Director, Urban Observatory.
Professor Rodman E. Snead:

Faculty sponsor of

Gamma Theta Upsilon, International Honorary Geographical
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Public Service
Assistant Professor Douglas H. Gordon:

Japanese

language interpreter for group of Japanese bank officials
visiting Albuquerque.
Assistant Professor Wesley N. Redfield:

Guest

lecturer at the Career Enrichment Center, Albuquerque Publie Schools, topic:

"'l'he Use of Mathematics in Modern

Social Studies."
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30:1.

Annual Report of the !}apartment of Geology

July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976
Lee A. Woodl.¥ard, Chairman

I.

General Departmentablnfonnation

"··

A. Significant Achievements
The Departnrmt of Geology consists of 14 full-tilrs faculty, 5 partdtime faculty,

60 graduate students, and 125 tmdergraduate majors.
During 1975 the 00partment granted 19 baclwlor's

c1ewrees,

2 master's degrees,

and 2 Ph. D degrees. This compares with 19, 10, and 2 degrees respectively for
the previous year.

'Ibis was an excellent year for eiJl>loym;mt of geologists» as

toost of our graduates had several offers. Numerous industrial firms have interviewed
Out'

students here on

caiillUS•

At the present time we are UllBble to ·supply enough

geologists to keep up witl1 the demand.
During

th~

past few years we have updgrrumd our Ph.D. and M.s. programs (see

previous annual reports) and this year our tmpbasis has been on more stringent
admission of graduate students. l'le have had 88 applicants for graduate study and
have recomoonded 58 for admission. Ho:·1ever D the n'Wber of entering graduate students
is largely detennined by hw much finmcial aid we have to offer; those students

offered aid are in the top group of t.OO 58 reoollilllmded fm." admission.
th3 quality of the students applying for

admission~

in.CJCeased m.r1redly during the past several years.

bast students throughout the

u.s.

In general,

our graduate program has

Thus, we haw our pick of the

Our entering gradw.te students uill tota114 for

l?a!l Jl976 •
During 1975 tlw faculty of the Geology Department had research

v-mts

totalling

$Jl.p592,810o Mw:h of this money is m:-ed for purchase of equipment th!lt ultimately

1.
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is used !'Or instruction and for support of graduate students.

At this time, all

of our graduate students that desire financial support are receiving it; about 45
get support fmn tho depa!'1:mlmt and the others are working part-tiloo us geologists
with mining co:mpanies here in Alb'IX{uentue •
.Yn May 1976 the Department of Geology hosted the annual meeting of the Rocky
Mountain SectiOn. of the Geological Society of A'l!lerica on campus.

There were 2 days

of tecltnical sessions (168 papers presented) and 3 days of field trips. Total
attendance was 775, with scientists from many foreign countries attending.

The following scientists (with their respective affiliations) visited the
Goology Department to give talks and to consult with the faculty and students:

1. Dr• .Ahmed Bl Gmesy, Max Planck Institute

2. Dr. Heinz Scharbert, tmiversity of Vienna
3. Dr. J..aurel Wilkening, Univ. of A:rizona

4. Dr.

s.

J.

w. c.
c.

Luth, Stanford Univeraity

t'febster. Sclntf3x Mineral St.nwys

6. Dr. G. J. Taylor, Washington University
'1. Dr. R. V. .Yngarsoll, Stanford University

3. Dr. Hans S<.uss, Scripps Institute
9. Dr. Pii211It Conssln:lm, Texas Tech

10. Ml:'. r.farlc Stewart, University of Wisconsin

11.

s.

G. L'lells. University of Cincinnati

12. DT. T. B. Bunch. NASA
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13. Mr. Ronald Geitgey, Consulttln.t
14.

_!>lr•

J. P • .Balagna, LI\..5L

IS. Dlr. Peter 1\!odresld, Slmdia Labs.
16. Dlr. Rosemazy Vidale, LASL
11.

Dlr. C. B. Gomez, Univ. Sao Paulo-, Brazil

18. Dt. T. R. McGatcldn, LASL
19. Dlr.

~ph

Kzetz, Univ. Ottawa

20. Dlr. Marc Bodine, New rl.exico Tech.
21.

Dr. James H:inthome, Awlied I'..esaarch Labs.

22.

Dir. G. W. Lugmair, Scripp Institute

23.

Dr. Robin Brett,

u.s.

Geoll.. Survey

24. Dr. A. B. Binder, Univ. Kiel, Gell'lll1JllY
The :following gradua,te stu®n·ts Teeeived firumcial support from the source
noted:

1. Mark lln.der D RA; USGS
2. J. Be:rke!y, RA, NASA
3.

S. Boliw.r, RA, mil

4. B. Btb 9 M 9 l\MERDP
5.

R. DeUa. Val,le, RA, ERDA

.

6. J. Gooding, RA, NASA
7. 'li. Holcorlle, RA,

~

8. M. 1ee 0 Rl\ EliDA
9.

D. !.oll'e, PJI., :NMERDP

10. G. ltnmhard, Teaching Associate

!1. l'l. Mansker, RA, Nft.sA

12. J. Mey, GA

13. H. Plamer, RA, Sandia Labs
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14. W. Riese, full-time, Gulf Minerals Cotp.
15. W. Schneider, RA, LASL
16. J. Wadel!, RA, l'l>IBRDP
17. J. AWele, TA
18. H. Bmm, RA, NASA
19. T. Bornhorst, RA, M>mRDP

20. B. Btoolis, 'li\

21. R. Broomfield, TA
22. D. Broxton, TA
23. R. Collings, TA

24.

L.

C:r~.~~~pler,

RA, NASA

25. G. Dom, RA, If.!BRDP
26. D. Eppler, RA, NASA.
2'1

0

M. Pulp, RA, Sandia Labs

28. T. Gorham, TA
29. J. Iwerks, RA
30. K. weber p RA, USGS

31. J. Kssten 9 RA, USGS
32 .. R. Lowy, RA, LASL
33. R. MW.loy, RA, LASL

34. R. Moore, RA, USGS
35. C. NelSe!lp 'li\
36. R. Northrop, RA, Sandia Labs

31.

c.

Olsan, fu!l·tille, LASL

38. R. Peny v RA, SURP

39. J. Place, TA
40. J. Potterp RA, USGS
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41. J. Register. RA,

~

42. M. Registel!'» RA, USGS
43. D. Riesmayer, Min. Soc. Fellowship

44. C. Sanguinetti, RA, USGS
45. S. Sibray, RA, NASA
46. B. Skaggs, RA. lMl3Rm'

47. A. Skeryanc, TA
48. C. Smith, RA, USGS
49.

C. Sullivsn, RA, NSF

so.

D.

8!.-en.son,

TA

51. R. Wanen, RA, NASA
52. J. Wilson, TA
Numerous undei'g1'8duate geology majo!'S wrk em research projects and are paid on

an hol.!l'ly basis.

In addi:tion &boot $8,000 was mrmrded as scholarships to undergraduates.

'Ihe follcM.ng students wera awarded these scholarships through the Department of

Geology:
1. Stm Oil Co. , $500 each to J. Potter and J. Place.
2. ~ GHM .AND MINERAL SOI)LARSHIP

Mr. Bryan Chskoumalcos» $134.29

Mr. Ha.ny N. Planner. $134.29
3.

LEONARD SOilLARSHIP
}/lf'o

Richard

Jo

AltenbergD $350.00

Mr. Rroald A. blinn $350.00

1>1?. Loron l'i. Byers, $350.00
Mr. Bryen Chakoo:makos. $100.00

MJr.

Garre~

G. Clmg9 $350.00

Mr. ~robert W. Gonzales 9 $350.00
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Mr. Scott Griffith, $350.00

Miss Cassandra C. Hudson, $350.00
Mr. Tim Ingwell, $350.00
Mr. Kenneth Jaclcson, $350.00

Mr. Paul Johnson, $350.00

Mrs. Terri Kasten, $350.00
Mr. Richard P. Livaccari, $350.00
Mr. Mark J. Ostl'OW'er, $350.00
Mr. Todd Pink, $350.00

4. New Mexicn Geological Society Field Trip Stipends (payment of fees, food,
and lodging for Pall Field Conference) to K. Loeber.
5.

B1 Paso Natural Gas, $625 to Leroy Nelson,

6. Aztec Oil and Gas, $250 to R. Broomfieldp

1. Cities Service Foundation, $300 to B.

c.

Brooks,

8. New MeXia> Geological Society, $200 toM. Register, $150 to R. Warren,
$86 to

c.

Sanguinetti,

9. Bear Creek Mining Coopany, $1,000 to Leroy Nelstm•
.Approximately 5,000 school children visited the Geology Mlseum and tbe

~teorite

Z.Weun. Nlarous smaller infol1!1al groops also visited both JWSeums.

The total value of mineral production in New Me:dco in 1974 was $1,934 million.

The Depai'tment of C-eology contributes to the scope md magnitude of this production
by providing t1ro:ined geologists m

industry and by fac:ult.y ;rese8ldl that ultimately

leads to disrovexy 6:00 exploitatim of m:ine:ml resources.

Lea A. lfooCbro:Jrd completed a

6~yeax-

term as dw.imnm on June 30, 1976.

Doo.~glas

G• .Brook:ins a.coepted a 3oyear tam to SUCCE:ed him ss cbabman.

B. Significant Plans And

Re~tiom.;

I'Je ple1 to hire an additional faculty iiSDer uith a specialty in geophysics for

Pall1977. tfe will inteftlia1 f©r this pooition d!lllr'.lng th9 fall of 19'76 and hope to
have the pos:ll.ticm filled by the end ox 1976..
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In addition we need a d!raftsman

6

photographer to aid in preparing class1'0Cl!l

and 'reSearch illustrations.
C. .Appoin'l:lUlts to Staff
Raymond

v.

Ingersoll was appointed Assistant Professor beginning Fa111976. He

is CO!JPleting his Ph.D. at Stanford and will teach sedimentology.

Stephen G. Wells was appointed Assistant Professor beginning Fall 1976. He is
COI!pleting his Ph.D. at the lidversity of Cincinnati and will teach

geo~~Drphology

and related subjects.

P!edericlc Dotlsett was appointed Visiting Assistant Professor for 1976-77. He
-received his Ph.D. fmn Stanford and bas taught at Rensselaer Polyteclmic Institute.
He will t'each field geology.

Kath<1r.ine Cc:lwart joined the department as staff secretary.
D. Separations £rem Staff
Sberi1lan A. Wengerd retired at the end of the 1975-76 academic year.
Mary Filllmn nsigned as staff secretaxy

to join the Institute of Meteoritic:s

as a secxetaryo
Rm1xma. Walton and l4arian Arnold resigned as staff secretaries.

8.

II.
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Ca!posite of Indiv.idual Biographical SUpplement

1. .Adwnced Study
Jonathan P. Callender:

Attended Shl>rt Course in Feldspar Mineralogy, Mineralogical

Society of An:erlca, October, 1975.

Klaus Ke:U:

Studies meteorites and lunar s~les, and initiated joint rnNoUnlwrsi

of Califol'llM meteorite and lunar sample research p:rogmn.

Department of Chemistry,

.lmiwtsity of California, La Jolla, C'alifomia, Nov. 30, 1974-Jan. 15, 1975.
Gary Perrin Landis:

Feldspar short course (Minamlogical Society of America)

10/17·19/75.
Sherman A. Wengerd:

SBFM

COUl""..e

in Sandstone StmtigTaphy (Depositional BnviTOnllll.'lll.t:s

at AA'PG-SBPM km.ual metings, Dallas, Texas, April

z.

s.

Sabbaticals
Leave of Absence, without pay (:funds supplied :&om NSF

Roger Y. Anderson:

DES74-17499) to c:anda:t field research. in Califomia, Weshingtcn, and Nevada.

IbJ&las G. Bxoo..ldns: Tmval to Gabon, Africa :fur official participation in an
international conference m 'The Oklo Fhen~m• jointly ccnvened by the International
· A~c: Energy Agency, the Republic of Gabon~ and tha Pnmcll Atosaic Energy Colmxlssion.

1'rlp sponsored by the United States State Dspt. and the U.S. Energy Research and

Da'l,-alopm:mt .Mministration.
Jooathan P.. Callender: Travel to Jot PropulsiOll Lab, Pasadena, Calif. for :research
in relmte

sen.smg

teclmiqtros.

Ti'a"-el to Coast Ra.ng.ss, Califonda, for student field'

trips md field ltw1c.
tloifl@.lg .B., Elston:

Taught short comm on "Ge!>lcgy of Ore

&:.iontific Lcllormtol!Y, Je:mw.xy 21JI Feb'i'lll&i'}? 4, l8p
P~y

Jr.m.e.

c.

~:

Stsnford Uni"!imll'Sity -

r.mclt. n ..

~ l'."U!cs

Deposits," Los AJSlJX)s

1915.

of 'rosearch with Mark Taylor in

Royal Ontario !>iJseltllD Tolroll'00 11 Omnda {tK.3JI' 16, h!er.ican Ml!etlll of Natural History,

lbl York (li'.:EJ.Y 19), Division of Mimlm Sd.Encesp Slaitthsonian Institution (May 20).

309
9.
IO.aus Ke!l:

1. La Jolla, Califomia. Presented three talks and worked on JDeteorites and
l'IJ!lU' sq»les in tbe Dept. of Chemistty, University of Califomia, La Jolla,
Califomi.a. NoveiiDar 30, 1974oJanu.ary 15, 1975.
2. Los Angeles, California. Presented talk at 1Institute of Geophysics and

Ilepartmmt of Cbemistry, University of Cslifomia, Los .Angeles, Cslifomia.
J~

7, 1975.

3. lbuston, Texas.
67435 (K.

r.eu,

Started mapping and cutting of 11.1Ulr c:onsortim breccia
Consortiua Leader} in the I..tma:r Raceiving Laboratory, NASA

Johnson Sp~ACe Center, lbustan, Texas, Jsnt~~J.~Y 21·23, 1975•

.J. Houston, Texas. Lmar Saq>ling .Analysis Plmming Team (LSAPT) Meet:mg, NASA
Johnsen Space Center. January 23a2i', 1975.
s. Denver, Colorado. Meeting of Viking Inatgarutc: Analysis Science Team, Martin
Mariettl'l Ca!pany. March 6--8, 1975.

6. Restm, Virginia. Meeting of Viking Inorganl!.c: Analysis Science Team, u.s.
Geological

SU~'\1'13)'o

March 13, 1975.

7. Houstm, Texas. Lu:n.a!' Sample Analysis Plannmg Team (LSAPl'} Meeting, NASA.
Jobnscn Space Center, ~men 16, March 2lo23, 1975.

8. Houstm, Texas. Sixth Annual Lwar Science Cmference, Johnsen Space Center,

March 17-20p 1975.
9. iblston, TeJCSS.

Facilities

~ttee Meeti.D~h

LSAPT, NASA Johnson Space

Osn'OOr, April 27o30, ll.975.

10. Ho.'!lstlinp Telm.Sl. l.u:ru:m' Sari;pJ!.e Analysis Plmming Team (LSAPl') Meeting, NASA
Jdfms®. Speoo

Ctm~o

May

U. lloot<m, Mmsnclrusetts.

1S~J!.9 11

u.s.

1975.

Naticmnl Co::D.troa for

~enistry ~ting,

Hcw.lrd l!ni\~lffiityp May 21-ZZ, 1975.
112., H!JU$trol 0 TOlro!'.l. J!lmlit.ies 81.lbcomit11:e9
Onl'OO'lf, Mcy 22aZS, .ll.9115.

r.t;e~g~

LSAPJ:'- NASA Jobnscm Space

ato
10.
Jl.3.

Hoosmn, Texos. Lunar &mple Analysis Plmming Team (LSAPT)Meeting, NASA

J'clmscm Spru:e Omtelt', J"mw Z4a30, 1975.
14. P(nffett Field, Celifomia.

DisQilSsion of joint meteorite tese8l'dl 'lfith

Dr. T. B. Bunch, M&s Research Center, July 7, 1975.
15. i:blo1ulu, Hawaii. Field wrlc and collecticn of cores of basaltic rocks to be
Slbipped to Ulf.f for
~t

1!'6Seardl

in the Institute of ~teoritics, July 21-

20, 1975.

16. Htrustoo., Texas. Lllm.er Sanple Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT)

~ting,

NASA

J'clmsoo. Space Center, .August 23o24, 1915.

17. Mruston, Texas. !.mar Sf.IIPle Analysis Plmming Team (LS.APT) Meeting, NASA
Johnson Space Center, Septenmer So7• 1975.

18. Hclust;co, Texas. Pad.llties SWamlld.ttes Meeting, LSAPT, NASA Johnson Spac&

Center, Septedler 27 28, 1975.
4

19. M«istmp Texu. Ltmar Sa:!ple Analysis Planning Team (LS.APT) Meeting, NASA

Jobnson Space Center?p October 23--26, 1915.
20.

Flagstsff~>

to

u.s.G.S.

Arizooa, and Meteorite Crater, Arizona. Field trip for studelts
Astrogoology Brandl 6lld study of Meteorite Crater, Nowlliler 3-4,

!975.
Z!. Cm.'lsbsdp Netr Mtm.oo. Talk before the Rock and Mineral Club, Novenncr 17·18,

J!975.

22.

Htrust!m~~

Omtar9

Taxas.

Ntlill~lr

P~cl.Uties

SWa:mmittee Meeting, LSAPT, NASA Jobnsan Space

:Uo239 1975.

23. Pasadsn.e, California. Viking Inorganic .Analysis Science Team Meeting, Jet
Plropulsic:m Lruwmtozy, Califomia Institute of Teclmology, Dec:eui>er 2o3, 1975.

24. &m. Pron.c.isoo, CaJI.ifomia. Ammal meeting of the .Ailerican Goophysical Urdm,
Jade Tar

Hotel~ 120ll'i:h~r

11, 19'15.

25. Howa9 Texas. Facilities Suhcxllloittee Meeting, LSAPI', NASA JOhnson Space

center»

~r

l2ol5» 1975.

:u.
26"

3:1.1

Paslldeim. Ca.lifomia, and Los Angelss 9 Gs'Ji:fornia. Visited California

Xnstitute of Tedmologr and UCLA and OOL'gmtb:ed joilllt consortium work on
meteurlt.es,
Albert M, Kudo:

~'i'

29, 1975.

':i.'Jmvel to l\Tymn1lng, Absaroka Range. Field Work.

Df.!.m SteJL!wn ~=

'l'ravel to Indiama iln.iv. P BlOOllington» Ind. to confer with

geology peroonnel there conreming joint resea.ll'cll in progress.
Gay Pelt'rln Lml.dis:

Evaning lecture

o

SlmleA"

1975.

Stable Isotope Geocheinist1.ey; 1m AlBmDs

Labs 4/30 'AWlJoday "In 001.10011 1~ an Goo-~try; Eamomic GooJI.ogy for Sandia
Labs ''Fu:ndamsintals :in Geology'' JlJl/11HiJI/ll9
§jw!IWA A, l'lf!!!gSl!'d:
GUr Dod~

&rov~rd

ftom our mslaise,

l'o'la

left Wednesday 26 Februmy in

Commt®F mtoihtlm :fur a trip to Key Wast, Florida, to xe'I::Um 11 April

fl'O:l!l Dallas,

T~~>

mad 'li'hs mm.ua1

~mtific

meatings of the American Association of

Fen"'l£1Tiil Goo:B.oglsts. l'lo tftvall"Sed T.mr.as, J..mrl.siana, Mississlppi, A1absma11 Florida,
E:nd r.atum.

lll.ming tiw.t parian

'the SMJU OU fumpmay).

\1\a

'risilted Jolm Galley (me of my fol1mr bosses in

Dlr. Im C1r&n (mw of U.S. greatest petroleum geologists),

Gol(lJWJI. l'lill!.illi!l A1l.lbrlght at Eg]lm Air Poll'C9 Base (old friend and folti!Wr neighbor),
Thl.lri.d Riclla'rds (folffiWr Slwlll g&~logist), a wholle ''tribe" flf Mathsl!S and progeny at
Met~>

&ebootil3.1il

Jclm Gill

a~

lltlllf'ey 1!13acll (fumar student,

mli' St,:m1>1ind fu:tre m Albuql!iillrqiW). my b1rother Will

co=~ •

rutd geologist

(an assistmt poot!:i~Qster at

r.-m·a llil.t.;m) b Jim. Coole at Fa>rt P"le'rela l'h!s mfe was a bridesmaid at our we&iing in
JwB :R94fl)D Professor Bo.hn.greU. B:ro:1n~ gsologist at Soutl1em Mississippi Unhenity,
0

huot <"if

gtolo~ts

~·Ji ~}n {)Jffli),Uc.;l

w

~ting

in Dallas 9 md firu:llly

~veml Olmfe~

crul otlwll' diiDOct.o:r-s of Public Lmds Hxplomt!on. l!ru:. 9 in Jmllas.

thl?e if" tlm A!WG
!;f

at tb.a .A.AFG

~t-mg.

!

selr1t~d

ns Ciudt:mlln of the Hnnoofs md Atmrds Ccrrmittea

k!WG xt:Jti!.l:l!l_al Cmmd!p my Jlast lfclma1 duties with Ml'G as officar, cou:nd.l

r;£;~.~'• m~.d
Illlifh~g

clleil!l'!!l2n of tt:D

mm~.ssive

t1ts F.llodda trlpn lr

~c

council amnittoolJ.

m:my geoJlcgiml phowgmphs, collected abmd!int

<>c::plles 'lf I<lrntin.~ ~~ s~tsp vlSit<:;d Blrorglrubs

Pam,

visitOO Dr. Robert Ginsberg,

31.2
12.

directoll' of the Rose.n.steil Marine Station on FiSlher~ s lsl&nd off sooth Miami, took
se'lloral boat trips~ the Illi>St mamorct>le being a glass~ bt>ttOlll tour of the great eot!ll

reef off the east Q)!!St of south Plorlda, did scme snor:Jre;lodiving off the Keys, and

visited Jc>hn Ptmnekanp Park and the Kennedy Space Center.
Lee Ao Woodwsl'd:

Travel to Temsf Coloi'8do, Wyaning, Montana, OOi:fumia, and

~i.

* (Dr.

Sbbman. lVengerd Clllli.tted 11. Adwnced Study.

*Shennan A. Wengerd.:

it is added belOiol)o

lle1:woon. 20 Decerri>er and 6 Feb:ruary 1975, Mrs. Wengerd and Y

took a caJJping~exploration trip by Dodge ~r to the southern tip of Baja

Qlli:fomia ria Arizona, San Luis B.C., San Felipe, Val:lle Trinidad, Ensenada, cbm

1M t!est Coru:Jt to

m Rosario,

across the nomtainous bl!cldxme of the Peninsula to

Santa Posalinp doim the East Coast to r.tllege, Loreto, Bahia Cmcepcl.m, the momtains

of Sierra Giganta (whe1re in 1961 I discovered evidence of coapletely

'ftmtl'Sed

drai.nage firom the area of the present Gllf of C8lifomia westward to the Pru:ific
Ooaan), back across the Peninsula to Insurgcmtes and La Paz, thence via the Wast

Coast through Todos

Sm~

south to Cabo Srm Lucas. Retu:m

was the paved mute

nort:lJ.ratd to the B!ist Coast port of Jmhia Los J\ngelesp thence to SllU1:hem California
via Bnsen.ada and Tecate, B.C.
During the B&ja part of that eJ>plomtion, we visited with an old friend,

Artulro Grosso, Jefe of Lag\Wl Chapals., sailed with our best friends, Dr. and Mrs.
Cl~

l(oo;ps'r l"lM 1.1.\-a em ii:hsir Wsstsail MJRC ''Quill-em" out of Cabtt San Lucas,

visited PI.WID t100f north&aSt of La Pazp visited with Jere .Antero Dlaz of Baldo
Los Angeles, collected geological sm~plesp mtd took m:my geological photographs.

The solllth!Jm California. psrt

o~

th:e trip :fmlnd us visiting the families of two

of cwr daughters (Miw. Micb.twl Rif:lCey of Tellple City end MH. Robart Wood of Lancaswr)
~

t1h!dl tima

to f&tigw B!ld

~~ ..

\'all)"

l'lengaa-d md I hal b100nch!al pool.lllOnia dilreCtly attributable

cold l>!-eatheli' :in &ja Cal!.ifumin.. Sl'.D:rtly afl:.or our retum,

31.3
13.
MJrS. Wengel!'d spent a

fe~t

days in PJMSbyterl.an Hoopital while l fought tlmt insidious

sickness at home.
On 11 February 1975, my 60th birthday, my foll'WSl :retiremant as a Captain USNR began,

an pay stntus.
3. New scholastic honors, fellol'lships. ate.
Douslas G. Brookins:
DiCtiOJl!o/•

Incluood in most recent editions of Inte:mational Biography

Coimmmity Le:lden

~Noteworthy

Amerlcans ££the Bic:ente:nnial Era,

~ in the West, Almrican ~ and ~ ~ Science. HOnor Schroll

Cmmdttee

~

~ N.M.

Inst. of Chemists.
Jonatlum F. Callender:

R:odnay c. Ewing,:

Nominated to ''Who's 11ho in West"; nominated to ".American

Noininnted to 13th editioo of A!wrlcan Men and Woolen of Science

by Professor Adol:f Pabst.

Kl6WIS Y..eil:
1. S:!C'.l'etmtyp Comission on Mateoriticsp International Union of Geological Sciences.

2.

~cmtary p

Cm:missicm em Cosmic Mineralogy, Intematimal Mineralogical

3. Secwtazy• lntemati<lm\1 Association for Geochemistry and Cosmchemistry.
4. M'!llftlex, Loonali'd Madal Coomi.ttee, 1\!gteorlti!.cal Society.

So Chai:rmanp

6.

u.s.

National Camnittee for Geoche:mistzy, National Academy of

llx:cofficio mambe:r, St.tbc:.oD'llittee an the Geochemical Environment in Relation

t? !Walth and Disease,

u.s.

Nati«mal Comnittee for Geochemistry, National

Ab<id"'my of Sciences.
1.

M~ell',

B.

M:mber, Gwphysics Reslerurch Boord, Naticnal Academy of Sciences, Washington

Editorial Board. Joumal "Chemical Geology''.

9" N~er, Surl'ace Ssmpler Team, Viking M!U:S Mlssioo.

D.c.

31.4
14o
10. Membar, I.war Sa!rp:l.e Analysis Plmm:i.ng Teem, Johnscm Space Center, P..GU9to.n,

Texas.
11. MeuOOr, Editorial Board, Colorado Scll.ool of rt.dnes Quarterly, Golden, Colorado.

12. Mertber, Clomnittee on Public Edut:aticm md Infu:nnation, Mineialogical Society

of A11i!n'ica.
13. Chairman,

u.s.

·of~~~.

Geodynamics Comuittee, Sm«::l1l!llittea on "Chemical D.f.ffexentiat!on

Geophysics Resea'l\Ch Board, Natiooal Aca.de:my of Scloncesn Washington,

n.c.
14.

MenDer, Editorial

Boo.lrd~ Lu:n.ar Science Studies., NASA~ ~too, TextW.

15. Visiting Professor, Cbamistuy Dspartlillmt, University of california, La Jolla,

Califomia.
16. Chaiml'in, Facilities SOOooml!dttee, LSAP!', NASA Johnson Space Cimter, Hotstoo,

Texas.
11. Chaimnm, Session on 'l()rlg:in md evolution of polymict breccias", Sixth
Ltm.a1r Scle.ooa Ccmferenm, Houston, Texas.
18. Cocchai11:'lnm, O:rganildng C<mlild.ttaa, Synposium m "Interrelationships anamg
metoorltic and l1JlU1&> bt"aCCias" • Alr.erican Goophysital Union Meeting, Dea.trber

11, l9i'S.
~ ~.m ~~

i'lb 0o 'I'm fu the Westj) 1975.

Shlltl'llllil!! Ao l'fen~~

39th editicr4 1976Q77 ''Who;z Who in America"; 31td edition

19'nro18 ''l'Jho's 'i'llm
Listed in Ul'i.\f

m the WO!!'ld";

''Di~ret.'tory

19'?6; lli'h edition 19'76
~i'l·ffl@ll

l!ith sdi.tian of ''tifu>'s l'Jho in the West" (19761);

of Pawl'ey'-ond Staff with lntematiooal Experlenm"

'~Ficm~.

Mm & Wcman in SeiEmC9° 1•

J!Z Aprll md 20 Apd1, und 11 May and 15 July, I pmspru.'Gd a majOJC' 'lreSleardl

papar ld.th my johat mathorp Dlf.',

Em~t

S!'!ebo# sntitled ''StratigJrophy md Tectogenesis

of tb Pa-mdalC &1sin, Southsastem lunds" for tha FIDU'

I also

p~d

publicaticm

Com!ar.s~

GeologicaJt Sm:iety"

a review of a publicatirm. by tlw Ell Paso Geologicnl Society for

m tha MPG Bu11letlna

31.5
JI.S.

C "Stratigraphy snd T<.'CtoganesUI of the Pal~Udox Basin":

Four Comets Gool. Soc:.

Guidebook! 8th Field Co.n.furence Cu&,onlmtds.P Sept. 1915, p. 193=210 (qu.arto ~ with

E:mest Szabo. a major article yepresenting about 4 years of 'reSearch); D. Air and
in ahow guidebook, p. 18. 26, 28, 32, 61, 78., 86, 102 0 165,

ground photographs:
223~

244, 275. Scientific diagrams and tables: in above guidebook:

p. 12 0 19, 27,

33, 216, 262, 216; B. Photographs of the Second lMJS Field Trip 1951 in:

Past

Q

"Scientific

II" by William L. Hiss, Las Cru.t:es Country Guidebook, New Mex. Geolo Soc.

Guidebook 1975.

4. Publications
Roger Y. Andersoo.:
Dean,

w.

E. Jr•• and Anderson, R. Y., 1974, Applica:tim of

SOtilil

c:orrelatian

c:onalation c::ooffic:l.ent teclmiques to time-series analysis: Mathematical
Geology, v. 6, no 4 •• p. 363=372.
Doan, W. E., Jr., Davies, G. It., mtd Andarson, R. Y., 1975, Sedimantological

signifian.ca of nodular and llillldne.ted anhydrite:

Geology, v. 3, no. 7,

Po lfi1Q372 •
.Andeli:'OOllp

It. Y. end

I<i:lOpll!lmS 0

L. H. (1975?, peruling) 9 Haxnnni.c analysis of

t.ilooQserles, !!!, Varve Clm:m.ology:

WliW

Benclunark Papers in Geology, D®tden,

Hutchinson and Ross, Iru::. P Stroudsburg~ Penna. (previously publ:!shed in JWi'o

of Gsophysical !Wserurdl.).
Andarson~

Ro Y., (in revifM) ShortQ·rel:Jil sediroontntion 1rospmse in lakes as

measmed by :remote sc:mpling: Lil!il'..ology md

O~g:rapb.y

(23 ms pages,

8 figsn)
D.Jan~

i'l. B.

Jx.

B!lld Anilel'Sa:n, Ro Y.D

1974~

Tll'SCC and minor element variations in

the Permien Castile Fomation, DeltiMare ~lln. Te.xns and New ~co,
re"~ed by Wlt'\-"a
~1. &lCo.

eallbiation:

Cle"-alendD Po

~Fourth

21'5~285.

(Note:

SYi1]lOsi'llll on Salt, North"'m Ohio
this paper was l!'efelm.ld to in

1913 :rupple!OOnt but full title und page numzs ware uikn001 and meo!lplete).

31_6
16.
Douglas G. Brookins:
1.

11

Ura:nim and Thori1Hil Resources of New Mexico", The Governor's,

Energy Task

Force Report. p. 1=10.

2.

''The Characterization of Oil Shales by Laser Pyro1ysis~Gas Chromatography",
J\nal~ ~·,

1975, v. 47, pp. 335·338.

Co-authors:

N. B. Vanderborgh,

R. L. Hanson.
3.

''Oxlpar:ison of Fission Track, K-.Ar and Rb-Sr Radiometric Age Determinations
£mn Solie Coastal Ma:ine Granite P1utms'',
19'15, v. 3, pp. 229=231.

CD~autbor:

u.

c. w.

S. Geo1. S•.lnl'. Jour. Res.,

Naeser.

4. "K-Ar Ages for Pegmatitic and ltittamorphic M.lscov!tes, Sandia lblltains,
New Mexico", 1975, Isochrm/lr(est, no. 12, pp. 9-11.

s.

Gooauthor: M. Shafiqullah.

''K·Ar and Rb·Sr Age Detexminations of Orbic:ula.r Granit.:e, Sandia f.blmtains,
New M;,:xico:, 1975, Isochnm/!Vest, no. 12, pp. 11=13. Co-authors: R. D. Enz,
A. M. Kudo, M. Sbafiqullah.

6.

''Sr Isotopic: Initial Ratios fma the San Francisco Volcanic Field", 1975,

Jrsocluy.n/West. no. 12. pp.
1.

1~3.

Co-author: R. B. P.bnxe.

''The Rb-S!L" Whole=rock Ages of the Sandia Granite and tbe Cibola Gneiss",

1975p Isocl!:ron/West, no. 12, pp. 5·9.
8.

Co-author:

J, B. Taggart.

"RbaSr Radiometric Age of Late Precaui>rian Fossil-Bearing and Associated

Ror.'!<S from Sinai", 1975, Earth Plan. Sci. Lttrs., v. 24, pp. 136·140.

(;oo>author: A. B. Shimron.
9.

''UraniU!il Resct!l'reS 1975·2000:

Reserves and Bxploration Potential in tho

United States", 19'15, 15th Ann • .ASIB Sym., pp. 9·17.

10. "Mdlticma! Note en the Isotopic Collposition of Strontim in M=Cartys Flaw,
Valtmda Cmmty, N£1.., Mexico", 1975, Barth Plan. Sd.. Lttrs.,
Co--llllthws: A,

w.

Laughlin, J. R. Carden.

v~

zs, pp.

327·331.

31.7

17.

11. ''Rb=Sr Whole Rod: Study of the Preemlbrian Rocks of the Pedemal Hills,

New Mexico", 1975, Earth Plan. Sci. Lttrs., v .. 27, pp. 283=286.
Co=authors: B. lotlkhopadhyayt
12.

s.

L. Bolivar.

"'Pyroxene' - Ilm!mite Xenoliths :&om the Stockdale Pipe, Kansas: Chemistry,
Crystallography, and Origin", 1975, in Phz!ics and Chemistry of the Barth,

v. 9 (L. H. Almms, !!_ !!· eds.), pp. 28'1·295.
H.

13.

o.

Co-authors: R. H. McCallister,

A. Meyer.

"Blk Creek, Nebraslca Carbcatatite:

St:rontiun Geoc:hemistzy", 1975, Earth Plan.

Sci. Lttrs., v. 28, pp. 19a83. Cooauthors: S. L. Bolivar, S. B. T!ews.
14.

"Search for Fission Produc:ed Rb., Sr, Cs and Ba at
Energy .Agencr Sym. 204, pp.

s.
15.

9~14.

O!CID",

1975, Int. Atcxnic:

Co--authors: M. J. Lee, B. tihopadhyay,

L. Boliwr.

''Fossil Reactor's History !s Probed", 1975, Geotims, v. 20, pp. 14=16.

Jmathan F. Callender:

Callender, J. F., 1975, Petrographic descriptim of Blair "dolonite01 after wry
high-pxessute shoc:1c deformation: Sandia Laboratories cxmsulting ;mport,
8 p.

- - - - - - ' ' 1975, Sttucture of Lucero ~lift, eastem Valencia Cotm.ty,
New Mexico:

Airer. Assoc. Petroleum Geol. Bull., v. 59; p. 925-926 (with

R. E. Zilinski).
- - - - - - · • 1975, Tectmic: lllllp of Rio Grande rift, New Mexico:

G'eol. Soc•

.1\marica, M!.!p and Chart Series, M::-11 (With L.. A. Wood-lard end R. E. Zilinsld).

- - - - - - " 1975, Laramide mnoclinal dewlOJmmt :md associated gravity
r:Udi.ng

on the eastcm

edge of the Colorado Plateau: Geol .. Soc • .Am9rica,

abs. uith :Progrt.ms, v. 7P p. 1328 (tdth R. Be Zillnsld).
---~-..-.!' 1915, Tectooic map of Rio Grande region fmn New Me:x:ico=Colorado

bordmr t:o Presidio, Texas:

New Mexico Gool. Sec. Qrldebook, 26th Field

18.

31.8

Coofe:rm.ce, Las Cruc:es Country, p. 239 and map (with C. Be Chapin, J. Gries,
W. R.. Seager, W. L. Sb&ffer, L. Ao WoocilHard, and R. B. Zilinsld).

_ _ _ _ __. 1975,

!!o,

Qddcbook of the Las Cruces Country: Nett Mexico

Geol. Soc•• 26th Field Confenmce, 376 p. (with R. B. Clemons and

w.

R.

Seager).

-----...1'

1975 !2_., Field trips to central Nett Mexico: ker. Assoc.

Petroleum Geol., Rocky Mtn. sectim, 165 p. (with

c.

-----J 1975, Overview of the Rio Grande rift:
and

c.

T. Siemers,

T. Siemers).
In J. F. Cmlle:n.der

!!!,.. Field trips to central New Mexico, .Aner. Assoc.

Pettoletlll Geol. , Rtllcky Mtn. secticm, p. 1·4.

_ _ _ _ __. 1975, Structure and recomtaissance petrology of tbe Precmd>rian
roclcs of northem New Mexico: E!_ T. R. Mc:Getchin, Solid

Barth Geosciences

Research Activities at LASL, July 1 - Dec:enbar 31, 1974 BRDA. ProgntSS
Report

LA~5956~PR,

p. 47=52.

Wolfgang B. Blstoo:
1.

''Emory Cauldron, Blaclc Range, New Mexico: Source of the

~heeling

l'lm.'lUff,"

New Mexico Geological Society Guidebook of the Las Cruces County, 26th Field

Conference, pp.

2.

283~292;

oo-authors: William R. Seager and Russell B. Cl.EmaiS.

"Control of M:inemlization by Mid-Tertiary Volcanic Centel'S, Southwestern
~"'

J.bxioop" New Mexicn Geological Society Qrl.debook of the Las Cruces Qlmty

(Abs'h'~) p

26th Field Conference, p. 338-339; co-authors:

Rodney c. Rhodes,

Edward B. Bib.

Rodnzy

c.

.Etrlng:

&ling, R. c. (1975) '!he crystal chemistry of carplexniwiun and tantalta
oxides.
728-7£3.

IV. The ootmct state:

Discussicm. .American Mineralogist. 60,

31.9
19.
Ewing, R. C. (19'15) Alteration of metamict, l!'Slre-earth, AB 0 otype NbwTaaTi
2 6
~ca et Comnoc:himica

oxides.

Acta, l9, 521-530.

Ewing, R. C. and Ao J • .l3h1mann (1975) Annealing study of metamict, orthorllcmbic,

rareoeartJl, AB20 aeype, Nb-TaoTi oxides. The Canadian Mineralogist, 13, 1·1.
6
adng, R. c. (in press) A numerical approach toHard the classification of coap1ex,
orthorhollbic, rareaeartb, AB o -type Ml~Ta-Ti oxides. 'J.be Canadian Mineralogist.
26
Iklng, R.
(in review) Metamict mlullbite ~. Mlneral98ical Maguine.

c•.

Ewing, R.

c.

(1975) A ntlllerical approach tnward the classificatic:m. of a~~~plex,

ortborhclllbic, rareaeartb., AB2o6=type ri>-Ta-ti oxides. (abst.) Canadim
Mineralogist, 13, page 307. Presented at the annual meeting of the
Mineralogical Association of Canada, Waterloo, Ontario.
Bdng, R.

c.

with M!ll'k Taylor (1970) Crystal Structures of the

'l'Mio4 pol)'J!Dxphs,

tborlte and huttoaite. Transactions, American Geaphy!ical tmion, wl. 56,
no. 12, page 1076. Presented at annual fall meeting of American Geophysical
Union, San Francisco.

J. Pmal Fitzsi!ll'll(Qs: Colorado Plateau Province, in: The Bw:yclopedia of \'brld
Ragicma.l Geology, Part 1. pp. 548-557, Halstead Press.

Goom:: R.

Ji!!£cl.c~

Jiracek, G. R., 19'15, Doop electrical -resistivity investigations cmpled with
dry goothamal reservoir experiments in New Moodco:

Univ. of New Mexico,

Albtqt~erque,

NSP Tech. Prog. Rpt.,

47 Po

JilL'W:ek, F. G., 1975, Gsothemal exploratim in New Mexico (abs.):

New MW.co

.Ata.d. Sd.. Bull., vel. l5p no. 2, p .. 19.
JiHt"..ekt G. R., 1975, Deep geotllemsl exploraticm in New Mexioo usbtg electrical

xesistivity (abs.

III~47):

.Abstracts, Seamd l.hited Natims Syap. Devel.

mtd lise of Geothenaal Reso, San Frand.sco, Ma:y 2Go29, 1975.

20.
Ji'X'W:ek, G. R. ~ 1975, Geophysical potential methods in geothemal prospecting:
Position papers en Goothannal Rasottt'CeS, Gmremor•s Bmrgy Task Form

publication, New Mood.oo Energy Resources Board.
Ji~,

G. R., 1975, Ceothttl'mlll resources: Eneroon, vol. 1, ISS'I.W 1, Energy

Resources Board, State of Nsw Mexico, p.

~,l,

Nov. 1975.

Jill't'.ook, G. R. and P. R.. Kintzinger, 1975, Deep electriw reSistivity
inveStigations cxrupled with "dry" geothermal reservoir ~ts in
New Mexioo (sbs.):

Geophysics, wl. 40, p. 175.

R., G. A. Dom, G. Forsythe,. M. T. Geuty, B.

Ji~. G.

Sdmmdt~

and C. Smith,

1975, Resistivity investigations sunoun.ding ''hot d!yoi0Ck geothemal drill
11

sites in New Mexia» (ebs.): BOS 'l'rans. AW, 56 (4), p. 235.
Jireooka G. R. 0 C. S. Smith, G. T. Porsythe 9 and G. A. Dom, 1975, Geothermal

resistivity investigations in NeW Maxim (abs.): M>stracts, Program
24th Ann. Mtg. Rocky M'it. Sect., MPG, p. 18.

Jimoek, G. R., G. Ao

nom, c.

Smith, and M. T. Gerety, 1975, Deep resistivity

llWaswremants at ttro lm001 geothemal msotm:e areas (I(GRAs) in HIM Mexico
(e.bs.):

ms Trans.

P.Wp 56 (12) p. 1013.

Ji1ro.ook, G. R. 9 C. 5mt.h 0 mld G. A. Dom, llew"'P

~thermal

mtploratim in
,.

NGw M>.W.oo using electrical '!reSistivity: Proceedings of Second U. N.
S)m!p. Deval. am1 Use of Gootbemal Res. 0 accepted for publicatim. in

press.
Ji~u

G. R, and

g.ro~:f'iSI

c.

gmth11 :Deep teSistivity investigations at ttio known

resllm'OO areas (KGRAs) in New Mexico:

LiTJhtning Dockl>

Radium Springs and

special Vincent Kelley New Mexico Geological Society

wlt~~~e,

in press.
Lm!l.oi',

w.

I. and G. R. Jirarol<:JI mectnxnagnetic xeftection fraa mltilayered

$ll0:1 ~lsp

J. Glad.op na:epted for publication, in press.
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KlausM!:
l. P-atrology of

SOil!<)

fia~ts

lithic

of ailwic higbwalum:lna bru;al:t

T$clle~c's Mine1!'al .. P.etmg.

from Apollo .ll.2 coa:rrse fines.

~iticn

Mitt. ~ 1'19~195,

1914 (with G. I\limt tmcl M. Plinz).
2. 'Ehs

:r.if'OOilit!!ll<>CQl}'gtm plto~f111!9h ~t:ian m'i: ozygen p:.oossures

a-!moophems. &m!lllm LOOoJratoriooD Report

74~4170l>

f:ma

)19'74 (with L.

1~24

s.

Nelsm,

C. JJ• .M. Northrupp R.. P. l':9pll.@» N. L. RicllruMsm 11 D. J. Pastee and H. N.
P'lr:mn.e'f).

3. c:owrrel!ation

b~~

d-roplets b1.8Ii'l'dng
N~lsmt 0

4.

explasion tims !'md mitial !llll)W content for metal

m 2ill'.

Smttb'!.a Lah1l!t"atcrioop

J. M. F'lfeaoos N. L.

Ricb.am~m ~d

L'WllU' p)l'll'~'"tata=phyrl.c basalts;

J.

P~tx-ology ~ 4ll.!ll~453:>

S. J!.gnema
Gzoochimo

~ ~

74o5169 (with L. S.

H. N. Pltmneli.").

C'li'ystaU.illlation wli'm st.l'pelroOOled conditions.

1914 {tr.ith E. Dowty and M.. Prinz).

f.p<)Uo 16

Oc~ J~,

~

rar.e SU!Wles.

Proc. Fiftb Ltmalf Science Canf.,

Supplo 5, VoJ!.., 1, 431o44S, 1974, (;.,i.th B. DrMty

cat!Mo ~)o

6., r-t.i!.meli'alt}gy m"..d
'

850~852,

iJ..m!.rur St:ietoo VX"p l.'l.ma't' Seiim'Je JfW!gtitruJtsp Housto:n, T.mas.
~~~li'

1975

::md IlL Plflnz).

C41:lltdbl.ati®S to tlw rm'\nalffil dt:ms'tiy of Ifuwaliiml rocl\s IV.
\2!~

ilo

of mmx~ bazalw fmn Apollo 1'7 lF.lke SID!plos. In

1

Ctdth Ro
'!,

p:3ta:'~>1oror

Pywxenes in

fw::1 HoXeclmln w.d ~ias'€:4tm:1 Vol~SSp }1a!d 9 ~i.

Ctmtrlb.

a.

r.?.inS'l.r.".ll. P;;'i:roll.

~ :1.1'3"'195n

fc~lcooe }Xl~:cys

far.• d'lep secll<i1 dispol.lal of rodioru:tiw wostes. Ploc.

1975 (uith R. v. Podm- and T.

i';ato;mnt. At1ffiie ~ f\,"fJnq
!\1r.;;le.:J:rr F~lit.ii.~<:s

J/1\ly

4~

m1

into Aquatic

Bunch).

Rcdiological !npscts of Release from

lhvi~t,

Helsinki, Finlemi, June 30

Jl9$'5 (;'lith D., 11., An.limm, i'l. '1'. Dishnp, V, T.

~.

a

J. P. Brannen,

tl, N. C.m!l!en P.., Jo Da'i_;cyu Tello BnBrt, D. B. Jlfuyesll G. R. Hanth, R. R. Hensler,
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C. D. Hollistor, J. A, ll..cGctlan., R. W. Rohde~ W'. P. Sc:hiiJm:!ll, C. L. Schuster,

A. J. Silva, W. H. Sni:y:re» B. A. Taft, end D. M. Talbert).
9. Rocks 60618 and 65785:

B17idenr.e for edmixture of :KRBBP in ll!IIUlr iJrpact ~~Jalts.

~ical Rese&.Tdl'Letters

b

369o312, 1975 (with It.. D. Wamer, Bo Dowty

md M. Prinz).

10. Inclusions in diB!lll:llds: garnet, l.llenolite and eclogite asseslblages.

In

"Physics and Chemistry of the Barth" (eds. L. H. Abrams, J. B. Dawson,

Ao R..

D~Jngm, and

Ao J. Jerlark), wl. 9, 197o815, 1975, Pergmaan Press.

11. Petrogenetic: xelationshlps anmg .Apollo 17 basalts. In 110rigins of Jllllft

basalts and tbeilr inplicati<rlS for lunar ewluticn", 179-183, 1975. The
I.1.tl!.mr Sd.ence Institute, HomtxrJl, Texas (with R.. Wamer, A.. B. MuraU. and

R. A. Sdmlit:t).

12. Minsralogy 0 petrology!> and dlelllistry of mare basalts from Apollo 17 rab
D&l\I)les.

hoc. 6th Lwmr Scl.enoo Ccm£., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, S\lw1. 6,

l93-Z200 1915 (with R. D. Warner, M. Prinz, J. C. Laul, Ao V. Mural.i, and

R. A. Sl;hmitt).
b) 1\bstz--s...."'ts published in proooedings of JEedngs and in joumals.
Jl.o ltzplicstions of Korlc:h lithic fta,glllants and c:lUlllldwles in the Bho1a brecciated

¢;h®drlte. Gsol. Soc. k'oor. Abstracts §., i'39o740, 1974 (with R. V. Fodor
ad r.r, Prinz)

0

2. A I~tiitec-.ll.fte lithic ftagment in tbe Eva. chmdrite: JM.dence for an
funpaC'itcp~ 0

J\975 (tdth R..
So

~-w

v.

svperoooled ille!t of cbandritic parentage.

IDS~

391,

Fodor).

1\e:JmS Ul'\lilillU:e: Ultl'8l11afic toek with evidence for igneous, etmnorphic,

t~c, tmd

lWith J. L.

shoclc ong:in. Meteoritical Society Meeting, Tour, F18nC8. 1975

Barldl&)"~

H. G. Brown, and G. Huss)o
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4. Cor!elation. between explosim timss and initial molar content for metal
droplets burning in air.

Co!rbusion Institute, Westem States Section, 1974.

Pall Meeting (with L. S. Nel!lon• J. M. Freese, N. L. Ric:hardsat and H. Planner).
5.

~ition

and origin of lwar glasses.

International Mineral. Assoc.

Meeting. Regensburg, West GelTJlllllY, 1974.

6. Sqlen:ooling of laser-melted silicates: Application to the fol'lllltion of

meteorites. mect:rochemical Society, 1975 (with M. Blander, H. N. Planner,
L. S. Nelson, and N. L. Richlmlsoo).
7. 1be Ielrose (b) howaxdite: A cxmplex meteorite parent body regolith breccia.
EOS &

1017, 1975 (with S. Sibray, P. M. Stareylc, R. A. Scbmitt and G. I. Hms).

8. Mineralogy and petrology of some ultmamafic and mafic dredge saaples from
the Equatorial Mid•Atlantic Ridge. Abstract for Con£. m ''Natum of the
Ocean Crust", La Jolla, Calii-omia, 1975 (with M. Prinz and J. Green).
9. The Kenna ureilite:

An ultramafic m:k with evidence £or igneous, metamorphic,

tectcnic and shock origin.

Mateoritic:s !!!, 402p 1975 (with R.

v.

Plldor).

Albert M. Kudo:

1. K•Ar and

Rb~Sr

Age detemlnatims of Olbicular Granitep Sandia r.irun.tains

N.Mo; Isoclu.m/W'estg 12, 1975.
2. Dacites of Bmsen Peak, the Birdl Mills, and the Wsshalde Needles,
Northwestem Wyoming and their relationship to the Absaroka Volcanic Field,
lfyomingoMrm,tanQ:

Geol. Soc. America, in press.

3. Volamoes and related basaltic rocks of the AlbuqwiqOO·Belen basin, N.M.;
N.M. lll.rreau of Min~ & Minflral

By!y Stephen

Res.,

in press.

~:

1. "C'.clustitution, gt(Mth, Wid signifiamce of the Silurian reef

CC~~plex

at

Rockfolrdp Ohio", with R.. Shaver and othel!S# actepted for pli>lication in Amero
Assoc. Petrol. Geolo Bultl. 1975.
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2.

''l'he palemto1ogy of Edgewood cmmms, N6'l# Mexico" accepted fur publicaticn,

Cave Researeh Foundation .Annual Report, 1975.

3. ''Ccmtro1 of !llldcrack pattems by the infatmal bivalve Pseudocyrena."
sthmitted to Jour. Sedimentaly Petrology (with C. T. SiCD'Jt'S).

Gary Perrin Landis: Landis, G. P.,. and Rye, Ro
by

v.

o.,

1975, A Reply t:o Discussion

P. Hollister, Geology, fluid inclusions, and stable isotopes studies of the

Pasto Bt:lcnQ tmgsten·base metal ore deposit, Northern Peru; Econ. Geol., v. 70, p. 994.
Landis, 1975, I.ASL Gl'·2 Report oo cnre from geothe:rmal test hole; fluid inclusion

studies 15 p.
Sbeman A. Wengerd: A. Re'1)li>llcation by invitation of AIPG-Texas Section, of
paper entitled "Courage" Conviction, and Concern, the Bases for Scientific Profession=

alism'', Oct. issue p. 2 of Texas P:ro:feszional Geologist (nei$letter)) B. ''Ptmnsylvmdan
Geology and Patroleun Potential of the Westem Part of the Lucero Basin"; Field trips

to Central New Mex:l.c:o 11 Grl.debook, Field Trip No. 2. Ann. AAPG>SBPM

~

Mtn. Section

Jwe 1·4, 1975, p. 32·36 (quarto).
Lee A. Woodward: 1975, (with H,. R.. DuChene) Gooilletty of Sierrita fault and its

bearing m tectonic develcpment of the Rio Gi'Silde rift, New liW.co:

no. 3, p.

114~116.

1975,

~tty

Geology, v. 3,

of Sieni:ta. fault and :l!.ts bearing oo tectonic davelopmem of the

Rio Gr.mde ri:£'1:: Reply:

Geology,

Vo

1975, ('lflth J. F. Callmdar oo.d R..

39 no. 7, P• 357.

:a.

Zilinski) Tectonic map of the Rio Grande

rift, Ntm Meldco: Geol. Soo. J\meldm Map m1d Chart Sertes, ft.IHl.
1975, (w!th J. F. Csllt&.ndel'p J. Griesp W. R.

tmd R. Eo ZiMnsld) Tectcmic
to Presidio, "1\al".as: New'
and in pcdre'ii:.

lili3,?

~oo

Seager~

C. B. Cb.ap:1n,
.i'l. L. Shaffer,
,·

o£ the Rio Grande tagion• Colors.do--New Maxic:o border

Geol. Soc. 26th Guicbbook, Las Cruces Q]wtzy, p. 239
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25.

1915D (tdth R. 1. Rlnl;tschiling) 0 Geologic 1112p 8Ild sections of the San Ysidro
qua.dmlg:1e,
1915~

~

Na,r

Moodoo:

?~.

Buir. Mines mtd Min. Ras. Gaol. f.fap 37 (in press).

(with G. G. GibOOJ1 9 and D.

~ll.larul)

Gmlllogic m1!lp md sed:ims of the

Gall.iml quadr.my,la 9 N<m M®doo: Maw l!.ex. Bur. N".cims ad Mll.n. Res. Geol. Map 39
(in pms:o).

s.

Otiwr research projects or creative work in progress or conpleted during
Period.

Roger Y. Anderson:
$19,900.

Canpletion of NSF :resean-.h grant DES74el7499, one year,

NASA resean::b. funds 9 Adm:inistel'ed by Dartoouth College Bl8240 for a

remnte SID!!pl:lng program in Lake Pet·tell, Utah.

Awar®d research grant NSF

EAR74~17499-A01,

Conpletion of project 6-months, $4994.

A reJI)Jte snnpling approach to the

investigation of geologic and climatic processes, one year 0 $15,000.
Roge:r Y. Anderson, 1975 P Remote sampling of seasonal sedimentation, Wahweap

Bay, Lalce Powell, AriZCU'la and Utah: NSF Rep1n1:, 38 pages, 1 table, 20 figs.
Rogeit' Y. Andarsonp 1975p Remote sanpl:in,g program, Main clumnel, Lake Powell:

Report to NSF and Ilnrtmouth College, 24 pages, 10 figs.
Douglas G. Brookins:

A.

Fund...."~!

Research

!. ''Mineralogic, lsotopic tmd Goochemical Studies in Ultramafic Rocks and
.Associated Xenoliths £rom Mid-Cont:irumtal. USA":

National Science Foundation

DES7:Hbl655 A01; Nov. 1972 through Dec. 1975: ~:
2.

0

$78,400.

'1Jrmdtm1 Daposits of the GrantsD Netr Mexico Mineral Belt":

Researeh and Dav.alcpmant Administration Con. ERDA A7
::~;pto 1974

tlmlugh Dec. 1975: ~:

u.s.

Energy

(05~1)·1636·1;

$39,530.

3. "Pilot Study for Project NIJRB 'Hydrogeochemical and Stream Sedinent Survey
of the

u.s.':

Estancia Basin and GYmts Mineral Belt":

Lahora.tozy Contract
Amount:

$70 0 000.

LA~5-9802S;

Los AlSIOOS Scientific

June 1, 1975 through Dec. 31, 1975:
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4.

"K·Ar Age Datelrlllinatio.ns, Sandia Mountains, N.M. ' 1p Fiscal 1975, l.JN.f=Res. Alloc.
~:

Com.,
S.

''K~Ar

$1.500.

Dates an. Minerals :bmn the Grants Mineral Belt, N.M.", Fiscal 197S.

Ui\M·Res. Alloc. Comm.D ~:

6.

$11.,500.

"Gaocllronologic and Geochemical Studies in the Zuni Mts., N.M.", Fiscal 1976
tOOl-Res. Alloco Com., ~:

$920.

7. "Ge1tlthel'lllll1 Potential of Rio Grande Rift, New :rtexic:o",
to Aug. 31, 1975,

~:

headed by Dr. G. R.

a.

$69,000 (Note:

~•

.April 1, 1974

Bight Principal Investigatoll'S;

Ji~).

"Evaluation of Goothennsl Potential of the Basin and Range Province of
Nat Mexico"» one yea1l' starting July 1. 1975, u.s. C-ool. Survey and mEROO,
~:

$149,503 (Note:

Drs. G. P. Landis and J. F. Callender, co-head

investigators).
B. Ntm=sponsornd or consultsnt=ftmded research projects
lo ''Rb=Sr study of PrecalliJrtan rocks from G'I'-2 Drilll Hole, Los Al8DDS

Scientific LabOll'atozy" ('i'dth LASL Persoonel; Q-22 and CM:Hl Div.)
2.

·~

eleno.:mt studies of GT=2 Drill Hole. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratozy"

l"'l-rith LASL Pal!'SO.Illl9lj, Q=22 and CNC..ll Div.)
3.

"NM .Analysis of Whole Rodes and Clay Separates frm the Gnm.ts Mineral Belt"

(with LASL personnel; CNC-11 Div.)
4n

vrDNM Uranium Daterminations
v~rsc:rJlWl;

in Sslected Rocks from New l>bxico11 (with LASL

CNCHl Div.)

5. "Clmt:inued Studies of Oklo (Fossil Reactor) Sllll\)les" (with LASL Persoonel;
Ci"..C~no

md CNCH! Dlvo)

6.

Geochamiw study of the Todilto Fomnation,

1.

"Uranium goodwmistiy and geology of the Motm.t Taylor Mine, San Mateo, N.M."
(~dth.

1'1.

c.

Riese).

New Mexico (with B. Mukhopadhyay).
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8.

''Geoch!'Qilo!ogic studies in Nefl England" (with D. B.

stewart.

D. R. Wanes,

R. B. Z8.rt:mlm, C. t1. N.aeser, P. H. Osberg, S. A. Norton, C. V. Guidotti,

9.

A., M. Hussey9

others---~:

of data taken

t:ll:rouWl

191'5 is planned for 1976) •

"Geoclmm.ologic studies of

P~rlan

C&l~r,

G. P. Landis, R. C. Ewing, P. R. Barker, othel'S--·

this tiork
10.

This work is being phased out; only writing

L. A.

1ga:;

Wotxtrord~

started in 1913 bw: is cmly ntlt yielding results).

''Radio&£:.tiva waste studies=
(with

s.

rocks in Netr Mexico" (tdth J. F.

Behavior of alkali end alb.line earth elements"

E. Logan, M. Barbano).

Jcmathan F. callender:

Cmr.re:nt:
a. Goo'B.'Ml'm31 potential of Rio Grande rift, New MIOO.c:o: New Mexioo Energy
Res~ and

Dev&lO}lmlmt Grant !122, 1/1/74 to 12/31/75,

$'1s.soo

(with

D. G. Brookins~ G. R. Ji'1i'll(:.ek, A. M. Kudo, G. P. Ltmdis, end L. A. Woodward).

b.

Ewluntion o£ goothelrlfl21 pot63ltial of t:he Basin and Range Province of

N'm1 Mexico: U.S. Goological SUll'\FE!Y

~

Geotbennal ~ Program

Gmlt f14~08o00l·B·255,. 7/l/15 to 6/30/76, $149, 843 (with D. G. BtoOJdns,
\1, B.

m.stcm,

G. R. Jiraalk, A. M. Kudo, G. P. Landis, C. A. Slotanberg, and

L, A. l'lood:'la:rd) •

c. Fabric studies en undefotmild and deformed roclc salt: Sandia Laboratories
u~t

OOZ-3857, 7/1/15 to 6/30/76p $14,110.

Pa>..d!ng Grents;

a. Evaluati01l of
~.':];'.-! ~1Clldtt:e:
!2/3!/7'1~

~otlwnnl!l

potential of ths Basin and Range Province of

N<::t M'aldoo Brulrgy Research mtd D$velopment Grant, 1/l/76- to

$209 0 163 (2 JI'!S.) (with D. G. Brookins, W. E. Blstm, G. R. Jiracek,

A, l4. I<'.ud.oD G. P. Lcrulisp Co A. S!-;an'berg, and L. A. Woadwnnl).
b.

~oond )'Wll:' of QJR'Ient gnmt

same group as abmr-a).

12 (abotra), 7/l/76 to 6/30/TI, $123,715 (with

Papers in Preparation:
a. "Qmpression wave studies in Blair· dolcmite" (with D. Grady, R. Hollenback

and K. Schuler); munuscript cooplete. To be submitted to JGR Febl'OO.ry,

1976 (24 manuscript
b.

p~s).

"Road logs to the Albtx{uerqoomBelen basin" (with V. c. KelJ!ey, A. M, Kudo
and L. A. Woodward); to be stblllitted Jan. lS, 1976 to N.M. Bur. Mines ( 40 p.)

c. ''Tectmics of the Lucero uplift, eenual

~t

Mexico., (with R. Zi:Umld);

to be submitted Feb. 1. to N.M. Gaol, Sod. Spec. Publ. 16 (20 p.)

d.

"Contact uatamorphism near the Sandia. plutcmg eantral Nat Mexico" (with

J. Berkley); to b0 soooitted spring, 197'5, to Coilt. Min. Pet. oll'

G.s.

A.

Bull. ( 30 p.)
e. ''Ovel"i'i.ew of the Precamrlan geology and geochl"Ollnlogy of northeastem

New Maxito11 (with D. G. B'irol>ld.lm); to be

sulmdtt~

May 1, to N.M. Gaol .. Soc:.

27th Guidebook ( 20 p.)

f.

"Joints in Dakota Sandstme tmd tlmir telaticn to regional stress pmttemsn
(with R.

~

ood 1. A. J'!ocdw'erd)t to be submitted

spnng,

1916, to MPG

Bull. ( 1!5 p.)

g.

"Melenges tmd tiwii.r boo.rlng an. envilW!l!lllmts of subduction"; to be mbmitted
spring~

19'16, to Goolelgy' (10 p.)

h. 'l'fha Rio Granda Rift Elld its relation to models of the evolution of the Basin
sad P.;msa ~oo•• (t-tith Il Lb~ tm.d A. Rico); to be subl!littcl late

spring, jl976, to Gaology ( 10 p.)

!'lol:fgg B._.m_!Jtml:

foo>

t~4.

Gll'@lt NGR lZ•00,$ol}62, Supple'lllllmt Nt». 1, Mars: Search

0Yidmoo of ~c pN~,

~ml, Jlmumy

1 .. Deceslber 31, 1916-. $20,000.

Nll5A GlWll~ Nrrt 32 ... CD4~0l1" Suppll~t No. 8p Voltanclop.!cal approach to the

inta;premtirn. of lmmr
NASA cm.m~
~lton,

l-ISG 1066,

Ji!.!OO 1, 1915

fea~»
~JI.ogic

rnNlost eJC\U:IDSlimlt Jm.e 1, 19'16 to May 31r 1917.

inte?P:rotati.<m of 11lnl!.li."PPlfObe photol{l!'!Plrft JlO<'COSt

w Jamary $1,

1976.

329
2!).
NeJ! .r.fex:l!.co Energy Rooeal"Ch and Dsvelop!Wint Program Grnnt 104, Application o~
wlcanolom• to P!troleu:n !J'Plo:ro.tion in soutmrestam ~ rt.m~ l!WW grant, JanU1UY
eo~~tigaror:

l5p 1915 to Jant&!ll'f 14, 1976, $Slp2SO.
(,l!l'i1 ~:

Sm!liel Th011pson !II, :tml.fl'

$48,250).

U.S. Goologia'\1 SwMrey lbtt~ Gooth-;}mtll PlrogTatn Gii1mt 14~08~001-G·ZSS,
Bwlua~!!.

of

e?~.l'llml £QttmtiW.

of the :Basin and !®Jge l'rwinos of New Mexico.,.,
~inwstigato:rs D. G. Bxooldns. J. F.

Ju'!y Jib 1975 to June 30, 1976» $149,503.

Callendell', G. R. Ji~D A. M, KuDo, G. P. I..sr.ndis, C. A. ~rg, L. A. Wood.mrd.
Edit®d for pes~ ptblic:atitcm:

~' R.

origin of the Irushvald Cmplexp South Africa:
Bditbg l'illd writing in pnY~ss:

Osno~e

c••

Gaology.

1975p NerA'

mdenee

v. 3, p.

549 ..554.

for inpact

wlcanism in soutrorestein Natr Mexico:

N. Max. Gsol. Society ~. N>licatii.oo. No. 5; :oo·editor: Stuart A. North:wp.
Rmm?f_C. ~:

~ P.rojeets

Misctbility gap :in

th~

alk'lli feldspars of '117>lamie m:ks (with Dr. Fredrick

nmre~tt, RsnsselOO'i!' P"lyttclmic

l!'mltitute, New Yorlc:).

StiUf~ cmn.trol em ~i!tl<m. d~ea

in pnlym®rphm.D fol'I!G of tlwrl.un silicates

{~rlth Mmt'k Taylor, St'.llllford UniW1!'.3ity).

S'&dl"J of the ~latia:iWbips of tOO texttml, :fubl'ic and orxmpositim of fine-grained
ill3~AS

ro&.anw tmd

s~~Y ~ ~ tm1 ~·of and

oxo

plorotil.<m for oU l!md goo (ritb. D. S. Y.uas 11 UNM m.td C. T. Sieners, Cities
S'$JIW!re P-c0gwcll) :C"Wllf~d by Smdia ~tim

o

$16,000.

Ptcposal en Sl!llle

tapie s,~~d ~~'<.'if Mmro lte$~ $ii!.d Dm-aX~t Ptogra !or $74,591.
Cfrz:p:s1J.Il:!w ad st!ru.t.~ ·i»f fm SJt~m:w f1rom Madagascar (with K. fatsingeT.
Ps:.;;:; ~

~ll0gy

CG:iltm,

~D ~itt FiGl!d~

rnd miinall'014l:gy of 'ti'w Hnrd!ng

Celifoltnia).

pa~tite (with

R. H. Jalus, Stanfold

tfl!i~m:;ity)

!ble~!~tmn .of wm1lalllito c.n:d ~~lfiol!to {t1itth A, J. ~. Texas auistian

\Wi'I;'Olroi\1.1).

30.
X~lt'lllf

dif:fnlc'tll.on analysis of srti:fucts :&om Tijeros Canyon (:for Linda Cordelll,

An.tlmspologyp IN4).,
XQliay dif'f'xad:icm Ellll1!ysis of soils £rom se:llected ~as in Albtllql.fe~q~JS (!o:r
M.."'}'

Ao Nasc.ll.m:$lntop Dspart.m.mt of Civil EnginooringD 11m).

Syiitmetzy in Miner.llls (:J.n progress) a possiblla article for Natural Histo1tYP a

pvblletA'tll.on of l:hs Amerlc:an YtDSeum of Natul'al Hlsiozy.
J. Paul P.itzs~:
Bn~~Jp?Uin
Coi!Jr'£€1 fo):r

~m

Rfi'risim of lll"tiele en PlreCS!!brim foX" the Mc:Graw=Hill

of Scl.ence md tedtonology

(~Xeted).

~ltete ~niting

of

~ce

GroJ!.ogy 101.

R.

J.i!.m~k;

1l. Prindptal llnr..stigatorl) Natic:nall. SclaLOO Fmm.dlilticm Grant GI=4283Sp

~

BlectdcW!. :rrosi!.sti'irity mr.nrdgati4mS <OO'l.lploo tl'ith diy goothezmal xesen-oir
~liP3il":inl.sraw

:m N<M r~oo.

$49,600, 4/!/14 to 3/311'15; ~ (with Ro J.

l?Mllipsj) Ja~ Plroplll1l.si(.Ul LahoRtoey)p Gmnt AER15~20188, $16.'100, 9/l/75 to

Z/ZfJ,/"#71.

2. C!)=plflil.Qpal

w~ttg&"~&>

ii. M. !fu® 0 G. P.
S!Xil'VVJ

Lm!.~~

with D. G. BlWflkllooD J. Po

c.

Call~&lrp

W. B. Elston,

A. &mnhergp md L. A:, Woodward; U. S. Geological

~t (]MQOBQOOOJH~~255,

:IM!lll.tmtion of

Geo~rmal

Potential of the

R<miin end llimge Pll'oMJiru".e of N~ r-bxli.w. $149p843p 6/21/15 to 6/2'1/16.

3.

C~oplfmclp::Dl ii'll."ves~aoor

tdtb D. G. l:llrot)ldnsa J. F.

Ao r,:t, Ku.r!n 0 G. l?., Lmrui.'lzo C. A. S;WJllbaJrg !imli L. A.
l:.]SClll!l're Ibv'01!.~-m.t

J?.J)~1A~:Il.nJl

il.c

lt~aemi<Gh

Pziog1'D!ll Gl!'lmt 1004

OJJ.l1~69~Bp

Csllooder~

~;

W. E. Blstm.

Ne.w M&xico Energy

l'dwlwtll.on of Geothermal

o£ tire ll:mful mild Rmlga ~ of Ns.a ~co.

$J!.OS,928 9 1/1/16

GJfal'il: firon NASA r.~d Sp::Jre~ Os:n~P HGust.tm, Teams, entitled

''Ellt;;;;:-i;lro;IA mclroplOOOO om.J].Jl:rsis of rewrm2if ltllWll' s~:Bplcs."
TI!l1J.DtiJ.®g

Jkblanzy .ll~ 19'?2 a JSil'ULliy llo 197Soooooooooooooo<>e$141's600o00

31.
2.

Research Grnnt £irolll NASA Haadquarters, Washington, D.C., entitled ''Mineralogy

and cihemistl(y of pol)llllictcbrecc!ated stone meteorites."

Duration: June

1~

1972 -May 31, 197s •••••••••••••••••••••••• $130,000.oo

3. ReseaTCb. Gnmt from NASA Langley Research Center, Hlmptoo., Virginia, entitled
'VX·l"&)' fluorescence analysis of Marsian eoil during the 19754976 u.s.
Viking thmmmed Landing

0!1

Mars."

Duration: July 1, 1972 =March 31, 1971•••••••••••••••••••••• 75,465.00
4. Research Grant from NASA Headqua.rters, Wasldngt:on, D.C., entitled ''mineralogy
and cllemistiy of polymict=b:recciated stone meteorites."

s.

Reseuch Grant from NASA Manned~ Center, Houston, Texas, entitled
Blet:tl® microprobe analysis Of returned l\IUU' St!JI4lles. 11

11

Duration: Peb:rruazy 1, 1974
6.

Jmuary

=

31~

1977.... oo •••••••••• 165,1;36. 00

Research Glmnt from NASA Johnson Space Center, lbu;;ton, Texas, entitled
"Electron micropll'Oba study of retumed 11.11ar stmpl£tS."

Dl.llre.ti.<m:

feb!'t.1Ql"Y lp 19'$4

Q

January' 31, 1975oooo<tHHO"Ou<>u

1,.3W.00

1. Researcll Grant fmn NASf\ J\'tJes Reseaec:h Center, l>bf£ett Field, Califo1nia,

(;ntitled "Variability of quasi=stellar objects and galaxies; relativ:lstic
effects in waw propagation and dsllping in relativistic plasmas."

Sa

Duration: July 1, 1974

~June

...fl.rr,:;:n.tf.~n_t

11.a

"b:t

Noo

7.,oa • a a

30D 1975.......................

ae o oo o oo ooo •

9. I'..esearcll Grant from NASA Hsadquart:ersp

oCI (:1

eo o-•o o, o

~Qo o"' (Jo o •

~luslrll\gton,.

6,250.00
I~S3o00

o o oo

D.C.,. entitled

"Mineralogy, petil'Ology md dlemlstzy of polymict-bxecciated stme meteorites."

Duration: June 1» 1974 • ~~ 31, 1977•••••••••••••••••••••••• 91,475.00
10. Research Grant :&om NAS.4. Headquarters, Washington, D.C.,. entitled ''MineraloSY,

patrology » mul dmnistry of broccla'i:ed mteorites: Inpact and igneous
•,

histories of matoorl.te pa;rent bodies. 11

Duration: June 1, 1915

~

Februarr

zs,

1976................... 78,70o.oo

3:12
3Z.
11.

Research Grant fxon NASAL. B. Jo'lmson Sp~ Center, Hoo:ston 11 Texas. entitled

''Electron microprobe analysis of returned lunar samples."

Duration: February 1, 1975 -January 31, 1978 •••••••••••••••• 184.772.00
Total grapts in effect during
Albert M. Kudo:

~rt ~od ••••••••••••••••••• $969,193.00

MlmBF Geothermal Grant, $69p000, zeceived for 1 year. USGS

Geoth.el'llUll Grant, $149,843, received for 2 years.
Wyoming on Absaroka

Work on b'oth grants.

Work in

Range~

Baryy s. Ji'ues: Manuscripts in Preparation

1.

"The fauna and paleocology of the Oketo Shale Member of the Barneston
Limestone, Permian, in Kansas and Nebraslca (Ph.D. Dissertation, to be
submitted to Univ. Kansas Paleo. Contribs.)"

2.

''The Polyplacophora of the Salem Limestone (Mississippian) of Central Indiana".

(Other 1eseal'Ch and creative wolrk)

*3. ''The depositional envi1."0J''lllem.t of the Red Tanks Msnber of the
Po:rmation cPelUlSYlwnian) near I..ueero Mesa9 New Mexico."

~Til

(To be submitted

to volume of papers m New Mexico geology.)

*4.

"A new upper Pennsylwnian eurypterid assemblage flrorn the I.t.icero Uplift,
New

~s.

Mexico."

t'The gastropods and scaphopods of the Red Ta:nks Menner, Madera Fol'li111tion
(Pennsylvmian), in central New Msx:lco."

6.

9

'The stratigTSpb:y and PaleCllltology of the Osha Qmyon Fol1'1!1!ltion {Morrowan)

in nort:ham New !V'm.ico."

(t-dth Harvey Ducll.ane)

(SUpported by tlN'f R.A.C.

grant of $900)
ot.h.er research (p:re·m!lnuscrlpt stage)
1. Study of prolific gastTOpOd fa1ma fr-an the middle Pennsylvsnim near Talpa.
New Maxico.
~2.

Studies of brachiopods~ bivalves, cephalopods in Red Tanks M>t of Msdera Pill,
near Lucero Mesa.

33.
3.

Studies of texture, fabric, & COII'pOsitian of fineograined sedimenta'tY l'Oeks

in Nel:r Y.ex:ico (w:!th R. c. Ewing) (supported by a S.U.R.P. grant of $16,000p
1 year

Q

thru stmr.er 1976).

*Supported by $2000 grant fmn New Meacico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resotm::es; thru
1975.
4.

ContTact.ed with. JIY!OOJ Petroleun Co. to work in association wlth M.S. rmd/or
Ph.D. students

an geology of Pedregosa Bas:lnp

southwestern New

~xico

($7500 fOr 3 years).

Galy

Perrin~:

7/1/74•6/30/75

a

Water :in magmas and wateY..magma interactim:

$16,000.

SURP (X)Iltract,

7/1/75·6/30/76 • $15,500.

Oxygen isotope ~stxy and geothermal energy potential in New 1\feldco:

NMERDP, 1166, 7/1/75

o

6/30/76

s

$1R,600.

Dry rode geothermal test expel"im!lnt, LAS!. ContTact ILYS•708l7ol £oY 1975»

$4,500.

Evaluation of Geothermal Potential of the Basin and Range Province of N~ Menc::o:

u.s.

Geological Surwy, 6/37/75 • 6/30/76.

year

m

$149,843.

SUbmitted pfOPOSal for 2nd

$140,846.

Bvaluation of GeotheXftl1:11 Potendal of tha Basin and Range Prorince of Ne'l<t Manco:

M>mRDP, l/l/76..12/31/76 .. $105,928.
Other rasea:rch projects in progress:
C.-oology, oro petl'Ognlphy ~ and s~le isotope gaccllsmis.~tzy o£ the ~.brian

Ten'll.'tro 1113.Ssbe sulfide ol!'ebody, Pecos River, N£w Mexico: with W. D. R!e$11layer.
Gzology !itld geocl!emistTf of a 'l'0rtiaty

Pi1!loo-ga~themal

.systanp AlWt Momtain,

Giln Wildama.ss 9 Nm Mexico: with H. R. Ntll"i:hl'ep.
'l'h.eoretic:ll. ~ ~ling of ~caX systems c;pplicable ~o ore m1naralizatlan
p~sses

and h}'drothei'mliill envii0l11li.lmts:

Theomtie3X isotopa fi"2ctimmtion calculations.

--------------

Design Slltd amstl'U!Ction of cumplete stable isotCiX' rasem:ch

labora~o-cy:

tw

mass spectitl!'l8ters, and mJ.d.Umry vewun extraction lines. Mass spec's, e:iec:t.rooics 9
and three extrsction lines era no;<~ functional.

Sbemtm A. !engelld: Ao Preparing MPG JeView of Dr. Walter Yaungquist'!S book

"Investing in Na:tural Resolll"CeS ": B.

lfn press .MPG :review of ''Bxploratim :from the

J.bmtains to thB Ba$in", transactions of the joint weting, MPG Soutbwest and

c.

Permian Basin sections;

PSllt Ptmemtioo of SUatigraphic Sections along

Alignnmts of the Western Paradox Basin:t Utah (continuing research); D. Rtdsed

Marine Features of the So:n0't811 Coast of Mexico; B. Reversed Drainage of the
Peninsula of Baja Califomia; F.

Ssdimantational Pmttams en Majuro Atoll P Manlhall

Islands.
Leo A. l'lao<}mrd:

1. Geotlletmal potential of the Rio Granda

rl.ft~

N.l.,.: Ne.f Mexico EnelQJY Resetm:h

and :Deve1opnrmt Gi.'"lmt 1122, l~l-74 to 12Q31Q1Sp

2. Hvallll!rtion of
New M!»dco:

Geo~rmal

u.s.

G:3ol.

Potential of the Basin and Range Province of

Stin'e)' Bxtrawral

Glront 'fw $2?200 flrolll

Goothermal Researeh P:i:'oglfall

6->30~16, $149~

Grant £ll4-08--0001.,Ba255s 7alQ75 to
3.

$7s.soo (oo-investigmtor).

I~ Mexico l3uMm

843 (co--investigator).

of l.fim;s and Mineml.

Re!l(lllil'CCS

for

geologic ~ing of Siena Nacimiento (at 1:24,000 scale)p 1975.
~er

'f • .Andali'~:

Ewpoxites (nnt

Ma:mber of GSA. Imritation to r.Jeditemmean Omferenrce on

a~tended,

dl.w to leek of funds).

Nw" • 191S" PanoRa sr.mpling.

IJif pallt1.1IDlcgf lto

Talk to J\lbtJque;lque Gcol. Soc.,

Talk t.o .Albuqu3rque An.tluo. Soc. , Oct. , 1975. Application

~Jle>gia:Jl lroSOOi'dlo

DrmeP..:.~=

Ao

Ftiblish$Il P.~ of Profesoiwml ~ Read:

1!..

''RbaSl'l' i'ihllllle·Roclt Agoo Al011.g iOO Prroc.er!l>rioo~Ct:d»rlan Cm~t, Bast Slide

of tha Eelmhixe
~·ll 1'.

l·1~sifp Ma.sse.clru53i:t$11 , 1975. Geol.

1, pp. !lr31

(~.

Soc. lat!Jr. Abs. 'With

N.Y.p ll.!ir. 6~8). CcJ..nuthor:

s.A.

Nort.on.

~----

aas
35.

2.

'11mnim Resources 1975=2000: Resel"'J''O and Exploration Potential in the

UnitEid States", 1975, .1\S'.m Sym. on Resmm:es

~l'Y·

1

(AlbUquaiq'U'a 1 N.M.,

Mar. 6=7).

I
I
I
I

Geol. Bull., v. 59, p. 914.
June 3--4,

I
4.

Al~,

(lmM. Assoc. Petrolem

N.M.).

Geol.~Rocky

Mtn. Se<:.;

Coosmhors: M. J. Lee, B. llb'khopaht'lyay.

''RbwSr Geochrmology CYI the Pede:mal Hills, N3W Mexico", 1975, koo't. Assoc.

Petrolwm Geol. Bull., v. 59fl p. 916 (Amer. Assoc. Petl'Oleua Gcol.allocky Mtn.
sec•• Jme l-4, AlbtJqi.llnqtlep N.M.).

Oo<-authors:

B. f.Mtbopadeyay, S. L.

Bolivar.
S. ttcoff:initeaunminit:e stability matims in the Grants Mineral Belt" p 19iS,
kri!Jr. Asset:. Petrolw:n Goo1. Bull., v. 59, p. 905 {Allier. i\s!}OC. Petroletm
Geol.-Rodcy Mtn. S£1:.; JI.D'le 3<-4, AlbtJpJeJqUa, N.M.).

6.

''Minerologr of Ur<miUJn Depooi'W Northeut of

tits~ l}lstriCV:p

sandoval

Co. 1 New Maxico" 0 1975, .llrler. Assoc. Pei:rolWJD Groll. BulX., Yo 59 (Amero

Ass<K!o PatJrolem.l Gsol.ait'cclcy' fi'Atno Se\eo; Jtlll3 3.,4,

eo.-authors:

7.

·~.

s.

S1: end Ca

Ro

~~b.y

of Fossil and tittestcme Smrples frci1!l tXte Madell"<.''.

Fo~an

(P.amwylmm.ianoP\axmia.) near Albuqus:rque, N.M. ", 1915 P lmr. Assot:.

~l6UE

Ge:ol. MI.

'17.

l)

knla'ir'.

59., p.

s.. n.

"SU'ov~~3 ~U~
~·

"&aarch

tpmnys. 00e11., .-;. 56p

~ Asgee. Syo, 1m

Coarut!UllliS:

0

B.

~a.dhyay,

J.

w.

Imsler.

at 1m: C1r00k, N..""hmsm: ST Bvidan:l:le" P 1975,

rolf ru.ss:il.ma Pii'~ nop

of Gtmm.

(ktar. Ass:coc. Petroletll! Geol.o.Ann. Ntl.

~aut~rms:

Jmm !9<-20P l1as~ 0 D. C.).

9.

tl.M.,)

~ld.

Mooting, nnUfOZ, kp'f!.

s.

Alb~ffqOO,

~

p. ~13 (fum. M~g. fwJY~. Geophys. Union;

C&>G.Ut.holrs: S. B. Trell'a5 9 Sl L. Boliwr.

Sli',

es, tmtt Fa o.t OKL011 ,

1915.,

Jrn~.

At.

Tha Okllo Fttt'.ll'.~' P ~ 2!3b27. Libredll<a, Republic

M. J. too, S. L. Bolilvu. Bo Mtlkhopa.dhyay.

10.

''Rb~Sr Gect.lm:Jr!ologic Study of the Westwater C&nyoo Meni>er 9 Mo'trls<m.

Fo:tmEition (Late Jurassic), Grants Mineral Beltv New 'Maxico",
§oc • .Amerd Abs. with ProS$. • v. 1, p. 1164.

1915~ ~·

(Ann. Meg. Geol. Soc. Arter.;

.C&>authors: M. J. Lee, B. Mukhopadhyay.

Oct. 22D24, Salt Lab! City).

B. Ot1ter activities in profession societies:
1. .Aner. Assoc. Petrol. Geol.DRocky Mtn. Sec. Mtg.; June 3D4, 1975? Albuquerque.
· N.M.: Organized sessions en Uranium Geology (two) and Chaired one session.

2. _"Participant an:d cogorganize:r of ~stry Workshop on the Oklo ·Phenomsnon;
June

2~ 27,

Libreville P Gabon.

3. New Mexico Inst. Chemists:
4. Geol. Soc. Amer.:

Selected for Ho:nors Scllroll C'.c:lmn.,

Selected to serve as Editorial Associate for

~logy:.

5., Elected to Mineralogical Society of America.
6. Society for BconiElic Paloon.tologlsts and Minemlogists.
Jonathan F. Callender:
Elected Vice President, Na::'l

~xioo

Geological Society; Vice Chairman, Geol. Soc.

Allaric:a Rocky Mtn. section; Field Trip Chairman, Geol. Soc • ..Aioorica RJJCky Mm. Section.
Attended Geol. Soc. America Cordilleran SEction !rooting. Los Angeles, OOifomia.
Attended New ll.exico Gaol. Sec. symposium

chaired session m preci<m5 metals and

Wolfgapg B.

~ci!ll

papel!'S.

B1~:

Blected

Tem:hersg,

em. metal districts in N.M. & .Ari.zona;

hasident~

1915~16~

Soutm:3st &lctian, NatiO!Wl .Association of Geology

At'OOnd:sd amuml lilal!9t:ing of Sc:mtht.-e&i: Section, National Association

of G1;ology Tondwts, Alb\&l.uaJri.l.l.WD Ji.me 9, 1975.
Atts:nd...~

1m111!1ll m.aetmgp Ne:1 Msxico Geological Societyt Silwr City,

NoM.,~

Mm¥ 22o24, 197So
"Control of' mina:rnli:wtian by Mid~Terl&
~c:mic

c:entelm, SC!Uthwestem tllsi'l Mexico:"

a paper plr8Sented at Sylrposium m Base Matnl
Md Fred.c.us Metal Districts of New Mexico
~

AlrizcmaD May

1915~

,-.

3:1-7

I
Attended meeting o:f Planetology Program Principal

Investigators~

California

I

I Institute of Technology, Malfdl 24Q26. 1975.
I

I

Attended 8lllll1!l1 meeting, Rocky l/.omtain Section, Amarican Association of

PetroleUlll Geologists, Albuquerqtre, June 9•11p 1975.

I

Atten.ded Geological Society of .A!llerica l'enrosa Conference on G!ology and
1 Geophysies of the Intel.'JOOU!ltain West, Septeuber 2lo26, 1975; .Alta, Utah.
1

I

Gave

presentaticms on volcanic and tectonic e\Jllmts on south sioo of Colorado Plateau an.d

on control of oie d$posits by wlamic centers.
Attended a:rmual meeting, Gaologic:al Society of .1\Jmrica, Salt Lal<e City, Utah,

October 19·22, 1975.
Attended mmua.1 field oco:ti1a'!tence. New Mexico GeologiCIA! Society, Las Cruces,

N.M.~

Ntl'lfellber J3olS, 19'1So
Plmmed ~iw on ".Ashoflow tuffs, 16 years after Smith (1960)" for annual
mseting of Rocky Mountain Sectim, Geological SOciety i:lf .America, May 20-21, 1976

{comchai'lrillml.:

Charles B. Chapin).

Plmmed field trl.p tlmrugh MogollonoDatil volcanic field for annual meeting of

Roc!cy

~.fmmt.m.n ~<ll'l,

Geological Society o£ 1\mari.ea, May 22.. 24, 1916 (coochainm:

Chnrloo B. Clu:lpin).

Msll!h$1' of Mvisozy

Comit~

:for Saamd International Colloqultm of Planetology,

Munit::h, Gelfu-.allY, May 24.. 29, 1976.

Rc:'fnor c._~,
N.5>'l ~faxioo G:rologiC£11 Socl.ety:
cm1m~oo

editor

(~dtb

B.

s.

Kues) of 1916 field

gtddshook.

Gsological Society of .1\:msrlca, Reeky f.buntain ~on;

clwitmn of 1'egist'X'Iltion

for 1916 :zractio:n nwsting.
MiitaJftllogieal .1\ssod.aticm of cancla:

Ontario w.d dalivared Jmpar

(s~

atten<fud annual meeting in Waterloo,

publications).

-------·-

----

--

-

3:18
38.
Geological Sodlety of Amadea and MinernlogicaJl Society of America:

attended

joint, annual mastmg of both oFgmizatimiS in Sclt Lalo& City, Utah snd participated

in three day short

~

on :&ldspaxs sponso:recl by tha MSA.
att.sndad annual fan meeting in San Francisco and

Arf!.atican Geophysi® Union:

deli'll'a:red

p~r

RANN:
p~

(see publiCElt:ltms).

attended oonfe'lrellce .spansor.ed by Univarsity of Danve:r md RANN on

and ·format :fur resooJcch propos:als (June 12).

Ftieruls of Minewogy:
Joined

feb~

attended annual meeting in Tucson.

Society, Albuquerque Geological

eoom R.
1\pril

Frle:n.ds of Mineralogy, N&w Mi!xico Geological

following orgmdzatian..'i:
Society~

Natimml Co!Dnittoo m tile History of Geology.

18~

Ji:racek:

19'15, Goot.lwl'lll!11 pt)t®tiru of the Rio Grande :rift, invited paper ut

1BEB Sprlng symposium:

EiwJrgy Research

in New Maxicov Hil'll:on Inn, Albuquent!Je.

April! 26, 19i'S. Geothennal explomtioo in Ntr.f Mexico? invited papar at New Mexico
Acade::rly of Scl.eoos (and M.M:J) rrJ>sting.

May 20.. 29, 1975, Jls.ap

~;aothelillal

Los Almnos.

explomticm in Nat! Meldoo1 2ttd U.N. Symp. Devel.

md Use tl>lt l.knt.'h.gmr..s.l Roo.» Pl:l.11$'ii.' ~ted :fur Sy~.

~ but not

fomally

pl!'eSen~edo

Ju:na 2p Jl.91'5p Gooiliell'lit7ll tt5istivity inwstigsticms in New Msxico (with

S'lJlith, G. T.

~P

tmd G. A,

nom)

Annual mating of Rocky Moontain Sections of

Amat-, Assoo. of Pet. Geol. and Sot:. ECO!!'!.. Paleo.
{p~i' pt~se.n.t.ed

by C.

c. s.

~md

Miner., Hiltm Inn. Albuquerque

S~ Sini'i:lt).

O.:OOb:>r lOg Jl.9'JS, Dwp r~:>Sistivit:y studies wer geothel'JWil ~ in Naif Mexico,
imli\~d

r;;:p:J.? at J\mrulll Energy Conference "Goothemal hrgy11, New Mexico State

Uxu:veY£iil"'b Las Cruees.
~re:;illar

m~

8ol2, 19'15, ll;<;p JreSistiwity meastll'emlmts at 'tWo knc:rm gepthelmal

rureoa (KGRAs) in Nsw JV'~co (wlth G. A.

pres~m"W:l

se Fall Ann.ual AQJ Mso&gsr

Dom~

C. Smith, End Mo T. Gexety),

&in Francisco by G. A. Dom.

3:l9
39.
Meniler, Mining Oonmittoo, Sod.ety of BxploraidOi'l Geophysicists, 1974 (reappil'.blted

1915).

1-Jsr.Dar, State of New Maxico G'tivamor's Energy Taslt Perce (Ceothsm&l
Msl'rb~r,

Geothallllal

Commit~,

Cc::mrit~).

Sot:iety of Exploraticm G:aophysiiidstsp appointed

Ottr!absll'. 1975o

ViceoPJreSidant,

Albuq~

Genlogical Stn:iety 0 elected Dec. 1975 for 1976 tenn.

Kl!WS .Keil:

A. Offices
1. SsereUlll'y, Coilmission on Mateod~s~ Intems.tianal UniOJt of Geological Sclonces.
2.

Secretary~

a:mnissicm Wl.C osmie ~cgr? International Mineralogical

Assccl.at!on.

3. Setl'etsmy• Intemnti.cmal Asstdation for GeocllG1nistYy s.nd Cosloochemistl'Y.

4.

ll~r,

s.

Chail'l!llm,

Le1lru1lrd .liWa1

u.s.

Cromiittes~>

Metoori:eiall Society.

National OomW.ttee fox- Goocllardstzy" National At:.s.dsmy of

Sci~.

Sv:b~tteo

6. Ex·of'ficic asmarp

ito Halnth IZ!ld Disea:oo»
.~'QY

u.,s.

an t.he

~cal

BnvJ:rmment in

Relati~n

Nations..¥. Cmm!dttee for Geochemlstty. Natimrl

of Sci~.

1. i{e:wher, M hoc W:na? D:llto. Synthasis Rorie:1 Paool, NatiMal AEJmmuticl ml
Space .Adiilinistli'atio:n (NASA). Wsshington,

8.

I-~:rllsr9

!ll.

Clwi~, F".ro~

Editorial Bollllid, Joulll"Wl ''Challieml Geology11•

kwricmt

:w.

rr.s~Fe

D.c.

Cmw:ltittes, Planawlogr Soct!cm, 55th Annual Mee1:ing,

~ysimt

Gwphysics

tL'lion, WBJShington, D.C.

~alilt!b Iroo.Yd, Naticnal

A.cadem'r of Sciences, Wasbi11gtcn,

D.C.
11.

I~SF"D
tw~a

Luiwll'

SrEpl~

A."1alysis Plan:nl.ng Telil!lp Jolmsm. Sp&:a Center, Houston,

340
40.
l2o Melli>er, Editorial Board, Colorado Sr'.hool of Mines Quarterly, Golden, Colorado.
!3. Member, Cmlllldttea em Public Bdttcatioo smd Ynfomation, Mineralogical Society
of Amarica.

14. Chai:nmm, SUbCO!l!llliti:.S$ em "Clwnic:al differentiation of magmas,"
Geodynsnrl.c

Oooinit~ 9

u.s.

Goophysics Re:seatdl Bosrd, National Academy of Sciences.

ll.S. Msmber11 Bditori.cl Bcmrd» i..umLlt' Science Studies, NASA, 1-l:rustcn, Texas.
].6., Chai'tlll!lnp Facilities SWO!III!littoo, Luna?

Jolm.san Space Center, Hatt!sto:n,

S~le

1\nalysis Planning Team, NASA.,

T~.

11. Coodudlilllm, Olfg21lizimlg COOmittoop Sy.mposiun on "Interrelationships 8lllClllg
n'Jteori.ti~~:

and l'U11&ll:" brecx:ias". West61lll AGJ M:wti:ng, Jac. Tar Hotel,

&m Fnmclscou OOifomia.
B. N.:;~t:ings and pvof<Jssi<mal ~...
]..

Jlnstimte of Grophysics snd De}w.rtm~t of ChamisttY, tll&veJSity of Califomia,
1oo J\ngelesl> cro!ifomia. Janl.Wlrf 10 19'15.
.syn~ti(:

~,

3.

f,~

Teruns,

·~teorltic,

ltmar md

Oir'lgm rnd hist<rzy."

dr:tmdrules:

2. Lmmr Ssii.ple Analysis

Talk on

Pl!'.!ii~Wag

J~ 2~H!1'n

Mtlri.etta Cmi"\PSU)f',

Team ('LS.t\Pl'), NASA. Jcilm!:m Spac0 Center,
197S.

lkm,"a'li.'p Colo~.

Mooting of the Viking llno'rganic

.fumJI.yslW Sdtmoa Te8lp P.tnrcll IHl., 19'15.

4.

u.s.

~logical S~v

ilnru.)"Sli.s Sctoacs
5.

~.t

Tea:a~

Rootcm., Virginia,

Marclll3, 1975.

flu M!lli:"dl 2Jl.=23, 197So

6. 3:Dm"'h .Anmn11ml'.lllt' SdG.o"1'l:S

Oum.~l'im.ca,

Jolm.son Spam Omter.. Ol~mthoted

em ''Mine:rlllogy (i]!'.,d pat:rology of msre basalts hm! .Apollo 17 '.f'ab s!m!ples."

r~

l1o20p 1915.

?. Pro;;011!\l:ed tnli.Ic em ''llw
to

of the Viking Inorganic

&.mple l\1Jwly£>is PJlGmnilng 'fi32iil (1..SAPl'), NASA, Johnsen Spa:e Center,

Htltm'OOn.p Texas, lV'~

t:a111~

~ting

lk>·p~.

of Gwlcror

u.s.

~g

Vil:dng

PJicgJrom to~ =

Apd110p 1975.

Geological :lmplicatims,"

341.
41.
8.

Facilities Sub~ttea Mooting~ L'lll'nl.lr &mple Anmlysis Planning Telilllp NASA.
T~.

Johnson Space Om.te-£'p lbuston,
9. Stm.dia. Laho:i:'atories,

A:ilbuqt.r:a~.

of Mlllrs: The U.S. Vildng

J!pril 2'?=30, 1915.

p:iresented talk on "Gooll)gical exploration

Pwgr-~p" ll!&)l'

Jl., Jl.97S.

10. Ltm.ar SW!ipla Analysl!.s Plarmilrlg Tem (LSAPT), NAS.\ J'ohnsm Sf)ece Center e
Hmls~, '!'elms~

lJl.

H~

197S~

Uniw2'Si'i;)'t .Bosto:no Mas:>. Omired U.S. Na'dooal Comdttee for

G'Sochemis~fp

:il2.

V.ay lSal9,

l.{ay 2Jc22p 197£.

FmJiitioo Stil:O!Ulllitt.e:a rwating9 LSAP'l', NASA J'olm!Jm Space Center, &ustoo,
~~

May 22·25 8 19'15.

u. 112lmll' &:Jrtple Aru11lysis PJI.mming 'ifum! (LSAP'l1 o NASI\ J'omoon Space Center,
fittnll$tAm,

T~ 8

Juata Z.l--30 8 1975.

:il4. Lunrur S<miple kb~ysis Pllmlldng Tf3a'Jll (I.SAPl') M;:;ating, NI\SI\ Jolm!im Space
Clm~Gli'p

llltrustan,

T~

lS.. 1t1:J'tm'> &:r.ple Aru:llysil.s
Coo:t&l'L' 0

Hlmam,

23o24~

.Ai.rgust

.1915.

Plmmmg 'f~ (LSA.P'r) Meeting, NASA Jollnsm
~.h3r

TG!r.il9 0

~

Sa1D 1915o

Jl.6, Vit'lcin,g lnol'glillie Analr.A.s Sden:n Teou ~tingf Xnstituta of Meteoritics,
.Alb~~. N~1

.ll.1. F!ldlities
'lelt're 10

!G.

~

Ssp~a? 1~,

191'5•

!Mlet:\ingtr LSI'JIT, NASI\ Johnstn Spaoo Cmter, li:!u:rtm.

21,.28 0 ].975.

talk 1001

foi:rmi!:iiG31 of

(fu;;robzrw i 1>
].9,

Sil!boowril.~.J

(~~SWlr.')lfBd

~w

Mwdw,

"~ll'OOI.J:iJ.i.J,"'lg

Ir2~t!u;S".

or

1tma1i""~lltcl ~ilicates:

m~~~

Application to

Sncl.eey-. nlJ!lE!S 0 Texas 0

ll.~?So

hrra Sx:plo Aruilys1.!J l.'!ami:ng 1'0a {LSAPI') ttza't:ing, NASI\ Jollm.'Oi\ Space
~Wli:'p

Htnlstcn,

T~Q

O.etabar

23"~261>

1915.

ZOo !f.l\eld trip '00 U.SoGoSo Astrog.:tti6gj1' Blronclt, Flagstaff, ArlzmaP and
r.~re!Wi~ ~if, Arl~·<mn 9 K'i1lill~!" 3=LJD

1l91So

342
42.
21o Talk an "To tlw Moon and lley(;nd" full' the :Roclc Md Mlbneral Club, Carlsbad·!!
N~r

Max::llooc

No.w~ll' l1=1l8~

Jt97S.

Facilities sooCICI!i7mittla'.: JIIU\'5tmg (I.SAP.r), NASA

22o

Jo~ ~

Cm.ter, Hwstcn,

Telt!!lSp li:'oW'6l'lihsrr 21...23 9 1915.
Vilo'l.ng Inurga;Uc Ant.llly"is Sclan:oo Te2n msating, Jei!: P!ropulsion LOOm:atoty,

23.

Pas~.

OOifumia, rmd 00

'l\3cll.~~ ~x. 2J.. 3p

1915.

ZlJ.. Orgarlzed syn:posium «m 11Ilnt0l!'lt'l'elatio:mships lm!.1mg :llt.mar and rr.-etoorltic
btrecdss D" served as S'aSsicm cha1l'lJWl1, gawe itntro'liuctm:"'/ 1e:cG::tne en ''Inter..
ial~ps

"'f'ne

Mel~

emcng 1~ oo,tl mJJW!Oritic breed.ss", !lind pn!sented talk m

(b) lwt1anlite~

A ootemtic p.mmt OOdy llegulith breccl.a,"

l1estem M1J I!tQa1i:ing, Jdl* "ftl11.' Hote1 0 Sfm. Fnlndl.scoll Califtmda, ll'ecelrber

11~>

Ji915.

25.

sub~t~ ~~ O!Sil.Pf)~

Jllm:illl;a:iet;

~il'

Toocm,

NASA Jo!mzrm S'paoo Cein.te?,

12=15 0 1975.

26o VJsU:ed C!i!lifown Jrnsj;J.tllllte of 'feclmolcgy p
ll~W 29~

~:

2:.'9?5;

I<~g

119¥6.

~li"dlsi:ng ~t~

©!1llf. g".t:;&b~p

OOifomiall 8ild UCLA,

Tedm:llcal Pirogr2llt ~~~ Rnclcy- Mllmtein Sac:tion, Geological

S. !fuss: Attendad Nc I;.1., Goo!, Sota

l:illiZ".»>r9

P~$1E!,

Jl.91S.

Sucir;'Jty of .Amartee Spring
D~

Hcrustcn~

~

fiald

~m1oa, Not~?,

12=15,

1W'..GS 0 19i'S; selected OO<>editou- for NifGS field

1916.

Gz.nr.F'o:i:'!f.in Lstdll.s:

Groll. Soc• .Am., Anno Mtg0 l0/20=2.llp Bin,- S)'fl'.plltlitill

[~>':. ~~."l. ~Jl.)

10/2Ze23P Al\b"J:tiU~ Ganl. Sm:. L~ SpoolrerD 10/7 » An. As!iOC.

JFiJ~lroJ!. o ti:;;)]. b ~~~go

Spldmlg 15o

§!E,~!m

As l'l~:

£;j~g£Jtof2P ~

GSJ\oNI\.G'Ji'

~

Qlnto;:;ie ~"i'il:l'! ll'ieetings~ l.fu$Joom 6£ North.em At.'izm.a,

Aligo 2!o2:5; FCGS{Utllll) tmJi Jl4"1r.GS(N.Mo) Field trips (S$pto ft Ntl!ll'o);

Sd.onti:fie EW';,;Wgs Sal" Laire

G.~P ~.

11Jo24; ses "othmr professiW'Wl

343
43.
Lee A. Woodw'ard:

1. Attended Geological Society of AmerlC'.a, Rocl;y Momtain
meeting :in Boise, Idaho, May

3~6,

~on

amma1

1975 (member of management board).

2. Attended Penrose Conference at Alta 9 Utah on "Regional

ge~hysics

and

tectonics of the Intel'lllOuntain Wast" Septembelt' 21 .. 26~ 19'75.

3. Attended Ntro'l Mexico ('..eological Society Fall l'ield Conference at Las Cruces P
· N.M., Noverrber 12g15, 1975.
o:~-::

Geological Society <lf Amerlc:ap 1915-76.

4.

Chail'man of Rocky Mountain Section

s.

Mallber of Gmnts..in•Aid of Res?arcll OOOllllittae of Neior Me'cico Geological

Society. 1975.

7. other professional activities
,Roger Y.. Ande'I!'S~:

Guest Speaker, Unitarian Chm:cll Fellowship of Laguna Beach9

Califoi'.Ilia, May 1915, ''To:ua-rd t!n equilibrium human eoosystem".
ll!l1.d fossils for the publ.W..

Consbl. tan:t, Sm<lia Cotporntian:

lmnina.ted castile mid Salado fomaticms.-9

2 days.

Identifying ll'(IClcs
Correlation of

Ravle,., o:E 3 journal articles for

Limnology and oceilnography.

Do;sg!as G.
A.

On-am~pus

1. mM

B:roo~:

talks

En~argy

Seminal' Series: 'llJnited States Unli'mlium

Resn'Ui'CeS~

1975-ZOOO"

(April 9, 1915).

2. n&pt. Che:m. mtd Nul'!Ji'*lr Eng:ineGrlng
Old Nattmill. P.eacto1r"

3,

Collcqu!um~

nmao: A 1.$ BiUll.c:n Yea1r

(Apli.""ll 25, 1975).

G3ol. 401 ~ 1 ~ Pt'ed.ictions full" Geochronology foi' 2000 Ca Eo"

(Sept. llp 1975).
B.

Off-~

1,

Tal!m

~mn.&D Cml:fulf~OOI>

Sunport:

''Uraniun

Reso~,

USA: Un&l:rground Versus

Open Pi~ M:l.niing Cost Apprclsnl" (Mali:dll5p 191'5$.0

44.
2.

1.ASL GT-2 Geochemistry Workslu:p,
Dstemli.nations flrom

3. Smdia C01tp.:

4. LASL:

Gr~l

and

Q~Div.:

GT-219

''Preliminary Rb-Sr Whole Rock Age

(Ma'll'ch 25, Jl975).
Rscow~

"Leaching Methods for U1l'tll1im

"Selection of Sites for Pilot

Studi~s

''The Oklo Unmimn

5. iU.buqooll'qtre Goolo. Sot.:

(May 8~ 1915).

for Project NURB11 (!fay 2Zp 1975).

Deposit~

Gabc.n: A Fossil Nuclear

Reacto!r" (Sept. 9, 1975).

. 6. Smdia Corp:

'"Getilogieal and Nvcloor Asp..ccts of the Oklo Fossil Nuclear

React.M" (Dec. 11 p 1975).

1. Lammee Liwmore, Catifo:mia Lws. - tim ta:Ucs ''11rt:mium Geocllemist'Jf)f"
tmd "Gacchemical Studies in tha Grmts fltlneml Belt" (Aug. 18--19, 1975).

8. Teton Drilling Bxplolnlltion Co. :

(Aplil
9.

u.s.

21~-zz~

Short Com'Se on U;;anitnn Geoclle5nistry

1975).

1iRM l1o:rblrop on N:::m"'Noriiril Geothermal Gradients (Mar. 10·-11, 1915).

!0. !J\SL: Oicllo Wo:r!tshop -

~-.o

''An O'lraniffi'l of the Geology of the Oklo

tcl.Iru:

Ullmiura lkiposit"; "Fission 'P1'lldc:'l:!t
Fu~

c.

ll. T;cnvaJJ.

2.

at Oklo and Suggastions for

l'lork (Sept. 23--24).

OfX-~J)l!Sp Ul\.~:relm~, nC<:liL·leCl.-m~mg

8l.d

~il.g!'a.ticrll

19

'(:0

futm:a

T-~.'"!m.tal

amvities

US-ERDA Facilities!! G!?e.nd Jun.ctian, Colorado to discuss C'Ul'l"&nt
~um re~~.

to LAS!.

to CiisCI!.1JS

Gaotfulmsl

lteSG~h;

tlll"mlilm geoc:hedstry; and

FNimB-~lln'i:ed ;·mk.

S.

F:1e1d lro:rk :in ili0 Zuni

and~

lliomttm1s; 11:he Js.Ckpile•Paguate std

krl>rosi!ll Lalla umrltm ilistri~~t'CSo
D.

llti&..£~UEmt:ms

1..

I'~\fl~&;t-;oo

p1ffipCsals fm' L'!Illm' Sclenoo Yruiititute, Nations! Science FGundation.

f.:l!;';l:dC!!l.l ClliiLlical Stld.Gty·Pa't.:'i.'O:Olet!r.l Rezemreb Pt.md, Rasen:rch 03rporntion.

2!.

r~~~

fm' articles s1.innittt;;;d ·oo Gzol.

Sec.

il'iWll"o

Bull., Barth Plrm. Sci.

~·P Goology, Jour~ m.o1.~ $!~· Cosmt'llim• .Acta.

344

345
45.
Jm~atlum

F. Callender: Consultant P'llhlic Semce Co. of N.M. and sandia
Visiting Staff Scientist, Los Al&l'OOS Scientific Labs.

Corpotaticm.

New Maxic:o

Geolo~w

Society guidebook 26. Attended workshop on

Editor

:reilX)te

sensing

at Los Alamos Scientific Labs.
Wolfgang B. BlstmJ.:

Ocmstatum.t:, Los .Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

Menibl:!l', Ccmrdssion. 1'1 ('I'M Moon) of .Intematimal Astronoodeal tim.
of Working Group 2 (Geology md Geophysics

o~

~er

the Moon); mote position paper on

origin of lam.ai" c:r:aters to be included in report to be subl'Jlitted to the Intema.tional
Astmnomcal Union, Grenoble, France, August 1916.
r.~r

of Resoollte Group, Lunar Photography and Cartogmphy, NASA Lunar Programs

Office ..

'Msniber,

u.s.

ad~

Ge~dy.rumdcs

Wolddng

~

m Basin and Range Provinte and Colorado Plateau,

Coomlttee. Hmdled conespan.dence ibr proposed l1leet:ing m Rio

Gmmda Rif11: in 1971 by l'ktl!"kmg Group 4 (Rifts), Inter--Unicm Camnissian on Geodynamics.
R:Slvi~wad ~sealdl plropO$&i!lS

for National Sd.ance Foundation, NASI\, N.M. Energy

Roc.ean!h ald DciW<')lop;nant Progfalll.

Mel!har of evaluation pmel, NASA Planetology

P:filoglron1.

Ls:d neld trips to

s~restem

New Maxico

~r

tm stu&mts, May ZS-26 and

~li'IJ<>6o

Chei'!l'illml~

Umd Use C<mlittee, .Alb~JqOO Geological Society.

prot$1 progla!a

.rmw aa

t.m

Attended special

land twa, .1\marlcan Association of Petrol~UD Geologists, Albtquetyque,

ll975.

IO>Ji~"d

bllllJletin mmserlpt (Geolc&: of San Mateo f.bmtains, Socono Colmty,

Nz:,1 Ma'ld~ u; B. G. DeaJl) fo'lf' State ~ of Mines md Mineral Resources.

Gmce goolcgic rul:vica Md inf"omati<in to mai!Ders of the pub1ic, U.S. Geological
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c.

Rodney

Blrlng: Tsught USP Coolrse No. 337 11 Sec. 005:

SyilmetTY in Art and

Scl.e:mte durlml,g faJll semestel!'.
Fit~:

J. Ptml

TlWlllSlaticm of 86 articles flrom irussian, Pl)blished :In the
St~

follOido"!.g periodicals,

of Matenliilsp Sn!U V~cs an.d Foom'lat:ion

Eng::i.nesri.ngu Watel!' Reso'lllii'CeS 9 md Lithology md M!naral ~s.

Gaom ~·. Jirttm!~:
Feb~ 18» 19'15 9

?mcll Jl.2p Jl.91'S,
1

tellt mJtd discussi()'Jllj) Slmiitml.1 Sa"lool fourth and fifth gyades.

meet~

resistivity Sil:Umes StBnOt.mding LA&. GTQ2 drill holle,

LAS. Q-22 W.vfudrm•
.1\priJl. lOp 19i'Sp

Gan~nan:Jl laOO:i.'gy'p

JWgm;t 39 1975 9 Gao1l:lwnna1

UNM

~1o1ftllti®

~~ ~

Sarieso

m t1l.e Swdiwstt,

invit.ed prosentatim

at Allarle~m f.~~ of Na~ Histciey' Srnntit:~"a>'OOlm I.'Wse~ch S~tation, Portal,

O~ulioell.'

2$ 9

ll.915~ IG\>o'fi:OO~

pt;t<mtiall J1n, Nli"A }~® 9 Mid~ ~st Clubp

Albibq<Wlf'I!.W"ilo
Qo..jOOst~Oil'g Rltp:llmatil.mt (tl;goplliysit~
{¢

AJ!.~ ~~llmhp

Ui\.1'\lp W

Sassioo

~zer

(Glro1 426L) o

Taqrgh~

t1ith P. P-.. Kintzingel'

Sprlng l!Jl'/5 (llW ru:'i..ditioow.lJ. Srullll'f) •

(gaoth:ar:r£ll) P .AA.FG-SBP.Ji Rcdty Mm.mtnin Stetim neeting$

AlhtEZtu.aJLqWJ) Jlren 1HJ 9 19'75.
PG.lttidp!in'ij;9
01iDltimit.lmJ.

li"wri~~hap

@f ptha~

em

g-a~ysia::Jl ~thad£

Jr.:l~~Sg

applietll

allll e.lip3ll.SGS paid

o

w

detceti~"deline~tion~

by inv:itatioo mJ.y HOri:shop

to cbuel~ resoow:h priorities ~ lil!!'dGll!l3X geo'i:lta!iilml P~P Smr...-'bbd Lodg0l'

lfufup 1'-t.l!:~-e 24o23~t Ui'S,.

Jel!: ~lftsicm ~r1.1tozy 9 Pru:l~p Calif*/) ~c:sp

:mc. 11 Bemllcy,

!OlCJ•J 1t@U:

--=--..:::;~

1.

~Jll.tmT!t:~ ~ ~oii69p J\lb'!.,~stqtiaD

2.

RGif.ik:~.::Jtll f'i<t'a

li.Te:1

~co.

l'll:llfll' Salple pll@"posaJJ.s $1i.b::.li~ ~ NASA. for fun&g.

Csltl£..
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3.

Rerit>'l-~'00

19 scl£ntific papsxs soolllitted fur ptlhlicati<m to tho A.'I!erican

~og:Wt;

~;

Bart1'1 ll!ild Pllmat.ary Sdenm kltteJrS; GaoclUmim et C@Sfl!1)'cMr.lica

¥.ate:J>ritic:s;

~md

Scl.emoo.

4. P.Dsted visit of Dr., ¥.d1t Blmud\s:rp

~~

md ©m'lded out join1C fitKPS?.11.mntrul

111inoisp to Institute of Meteoritics

t~;r-!c OJl

lt.m.mr !lalting of silicates and

n.l!d.enticm :fmn t1w highly ~\.WSl't!OOl~d stateD Febnmzy 10~141> 1975.

s.

Hoo'ttad Santa Fs Gem ISmd Mllru:lll'lll.il Club to wisit the oolleetions of the

institute of ~.$Jtoorl.Ucs, FE:b:ru:.w 16, 1975.

6. F..¢5teii Slmfea lFe Gam tmd

q]f
il.

~

Min~~

Cl'll'b 9 Jtmioli."

GJ.roU;f.~p

to visit rollectians

fus1/;j:wta of V.ate~ril:il.czs Rebl"Wzy 23, 197'5.

TV inmme:f tdih

m.~J> Cil$i!l1la1

Sr.

on

''V!ilclng: 'iha explcwat:ian of Ma:rs11 ,

Aplrll 3p 1915.

a.

Hoouii hltgl'l sdl.ool doos £"'li\lJil llicldta,

~,

to

~it ooU~-tions

of the

Iru>tl:ituoo of M.at.ooi'!'l;)l~P April .Sp J!.915
9. :!llasmd V'.isi1l: of DK'g J.

Pecr!!JI~llln

D,;;;pt. of Spnce SdG.n©9S:>

'1'1~~

U:niv.P

St. tcmisp 1\fi!.sst!i:Wi"lp ~ :rw~~?&e o.E M~w~rlties ~il. p~arnaed joint lfeS<Dm'dl
m ma'{.~t:tlldtcasj) A~Jl. ltH.1l> 19~5.,

10. f.t}liteti

vll.si~

~um,

of Dlr. L&'f'liY Hi:m1001g Chief Sd.'iiaa'i±ot, Nt1SA J"'!wloo

'te:mm9 w

Jrnstil:!Jl~

Sp~

Celmp

lfllf VA'It®il'itics9 !.prll 21J..2Sp l$P'IS.

l!a I-Iiri:r;ik"il visit of :IE. Jru11a tliJ\ll:;;lilT:lp UCLA._ Ul Insti.mte of Matool'itic:sp and
iJ;.'-pi;a of Cb11lagy 0 t:iw pres..9ll~i' U!lic

l2o

~~"cd

100 Ins~~ of ¥.£Jtenll'ti~~;s 0 ur:Ji l;Grl:d jointly <m. las~Sr meld.ng

~·f u~!J.icotes»

HR3~1i

1\pri'll :iO~ May 2F 197So

visit o£ Dir. t:a--ilill2T

iJ.G1£lf.itn»

r.!.w 1!~

rrarigin of rt.a~J:oos" 11 r.ray lo2, Jl9'i'S.

v!&.J!l:t "JJ2 Drr., l\iilltcn 51a".tlst"9 itfrgfi.r2 Nnti<mali tc~<l.tol>;'g A'tiFJ'OOD

Hb'lllnis~>

Jl.3~

m1

~

llrnsu'WOO cyf

i.'k~w

PUUlli'~

1\ficroJ!ogicnl

r~C1lfjitics»

1l2D 11.975.,

Jrxmti~S) Umhro

<mt1 did joint ~rorlc m

G£ Salz'llu!g,

oo~JI.tes,

----------
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l4o

lhsted visit c>f Dr. C. Nehru, Dept. of Geology~ Brooklyn College, New York,
to Institute of Meteurltics, md did joint wo~ em lunar 'l'Oclcsp June 15·

Sspt. 1, .1915.
15. 'IV

intemew with IUitllf Sd!llOOder on 'd!e u.s.

Vildng Prograa, August 27, 1975.

16.. TV inteni6W wi~ Mr. Well.llitgton en the U.S .. Viking Prognm..
1'1. Hooted mit to Insti:'.l.ute of W.etoorltics and Dept. of Geolow of Dr. Laurel

WilW!.ing, Dept. of F.llmwtazy Seimoesp Univ. of Arizona, 'I'Ilx:!lm, Arizona,
who presented talk em 'Wuclear particle trade dating of terrestrial 1111d
~l"'llflStriol

roclro",

~r

18. Hosted Jrur.rgmdc: Chsniw

Mm:s, :W. tba !nst:i.tt.rto of

15, 1975.

Awalysis Scimc:e Team, u.s.
!f.a~ritics

Viking mission to

(Drs. A. Baird, I'aloonta,

Calif~;

H. Rooe and P. Twlmin, U.S.G.S., Restm» Virg:1.nia; B. Cla-rk lllld A. castro,

Yatm Marietta, DanWli',

~JIG.;

&nil W. Kelliher, NASA Langley ltesea:rch

Centelr, Hr;mpton,. Virgitnia), Septemell' l8ol9, 1975.

Jl9. Hosted. visit of Pxof. H. Scl!!arl:lertp Mmamogical Institute, Univ. Vienna,
V'ientrulu
~o.

Htill~

Austria, to Jrnsti-mto of 1f..eteoritiaP Sept. 8· Oct. 1,. 1975.
vlls:\tt of Prof.,

w.

Lu"di~

D!>pt, of Geology, Stanfo'rd. Urdv., Stanfotd,

CrulJl.fomil.n, <oo Institute of Vtetoori:Ucs and Dept. of Gaology, Sept. 23, 1975.
21. Hast®d visit of D.r. RDss Heath. Dept. of Geology, Univ. of Rllode Island,

to Ins'i:ifu.lrv;:G of MalUDli"iti«::s, actp 'P P 1915.

2Z. li'll:nmd visit of Dlr. Me RB®tJap Los MWiros Scientific Laboratory, to
Jrn.sti~

ot MBtem~l«::sQ

~.

10, 1915.

23, Ruste-d mitt of Dro M:lltmt Blmubr.

Ulmois,

NiltiOMl Labtn'atoxy, .Argom,

to Institu~~ of tt.i.lteorltics for joint leSearcll of luer melting

of silll.mres.
24. H®tcl

~

'\f.ll.s.il~

~idill!ball'g,

oa.

27o31, 19'1So

of Dr. A,

u.

GoileSYJ> M:lltePlanclc"1nstitute for l'b::lear Physics,

l'i's3t Gaxm:my. to Xnstiturte of M3teorltics, and Dept. of Geology,

to p~mG:re.fb ~ mt "SpbwXs in lunar

rocks",

Oet. 30"3lp 1915.

,-----~-

~-

----

---
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25.

Hosted visit of Dr. J. Taylor, Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences,

Washingtm

Univ.~

St. Wuisp Missouri, to Institute of Meteoritics and

Dept. of Geology, to present talk on "<b>ling ratas of strong meteorites",

Nw.

s~s.

1975.

26. Hosted visit of Prof. H.. B. Suess: Ch.anll.stly Dept. Uniwrsity of califomia,
La Jolla, califomia:. to !l!Stitute of ~t.writics and Th!pt. of Geology.

Prof. Suess was the S!mdiaalJN.i Distinguished I.eclmar and piesented talks
()fll.

"Solar elemental abmdtltwes" snd ''Radiocarbon dating'', Nov. 23-25, 1975.

2'1. Radio interview m ''l'he

u. s.

Vildng Program: &ploxation of Mars",

Dec. 18, 19'75.
~

Stephen Koos: Set up display of New Mexico fossils for NetT Mexico State

Pail' Sept, 3-lZP 1915; lec:tmred to Los Al.tml)S Geological Soc. • and Santa Fe
Goolcgictll Soc. m palemtologyv Jan.

material

2S~

md M>. 16; identification of shell

m ~logical mifacts f® Jeanne Sclmt:t, Offi.ce of Cmtract

~logy,

tool; ruM.sed

(by pt&me)

Ro Dewxe,

u.s.

Dept. of Labor Health Adninistratim,

em potalt.iclly halmfW1. im;pwitics in mollusc shells being made into jewelry (Jan. 20,
!9?'5).

W

J:i\anin LGndis: Visiting Staff, Los Alllllml Scientific Labs, Gectbet'ftllll

proj~.

kquim 12"=90° RMS JW.Ss spoctmnetell'p value $20,000, from u.s.G.s •• 'IV

i!n~C)Me-.1

an geothsmal energy. Review proposal!.s and mantJ5Cl'ipts.

Yeviw mmnosc:rl.pt £iolf' &:loncmic Geology: Bac:hinsld., D. J., 1975, Sul:fur
i!:OO:;pi~ ~ooiticn
N..;-~rnd.

Rsriew
il.n

26p.

~~l:llfcll

Hy"®l1'~mm11

~A,

of cp."dolitic arpriferous ilOJl sulfide deposits. Notre ll!lme Bay,

p!ropOOa!:. felt' NSF: Olm>toD H., 197S, f76--087Z4, Stable Isotopes

sysW!l3.

lJ9p..

WffiW)d: Critique of Research en Carborulte Diagenesis, by Prof. Jhrr

SUW:iw @il: Arlwm Staoo;

a~ ~

geologic:al 1ectw:es at semf.cmonthly meetings
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I'' •

so.
of Albuquel"ql.!:e Geological Society; supplied
md at uniw:mities;

ante~

reprints to colleagues in industrr

ll,UlJie'tOUS

Dr. Richard

1\by'ar~

Research Geologist,

u.s.

Geol.

Survey July 8; Field trip leader to Lucero region of N.M., Rocky Men. Secticm MJIG..SEPM
annual meeting, early June; Field trip Green River by boat, Sand Wash to Gn."tm River,

Utah, Jtme

16~19;

contributed scientific and personal photographs for publication in

New Msx. Geol. Soc. and FnUr Comers Geol. Soe. Field 'l'rl.p Guidebooks; session
chairman (June fl) at 24th Annual MPG and 6th ..Armtml SHPM Rocky M7tntain Section

!1¥3etings in Albtquerque; A. I. Levoll!Sen Memorial A:t1W'd Coimdttee for ooova; 60th
.Annual MPG JOOetings, Dallas, April 6-9 (Past Piasidtmts and Past Bd.iotltS l'llllchems,
House of Delege.tes meeting, SBPM·MPG Scientific maetings, Honoxs and .J\'Jmrds Ccmnittee.

Chairman of MPG Advisory OJmcil, SBPM Bwporita Resaaidl Group, etc.~ etc).
Critique of FC<E Field Trip Guidebook MPG revietf by M. Van Cauwri.ng; Field trip

leader and p:rodut:tiou editor of the Guidebook

«:May~Sept.)

8th Geologic Field trip

of th~ Pour Co:meFS Gaological Society ncmry(mlandS Country", Utah, Sept. 22o2S;
Invited to lectl.lre before Roswell Gool.,St1e• .Apr!l 1916; 1-eprinting of figtn:ea for

my eadier paper "Strad.grtapldc Section at Hlmsker TJraill, San Juan Canyon, San Juan
County, Utsh" in

£a:bms.te Facies in Goolo!;{iC His~,Q!l by author Jemes L. Wilson

for Springelt"'Vadag (Bedin).
Lee A.

Woodtmm:

lo Lectures to palf'SOlmal of Sandia Labomtorias o:n 11Fundalaltal.s of

for Smdia ApplicaticruJ",
2o

No~er

Gooscl.en~

3-'1 9 1975.

Talk to Albuquerqw GoollogiC811. Socl.aty abnu~ ''Reserurcll projects in the~
Geology

D6pau1lrlant~

lJ.i\,'W' a,, Pebtua.ry

18~

1915.

8. Nrmateachhlg Uni'WlFSity semce
ll'uuglas G.

!Jroo1dl.!w:

1. Natural Scl.~ooa t:m.d Mm~t!cs Piroootimt AtM.so:l:y Comittee, Cuabl'IISJI.

(1974-75

~d

19?5-76).
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2. Tanure Advisory Ca!llllittee (1974-75 and 1975.. 76).
3.

U'ldv. Plress. Com.,

4.

~ral

5.

SUpervisor for a-.e postadoctoral Res. Associate, two Ph.D. candidates,
tJ.«) ~s.

1974~ 15.

Geol. Dept. Coom.

canilida.tes; adv. for three other M.S. aspirants.

J01!l!thml F. Callender:

GeoloSY.: Mambsr Grad. Admissions Cmmittee; audman,

Undergrad. Olirlculun Coo,lnittee Supervisor; Thin Section Laboratory; faculty advisor
to graduates and mdergraduates; Advlsor, Sigma Gamna Epsilon. University:

MeOOer, R:esea:JI'Ch Policy Coomittea.
I

Wo1ftpffi8 B. Elston: r.bi'ber, Presidential Search and Screening Ccmnittee, Sem. II,

1974-75; Menber. Research Allocations Comnittee; ctudrmanp Deplll'tlllental Pel'SOilJ'Iel

Ctlmmit'i:ce

0

~

c.

:f!i!.inB:

1. COD!dttee on tmilergraduate cunic:W.1.111
2.

Calmlittee on gxaduate sdmissiCilS

3.

&me:i:Sl Hmtors Colmdl

4. G'xeiuate advisor

s.

l'W'COB 2!1risor

~D.Ul t:ttzsilmltms:
~or/i;e

Ullde~te .Advisor for Geology.

R.. Ji~:

M. E. Ander, and H. T. lblOll'libe.

1.

Cwrlrent Ph.D. (major adliisor):

2.

Ctmmt M.S. (majoll' OOiiis:t>:r): G. T. Folt'Sytbe, C. &lith, and G. A. Dom.

Klaus Keil:
1.

l~smati<m

2.

l~r

of the Institiute of Meteoritics and its collectims.

of several intomal coamttees in tbe Department of Geology.

3. Chailllllm md liB!Ibelr of
~t

4.

~of

se~ml

theses and d.issertation

cmmttees in the

of Q,ollogy.

the neanqs Cb'm.ttee to evaluate new proposed genel'l!l science course.

..
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52.
Albert M. Kudo:

Ch.aixmm of UNM Colloquium and Sandia Colloquium Coiilllittee ..

Barry Stephan Kues:

Advisor to nlllOO:rous geology graduate and undergraduate

students; partidpant in several intradeptttt:mental comittees, etc.
Gary Perrin Landis:

Research policy comm, overhead sub·COIIII.:

Dept. Gmduate

Programs c::amn, cbail'!ll8Jl: Co»supervisor of thin section lab; AlME Faculty Advisor:
Pac. Adv. to RieSlllil)"er, Nortb.rcp, Pulp, Schneider, Malloy, Brooks.
Shel'lllan A. Wen&e_!'d:

Per.;onnel coowittee, 11m Dept. of Geology; Chief Adliisor

on Ph.D. dissertation of Prof. Gail Gibson; letters of wference to various other
t.miversittos :in support of

temll!'®

and departmental budget fmll Azt.oc

for professors; se<med added foods for sdlolarsbips

on .and Gas Collp6ll}'; Advisor to Dept.

of Geology

Staff of lbiv. of Colorado on prepruratian of petrolel.lll exploration worlcbook;

ptepared mN questioro.aire on ls5fJI3Zl Confironting Unbersity; Reviewed Energy Research

proposal by Profs. Ewing and lU1es for Dr. L T. Feldman; interview quote,

.!2!! p.

9,

Oct. 17 by "older' mM Faculty; sqyplied 13 FCGS color photographs to be published

in !ol'l:hcceing is500 of the Western Oil Reporter, De.nver.
Lee A, Woodward:

1. Cludrman 0 Departl!Blt of Geology

z.

ChaimsnD Cllirri.cula CooW.ttee

3. Chaiil!llm of S thesis and dissertation mmnittees.

9. Public semc:e
Roger V. .Andsr3on: Lacttn"'O to public scllnnl cl85Sill!WS (Z).
~_g!oo

G. Brookins:

1. Blected to Botmt of T:rustoos, Congtegatian Albertp l9'1S=7o
2.

Budget and Allocations Cci;mdtteep Jmd.sh Cclt1runlty ~cll of Albuquerque.

1915·16
3.

Finandal Sccretmy, Banal

B'rith~

1975

Jonathan P.. Callender: Oolwurlty College Cot.nsa • Geology of New Mexico,
Pall 1975. Le<.1:ure 8 Siena Club, Geology of New Manco, January 1975. Lectures at
pmli<: schools & to various clubs; !i.eld trip for Pennsylvania school teaciun's.

''
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53.
Wolfgg B. B}ston: Metmerp Parents Advisory Comnittee, Albt.quexque High
Sc:hool.
Member of awards Panel for Best Barth Science Teacher of the Year, New Mexico,

1975.

f!o&!.eY c.

Ewing_: Gave talks to the follouing organizations:

John Adams Middle School

Jacl:soo Jurdor High
Santa Fa Gem & MineTal Club
Los Alams Geological Society

Sculpture class (Professo':l." Charles

Mattox~ UlN)

Science Pair judge (March 26)
Klaus Keil:

1. AlbtiqusJqUe Rock Hounds.

Presented talk on "Geology of the f.ban:

What

next?", February 4, 1915.

2. Albuqua!'CJ.U' Seniol!' Citizensp Tour of U1f.f Meteo:rlte Mlsem, Mal."Ch 26. 19'/S.

l. u.s. Vildng Mission to Marsv M!ic Symposim, mclucling several TV
interview:;; and shoos; Wlts in the Ulf;t Geology Depart:memt and Institute of

Mrteorltics 0 at S. Jolms College (&'mta :Fe);
Ma:rs Globe to

as

well as presentation of

Gwexmn: J\po&l:!:a; P.pr11 3--4s 19'15.

4. JUbtrque;rqua Glm and Minsral Club, p:resented talk on ''Hlq>lomtion of Mars:
'l'he U.S. Vildng Vrog~~."Gm", April ~1, 1915.

s.

Many private shmt.fngs of moon Jro<:ks to :interested citizens. school classes

and civic wroups.
6. l.f!m:y prlva~ shwlngs of ·i;hf) meteorite coU.e~!on to int<msted citizens,

school classes Std cl.'l!i.e groups.

1. Organized ~rite e::ihibit nt: the .A11ruqueli'qlle Gem and Mineral Cll.ub Fair,
Jl,pr.U 26=Z7, 1975.
8.

Organized mteorlte exhibit at the New ~co State Pair, AlbuquellqOO

September. 1975.

354
S4.
Albert M. Kudo:

President of Bellehaven mementary

PTA~

fmn

J~

1 to June 3;

Advi.sazy Board of Bast Area Albuquerque Public Schools. Talks to Blementar.r School

Classes. Chairman judges, N.M. SCience Pair Regimals.
Gag Perrin Landis: Judge for Annual Science Fair, 3/26D?.7/76. AmJyo Del Oso
Patents Club,

Gra4o

School ''Outing" leader.

Sheman A. Wengerd: Letters of reconmendation for applicants for the Presidency

of lllf.f and of lf.UM&T; Mvisozy C<mnitiee, Rio Grande Chapter of Naval Reserve
Association; critiques of Admi:ral's 8 Nrwal District Newsletter for .Admiral G. L.
Cassell; Attendance Quarterly Ltmcheoos of Rio Grands Chapter, Naval Reserve Ass'n; .

many teferred cmsul:ting people to Canpmrl.es and jobs to c:cnsul.tants in explcml'ticn;
.Advisor 'i:o Dr. Keith Fishax-p Chief of the Core Lahoratores of U.S.< Geological
Stl:rv8y,

Denver.

W. Pelt'S!lnal infoxmation
Jooathan F., Callender: Jennifer Margaret Cs.llend31', bom June 16, 1975.

Ge9;irne
~

R.,

J'iTSCek:

Fe1l'rln Landis:

Sb.6'lmlln A.

~:

~ ~ts

for

Diwroad, May 1975
Bam~

April 26p 197S, cne more S1.!)er kid - Michael Christian

1"1 FaD. 1<Je.Ut em Retired Pay Status as Captain USNR (ret);
mti~t

fran lNf in May 1976.

_j
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The Report of the Institute of Meteoritics
July 1, 1975 to

J~e

30, 1976

Klaus Keil, Director
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

The Institute of Meteoritics has continued to develop vigorously dur-

ing the report period,

'~ith

major emphasis being given to research, teaching,

and public service.
Research activities

of the Institute staff have concentrated on a

range of topics, gene:rally concerned
research areas can be singled out.

'~ th

geology of the planets.

'~de

Pive major

First, the highlight of this report period

\>las the successful launch of two Viking Spacecraft during the summer of 1975,
with the goal to land on the planet Mars in the summer of 1976 and to explore
the planet.

The Viking Spacecraft each consist of an orbiter and lander and

contain 12 miniturized laboratories aimed at e:>-:ploring the biology, geology,
geophysics, meteorology, etc. of the planet Mars.

Responsibility of personnel

of the Institute of Meteoritics was the design,development; testing,:calibrations
of the miniturized x-ray fluorescence spectrometer on board of both Viking
landers and, eventually, analysis of the Martian soil by this

technique,

During flight, both instruments \>lere operated once and '"ere shown to 1>1ork
perfectly.

Much time was devoted to the training of Institute of Meteoritics

personnel to work as members of the Viking Flight
the instrument on Mars after landing.

Te~

and to operate

Second, main emphasis in research '"as

on the study of the mineralogy, petrology and chemistry of brecciated stone
meteorites, rocks interpreted by us to be analogous in origin to lunar breccias.
Cor!parison to lunar rocks has given us a clearer understanding of the origin
of brecciated rocks (i.e. rocks consisting or roek and mineral fragments embedded into a fine-grained matrix) by impact on planetary surfaces

'~thout

an

3S6
atmosphere.

Third 1 work continued on rocks from the moon, both U.S. Apollo ·

and USSR Luna samples.

Major emphasis was given to study of mare. basalts from

Apollo 17, and models of their origin have been proposed.
study :into the origin of meteoritic chondrules and

Fourth, ,an experimental

te~estrial

rocks from

the supercooled state utilizing laser technology has resulted in major
discoveries and an understanding of the origin of supercooled textures.

This

research is nm<T directed towards Fe-bearing silicate o systems under· controlled
oxygen fugacities.

Fifth, a variety of

projec~s

on terrestrial rocks,

particularly Ha\<Taiian basalts, oceanic (drilled and. dredged) basalts, ultramafic
rocks, and inclusions in diamond, has contributed to an understanding of the
origin of deep-seated terrestrial rocks.

All in all, this research has

resulted :in the publication of u<Tenty (20) papers published in major national
and international journals, as \vell as publication of thirteen (13) abstracts
of talks presented at national imd international meetings. .1'/e \vere fortunate
to attract, many research grants to the Institute in support of the projects
outlined above, totalling $1,088,843.00.
Teaching activities

of the Institute staff conce111 formal classes in

meteoritics, astrogeology, ore microscopy, electron microprobe analysis, and
modem analytical techniques in geology and, in particular, direction of
student research projects, problems courses, theses and dissertations.
Graduate students and undergraduate students have actively participated as
assistants to staff of the Institute on the research projects mentioned above,
as 1<Tell as :in thesis and dissertation projects in these areas,

One student

(F.D. Busche) completed his Ph.D. dissertation in the Institute of Meteoritics
and received his degree in the Department of Geology.
Public service activities of the Institute staff vary widely, but are
largely concerned with the maintena..>1ce of the Institute of Meteoritics meteor-
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ite collection, which is a sttuming display of tulique specimens and a major
attraction of the UNM campus.

Many special guided tours 1vere given to college

and high-school classes, and many rocks suspected to be meteorites that were
submitted by the interested public lvere analyzed free of charge,

In addition,

many popular talks were given in an attempt to educate the people of NelV Mexico
in recognizing meteorites, and to urge their cooperation in the recovery
of meteoritic material.
The international reputation of the Institute is documented by the
many honors its staff received, as \Vell as by the many visitors that have
come here for lectures, study, and research.

These visitors were:

Dr. Ahmed El Goresy, Max Planck Institute, Heidelberg, West Germany
Dr. Heinz Scharbert, Dept. of Petrology, University of Vienna, Austria
Dr. Laurel Wilkening, Dept. of Planetology, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona
Prof. W.C. Luth, Geology Dept., Stanford University
Dr. G. J. Taylor, Dept. of Geology, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
Prof. Hans E. Suess, Chemistry Dept., Univ. of California, La Jolla, Calif.
Dr. T. E. Bunch, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Prof. C.B. Gomes, Dept. of ~kineralogy and Petrology, Univ. of Sao Paulo,
Brazil
Prof. Ralph Kretz, Dept. of Geology, Ottawa, Canada
Dr. James Hinthorne, Applied Research Laboratories, Goleta, Calif.
Dr. G.W. Lugmair, Chemistry Dept., Univ. of California, La Jolla, Calif.
Dr. Robin Brett, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia
Dr. A.B. Binder, Dept. of Geophysics, Univ. of Kiel, West-Germany
Dr. Elizabeth Kirchner, Dept. of Mineralogy, University of Salzburg,
Salzburg, Austria
Dr. Cklette James, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia
Dr. Gero Kurat, National Museum for Natural History, Vienna, Austria.
Dr. Buford Price, Physics Dept., Univ. of California, Berkley, Calif.
Mr. JoJm Harris, NASA L.B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
Dr. David Curtis, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, N.M.
Dr. C.E. Nehru, Dept. of Geology, Brooklyn College, Ne\~ York, N.Y.
Dr. Ross Heath, Dept. of Oceanography, Univ. Rhode Island
Dr. Milton Blander, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois
Dr. Osman Sayeed, Florida International University, Miami, Florida
During the report period, the follm·ling staff was employed at the
Institute of Meteoritics.
Dr. Klaus Keil, Director
Ruth A. Freeman, Institute Secreta1y
Mary Fillman, Institute Secretary
,
Dr. Martin Prinz, Senior Research Associate
Dr. G. J. Taylor, Senior Research Associate
3

Dr. Ron Fodor, Postdoctoral Research

Feillm~

Dr. Rich Warner, Postdoctoral Research Fellow
George Conrad, Microprobe Specialist
David Lange, Staff Research Scientist
Dr. C.E. Nehru, Visiting Scholar
Dr. Elizabeth Kirchner, Visiting Scholar
Dr. Celso B. Gomes, Visiting Scholar
Dr. Ralph Kretz, Visiting Scholar
Dr. Usman Sayeed, Visiting Scholar
J. Berlcley, Graduate Research Assistant
11
11
G. Brown,
11
w. Mansker) II
II
II
11
11
H. Planner,
11
11
11
S .. Sibrary,
11
11
11
T. Steinborn, 11
11
11
R. Warren,
11
11
11
G. Huss,
11
11
11
S. Wentworth, rr
Georgianna Honea, Undergraduate Research Assistant
fl
t1
fl
Dave Lewis,
II
II
II
Steve Willcut,
II
II
II
Sandy o'Kelly,
Except for the Director, the Secretary, the Senior Research Associate, the
Staff Research Scientist (1/2 time), and the ~licroprobe Specialist, salaries for
all other employees including research assistants, were entirely derived
from outside grants.
During the report period, Dr. Martin Prinz, Senior Research Associate,
accepted the position of Chainnan, Mineralogy Dept, American Museum of Natural
History, Ne>'l York, and was replaced in the Institute by Dr. G.J. Taylor, fonneriy
Asst. Professor of Geology, Dept. of Geology, Washington University, St. Louis,
Missouri. Mrs. Ruth Freeman, Secretary, passed a\vay during the report period.
Her successor as Institute Secretary is Mrs. Mary Fillman.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations

One important and urgent need for the Institute is the addition of a
full-time, pennanently employed, Ph.D. level Research Associate.

The present

permanent scientific staff of the Institute consists only of the Director, the
Senior Research Associate, and the Staff Research Scientist (1/2.'time).
All other scientific personnel is on contract and grant salaries.

.

.

.

The addition'

of a penncment Research Scientist to the ste£f would allaw us tci increase
our involvement in sponsored research and the cost will ultimately be offset by increased outside funding that a ne\v person could attract.
we would like to get involved on a large scale in the study of

4
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oceanic basalts drilled from the ocean floor, a project that the present
scientific personnel could not do justice to, without neglecting other
duties.

Consideration of an additional Research Associate (Ph.D) for

the Institute of Meteoritics is therefore urgently requested.
II.

~omposite

of Individual Biographical Supplement

A. Advanced Study
J.L. Berkley
1. Department of Chemistry and Radiation Center, Oregon State University,
Corvallis, Oregon. Studied the methods of instrumental neutron activation
analysis and carried out major and trace element analysis by this technique
of Indian Ocean basalts drilled during various JOIDES cruises, Oct. 15Dec. 8, 1975.
B. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, surrnner teaching elsmvhere, travel, etc.,
during period.
Klaus Keil
1: Moffett Field, California. Discussion of joint meteorite :research with
Dr. T.E. Bunch, Ames Research Center, July 7,1975.
2. Honolulu, Hawaii. Field lVOrk and collection of cores of basaltic rocks
to be shipped to lJN!.! for research in the Institute of Meteoritics, July 27August 20, 1975.
3. Houston, Texas. Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) Meeting, NASA
Johnson Space Center, August 23-24, 1975.
4. Houston, Texas. Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) Meeting,
NASA Johnson Space Center, September 5-7, 1975.
5. Houston, Texas. Facilities Subcommittee Meeting, LSAPT, NASA Johnson
Space Center, September 27-28, 1975.
·
6.

Houston, Texas. Ltmar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) Meeting,
Johnson Space Center, October 23-26, 1975.

~BA

7. Flagstaff, Arizona, and Meteorite Crater, Arizona. Field trip for
students to U.S.G.S. Astrogeo1ogy Brans± and study of Meteorite Crater,
November 3-4,' 1975.
8. Carlsbad, Nm1 Jllexico. Talk before the Rock and tuneral Club, November
17-18, 1975.
9. Houston, Texas. Facilities Subcommittee Meeting, LSAPT, NASA Johnson
Space Center, November 21-23, 1975,
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10. Pasadena, California. Viking Inorganic Analysis Science Team Meeting,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, December 2-3,
1975.
.
11. San Francisco, California. Annual meeting of the American Geophysical
Union, Jack Tar Hate~, December 11, 1975.
12. Houston, Texas. Facilities Subcommittee Meeting, LSAPT, NASA Johnson
Space Center, December 12-15, 1975.
13 .. Pasadena, California, and Los Angeles, California. Visited California
Institute of Technology and UCLA and organized joint consortium work on
meteorites, December 29, 1975.
14. San Antonio, Texas. Chaired meeting of the Facilities Subcommittee,
Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT), January 18-20, 1976.
15. San Antonio, Texas. Chaired meeting of the Facilities Subcommittee,
Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) , February 5, 1976.
16. Houston, Texas. Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT), NASAJohnson Space Center, February 6-8, 1976.
17. Pasadena, California. Viking Flight to Mars, uplink training session,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, February 26-March 1, 1976.
18. Houston, Texas. Chaired Facilities Subcommittee meeting, Lunar Sample
Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT), NASA Johnson Space Center, March 12-14, 1976.
19. Houston, Texas. Seventh Annual Lunar Science Conference, NASA Johnson
Space Center, Houston, Texas, March 15-18, 1976,
20. Pasadena, California. Viking Flight to Mars, uplink training session,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, April 12-14, 1976. ·
21. · 'Houston, Texas;· Chaired· Lunar Sample· Analysis 1 Planhing Team (LSAPT) ·meeting
NASA Johnson Space Center, April 29-May 2, 1976.
22. Pasadena, California. Viking Flight to Mars, uplink exercise, Jet
Propulsion ·Laboratory, May 23-26, 1976.
23. Pasadena, California.
June 1-19, 1976.

Viking Flight to Mars, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

24. Houston, Texas. Chaired Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT)
meeting, NASA Johnson Space Center, June 20-24, 1976.
25. Pasadena, California.
June 25-30, 1976.
R.V. Fodor
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Oct. 20-22, 1975.

1.

Viking Flight to

~mrs,

Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Ann. Meeting, Geological Society of America:,
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2. Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, New York,
Project, Dec. 1975.
R.D. Warner
1. Salt Lake City, Utah.
1975 •

Deep Sea Drilling

Ann. Meeting, Geological Society of America, Oct.Z0-22,

2. Houston, Texas. Conference on the origin of Mare basalts, Lunar Science
Institute, Nov. 17-19, 1975.
3. Houston, Texas,
March 15-19, 1976.

NASA Johnson Space Center, Seventh Lunar Science Con£.,

J.L. Berkley
1. Corvallis, Oregon.
2.

Tours, France.

Oregon State University, Oct, 15-Dec. 8, 1976,

Meteoritical Society Meeting, August, 197 5.

J.L. Gooding
L
Pasadena, California. Assoc. Member of Inorganic Chemical Analysis Team,
Viking Flight to Mars, June 1- June 30, 1976.
W.L. Mansker
L
Salt Lake City, Utah.
20-22, 1975.
H.N. Planner
1. Dallas, Texas.

148th Ann. Meeting, Electrochemical Society, Oct. 5-9, 1975.

R.G. Warren
Denver, Colorado.
31, 1976.

1.

C.

Ann. !v!eeting, Geological Society of America, Oct.

Summer geologic assistant, Exxon Camp, , May 25-August

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc,

Klaus Keil
1. SecretaT)', Commission on Meteorites, International Union of Geological
Sciences.
2. Secretary, Commission on Cosmic Mineralogy, International Mineralogical
Association.
3.

Secretary, International Association for Geochemistry and Cosmochemistry,

4.

Member, Leonard Medal Committee, Meteoritical Society;

5. Chairman, U.S. National Committee for Geochemistry, National Academy
of Sciences.
6. Ex-officio member, Subcommittee on the Geochemical Environment in
Relation to Health and Disease, U.S. National Committee for Geochemistry,
National Academy of Sciences.
7
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7.

Member, Editorial Board, Journal "Chemical Geologyn,

8. Member, Geophysics Research Board, National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C.
9.

Member, Surface Sampler Team, Viking Mars l>lission.

10. Vice-chairman, Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team, Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas.

11. Member, Editorial Board, Colorado School of }11ines Quarterly, Golden, ·
Colorado.
12 . .Member, Committee on Public Education and Information, Mineralogical
Society of America.

13. Chairman, U.S. Geodynamics Committee, Subconimittee on "Chemical Differentiation of Magmas", Geophysics Research Board, National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C.
14. Chairman, Facilities Subcommittee, LSAPT, NASA Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas.
15. Chairman, Session on "Origin and evolution of polymict breccias", Sixth
Lunar Science Conference, Houston, Texas .
·

16. Co-chairman, Organizing Committee, Symposium on "Interrelationships
among meteoritic and ltmar breccias", American Geophysical Union lvleeting,
December 11, 1975.

17. Visiting Associate in Geochemistry, Division of Geological and Planetary
Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California,
18. Named "Correspondent Member of the Natural History Museum, Vienna, Austria"
by the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Austria and the
Director of the l>fuseum.
19. Member, Viking Mars Flight Team, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California.

J. L. Gooding
1. Associate Member, Inorganic Chemical Analysis Team, NASA Project Viking
Mission to Mars.
William L. Mansker
1. Elected President, Sigma Gamma Epsilon, Earth Science Honorary, Beta l>fu
chapter, UNM.
Richard G. Warren
1. Initiated into Sigma Gamma Epsilon, Earth Science Iionorary, Beta l>lu
Chapter, UNH.

z. Received mmrd of $150 from the New Nexico Geological Society for field.
expenses during MS thesis research.
8

3.fl3
D.

Publications
a) Scientific articles published in major national and international journals;
scientific publications of the Institute of Meteoritics, as well as books.
Note: Listed are only publications that have appeared in the r~port period,
Not listed are papers that are in press or in preparation, Since most
publications of the Institute of Meteoritics are co-authored by several
members of the Institute, only one list of all publications is given,
rather than duplicating listings on an individual-by-individual basis.
1. D.R . .Anderson, W.P. Bishop, V.T. Bowen, J.P. Brannen, W.N. Caudle, 'R.J. Detl)',
T.E. E\qart, D.E. Hayes, G.R. Heath, R.R. Hessler, C.D. Hollister, K. Keil,
J.A. McGo1qan, R.W. Rohole, W.P. Schimmel, C.L. Schuster, A.J. Sieva, W.G. Smyrl,
B.A. Taft, and D.M. Talbert, Release pathways for deep sea-bed disposal of
radioactive wastes. Proc, Intern. Atomic Energy Agency on Radiological
Impacts of Release from Nuclear Facilities into Aquatic Environment,
Helsinki, Finland, 25 pp., June 30- July 4, 1975.

2. K. Keil, R.D. Warner, E. Dowty, and M. Prinz, Rocks 60618 and 65785: Evidence
for adntL~ture of KREEP in lunar impact melts. Geophys. Res, Lett, ~. 369-372, 1975.
3. M. Prinz, D.V. Manson, P.F. Hlava, and K. Keil, Inclusions in diamonds:
garnet lherzolite and eclogite assenhlages. In "Physics and Chemistry of
the Earth"· (eds. L.H. Ahrens, J.B. Dawson, A.R. Duncun, and A.J, Erlank),
Vol. 9, 797-815, 1975.
4. R. Warne.r, K. Keil, A.V. Murali, and R.A. Schmitt, Petrogenetic
relationships among Apollo 17 basalts. In "Origins of mare basalts and their
implications to lunar evolution" The Lunar Science Institute, Houston, Texas,
179-183, 1975.
5.

R.D. Warner, K. Keil, M. Prinz, J.l!:. 'Lalli, A.V. Murali, and R.A. Schmitt,
petrology, and chemistry of mare basalts from Apollo 17 rake
samples. Proc. 6th Lunar Science Con£., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, Suppl. 6,
193-220, 1975.

~lineralogy,

6. R.V. Fodor and K. Keil, Implications of poikilitic textures in
chondrites Meteoritics 10, 325-340, 1975.

LL~group

7. R.V. Fodor and Klaus Keil, Carbonaceous and non-carbonaceous lithic fragments
in the Plainvie1~, Texas chondrite: origin and history. Geochim, Cosmochirn.
Acta 40, 177-189, 1976.
8. R.V. Fodor and Klaus Keil, A komatiite~like lithic fragment with spinifex
texture in the Eva meteorite: origin from a supercooled impact-melt
of chondritic parentage. Earth and Planet. Sci. Lett. 29, 1-6, 1976,
9. K. Keil, M. Prinz, P.ll. 1-llava, C.B. Gomes, W.S. Curvello, G,J. Wasserburg,
F. Tera, D.A. Papanastassiou, J.C. Huneke, A.V. Murali, M.S. Ma, R.A, Schmitt 1
G.W. Lugmair, K. Marti, N.B. Scheinin, and R.N. Clayton, Progress by the
consorts o£ ATJgra dos Reis. "Lunar Science VII, "Jolmson Space Center, Houston,
Texas, 443-445, 1976.
·
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10. G. Kurat, A. Kracher, R. Warner, and K, Keil, Luna 16 revisited:
progress report. "Lunar Science VII", 462-464, 1976,

A

11. M. Prinz, K. Keil, and R.V. Fodor, Comparison of lunar roc"ks and meteorites:
Implications to histories of the moon and parent meteorite bodies. "Cosmochemistry
of the Moon and the Planets", Nauka, Moscow, 738-753, 1976 (in Russian).

12.

R.V. Fodor,
and history of a
non-carbonaceous
New Mexico Geol.

K, Keil, L.L. Wilkening, D.D. Bogard, and E.K. Gibson, Origin
meteorite parent-body regolith breccia: carbonaceous and
lithic fragments in the Abbott, New Mexico, chondrite,
Soc., Spec. No. 6, 206-218, 1976.
.

13.

R.D. Warner, E. Dowty, M. Prinz, G.H. Conrad, C.E. Nehru, and.K. Keil,
Catalogue of Apollo 16 rake samples from the 1M area and station 5.
Spec. Publ. No. 13, UNM Institute of Meteoritics, 1-87, 1976.

14.

E. Dm'ity, J.A. Green, P.F. Hlava, K. Keil, R.B. Moore, C,E. Nehru, M.
Prinz, and R.D. Warner, Electron microprobe analyses of minerals from
Apollo ·16 ra"ke samples. Spec. Publ. No. 14, UNM Institute of Meteoritics,

1-141, 1976.

.

.

15.

R.D. Warner, R.G. Warren, W.L. Mansker, J.L. Berkley, and K. Keil,
Electron microprobe analyses of olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase from
Apollo 17 rake sample mare basalts. Spec. Publ. No. 15, UNM Institute
of Meteoritics, 1-158, 1976.

16.

R.D. Warner, J.L. Berkley, W.L. Hansker, R.G. Warren, and K. Keil,
Electron microprobe analyses of spinel, Fe-Ti oxides, and metal from
Apollo 17 rake sample mare basalts. Spec. Publ. No. 16, UNM Institute
of Meteoritics, 1-113, 1976.

17.

C.E. Nehru, R.D. Warner, and K. Keil, Electron microprobe analyses of
opaque mineral phases from Apollo 11 basalts. Spec. Publ, No, 17, UNM
Institute of Meteoritics, 1-22, 1976.

18. M. Blander, H.N. Planner, K. Keil, L.S. Nelson, and N.L. Richardson,
The origin of chond1-ules: experimental investigation of metastable liquids
in the system Mg Sio . Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 40, 889-896, 1976.
2 4
19. M. Prinz, K. Keil, J.A. Green, A.M. Reid, E. Bonatti, and J. 'Honnorez,
Ultramafic and mafic dredge samples from the equatorial mid-Atlantic Ridge
and fracture zones. J. Geophys. Res. 81, 4087-4103, 1976.
ZO. J. L. Gooding, and D.t4: Muenow > Activated release of alkalis during the
vesiculation of molten basalts under high vacuum: implications for lunar
volcanism. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 40, 675-686, 1976.
b)

Abstracts published in proceedings of meetings and in journals,

1. K. Keil, S. Sibrary, P.M. Starcyk, R.A. Schmitt, and G.I. Huss, the
Melrose (b) hO\~ardite. A complex metem·ite parent body regolith breccia.

EOS 56, 1017, 1975.
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2. M. Prinz, K. Keil, and J.A. Green, ~llneralogy and petrology of some ultramafic and mafic dredge samples from the Equatorial :t-1id-Atlantic Ridge.
Con£. on ''Nature of the Ocean Crust", La Jolla, Calif., 1975.
3. J.L. Berkley, H.G. Brmm, K, Keil, and G. Buss, The Kenna ureilite:
\~ith evidence for igneous 1 metamorphic, tectonic, and
shock origin. Meteoritics 10, 361-362, 1975.

An ultra-mafic rock

4. R.V. Fodor and K. Keil, Parent material for seemingly exotic, lightcolored lithic fragments in LL-group chondrites. Meteoritics ~' 402, 1975.
5. W.L. Mansker, K. Keil, J. Husler, and G. Bauer, Petrologic Investigation
of the Pt~ele Valley olivine-melilite nephelinite. Proc. Qeol. Soc. ~ner.,
Regional Meeting, 1976.
6. K. Keil, Meteoritic basalts. Proc. Geol. Soc. Arner., Regional Meeting
.1976.
·7. M. Blander, H:N. Planner, K. Keil, L.S:Nelson, and N.L. Richardson,
Supercooling of laser-melted silicates: Application to the formation of
meteorites. Proc. , 148th Meeting, Electrochemical Society, Dallas, Texas,
1976.
.
8. S.R. Skaggs, L.S. Nelson, N.L. Richardson, and H.N. Planner, Observations
of changes in the melting point of 99.999 Y203 in various gases. Proc.,
148th Meeting, Electrochemical Society, Dallas, Texas, 1976.
9. R.V. Fodor and K. Keil, Petrology of volcanic tuff and breccia from the
Walvis Seamount Province and Rio Grande rise, South Atlantic Ocean, DSDP
Leg 39B. Proc., Geol. ,Soc. Arner. Annual Heeting, 1976.
10. J.L. Berkley, J.P. Callender, and K. Keil, Placitas-Juan Tabo contact
metamorphic aureole: Evidence for progressive dynancothermal evolution
through time. Proc., Geol. Soc. American, 1976.
11. M. Prinz, K. Keil, J.A. Green, A.M. Reid, E. Bonatti, and J. I-Ionnorez.
Mineralogy and petrology of some ultramafic and mafic dredge samples
from the equatorical mid-Atlantic Ridge. Proc., Arner. Geophys. Union, 1976.
12. S. Sibrary, K. Keil, P.M. Starzyk, R.A. Schmitt, and G.I. Huss, The
Melrose (b) howardite: A complex meteorite parent body regolith breccia.
Proc., Amer. Geophys. Union, 1976.
13. K. Keil, Comparison of meteoritic and lunar breccias and the origin of
meteorite parent body regolith breccias. Proc., -Arner. Geophys. Union,
1976.
E.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed during period.
Klaus Keil
The follm~ing research grants and contracts \vere in effect during the report
period.
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1. Research Grant from NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia, entitled "X-ray fluorescence analysis of Marsian
soil during the 1975 - 1976 U.S. Viking Unmanned Landing on
Mars."
Duration: July 1, 1972 -:March 31, 1977

75,464,00

2. Research Grant from NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. ,
entitled "Mineralogy and chemistry of polymict-brecciated
stone meteorites."
Duration: June 1, 1973 -May 31, 1976

87,693,00

3. Research Grant from ~~A Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas, entitled "Electron microprobe analysis of returned lunar
samples."
165,436,00
Duration: February 1, 1974 - January 31, 1977
· 4. Research Grant from NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.,
entitled "Mineralogy, petrology and chemistry of polymict- ·
brecciated stone meteorites."
Duration: June 1, 1974 - l4ay 31, 1977

91,475.00

5. Research Grant from NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.,
entitled '~lineralogy, petrology, and chemistry of brecciated
stone meteorites: Impact and igneous histories of meteorite
parent bodies,"
Duration: June 1, 1975 - February 29, 1976

78,700.00

6. Research Grant from NASA L.B. Jolmson Space Center,
Houston, Texas, entitled "Electron microprobe analysis
of returned lunar samples."
Duration: February 1, 1975 - January 31, 1~78

184,772.00

7. Research Grant from NASA Headquarters, Washington,
D.C., entitled ''l>lineralogy, petrology, and
chemistry of brecciated stone meteorites".
Duration: March 1, 1976 - Feb. 28, 1979

153,490.00 .

8. Research Grant from NASA Headquarters ,
Washington, D.C., entitled '~neralogy, petrology,
and chemistry of brecciated stone meteorites"
Duration: March 1, 1976 - Feb. 28, 1978
9. Research Grant from NASA L.B. Johnson Space
Center, Houston, Texas, entitled : "Electron
microprobe analysis of returned lunar samples."
Duration: March 1, 1976 - .Jan. 31, 1979
TO~~ GRA~S -----------------------
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67,041.00

184,772.00
$1,088,843,00
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F.

Activities in learned and professional societies,
Klaus Keil
a. Offices
1. Secretary, Commission on Meteorites, International Union of Geological
Sciences.

2. Secretary, Commission on Cosmic Mineralogy, International Mineralogical
Association.
3.

Secretary, International Association for Geochemistry and Cosmochemistry.

4.

Member, Leonard Medal Corrnni ttee, J,Jeteori tical Society,

5, Chairman, U.S. National Corrnnittee for Geochemistry, National Academy
of Sciences.

6.

Ex-officio member, Subcommittee on the Geochemical Environment in Relation
to Health and Disease, U.S. National Committee for Geochemistry, National
Academy of Sciences.
7.

Member, Edi to.rial Board, J o~rnal ''Chemical Geology''.

8.

Member, Geophysics Research Board, National Academy of Sciences, Washington,

D.C.
9. Member, Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team, Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas.
·
10. Member, Editorial Board, Colorado School of Mines Quarterly, Golden,
Colorado.
11. Member, Committee on Public Education and Information, Mineralogical
Society of America.
12. Hember, Editorial Board, Lunar Science Studies, NASA, Houston, Texas.
13. Chairman, Facilities Subcommittee, Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team,
NASA, Jolmson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
14. Co-chairman, Organizing Committee, Symposiwn on "Interrelationships among
meteoritic and lunar breccias". Western AGU Meeting, Jac Tar Hotel, San
Francisco, California.
-- ..

15. Vice-Chairman, Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) NASA Johnson
Space Center, Houston, Texas.
16. Named "Correspondent Nember of the Natural History Museum, Vienna",
by the l>linister of Education and Science of the Republic of Austria, and the
Director of the Museum.
17. Member, Viking Mars Flight Team, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California.
13
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b) Meetings and p1;o£essional papers,
Klaus Keil
Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) Meeting, NASA Joh.'lSon Space
Center, Houston, Texas, August 23-24, 1975.

1.

2. Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) Meeting, NASA Johnson Space
Center, Houston, Texas, September 5-7, 1975.
3. Viking Inorganic Analysis Science Team Meeting, Institute of Meteoritics,
Albuquerque, Ne1-r Mexico, September 19, 197 5.
4. Facilities subcommd.ttee meeting, LSAPT, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston,
Texas, September 27-28, 1975.
5. Co-authored talk on "Supercooling of laser-melted silicates: Application
to the formation of meteorites". Electrochemical Society, Dallas, Texas,
October 7, 1975.
6. Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) meeting, NASA Johnson Space
Center, Houston, Texas, October 23-26, 1975.
7. Field trip to U.S.G.S. Astrogeology Branch, Flagstaff, Arizona, and
Meteorite Crater, Arizona, November 3-4, 1975. ·
8. Talk on "To the Moon and Beyond" for the Rock and !VIineral Club, Carlsbad,
New Mexico, November 17-18, 1975,
9. Facilities subcommittee meeting (LSAPT), NASA Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas, November 21-23, 1975.

10. Viking Inorganic Analysis Science Team meeting, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,·
Pasadena, California, and Cal Tech, December 2-3, 1975.
11. Organized symposium on "Interrelationships among lunar and meteoritic
breccias," served as session chairman, gave introductory lecture on "Interrelationships among lunar and meteoritic breccias"' and presented talk on
"The Melrose (b) howardite: A meteoritic parent body regolith breccia,"
Western AGU meeting, Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco, California, December 11,
1975.

12. Facilities subcommittee meeting (LSAPT), NASA Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas, December 12-15, 1975.
13. Visited California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, and
UCLA, December 29, 1975.
14. San Antonio, Texas. Chaired Neeting of the Facilities Subcommittee, Lunar
Sample k1alysis Plannu1g Team (LSAPT), January 18-20, 1976,
15. San Antonio, Texas. Chaired meeting of the Facilities Subcommittee, Lunar
Sample Analysis Planning Team (L&~), February 5, 1976.
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16. Houston, Texas, Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT), NASAJohnson Space Center, February 6-8, 1976.
17. Pasadena, California. Viking Flight to Mars, uplink training session,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, February 26 -March 1, 1976.
18. Houston, Texas.· Chaired Facilities Subcorrunittee meeting, Lunar Sample
Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT), NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, March
12-14, 1976.
19. Houston, Texas. Seven~h Annual Lunar Science Conference, NASA Johnson
Space Center, Houston, Texas, March 15-18,·1976.
20. Pasadena, California. Viking Flight to Mars, uplink training session, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, April 12-14, 1976.
21. Houston, Texas. Chaired Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAP'I) meeting
L.B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, April 29-May 2, 1976.
22. Pasadena, California. Viking Flight to ~mrs, uplink excercise, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, ~ay 2~-26, 1976.
23. Pasadena, California.
June 1-19, 1976.

Viking Flight to Mars, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

24. Houston, Texas. Chaired Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team (LSAPT) meeting,
NASA Johnson Space Center, June 20-24, 1976.
25. Pasadena, California.
June 25-30, 1976.

Viking Flight to Mars, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

R.V. Fodor
1. Salt Lake City, Utah. Ann. Meeting Geological Society of America, Oct. 20-22, 1975.
2. Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, Ne\v York.
Dec. 1975.
R.D. Warner
1. Salt Lake City, Utah.
1975.

Deep Sea Drilling Project,

Ann. Meeting Geological Society of America, Oct. 20-22,

2. Houston, Texas. Conference on the origin of Mare basalts, Lunar Science
Institute, Nov. 17-19, 1975.
3. Houston, Texas.
March 15-19, 1976.

NASA Johnson Space Center Seventh Lunar Science Con£.,

·.

J.L. Berkley
1.

Corvallis, Oregon.

2.

Tours, France.

Oregon State University, Oct, 15-Dec, 8, 1975.

Meteoritical Society }.feeting, August, 197 5,
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J.L. Gooding
1. Pasadena, California. Assoc. Member of Inorganic Chemical
Viking Flight to Mars, June 1-Jtme 30, 1976.

~alysis

Team,

W; L. Mansker
1. Salt Lake City, Utah.' Ann. Meeting .Geological Society of America, Oct, 20-22, ·
1975.

H.N. Planner
1.

Dallas, Texas.

148th Ann. Meeting, Electrochemical Society, Oct, 5-9, 1975,

R.G. Warren
1. Denver, Colorado.
August 31, 1976.
G.

Stnrnner geologic assistant, Exxon Comp., May 25-

Other professional activities.

Klaus Keil
1.

Consultant, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque,· Ne1v Mexico,

2.

Revie\'ied six lunar sample proposals submitted to NASA.for funding.

3. Reviewed 17 scientific papers submitted for publication to the American
}!ineralogist; Earth and Planetary Science Letters; Geochimica et Cosmochimica
Acta; Meteoritics ; and Science.
4. TV interviel'i with Kathy Schroeder on the
1975.
5.

u.s.

Vikfug Program, August 27,

TV interviel'i Hith M:r. Wellington on the U.S. Viking Program.

6. Hosted Inorganic Chemical Analysis Science Team, U.S. Viking mission to
Mars, in the Institute of Meteoritics (Drs. A. Baird, Pomona, Calif. ;
H. Rose and P. Toulmin, U.S.G.S., Reston, Virginia; B. Clark and A. Castro,
Martin Marietta, Denver, Colo. ; and W. Kelliher, NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia), September 18-19, 1975.
·,

7. Radio interviel'i on ''The U.S. Viking Program:
Dec. 18, 1975.

H.

E."'qlloration of Mars",

8.

Radio interview on ''The U.S. Mars 1-lission", KRKE 610, January 4, 1976.

9.

Television interview with channel 5 on ''Mission to Mars",. Jan. 29, 1976

Non-teaching University Service.

Klaus Keil
1.

Administr~tion

of the Institute of

~!eteoritics
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and its collections.
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2.

Member of several internal corrrrnittees in the Department of Geology.

3. Chairman and member of several theses and dissertation committees in
the. Department of Geology.
4. Member of the Dean's Committee to evaluate
courses.

ne1~

proposed. general science

I. Public service
Klatis'Keil
Many private showings of moon rocks to interested citizenS, school classes,
civic groups, etc.

1.

2. Many private shmMgs of the meteorite. collection to interested citizens,
school classes and civic groups.
3. Organized meteorite exhibit at the Ne1v Mexico State Fair, Albuquerque,
September, 1975.

· 4. Talk on "Non-destructive analysis of the soil of Mars: The X-ray fluorescence
spectrometer on board·of Viking" Assoc. for non-destructive Testing, Albuquerque,
N.M., Feb. 17, 1976.
'5.·· Talk on "Exploration of Mars:
March.8, 1976

The

u:s.

Viking Program", 21, Club, UNM,

6. Talk on "To the Moon and beyond: Geological· exploration of the planets",
Rode Founder, Santa Fe, N.M., March 9, 1976.
7. Talk on "Geological exploration of Mars:
Department, UNM, April 2, 1976.

The U.S. Viking Program", Physics

David Lange
5 guided tours of Meteorite M.tseum to special Community College classes,
2 University classes, Gem and ~lineral Club, and Senior Citizen group,

1.

2.

Gave 2 talks on meteorites to local organizations,

3.

Elected Vice-President, Central

Ne1~

Nexico Audubon Society.

17,
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
JUly 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Gerald D. Nash, Chairman
I am pleased to present this report of the Department of History for 1975-76. During the past year, the
Department quarters underwent some physical renovation.
The administrative area was enlarged so that we can
serve our students better and more efficiently. our
new departmental lounge has proven particularly useful
in facilitating faculty-student contacts for which we
had no physical space in previous years. such 9hanges
were particularly functional since we increased the
number of students enrolled in History courses by over
10% of those enrolled in the previous year (nearly
4,000 students), a percentage that well exceeded the
University-wide increase of enrollment at 6%.
During the year the Department hosted various
distinguished visitors, some fr~m the academic world
such as Professor Gordon craig of stanford University
and some from public life, as the Honorable Arthur
Goldberg. Nembers of the Department were active in a
variety of professional activities, from the presenta~
tion of papers at professional meetings, to publica•
tion of articles and book reviews. The Department
also publishes two scholarly journals, The Historian,
and the New Mexico Histerical Review. Members of the
Department were as active in a wide ;ange of community
affairs, facilitating contact with local schools, churches,
and civic groups. Details of these activities will be
found in the followin9 pages.
In the coming year the Depa,tment hopes to build
on its past accomplishments by furthe: advances in ser•
vice to UNM students, to the historical profession, and
to the community and the state of New Mexico.

~~
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I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION
A.

significant Achievements
1.

The following courses were added to the
History curriculum:

2.

329

The History of Christianity

330

History of the Women's Rights
Movement

412

Introduction to Editing Historical Journals

Activities Beyond the Formal curriculum
a.

The Department moved into its new
quarters in August, 1975.

In addi-

tion to the complete remodeling of
the administrative area and the addition of a department lounge and

lect~re

area, the Department acquired 18 new
offices on the second floor of Mesa
Vista Hall.
b.

The New Mexican Historians Guild met
for the second time on November 22,
1975.

Historians from most of the

different campuses in the state met
to discuss matters of mutual interest •.
c.

The Honorable Arthur Goldberg was a

373
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visitor to the UNM campus.

On December

10 he addressed several History classes
on Labor, The Great Depression, and the
End of the Cold War.
d.

Gordon craig of Stanford University was
a visiting lecturer on the UNM campus
in the Fall, 1975.

e.

Theodore Hinkley of california State
University at san Jose was a visiting
lecturer on the UNM campus in the
Fall, 1975.

f.

The first issue of the History Department Newsletter was distributed in
January, 1976.

400 copies were sent

out to other universities and to History
Department alumni.
g.

The History Department hosted its first
informal get-together for its undergraduate majors and minors on Wednesday,
April 14, 1976.

Approximately 50 under-

graduates attended.
h.

The Phi Alpha Theta, History Honorary
Society, Regional conference was held in
santa Fe on April 23-24.

Many represen-

tatives from southwestern universities

r- 375
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attended.

Regent Calvin Horn was the

keynote speaker.
i.

The History Department held its first
Annual Departmental Dinner for faculty,
staff and graduate students on May 7,
1976.

Professor George

w.

Smith, re-

tiring after 27 years of University
teaching, was especially honored.
j.

Professor Bernd Martin from the University of Freiburg, Germany, gave a public lecture on JUne 11, 1976 in the
departmental lounge on "Peace Maneuvers
in World War II, and the origins of the
Cold War."

3.

Honors
a.

A new award was established by Phi
Alpha Theta to be named in honor of
Professor William M. Dabney for his
outstanding work in teaching and advising students.

The award will be

given each year to the chapter/member
who presents the best paper at a Phi
Alpha Theta conference.

-5-

b.

Professor Noel Pugach was given a Summer
Research Stipend by the College of Arts
and Sciences.

c.

Two History graduate students, David
Holtby and Billy Hahs, were awarded
Fulbright Scholarships for the coming
year.

Both are students of Professor

Robert Kern.
d.

Shirlene Soto, Ph.D. candidate,
awarded a Ford Foundation Fellowship
for the academic year, 1975-76.

e.

Roberto Salmon, Ph.D. candidate, awarded
a Ford Foundation Fellowship for the
academic year, 1975-76.

f.

Veronica Tiller, Ph,D. candidate, awarded a Ford Foundation Fellowship
for the academic year, 1975-76.

g.

Richard Melzer, Ph.D. candidate, awarded
an NDEA (Title VI) by Ibero-American
studies.

h.

Paul Viafora, Ph.D. candidate, awarded
an NDEA (Title VI) by Ibero-American
Studies.

i.

Thomas Chavez - GTF award for academic
year.

,' - an
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j.

Larry Lopez- GTF award for academic
year.

k.

Walter McMurtry - GTF award for academic year.

1.

Janet Helen Wheeler - awarded $200
coan

pr~ze

for being undergraduate

history major with highest GPA (3.94).
4.

B.

Teaching Positions Held by 1975-76 Graduates,
Ph.D.'s.
a.

Fr. Barnabus Diekemper, University of
Texas, san Antonio

b.

Warren Lee, Chairman, Department of
History, University of Albuquerque

c.

Joseph sanchez, University of Arizona

Appointments to Staff
1.

Visiting or Part-time Appointments, 1975-76:
a.

Garland Downum, Professor, European
History, Northern Arizona University,
summer session, 1976

b.

Darrell Gertsch, u. s. Military History,
Lecturer, Semester II, 1975-76

c.

Cyrus Gordon, Professor, History of the
Near East, University of New York, summer session, 1976

•-7-

d.

Robert Larson, Professor,

u.

s. Western

History, University of Northern Colorado,
Summer Session, 1976
e.

Elmo Richardson, Professor, U. s. History, University of Kansas, summer session, 1976

f.

Michael Weber, Museum course, Semester
I, 1976, Lecturer

g.

Cortez Williams, Black in Latin America,
Lecturer, semester I, 1975-76

h.

Leigh Wright, Professor, University of
Hong Kong, Far Eastern History (exchange professor for Professor Frank

Ikle>
2.

New Appointments
a.

Peter Bakewell, Visiting Assistant Professor, Latin American History, replacement for Troy Floyd, August, 1975

b.

Michael Conniff, replacement for Robert
S1enes, August, 1975, Assistant Professor,
, Latin American History

c.

Pramita Ghosh, Assistant Professor, South
Asian History, replacement for carl
Herbold, August, 1975

378
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d.

Steven Kramer, replacement for Karl
Seitz, Assistant Professor, European
History, August, 1975

e.

Manuel Servin, Professor, new editor of
New Mexico Historical Review, replacing
retiring editor Eleanor Adams

and

Professor of Southwestern History, JUly,
1975
f.

Margaret Jane Slaughter, Assistant
Professor, Women's History, replacing
Brooke Smith, August, 1975

g.

New staff:
Marion Honhart, Staff Secretary, JUly,
1975
Barbara Wilkins, Staff Secretary, October,
1975

c.

Separations from Staff:
1.

George Winston Smith, Civil War History,
retired.

2.

Staff:
Joyce Cobb, resigned, October l, 1975.

D.

Promotions
1.

Peter Bakewell, to Associate Professor

2.

Michael Conniff, to Assistant Professor,
August, 1976

380
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3.

Richard Ellis, to Full Professor, August,
1976

4.

Robert Kern, to Associate Professor, August,
1975

E.

Tenure
1.

Richard Berthold

2.

Howard Rabinowitz

381
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II.

Composite of information requested on individual
biographical supplements: (period January 1 December 31, 1975.)
1•

ADVANCED STUDY

2.

SABBATICAL, SUMMER TEACHING,

3.

c.

Tru~VEL,

ETC.

a.

CUTTER, Donald

b.

IKLE, Frank

c.

McCLELLAND, Charles E.

Taught second summer semester of the University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, JUly-August,
1975. Traveled to libraries on the east
coast for research purposes.

d.

PUGAC!l, Noel H.

Returned from sabbatical
in England, Jan. 15, 1975.

e.

ROBBINS, Richard

On sabbatical in Russia IREX Grant, Academic year
1975-76.

f.

ROEBUCK, Janet

Sabbatical leave, Semester
II, 1975.

g.

STEEN, Charlie R.

Sabbatical leave, Aug. Dec., 1975.

w.

On leave during the academic year 1974-75 in
Spain.
Visiting professor,
University of Hong Kong,
Semester I, 1975.

NEW SCHOLASTIC HONORS
a.

CONNIFF, Michael L.

Full fellowship to InterAmerican Research and
Training seminar, Mexico
City, JUly-Aug., 1975.
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b.

DABNEY, William M.

Professor of the month,
February 1975.

c.

McCLELLAND, Charles E.

Received UNM Research
Allocations committee
grant for summer, 1975.
Nominated to be visiting
scholar, u.s. State Dept.
Scholar-Diplomat Seminar,
to be held in Washington,
April, 1976.

d.

STEEN, Charlie R.

College of Arts and
Sciences summer Stipend,
1975.

4.

PUBLICATIONS

a.

ELLIS, Richard

New Mexico Historic
Documents, UNM Press,
1975.

b.

SERVIN, Manuel P.

Journal of the West:
Early Southwestern
Minorities Issue, 1975,
Volume 4 (Guest Editor).

ARTICLES
a.

BAKEWELL, Peter J.

Introduction to New
Spain's Century ~De
pression (by Woodrow
Borah).

b.

BERTHOLD, Richard M.

"Lade, Pergamum and
Ch:IJos;" Historia 24
(1975), pp. 150-163;
accepted for publication "The Rhodian Appeal to Rome in 201
B.C.," Classical Journal.

c.

BREWER, Paul W.

"Voluntarism on Trial:
st. Louis' Response to
the Cholera Epidemic of
1849," Bulletin of the

,----
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History of Medicine,
49 (Spring 1975), pp.
101-22; contributor to
article by Richard s.
Kirkendall, "The Status
of History in the Schools,·~
Journal of American His- ·
tory, LXII (September
1975), pp. 557-70.
d.

CUTTER, Donald C.

"Spain and the oregon
coast'! oregon Country
Essays Honoring the
American Revolution
(ed. by Thomas vaughan),
pp. 28-46: "Clio and the
California Indians,"
Journal of the west
(October 1975), pp.
35-48: "An Anonymous
Statistical Report on
New Mexico in 1765,"
New Mexico Historical
Review (October, 1975),
pp. 347-52.

e.

ELLIS, Richard N.

"Civil-Military Relations,
Operations and the Army,
1865-1917," A Guide to
the sources of United
States Military History,
Chapter IX (1975), pp.
247-68; introduction to
new edition of M~ People
the Sioux (by Luther
standing Bear) Univ. of
Nebraska Press, 1975.

f.

KERN, Robert W.

"Anarchist Principles
and the Reality in
Spain: Emma Goldman
in the spanish Civil
war," Journal of contemporary History, vol.
11, nos. 2 & 3 (May/
JUne 1975): "Spanish
Liberalism and the Themes
of Banditry and Guerrila

384
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Resistance," Duke Publications in History
(December 1975).
g.

KRAMER, Steven P.

"Les Socialistes
francais ala liberation,"
Revue d'Histoire de la
~~e Guerre Mendiale,
Paris (April 1975);
"Abel Gance's Accusation
against war," (co-authored with J. Welsh),
Cinema Journal (Spring,
1975); "Beyond stagnation," commonweal 25
(April 1975); "Portugal
at the crossroads,"
commonweal, 23 (May 1975).

h.

NASH, Gerald D.

"Rural society in the
West," Agricultural
History vol. 49 (January 1975), pp. 51-55;
"History of the Great
Plains During the Great
Depression," The Great
Plains (Univ. of Nebraska, 1975).

i.

PUGACH, Noel H.

"American Shipping
Promoters and the Shipping crisis of 19141916: The Pacific &
Eastern Steamship
Company," The American
Neptune vol. 35 (July
1975), pp. 166-82.

j.

SCHOLES, France V.

"Royal Treasury Records
Relating to the Province
of New Mexico, 15961683," New Mexico Historical Review vol. SO,
no. 1, pp. 5-23, no. 2,
pp. 139-64 (1975).
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k.

SERVIN, Manuel P.

1.

SPIDLE, Jake W.

"Introduction--Early
Southwestern Minorities,"
Journal of the west vol.
4 '(1975), pp. 1-4; "The
Mexican-American Awakens:.
An Interpretation,"
Journal of the west vol.
4, pp. 121-30.
"Axis Prisoners of war
in the United States,
1942-1946: A Biblio-

graphical Essay,"
Military Affairs 39
(1975, #2), pp. 61-66;
"Victorian Juvenilia &
the Image of the Black
African," Journal of
Popular culture 9 (1975,
#1)

1

PP• 51-66.

m.

STEEN, Charlie R.

"christendom as a
Representation of Belief in European Unity
at the Time of Louis
XIV," Proceedings of
the western society for
French History II (1975),
pp. 48-58.

n.

SZASZ, Ferenc M.

"The American Indian and
the Classical Past,"
The Midwest Quarterly
XVII (Autumn, 1975),
pp. 58-70; "William
Jennings Bryan, Evolution and the Fundamental.ist-Modernist contz;oversy," Nebraska
History, .56 (Summer,
1975), pp. 259-78.

BOOK REVIEWS
a.

BAKEWELL, Peter J.

"Registered Silver
Production in the
Potosi District, 15501735," in the 1975
Jahrbuch fUr Geschichte
von Staat, Wirtschaft
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und Gesellschaft
Lateinamerikas (University of cologne).
b.

BREWER, Paul W.

Book reviews forthcoming in Reviews in
American History,
western Political
Quarterly, The An~. Reerint BulletinBook Reviews.

c.

DABNEY, William M.

Whisenhunt, ed., The
Delegate from New--Jersey in The Historian
XXXVII (May, 1975);
Morris, seven WhO Shaped
Our Destiny in ~
J9urna1 of American
History IiXII "{JUne 1975) l
Conkin, Self-Evident
Truths in American
Histor cal Review LXXX
December 1975 •

d.

ELLIS, Richard N.

Native American
Tribalism in Montana.
(Spring 1975); Gunnerson,
The Jicarilla Apaches
in American Historical
Review (Oct. 1975)7
Weems, To conquer a
Peace in Pacific North~ouarterlv (Jan 1975);
Miller, The Frontier in
Alaska and the Matanuska
Colony in History (Sept.
1975); Gusmher, Indian
Life of the Northwest
~ in Montana (Spring
1975); McKee, The Last
~ in the New Mexico
Historical Review (Oct.
1975); Wilson, Bright
Eyes; The Story of
Susette La Flesche in
Colorado Magazine (Spring
1975): National Geographic, World of the American Indian in American
~(May 1975);
MeN~,

3S7
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washburn, The Indian in
America in History
(April 1975): Bell,
Braves and Buffalo:
Plains Indian Life in
1837 in Montana (summer-1975): Adams,~
ting Bull i~ American
Indian Quarterly (Summer 1975.
e.

NASH, Gerald D.

Book reviews in North
Dakota History (Wik,
Henry Ford and Grass
Roots America).

f.

PUGACH, Noel H.

Prisco, John Barrett,
Progressive Era Diplomat: A Study of a
comma~cial Expansionist
in Pacific Historical
Review (May 1975:
Johnson, The Battle
Against Isolation in
Reprint Bulletin-Book
Reviews, XIX (Winter
74-75).

g.

RABINOWITZ, Howard N.

Thernstrom, The other
Bostonians: Poverty
and Progress in the
American Metropolis,
l880-l970,in social
Science ouarterly 55
(March 1975: Dick,
Black Protest: Issues
and Tactics in The Annals of the American
Academy of Political
and Social Science 418
(March 1975): Rosenga~ten.
All God's Dangers: The
Life and Times of Nate
Shaw in Journal of
SOUthern HistQr~ XLI
(May 1975):
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Wilson, Education for
Negroes in Mississippi
Since 1910 in Reprint
Bulletin-Book Reviews
XX (Spring 1975)1 Berlin,
Slaves Without Masters;
The Free Negro in the
Antebellum south in Red
River Valley Historical
Review II (Summer 1975)7
Gilmore, Bad Nigger:
The National Impact of
Jack Johnson in The
Journal of American History LXII (Dec. 1975)7
Smythe, City Homes on
~ry Lanes:
Philosophy and Practice of the
Home-in-Garden,in ~
print Bulletin-Book
Reviews XX (Fall 1975)7
Levy, and Jones (ed.),
Jim crow in Boston: The
Origin of the Separate
but Equal Doctrine in
Reprint Bulletin-Book
Reviews XX (Fall 1975).
h.

SERVIN, Manuel P.

Beilharz, Felipe de
Neve, First Governor of
California in The Catholic Historical Review
VOl. 61 (1975).

i.

SULLIVAN, Donald

Moehs, Gregorius v in
American Historical Re~ 80 (1975).

j.

SZASZ, Ferenc M.

Norwood, The story of
American Methodism; a
History of the United
Methodists and their
Relations in Choice 12
(April 1975)7 Jones,
Perfectionist Persuasion:
the Holiness Movement and
American Methodism in
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Choice 12 (JUne 1975):
Byrne, No Foot of Land:
Folklore of American
Methodist Itinerants
in Choice 12 (Nov. 1975).
5.

RESEARCH
COMPLETED RESEARCH
carried out a series of
oral interviews in cooperation with the u.s.
Air For·ce History section on the inception
of the u.s.-spanish
Mutual Security Pact;
Interviews for u.s.
state Dept. on Spanish
bicentennial projects.

a.

CUTTER, Donald C.

b.

ELLIS, Richard N.

c.

IKLE, Frank W.

completed article "The
Franco-Japanese Agreement of 1907, Seedbed
of Diplomatic Revolution and Midwife to
world war I~; contributor to Papers in Hand of
Professor Woodbridge
Bingham; "Festschiift
Far His seventy-Third
Birthday." James Parson,
ed., to be published in
Taiwan (Spring 1976);
contributor to "Clio",
American Bibliographical
center, Santa Barbara,
california.

d.

KERN, Robert W.

Red Years, Black Years:
Buenaventura Durruti and
the Spanish Anarchists,

"Published source Materials on Native
Americans," for western Historical quarterly.
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1911-1937, a monograph
which has been completed
and sent to Princeton
University Press; "Emma
Goldman in spain," in
Tony JUdt, conflict and
compromise: Socialists
and Socialism in the
Twentieth Century (London: sage Publications
Ltd., due Fall 1976)'.

e.

KRAMER, steven P.

Completed, with J.
Welsh, a book manuscript
on Abel Gance and the
seventh Art, which has
been submitted for publication.

f.

LIEUWEN, Edwin

Research on OPEC project,
Caralas, Ven., Dec. 1975.

g.

McCLELLAND t charles E.

(book chapter) II Ar istocracy and university
Reform in 18th century
Germany," in Lawrence
Stone (ed.), Schooling
and society (John Hopkins
u. Press, forthcoming 1
1976); (book chapter)
"The German Parallel,"
in Martin Meyerson (ed),
The Future of the Research University (forthcom~ng possibly in 1976);
(book chapter) "Crisis
and Reform: German
Universities in the 18th
century, " in James Leith
(ed.), Facets of Education in the 18th century (forthcoming 1976);
(review essay) "The
University in Society,"
Minerva (in press).
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Relations 1865-1890,"
Journal of American History: "The conflict Between Blacks and the
Police in the Urban
south," The Historian:
"The Washington Legend
1865-1900: The Heroic
Image in Flux," American studies: Completed
essay entitled "Continuity and Change:
southern Urban Development 1860-1900" which will
appear in The City in
southern History: completed three book reviews for Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews:
revised manuscript entitled ~Race Relations
in the Urban South,
1865-1890,": continued
research for articles on
Mayor Thomas A. Kercheval
of Nashville and Reconstruction in Montgomery, Alabama.
i.

SERVIN, Manuel P,

"Mission Life in
America" (accepted for
publication by world
Book Encyclopedia):
"Historical Conditions
of Early Mexican Labor
in the u.s." (accepted
for publication by the
Journal of MexicanAmerican History).

j.

SLAUGHTER, M. Jane

Modern Language Association project on
Teaching women's Li~~~
ature from Regional
Perspective.

k.

SPIDLE, Jake W.

Two articles on Getman
tropical medicine com-
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pleted and accepted for
publication.
1.

STEEN, Charlie R.

completion of research
for an article on the
effect·~ the discovery
and occupation of the
New World had on European attitudes toward
their own world in
early modern times.

m.

SULLIVAN, Donald

"Innuendo and the
'Weighted Alternative'
in Tacitus," (accepted
by Classical Journal);
"Augustinian and Joachite
Elements in the Millenarian Ideology of
cusanus," (Completed).

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
a.

BAKEWELL, Peter J.

Work continued on a
book about the silver
mining industry of
Potosi, 1550-1650.

b.

BREWER, Paul W.

Awarded a contract by
Oxford Univ. Press to
co-author the revised
and expanded version of
Political Parties in a
New Nation: The American Experience, 1776~. publication
scheduled for the spring
of 1977; articles in
progress dealing with
pre-civil War American
society and politics.

c.

CONNIFF, Michael L.

Research project,
"Evolution of Social
Security in Brazil,
1923-1973," awarded
~4,125 by the Ford
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Fo.undation in Brazil,
co-researcher: Moacyr
velloso Cardoso de
Oliveira. EDC summer

1977.
d.

CUTTER, Donald c.

organization of a bicentennial exhibit from
Spain to the u.s. which
is scheduled to tour
western museums during

1976-77.
e.

Dl~BNEY,

f.

ELLIS, Richard N.

g.

GHOSH, Pramita

h.

IKLE, Frank

i.

LIEUWEN, Edwin

William M.

w.

"An Abortive Peace
Proposal, 1780" in
progress.
"The All Indian Pueblo
council: A History, "
monograph to be published by the council.
"Democracy in India:
Past and Present" in
progress; working on
dissertation to be
published as a book.
submitted article:
"Great Power Imperialist
Diplomacy in East Asia:
Germany and China and
the origins of the
Triple intervention" to
Journal of oriental
Studies.
Work continues on
biog~aphy of AlvarQ
Ob~egon, 1880-1928;

begun research on
history of OPEC, 19591975.
j .

McCLELLAN:O, Charles E.

(book) The Modern
German University
(first draft completed).
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k.

PORTER, Jonathan

Unpublished (to be
published) report:
"Review of the Regional
conferences of the Association for Asian
Studies," March 1975;
research in prog~ess on
"Innovation and Burearcracy in 19th c. China";1
related articles in progress on foreign affairs expertise, and
specialists and experts in early modern
China.

l.

PUGACH, Noel H.

In progress: The China
Arms Embargo in the
1920s; A study of u.s.
British relations in
the Far East in the
1920s.

m.

ROEBUCK, Janet

In progress: The Aged
in England & Wales in
the 19th and 20th
centuries.

n.

SLAUGHTER, M. Jane

Monograph, "Feminism
and Socialism in Europe
and u.s. - 1880-1920":
Article, "Women in the
Spanish Civil war";
Text, survey - Women
in Western Civilization.

o.

SPIDLE, Jake W.

Research for a monograph dealing with
health problems and the
German colonial effort.

p.

STEEN, Char1ie R.

Nearing completion of
research into the
Regency of Margaret of
Parma in the Netherlands, 1559-1567.
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ACTIVITIES IN LEARNED AND
PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
a.

BAKEWELL, Peter J.

paper read at annual
conference of the
British society for
Latin American studies
(swansea, April 1975).

b.

BREWER, Paul W.

Attended the organization of American Historians convention,
Boston, April: attended
the southern Historical
Association convention,
washington, D.C., November: member, Organization of American Historians' committee on
the Status of History
in the schools.

c.

CONNIFF, Michael L.

participant in InterAmerican Research and
Training seminar,
sponsored by the Social
Science Research council,
Mexico City, JUly-Aug.,
1975: attended American
Historical Association
meeting held in Atlanta,
GA, Dec. 1975.

d.

CUTTER, Donald C.

President, western History Association; named
. honorary professor,
Univ. Autonoma de
Guadalajara; honorary
Director of westerners
International: Research
Associate of Museum of
New Mexico: attended
meeting of WHA, Tulsa:
u.s. Representative to
seminario Espanol de
Inoiginismo Americana
(gave lecture) at
Institqto de CUltura
Hispanica.
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e.

f.

ELLIS, Richard

Book Review Editor,
New Mexico Historical
Review~ member of board
of editors, New Mexico
Historical Review~ associate editor, Red
River Valley HistOrical
Revie\>/~ member of board
of editors, American
Indian Quarterly: ~~mber,
board of editors, Teaching
History: Chairman of
Session, Western History Association: Member of sites committee,
Western History Association~ Membership
committee, Organization of American Historians~ Membership
committee, Western
History Association~
Member of Advisory
council, National
Archives and Records
service~ attended
meetings of Western
History Association
and Phi Alpha Theta
colorado Region, and
Federation of Rocky
Mountain States: Program chairman, Native
American studies Section, Western Social
Science Assoc.

/

IKLE, Frank W.

Paper read Royal
Asiatic society, Hong
Kong, November 1975:
member, New Mexico
Humanities council~
member, Executive Board,
Western conference, Association for Asian
studies.
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g.

KERN, Robert W.

Founder and member of the
board of directors, southwestern Labor History Association; member, American
Historical Association
and the spanish and
Portuguese History Association;PProfessional
papers read: annual
meeting of the consortium
on Revolutionary Europe,
Duke Univ., Durham, NC,
Feb. 1975; first annual
southwestern Labor History
conference, Univ. of the
Pacific, Stockton, calif.,
April 1975; annual conference of the American
Historical Association,
Atlanta, Georgia, Dec. 19-75 •.

h.

KRAMER, Steven P.

Presented a commentary at
the session on 20th c.
France of the Western
Conference on French History, Denver, Dec. 1975;
presented paper at the
American Historical Association, Dec. 1975.

i.

LIEUWEN, Edwin

Chairman session, at u.s.Mexico Border consortium,
Tucson, Ariz., Ja~ 1975;
attended Pacific His·torical meeting, Berkeley,
Calif., Aug. 1975; attended
14th International Historical congress, San
Francisco, Aug. 1975; chairman session, American Historical Association,
Atlanta, Dec. 1975.

j.

McCLELLAND, Charles

Attended the 4th International congress on the
Enlightenment, New Haven,
CT, July 1975; Rocky Mtn.
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Historical Assn. meeting,
Denver, and American
Historical Association
annual meeting, Atlanta;
member, nominating committee, conference Group
on central European History of the American Historical Association.
k.

NASH, Gerald D.

Elected to Executive
council, American Historical Association,
Pacific Coast Branch;
attended meeting of
Amer. Histor. Assoc.,
in Berkeley, Calif.,
Aug. 1975; member of panel;
member of Job crisis Committee; attended Amer.
Histor. Associat., Atlanta,
Ga., Dec. 1975; chairman,
session, Phi Alpha Theta
meeting, Atlanta, Dec. 1975.

l.

PORTER, Jonathan

"Circuit rider~ to the
Regional conferences of
the Association for 1-\.sian
studies, for the Board of
Directors; chairman, Ad
Hoc Committee on Regional
Conference Developments,
AAS; member, Ad Hoc committee on ·:():)rn;stitutional
Revision, AAS; Executive
Secretary, Western Conference, AAS; AAS Annual
Meeting, San Francisco,
March 1975; participant
in panel in Western confe:t"ence AAS Annual Meeting,
Boulder, oct. 1975.

m.

PUGACH, Noel H.

Participated in paael on
The open Door at the
Western conference for the
Association of Asian
Studies, Oct. 1975;
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elected to Board of
Editors, Proceedings of
the WCAAS.

n.

RABINO~TZ,

Howard N. comment presented at the
western social Science
Association convention,
Denver, May 1975~ comment
presented at the Pacific
coast Branch American
Historical Association
convention, Berkeley,
calif., Aug. 1975.

o.

SERVIN, Manuel P.

Paper presented at the
Arizona Latin-American
studies conference, March
1975~ paper presented at
the southwest Labor History Conference, April 1975~
attended Annual Meeting
of the Western History
Association, oct. 1975.

p.

SLAUGHTER, M. Jane

Attended, Bryn Mawr conference on Methods in
Women's History, April
1975~ paper read, western
Social Science Assoc. conference, Denver, May 1975.

q.

SPIDLE, Jake w.

Attended and read paper
at a symposium at Duke
Univ, April 1975.

r.

STEEN, charlie R.

Re-elected to Advisory
Board of the western
society for French History at the annual meeting
in Denver, Dec. 1975.

s.

SULLIVAN, Donald

Program chairman, Rocky
Mtn. Medieval & Renaissance
Assn. annual meeting, Albuq.,
April 1975.
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t.

7.

SZASZ, Ferenc M.

Delivered "Comment" on
three papers in a session
at the Western social
Science Assn. convention,
Denver, May 1975.

OTHER PROFESSIONAL AC'I'IVITIES
a.

BREWER, Paul W.

Panel proposals submitted
to the southern Historical
Association and the American Historical Association
fpr presentation at the
national conventions.

b.

CONNIFF, Michael L.

Talk given at International
center, campus, oct. 1975.

c.

CUTTER, Donald C.

Lectures at the following
institutions: Institute
de Estudios Norteamericanos, Barcelona; Colegio
May~r Miraflores, Zaragoza; Museo de America
docent training program,
Madrid; Museo de America
(twice); colegio Nacional
Pinter Rosales; Univ. of
Sevilla (twice); Univ. of
Valenica (twice); Univ.
of Madrid (twice); Univ.
of Zaragoza (three times);
Univ. of Salamanca (twice);
Institution Fernando el
catolico of the Diputacion Municipal, Zaragoza;
u.s. Cultural center,
Madrid; Biblioteca Washington Irving; Central
state Univ. (twice); Oklahoma State Univ.

d.

DABNEY, William M.

Board of Editors, N.M.
Historical Review thrOugh
JUne 1975; nine off-campus talks; consultant for
Associated Students Constitutional convention.
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e.

ELLIS, Richard N.

Lecture, for a conference
on western History, sept.
1975; lecture at Jefferson
Jr. High, March 1975; appointed to Humanists and
Public Policy Project by
National Endowment for
the Humanities and the
Colorado Humanities Program to participate in
activities of the Federation of Rocky Mtn. S·tates;
member of Human Resources
council of the Federation.

f.

~~. Frank w.

consultant, Journal of
Asian Studies, on MSS
per·taining to GermanJapanese relations.

g.

KERN, Robert W.

National Endowment of the
Humanities funded panel of
the Univ. of Houston's
southwestern Labor History project, "Public
Employee Collective Bargaining," given at state
AFL-CIO convention,
Carlsbad, Oct. 1975.

h.

KRAMER, Steven P.

Helped to establish a
facul·ty colloquimmidm
Post-Industrial Society.

i.

McCLELLAND, Charles

consultat to Liveright
Press and W. W. Norton &
co. (editorial).

j.

NASH, Gerald D.

Judge, American Legion
Prize Essay contest, Albuq.;
N.M. Humanities council,
'
attended, Gallup, NM, sept~
1975; Historian, UNM Phi
Beta Kappa chapter; Consultant, Univ. of Pittsburgh Press, Univ. of
Missouri Press, Louisiana
State Univ. Press, Pacific
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Histor. Review: Univ. of
Nebraska, Great Plains
History Project,
k.

PUGACH, Noel H.

l.

RABINOWITZ, Howard N. Lecture given as part of
the American Issues Forum
series, Oct. 1975: Consultant and participant
in a series of off-campus
"media presentations" iliunded
by the New Mexico Humanities council, summer-Fall
1975; discussed American
urban life on "Dialog,"
KOB Radio, Dec, 1975.

m.

ROEBUCK, Janet

Appeared on "UNM Voices"
KNME-TV, Nov. 1975.

n.

SERVIN, Manuel P.

TV appearances on MexicanAmerican history and culture, ABC, Phoenix; lecture on Mexican-American
culture to secondary school
teachers, Phoenix, March
1975; lecture on MexicanAmericans in Arizona, Bicentennial Celebration,
Tempe, 1975.

o.

SKABELUND, Donald

Talk at sandia High School
on History of Witchcraft.

p.

SLAUGHTER, M. Jane

TV, Channel 7, Interview
on History of Prostitution,
Nov. 1975; off-campus talk
to Women's Service Group,
Oct, 1975,
·

q.

SPIDLE, Jake

w.

Spoke to following groups:
Northwest Kiwanis (May
1975, Altrusa Club (Oct.
1975, Sandia High school
(Dec. 1975).

served as··,eferee .for ..
the Journal The Historian,.
Zimmermann Library Bibliography Committee consultant.
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r.

8.

szAs:z, Ferenc M.

Gave talk to Albuq.
High students, evening
division, oct. 1975.

NON-TEACHING UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
a.

BREWER, Paul W.

Member, computer use committee.

b.

CUTTER, Donald C.

University Press committee;
Dean's Promo·tional Review
Committee; Departmental
cirriculum committee;
placement committee;
head, Board of Editors of
N.M. Historical Review.

c.

DABNEY,

Acting chairman of the
Department, summer 1975;
Alternate member, student
standards Board; American
Studies Committee, to
summer of 1975; faculty
advisor; various department ad hoc and search
committees.

d.

ELLIS, Richard N.

Faculty advisor for Phi
Alpha Theta; member of Univ.
Press committee; chairman
of departmental Graduate
Entrance Committee; UNM
Bicentennial committee;
coordinator of program by
the Native American
studies center to develope
an American Indian History
course for the public
schools.

e.

GHOSH, Pramita

Member of Job Placement
committee, Hist. Dept.

f.

I~, Frank

Member, Standing committee
for the M.A. in Comparative
Asian studies, Univ. of
Hong Kchng.

Will~am

w.

M.
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g.

KERN, Robert W.

History Department Undergraduate Advisorf Universiw
curriculum Committeef Electe~
to University Policy com·
mittee (Dec. 1975); Faculty·
Advisor, Phi Alpha Theta
(Jan.-JUne), and the student
Union and the Liberarian
socialist League.

h.

McCLELLAND, Charles E.

Member History Dept. Modern
Europe search committe
(chairman) and Graduate
Advisory committee~ Editor,
History Department Newsletter.

i.

NASH, Gerald D.

chairperson of the History
Department. Editor, The
Historian

j.

PORTER, Jonathan

Assistant Chairman of Dept.
of History; History Dept.
salary Committee, curriculum
committee, Library committee.

k.

PUGACH, Noel H.

History Dept. Graduate Entrance Committee, Civil
war search committee; Dept.
coordinator for Arthur Galdberg visit; Chairman, Jewish
Faculty Club.

1 •. RABINOWITZ, Howard N.

Member of Dept. Graduate
Enrance committee, Fall, 1975

m.

ROEBUCK. Janet

(Dept.) chair, European Hist,
Search Committe~ curriculum
~ommittee (University) Chair,
Committee on Academic Freedom·
& Tenure; Athletic council. ·

n.

SERVIN, Manuel P.

Faculty advisor, Phi Alpha
Theta, Arizona State univer~
sity; Placement Officer, History Dept., Arizona State
University; co~rdinator of
American Studies program,
Arizona State University,
Salary Investigative committee
History Department, University
of New Mexico.
··
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9.

o.

SKABELUND, Donald

Graduate Advisory committee,
Chair.

p.

SLAUGHTER, Jane

search committee - Dept. of
History; Women's Studies
committee; Faculty and
Professional women's Association- President, Jan. 1976 •.

q.

SPIDLE, Jake W.

Served on Graduate Entrance
committee & A Search committee;
Chaired the Visiting Lecturer ..
Committee.

r.

SULLIVAN, Donald

University Library Committee

s.

SZASZ, Ferenc M.

Served on Dean's committee
to Re-Examine the Honors
Program; Department Remodelling committee Chairman.

PUBLIC SERVICE
a.

CUTTER, Donald C.

Board of Deacons, Immanuel
Presbyterian Church; Museum
of Albuquerque,Bicentennial
Advisory Committee; Lecture
to santa Fe Corral of •
Westerners.

b.

DABNEY, William M.

Liturgical commission, Diocese
of the Rio Grande, and variouq
other church activities.

c.

ELLIS, Richard N.

Bicentennial Notes, series
on N.M. in 1876 for CAMPUS
NEWS -- with Don cutter (Oct.
1975); N.M. and the Becentennial -- KNME TV and KOAT
with Don cutter.

d.

IKLE, Frank W.

Talk "Problems of Modern
Japan" , Manzano High School
Albuquerque, April 1975.

e.

KERN, Robert W.

Secretary-Treasuruer, New
Mexico Organization, University of Chicago Alumni.

;
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f.

KRAMER, Steven P.

Member of the Downtown Neighborhood Association.

g.

LIEUWEN, Edwin

Guest of Honor, Oil Nationalization {Eremonies, Caracas,
Venezuela, Dec. 1945.

h.

PUGACH, Noel H.

Chairman, Israel Subcommittee
Community Relations Committee
JCCA Chairman, Hebrew School
Committee, Chavurat Hamidbar;
Member, Board of Directors,
Experiment in Jewish Learning;
Precinct Chairman, Dem. Pa~ty;

i.

SKABELUND, Donald

sunday School Board, Albuquert
que,stake, L.D.s. Church.

j.

SULLIVAN, Donald

Lector, Annunciation Church

PERSONAL INFORMATION
a.

SPIDEL, Jake W.

Birth of Joseph Andrew Spidle
(June 29, 1975).

b.

STEEN, Charlie R.

Birth of Daughter Margaret
Elizabeth (August 28, 1975.
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The Report of the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Donald C. Cutter, Chairman, Editorial Board
During the year 1975-1976 the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL
REVIE\'1' published a dozen scholarly articles on a broad range
of topics appropriate to the review's coverage and purposes.
Authors represented established professors from both New
Mexico and from outside the state, including Purdue, Texas
A & M, Texas Tech, Trinidad College, etc.,

~swell

as from

unusually competent graduate students from various institutions,
including UNM.
On July 1, 1975 Dr. Manuel P. Servfn became the fifth
editor of the NMHR, succeeding Miss Eleanor Adams.

Servfn 1 s

appointment as Professor of History and Editor of the NHHR
brings to the review a well-known and successful historical
quarterly editor with over a decade of experience editing
the California Historical Society Quarterly, as well as wide
experience as a teacher of Southwestern and Mexican-American
History at both University of Southern California and Arizona
State University where he held professorships.
Early staff appointments included Necah Furman as assistant
editor (one year term, 1975-76), and Professor Richard N. Ellis
as Book Review Editor.

In an effort to broaden the basis of

regional support and cooperation, an editorial board was
established and approved by the administration of UNM.
executive group of that board was named as follows:

The
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Professor Donald C. Cutter, Chairman; Pr.esident William
E. Davis; Professor Gerald D. Nash, departmental chairman;
Associate Professor Richard N. Ellis; and Professor Servfn.
Regular board members include representation from leading
state institutions:

Paige W. Christiansen, NM Tech; Dale F.

Giese, Western; Charles W. Harris III, NM State; Myra Ellen
Jenkins, State Archives; Guillermo Lux, Highlands; and
Donald W. Whisenhunt, Eastern.
To add expertise in the evaluation of·manuscripts submitted
to the NNHR a board of editorial consultants was formed as
follows:

Editorial Consultants; Sydney B. Brinckerhoff,

Arizona Historical Society; Charles C. Colley, Arizona State
University; Gilberte Espinosa, Albuquerque; Oakah L. Jones, Jr.,
Panflrn~.;

Rnh~?ri".

W-

T.r~rscm:

University of Northern Colorado;

Loraine Lavender, NM Historical Society; Ward Alan Minge,
Kirtland AFB; Y. A. Paloheimo, Colonial NM Historical Foundation;
David M. Vigness, Texas Tech University; David J. Weber, San
Diego State University; Michael F. Weber, Museum of New Mexico.

A positive effort was made to amplify the list of reviewers
for the book review section with positive results.

Reviews

show participation by a wide group of professional historians
who have provided high quality reviews and whose association with
the NMHR should have definite benefits.
Consistent with the new editorial policy that the NHHR
should bear a positive relationship to the instructional program
of the UNH

Histor~·

Department, the NMHR worked closely with

students enrolled in the course in Editing of Historical
2
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Journals, establishing a relationship 'ilhich p_ermi tted student
professional growth as well as assistance to the review in
preliminary evaluation of articles and in various phases of
editing.
In an effort to expand the NMHR's field of activity,
the NMHR in cooperation with the Museum of Albuquerque and
the Museum of New Mexico made plans to organize a public issues
forum to be held in September and October 1976.

The New

Mexico Humanities Council responded favorably to the project

with a grant of $5,603 for this purpose.

Apart from the above,

the NMHR anticipates holding an annual New Mexico Historical
Conference to include participation by professionals, public
school teachers, outstanding high school students, and other
interested parties, a project which has received the preliminary
approval of the UNM administration.
Since as a member of the History Department faculty

Professor Servfn's activities are detailed in the annual report
of that department, they are only summarized here.

They include:

1) Guest editor for an issue of the Journal of the West, 2)
attendance at Western History Association annual conference at
Tulsa, 3) attendance at Rocky Mountain Council for Latin American
Studies annual meeting at Las Cruces, 4) commentator on papers
at session of Western Social Science Association conference
at Tempe, 5) member of steering committee for American Revolution
Bicentennial Celebration of 'Civilization in the Southwest,'
6) Principal speaker at Symposium on the Hispanic Roots of
3

California and the Southwest at Dominguez Hills State College,
California.
Dr. Furman, assistant editor, published her first book
entitled Walter Prescott Webb:

His Life and Impact and

also an article on the same subject in the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL
REVIEW.

She also presented papers and had autograph parties

for her book at several places in Texas during the spring.
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!ilu'll' f:b;cly esetlb:i..:i!.Elhed :!n c~1'eisl neuap:~pera throughout the

'The

tirJ3

l!J n.oof!!:1El!g uhea 1l:he depeli!tmeut w"iU have to J:eim<l&

~tho nq;v;)-rih<J~ography tioz1'!:4'o~:m

d6Vcl.cpin3 e!iil prebati!::lg

tine, but will be

0011 to contmplate eaddinS color

pn:ooeose~l!l.

e~t~

It is not urgent at this

to 1ook at nmciouely within the

The

depar~~ ~e

reoricuoly

c@nside~ins

the

poa~ibility

of

establishing a full edva~tioi~g-pmblie ~Glatic~s ~equence.
l~a

nl!'c Y®Vil'l& WJ>'l:e and mo;ee
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~rorca

otudtt~.ta

pxin,e,:...br:oodemsa:

expoomco to !l:bio
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aeeldug
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a bmc!t-up to lileeti'llg the lack of

bUt
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'Ehe

~ete-r'e tll1:@g'leeJm l:~ino

to tlte

tgack, nncl

a'!:e aeelt:lng aoae

jablil 1!1.'1 tiro ne-x.fliilpapez-!<'&dio-w f:f!.flld.
COOC

~bia

fO'IJ:I£!

Ul th<t!
h

Agdn this is not ~gent

lllel'St thi:Oa yq!tii:'B o

the~:e

lumha and tr.Ul remain

Wllt:U IDllneh time ao i!:ha 4t.Wartm~t :l!.a allocated fac1!1ty to
halridle t:he p:;:cgr:am.

tie ccmrdl.nue 11:o receive

fr~quent

requests

fF:Ott at\ndoots !i$el.dn:ig 3l'!ildHt<l WlllE'k (3elll Am:ll.1\a1 Report# 1974-75) •

c.

Joi\!!fuAB fl:be

depOJ!E~ent

1m 1ilie Fmlll.t 1976. aa·

e~t.liGtant

p:rofessor.

will.l bo ~f.nE'I!;l!E'efl: B~. the fi&'st fll!111-i:ime ~ facrulty
u:a~

1a the

dt2~1'i:m\1til!lt ..

trao. ~n c~M~ae to the f.meW.ty

blfm Ullds:u:d I'ltC!W Xlalt<mrn.ntd01Ml1 in St.m Jan, Puc=tc Rico.

'l!he

cllop&rel:!l:cmt foslla ~c::noly ~@~ll:timlilte to gat a t~ with Mrs. Hyman's
-~i~e-:;

®d bn1r e.bill.iey eo mite

D®W'f£

in Sp&dsh td.U be

G!lll1i:P:cncly he:il..t~ll!IJ!l ill'- 'W'Dlrld.ng with stl!l;mentn ~~- th!l Ill«~ Mezieo

m:aa.

'l'htt~ tllepall:'€:ill:mi: reawofulted no p~r1i:"t:hae faculty,

Loin Ali:qUGtto (IWI.gasme wl'Ltin!;) ~ !:W.~on (M.i.ekey) 'tapp:lno
(~voztll.tliug)

D.

mnd El:ie

M!:Cll:'cea~ (na-~:iting) 4

l'll:ol!oocow A. G. B!U~ JLoft 1i:hG} d~tment J'anuary
heeem'Ol nooiofl:rnmfi: U:c

1. 1976 0 to

i1Lm Pll:'esicl!e!!t tiWia!.'a Davis. Professor

EW.~ CGnil:imi~OO lli!t<:l!

'Wltl1 CMi!i:imul to tmeb !faa& Medfs as

a S@ail.t:>J. l?ci<ee.
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II. CIJ>l!.!AAaite of infoZ'Il!at:l.cm Z'eguoot,!!# on i'l'ld:l!.vidiWl
::un_pplfmlf.lnttll

1.

Proroo!lor Robert Lawre!!!ce ie preapad.ug foil:' the English

his Ph.D.

in tbe

4.

b.£.2~aEh:J.ca!

~rk

g~.

in jourwnlllam &t tho Un!versity of Hiaaour:l.

1971.

Aoooei&te Profeeaor Charles Coatfl!S continues as a et.ringerl!.'epo:tter for The Ne.t Yo:;r!t Timec.

He blils also 'llt'itten several

book rev.;le.ws for the Rio Orande Sun :Review of Dooka.

He was

a conttibutor (,:-~aw material) to the DuPont-columM.a University
,#,,.,,,:A-... .··~•·
Review of Bromdeaet Journslis~ pGriodical.
Aseiatnnt ProfeBBOJ!:' Robea:t Lll'ofl!atee supplied the photos for

book, Theatres !Uld Aud:J.toriwas. ed. :edward C. Cole. Branford-

Conn.
6.

Profesoor Lawrenee again sened as faculty adviser to the

Society of Prof·oodonel

Jo!JlX'ual:l.s~.

Univea-oiey of NG'.t Hcmico chepte?..

Sigma Delta Cb:f.,

H$ has also been elected

president of the New Mexico ebapter of Professional JouTUalists,
},

Sigma Delta Cbt •. Langth of offltce to be July 1, 1976 - June 30,

1977.

7. Aaaistcnt Professor Novins sddrcsaed the New Mexico SDX in
Aug-us~~

il.975. lin nleo

leetu~ed

on "The Nature of Dissent in

Opsn awl Closed Scciotties" before tha University of Albuquerque
FscW.rcy Gli:'oup in ))eeamber~ 1975.

Profeaeor Lam:enee spoke before the National Association of
.fm:ehnoi~

Managemoot on tha S!Jbject, "Public and Internal

...

----------------------------

He attended the Region 9 conference. SDX. in Cheyenne. Wyollling.
in Apl::U, 1976.

Frofasaor L£rillri'!Uel!l also panieipated on a

panel• discues:!ng plf'ess relatious for school officials in the
Taos Distdci:o unde'i:' the eponso1:eldp of tha UNM Cultural

A..mrenesa C!.lllter.
Dr. CraM took part :l.n a panel discussion of studmt: internships,
the problema thereof, w.Lth the Weekly Publishers Asaociat:f.on,
which met in Grants, Ne-.a llexieo. ,;!n Ap1:U. 1976.
8. l'rofeseor Coates served this liWt year on the Sttrdent Radio
lklard.

Professor Lmn:enee vae a member of the Stl.Ulent Publications
Board. as well ae faculty advisor to the National Pt:es&t
Photographt:nes Aaaoeiat:!oa cM.p\!:er • iJNM.,

Profea1:1or

Policy
Dr.

ll!:Ulc~

continued aa a: member of the li'aculty

C~ittea.

-rill cnee <'!,gnin serve as clud:man of the Student

Cli.'(n1

Plibllctl1'd.olls Boexd.

He fWed fche sue position this last

j70Sl!.'o

9~

Pn:ofesao~.e

Acquiusa

teurenc.e aened as lectot/J.ay c011D.\Ul.f.c.ator at the.

Ne:~~~t.u

Center.

L. ..

ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
John

I.

~v.

Oller, Jr., Chairman

General Information
A.

Program
1.

Third Year of Operation. Therewere sixteen undergraduate

majors and six undergraduate minors in 1975-76,

The Department

continued to sponsor M.A. and Ph.D. candidates through other
departments,
2.

Haster of Arts in the Language Sciences,

On behalf of the

Department of Linguistics, the proposed Haster of Arts in the
Language Sciences was presented by Vice President Travelstead
to the Board of Regents and to the Board of Educational Finance.
Oller was present to discuss the proposal and to
at both meetings.

ansl~er

questions

The proposal was unanimously approved by both

groups and the degree program will go into effect in the Fall of
1976.
3,

Lectures Hosted by the Department of Linguistics.

The

Department of Linguistics and the Department of Psychology jointly
hosted a lecture by Professor Thomas Bever
Department of Psychology.

~f

Columbia University,

The Department of Linguistics also

hosted a lecture by Professor Merrill G. Swain of the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education, and sponsored several speakers
with the Duke City Linguistics Circle.

41.6
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4.

The Duke City Linguistics Circle;

Professor Larry Gorbet

served as faculty advisor to the Duke City .Linguistics Circle
for 1975-76.

The organization, along with the Department of

Linguistics, hosted lectures by Professor Walter Hirsh, Karori
West Normal School in lvellington, New Zealand; Richard lvalker,
Mount Gravatt Teachers College in Queensland, Australia; and
Wick Miller, University of Utah.

The Circle also hosted a number

of lectures by Professors Robert Young, Dean Brodkey, and Alan
Hudson, and graduate students including Frank Hardy, Fred Vigil
and Lori Baca, and Dennis Muchisky.
5.

Newly Appointed Department Chairman,

Professor Garland

Bills will begin .functioning as Chairman of the Department of
Linguistics as of July 1, 1976 for a six year term.

Professor

John Oller will be on a visiting appointment at Southern Illinois
University in 1976-77 and will return to teaching and research
at the University of New Mexico in 1977-78,
6,

New Course Offerings,

A number of possible options for

cross listing of courses were explored with the Department of
Anthropology.

Only two new courses were added in 1975-76:

Practical Workshop in Linguistics 127, and Practical Workshop
in Linguistics 227.

These courses will not ?ormally be

offered for credit for the major or minor and will, in fact,
be offered only by the extension division.

i

ti-'11
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I

I

B.

Plans and Recommendations for the Future

1.

I

Research money in the amount of $13,750

I

has been acquired by Professor Alan Hudson in conjunction with

I

Research Funding,

a group of students to investigate the effects of the Voting
Rights Act on New Mexico's voters.
Professor Robert Young continued research on the bilingual
Navajo-English dictionary sponsored by the Ford Foundation.
The Navajo Reading Study on June 30, 1976 concluded its Teacher
Training Project in Ramah.

This project was funded by the

Ramah Navajo School Board and the Ford Foundation.

c.

Appointments to Staff
Appointments to staff during 1975-76 included Visiting Assistant
Professor Ellen Kaufman who though hired by the Department of
Anthropology taught full-time for the Department of Linguistics.
Also, Mr. Alan Hudson was retained on an appointment as an
assistant professor on a three year term progressing normally
toward!~

D.

tenure.

Separations from Staff
None.

E.

Honors
Professor Rodney Young received a National
Humanities fellowship in 1975-76.

Endo1~ent

for the

While he was away Ms. Herta

Teitelbaum, graduate student in Linguistics

wo~king

on a Ph.D.

in Educational Foundations filled in as a researcher at the
Testing Division.
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II.

Faculty Information
In its third year of operation the Department of Linguistics had
a budget for 2 1/3

F, T. E.

Oller and Hudson served fulltime

on the departmental budgeted faculty,

Spolsky served 1/3 time,

For 1976-77 Professor Ellen Kaufman has been retained on a
portion of Oller's salary which will be released during that
year while he is away on a leave of absence without pay.

In

addition, the voting faculty for the Department for 1975-76
included Assistant Professors Carol Conrad (Psychology), Larry
Gorbet (Anthropology), Ellen Kaufman (Anthropology), Dean Brodkey
(Elementary Education), Leo Hacias (Secondary Education);
Associate Professors Garland Bills (Modern and Classical Languages),
Roy Pickett (English), Robert White (Secondary Education);
Professors Fred Chreist (Communicative Disorders), Vera JohnSteiner (Educational Foundations), and Miles Zintz (Elementary
Education).

However, this report includes only the publications

and major activities of faculty members who hold joint or full
appointments within the Department of Linguistics.
1.

Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Travel.
John H, Oller:

October 1975, Represented Educational
Testing Service on behalf of the Test
of English as a Foreign Language at
the Region II Meeting of the National
Association for Foreign Students of
America in Tucson, Arizona,
Marr.h 1976. Presented a paper at
plenary session of the lOth Annual
Meeting of Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages, and two
joint papers in the Research Colloquium
of the same organization in New York City.

I
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I

i

I
April 1976, Delivered a lecture at a
meeting of Teachers of English as an
Additiortal Language in Vancouver, Canada
sponsored by the organization.
April 1976. Presented a lecture and a
series of 'talks at the University of
Southern Illinois in Carbondale, Illinois
sponsored by the Linguistics and English
as a Foreign Langue.ge section there.
1976. Presented a lecture and workshop at Longbeach City College in Long
Beach, California sponsored by that
institution.

May

Hay 1976. Although Oller was unable
to attend the meeting in Seattle, Washington,
a paper entitled "Evidence for a General
Factor of Language Proficiency: An
E}..'Pectancy Grammar" was presented at a
meeting of the Pacific North Conference on
Foreign Languages sponsored by the American
Council of Teachers of Foreign Languages.

2.

Vera John-Steiner:

Leave of absence, Aug.-Dec., 1975.
on book, in Paris, France,

Worked

Garland D. Bills:

Sabbatical during Semester I, 1975-76
for research on Spanish and Quechua in
Ecuador.

Alan. Hudson:

Presented a paper at the Annual Meeting
of the Linguistic Society of America.,
San Francisco, California, Dec. 1975.
The paper was entitled "Yiddish and
Hebrew as elements in the ethnic identity
of American Jews."

New scholastic honors, fellowships.
Garland D. Bills:

Fulbright-Hays award to lecture on
English-as-a-Foreign-Language at a fiveweek summer seminar at the Pontificia
Universidad Catolica del Ecuador in
Quito, August, 1975.
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3.

Publications
John H. Oller:

"Review of Paul Christopherson, Second
Language Learning: Myth and Reality, 11
Foundations of Language, 1975, Volume 13,
pp. 141-14lf.
"Gloze, Dictation and the Test of English
as a Foreign Language, 11 (with Irvine and
Atai), Language Learning, 1975, Volume 24,
pp. 245-252.
"On the Generation and Modification of
Grammars," The First LACUS Forum 1974,
1975, pp. 393-4oz:-------"Dictation: A Test of Grammar Based
Expectancies, 11 (with Streiff), Testing
Language Proficiency, 1975, pp. 71-88.
Also in English Language Teaching, Volume
30, 1975, pp. 25-35.
"An Evaluation of Steps Towards a Theory
of Programmed Instruction," Foundations
of Language, 1975, Volume 13, pp, 449-456.
"Gloze, Discourse, and Approximations to
English." In M.K. Burt and H.C. Dulay (Eds,)
New Directions in Second Language Learning,
Teaching, and Bilingual Education. Washington
D.C.: TESOL, 1975, pp. 345-355.
"A Program for Language Testing Research."
In H. D. Brown (Ed.) Papers in Second
Language Acquisition: Language Learning
Special Issue No. 4., 1976, pp. 141-166.
"Evidence for a general languagn proficiency
factor: an expectancy grammar.'' Die Neuren
Sprachen 2, 1976, pp. 165-174. Also~
H. Reinert (Ed.) Proceedings of the Pacific
North1vest Council of Foreign Languages, 197 6. ·
"Interview with Anne Newton."
Teaching Forum, 1975.

Vera John-Steiner:

English

"Three Processes of Learning: Observational, Exploratory and Verbal Dialogue," Claremont Reading Conference,
39th Yearbook, Claremont Graduate School,
Claremont, California, 1975, pp. 126-130.
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Learning Styles Among Pueblo Children
NIE Research Grant, Final Report,
Albuquerque, University of Ne1.; Mexico,
October, 1975.
Bernard Spolsky:

"south Pacific Conference on Bilingual
Education." The Linguistic Reporter,
Vol, 17, No. 4., p. 5.
Papers in Language Testing, 1967-74.
(editor, with Leslie Palmer), TESOL
Georgetown University.
"Three Functional Tests of Oral Proficiency." (witb Penny }!urphy, Wayne Holm,
and Allen Ferrel) Pages 75-90 in Papers
in Language Testing, 1967-74. (Reprint
o£ 1972e),
"Language Testing-The Problem of Validation." Pages 146-153 in Papers in
Language Testing, 1967-74. (Reprint
of 1968b),
Testing Language Proficiency. (editor,
with Randall L. Jones), Center £or
Applied Linguistics, 1975,
"Curriculum Utilization and Adaption:
Assessment -Discussion." Page 73-16
in Proceedings of the Second National
Conference of EPDA Bilingual Education
Project Directors, Wahington, D.C. Center
for Applied Linguistics.
"Prospects for the Survival of the Navajo
Language." pp. 597-606 in Linguistics
and Anthropology, In Honor of C.F. Voegelin,
edited by M. Dale Kinkade, Kenneth L. Hale
and Oswald Herner, The Peter de Ridder
Press, Lisse.
"Linguistics in Practice: The Navajo
Reacling Study." Theory Into Practice,
Vol. XIV, No. 5.; pp. 347-52.
"Disadvantaged Students in Graduate Study,"
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Meeting
of the Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States, Atlanta, Georgia, December
1-3, 1975. pp. 166-7.
H. Ned Seelye, "Teaching Culture: Strategy
for Foreign Language Educators." TESOL
Quarterly, Vol. 9, No. 4, pp. 431-32.
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Garland D. Bills:

Spanish and English of United States
Hispanos: A Critical, Annotated
Linguistic Bibliography. Arlington,
.Virginia: Ce~ter for Applied Linguistics,
1975. Co-authors: Richard V. Teschner
and Jerry R, Craddock.
"On Case in Quechus," Papers in Andean
Linguistics, 1975, Vol. 2, No.2, pp. 1-131
(entire issue).

Alan Hudson:

4.

5.

with Herta Teitelbaum and Allison Edwards.
"Ethnic attitudes and the acquisition of
Spanish as a second language. Language
Learning, 1975, 25, pp. 255-266.

Other research projects or creative works.
Garland D. Bills:

Survey of Spanish-English Language Use and
Haintenance in Hartipeztown, Albuquerque;
with Alan Hudson; supported by UNM faculty
grant-in-aid.

Alan Hudson:

Received a $13,750 grant from the National
Science Foundation to study the "Implications
for the State of New Hexico of the linguistic
provisions of the Voting Rights Act Amendment
of 1975. 11 This is a Student-Originated
Research Project of which Professof Hudson
is the Student Advisor.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
John H. Oller:

Member - Executive Committee r:£ the organization of Teachers of English to Speakers
of Other Languages.
Chairman - Research Committee, TESOL.
Member - Linguistics Society of America.
Hember - Hodern Language Association.
Member - Linguistic Association of Canada
and the United States.

Vera John-Steiner:

Attended Child Language Research Forum,
Stanford University.
Attended Society for Research in Child
Development, Denver, Colorado.
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Bernard Spolsky:

423

Bilingual Program for Training Bilingual
Teacher Trainers and Teachers Institute
for College Faculty and Administrators,
Los Angeles, California, July 9-10.
Presentation: Navajo Teacher-Training
Program.
Fourth International Congress of Applied
Linguistics, Stuttgart, Germany, August
25-30. Paper: Language Testing: Art
or Science?
Symposium on Bilingual/Bicultural Education:
Effect on the Language, Individual and
Society--Part II, University of Texas, El
Paso, TX, Nov. 20-21, 1975. Lecture:
Community Pressures for and from Bilingual
Education: A College Administrator's
View.
Panelist for Horkship on Minority and
Disadvantaged Students in Graduate Study,
Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Council
of Graduate Schools, Atlanta, GA, Dec. 1-3, 1975.
Invited discussant, Bilingual Symposium:
Building a Research Agenda, Annual Meeting
of the Linguistic Society of America, San
Francisco, Cal., Dec. 27-28, 1975.
Lecture sponsored by Graduate Language/
Linguistics Colloquium at Northern Illinois
University, DeKalb, Ill., Feb, 24, 1976.
Panelist at XXth Comparative and International Education Society Annual Meeting,
Toronto, Canada, Feb. 25-27, 1976.
Guest speaker at The Year of Bilingual
Bicultural Education meeting sponsored by
the Alaska Department of Education, Anchorage,
Alaska, Feb. 26-28, 1976.
Chairman - External Review Committee for
the English Language Institute, University
of Nichigan at Ann Arbor, May 20-21, 1975-76.
Editorial Advisory Board, TESOL Quarterly,
1974-76.
Member - Editorial Board, SYSTEM, A Journal
for Educational Technology and Language
Learning Systems, 1974-,
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Member - CGS Task Force on Disadvantaged
.Graduate Students, 1975-.
Member - Advisory Board, RECALL Review
of Educational Cybernetics and Applied
Linguistics, 1975-.
Member - Committee on Research, Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1975-.
Garland D. Bills:

Associate Editor - Journal of the Linguistic
Association of the Southwest.
"A Critical Assessment of U.S. Spanish
Linguistic Research," a paper presented at
the Second Colloquium on Hispanic Linguistics
at the 1975 Linguistic Institute of the
Linguistic Society of America, Tampa,
July, 1975.

6.

7,

Other professional activities.
Vera John-Steiner:

Consulted with - CCNY Advisory group, New
York City; Ford Foundation; Public Education
Division, Acoma Pueblo; Crow Indian Agency;
and Santa Fe Public Schools.

Bernard Spolsky:

Conferee - Cheyenne-English Bilingual
Institute, Southwestern Oklahoma State
University, Heatherford, Okla., July 11-12.

Garland D. Bills:

Gave several talks and seminars on Teaching
English as a Foreign Language and on Sociolinguistics for educators at various sites
in Ecuador during Fall, 1975.

Non-teaching University service.···
John

w.

Oller:

Member - Executive Committee for Computing
and Information Sciences.
Member - Research Policy Committee,
Member - Budget Sub-Committee for the
Research Policy Committee.
Faculty Advisor - Campus Crusade for Christ.
Faculty Advisor - Albuquerque Christian
Fellowship.
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Vera John-Steiner:

Nember - Faculty Policy Committee, COE.
Hember - ISRAD Executive Committee.
Hember - Honors Council.

Bernard Spolsky:

Chairperson - Graduate Committee.
Hember - Public Administration
Policy Committee,
Representative for the University
of New Hexico to the International
Research and Exchanges Board.
Chairman - Council of Graduate Deans
of New Hexico State Universities.
Hember - General Advisory Council,
Commission on Postsecondary Education.

Garland D, Bills:

Graduate advisor.
Coordinator of Navajo program(Dept.
of H&CL).
Varied committees in Ling. & H&CL.

Alan Hudson:

Faculty Advisor - Voting Rights
Projact(previously mentioned).
Hember - Linguistics Policy Committee.

8,

Public service.

Vera John-Steiner:

On the Board of Santa Fe School of
Contemporary Arts.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

JULY 1, 1975 - JUNE 30, 1976
ART STEGER - CHAIRMAN

During the Academic year 1975-1976 the Department provided instruction
to 10,019 students totaling 32,280 credit hours.

This is an increase

of 756 students and 2,578 credit hours compared to the academic year of

1974-1975·
I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENT INFORMATION.
A.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS.
The system of Core Examinations in many of the lower division

courses appears to be fulfilling its objective of maintaining reasonably
uniform standards in the various sections of multi-sectioned courses.
Core Examinations do entail additional administrative work, however, and
some grumbling

~ith

this program surfaced.

A review. during 1976-77

appears to be in order.
Due to the success of the experimental self-paced sections of Math

120 during 1974-75, it was decided to convert all sections of this course
to the self-paced method during 1975-76.
of coordinating this huge project.

Laura Cameron was given the task

She did an

outst~nding

job.

For the

first time, undergraduates were used as classroom tutors and, on the whole,
they worked out well.

Several administrative changes were introduced. in an

effort to improve this system of instruction.

There is still a great deal

of room for improvement, however, and continuous evaluation seems necessary.
Jeff Davis continued his excellent work as· administrator of the Annual
High School Mathematics Contest.

The two stage method introduced in 1974-75·

has proven to be so successful that it will likely become a permanent
feature.

The contest continues to grow in both size and popularity.

Substantial support for the contest was obtained from the Greater UNM
Fund.

Specifically, $1000 was allocated to be used exclusively to

purchase prizes for the various winners and to help defray the cost of
the banquet given in honor of these same students·.

We are still hopeful

that support for this extremely worthwhile project can be obtained from
within the regular University budget.

It is also our belief that the

public relations benefits to be derived from the Mathematics Contests
have yet to be fully realized.

We plan to approach President Davis on

both of these matters in the near future.
Turner Laq_uer, a junior mathematics major, performed outstandingly
well in this year's Putnam Contest.

He ranked in the top ten --- the

first time that any contestant from UNM had done so well.

In recognition

of this signal accomplishment as well as of his overall academic performance, Turner was the recipient of numerous honors.

In particular., he

received the Distinguished Student Achievement Award and, as a consequence,
received a $500 award from the Greater UNM Fund.

All of this was fully

deserved.
Slow but steady progress was made towards revitalizing the Departmental Honors Program,

Alex Stone carried the ball on this

p~oject

and,

at the last departmental meeting of the year, he presented what appears to
be an excellent structure for this program.
the faculty.

It was unanimously adopted by

What still remains to be seen is the extent of faculty and

student participation.

This, if course, will be the ultimate determinant

of the success or failure of our Honors Program.
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In a related effort, but

not an integral part of the Honors Program, we have scheduled an enriched
section of Math 162 for the Fall Semester.

Hopefully, these attempts to

provide a more stimulating and demanding curriculum for the better students
will prove successful.
The Mathematics Placement Examination contined to attract more and
more students and to place an ever increasing burden on the Department.
Some radical changes in the University registration process forced us to
take a brand new look at this monster.

Cliff Qualls spent many, many hours

devising a ·new format for administering the Placement Exam and for advising
students.

It goes into effect in the Summer of 1976 and only time will tell

how successful Cliff's efforts have been.
advising our mathematics majors.
Semester.

Cliff also devised a system for

It was instituted during the Spring

Unfortunately, only a small proportion of the students took

advantage of the advisement service

~1hich

had been offered them.

We plan

to continue this project, however, and to make regular advisement' available
to all math majors.

Cliff Qualls deserves much credit for all

th~

work he

has done in connection with placement and advisement.
The shrinking travel budget forced the department to adopt some new
policies for doling out travel funds in a rational and consistent fashion.
At a departmental meeting, it was decided that priority for travel requests
would essentially be determined by a simple rotation system •. Some monies
would be kept aside, however, for trips deemed to have special merit; for
example, a one hour invited address at a meeting of one of the professional
societies.

The Travel Committee along with the chairman was given the

responsibility for approving travel requests.
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Richard Metzler and Jim Lewis working together succeeded in putting
together a schedule of classes in which a greater proportion of mathematics sections were offered in the late afternoon.

This was an attempt

by the Department to cooperate with the Scheduling Office in their efforts
to ease the shortage

o~

classrooms,

Unfortunately, students continue to

resist signing up for classes at the unJ?opular hours.

Any real change in

scheduling patterns appear to require some strong efforts

o~

the part of

the Administration to move students into late afternoon and evening
sections.

No such effort has appeared yet.

We also scheduled a few of

our upper-division courses in the late afternoon so as to attract more
students from Sandia and Kirtland.

Although this proved to be only mod-

erately successfUl, we are repeating this pattern in the Fall schedule.
Finally~

the Minority Biomedical Support program under the direction

of Richard Griego continued to provide free tutorial services to minority
students and to provide Fellowships for two graduate students,

This

program will be continued for at least one more year.
The Department research colloquium remained active with thirty
speakers from various parts of the United States and members of the Department.

Three of these speakers were from other countries.

They were

Professors E. Szemerdi, Hungarian Academy of Science; T. Kawaguchi, Tokyo,
and K. B. Wolf, Mexico City.
The promotions for 1976 are S. Steinberg and A. Stone to Associate
Professor; and William Zimmer to Full Professor,
Enrollment figures for Graduate Students are listed for the past
eight years.

1975-76
1974-75
1973-74.

46
39
4.8

34. part time students.

Full time st11dents,
Full time students,
Full time students,

26 part time students.
25 part time students.
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1972-73
1971-72
1970-71
1969-70
1968-69

1!6
61
59
57
55

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

time
time
time
time
time

41
64
44
46
37

students~

students,
students,
students,
students,

part time students.
part time students.
part time students.
p~rt time students.
part time students.

Enrollment for Undergraduate Math Majors for past five years.

1975-76
1974-75
1973-74
1972-73
1971-72

144
139
112
118
115

GRADUATION
Ph.D.
Master's
B.S.
B.

Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

Majors.
Majors.
Majors.
Majors.
Majors.

1975-76

1974-75

1973-74

1972-73

1971-72

5
5
30

5
4
35

5
8
24

19
36

9

9
13.
32

SIGNIFICANT PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE.
Oversize classes at the lower division level continue to plague the

Department and continue to present a serious obstacle to effective teaching.
A minimum of forty-eight new sections would have been required last
keep enrollments in each section below forty,

Fal~

to

Over the year, therefore, we

would have needed approximately ninety-six extra'sections.

On the assumption

that these sections would be staffed by instructors teaching four courses per
semester at a yearly salary of $12,000, this would have required an audition
of $144,000 to the departmental budget.

But even if this considerable sum of

money were to be found, serious problems would yet remain.

As of the moment,

we have neither the classrooms in which to hold these extra classes nor d9 we
have the necessary office space in which to house twe1ve new instructors.
Present trends suggest that the current situation will only get worse.

In

the five year period from 1970 to 1975, student enrollment in mathematics
increased by thirty-eight percent.

On the other handJ the number of

authorized faculty decreased from thirty-seven to thirty-five and the number
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of teaching assistants from twenty-eight to twenty-two.
five year period would be disastrous.

Another such

The imposition of entrance :

requirements in the Fall of 1977 could result in better prepared students .•
This would hopefUlly decrease enrollments in our remedial mathematics
courses.

Current efforts to weaken these entrance

may prevent this from taking place.

~equirements,

however,

I suspect that only a Community

College in Bernalillo County will afford substantial

relief~

Although enrollments in our 400 and 500 level courses showed a
slight upturn this past year, we still have too few good graduate students
to comfortably support our graduate program.

Beyond this, the employment

picture for mathematicians continues to be poor and serious questions can
be raised as to the desirability of training mathematicians at the current
national rate.

Perha.ps, all that can be done .is to continue along as

best we can until a change in the national situation results in more students
and more jobs in mathematics,

A potential bright spot in this somewhat

gloomy picture is our program leading to a Master's Degree in applied
statistics.

Although this program has not yet produced many students,

some needed changes may improve the situation.

At the current time, the

degree is sfficially a Master of Arts in Mathematics.

This designation

imposes restrictions on the curriculum which in turn hampers the growth of
this program.

What should be done is to change the name of the degree so

that it corresponds to the actual content of the curriculum; i.e., call the
degree a Master of Science in Applied Statistics.
ment will probably propose such a change.

Next year, the Depart-

Since this means the introduction

of a new degree, BEF approval will certainly be required.
increased

involvem~nt

In addition,

on the part of the professional and industrial community

would strengthen the program and likely provide a
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sou~ce

of students.

Bert Koopmans has already expressed his willingness to pursue both these
matters.
C.

.APPOINTMENTS TO ST.AFF.

Dr. David .A. Sanchez was given an appointment as Visiting Professor
of Mathematics for Semester I, 1976-77•
~ofessor

This is a replacement for

S. T, Kao and this Department and Dr. Sanchez will discuss

a more permanent appointment after the first semester.
Schrader received a three-year term appointment as
of Mathematics.

a~

Dr. Ronald M.
.Assistant Professor

Richard Grassl, an Assistant .Professor, received tenure

from the University.
D.

SEP.ARATIONS FROM STAFF.
Associate Professor H. T. Davis resigned to take a position at

Sandia Corporation.

This resignation will be effective July 31, 1976.

Simon T. Kao, Associate Professor, died on February 21, 1976 after a
long illness.
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II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION BEQULSTED ON INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHICAL
SUPPLEMENTS.
1.

ADVANCED STUDY.
James Ellison - A summer AWU-ERDA Faculty appointment
at Sandia Laboratories for study and research in ionsolid interactions.

w. T. Kyner - Biology 429L, Cellular physiology and
biochemistry.
2.

SABBATICALS, LEAVES OF ABSENCE, SUMMER TEACHING ELSEWHEBE,
TRAVEL, etc.
Richard C. Allen, Jr. - Visiting Staff Member, Los Alamos
Scientific Lab.; Summer, 1975·
Alfred Carasso - Leave of Absence, Math Research Center,
U. of Wisconsin, Madison, Jan. to July 1975·
Visiting Staff Member, Los Alamos Scientific Labs, Aug., 1975·
Gus Efroymson - Spending sabbatical year in Amsterdam at
Math. Instituut, Univ. van Amsterdam.
James Ellison - Attended week long conference on singular
perturbations theory and applications sponsored by NSF.
Archie Gibson - Sabbatical Leave - 1975-76 at Centre de
.Physique Theorique, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Marseille, France; and at Departement de Mathematique
Centre Universitaire de Toulon, Toulon, France.
Richard Griego - Visiting Professor, Centro de Estudios Avanzados
del Institute Politecnico Nacional 1 Mexico City, July - August,
1975·
Theodore Guinn - Sabbatical, Spring 1975 in residence at
UNM, doing research.
Liang-Shin Hahn - University of Washington, Seattle,Washington
Leave without pay - July 1974 through July 1976.
Reuben Hersh - Visited Centro de Investigacion, Mexico City
(August).
L. H. Koopmans - Sabbatical leave at Princeton University,
Department of Statistics. Visiting Professor.
Cleve Moler - Consultant and summer visitor, Argonne National
Laboratory Consultant, LASL •
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~J

C. w. Onneweer - Sabbati:::al ·Leave, At!ll.\";;t 1975 to
Summer, 1976 - spent in The Netherlands.
Clifford Qualls - 1974-75 sabbatical: Visiting Associate
Professor, University of California, Irvine until ~eb, 1975,
Visiting Staff Member, LASL, February 1975 - July 1975·
Moshe Sh~ked - Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of
Statistics, Stanford University - June - August, 1975·
William Zimmer - Sabbatical Leave - August, 1975 Dec. 1975·
(For Academic year 1975-76.)

3·

NEW SCHOLASTIC HONORS, etc.
Reuben Hersh - Received 1975 Chauvenet Prize from
Mathematics Association of America.

4.

PUBLICATICNS.
Stoughton Bell: Two reviews published in Computing Reviews,
Vol. 15 No. 8, August, 1974.
Four reviews published in Computing Reviews Vol. 15 No. 10,
October, 1974.
•Learning Recursion with Syntax Diagrams, 1 in SIGCSE
Bulletin. ·
Published problem in The American Mathematical Monthly,·
Vol. 82, No. 10.
Alfred Carasso: •coupled sound and heat flow', Math. Comp.
April 1975, pp. 447-463.
'Improperly posed boundary value problems• PITMAN Research
Notes in Mathematics Series, No. 1, Pitman, London.
•Error bound~ in the heat equation•, SIAM J. Math. Anal., 7,
No. 2, (1976).
'The backward beam equation and backwards dissipative equations•,
in Improperly posed problems - Pitman Publishing Company, London.
Robert Cogburn: 'A uniform theory for Sums of Markov Chain
transition probabilities', Annals of Probability, 1975, Vol. 3,
No. 2, pp. 191-214.
1 0n ergodic sequences of measures', Proceedings of the American
Mathematical Society, 1975, Vol. 51, No. 2. pp. 359-365.
Ralph DeMarr: 'A Property of Inverses in a DSC-Pola,'
Transactions AMS, Dec. 1975· (w/T.Y. Dai)

s. w. Dharmadhikari: •convergence in r-mean of normalized
partial sums,• Annals of Probability, Dec. 1975·
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Gus Efroymson: •A Nullstellensatz for Nash rings 1 ,
Pac. ·Journal of Math. Vol 54 No. 1, 1974, p. 101-112;1975·
James Ellison: 'Existence, Uniqueness and Stability of a
Class of Nonlinear Partial Differential E~uations, 1
Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications, July '75,
Vol. 51, No. 1, w/T. K. Caughey.
'Flux Distribution Calculations in Planar Channeling, 1
Physical Review Bl, December 1975·
Roger"Entringer:
'Geodetic Orientations of Complete
k-particle Graphs', Journal of Comb. Thy. 19(1975) 25 pp.
(wJL. Gassman et al)
Archie Gibson: 1 Invariance Principle ~or Modified Wave
Operators, 1 Bulletin of the American ' Mathematical
Society, 1975, Vol. 81, No, 6, pp, 1130-1132. w/c. Chandler.
Richard Grassl:
•Reverse Plane Partitions and Tableaux'
Hook Numbers• accepted by Journal of Combinatorial Theory,
series A, ·oct. 1975) (w/ A. Eillman)
Richard Griego: 'Dual Multiplicative operator functionals',
Probabilistic Methods in Partial Differential Equations,
Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Springer-Verlag, No. 451, 1975,
pp. 152-161.
Theodore Guinn: 'Reduction of delayed optimal control
Problems to Nondelayed Problems, •accepted by Journal of
Optimization Theory and applications for Vol. 15, No. 3,1976.
•Statistical Equilibrium, Planar Channeling, and the continuum
Model (with J, Ellison), accepted by Physical Reviews for
March, 1976.
Liang-shin Hahn: •strong uniform distributions and ergodic
theorems 1 , (1~/J. Blum) Proc. American Math. Soc. 47 (1975)
pp. 378-;82.
Reuben Hersh: 'The method of transmutations' Springer Lecture
Notes, No. 446, ~p 264-282.
:•Stochastic Differentials and Quasi-standard random variables 1 ,
(w/P. Greennojd) Springer Lecture Notes No. 451, pp. 35-62.
Abraham Hillman: 'The William Lowell Putnam Mathematical
Competition•, The American Mathematical Monthly, 1975,
Vol. 82, No. 9, pp. 905-912.
L. H. Koopmans: •crossing Probability Bounds for Non-stationary
Gaussian processes•, THE SEARCH FOR OIL, D. B. Owen, Editor,
Marcel Dekker, pp. 17-31. Co-author, Clifford Qualls.
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Cleve B. Moler: 'Difficulties in computing the exponential
of a matrix, 1 Proc. 2nd USA-Japan Computer Conference.
Pramod K. Pathak: 'Some recent dimension-free characterizations of the normal law.• Math. Collo~uium, (1975), 35·
'A Characterization of certain weak!closed subalgebras of
L00 (with H. Shapiro), J. Math.Anal. and Appl. (1977)•
'An extension of a theorem of Hoeffding•, Studia Sci. Math.
Hung. (1975).
'Unbiased estimation in fixed cost se~uential sampling schemes.
Ann. Statist. (1976).

1

Steven Pruess: 'High order approximations to Sturm-Liouville
eigenvalues•, Numerische Mathematik, 1975, Vol. 24, pp 241-247.
'The approximation of linear functionals and h2 -extrapolation;•
SIAM Review, 1975, Vol, 17, No. 4, pp. 641-651.
Clifford Qualls: 'Crossing Probability Bounds for Non-stationary
Gaussian Processes.• The SEARCH FOR OIL: Some Statistical
Methods and Techni~ues. Editor D. OWen, Statistics Monograph
Vol. 13, Marcel Dekker, Inc. 17-32, 1975·
Moshe Shaked: •On the distribution of the minimum ••• •
Statistical Distribution in Scientific Work, w/Patil, Katz,
and Ord) PP 363-380 (1975)
Stanly Steinberg:
SIAM Review.

'Local propagator theory, submitted to

Alexander Stone: 'A note on a differential concomitant•,
Proc. AMS, 53 (2), 1975, p. 1-7·
'Improperly posed boundary value problems 1 , Pitman Publ. Co.,
London - w/Carasso.

5•

OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS OR CREATIVE WORK IN PROGRESS OR
COMPLETED llURJNG PERIOD.
R. c. Allen, Jr •. : 'A spline method for recovering the matrix
A in ~I = A~, given A in tabular form•' (w/ R. vlright) submitted
to Quarterly of Applied Math.
Preparation of a sophomore-junior level text on ordinary
differential equations (w/W. T. KYner).

'An algorithm for accelerating the convergence of Neumann
series associated with certain integral equations (w/G. Wing)
in preparation.
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..
Alfred Carasso: •computing small solutions of Burgers'
equation backwards in t~.e 1 ,. accepted for publication,
Journal Math. Anal. Appl ••
'Viscous flow down an inclined plane and development of
roll waves' submitted for publication, SIAM J, Appl. Math.
•Restoration of images blurred by random processes'
To appear.
Robert Cogburn: 1 Upper Bounds for individual probabilities
for the number of successes in independent trials• in
preparation.
Ralph DeMarr: •Triangular operator algebras, (POLA),
submitted to Transactions AMS in Sept. 1975)
s. w. Dharmadhikari: •Multivariate unimodulity:
in Annals of Statistics.
'Linear invariant estimators in survey sampling:
be presented.

to appear
paper to

Donald Dubois: Studies ·in le~rning and teaching of mathematics
by grade schoolers and their teachers proceeding as scheduled~ ·
''

Gus Efroymson: Completed 'Substi tuion in Nfl.Sh Fui;ctions 1 ,..
to appear in Pac. Jnl. of. Math.
, ..
Some work with F. Oort on Abelian Groups.
In progress: A paper on p-adic zero theorem • .~lso some on
real varieties.
James Ellison: •statistical Equilibrium, Planar Channeling
and the Continuum Model, 1 accepted for Physical Review Bl,
Co-author, T. Guinn. Also in the process of wrlt1ng up two
papers on ion channeling. Doing & study of the nature of
human consciousness and a study of the nature of space-time
within the framework of general relat~yity.
Roger c. Entringer: 'Geodetic Connectivity of Graphs', with
P. Slater,. to be submitted,
'Graphs in which each line basK bisectors•, to be submitted.
Bernard Epstein: Research in fluid dynamics, potential
theory, probability theory. Now preparing paper on results
of research in latter topic. Under NSF Grant MPS-74-15499·
Archie Gibson: •On a time-independent theory of multichannel quantum mechanical scattering' (w/c. Chandler) to
appear in Proceedings VII-th International Conference on
Few Body Problems.
Research in progress with c. Chandler on N~body scattering
problems', Supported in part by a grant from CNRS, France.
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Richard M. Grassl: 'Combinatorial results related to
differential algebra, 1 and 1 Leir structures for
Polynomial Ideals', submitted for publication.
Richard J, Griego: 'Strong approximation of diffusion
processes by transport processes (w/Luis Gorostiza).
Weyl's theorem for certain operator-valued potentials
(w/R. Hersh).
Guinn: A computational Algorithm for delayed
Optimal Control Problems, to be submitted.

Theodor~

Liang-shin Hahn:
preparation.

Work on a Lemma of Sperner is under

Reuben Hersh: Research in analysis and probability,
sponsored by NSF, Grant No. GP-34188 in the amount of
$9,100 for a period of one year.
Abraham Hillman: 'Reverse Plane Partitions and Tableau
Hook Numbers', tentatively accepted by Journal of
Combinatorial Theory. w/R. Grassl.
Peter Kelemen: 'The Hyperreal Classical Photon' submitted
for publication to the American Journal of Phrsics.
L. H. Koopmans: 'A time series approach to the classification of improperly posed problems', w/R. s. Anderssen,
in progress.
'Frequency domain linear filtering using splines, 1 with
H. T. Davis, in progress. Review of Time Series: Theory
and Data. Analysis by Davfd Brillinger·for Journal of American
Statistics Association, accepted for Publication.
Walter T. Kyner: D~velopment of a new method for the
computation of trajectories of artificial satellites.
A computer program to evaluate the method was written
and tested. A paper describing this work is being prepared.
Richard c. Metzler: Representation of Non-archimedean
Ordered Linear Spaces (in preparation).
Cleve B. Moler: Book manuscript submitted to publisher:
Computer Methods for Mathematical Computations, with
G. Forsythe and M. Malcolm.
Pramod Pathak: Currently working on the following:
Joint work with Prof, Shapiro on harmonic analysis.
With Professor Epstein on infinite divisibility of
characteristic functions; a book on foundations of sample
surveys - Springer-Verlag, Publisher; and 'Sufficiency
and tests of goodness of fit'(to appear in the Scad. J,
Statist.),
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Steven Pruess: 'Local bases for computing smoothing
splines in tension• to be submitted to BIT.
Clifford Qualls: •The law of iterated logarithm on
arbitrary sequences for stationary Gaussian processes
and Brownian Motion', accepted for publication, Ann.
Probability.
'Hypothesis testing for equivalent Gaussian processes,
in progress.
'On Economic-Ecologic Input-Output Models', submitted
for publication.
'Error Estimates for the Inverse of an Input-Output
Matrix. In progress.

1

Moshe Shaked: 'A multi-variate shock model', in preparation.
'A family of bivariate life distributions', in preparation.
'A Bivariate Weiner-Hopf representation•, in preparation.
Stanly Steinberg: 1 Hyperbolicity,' UNM TR No. 313, July '75·
'Applica.tions of the Lie algebraic formulas of Baker,
Campbell, Hausdorff and Zassenhaus to the explicit solutions
of partial differential equations, UNM TR No. 314, Oct. '75·
All submitted for publication.
Work on applications of a functional calculus to partial
. differential equations.
Alexander Stone: Research on integrability problems on
manifolds in progress.
6.

ACTIVITIES IN LEARNED AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES, (meetings
attended, offices held, papers read, etc.)
Richard C. Allen, Jr.: AMS Meeting in Wash.D.C., Jan. 1975·
Participated in NSF sponsored conference two days prior to
meeting to discuss the influence of computers and computing
on teaching of calculus; Invited participant in NSF-SBMS
Reg. Conf. on Num. Solutions of Two-point Bdry. Val. Problems
in Lubbock, Texas, July, 1975. Presented paper at SIAM
National Fall Mtg. San Francisco, Oct. 1975.
Stoughton Bell: Steering Committee for the 5th Annual
Seminar for Directors of Academic Computing Centers;
Elected to Board of Directors, Special Interest Group on
University Computing Centers, ACM; Institutional Rep.,
EDUCOM; Membership Committee, EDUCOM.
Laura Cameron: Attended meeting on Personalized System
of Instruction, sponsored by Addison-Wesley Publishers, in
Denver, Colo.
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Alfre.d Carasso: AMS Meeting in Washington D.c., Jan. 1975.
Twenty-first conference of Army Mathematicians, El Paso,
SYNSPADE 75, Univ. of Maryland, lf;ay 1975·
Texas April 1975·
SIAM Meeting, San Francisco, Dec, 1975·
Robert Coeburn:
Journal papers.

Refereed two NSF proposals and two

Ralph DeMarr: Conference on C*-Algebras, Bozeman, Mont.
August 11-15, 1975. Presented paper, 45 minutes.
Gus Efroymson: Attended AMS Meeting in Jan., 1975 in
Washington D.C. and delivered a paper on •Substitution
in Nash Functions•. Attended meetings in fhe Netherlands,
one on Algebraic Methods in PDE•s.
Richard Griego: Hour talk - 'Minimization of extinction
probabilities for biological reproduction in random
environments•, Highlands University, April, 1975· Invited
30 minute talk, Institute of Math. Statis~ics regional
meeting, above title, June, 1975. Colloquium talk, UNM-Math.
Theodore Guinn: Reviewer for Mathematical Reviews.
Referee for Journal of Optimization Theory and Analysis.
Reuben Hersh:
mation.

Member, MAA Committee on Exchange of Infor-

Abraham Hillman: Director of the W. L. Putnam Mathematical
Competition for the Mathematical Association of America.
Editor of the Elementary Problem Section of the Fibonacci
Q.uarterly.
S. T. Kao:

Representative of MAA to our Math. Department.

L. H. Koopmans: Attended conference on Geometric Probability,
Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas, June, 1975· Attended Western
Regional Meeting of Inst. of Math. Statl, June, 1975 (Member
of program committee), On editorial board and refereed
several papers for Communications in Statistics, President
of local chapter of American Statistical Association.
Appointed Associate Program Secretary for the Western Region
of Inst. of Math, Statist •• on Visiting Lecturer Committee
for C.O.P.s •• Invited lecturer at Princeton and Rutgers Univ.
Gave summer reading course in Foundations of Statistics for
C. Ashley.
W. ~. Kyner: Presented paper 'Oscillator variables in
Orbital mechanics• based on research at the SIAM-SIGNUM
meeting,_ Dec., 1975, San Francisco.
James

v.

Lewis:

Sigma Xi N.M. Chapter Executive Committee.
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Merle Mitchell: Talks on 'History of Math for the
Elementacy Classroom• ancl 'Rhine Papyrus• given at NCTM
meeting in st. Louis, Mar. 1975; attended NCTM meeting
in Santa Fe in March, 1975·
Cleve Moler: Managing Editor, SIAM Journal on Numerical
Analysis. Member, SIAM National Council. Editor,
Springer-Verlag Lecture Notes'in Computer Science.
Pramod Pathak: Invited participant to the NSF conference
on geometrical probability, June, 1975, U. of Nev ••
Invited participant and speaker to the NSF conference on
sample surveys, Aug. 1975, Medical Univ. of So, Carolina,
Presented paper at annual meeting of IMS, Aug, 1975, Atlanta,
Georgia.
Moshe Shaked: 'Bounds in the distributions and hazard
gradients of multivariate minimums• -a paper presented at
the Conference on the Theor.1 and Applications of ReliabilityJ
December, 1975.
'·

Alexander Stone: Attended regional AMS meeting at
UCLA, November, 1975.
7•

OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES,
R. C. Allen, Jr. No-fee consultant - Los Alamos Scientific Lab.
Laura Cameron: Math •. Seminar - Returning Women - Women Studies,
Alfred Carasso: Invited talks at Univ. of Macyland, Math
Research Center - B. of Wis., 21st Conference of Army
Mathematicians, Los Alamos Scientific Labs - C Div. Seminar,
and PDE Seminar at U of Calif,
Robert Cogburn: Consultant to consumer protection division
of N.M. State Attorney General's office.
Donald Dubois: Made two trips to Old Town School to study
math learning with MS. J. Peterson.
James Ellison: Consultant to the ion-solid interactions
group at Sandia LaboratorJ.
R. En~ringer: Reviewer for Mathematical Reviews,· Zentalblatt fur Matematik, and consultant at Sandia Laboratories,
Archie Gibson: Reviewer of papers for Mathematical Reviews.
Gave talk under UNM Speakers Bureau program entitled •Optimal
Gambling Strategies• at the Albuquerque Federal Exec. Club.
Richard Grassl: Invited speaker for N.M. Council for Teachers
of Mathematics - annual meeting.
Richard Griego: Member Ford Foundation Fellowship Selection
Committee. Commissioner, Chicano Commission on Higher Education.
Consulting statistician, Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (in suit against Zia Corporation, Los Alamos.)
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Colloquiurr. talk 'Nonstandard Analysis' at Sandia Lab.,
November.
L. H. Koopmans: Consulted with Jack Reed, Sandia Corp.;
Robert Buechley, Cancer Res, Center; Chester Rail, Biology
Department, and others.
·
W. T. Kyner: Lectured at the University of Texas,' Oct.,
and consultant to Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif.
James Lewis: Prepared an analysis of proposed new edition
of 1 CALCULUS 1 for Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Merle Mitchell: Meeting for consultants for Rand McNally
in San Francisco in Aug. 1975 (pilot program for the series
DMP at Navajo School, Albuquerque; member of Coordinated
Curriculum Committee, State JJept. of Education.
Pramod Pathak: Visiting Lecturer of statistics for American
Universities. Reviewer for Math Reviews. Refereed papers
for J. Amer. Statist. Asso.; Journal Mult, Ana.;
Communications in Statistics; Ann of Frob,, and Ann. of
Statistics.
Steven Pruess: Reviewer, referee for several mathematical
journals.
Clifford Qualls: Seminar speaker at Los Alamos Scientific
Lab., March 1975, April, 1975· Colloquium speaker at Dept.
of Mathematics, UNM, Nov. 1975·
Stanly Steinberg: Consulting scientist at Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory.

8.

NON-TEACHING UNIVERSITY SERVICE.
R. C. Allen: Director, Los Alamos Grad. Center; Master's
Exam Committe, Math./Stat.; Director of a Ph.D, Dissertation
Committee - M. Sarhan.
S. Bell: Director of Computing Center; faculty advisor for
several masters candidates.
Alfred Carasso: Ph.D. Committee, K. w. Lee, Elec. Eng.
Ph.D. Committee, B. De La Garza, Civil Eng •• Math. Dept.
travel committee, and Promotion Committee.
Jeff Davis: Director of New Mexico Mathematics Contest.
Ralph Demarr: One Ph.D. Student, Tomas Salazar. Undergraduate
and Travel Committee for Department. Helped in PUtnam Math
Contest.
·
D. w. Dubois: Continuing Education Committee. Departmental
Committee on salaries, and Undergraduate Committee.
James Ellison: Several Ph.D. committees in Mathematics.
Committee for selection and promotion of GA's and TA's.
Master's Exam Committee; supervisor of TA•s., Univ. Committee
on the use of the calculator.
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Roger Entringer: Member of Natural Sciences and Math.
Promotion Advisory Committees. Faculty Library Committee,
Departmental Librarian, Library Loan Policies Committee,
and Dissertation director,
Archie Gibson: New Building Committee Chairman, Deans
Promotion Advisory Committee, Minorities Enrollment
Coordinator for Grad. School.
Richard Grassl: Coordinator of 8 sections of calculus 162;
Coordinator of 7 sections of Math lBo.
Richard Griego: Chairman, Master 1 s Exam Committee - ~~th
Dept., Sem. I, 1975-76; Member, Task Force on Program
Development (UNM); Member, Tenure Committee (UNM); Director
of Math Component of Minority Biomedical Advancement Program;
Dissertation advisor for two students.
Reuben Hersh: Arts and Sciences Advisory Committee on tenure.
Abraham Hillman: Member of the Master's Exam. Committee.
Simon T. Kao: Assisted Chairman in Spring Schedule.
L. H. Koopmans: On Vice President for Academic Affairs
Committee on tenure.
Worked with one Ph.D. student.
w. T, Kyner: 'Departmental Committees.
J, v. Lewis: Dept. Calculus Direc~or. Preparation of
Department schedule of classes, Graduate Student Advisor,
Department Undergraduate Committee.
Richard Metzler: Registration Committee, ~irector of
Graduate Studies - Math. Dept.
Merle Mitchell: Faculty advisor for KME; member of A/S
Committee on Group Re~uirements I 75-76; Chairman,
Undergraduate Committee of Dept. of Math., II 74-75·
Cleve Moler: Executive Committee, Division of Computer and
Information Science. Ph.D. advisor for James Sanderson and
John Starner.
Pramod Pathak: Undergraduate Committee. Supervision of
Teaching Assistants, preparation of timetable of statistics
courses.
Steven Pruess: Member of departmental Graduate Committee;
Committee for the Selection and Promotion of G~•s and TA•s,
(Chairman).
Clifford QUalls: Chairman of Dept. Unde~graduate Committee.
Statistical consulting for individuals from university and
community.
Stanly Steinberg: Member of Math. Undergraduate Committee.
Organized the New Mexico Applied Mathematics Seminar.
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Alexander Stone: Undergraduate Math. Committee. Master's
Exam Committee, and in charge of administrating the Math
Placement Examinations.
All members of the Department were called on to help with
the Math Placement Tests held several times a year.

This

would take two to three hours of their time each day the
exam was given.

Many of the members also helped grade

the papers from the statewide Mathematics Contest.

The

first round consisted of approximately four thousand
papers and fifteen members of the department worked all
one Sunday grading the exams.

The second round had

approximately twenty-five hundred students and,again,
the members of the Department devoted a full day to
grading the papers.

9·

,PUBLIC

S~RVICE

R. C. Allen:

(church activities, Boy Scouts, etc.)

Active in church and scouting.

James Ellison: Discussed some aspects of consciousness
and physics with a group of Sandia Hi~h School students.
Richard Griego: Member, Advisory Committee for North
Valley Community Center. Member, Chicano Resource Council.
L, H. Koopmans: Organized bicycle repair clinics for local
grammar schools and was tour leader with the New Mexico
Wheelmen.
J. v. Lewis: Member Open Space Task Force for City Parks
and Recreation Department. Director - N.M. Citizens for
Clean Air and Water.
Richard Metzler: Co-president Albuquerque Childbirth
Education Association.
Cleve Moler: Executive committee, Albuquerque Association
for United Nations.
Clifford Qualls: Board member, education director- First
Assembly of God, Albuquerque,
10,

PERSONAL INFORMATION:
Cleve B. Moler:

Re-married,
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The Report of the Department of Hodern and Classical Languages
July 1, 1975-June 30, 1976
Sabine R. Ulibarri, Chairman
I.

General departmental information.
A.

Significant achievements.
l.

.£!reartmental organization, established in the Fall of 1969, remained essentially unchanged with the following exceptions:
Professor J .E.

~fhite,

a)

Jr. resigned after two years as Assistant

Chairman to accept the position of Associate Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences; b)

Professor Georg~ Peterc, Associate

Chairman for German, WM appointed Assistant Chairma.'l and will
continue to serve as Associate Chairman for Gern:'>nl c)

Professor

Robert Jespersen returns full-time to the Department after several
years as Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
2.

Reconnnendations
a.

!Ef. ~:

.£f.~

Connnittee .!2!!. Promotion

~ ~·

Dipko Cvitanovic, Bruno Hannemann, Peter Pabisch.

In each case, tenure was granted.
b.

!Ef. promotion: to Assoicate Professor, John Bergen, Bruno
Hannemann, Peter Pabisch.

3.

In each case promotion "Vas granted.

Ne'' ProRra.ms.
a.

The permanent committee of members of the graduate staff and·
graduate student representative to evolve a position paper on
graduate studies met throughout Semester I, under the chairmanship of Professor J.E.

~lliite,

Jr.

All aspects of the

departmental graduate programs were thoroughly discussed and
a unified position paper, with significant changes in the
graduate program, was presented to the graduate facUlty in
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Romance Languages during Semester II.

The graduate faculty

met long and often during Semester II and approved in principal
the position paper and changes in the graduate program, with
minor amendments and modificatruons.

Although certain details

remain to be worked out, it is expected that the department
will begin operating under the new program in 1976-77.

4.

Cultural and Social Activities.
a.

General
(l)

A departmental faculty, staff and graduate student dinner
;;as held on April 23 at the Casa Manana.

Approximately

150 persons attended.
(2)

The departmental library has already g!L'own too large for
Room 233 and is ·now located in Room 235 (Conference Room).

(3)

On April 9-11 an International Festival was held, featuring food, dances, flea markets, skits, music, etc. representing participating nations.

b.

S.Eanish
( 1)

Aspec~

de la Cultura Hispanica. This lecture series,

under the direction of Professor Leon Marquez, has been
an integral part of the department's cultural activities
for many years.
(note:

Lectures this year were as follows

not all lectures were a part of the Aspectos

Series):
(a)

Professors T~ara Holzapfel, Dinko

10/31/75.

Cvitanovic and Dick Gerdes discussed the foliliowing
novels:

Culminacion de Montoya (Luis Gasulla) ,

2

Pantaleon i[ las visitadoras (Mario Vargas Llosa) and
Cobra {Severo Sarduy) .
(2)

11/5/75.

Luisa Mercedes r,evinson, "Confesiones de

una escritora."
(3)

2/26/76.

Euben Cobos, "Apuntes sobre el espanol de

Nuevo Mexico."

(4)

3/11/76.
poems.

Poetry reading of Dr. Lautaro Vergara's
Those t sk.ing part :

Dr. Vergara, Dr.. Sabine

R. Ulibarrf, and Mr. Eliseo Casillas.

Guitarrist,

Mr. Hec-tor Garcia, provided a musical background.
(2)

Latin American Film~' sponsored jointly with the
Latin American Center, is reported in the Latin American
Center Annual Report.

c.~.

(1)

The Alliance Frangaise, unofficially associated with the
French section, was active throUghout the year as usual.
In December fund-raising activities were organized to
obtain money for the Alliance Scholarship Fund.

(2)

Highlight of Spring activities was the French Weekend at
Glorieta, held simultaneously with the German veekend,
on April 2, 3, 4.

About 300 high school students and

teachers of French from all over New Mexico participated
in programs of conversation, civilization, etc.

The

weekend was sponsored by the department, the Alliance
Frangaise, and French for Children.

Sessions were led by

departmental facUlty and graduate atudents.

Much credit

for the organization of the weekend is due to Honique
Denzler, French-German Secretary and Teaching Assistant.
3

(3)

At the International Festival, April 9-11, the French
participants manned 3 booths to raise money for the
Alliance

Fran~aise

Scholarship Fund:

Crepenie, and Marche aux puces.

Patisserie,

On April 10 students

performed a song and dance skit Le Joueur de Luth.
(4)

On May 9 the annual Distribution des Prix was held.

A

'

$1000 scholarship for study in France was awarded to
Barbara Eppler.

Professor J. Kolbert announced prizes

from the French government to Jerry Mileham, John Demler,
Nicl~:

Collaros and Thelma Bowles.

Thelma Bowles will be

our exchange student in France next year.

A special

award for summer study in Paris was presented to Monique
Denzler.
d.~

( 1)

The German Club, sponsored by Professor Hannemann, held
its traditional Oktoberfest during the Fall Semester.
During Semester II a Faschingsfest, traditional German
celebration of the days before Lent, was attended by
approximately 250 persons at the International Center.

(2)

Highlight of the year for the German section was the
Deutsches Wochenende at Glorieta on April 2-4.

Lectures,

seminars, films, German language, culture, and literature, conversation groups, games and sports were ineluded for approximately 300 students of German from
llew Nexico high schools.
(3)

Lectures:

Dr. II. F. Peters, "Marx, Nietzsche, Freud"

(co-sponsored with comparative literature).
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Georg

Eisler, "The Vienna Secession Movement" (co-sponsored
with Fine Arts).

Alexander von Bormann, "Literatu!!C'e o:f

the Third Reich" Hilde Spiel, "Austrian Literature."
Temira Pachmus, "Russian Literature in Germany" (cosponsored with Russian).
( 4)

Visitors:

Drs. Wecker and Winterscheidt, Goethe-House,

New York.

Dr. Ebel, Deutscher Akademischer Austausch-

dienst (DAAD).
(5)
e.

Exhibit:

Thomas Mann (hung in Zinunerman Libra:ry).

Russian
(1)

Sunnner tour to the Soviet Union, June-July, 1976, led by
George Harutunian, part-time instructor, especially for
Russian students.

(2)

Lectures:

Petru Popescu, Rumanian writer and journalist,

"Russia--the Soviet Monarchy."

April, 1976.

Temira

Pachuso, professor of Slavic languages and literatures
and comparative literature, University of Illinois, Urbana.
"Dostoevsky and Contemporary World Literature," April, 1976.
(3)

Films:

Eugenii Onegin, a film of the Tchaikovsky opera

followed by Pushkin Evening for Russian students and
members of the Albuquerque Russian Community, November 1975.
(4)

f.

Parties:

Russian Club, November, 1975; May, 1976,

Portuguese
(1)

Festival de Sao Joao, October 30, 1975, organized by
Peggy Sharpe, Allen Englekirk, Chico Valadares, and
Susan Q.uinlan.
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(2)

Carnival, February 28, 1976, organized by Peggy Sharpe,
Allen Englekirk, and Chico Valadares.

(3)

Portuguese pl~y, ~Pereira by Gil Vicente, directed
by Allen Engleldrk, and vras produced by Portuguese 276
students, May 1, 1976.

(4)

Speaker:

Decio Pignatari, Concrete Poetry, February 3D-

March 4, 1976; professor in Sao Paulo.
(5)

Speaker on Brazilian and Portuguese literature, April 22,
1976, Luciana Picchia Stegnano, University of Rome.

B.

Number of ma,jors
l.

~the

past two years:

Undergraduate level
1974-75

1975-76

1

0

French

32

22

German

16

13

Russian Studies

10

10

5

0

106

97

Classics

Portuguese
Spanish
2.

Graduate level
1974-75

1975-76

Portuguese

10

8

French

20

25

Spanish

69

68

6

II.

Composite information on individual biographical supPlements.
A.

Advanced study.
1.

Dick C. Gerdes, Ph. D., Spanish, University of Kansas, Lawrence.
11

Thesis:

La obra liteJ:"aria de Julio Ramon Ribeyro en la noveHs-

tica peruana contemporanea."
2.

PeterS. Mellon, Ph. D. granted, June 1975, Stanford University •

.3.

Peter K. Pabisch.

Invited to read a main paper at 2nd Gongress

of Intern. Dialect Literature at Krems, Austria, Sept. 1-5, 1976-preparation in progress.
B.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence,
1.

Garland D. Bills.

~teaching

elsewhere,

~' ~·

Sabbatical during Semester I, 1975-76 for

research on Spanish and Quechua in Ecuador.
2.

Robert Holzapfel.

3~

Robert

c.

Summer research in Germany.

Jespersen.

Summer teaching:

Deutsche Somm,erschule,

Portland, Oregon.
l1.

Enrique E. Lamadrid.

Three weeks in Mexico for the purpose of

obtaining linguistic and cultural materials to be used in future
projects.

These materials will also be used to enrich the lower

division Spanish courses under his supervislion at UNM.
5.

Marshall R. Nason.

Travel:

to Peru, April, 1975 to preside over

inaugural sessions of the XV Seminar on Hirper Education in the
Americas; summer travel, June aod July, 1975:

Argentina and

Brazil.

G.

Peter K. Pabisch.

Jtme-August 1975:

a) International Dialect

Institute, Vienna; b) Library of Schiller-Nationalmuseum, Marbach,
Germany; c) 5th Congress of IVG, Cambridge University, Englaod
(Aug. 3-9).

1

1.

George F. Peters.

Summer teaching:

Deutsche Sommerschule am

Pazifik (Portl~d State University, Portland, Oregon), resident
director.

8.

William H. Roberts.

Sabbatical granted for Semester II, 1975-76

in May.
9.

Alfred Rodriguez.

Travel to Spain, June-August, 1974.

10.

Rosemarie Welsh.

Sabbatical during Semester I, 1975-76.

in Mexico and study of Spanish.

Travel in Germany in

Travel

~eptember

October.
C.

~

scholastic

~.

1.

Garland D. Bills •. Fulbright-l!a,ys award to lecture on English-as-

fellowships,

~·

a-Foreign-Language at a five-week summer seminar at the Pontificia
Universidad Cat6lica del Ecuador in Quito, August, 1975.
2.

Dinko Cvitanovic.
Supplement 1974.

3.

Jack Kolbert.

One book included in Encyclopedia Amel'icana,
Section:

Spanish Literature.

Received Rosette of the Academic Palms (Grand

Officer) from French Gov't. on June 1, 1975.

Featured portrait in

"Distinguished Professors of French" Albuquerque City Council President in ~ (NYC), April 1975, pp. 12-16~ Chronicle of Higher Ed.

4.

Byron T. Lindsey.

Associate, University of Illinois Summer Research

Laboratory on Russia and Eastel'n Europe, July 7-21, ChampaignUrbana, Illinois.

Arts ·and Sciences Summer Research Stipend; tenure

awarded, Mey, 1975.
5.

Peter K. Pabisch.

$1350 grant awarded by UNM Research Committee

for summer 1975.

American representative of International Dialect

Institute in Vienna.

6.

George F. Peters.

Las Campanas Professor of the .Honth, May, 1975.
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7.

Julian E. White, Jr.

Latest ;dition of Dictionary of Interna-

tional Biography Who's Who in the United States.
D.

Publications.
l.

John J. Bergen.

Articles:

"A Practical Framework for Teaching

Pronunciation in Beginning Spanish Courses," Hispania, September
1974, Volume 57, No. 3, pp. 479-83 .
.2.

Garland D. Bills.

Book:

A Critical,

Hispanos:

Arlington, Virginia:
Co-authors:

Spanish and English of United States

Annotated Linguistic Bibliography.
Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975.

Richard V. Teschner and Jerry R. Craddock.

Article:

"On Case in Quechua," Papers in Andean Linguistics, 1975, Volume
2, No. 2, pp. 1-131 (ent:iJre issue).
3.

Truett Book.

Cahiers de Conversation for French Weekend at

Glorieta (six lessons).
4.

Dinko CVitanovic.

"Duplicidad y fascinacion del pasado en

Carpentier", Criteria, 1975, No. 1712, pp. 142-145.

"Un 'concierto

barroco' bien concertado", El Heraldo, Mexico, June 1975.
5.

Pela;yo H. Ferniindez.

Article:

"Ramon Perez de Ayala:

Bibliograf:la

cr:ltica", Hispanofila, Chapel Hill, N.C., no. 55, September 1975,
pp. 1-31.

Book:

Estil{stica, third revised edition.

Madrid,

Porrua, 1975, 126 pp.
6.

Dick C. Gerdes.

Accepted article:

"Cronica de San Gabriel:

E1

rite de la iniciaci6n y 1a nove1a de costumbres", in Wolfgang A.
Luchting, ed., Julio Ramon Ribeyro, Lima, 1976.

1·

Sam.L. Guyler.

''Gongora's 'Po1ifemo:'

the Humor of Imitation,"

Revista Hispanic~ Moderna, afio XXXVII, 1972-1973 (1975), pp. 237252.

"Dante and Virgil, the Rivalry of Poets", Poetry Review

guarterly, due to appear Spring of 1976.
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8.

Bruno Hannemann.

Book:

Yerkehrtes Welttheate:z:o..

Bouvier accepted for publication 1975.

Nestroy.

Articles:

Bonn,

Traves~ie

des

Ubermenschen ,'' ~ ~ Kothurn, 1975 December Issue (25 pp.)
"Der Bose Blick," Wirkendes ~. accepted for publication (37 pp.).
9.

Tamara Holzapfel.

"El 'informe sobre ciegos

1

o el optimismo de la

voluntad," in Homenaje a Ernesto Sabato, ed. HeJ.ln;P~F. Giacoman,
New York:

Aneya and Las .Americas, 1973, pp. 143-156.

''Soledad y

J;"ebeli6n en La vida iniiti1 de Pito Perez,'' Revista Iberoamericana,
1974, No. 89, pp. 681-687.
"L'Annee Litteraire--1974,'' The~ Review,

lGI:;, Jack Kolbert.

Mey 1975, pp. 959-972.

"Filling the Void-Three Novels from Red

Dust, "Concerning Philippe Sollers, Daniel Casterain, and Claude
Ollier," Margins, No. 19, April 1975, pp. 25-27.
Brookshier, Frank, ~ Burro, ~ Independent
p. 15.

Review of

Nov. 11-28, 1975,

Review, Roseni'eld, Marthe, Edmond Jaloux-Evolution of

.!!:_

Novelist, French Studies, December 1975, pp. 272.
11.

Byron T. Lindsey.

£::!1·

Review of Zil'bershtein, I.S., Rozenbljum, L.M.,

Dostoevskii, Novye materialy

Vol. 49, No. 1, p. 147 (1975).
~:

Russian Master of

i

issledovan,la, in Books Abroad,

Review of Falen, James E., Isaac

the~~.

in Books Abroad, Vol.

49, No. 4, p. (not yet available from Libracy), (1975).
12.

Raymond R. MacCurdy.
Society in

~

Review of McKendrick, Melveena,

Spanish

~

of the

~ ~.

Woman~

fi Stud,v of the

'mujer varonil, 1 in Renaissance Quarterl,y, 1975, Volume 38, pp.
256-58.
13.

Patricia Murphy.
~Abroad,

March 75.

Abroad, J.ley 1975.
~Abroad,

Three book reviews:

Jacques Chessex,

~

Annie Ernaux, Les armoires vides in Books

Betty T. Rahv,

October 1975.
10

From~:!?.£~ New~

in
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14.

Marshall R. Nason.
New Mexico,

15.

Tres problemas universitarios, University of

235 pages.

Peter K. Pabisch.

Ed., with D. Cvitanovic and J. Abramovich.

Dissertation accepted for publication:

Alogische im literarischen ~Hans Carl Artmanns".
Schendl, for 1976.
Nachwirkungen."

"Das

Vienna,

"Hans Carl Artmanns Dialektdichtung und ihre

Berichte des

.2.·

Kongresses der IVG.

Bern, Peter

Lang-Verlag, for 1976.

16.

George F. Peters.

Accepted for publication:

"The Death of- Vergil:

ein englisbhes Gedicht?" in Modern Austrian Literature (1976); book
review on two volumes of Thomas Mann correspondence for Western
Humanities ~ (1976).

17.

Alfred Rodriguez.

Articles:

Annual (1975), 362.

"Spanish Literature" The Americana

"Netas sobre el verdugo en la literature.

espafiola del siglo XIX," Bolet1n de
Pelayo, L (1974), 355-364.

~

Biblioteca de Menendez

(With H. Delgado-Marrero).

"Shakespeare and the Anomalous 'Criada' of Bodas de Sangre,"
Garcia Lorca Review, II (1974), 3 unspecified pages,
Timm).

(with John

"Un espail.ol llamado Antonio," Boletin Informative, :xxi

(1974), 6-7.
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El descenso a los infiernos:

tema-ima.gen de dona

Emilia Pardo Bazan," Grial, XLIX (1975), 384-389.

(i-Tith Marra

Kelly).

18.

Warren S. Smith, Jr.

"Lincoln in Latin:

An Experiment in Prose

Composition," The Classical Outlook, November 1975, Vol. LIII,
Humber 3, pages 25-26.

19.

Jon M. Tolman.

"Castro Alves, Poets. Amoroso," ~Brazilian

Revie1.r 12, i i (241-262).
Peguy:

(Winter, 1975).

"A. F. Schmidt and C.

A Comparative Stylistic Analysis," Comparative Literature

11

Studies, 1974, XI, iv (277-305).
20.

Jack E. Tomlins.

Literatura Portuguesa--Seculos XIX e XX (Review

Hispania -- in press).
21.

Sabine R. Ulibarri.

Rio Arriba (short stories) being prepared for

press.
E.

Other research pro,jects or creative work in progress or completed during
period.
1.

John J. Bergen.

Articles:

to appear in Hispania,

l~ay

"One Rule for the Spanish Subjunctive,"

1978, Volume 61, No. 2.

"A Simplified

Approach :for Teaching the Gender of Spanish Nouns, 11 to appear in
Hispania, 1978, Volume 61.
2.

Garland D. Bills.

Survey of Spanish-English Language Use and

Maintenance in Martineztown, Albuquerque; with Alan Hudson;
supported by UNM faculty grant-in-aid; begun January 1975, still
in progress.
3.

Truett Book.

Organization of and materials for intensive French

course,

4.

Dinko Cvitanovic.

"La novel1stica de Alejo Carpentier" (book in

progress) (Currently vrorking on the last part of this book); "Las
formulaciones dual1sticas en el ensayo argentino:

Sarmiento,

l\\art:lnez Estrada, Mallea" (a paper submitted for publication),
5.

Pelayo II. Fernandez.

Book on the press:

Bibliograffa cdtica ~

!·!iguel de Unamuno.

6.

7.

book, ~ ~ literaria de Julio

Dick C. Gerdes.

In progress:

~6n Ribeyro ~

.!.!!:. novelistica

Bruno Hannemann.

peruana contemporanea.

Articles completed:

(32 pp) submitted for publication.
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Realismus des Kalten lferzens"

"Die WARE LIEBE , 1'

(

40

pp)

submitted for publication.

Articles in progress:

"Kafka's Concrete

Wall of Laughter, 11 "The MYth of Manhatten in modern German
Literature."
8.

Tamara Holzapfel.

Review of Carrasguilla, Tomas.

Frutos de mi

tierra in Revista Iberoamericana, 1975, No. 90, pp. 156-157.
Review of Lorenz, Giinter W. Lateinamerika:

Stimmen eines Kontinents

in Revista Iberoamericana, 1975, No. 90, pp. 157-158.

"Severo

Sa.rduy's Cobra," a paper presented in the series "Aspectos de la
Cultura Hispanics.," UN14, October 1975.

"Una posible fuente de

Antonio Machado," UNM, May 1975.
9.

Robert C. Jespersen.

Article on stetan Heym (in progress).

First-

year German textbook (in progress).
10.

Jack Ko1bert.

11

Andre Maurois et L 'Amerique, 11 ~ ~ Review

Bicentennial~. Mey 1976 completed and mailed off.

11

L'Annee

Litteraire-,1975," committed, completed, accepted for French Review
September 1976 issue.
and Spencer, Nichael,
in spring issue of

Reviews of But or, Michel, Matiere de reves

!:f.

~completed,

~ ~·

proofs read, to appear

Currently under contract to

Twane Publishers to do book on Albert Thibaudet, Lit. Critic.
Completed articles on But or, Jaloux, Vercors, Maurois

11.

Enrique E. Lamadrid.

for~

During this period I have continued research

and writing towards a forthcoming college intermediate Spanish text.
12.

Byron T. Lindsey.
!4urat:

13,

Research in progress:

Tolstoy's novella Hadji

historical sources and esthetic theory.

Raymond R. MacCurdy'.

Completed a monograph of 110 pages:

gracioso of Francisco de Rojas Zorril.la."

"The

';.,

14.

Peter S. Mellon.

In progress:

article on Gates of Horn and Ivory

in Aeneid 6.
15.

Patricia Murphy.
spring 1976.

Article on Ballet Reform scheduled for Symposium

In the mail:

article on Rabelais ~ Jarry; in pro-

gress, study of Montaigne and Fear.
16.

Marshall R. Nason.
follows:

Grantsmanship for the University, only, as

Project Proposal for Title VI Fellowships; project pro-

posal for Latin American Language and Area Center funding; technical
reports for DHEW; proposals and preliminary data for the

XV Seminar

on Higher Education in the Americas.
17.

Peter K. Pabisch.

Research on the status quo of the Gellman

language in both Americas:

for International Dialect Institute

in Vienna.
18.

George F. Peters.

Submitted for publication:

"The Concept of

'Geist' in Goethe's Divan" (article); "Das deutsche Wochenende in
New Mexico:

Culture through Experience" (co-authored article);

"Neue Gedi chte:

Heines Buch des Unmuts" (article).

In progress:

1st Year College German Text (co-author).
19.

William H. Roberts.

Read paper, done in collaboro.tion with Alfred

Rodrfguez--"An Image in Antonio Machado 11 --at Machado Symposium
directed by Professor Rodriguez, UNM, April 23-28, 1975.
20.

Alfred Roddguez.

Professional paper read:

"Ante el chimpance

de Lugones ," XVII Congreso del Institute Internacional de Literatura Iberoamericana, Madrid, March 27, 1975.
Cvitanovic).

(With Dinko

"Spanish Literature" accepted for publication by

the Americana ~ for 1976 edition.
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"Colombine" accepted for

publication by Bolet:ln Informative.

"El usc de

~en

la poes!a

de Antonio Machado" accepted for publication by Cuadernos Hispanoamericanos.

"Apiarian Imagery in Antonio Machado" (paper read at

departmental Machado symposium this spring) (with E. A. Mares)
being considered by journal.

"La elegJ:a como forma poetica en

Machado" (paper read at Departmental Machado symposium this spring)

I

(with Angel Gon:?>ale2:) being read by journal.

"La imagen arb6rea en

Antonio Machado" (paper read at Departmental Machado symposium this
spring) (with D. Cvitanovic) being considered py journal.
Yearning After Stone-like Insensitivity:

''The

A Poetic Tradition in a

Machado Poem" (paper read at Departmental Machado symposium this
spring) (with W. H. Roberts) being considered by journal.

"Una

posible fuente de Antonio Machado" (paper read at Departmental
Machado symposium this spring) (with T. I-!ol2:apfel) being read by
journal.

"Tirso's Don Juan as Social Rebel" being considered by

journal.

"Hans Carl Artmann and Ramon Gomez de la Serna:

the

'Gregueria'" (with Peter Pabisch) being considered 'by journal.
"The Stylistic Use of French Sexual Expressions in ~ Pazos de
Ulloa" (with J. Guttmann) being read by journal.

"Archetype and

Taboo in ~madre naturaleza" (with M. Henson) being considered
by journal.
!~.

"A Calderonia.n Resonance in Los pazos de Ulloa" (with

Morgan) bein~ read by journal.

"Aproximacion a ~ elemental

de Angel Gonzalez" (with M. Miller) being considered by journal.
21.

Jon M. Tolman.

22.

Jack E. Tomlins.

"The Context of a VangUard:
Mario de Andrade, Twayne.

Concrete Poetry."
Literature of Medieval

Hispanic Jewery.
23.

Sabine R. Ulibarri.

Working on collection of poems.
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24.

Rosemarie Welsh.

In progress, study of metaphoric use in poems

by Benn,
F.

Activities

1.

f.!!.

learned

John J. Bergen.

~·professional

societies.

Appointed State Director for New Mexico, Sigma

Delta Pi, National Hispanic Society.
2.

Garland D. Bills.

"A Pilot Study of Spanish-English Language

.contact .in an Albuquerque Bilingual Neighborhood," a paper presented at the Symposium on Bilingual-Bicultural Education:

Effects

on the Language, Individual and Society, El Paso, June, 1975,
Co-author:

Alan Hudson.

"A Critical Assessment of U.S. Spanish

Linguistic Research," a paper presented at the Second Colloquium
on Hispanic Linguistics at the 1975 Linguistic Institute of the
Linguistic Society of America, Tampa, July, l975.

Associate editor,

Journal of the Linguistic Association of the Southwest.
3.

Truett Book,

Alliance Frangaise Administrative Council.

4.

Dinko Cvitanovic.

"Ante el chimpance de Leopolda Lugones", a paper

presented at the XVIII Congreso del institute internacional de
literatura iberoamericana, Madrid March, 1975; "La imagen arb6rea
en Antonio Machado", a paper presented at
Machado",

UIH~,

11

Homenaje a Antonio

April 1975; "Simbolism in Latin American Literature",

a paper presented at the "National Seminar :for Teaching of Latin
American Studies", University o:f New Mexico, August 1975.

5.

Dick C, Gerdes.

Participant in a public lecture of the series,

"Aspectos de la cultura hispilnica", University o:f New Mexico,
October 1975.

6, Bruno Hannemann.

Attended f.o!LA meeting in San Francisco, December

1975.
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1:

Jack Kolbert.

Nominated National President--American Association

of Teachers of French (AATF) elections hel<hDeeeri\ber. 1975.

Also

nominated National Vice President of this association (AATF).
Paper read "Andre Maurois et !.'Amerique," December 27, 1975, in
New

8.

Orleans for Federation Internationale des Profs. de Frangais.

Enrique E. Lamadrid.

Attended the Modern Language Association

national convention in San Francisco on December 26-29.
9.

Raymond R. MacCurdy.

Melliber of the Committee on Honorary Members,

American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese.
10.

Patricia Murphy.

Meetings attended Fourth Congress on the

Enlightenment, Yale, July 1975;
11.

Marshall R. Nason.

R~~A,

Denver, October 1975.

Host, First National Workshop on the Teaching

of Latin American Studies in the Schools, UNM, July-August, 1975;
Director (international) of the Seminar on Higher Education in the
Americas at the Uni versidad I'!acional de Trujillo, Peru; UNH and
the National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C.
12.

Peter K. Pabisch.

RMMLA-Conference at Denver, October l975.

Paper read at 5th Congress of IVG, Cambridge University, England,
August 3-9:
13.

11

H.C. Artmanns Dia.lektdichtung und ihre Nachwirkungen."

Georfle F. Peters.

"Why Read Goethe?" seminar at the annual I'IFSG

meeting, Murfreesboro, Tennessee, August 18-20; "Iieue Gedichte:
Heine 1 s Buch des Unmuts , " paper delivered at Heine Seminar of !4LA
meeting, San Francisco, December 28; chairman, older German
literature section, RMM!.A.
14.

William H. Roberts.

Attended national meeting MLA San Francisco,

Decelliber 26-29, in order to participate in discussions of Committee
on Research in

Portuguese~
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15.

Alfred Rodriguez.

Editorial Board:

Colecci6n Maisal de Litera-

tura Hispanica (Madrid).
16.

Jon M. Tolman.

Chairman, Portuguese Section, Kentucky Foreign

Language Conference, April, 1975.
17.

Jack E. Tomlins.
!.farch 1975.

Executive Board Meeting-RI-lMLA--Salt Lake City--

RMMLA meetings--October 1975--Denver.

Vice-President

Rocky Mountain Modern Language Assoc. 1975; President in 1976.
18.

Rosemarie Welsh.

Attended symposium on R.M. Rilke at University

of Kansas at Lawrence, Kansas in October.
G.

other professional activities.
1.

Garland D. Bills.

Gave several talks and seminars on Teaching

English as a Foreign Language and on Sociolinguistics for educators at various sites in Ecuador during Fall, 1975.
2.

Truett Book.

Fund raising for Alliance Frangaise Scholarship fund:

Auction Sale, Flea Market sales.

Teaching weekly class for Senior

Citizens of Albuquerque Organizing and directing French Weekend
in Glorieta (250 high school students).
3.

Pelayo H. Fernandez.
Gasset 's The Revolt of

4.

Sam L. Guyler.

October 30, talk and discussion on Ortega y
~Masses

at the University of Albuquerque.

Writes short popularized articles on Italian

literature for the monthly newsletter of the local C1ub Culturale
Italiano.

5.

Bruno Hannemann.

TV interview with KUNM, Spring 1975.

Weekend at Glorieta, Ir.M., April 1975.
gave seminar on:

11

Teaching of German.

Teachinr;.
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Resource Person.

German
Also

Methodology of Language

6.

Jack Kalbert.
zation

Frequent speaker on French literature and civili-

be~ore

symposia

high school audiences.

Participated in-two

~or the National Endowment o~ Humanities (on Education

and on Urban Growth)-NEH.

y.

Enrique E. Lamadrid.

One-dey workshops

~or

high school and uni-

versity Spanish instructors in El Paso, Lubbock, San Angelo, Austin,
and the New Mexico Military Institute in Roswell.
Organization
Tobago (one

o~

o~

American States and the government

Consultant to the
o~

Trinidad and

their prominent educators is currently being

trained here under his direction

~or

the post of Director

o~

their

newly organized Language Institute).

8.

Reymond R. MacCur!ly.

Consultant to the National Foundation for

the HUJIIani ties.

9.

Leon J. Marquez.

0~~-campus

talks to personnel

Commission and Department o~ Agriculture:

o~

Civil Service

"Understanding the

Spanish-Speaking Minority," "Cultural Diffeit!ences", "Short Cuts in
Learning Spanish."

0~~-campus

talks to teachers in programs

directed by the Cultural Awareness Center (UNM) and by C.A.C.T.I.
(um.l):

"contrastive Analysis o~ English and Spanish~" "Cultural

Di~ferences," "The Spanish of New Mexico."

10.

Peters. M:ellon.

11.

Marshall R. Nason.

12.

Peter K. Pabisch.

Classical consultant to "Action Line. 11
Brief television appearances.
Reading poetry

querque 1 s KHFM; December 22, 1975.

o~

Rainer Maria Rilke on Albu<t

Several talks on "Internatlhonal

Relations ,' 1 "Nazi Germany" and "Austria" to groups and high school
classes.

Co-director of French-German Weekend at Glorieta, April

11-13, 1975.

Co-director

N.l·1. for 1976.
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o~

planned German Summer School at Taos,

13.

George F. Peters.

Talk at Manzano High School, "Goethe, the Man

and his Works," April.
Glorieta, April,

Co-director, German Weekend in New Mexico,

Television appearance on KNME 'S"UNM at Work".

Co-directing planned German Summer School in Taos, summer 1976.
14.

Jack E. Tomlins.

11

The Jew in Spain", Hadassah League, October 1975.

"Literature and Hispanic Jewery", radio interview for Shabaton,
aired in April, 1976.
15.

Sabine R. Ulibarr:l,

Lectures:

Washington, Puerto Rico, Boise,

Portland, St. Louis , Junes, Minneapolis, McAllen, Omaha, Seattle,
Las Vegas, N,M., Santa Fe, Kansas City.
16.

Rosemarie Welsh.

Visits to museums, concerts, operas, lectures,

exhibits in Germany.
H.

Non-teaching University service.
1.

John J. Bergen.
program.

2.

Advisor of the Master of .Arts in Teaching Spanish

Coordinator of Spanish 201, 202, and 203.

Garland D. Bills.

Graduate advisor, coordinator of Navajo program

(Department of Modern and Classical Languages).
tative until July (Department of Linguistics).

Library represenVaried committees

in both departments.
3.

Truett Book.

Undergraduate advisor for French.

Coordinator of

undergraduate French courses.

4.

Dinko Cvitanovic.

Chairmanship of ten Committees of Studies,

Department of Modern and Classical Languages.

Member of the

Curriculum Committee (Latin American), Department of Modern and
Classical Languages.

5.

Pela¥o H. Fernandez.
t~ember

Advisory Committee.

of the Curricula Committee.
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6.

Bruno Hannemann.

Advisor to German Club at UNM.

Member of

Committee for Comparative Literature.

7.

Robert Holzapfel.

Campus Planning Committee.

8.

Tamara Holzapfel.

Graduate Committee.

on dissertations.

Departmental graduate committee.

9.

Robert C. Jespersen.

Chairman,, subcommittee

Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences.

Athletic Council.
10.

Jack Kolbert.
Literature

J.l.

Graduate advisor in French; member of Comparative

Committee.

Enrique E. Lamadrid.

Direction and supervision of Spanish 101-102

involving about 1,000 students and 25 graduate assistants.
graduate advisor.

Under-

In charge of challenges for first-year Spanish.

Committee on scheduling and the Language Laboratory.
12.

Byron T. Lindsey.

Director, Russian language program.

Chairman, Russian Studies Committee.
13.

Reymond R. l4acCurdy.

Acting

Comparative Literature Committee.

Chairman, Promotion Advisory Committee for the

Humanities, College of Arts and Sciences.

Member, Tenure Advisory

Committee, College of Arts and Sciences.

14.

Leon J. Mfuoquez.

Coordinator of the Spanish Lecture Series

("Aspectos de la cultura hispanica. ")
15.

Patricia Murphy.

Alliance Frangaise.

International Affairs

Committee; Comparative Literature Committee.

Coordinator for

Cafe Causette.
16.

!4arshall R. Nason.
American

Director, Latin American Center; Dh·ector, Ibero-

Ph. D. program; member, Academic Freedom and Tenure

Committee (and Djuric Hearing Panel); Officer in Charge, Andean
Study and Research Center; Chairman,
Faculty Senate.

M!!££.

Committee on the

I
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17.

Peter K. Pabisch.
program.

FacUlty' member of Comparative Literature

Secretary of Faculty Library Committee since October 1975.

Member of Visiting Lecturers Committee for the Humanities and
Social Sciences.
18.

George F. Peters.

Associate Chairman, German (as of Semester I,

1975-76); Comparative Literature Committee; Ilean 's ad hoc committee on honors work.
19.

William H. Roberts.

20.

Alfred Rodriguez.

21.

Warren

s.

Committee on University Press, Spring Semester.
Research Allocations Committee,

Smith, Jr.

Chairperson, Comparative Literature program,

beginning July, 1975.

Member, Arts and Sciences Promotion Com-

mittee; Student Publications Committee.
22.

Jack E. Tomlins.

University Press Committee; Faculty advisor for

Portuguese, graduate and undergraduate.
23.

Sabine H. Ulibarri.

Department Chairman and graduate advisor.

24.

Julian E. White, Jr.

Assistant Chairman.

Advisor to French and

Spanish graduate students.
I.

Public service.
1.

Truett Book.

Neighborhood collections for Cancer, Heart Fund.

2.

Dinko Cvitanovic.

"Argentine: and interpretation," a speech for

the Association of American Women, Albuquerque, May, 1975.
3.

Hobert Holzapfel.

4.

Hobert

c.

Advisor for UNM Wilderness Study Group.

Jespersen.

Board of Directors:

Albuquerque Association

for Children with LearninF, Disabilities.

5.

Jack Kolbert.

President, City Council of Albuquerque.

Executive Board of Chamber of Commerce.
St. Joseph's Hospital.

Hember of

Member, Governing Board

Governing Board, Jewish Community Council.
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Executive Board, Council on Government.
Alcohol Abuse.
France.

Board:~ :.:Enternati anal

State Board of Drug and

Center of Studies, Lisieux

Graduate speaker, Albuquerque High School, June 1975.

Consultant, Nobel Prize on Literature, Stockholm, Sweden.

6.

Enrique E. Lamadrid.

Supported several cultural and charitable

organizations in the city and the state (Santa Fe.Opera, Symphony).
7.

Byron T. Lindsey.

8.

Patricia Murphy.

9.

Peter K. Pabisch.

Amnesty International, Group 101 (Albuquerque).
ACLU.
Scholarship Chairman of Edelweiss am Rio Grande,

German-American CJ:ub, Albuquerque.

10.

George F. Peters.

11.

Willi am H. Roberts.

KHFM Volunteer Announcer.
Committee on Qualifications for Prospective

Clergy, Canterbury Chapel, Fall 1975.
12.
,J.

Pers~

1.

III.

Jon M. Tolman.

information.

Dinko Cvitanovic.

Language Learninp;
A.

Cub Scout Master, Pack 207.

Became a legal resident of the U.S.A.

~activities.

Mr. Neddy A. Vigil, Director, delivered a lecture for the community
at the International Center on Spain on February

B.

6, 1976.

l·lr. Heddy A Vigil, Director, supervised the audio-visual needs of the
German-French weekend.

Organized the Spanish part of European Seminar.

Directed the European Fair because Mrs. Hoshour was unable to attend
due to family illness.
C.

!J!r.

!~eddy

A.. Vigil, Director, delivered a paper at the rlational

TESOL Convention to the psycholinguistic workshop session, April 3, 1976.
?aper:

Rule Fossilization:

fl Tentative 14odel by Ueddy A. Vigil and

John H. Oller.
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D.

Mr. Neddy A. Vigil, Director, delivered a paper to the Border Linguistic
Circle, M'o/ 1, 1976, at Las Cruces.
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The Report of the Department of Philosophy
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Paul F. Schmidt, Chairperson

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements.
Our major achievement this year was the unanimous

election of Professor Tuttle to the ch.;,ir of the department.

Professor Schmidt announced in September 1975 that

he would not be available for re-election to the chair
becruse eleven years is long enougl1 for anyone to serve.
Also he will begin his alternate years of L\1/0P during
which a distinguished visiting professor will be appointed.
Professor Tuttle joined the department in September 1967.
During this year, 1975-76, we have effected a smooth
transition of the chair.
A second achievement relates to our continuing
evaluation of our graduate programs with the implementation
of some changes in the requirements for our M.A. and Ph.D.
programs which will, we believe, enhance their qualities.
Professor O'Neil will replace Professor Tuttle
as Director of Graduate Studies in Philosophy effective
July 1, 1976.
After careful search and evaluation of candidates
for our distinguished visiting professorship, \ve selected
Professor Geshe Sopa of the Department of South Asian
Studies at the University of Wisconsin, a

~'j

who \Vill be with us for the second semest:er.

be tan Buddhist,
His books,

-2-

4?0
articles and background promise a fine scholarly feast.
Professor Charlene McDermott was a visiting
professor in the Department of Philosophy at the University
of Hawaii for the fall semester, 75-76, and returns to her
regular post with us for 76-77.
The department carried out an extended search and
evaluation of candidates for a position in Aesthetics.
Several outstanding candidates turned out not to be available and the department voted to put off filling the
position until next year.
Matthieu Casalis was promoted to Associate Professor
and received his tenure.

Don Lee and Helena Eilstein also

received their tenure.
B.

Significant

~lans

several of the department faculty hope to make
arrangements for exchange teaching with faculty in other
institutions.

Professor Tuttle hopes to be at the University

of Duisberg in West Germany in 1978-79.
c.

Appointments to the Staff
None.

D.

Separations from the Staff
None.

II.

Composite Information from Biographical Supplements
1.

Advanced Study.
None.
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2.
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Sabbaticals, leaves, travel, etc.
a.

Professor McDermott, Visiting Associate Professor,
University of Hawaii, fall 1915-76.

b.

Professor Carl Stern returned to Yale University
on LNOP for the second semester, 74-75, to complete his doctoral dissertation.

c.

Professor O'Neil traveled to Arizona, California,
Colorado, and Ne11 York during summer '75.

3.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc.
None.

4.

Publications.
Casal is:

"The Discourse of Penthouse", forthcoming, Semiotica .. Reviews of
Gurwitsch Phenomenology and the Theory
of Science, Jan. 75, pp.304--305;
Carr
Phenomenology and the Problem of History,
Choice, Har. 7s;-P-:278; Stewart- - - - !·1ickunas, Exploring Phenomenology.
Choice, May 75, pp. 42-43; Hyppolite,
Genesis and Structure of Heqel's
PhenomenOlOgy of Sp~rit;"" ChoJ.ce 1 Jun. 75,
pp. 265·-266; JUcoeur, The Conflict of
Interpretations, Essays in Hermeneutics,
Choice, Aug. 75, pp. 272-273; Alain,
The Gods, Choice, Sept. 75, pp. 306-307

Goodman:

"A Note on Eliminative Materialism",
'I'he Journal o£ Crit:Lcal Analysis, Vol. V.,
No. 2, Jan/Apr·. 1974 1 pp-.-ti0-83;
"Speech Act 'l'heory and Mystical
Discourse". Proceedings of the
Ninth Mid-·America Linguistics Conference;
"'nTacism and EcolOgy", ProceedJ.ngs of
~he,Ninth Conterenc~ ~.~Inquiry;
RevJ.ew of R. Glossop: PhJ.losophy: An
Introduction to its rroblems and
vocabulary in Teaching Philosophy,
July '75, pp. 96-99.
,
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5.
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Lee:

''Domains of Growth in a No Grov1th
Socie·ty" to appear soon in Proceedings
of the Ninth Conference on Value Inqu~ry,
Manuscr~pt pages: 15;--"Progress-in
Knowledge: Science and Philosophy" to
appear soon in Proceedings o£ the New
Mex~..9.9_-~7est Texas !:'Eilosophical 5>oCiety,
manuscr~pt pages: 12; Review of RJ..chard
Schacht, Hegel and After, to appear
soon in Choice ~- - - -

McDermott:

"'l'owards a Pragmatics of Mantra
Recitation," Journal of Indian
Philosophy, Oct. 75T Review of s.
Beyer's 'l'he Cult of Tara, Philosophy
~and West, October, 1975.

Schueler:

"How to Prove 'Freedom of the Will,'"
Proceedings of the New Mexico and
West Texas PiulosophicalSocfety,
Apr~ll975.
"Nagel on the Rat~onality
of Prudence," Philosophical Studies,
(forthcoming)

Stern:

Review of Leszek Kolakowski's Husserl and
the Search £or Certitude, Choice.
Review of w:---H. Walsh's Kant's
Criticism of Metaphysics-;-thoice.

Sturm:

Review of N.V. Banerjee, The Spirit of
Indian Philosophy, in Cho~ce, Jan. 1975,
p. 1647. Review of R. A. McDermott &
V.S. Naravane, The Spirit of Modern
India, in Choicc;-Feb~75, p. 1826.
"Trl.adic Context of Language", a
paper presented to India World
Congress of Phjlosophy, Dec. 75.

Tuttle:

"Epistemological Status of the
Cultural World in Vico & Dilthy" in
Giambattista Vico's Science of
Humanit~_, .1ohi1S Hopkins PresS"; Dec. 75.

Other Research Projects, etc.
Eilstein:

Continued improvement on essay
"Futurity and Possibility", \'lhich
has grown into a r.:o.11ptehensive book,
1000 to 1200 pa~es.

Goodman:

Nork in progress: a paper on moral
philosophy.
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Lee:

"Toward a Marxian Ecological Ethic"
Hanuscript pages: 25, submitted to
Telos in Nov. 75. "Some Ethical
Decision Criteria with Regard to
Procreation", manuscript pages: 8,
submitted to Ethics in Oct. 7 5, Revie\v
of Cometh, Katharina Der "Verv7:i.rklichung
Der Philosophie" Subjectivitat und
Verobjectivierung im.Denken Des--;JUngen
Harx for Journal of-History of
Philosophy {work-rn progresS).

JYicDermott:

I have completed the epistemology and
metaphysics sections of an anthology
on compar.ative philosophy which I am
doing in conjunction with Profs. Moore
and Deutsch of Hawaii, and which is to
be published late in '76. l4y book on
perception is in progress. I have
completed a study of internal awareness
in Buddhism to be published next fall.
Article to be published, '''rhe Concept
of duhkha according to the Buddhist
Pramana Theoris·ts.

O'Neil:

Manuscript of 'Sensory Abstraction'
out for consideration.

Schmidt:

Final revision of my book The
Aesthetic Traveler after editorial
scrutiny and su0gest~ons. Accep·ted
for publication.

Schueler:

I am working on a paper tentatively
titled "f.1oral Scepticism" and on a
review o:E Albert iJjlliarn Levi:
Philosop~1y as Social Expression
(for Plulosoph'l_ and Rhetoric).

S·turrn:

"Dependence & Autono:ny in Latin
American Philo&oplw", an invited
paper for conference at Universidad
de las ."\mericas 1 Peubla 1 l1exico,
:E'ebrudry 1976. "Chinese Buddhism",
a CO!ouni s:;ioned chapt~r ::-or Chinese
Thought., a book edited l.Jy Doria1d-Bishop :- .ioint review of Mul1auevan 1
Invitation to lndia11 Philosophy;
Bishop, ln-diar1-Tii();lght; Pul~gandla,
Fundamentaisof Ind~an "hilosophy,
::or Choice-.- Nork on the bo0k-manuscript,
Hist~;: I'hilo~ClPh'[ in Ib~~-America.
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Tuttle:

6.
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»The Lived Experience» (sponsored
NEII) \vill appear in the Vice Society
Publi_9atio~, 1976.
---

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
Casalis:

Papers read at New Mexico-West Texas
Philosophical Society, American
Academy of Religion, Society for
Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy.

Goodman:

President, New Mexico-West Texas
Philosophical Society; Read a paper
"On Taoism and Ecology" at Ninth
Conference on Value Inquiry, Geneseo,
N. Y., April, 1975; Read a paper "Two
Concepts of Perceptual Relativity"
at Southlvestern Phil. Society meetings,
San Antonio, Texas, Nov., 1975. Attended
National meeting of American Assoc.
of University Professors, June 1975, as
UNM Chapter and New Mexico sta·te
delegate. Attended New Mexico-West
Texas Philosophical Society Meetings,
Albuquerque, April 1975.

Lee:

Paper read: "Domains of Growth in A
No Grov1th Society" at Ninth Conference
on Va.lue Inquiry at Geneseo, N.Y.,
April 1975. Paper read: "Progress in
in Knowledge: Science and Philosophy"
at New Mex.-West Te~as Philosophical
Society Meeting in Albuquerque, Apr. 75.

McDermott:

Colloquium: "Speech acts analysis of
cnltic rituals," UNI'l, Jan. 1975.
Paper delivered: Society for Asian
and Comparative Philosophy, San
Francisco, on the "Semantics and
Pragmatics of Hantra Recitation",
Sprin~ 1975; paper at Colloquium:
'i\wareness of duhkna in the Buddhist
Pramana School, " Uni't. of Ha\vaii,
December 1975.

O'Neil:

Attended the spring meeting of the
Mexico-West Texas Philosophical
Association.

Ne'.'l
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Sturm:

7.

8.

American Association for Chinese
Studies, October 23-24, (BD.Directors;
edit. Com. Ch). American Philosophical
Assoc. (Eastern Div.), Dec. 28-30,

Other Professional Activities,
Casalis:

Consultant for Choice Nagazine.

Lee:

Attended work conference of "Goals
for Global Society" (A project of the
Club of Rome) at the Institute for
Humanistic Studies in Aspen, Colo.,
June 1975, working on their forthcoming
book. Have been appointed regular
consultant to Choice.

Schueler:

Read paper "Moral Scepticism" at
UNM Philosophy Colloquium, Oct. 75.

Tuttle:

Lec·ture at the University of Albuquerque,
October 1975. Ioecture to Methodist
Students.

Non-Teaching University Service
Casalis:

Chairman, Program in Religious Studies,
University of New Mexico.

Goodman:

President, UNM Chapter AAUP.

Lee:

Philosophy undergraduate ndvisor and
honors program coordinator.

McDermott:

Served as Chairperson of Asian Studies
l-1inor Committee; served on Al'&T;
served on Promotion and Tenure Comm.

O'Neil:

Member, Students Standards Comm.;
member, Departmental Graduate Advisory
Con!Til.

Schmidt:

Chairper.son, Department of Philosophy
Chairperson, Honora!:'/ Degree Comm.,
member of University Press Comm.;
member, American Studies Co~n.

Sturm:

A & S Committee on Revising Group
Requirem•~nts for Graduation; A & s
Cmrunittee on Facult~· Hummer Grants;
Philosophy Dep,-,rtmeilt G~·aduate
Advisory Co~~ittee.
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'l'uttle:
9.

Graduate Advisor, Philosophy Dept.

Public Service.
Lee:

Taught honors course at Manzano High
School (w/o stipend) in Spring 75
in Asian Philosophy anc1 Culture.

O'Neil:

Supportive activities at own church.
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The Report of the Department
of Physics and Astronomy

July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976

Victor H. Regener, Chairperson

I.

General Departmental Information

A.

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year 1975-76
1.

Departmental Operation

The following table shows student credit hours (averages for
Semester I and Semester II) for this department over the last
four years, the number of graduate students in the department,
and the number of degrees granted,

Campus faculty of this

department contributed to the teaching at the Los Alamos
Graduate Center, with one faculty member commuting each
semester.
Student Credit Hours, Physics and Astronomy
(Average, Semesters I, II)
1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

5,930

6,085

6,250

f>,423

Increase

2.6%

2.7%

2.8%
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Number of Graduate Students Enrolled
(Semester I Figures)
1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

so

48

55

Number of Degrees Granted
May 1974
BS

May 1976

May 1975

7

5

3

MS 10

2

3

PhD 4

7

1

The continuing heavy involvement of the department in research is

shown :i,n the following table for 1973-74 through 1975-76.

Starred

figures for 1975-76 include extrapolations for the last few months,
for which final data are not yet available.
1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

Departmental budget,
original figures

$452,515

$510,551

$542,063

Departmental budget,
actual figures

452,515

510,551

542,063*

(3)

Sponsored research expenditures

242,500

273,290

300,000*

(4)

Overhead to University from
grants and contracts

42,000

36' 140

48,000*

Money for grants and contracts
received during the year from
outside sources

296,032

240,500

330,880

Active grants and contracts
at end of year

545,852

760,479

699,370

(1)
(2)

(5)

(6)

3

2.

Revie1~

of Course Offerings

Courses at all levels were again scrutinized in the fall of 1975.
Three new laboratory courses, lllL, ll3L, 118L, were introduced
to supplement, on an optional basis, three of our successful "general
interest" courses, namely Astronomy 101 (Introduction to Astronomy),
Physics 103 (Meteorology) and Physics 108 (Musical Acoustics),
respectively.

The addition of these three laboratories fills a

demand voiced for some time by many students and faculty members.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
A very substantial increase in the number of assistantships is
needed to maintain and improve the quality of undergraduate instruction in the department.

The following table shows what

happened in this area since the year 1968-69.

This is a compar-

ison of the number of assistantships budgeted to the number of
student credit hours taught (Average, Semesters I, II) by the
department in lower division laboratory and lecture classes.
1968-69
Assistantships
Lower Division Student Credit Hours Taught
Ratio:

Assistantships per
1000 Student Credit Hours

1975-76

18

14

3,170

5,384

5.68

2.60

The table shows that the department now has less than one-half of
the help for its teaching effort than it used to have.

In the fields

of physics and astronomy the quality of instruction depends primarily
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on home1vork assignments, on frequent tests, on laboratory work, and
on lecture demonstrations.
chores.

Assistants are indispensible for these

The lack of help for undergraduate instruction affects

adversely the department's ability to improve its offerings, to
deal with students on an individual basis, to generate ideas for
sponsored and unsponsored research, and to maintain a productive
academic life in general.
needs are most pressing.

This is the area where the department's
Thirty-one assistantships, an increase

of 17 over the number available in 1975-76 are needed to bring
us up to the level of help that we had in 1968-69.
C.

Appointments to Staff
Our faculty 1vas joined for the Fall Semester of 1975 by Dr.
Michael Zeilik, II, Assistant Professor of Astronomy, a recent
graduate of Harvard University.
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II.
1.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements
Advanced Study
Michael Zeilik, II
Ph.D., Harvard University, in astronomy, November, 1975.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.,
during the period
Harj it S. Ahluwalia
Participated in the following meetings: 1) International Conference on
Nuclear Cross-Sections and Technology, Wash., D.C., March 1975. 2) 56th
Annual Meeting of American Geophysical Union, Wash. D.C., June 1975.
3) First Southwest Regional Conference on Astronomy and Astrophysics,
Lubbock, Texas, July 1975. 4) 14th International Cosmic Ray Conference,
Munich, West Germany, August 1975. 5) Symposium on the Particle
Acceleration Mechanisms, Max-Planck-Institut, Munich, West Germany,
September 1975.
Seymour S. Alpert
Travel: Visited United Kingdom for conference with University of
Manchester personnel and for holiday.
Howard C. Bryant
Sabbatical leave to Queen Mary College, University of London and
Rutherford Laboratory (Science Research Council) 1975-1976. Trips to:
Ohio State University, July 1-2, 1975; Wales, U.K., October 21-31, 1975;
Paris, France, November 7-9, 1975; England, September 1975-present.
Byron D. Dieterle
One week visit to Berkeley Cyclotron.
J.D. Finley, III
Sabbatical leave from January to August spent at the Centro de
Investigaciones y de Estudios Avanzados del Institute Politecnico
Nacional in ~fexico City, working 1vith Dr. J. F. Plebanski from the
University of Warsaw, Poland.
Derek B. Swinson
Travel to Canada, Ireland, Germany.
David M. Wolfe
Visited with colleagues at Virginia Poly Technical and Temple University
about proposed experiments. Visited University of Chicago. One week
visit to Berkeley Cyclotron. Traveled to India for a conference.
Michael Zeilik, II
Instructor of Astronomy, Harvard Summer School.
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Charles L. Beckel
1) "Theoretical Study of Hz+ Spectroscopic Properties IV. Adiabatic
Effects for the 2prru and 3dag Electronic States," Journal of Chemical
Physics, 1975, Volume 63, pp. 4836-41, Co-Authors: D.M. Bishop,
S.K. Shih, F.M. Wu, and J.M. Peek.
2) "Energy Gradient Calculation of Potential Functions for FiveMembered Rings," a paper presented at the International Symposium
on Quantum Biology and Quantum Pharmacology, Sanibel Island, Florida,
Jan. 1975. Co-author: T.R. Ferguson.
Howard C. Bryant
0
"Measurement of the 0 Neutron Spectra from 647 and 800 MeV Proton
Bombardment of Light Nuclei," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 20, No. 1, 83
(1975) ; co-authors: Cassapakis, Cohen, Dieterle, Bonner, Simmons,
Evans, Glass, Hiebert, Jain, Northcliffe, Bjork, Riley, Werren, Wolfe.
"Neutron Spectra from Proton Bombardment of Deuterium at 647 and 800 MeV,"
Bull.Arn.Phys.• Soc: 20,Ntl, '4, 663,(1975); co-authors: Bjork, Riley, Bonner,
Simmons, Werren, Wolfe, Cassapakis, Dieterle, Evans, Glass, Hiebert,
Jain, Northcliffe.
"Energy and Angular Distribution of Neutrons Produced by 800 MeV ProtonProton Collisions," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 20, No. 4, 554 (1975); co-authors:
Dieterle, Wolfe, Carlini, Cassapakis, Leavitt, Rupp, Bentley, Pratt.
Colston Chandler
"Invariance Principle for Modified Wave Operators," Bull. Am. Math. Soc.
~ (1975) 1130-1132, co-authored with A.G. Gibson.
Byron D. Dieterle
"Neutron Spectra from Proton Bombardment of Deuterium at 647 and 800 MeV,"
paper presented at the Spring Meeting of the American Physical Society,
Washington, D.C., April 1975, co-authors: Bjork, Riley, Bonner, Simmons,
Werren, Bryant, Cassapakis, Wolfe, Evans, Glass, Hiebert, Jain, Northcliffe.
"Energy and Angular Distribution of Neutrons Produced by 800 MeV ProtonProton Collisions," paper presented at Sixth International Conference
on High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure, Santa Fe and Los Alamos,
New Mexico, June 1975, ctl-authors: Pratt; Bentley, ·Bryant, Carlini,
Cassapakis, Leavitt, Rupp, Wolfe.
John L. Howarth
1) "Computer analysis of defined populations of lymphocytes irradiated
in vitro: I. Evaluation of murine thoracic duct lymphocytes," Acta
Cytologica, 19:126-133 (1975), (with R.E. Anderson, G.B. Olson, C. Shonk,
G.L. l\'ied, and P.H. Bartels).
2) "Computer analysis of defined populations of lymphocytes irradiated
in vitro: II. Analysis of thymus-dependent versus bone-marrow dependent
cells," Amer. J. Pathol. 80:21-31, (1975), (with R.E. Anderson, G.B.
Olson, G.L. Wied, and P.H:-Barteis).
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David S. King
1) "Applications of Linear Pulsation Theory to the Cepheid Mass
Problem and the Double Mode Cepheids," Ap. J. 195, 467 (1975).
2) "Comments on the Pulsation of Double Mode Cepheids," Memoires
Soc. Royale, Liege Tome VIII, 183 (1975).
3) "Pulsation of Double Mode Cepheids and Comments on the Problem
of Cepheid Masses, 11 Proceedings of the Goddard Cepheid Modeling
Conference and Workshop, NASA SP-383, 57 (1975).
4) "Double Mode Cepheids and UTRA," Bull. Am. Astr, Soc. 7, 25 (1975) .
5) "On the Mass of AC Andromedae," Bull. Am. Astr. Soc. 7._-; 4 (1975).
Christopher P. Leavitt
"Energy and Angular Distribution of Neutrons Produced by 800 MeV ProtonProton Collisions," Paper presented at Sixth International Conference
on High Energy Physics and Nuclear S.tructure, Santa Fe and Los Alamos,
New Mexico, June 1975, Co-authors: Pratt, Bentley, Bryant, Carlini,
Cassapakis, Dieterle, Rupp, Wolfe.
Alan Peterson
"Photography and Photometry of the Near Infrared OH Air glow," Nature,
Vol. 257, No. 5528, 649-650, October 23, 1975.
"Image Intensifier Tube Observations of the OH Airglow During the
Space Shuttle Simulation to appear in proceedings of the Southwest
Conference on Astronomy and Astrophysics.
"Possible Detection of the Second Planetary Nebula in MIS at H:t , 11
submitted to Astronomy and Astrophysics.
Derek B. Swinson
"Observations of cosmic ray density gradients at high rigidities,"
Proc. 14th International Cosmic Ray Conf. (Munich), 4, 1485, 1975
(abstract) •
"Cosmic rays and Jupiter," Proc. 14th International Cosmic Ray Conf.
(Munich, 4, 1486, 1975.
"Unweighting: Should yours be up or down ? 11 Ski Magazine's Complete
Book of Ski Technique, New York, Harper and Row, 1975, pp. 67-70.
David M. Wolfe
1) "Measurement of the 0° Neutron Spectra from 647 and 800 MeV Proton
Bombardment of Light Nuclei," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 20, No. 1, 83 (1975),
co-authors: Cassapakis, Bryant, Cohen, Dieterle, Bonner, Simmons, Evans,
Glass, Hiebert, Jain, Northcliffe, Bjork, Riley, Werren.
2) "Neutron Spectra from Proton Bombardment of Deuterium at 647 and
800 MeV," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 20, No. 4, 663 (1975): co-authors: Bjork,
Riley, Bonner, Simmons, Werren,Bryant, Cassapakis, Dieterle, Evans,
Glass, Hiebert, Jain, Northcliffe.
3) "Energy and Angular Distribution of Neutrons Produced by 800 MeV
Proton-Proton Collisions," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 20, No.4, 554 (1975);
co-authors: Dieterle, Bryant, Carlini, Cassapakis, Leavitt, Rupp,
Bentley, Pratt.
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David M. Wolfe (cont.)
4) "Experimental Study of the Reaction 11-p+AK0 at Beam Momenta
Between 930 and 1130 MeV/c," Phys. Rev. D 11, No. 1, 1 (1975);
co-authors: Knasel, Lindquist, Nelson, Summer, Swallow, Winston,
Phillips, Reibel, Schwartz, Stevens, Romanowski, Watson.
Michael Zeilik, II
"G45. 5+0 .1 and G45 .1 +0 .1: Compact Infrared Sources", Astrophysical
Journal, 1975, Vol. 199, pp. 401-404. Co-authors: D.E. Kleinmann
and E.L. Wright.
"A High-Resolution Map of the W3 Region at Far-Infrared Wavelengths, 11
AstroEhysical Journal, 1975, Vol. 199, pp. Ll77-179. Co-authors: G.G.
Fazio, D.E. Kleinmann, R.w .. Noyes, E.L. Wright, F.J. Low.
"Big Bang to Galaxy", Astronomy, 1975, Vol. 3 No. 11, pp. 6-14.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period.

Harjit S. Ahluwalia
1) NASA - GSFC, NGR-32-004-086, $20,560, A Study of Correlation
Between IMP, Solar Wind, and Cosmic Ray Intensity During Forbush
Decreases, 36 months, 1973-1976.
2) NSF, DES-74-16328, $20,400, Solar Anisotropies of Cosmic Rays,
24 months, 1974-76.
3) NASA-GSFC Work Statement #36, $3,658, Solar Neutron Investigations,
11 months, 1974-75.
4) UNM Research Allocations Comm. 022-812-050, $1500, 12 months,
1974-1975.
5) NSF, DES-75-20256, $1,000, A travel grant to go to Munich, West
Germany, 1975.
Charles L. Beckel
1) NASA; $7000; "Hydrogen Molecular Ion Wavelengths and Transition
Probabilities Corrected for Nuclear-Electronic Interactions;" Feb. 17,
1975 to Aug. 31, 1975,
2) NASA; $7000; "Theoretical Research on Molecular Ion Spectra;"
Sept. 15, 1975 to Aug. 31, 1976.
3) NIH-Minority Biomedical Support; $9500; "Theoretical Study of
Adenine Nucleotides;" Sept. 9, 1975 to Sept. 8, 1976.
Howard C. Bryant
ERDA, $285,228, Nucleon Physics Studies at Intermediate Energies,
7/1/73-11/30/76.
BEF, $18,897, Solar Pond, 7/1/75-6/30/76.
Colston Chandler
"Invariance Principle for Scattering 1~ith Long-range (and other)
Potentials," to be published in Indiana University Math. Journal,
co-authored with A.G. Gibson.
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Byron D. Dieterle
ERDA, $285,228, Nucleon Physics Studies at Intermediate Energies,
July 1, 1973-August 31, 1976.
John R. Green
Dielectric properties and
crystals.

grm~th

morphology of plastic organic

John L. Howarth
I) Continuing research in psychophysical problems in color vision.
2) Research in radiobiological problems in collaboration with Dr.
Robert Anderson, Dept. of Pathology, UNM School of Medicine, sponsored
through various NIH grants through School of Medicine.
David S. King
NSF Grant continued through October 1975, $18,500, entitled Stellar
Pulsation Theory. Papers presented at two meetings of the American
Astronomical Society and a paper presented at International Astronomical
Union, Colloquium #29 in Budapest, September 1975 (read by co-author).
Christopher P. Leavitt
ERDA, $285,228, Nucleon Physics Studies at Intermediate Energies,
July 1, 1973 to August 31, 1976.
Alan Peterson
NASA-Ames, Photography of the Infrared Airglow from the CV990 Airborne
Laboratory During the Space Shuttle Simulation, $30,500 and Supplement
No. 1, $24,000 for Data Analysis, 10/15/74-10/15/76.
NSF, Photometry of Solar Corona, $40,700, 12/15/72-10/31/75.
NASA, Thermal Radiation from Interplanetary Dust, $24,810, 3/1/74-7/31/75.
Victor H. Regener
Sponsored projects, NSF, NASA.
Derek B. Swinson
Work continued on NSF resesrch grant GA-30591, $107,400, Cosmic Ray
Anisotropies in Interplanetary Space at High Rigidities, 9/1/71-5/31/76.
David M. Wolfe
ERDA, $285,228, Nucleon Physics Studies at Intermediate Energies, July 1,
1973 to August 31, 1976.
Michael Zeilik, II
Radio Observations of galactic HII regions at Haystack Observatory,
\~estford, Mass. Infrared observations of galactic HI! regions at Kitt
Peak National Observatory, Arizona; Far-infrared observations of
galactic HI! regions at Palestine, Texas; completed writing Astronomy:
The Evolving Universe, a textbook to be published in Feb. 1976 by
Harper & Rm~.
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.

Harjit S. Ahluwalia
In addition to participating in the National and International
Meetings listed in #2 above, I also participated in the Sigma Xi
Annual Meeting in Albuquerque in May 1975. Papers were presented
at all these meetings and are listed in #4 above,
Charles L. Beckel
"Energy Gradient Calculation of Potential Functions for Fivemembered Rings, 11 a paper presented at the International Symposium
on Quantum Biology and Quantum Pharmacology, Sanibel Island, Florida,
Jan. 1975. Co-author: T.R. Ferguson,
Howard c. Bryant
Attended Joint Optical Society of America and American Physical
Society Meeting in Anaheim, California in February 1975. Attended
VI International Conference on High Energy Physics and Nuclear
Structure, Santa Fe, NM, June 9-14, 1975.
Colston Chandler
Paper presented at the VIIth International Conference on the Few Body
Problem in Nuclear and Particle Physics, 29 December 1975-4 January
1976, in Delhi, India: "On a Time-Independent Theory of Multichannel
Quantum Mechanical Scattering." Co-authored with A.G. Gibson.
Byron D. Dieterle
Read paper at Washington APS Meeting April 1975. (See #4) Selection
committee member for IUPAP Meeting at Santa Fe, New Mexico June 1975.
Chairman of Area B User's Group at Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility.
John L. Howarth
Meeting of National Collegiate Honors Council, Pullman, Washington,
October 23-25, 1975.
David S. King
1) Professional papers read at two meetings of American Astronomical
Society.
2) Delegate to National Sigma Xi convention October 31-November 3, 1975.
3) Secretary of Local Sigma Xi Chapter.
Christopher P. Leavitt
LAMPF User's Group Meeting, November 1975.
Alan Peterson
Southwest Conference on Astronomy and Astrophysics, Lubbock, Texas,
July 1975.
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V.H. Regener
Paper presented at International Cosmic Ray Conference, August 1975,
Munich Germany.
Derek B. Swinson
Attended 14th International Cosmic Ray Conference during August 1975,
in Munich, W. Germany: Read two papers (1) Cosmic Rays and Jupiter:
D.B. Swinson and (Z) Observations of Cosmic Ray density gradients at
high rigidities: D.B. Swinson. Member of the High Energy Cosmic Ray
Group in STIP (Study of Traveling Interplanetary Phenomena 1973-78,
an international cooperation in the study of solar terrestrial physics.)
David M. Wolfe
Program Committee Chairman, Forum on Physics and Society of American
Physical Society. Invited speaker at the 7th International Conference
on the Few Body Problem in Nuclear and Particle Physics, Z9 December
to 4 January, 1976, in Delhi, India; presented paper entitled "Pion
Production in Neutron-Proton Collisions".
Michael Zeilik, II
"Far Infrared Observations of Rho Ophiuchi", paper presented at a
meeting of the American Astronomical Society, August, 1975. Co-authors:
G.G. Fazio and E.L. Wright, attended PSI Symposium II at University
Texas, Austin, September, 1975.
7.

Other professional activities.

Harjit S. Ahluwalia
1) Gave slide show talks on 11 Machhu-Pichhu, The Lost City of the
Incas", to a) Caravan Club, February, 1975, b) Alpha Delta Kappa,
Xi Chapter, April 1975, c) Progress Women's Club, April 1975.
Z) Gave a slide-show talk on "India, The Country, People and Their
Culture", to Albuquerque High (Night) School History Class.
3) Referee for a) J. Geophys. Res. (Space Physics), b) Bull. Cal.
Math. Soc., c) Research Proposals submitted to Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Section of the National Science Foundation.
Seymour S. Alpert
Visiting Staff Member, Laser Division, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Charles L. Beckel
1) Member Navajo Science Committee-Education Subcommittee; Z) Georgia
Inst. of Technology School of Physics Seminar, "Theoretical Study of
Small (Hz+) and Large (ATP, DNA) Holecules", January 14, 1975;
3) NIH Laboratory of Biophysical Chemistry Seminar, "Theoretical Study
of AMP, ATP and ADP Conformations", Hay Z9, 1975;
4) The University of North Carolina Theoretical Chemistry Seminar,
"Theoretical Study of Small (Hz+) and Large (ATP, DNA) Molecules",
June 3, 1975;
5) UNM Inorganic Chemistry Seminar, "Use of Energy Gradients in the

~~--------------------,
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Charles L. Beckel (cont.)
Study of 5-Membered Ring Confonnations", (with R. Hashemi),
September 24, 1975;
6) UNM Biology Departmental Seminar, "A Physicist's Look at Some
Problems in Molecular Biology", October 1, 1975.
Howard C. Bryant
Talk before PHYSOC (Queen Mary College, U. of London) on "Why the Sea
is Not Boiling Hot", December 4, 1975. Referreed papers for the
American Journal of Physics.
John L. Howarth
1) Consultant to Veterans Administration Hospital, Albuquerque, and
to a number of hospitals, radiologists and dermatologists in New
Mexico.
2) Consulting Editor, International Journal of Hypercritical
Obfuscation.
David S. King
Taught course in Community College during Spring Semester of 1975.
Consultant to Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
Christopher P. Leavitt
Liaison advisor for UNM-LASL Graduate Center
Alan Peterson
Space Shuttle Simulation at NASA-Ames Research Center, Including 14
flights in the CV990 airborne laboratory. Consulted with a Santa Fe
La1q firm in an accident case. Answer questions for TV and Action Line.
V.H. Regener
Paper presented at International Cosmic Ray Conference, August, 1975,
Munich, Germany.
Derek B. Swinson
Appeared in Albuquerque Classic theater production of Macbeth and
Romeo and Juliet at Popejoy Hall January 1975 and September 1975.
Guest speaker for Albuquerque Kiwanis Club, talking on Norhtern Ireland,
on May 14th 1975. Consultant to several Albuquerque attornies on
automobile accident reconstruction and on skiing accidents.
Michael Zeilik, II
Referee for the Astrophysical Journal and American Journal of Physics
"Careers in Astronomy", talk given at HcKinley Jr. High School,
October, 1975.
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Non-teaching University service

Harjit S. Ahluwalia
1) Member of UNM Standing Committees on a) Research Allocations,
b) Research Policy and its Sub-Committee on Research Foundations.
2) Member of UNM Science Colloquium Comm
3) In charge of Departmental Weekly Colloquia.
4) Member of UNM-Sandia Colloquium Comm.
Charles L. Beckel
1) Chairman, Research Policy Committee (ex officio member, VP
Cost Sharing Committee and Surp Review Committee
2) Member, Energy Research Center Advisory Committee
3) Member, Executive Committee, Biomedical Sciences Adv. (MBS)
Program.
Howard C. Bryant
Faculty advisor for graduate students:
Zangrando.

Tootoonchi, Sharifian,

Colston Chandler
Member of the University Graduate Committee from September 1975 to
present.
Christopher Dean
Chairman, Department Graduate Committee.
PhD candidates.

Chairman of committee for

Byron D. Dieterle
Radiation Control Committee Member. Public Relations Committee of
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Member.
J.D. Finley, III
Chairman, University Faculty Library Committee
John R. Green
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure, Budget Review Subcommittee,
Insurance and Retirement Committee
John L. Howarth
1) Director, General Honors and Undergraduate Seminar Programs.
2) Member, University Community Forum.
3) General Honors Council (Chairperson).
4) Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
5) Physics &Astronomy Dept. Undergraduate Committee
David S. King
Served on departmental Graduate and Undergraduate CommiLtees.
for astrophysics majors.

Advisor
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Christopher P. Leavitt
Dean's Promotion Advisory Committee.
Graduate Committee.
V.H. Regener
Chairperson, Department of Physics

Physics and Astronomy

&Astronomy.

Derek B. Swinson
Consultant to U.N.M. Ski team on design and construction of
equipment to test skier reaction time and balance. Chairman,
Physics Dept. Committee for Lower Division Laboratories.
Roy Thomas
Departmental Library Committee
David M. Wolfe
Chairman, Undergraduate Committee of Department of Physics and
Astronomy. Member, Graduate committee of Department of Physics
and Astronomy.
9.

Public seivice

Harjit S. Ahluwalia
Served as a Judge and a Chairman of Junior Section (Earth Sciences)
at the 23rd New Mexico Science and Engineering Fair at Socorro,
New Mexico.
Seymour S. Alpert
1) Chairperson, reHgious education committee; Fellowship of the
Desert.
2) Science advisor, Monte Vista Elementary School (completed June, 1975)
Charles L. Beckel
Member of Exec. Committee and Chairman of Research Committee, Kidney
Foundation of New Mexico, Inc.
Christopher P. Leavitt
New Mexico Society for Autistic Children.

Albuquerque Recorder Society.

Derek B. Swinson
Present a music learning program twice weekly for 6th grade at Eugene
Field Elementary School.
David M. Wolfe
Member of Board of Directors of Jewish Community Council of Albuquerque.
10.

Personal information

Harjit S. Ahluwalia
Acquired U.S. Citizenship on April 9, 1975.
Seymour s. Alpert
Divorce pending.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Edwin c. Hoyt, Chairperson
I.

General Departmental Information.
The department recruited this year for a new faculty member in the

field of Natural Resource Policy, as that has been for some time an area
in which we have needed to add to our competence so as to participate in
expanding interdepartmental research efforts.

It is an area of great

practical importance to the state of New Mexico.

The person appointed

for this position is Robert Seward, a Public Choice scholar from the
University of Oregon who is trained in economics as well as political
science.
An exciting new addition to our faculty for the fall is Fred R.

Harris, former Senator from Oklahoma and twice a candidate tor the
Democratic nomination for President of the United States.
is moving to New Mexico this summer.

Mr. Harris

He will be teaching one new course,

"New Populist Studies," as well as lecturing to our freshman introductory
class and other classes on Congress, elections, urban politics, etc.

He

has taught at American University, Washington, D.C., and lectured at
various universities.

He is a Senior Fellow of the Woodrow Wilson

Foundation at Princeton, and has written several books.

It is felt

that he will be a particularly exciting addition to our teaching
program.
Professor Robert Sickels has been selected as department Chairperson,
replacing Professor Hoyt, who will continue as a teaching member of our
faculty.
There were no separations from our faculty this year and no sabbaticals,

1

------------~-

~-
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A number of innovations were made this year in our undergraduate
program.

Continuing the restructuring of our courses in statistics and

research methods, we added a new introduction to political analysis and
research methods at the lower division level, Political Science 280.

In

an effort to improve the opportunities for particularly well qualified
graduates at the senior level, we introduced a system of 400-level undergraduate seminars, restricted to senior majors with high grade point
averages, wbich will run concurrently with our graduate-level proseminars.
The undergraduate and graduate seminars will share the same instructor
since they are offered at the same hour,
graduate program, this is feasible.

Since ours is a very small

Our best undergraduates are fully

capable of contributing to these graduate-undergraduate seminars, and it
is a

1~ay

to enrich the undergraduate program without adding new faculty.

The first such course, offered in the fall of 1976, is a research seminar
in comparative politics on the subject of "Sex and Politics."

It focuses

on the impact of sex role differences on politics in America, Europe and
the Third World, including the topics of Political Socialization, Political Participation, Voting Behavior, Public Opinion, and Political Recruitment.
We also restructured the sequence of courses in Constitutional Law.
The first, Political Science 375,

'~ill

be entitled Constitutional Law:

Powers, and will deal with the Supreme Court as an institution, and with
the separation of

pot~ers

and federalism.

The follow-up course, Political

Science 376, deals with the civil rights aspects of constitutional law.
The material previously taught in 375 on "Law and Politics," is included
in a new course, Political Science 415.

-2-
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A new course on Public Opinion and Electoral Behavior, Political
Science 305, was also created, to combine these two topics.

Another new

course is Political Science 322, on the subject of "Authoritarian Political Systems."

It deals with the Nazi movement, Italian Facism, Franco's

Spain, and Communist Systems.
We have also restructured the department's honors program.

Students

who enroll in this program in the second semester of their sophomore year
will take three special required courses.
nar.

One is a junior honors semi-

Honors candidates will also take one of the 400-level undergraduate

seminars described above, and write a senior thesis.
honors

~epends

Graduation with

on completion of these courses with grades of B or better

and the maintenance of the same 3.3 grade point average as is required
to enroll in the program.
and

~.£!:!!!!:laude)

II.

The higher degrees of honors (magna .£!:!!!!: laude

depend on a vote of the department faculty.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements.
One member of our faculty, F. Chris Garcia, was particularly honored

this year by being elected president of the Western Political Science
Association, a major regional association of the political science profession, including the Rocky Hountain and Pacific Coast states.
Professor Nartin Needler traveled in western Europe in the summer of
1975.

Professor Karen Remmer received a Research Allocations Committee

grant for the summer of 1975 to travel to Latin America (Argentina,
Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru) to continue her research on party competition
and public policy in the Latin American countries.

-3-
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Publications by members of the department.
F. Chris Garcia
"Classroom Structure and Children's Perception of Authority,"
Urban Education, 1975, Vol. 10, No. 2, pp. 131-149.
"From Council-Hanager to Nay or-Council: 'rhe Case of Albuquerque,"
Nation's Cities, 1975, Vol. 13, No. 10, pp. 10-12. Co-author:
Paul L. Hain.
Paul L. Hain
"Hmv an Endorsement Affected a Non-Partisan Hayoral Vote,"
Journalism Quarterly, 1975, Vol. 52, No. 2, pp. 337-340.

"From Council-Manager to Hayor-Council.: The Case of Albuquerque,"
Nation's ~. 1975, Vol. 13, No. 10, pp. 10-12. Co-author:
F. Chris Garcia.
Thomas L. Hurley
"Voting in American Presidential Elections, 1956-1972," The
American Politics Quarterly, 1975, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 222-246.
Co-authors: E. Declercq and N. L. Luttbeg.
Peter Lupsha
Rain Dance Doesn 1 t ~ ~ l:!!:i.. ~ Water Use and Citizen
Attitudes in Albuquerque. UNN: Division of Government Research
Monograph No. 84, 1975. Co-authors: Don Schlegel and Robert
Anderson.
James L. Ray
"The Scientific Study of War." Learning Package Series, No. 14,
St. Louis: Consortium for International Studies Education of
the International Studies Association, 1975. Co-authors: Stuart
Bremer, Cindy Cannizzo, Charles W. Kegley.
Jay B. Sorenson
"Japan: The Dilemmas of Security,'' Asian Affairs, July/August,
1975, pp. 363-370.
Work in Progress.
A book on New Mexico Government, edited by F. Chris Garcia and
Paul Hain, and including chapters by three other members of the department
as well as by the editors and others, will be published in the fall of
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1976 by the UNM Press.
F. Chris Garcia has in preparation a book on Chicanos

in~

Politics.
Michael Gehlen has in preparation a book on Soviet Politics in the
Middle East.

He has also completed articles entitled "Soviet Behavior

in Three Crises of the Hiddle East," and "Science and Politics in the
Soviet Union," both of which are being considered for publication by
professional journals.
An article by Thomas L. Hurley, entitled "Presidential Voting Change
in the South," is scheduled to be published in the Journal of Politics.
Peter Lupsha has articles forthcoming on "Social Position and Public
Regardingness:

A New Test of an Old Hypothesis," to be published in

Hestern Political quarterly, and an article on "Changing Patterns of
Intergovernmental Relations:
book on New Urban Politics.
Saving Old Neighborhoods:

Freedom or Fetters?" to be published in a
He is also completing a book entitled

City Initiative in

~

Change.

Professor Needler has in progress the manuscript of a book, "The
Structure of Conflict in Latin llmerica," to be published in the near
future by Prentice-Hall, a chapter of "Historical Background," for!!.:.....§..:_
Government Area Handbook for Cuba, and an article on Daniel Cosio Villegas
for Journal of Inter-American Studies.
Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
Professor Thomas L. Hurley attended the 1975 Annual Heeting of the
Southern Political Science Association in November, 1975, in Nashville
Tennessee, to present a paper.

Professor Peter Lupsha presented a paper

at the American Political Science Association meeting in San Francisco
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in September, 1975.

At the same meeting Professor F. Chris Garcia partici-

pated in a symposium, Professor Harry Stumpf chaired a session on the
administration of justice, and Professor James Ray was a panel participant.
Professor Garcia continued as a member of the Executive Council of
the Western Social Sciences Association and a member of the Committee on
Pre-Collegiate Education of the American Political Science Association.
Professor Needler was a member of the Executive Council of the Latin
American Studies Association, and Executive Secretary of the International
Committee for Advanced Latin American Studies.

He also was a panel parti-

cipant at meetings of the Carribean Studies Association, the American
Political Science Association, and a special conference on the policies
of Henry Kissinger.

He participated also in a seminar on the teaching of

Latin American Studies organized by the Inter-American Council of Washington.
Non-teaching University Service.
Professor Chris Garcia served as Assistant Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, and was Chairman of the Faculty Committee on Continuing
Education, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on the A & S College Honors
Program, and Chairman of an Ad Hoc Committee on A & S College Group
Requirements.
Professor Sickels served as a member of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee.
Professor Karen Remmer was elected a member of the new Faculty
Senate.
Public Service.
Professor Paul Hain served as New Mexico consultant for ABC News,
and was Ne1v Mexico 1 s state manager for the News Election Service.
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·The Report .of the Department of· .Psycho low.
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Henry c. Ellis, Chairman, .
Introduction and

Suama~.

The department carried out an intensive year•

I

>,

long effort at recruitment and hiring of netT faculty vith the primary
objective of strengthening our clinical program, broadening our range of
offerings, reducing our dependence on part-time faculty, and reducing the size
of lower division courses.
ef:t;ort

~lith

The department tvas remarkably successful in this

five assistant professors being hired during the year.

Thus, our

long-standing objective of reducing our massive student-faculty ratio and
strengthening our training in clinical psycho!.ogy bP.gan to be wet.,

Th:!.s

~1as

the fit>st year of a r1et~ chaitman and net~ assistant chiarJJan, and 'departmental
activ:f.ties appeared to function smoothly and efficiently.

No major changes

were made in either undergraduate or graduate programa, and our research
programs continued to be vigo:tous.

tve remain conc~rned about the level of

state and federal sup?ort and we await the decision of the central

adm~nistra-

tion regarding badly needed computer facilities for the department.

Recruit-

ment of minority and female graduate stud~nts was given. major· attention, as
was greater emphasis on effective advisement of students.
I. General Department Information.
A. Undergraduate Education.· At the undergraduate level, the department
h<mdled a toto;;.l enrollment of 3745 students ,in introductory lecturP.s (of whom
1327 partid.pate.d 1.n the optional additional laboratory hour), and 4059 in
advanced courses (of

t~hom

163 participated :tn the advanced laboratory courses).

This represents a decrease of 2% from the previous year, re::;ult:i.ng p:dmarily
from our being forced to turp anay students from large classes.

·The graduating

c1asse.s of 1975-76 included lOB Psychology majors and 78 Psychol~gy minors.
Departmental honors

t~ere a1~arded

to:

Ann.Acree, Joel Brett, Timothy Davis,

John Green, Timothy IIerndon, ·Dolores Kelleher,

All~

Kirschn.er,

~dgar

Louden,

4~9

Ang~l

Laporte, .Victor ·lfarti.nez, Charles Noble; .and. Ruth Simm.

Based on

OUf

budgeted FTE of 19.12, the. above figures represent approximately a 41:1
student/faculty ratio,

Based on our functional staff of 18.62 for the year,

the ratio would be approximately 42:1.
The above figures are mildly misleading because we were able to call
upon part-time assistance from people in other colleges of the university and
from the community to handle a small part of the SCH involved,

Although we

are fortunate to have qualified people available for this purpose, the
situation is undesirable in the sense of providing continuity to our programs.
TI1e addition of new faculty for 1976-77 will enable us to reduce our
excessive dependence on part-time staff,
There 1rere no substantive changes in the undergraduate curriculum, but
this is under constant
student interests,

reviet~

in relation to the personnel available and

The program appears to be tlell designed at this time, and

the major problem is offering enough sections of the most popular courses to
accommodate the demand.

n.

Graduate Education,

At the exclusively graduate level, the department

handled a total enrollment of 362 distributed among 60 registered students.
TI1ese figures represent a continuation of our policy of restricting graduate
enrollment to about a 3:1 student/faculty ratio,
The Uaster's Degree was conferred upon seven candidates:
Glazer, Charles R. Grah, John R. Jacobson, Robert

Hichael A.

c. Paul, Jolm A. Schwartz,

Hot·7ard G, Shore, and Reid R. Vandell.
The Doctoral Degree 11as conferred upon seven candidates:
August 1975
Billings, David K.
Adviser: Douglas P. Ferraro

Heasurement of dimensional stimulus control:
Steady-state generalization testing

Governski, David
Adviser: Frank A. Logan

Added cue contribution to discrimination
learning

Uier, Chester s.
Adviser: Dennis U, Feeney

Behavioral and electrophysiological analysis
of sensory neglect followine diencephalic
lesions in cats
2
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December 1975
Abbott, Susan L.
Adviser: Peder J. Johnson

Training procedure.s. for conditional
sentence reasoning

Parente, Frederick J,
Adviser: Henry c. Ellis

Coding, perceptual'grouping and-part-totransfer in recognition memory and recall

Wagner, Henry Ryan II
Adviser: Dennis U, Feeney

An

evaluation of learned helplessness as a
model of depression in the rat

I1ay 1976
Lee, Nancy B.
Adviser: Pedet J. Johnson

Formal operation' thought: Component skills
and observational learning

Financial support for graduate students is not only a continuing problem,
but is exacerbated by the characteristic delay in obtaining definitive
information about support.

(This is true nationally as well as locally,)

We lose top students each year because we cannot make definite offers of
support in sufficient time to compete with other institutions,

Nevertheless,

we were able 'to provide some support for most of our students, 13 as teaching
assistants, 12 as research assistants, 8 as trainees, 1 graduate fellow, and
2 uith tuition scholarships.

Another 5 students were supported in the

context of local clinical facilities.

It is difficult for those with fixed

or reduced research grants to match the pay scales being imposed and still
maintain their programs at the intended level,

We

l~ere

unable to attract

many of our most qualified and interested applicants because of laclt of
financial support.

ffitat is worse, support for graduate education appears to

be decreasing for at least the next fe1~ years.
minority status and female graduate students

1~as

Recruitment of quality
intensified,

As a faculty,

however, we continue our resolve to maintain a quality prog-ram lP.th a
reputation for excellence.

An increasing proportion of our students are augmenting their training
in applied areas, especially ciinical psychology, where we have added three
new faculty next year.

This large addition of clinical staff brings the

. .

clinical program to full strength, staffllise, and Yill strengthen our
training and research efforts in clinical psychology,
3
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C.

~.-

The voting faculty of the department numbered 20. during the

1975-76 academic year, composed of Professors

Benedetti~

Ellis, 'Ferraro,

Grice, Johnson, Koenig, Logan, Norman, Rhodes, Rosenblum, and Ruebush;

I

Associate Professors Feeney, Friden, Gluc!t 0 Harris, and Roll; and Assistant

]

Professors Conrad, Delaney, Harnick, and Parsons.

Of these, Benedetti served I

as Associate Dean of the Graduate School, Norman served as Associate Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, and Koenig's and Ruebush 1 s primary commitment remained with the Department of Psychiatry.

Our budgeted FTE faculty

was 19.12 and, recognizing leaves, the functional FTE faculty was 18.62.
Part-time faculty during the year included:

Drs. Shirley Libo, Arthur

Lovekin, Alex Quenk, Ryan Wagner, and Louis tvynne.
Affiliated faculty during the year were:

Professor Lester Libo,

Associate Professor l1ary Harris, and Assistant Professors Philip Day, Bret
Snyder, Rene Silleroy, Donald Flammer, and Robert Duncan; as well as Adjunct
Associate Professors Alfred Bruner, Bruce Porch, and Joseph Schenkel, and
Adjunct Assistant Professor Kathleen Haaland.
New appointments to the facUlty, all at the Assistant Professor level,
include:

Tyler Blake (Ph.D., North Carolina State University, 1976), Norman

Katz (Ph.D., Washington University, 1976), Gordon Hodge (Ph.D,, UCLA,
anticipated, 1976), William Miller (Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1976), and
Eligio Padilla (Ph.D., University of llashington, 1974).

Dr. Katz joined the

faculty this summer; Dr. Padilla is currently on the faculty at UCLA and will
join our faculty beginning in 1977-78.

At this writing Hr. Gordon Hodge has

made a verbal commitment in response to our offer and he uill receive a
contract shortly.

All appointments are term contracts,

Drs. Katz, Hiller, and l'adilla are in clinical psychology with emphases
in experimental hypnosis and therapy, behavior modification and alcoholism,
and assessment research and behavior therapy, respectively.

He were able to

hire three clinical area faculty as the result of "splitting" our senior
4

appointment into two junior-level appointments,

Dr, Blake strengthens

ou~
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applied area-with his el!lphasis in h\llll!ln factors and environmental psychology,
Hr. Hodge strengthens our physiological area,
D. Colloquia,
the year were:

Distinguis.hed speakers in our colloquium series during

Emerson Foulke (university of Louisville), Earl Hunt

(University of Washington), I1errill 11, Mitler (Stanford University), Hichael
I. Posner (University of Oregon), Gene P. Sackett (University of Washington),
and Norman D. Sundberg (University Of nregon),

In addition, applicants for

faculty positions at both the senior and junior levels presented colloquia.
These were:

Susan Arnold (University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill), Allan

Barclay (St. Louis University), Tyler Blake (North Carolina State University),
Ernest Chavez (Washington State University), Andrew Christensen (Rutgers
Hedical School), Carolie Coates (University of Colorado), William Graziano
(University of l!innesota), Gordon Hodge (UCLA), Norman Katz (Washington
University), Kathryn Kelley (Purdue University), Linda Lanier (University of
Florida--Gainesville), llilliam Miller (University of Oregon), Eligio Padilla
(UCLA), Deborah Perlick (Columbia), Patrick Randall (Princeton), lfark Thelen
(University of l1issouri--Columbia), and Gregory

l~hite

(UCLA),

Overall, this

important adjunct to our regular programs was invaluable in adding breadth of
exposure.

Hhat is needed most in this context is to involve more of our

local people, particularly affiliated faculty, in this,program,
E. Research,
efforts.

The department continued to be productive in its research

We published 26 major articles or monographs, gave 76 lectures or

reports, and garnered $268,000 in extramural support,
engaged in a wide range of research activities

1~hich

The department is
can be only briefly

noted here.
Research in human learning, memory, and cognition includes work on visual
and verbal elaboration of verbal materials in the context of a Markov model
of learning.

In addition, studies of coding and organization in
5

me~ory,

and
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constructive processes in: memory

are~be:Lrig~conducted.

Studies· of semantic

.memory antl' the role d'f context· in sentence memory coiu::etn general problell!S in
psycholinguistics,

At the level of conceptual bellavior·lre are doing research

into the way humans learn rules' and apply them;

At another level we are

carrying on studies of simple and choice reaction time, and in perception we
are developing a model of color vision with the objective of describing the
"space" of color in terms ·of Euclidean principles,

Extensive research in

animal learning and behavior, psychopharmacology, and physiological psycholo
was conducted,

Studies of animal discrimination learning, aversive control,

and dominance in animals were continued as part of long-term research
programs,

There is ongoing research on the effects of drugs on behavior,

including long-term effects of drugs on

comple~

processes,

Studies of the

effects of early experience on subsequent adult behavior are being conducted
with a focus toward identifying procedures uhich might reduce the traumatic
effects of early deprivationJ• 'In addition, drug studies 11ith epileptics were
continued with ail emphasis·on identifying drugs which might suppress the
· cortical.activity asso.ciated with epilepsy,

Similarly, we

l~ere

involved in

studies of flashed evoked potentials as they related to migraine headache,
and in studies of sleep,
Other studies focus on developmental, educational, clinical, and social
psychology,
year.

A ne11 project on infant imitation and play was initiated this

Applied research in child development focused on individual instruc•

tional procedures and se1f•contro1 in pre-school children,

Our faculty

studies the role of dreall!S, the motives of sex molesters, adolescent suicide,
and the importance of humor in normal behavior•

He have lone been involved

in evaluating the effectiveness of behavior therapy using eonditionins
procedures.

Studies of sex roles and sex differences in age concealment are

being conducted,

We also are involved in studies

o~

learning disabilities of

a wide variety with s6me emphasis on emotionally-based reading disabilities.
'He continue to uork on grading practices and teacher evaluation.
6

Studies in

experimental social psychology continue with an emphasis on quantitative
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models in social psychology.
lfuile this is not a complete account of all the research activities of
the department, it is illustrative of the wide range of research interests
and activities of this faculty,

The richness and diversity of our activities

should be apparent and we hope for greater support of these activities in the
future
F. Service,

Our service activities continued at a very high level,

These included Agora, the Psychiatric Intern program, Programs for Children,
Esperanza School, Child Guidance Center. l1anzanita Center, Counseling Center,
Computer Center, Animal Control Facility, New Mexico Public Defender's Office,
religious organizations, .athletic organizations, publishers, cultural
organizations, Sandia Base, the New Mexico Psychological Association, the
Neu 11exico Board of Psychologist Examiners, Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, the Veterans Administration, hospitals at Las Vegas and Los Lunas. the
State Penitentiary, the North Central Association, the Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association, the Southwestern Psychological Association, the
American Psychological Association, and the Society of Experimental
Psychologists,
functions,

All of our faculty were involved in one or more of these

In sum, we continue to be highly visible at all levels of

service functions,
G. Space.

He continued to have adequate housing for personnal:, research,

and animal facilities,

Uith the addition of

all of the available office space,

net~

faculty we

~rill

use virtually

Facilities for human research may become

crowded in 1976-77, especially for the new faculty, but

\1e

will tighten our

belts·in our effort to accommodate new space needs.
H. Administration and Support,

llenry Ellis served as chairman and John

Gluck as assistant chairman during the year,

All faculty participated in the

administration of the department by serving on various departmental
7
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committees.

I wish to express my appreciation to John Gluck for his able

assistance and to the faculty in general. for its cooperation and support.
Eleanor Orth continued to serve in her very effective capacity as Office
Manager.

I also wish to express my appreciation to her for helping make my

first. year as chairman as smooth as possible.

Her humor combined with her

tireless efficiency made my task reasonable.

LaNelle Ruebush continued to

serve the department effectively and 11as promoted from Staff Secretary to
Department Secretary.

Yvonne Parsons ·resigned as secretary to Professors

Ferraro and Gluck upon termination of their grant,_ and continued for the last
two months 11ith the department; she plans to resume being a student after
several years of dedicated service.

Other secretaries working during part of

the year were Harie Abr~ms, Hartha Foste:.;-, Adarsh Lash, Mandi l1ehrens, Haria
Montano, and Rose Navarette.

Elna Parks continues to work part•time after

many years of devoted service to the department.

Ector Estrada continued to

supervise the animal facilities and Jerry Bemis the shop facilities •. In
addition, during various portions of the year, the following people served as
part-time clerical or animal technicians:

Zulema Asmussen, Chris Chavez,

Diane Daly, Arthur Garcia, John Green, Mark Joyce, Raymond Montoya, Lorenzo
Pine, Michael Rodriguez, Elaine Stephens, Stephen Terrell, Brent Thurston,
and ·Johuny Hade.
Nell committees dealing with Advisement, Minority Affairs, Student Aid,
and Studeut Employment were formed.
I. Summary.

This 11as a successful year for the Department of Psychology.

We were able to achieve many of our high-priority objectives and began
preliminary work on others.

~le

were able to hire three new faculty in

clinical psychology, thus bringiug the program to its planned level of
strength in just one year.

Altho"ugh the clinical faculty was not awarded its

training grant, the addition of neu faculty should make the grant a more
likely possibility in the future.

In addition, the hiring of faculty in
8

human factors-environmental psychology and physiological psychology adds
both breadth and depth to the department,
social psychology

'~ill

The addition of a person in

further strengthen the department,

All of this has

been accomplished while still maintaining the focus of a strong researchOr.!.e.nted department which has achieved national prominence.

A successful

year in recruiting minority and female graduate students was completed,
Greater emphasis on effective counseling of students was initiated.

The

strong departmental honors program was maintained, our faculty became more
involved in undergraduate student recruitment, and in professional-community
affairs.
salary and

A major need is to upgrade the level of financial support,
othe~vise,

bot~.

to be consistent lnth the high quality of our program.

HCE:eo
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Faculty Information
Voting faculty (total)
Professors
Associate Professors
Assistant Professors
'Budgeted FTE faculty
FTE faculty minus leaves
Faculty turnover (total)
Resignations
Tenure denials
Deaths and Retirements
Number of faculty engaged in
Lower division teaching
Upper division teaching
Graduate teaching
Thes is/.di ssertati on supervision
Undergraduate Education
Introductory enrollment

Optional laboratories
Advanced enrollment
Optional laboratories
Graduating Majors
Graduating Minors·
Graduate Edu·cation

enrollment
.
Graduate assistants (budgeted)
Graduate assistants (authorized)
Research assistants
Fellows and Trainees
Tuition Scholarships
Kaster's Degrees
Doctoral Degrees
Applications received
Offered Adml ssion
Accepted Admission
Graduate Students
Graduate

Research Activities
Books and Art1cles
Lectures and Reports ·

Extramural support (000)

17
7
5
5
14
14
1
0

18

20

5

"6

20
•8
6

18.3
16.3

18.3
16.3

7

6
16.3
14

0
0
0
0

1

0

.7

.. 7
0
0
0
0

11

14
16
. 9

3565
1648
3324
209
70

so

6

11

11
16
14
14

3318
1401
4902
159
107
44

3577
1537
4424
158
133
71

3745
1327
4059a
163

372
14
14
13
8

362
12
13
12

459
12
14
14
11
4
7
5
250
36
20
56

432
13
13
15
8
5
4
13
154
33
19
66

3

9

8

6

4
19.1
18.6

16
19
12

413
11
14
13
12

300'
11
13
12
14

5

5
17.8
15.8

1
. I
0
0

3728
1844
4749
159
99

20
11

6

2
2
0
0

.3580
1883
4019
151
64
31

63

19
8

4

0
0
0
0

11
18
19
13

lOB

78

9
2

7

9
4
195
27

250

56

6

13
60

36
61
$300

26
76
$26e

7

55

32
30
$306

25
35
$284

29
57
$235

20
64
$260

2
$282

2
$322

3
$359

3.3
4.4
5.2
$383 $412 $467

General Infonnation

nE Staff

Department Budget (000)

Upper Division (ex labs. prob.)
A
B

c

D
F
CR
Other

Graduate (ex prob., thesis, diss.)
A
B

c

NC
Other
~Actually

15.4
23.5
32.9
8.4
7.1
4.7
8.0

14.6
27.1
36.8
11.0
8.0
1.4
1.1

16.4
25.0
35.3
10.6
8.8
1.8
2.1

14.5b
24.3
29.5
13.6
11.0

25.9
27.2
22.1
4.5
4.0
4.4
11.9

30.0
26.3
25.8
6.9
5.9
2.0
3.1

24.7
29.2
27.2
6.3
5.3
3.3
4.3

25.7
30.4
23.1
5.0
3.7

64.6
16.1
5.8
2.7
10.8

53.2
27.6
4.6
3.3
11.3

59.4
26.4
2.4
1.2
10.6

no decrease--Psy. 201 not included as taught by liath dept.
Only Fall 75 grades used for 75-76 as analy2ed by Institutional Research.
<includes CR, W, I, PR, NC.
10

7.1c

12.2
44.0
12.8
3.0
40.2

January 1, 1975-December 31, 1975
II.

1.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
Advanced study
Delaney, Harold David--Ph.D., University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, N.C., degree granted: August 11, 1975.
Thesis title: Individual differences in learning and memory:
Investigating visual and verbal elaboration in the context of a
Markov model of learning.
Roll, Samuel--National Register of Health Services Providers in
Psychology
Rosenblum, Sidney--Inclusion in National Register of Health Service
Providers in Psychology

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel
Harris, Richard J.--Sabbatical at Ohio State University (Visiting
Associate Professor), September 1974 to July 1975
Norman, Ralph D.--Sabbatical leave, Fall, 1975 (Sem. I). Travel to
Netherlands, France, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Yugoslavia,
and Greece
Roll, Samuel--Visiting Professor at the University of Antioquia
Department of Psychiatry in Medellin, Colombia for the summer
of 1975

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships
Delaney, Harold David--Elected to membership in Sigma Xi, The
Scientific Research Society of North America
Ferraro, Douglas Peter--Election to Fellow in the American
Psychological Association
Roll, Samuel--Fulbright Scholar
Rosenblum, Sidney--Professor of the Month, Las Campanas,
September 1975; Men of Achievement, 3rd edition; Who's Who in
the West

4.

Publications
Ellis, Henry C.--Coding strategies, perceptual grouping, and the
"variability effect" in free recall. Memory and Cognition,
1975, 1, 226-232. (with F. J. Parente, C. R. Grah, &
K. Spiering.)
Creative Transfer: A Beginning? Review of Transfer, Hemory,
and Creativity: After-Learning as a Perceptual Process, by
G. H. Haslerud. Contemporary Psychology, 1975, 1Q, 394-395.

4.

Publications (continued)
Ellis, Henry C. (continued)
Role of encoding in memory. In International Encyclopedia of
Psychiatry, Psychoanalysis, Experimental Psychology, and
Neurology. Benjamin B. Wolman, Editor, 1975, in press,
Feeney, Dennis M.--Suppression of cortical epileptiform activity
by generalized and localized ECoG desynchronization. In
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology, Vol. 39,
1975, pp. 499-506.
Readings and experiments for introductory psychology. Kendall
Hunt Pub. Co., Dubuque, Iowa, 1975. 223 pp.
Ferraro, Douglas F.--Preclinical behavioral effects. In R. C.
Peterson (Ed.), Marihuana and Health. Washington: U. S.
Government Printing Office. In press.
Complex interactions: A functional approach. In B. c. Etzel,
J. M. LeBlanc and D. M. Baer (Eds.), New developments in
behavioral research: Theory, methods, and applications.
In honor of Sidney W. Bijou. In press. (with J. A. Parsons)
Alcohol effects on specific and environmental fear. Journal of
Studies on Alcohol, In press. (with L. L. Dickerson)
Interaction between marihuana and altitude on a complex
behavioral task in baboons. Aerospace and Environmental
Medicine. In press. (with M. F. Lewis, H. W. Mertens, &
J. Steen)
Chronological age and length of delay as determinants of delayed
matching-to-sample and oddity performance in children.
Perceptual and Motor Skills, 42, 35-42, 1976. (with E. W.
Francis, & T. A. Giomi)
Friden, Thomas--The Euclidean nature of color space. Bulletin of
the Psychonomic Society, 1975, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 159-161.
Gluck, John F.--Extinction deficits in socially isolated rhesus
monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Developmental Psychology,
in press. (with G. P. Sackett)
Early experience and animal models. In G. Ruppenthal (Ed.)
Techniques and neonatal development. Seattle: University of
Washington Press. In press. (with R. G. Frank)
Grice, G. Robert--A variable criterion model for choice reaction
time. Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society, 1975, Vol. ~'
p. 434.
Harnick, Frances S. --The games babies play.
Kaplan, 1975.

Winston-Salem, N.C.:

4.

Publications (continued)
Harris, Richard J.--A Primer of Multivariate Statistics. Academic
Press, 1975.
Handling negative inputs: On the plausible equity formulae.
Social Psychology Bulletin, #75-1, Ohio State University,
January, 1975.
Controversy: A response to Warren Thorngate 1 s pithy dribble on
math models in social psychology. Newsletter, Society for
Advancement of Social Psychology, 1975, Vol. 1, No. 5,
pp. 4-5.
Parsons, Joseph A.--A PSI course in child development with a
procedure for reducing student procrastination. Journal of
Personalized Instruction. In press.
Complex interactions: A functional approach. In B. Etzel, J.
LeBlanc, & D. Baer (Eds.) New developments in behavioral
research: Theory, methods, and applications. In press.
Rhodes, John M.--Infant malnutrition and brain function as
reflected in electrophysiology. (ch. in Brain Function and
Malnutrition--Neuropsychological Methods of Assessment,
Presscott, J. W., Read, M. s., Coursin, D. B. (Eds.).
Wiley, 1975.) (with R. D. Snyder)
Flash evoked potentials in migraine. Headache, 14: 193-198,
1975. (with C. Maclean, 0. Appenzeller, & T.ICordaro)
Visual evoked potentials in migraine. International Med,
News, Sept. 1974. (abstract). (with C. Maclean,
0. Appenzeller, & T. Cordaro)
Visual evoked potentials in migraine, Proced. International
Headache Symposium, (Innsbruck), 1974. (abstract). (with
C. Maclean, 0. Appenzeller, & T. Cordaro)
Problemas en los estudios de postgrado. In Tres Problemas
Universarios, Nason, M. R., Cuitanovic, D., &
Abramovich, J. (Eds,), pp. 114-118, 1975.
Roll, Samuel--Ego modalities in the manifest dreams of male and
female Chicanos. Psychiatry, 1975, Vol. 38, pp. 172-185.
(Co-author: Brooks Brenneis)
Chicano and Anglo dreams of death: a replication. Journal of
Cross-Cultural Psychology, 1975, Vol. 6, pp. 377-383.
(Co-author: Brooks Brenneis)

4.

Publications (continued)
Roll, Samuel (continued)
El entrenamiento del futuro profesor universitario para al
docencia. In Nason, M. R., Cvitanovic, D., and Abramovich, J.
(Eds.) Tres Problemas Universitarios, University of New
Mexico, 1975, pp. 125-135.
Countering the insanity defense. A two-hour videotape produced
in cooperation with the New Mexico District Attorneys
Association, 1975.
Latin American Drug Seminar. A one-half hour videotape prepared
in Spanish for the United States Information Agency for
distribution throughout Latin America, 1975.
Ruebush, Britton K.--1975 Annual Report of Albuquerque Child
Guidance Center and Big Brother-Big Sister Program.
Albuquerque Child Guidance Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
Conrad, Carol--Research: Retrieval processes in semantic memory
Context effects in sentence comprehension--Visual and linguistic
context
Delaney, Harold Davis--Dissertation research at UNC supported by
PHS research grant, MH-1006, from NIMH, PHS to the Psychometric Lab., UNC, and by moneys from the Smith Fund of UNC to
Harold Delaney
Unsponsored research in progress: Variables influencing the
effectiveness of the Personalized System of Instruction in
"University courses; the application of math. models of learning
to the optimization of instruction
Ellis, Henry C.--Materials in Preparation
Context effects in recognition and recall: Retrieval and
decision processes in memory. Journal of Experimental
Psychology. (with C. R. Grah, R. R. Hunt, & F. J. Parente)
Internal structure and variable input versus repetition in free
recall. Memory and Cognition. (with C. R. Grah, & D. Mathews)
Stimulus structure and the "variability effect" in free recall.
Cognitive Psychology. (with F. J. Parente)
Blocking effects in free recall. Journal of Experimental
Psychology. (with B. Babbitt, & C. Noble)
Varied experience in human learning and memory. American
Psychologist.
Role of verbal coding processes in discrimination and recognition
memory. Journal of Experimental Psychology. (with R. W.
Shaffer, B. C. Tatum, & T. E. Malloy)
Response coding effects in the transfer of differentiation.
Journal of Experimental Psychology. (with C. Dunn, C. R. Grah,
& B. Babbitt)
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Other research projects (continued)
Ellis, Henry C. (continued)
Consistency of pairing and stimulus meaningfulness in transfer
and recall. Journal of Experimental Psychology. (with
J. Schroeder)
Two chapters on Human Memory and Transfer. In M. H. Marx and
M. E. Bunch (Eds.), Learning Processes. Macmillan. (with
R. R. Hunt)
Human learning and cognition. Wm. C. Brown, 2nd Edition
Advanced book on Learning and Memory. Brooks-Cole.
Feeney, Dennis M.--Research in progress on epilepsy; sponsored by
NIH "Regulation of Synchronous Neural Discharge"; 2 years,
$56,953.
Program of "Crisis Intervention for the Recently Disabled"
sponsored by the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, .
1 year, $33,341.
Ferraro, Douglas F.--Department of Health, Education & Welfare,
$65,348/yr., Marihuana and Behavior: Long-Term Effects,
01/01/73 - 12/31/75
US Army Medical Research & Development Command, $74,666,
Environmenta 1 Stimulus Control of Drug-Taking Behavior,
06/01/74 - 11/30/75
Federal Aviation Administration, $58,000. Effects of Altitude
and Marihuana on Performance, 07/0l/73 - 06/30/75
Gluck, John P.--Long term cognitive deficits in socially isolated
rhesus monkeys. Work in progress
Social behavior deficits in socially isolated rhesus monkeys.
Work in progress
Grice, G. Robert--Research grant from NIMH "Conditioning and Response
Organization," 1973-1976. Current year support $23,718.
Paper in press in Memory and Cognition, "Associative processes
and strategies in disjunctive reaction time.
Harnick, Frances S.--Study on infant imitation
Harris, Richard J.--The uncertain connection between verbal theories
and research hypothesis in social psychology. Journal of
Experimental Social Psychology. In press.
Handling negative inputs: On the plausible equity formulae.
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology. In press.
The invalidity of partitioned-U tests in canonical correction and
multivariate analysis of variance. Multivariate Behavioral
Research. In press.
Hand computation of Bonferroni critical values. Perceptual and
Motor Skills. In press.

5.

Other research projects (continued)
Johnson, Peder J.--NICHHD, $44,166 in direct costs plus 43% overhead.
Influence of Strategies in Children's Cognitive Functioning,
from 1975-1978.
Koenig, Karl F.--Consciousness and its limits. Chapter in press.
Cognitive/Behavioral group treatment of psychotic patients.
In preparation
Classical emotional conditioning of the laryngeal stress response,
In preparation
Extroversion and reminiscence following a frustrating pairedassociate task. In preparation
Logan, Frank A.--Conditions. of Reinforcement, NSF grant, $30,000
Free Behavior Situation, NIMH grant, $10,000
Norman, Ralph D.--Continuing research on "Sex differences in
concealment of age", and "Sex differences in mathematical
attitudes".
Further work on "Social inferiority of women."
Completion of Institutional Research in A&S College: "An analysis
of grading patterns at UNM across undergraduate colleges,"
mimeo., 11 pp., April 1975, and 11A&S students 1 performance of
academic work and some related variables," mimeo, 10 pp., 1975
Invited address at Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, "Algunos
problemas en las pruebas de cruce-cultural con especial
referencia a las diferencias raciales en intelligencia, 11 (Some
problems in cross-cultural testing with special reference to
racial differences in intelligence). This address cancelled
because of political unrest in Spain preceding Gen. Franco's
death (scheduled date, October, 1975).
Parsons, Joseph A.--"Conditioning precurrent (Problem Solving) behavior
of children," manuscript submitted, reviewed by editorial
board, manuscript revised, re-submitted.
"Achievement and mastery criterion in PSI," data collected,
Experiment II underway.
"Conunitment, choice and self-control in preschool children,"
data being collected.
Rhodes, John M.--Prolactin secretion in sleep. (Submitted for
publication, 1975) (with M. Buckman, G. Peake, and C. Maclean)
Roll, Samuel--Relationships between sons' feelings of being understood
by their fathers and measures of the sons' psychological
functioning. Journal of Genetic Psychology, in press.
(Co-author: Leverett Millen)
Adolescent males' feelings of being understood by their fathers
as revealed through clinical interviews. Adolescence, in press.
(Co-author: Leverett Millen)
Dream patterns in Chicano and Anglo young adults. Psychiatry,
in press, (Co-author: Brooks Brenneis)
Psychological autopsy of an Indian adolescent suicide and its
implications for community services. Suicide, in press.
(Co-authors: Joe Blanchard and Evelyn Blanchard)
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Other research projects (continued)
Rosenblum, Sidney--Tapes on Learning Disabilities for Behavior Sciences
Library
"Learning and behavior problems in children and youth" (text with
Britton Ruebush; publisher, McGraw-Hill)
Measures of humor development in children
Ruebush, Britton K.--Abnormal Child Psychology, McGraw-Hill.
(In progress)
Evaluation of Child Guidance Services. (In progress)
Cognition and learning in emotionally-based reading disabilities.
(In progress)

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Benedetti, David T.--Attended meeting, Council of Grad. Deans of N.M.
Universities, Las Cruces, Oct. 17, 1975
Attended annual meeting, Western Association of Graduate Schools,
Honolulu, Hawaii, March 3-6, 1975
Conrad, Carol--Attended meetings of Psychonomic Society, American
Psychological Association
Paper presented at APA: "The role of prior context in language
processing", Sept. , 19 75.
Chairperson, Psycholinguistics Session, APA Convention
Delaney, Harold David--Meetings attended: National Conference on
the Use of On-line Computers in Psychology, Boulder, Colorado,
November, 19 75
Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society, Denver, Colorado,
November, 1975
Ellis, Henry C.--Program Committee, American Psychological
Association, Division of Experimental Psychology, (Member,
1973-76)
Attended meetings of the Rocky Mountain Psychological Association,
Salt Lake City, May 1975
Chaired workshop entitled "Human Learning, Memory, and Cognition"
Presented papers entitled:
Comparison of "Same-Different" Judgments to Words and
Consonant Letter Strings (with Green)
The persistence of negative cueing effects (with Grab)
Attended meetings of the American Psychological Association,
Chicago, September, 1975.
Attended meetings of Chairmen, Council of Graduate Departments
in Psychology
Chaired invited address by Endel Tulving, "On the relationship
between recognition and recall."
Participated in Executive Committee Meetings of Division of
Experimental Psychology as Chairman of Program Committee
Attended meetings of the Psychonomic Society, Boston, November,
1974.

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies (continued)
Feeney, Dennis M.--Slow wave sleep and epilepsy: An experimental
analysis. Presented at Second International Congress of Sleep
Research, Edinburgh, Scotland, 1975.
Marijuana and epilepsy: Effects of Cannabinoids on symptoms in
the epileptic beagle and other species, Presented at
Conference on Therapeutic Aspects of Marihuana use. Asilomar,
Calif., 1975.
Behavioral and electrophysiological analysis of sensory neglect
in the cat. Paper presented at Society for Neuroscience,
New York, 1975.
Ferraro, Douglas P.--Program Chairman for Southwestern
Psychological Association.
Treasurer, Society of Sigma Xi, New Mexico Chapter.
Attended Conference on Alcoholism, Las Cruces, New Mexico;
Conference on Stimulus Control of Drugs, Boston, Massachusetts;
Meetings of Southwestern Psychological Association, Rocky
Mountain Psychological Association, and Psychonomic Society.
Papers presented:
Retardation of the acquisition of a successive discrimination
by ~9-tetrahydrocannabinol in rats. Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association, 1975.
Modification of drinking behavior and water intake by
~9-tetrahydrocannabinol in rats. Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association, 1975.
Learned tolerance to ~9-tetrahydrocannabinol in pigeons. Rocky
Mountain Psychological Association, 1975.
Marihuana-induced enhancement of a conditioned emotional
response. Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, 1975.
The effects of ~9-tetrahydrocannabinol and scopolamine on
response discrimination in rats. Southwestern Psychological
Association, 1975.
Spatial response-sequence responding in monkeys. Psychonomic
Society, 1975.
Gluck, John P.--The reversal of isolation-induced deficits in rhesus
monkeys. Paper presented at the meetings of the Southwestern
and Rocky Mountain Division, American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Los Alamos, April, 1975.
Rehabilitation of socially isolated rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta).
Paper presented to the Symposium on the Care of Neonatal
Monkeys. University of Washington, Seattle, April, 1975.
(with R. G. Frank)
The effects of THC on the water intake of chronic, acute and
nondeprived rats. Paper presented to the meeting of the Rocky
Mountain Psychological Association, May 1975. (with Ferraro)
Spatial response sequence responding in monkeys. Paper presented
to meeting of the Psychonomic Society, November 1975.
(with Ferraro, and W. W. Howard)
The effect of differential rearing experience on the acquisition
and maintenance of conditioned fear responding in rhesus
monkeys. Paper presented to the meeting of the Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association, May, 1975. (with R. G. Frank and
T. S trongin)

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies (continued)
Gluck, John P. (continued)
Effects of differential early experience on extinction
responding in rats. Paper presented to the meeting of the
Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, May, 1975.
(with H. Pearce)
The effects of differential rearing experiences on the
establishment of dominance hierarchies in the golden hamster.
Paper presented to the meeting of the Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association, May, 1975. (with A. M. Perez)
Social rehabilitation of an eight-year-old social isolate rhesus
monkey. Paper presented to the meeting of the Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association, May, 1975. (with T. Strongin and
R. G. Frank)
Grice, G. Robert--Psychonomic Society: Attended meeting and gave
paper, Denver, November 1975. Member of governing board,
publications committee and membership committee.
Society of Experimental Psychologists: Attended meeting and gave
paper, Ithaca, N.Y., April 1975, Secretary-Treasurer.
Professional Papers Read:
"Associative processes in reaction time," presented at Society
of Experimental Psychologists, Ithaca, N.Y., April, 1975.
"A variable criterion model for choice reaction time,"
presented at Psychonomic Society, Denver, November 1975.
Harnick, Frances S.--Attended N.A.E.Y.C., Dallas, November 1975
Harris, Richard J.--Attended Indiana Mathematical and Theoretical
Psychology Conference, Bloomington, Indiana, April, 1975.
Won 3rd place in competition to select an award (The Bobby
Fisher Aging Prodigy Award) for the conference chairman.
Johnson, Peder J.--Consulting Editor--Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Human Learning and Memory
Consulting Editor--Psychological Reports
Occasional Editor--Journal of Experimental Child Psychology
Occasional Editor--Memory and Cognition (Psychonomic Society)
Attended Psychonomics Meeting in Denver, November 1975
Koenig, Karl F.--Association for Advancement of Behavior Therapies-San Francisco, 1975.
Treasurer, N. M. Board of Psychologist Examiners
Logan, Frank A.--American Psychological Association
Meeting, Chicago, September 1975
Division 3 Representative to A.P.A. Council
Secretary/Treasurer of Division of Experimental Psychology
Psychonomic Society
Meeting, Denver, November 1975
Member of Governing Board
Southwestern Psychological Association
Meeting, Dallas, April 1975
New Mexico Representative
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Activities in learned and professional societies (continued)
Norman, Ralph D.--Attended III International Congress of
Psychosomatic Medicine, Rome, Italy, Sept. 16-20, 1975.
UN Congress on Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders,
Geneva, Switz., Sept. 8-12, 1975.
Parsons, Joseph A. --Chairman, Symposium entitled "A Functional
Analysis of Complex Behavior in Children", Biannual Meetings
of the Society for Research in Child Development, Denver,. 1975.
"Problem Solving Behavior," paper presented at the above symposium.
Rhodes, John M.--Mexican-American Joint EEG Meeting--Committee on
International Collaboration in Teaching and Research,
Mexico City, October, 1975.
Presented Workshop on Clinical Neuropsychology to Joint Meeting
of New Mexico and Nevada Psychological Associations, November,
1975, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Roll, Samuel--New Mexico Psychological Association
Member of Professional Standards Committee
Board Member
Professional Speciality Staff at Nazareth Psychiatric Hospital
Rosenblum, Sidney--Vice President for Psychology, Region IV,
American Association on Mental Deficiency.
Society for Research in Child Development, Denver, April 10-13,
1975.
Region IV AAMD Meetings, Albuquerque, October 1-4, 1975,
Planning Committee,
Ruebush, Britton K.--Attended annual meeting, American Orthopsychiatric Assn., Washington, D.C.
Attended annual meeting, Society for Research in Child Development,
Denver, April 10-12, 1975. Chairman, Session on Children's
Psych. Center.
Attended annual meeting, N. M. Council of Mental Health Services,
Santa Fe, N.M.

7.

Other professional activities
Benedetti, David T.--Made seminar presentation, The Role of the
Faculty in the Governance of the Graduate School, to the
Decimoquinto Seminario de Educacion Superior en Las Americas,
University of New Mexico, April 11, 1975.
Delaney, Harold D.--Colloquia (professional paper read in conjunction
with job interviews): Title: "A quantitative approach to
individual differences in learning." Presented at:
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, March 13, 1975
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, March 17, 1975
Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois, March 19, 1975
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Other professional activities (continued)
Ellis, Henry C. (continued)
Regular Journal Editing
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Learning and
Memory, 1975Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1967-74
Perception and Psychophysics, 1971Psychological Reports, 1963Perceptual and Motor Skills, 19630ccasional Journal Editing
Cognitive Psychology
Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior
Psychological Bulletin
Learning and Motivation
Invited Colloquia
"Coding and Organization in Memory,"
University of Arizona, March, 1975.
University of Missouri, April, 1975.
Washington University, April, 1975.
University of Louisville, April, 1975.
Local Talks
Application of Human Learning Principles to the TeachingLearning Process--EE Department.
Coding and Human Memory--Psychiatry Department
Editorial Consultant, Brooks-Cole Publishers
Consultant, Public Defender of New Mexico
Feeney, Dennis M.--Lectures on neuropsychology at Los Alamos,
Las Vegas State Hospital, First-year medical students, and
second-year Physiology Dept. seminar.
Lectures on Psychology of Disability to staff at St. Josephs
Hospital, and to rehabilitation counselors in Albuquerque
Colloquium in Biology Department, Nov. 1975.
Ferraro, Douglas P.--Five colloquia given: University of
California at Fullerton; New Mexico State University; New
Mexico State Hospital; Federal Aviation Administration,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Savannah Conference on Pharmacology
of Cannabis.
Consultant to Energy Research & Development Administration and
National Institute on Drug Abuse.
Reviewer: National Institute on Drug Abuse; Department of
National Health and Welfare, Canada, Non-Medical Use of Drugs
Directorate; Psychopharmacologia; Pharmacology,Biochernistry
and Behavior; Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology.
Friden, Thomas--Statistical Consultant--V. A. Hospital
Gluck, John F.--Intelligence in anthropoid apes. Presentation to
Sociology study group, Jan. 1975
Early experience and learning. Presentation to Highland High
School, May, 1975.
Consultant: University of Wisconsin Primate Laboratory, Oct,, 1975.

7.

Other professional activities (continued)
Harris, Richard J.--Gave colloquia on various aspects of
multivariate statistics at Bowling Green State University,
SUNY-Albany, Ohio State University.
Guest-lectured in nrultivariate stat. course in Statistics
Department, Ohio State University,
Consulted on design of questionnaire for Albuquerque Office of
the Career Development program, Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.
Koenig, Karl F.--Consultant, VA Hospital
Channel 5 Program on Anxiety
KDEF program on Obscenity Ordinance
Logan, Frank A.--Associate Editor: Animal Learning and Behavior.
Consulting Editor:
Journal of Experimental Psychology
Journal of Comparative and Physiological Psychology
Wm, C. Brown Co.
Norman, Ralph D.--Consultant-Evaluator, North Central Association
(evaluation visit to DePaul University, Chicago, March 9-11,
1975).
Actor in French play, "Le Chapeau de Paille d 1 Italie," produced by
Dr. Claude Senninger, M&CL Dept.
Rhodes, John H.--Participant in Pre-school and Regular First Grade
Teacher Seminar (sponsored by AACLD and APS).
Participant in Decimoquinto Seminario de Educacion Superior en
Las Americas (evaluation of Graduate Educ.).
"Neuro-psychological basis for problems of adolescents,"
Nazareth Hospital Annual Symposium for Professionals, May, 1975.
"Neuro-psychology for regular teachers," Workshop sponsored by
APS and AACLD, September, 1975.
Roll, Samuel--Twelve off-campus talks given to PTA's, nurses 1 groups,
abortion advocates and opponents, etc.
Consultant to Albuquerque Child Guidance Center.
Consultant to Veterans Administration Hospital,
Clinical Associate at UNM Department of Psychiatry.
Executive Board Member of New Mexico Task Force on the Victims
of Sex Crimes.
Consultant to Sandia Base.
Consultant to Albuquerque Association for Children with Learning
Disabilities.
·
Consultant to Department of Vocational Rehabilitation.
Rosenblum, Sidney--Consultant, Programs for Children
Consultant, Esperanza School
Preceptor, School of Medicine (for first year medical students)
Host-producer for five TV programs on KNME, follow-up discussions
to "Thin Edge" series on mental health (March 30, April 14,
April 28, May 12, May 26)
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Other professional activities (continued)
Rosenblum, Sidney (continued)
Chairman, New Mexico Board of Psychologist Examiners
(reappointed by Governor to 3-yr. term)
Public Presentations:
April 8, 1975: APS, Area East. "Some Aspects of
Socialization in Children and Youth."
November 4, 1975: Heights Mental Health Contact Team.
"Mental Retardation."
November 22, 1975: Legislative Subcommittee. "Needs of the
Retarded in New Mexico."
November 25, 1975: School of Medicine, 2nd yr. medical
students. "Learning Disabilities in Children and Youth."
Ruebush, Britton K.--Gave Workshop on Behavior Modification
Techniques to Indian Headstart Teachers, Santa Ana Pueblo,
March 22-23, 1975.
Gave talk: Principles of Child Rearing to Parents of Children
in Spec. Adj. Classes, APS, November 4, 1975.
Numerous other talks to various groups in community.
Gave programs on Child Mental Health to following groups:
North Area APS Counselors (October 1, 1975)
Indian Health Workers (March 22, 1975; October 31, 1975)
Sandia Lab Employees (September 16, 1975)
ERDA Employees (September 18, 19, 1975)

8.

Non-teaching University service
Benedetti, David T.--Associate Dean, Graduate School, 2/3 time
Member, Graduate. Committee; Graduate Committee Subcommittee on
Graduate Faculty; Graduate Committee Subcommittee on
Fellowships
Chairman, Psychology Department Committee on Faculty Evaluation
Member, Psychology Department Graduate Studies and Admissions
Committee; Psychology Department Committee on Minorities;
Psychology Department Committee on Faculty Status
Ellis, Henry C.--Became Chairman of Psychology Department,
August, 1975
University Retirement and Insurance Committee
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee--until August 1975
Chairman: Learning Program; Colloquium Committee; Search
Committee (Human Learning)
Member: Arts and Sciences Promotion Committee; Human Subjects
Committee; Departmental Admissions Committee; General
Experimental & Methodology Committee; Honors Committee
Feeney, Dennis M.--Arts & Sciences Promotion Committee
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Non-teaching University service (continued)
Ferraro, Douglas P.--Member, Research Policy Committee; Executive
Committee of AAUP
Departmental Committees
Faculty Advisor: 3 doctoral and 4 masters students
Friden, Thomas, Research Allocations Committee
Gluck, John F.--Assistant chairman, Department of Psychology
Faculty Director, Department of Psychology Animal Facility
University Committee on Humane Care of Laboratory Animals
Curricula Committee
Ad Hoc Committee on University Honors
Advisor: 2 masters theses in progress
Grice, G. Robert--Chairman, Chairperson Search Committee
Member two other search committees
Learning committee
Johnson, Peder J.--Chaired following:
Dissertation: Training Procedures for Conditional Sentence
Reasoning, by Susan Abbott.
Masters theses:
Leveling as a Developmental Phenomenon in Visual Memory,
by Nancy Lee
Objective Strategy Assessment in Reception Paradigm of
Concept Identification, by Elliot Rapoport
Effect of Verbal Mediation Training on Subsequent Mediating
Behavior in Mentally Retarded Children, by Kathryn Spiering
Koenig, Karl F.--Prudential search committee
Behavioral Science Committee
Dean's Committee to evaluate AA degree in community services
Logan, Frank A.--Chairman, Graduate advisor (through August 1975)
Norman, Ralph D.--Member, N,M, Coordinating Council of Secondary
Schools and Colleges (UNM representative)
Member, Long-Range Task Force for University Parking
Parsons, Joseph A.--Appointment to University Committee on Continuing
Education
Rhodes, John M.--Graduate Committee, various subcommittees
Faculty Policy Committee, various subcommittees
Roll, Samuel--Member of University Committee on Human Subjects
Faculty Sponsor of AGORA
Chairman of A & S Committee on Human Subjects
Member of Faculty Advisory Council for ISRAD
Member of Personnel Grievance Committee
Member of Graduate School Committee on Professional Training

~------~~--~--
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8.

Non-teaching University service (continued)
Rosenblum, Sidney--Assistant Chairman, Department of Psychology
(through June 30, 1975).
Clinical Associates Committee, Department of Psychiatry
Chairman, Clinical Committee
Chairman, Clinical Search Committee
Chairman, Admissions Committee
UNM Grievance Committee
Ruebush, Britton K.--Chairman, Search Committee for Director of
Children's Psychiatric Center
Member, Med. School Vertical Committee on Behavioral Sciences
Dept. of Psychiatry Committees: Executive Committee,
Children's Committee (Chairman, January-July), Research
Committee, Clinical Services Committee, Building Task Force
Committee, Behavioral Science Committee
Children's Psychiatric Center: Chairman, Search Committee for
Director, Task Force Planning Committee
Department of Psychology: Clinical Committee, Faculty Evaluation
Committee, Developmental Committee

9.

Public service
Delaney, Harold D.--Talk presented to Albuquerque high school
students interested in psychology, December 6, 1975 (part of
on-going department public service program).
Ellis, Henry C.--University Swim Team, Sponsor
Little League Soccer, Sponsor
Harris, Richard J.--Publicity Chairman and Assistant Course Surveyor,
Albuquerque Roadrunners Club, since September 1975.
Koenig, Karl P.--Trustee, Sandia School
Parsons, Joseph A.--Coordinator and instructor of High School
Psychology Program (i.e., bi-weekly lecture-discussiondemonstration series for interested Albuquerque-area High
School students
Rosenblum, Sidney--Chairman, Education Committee, Congregation B'nai
Israel
Board of Directors, Esperanza para Nuestros Nines School
Board of Directors, ACLOA Amigos
Ruebush, Britton K.--Director, Albuquerque Child Guidance Center
Trustee, Board of Trustees, Albuquerque Academy; Chairman,
Education Committee
Volunteer Coach, Albuquerque Boy's Club

10.

Personal information
Feeney, Dennis M.--Married October 10, 1975.
Harris, Richard J.--Broke 3:20 in Boston Marathon, April 1975.
Johnson, Feder J.--Daughter born July 5, 1975.

Nina Strand Johnson.
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Date
Na'!!!
Abbott, Susan L.

~!! Current Location

1975

Bellingham, T.Yi1liam P.

1969

Beneke, 'Hilliam u.

1972

Bennett, Thomas L., Jr.

1968

Berch, Daniel B.

1969

Billings, David K.
Bixler, Edt;ard o., Jr.

1975
1970

Branch, Kathleen H.

1972

s.

1965

Calhoun, Jo Anne

1971

Butt, Dolores

Cassano, Susan

Daniel, Terry

u.

c.

1974

1969

Dean, 11ary L,

1974

Del Castillo, David H.

1970

Dickerson, Lawrence L.

1973

Dorsel, ThotJas N.

1974

Everett, Frances E.

1972

Feldman,

Jerot~e

M.

1970

FeugP-, Robert E.

1969

Fink, Richard T.

1971

Flint, Roneld A.

1970

Consultant, Kirschner Assoc., Alb,, NH 87106
Home: Rt, 2 Box 119, Los Lunas 1, Nl1 87031
Asst. Prof., Psychology, Australian National
Univ,, Box 4, Canberra ACT, Australia
Asst. Prof,, Psychology, Lincoln Univ,
Jefferson City, MO 65101
Assoc, 1'-.cof., Psychology, Physiology, Biophysics,
Colorado State u., Ft. Collins, CO 80521
Assoc, Prof,, Murray State Urtiv.,
Hurray, KY 42071
7307 Gladys Ave,, El Cer:t'ito, CA 94530
Asst, Prof,, Un:l.v, of Pennsylvania, Psych:latry,
Hedical School, Hershey, PA 17033
Asst. Prof., Psychology, New Nexico Institute
of Mining & Technology, Socorro, NI!I 87801
Assoc, Prof,, CoiD!llun:!.cati.,,e Disorders, UNM
Home: 5120 Sunningdale NE, Alb., NM.87110
Psychologist, Child Guidance Clinic, DOD Schools,
PAC #1, Box 398, APO San Francisco, CA 96286
(l'h;i;!.ippines)
Clin:l.cal Psychologist, Essex Co. Mental Hosp,
Home: 96 Union Hills Rd., Horris Plains, NJ
07950
Assoc. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Arizona,
Tucson, AZ 85721
Oklahoma De?C• of M~ntal H~~1th, 224 S,
Chestnut, Moore, OK 7:11.60
lioma: 2302 E, Kavanaugh, Oklahoma City, OK
73120
Assoc. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Toledo,
Toledo, OH 43606
Director, AlcoholiGm Program, Soutw~ect
Indian Fdn., Gallup, NM 87301
Asst. Prof., Psychologyr Hest Carolina Un:Lv,,
Cullot~hee, UC 28723
Asst. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, AR 72701
SUI.JY, Coll. of Optometry, 122 E, 25th,
New York, HY 10010
Staff Psychologist, Logicon, Inc.
Home: 9953 Cummins Pl,, San Diego, CA 9~131
Consultant, Kirsch1,.er Assoc., Alb,, NH 87106
Home: 346 Hermosa NE, Alb,, ~11 87106
Asst, Prof,; Psychology, H:l~1ona State Colles~;
Winona, riN 55987
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·.francis, Evelyn w.
' 1973'
(Now: Evelyn F. Teichner)
Giomi, Thelma A,
1974
Governski, David H.

1975

Grilly, David !1,

1972

Gril:!ham, Uichael G.

1974

Gusino~·7,

Joan F,

1971

Henricksen, icermit F.

1971

Hiet, Alice B.

1971

R. Reed, Jr.

Hu~t,

1974

Hurlock, Richard E.

1969

Keilman, Peggy A.

1970

Lee,

E.

1970

Lee, ·Dean R, .

19G9

Lee, Nancy B.
.Lerman, Barbara B,
Linneman, Harry c.

1976

Long, K. Kilby
Barry

1970
1968

c.

1971

Andrel~

Lol~enkron,

Lynch,

z.

~vesley

1974
1974

Malloy, Thomas E.

1969

lloncrieff, Manus

1974

Hetick, Allen

1968

Orem, John H.

1970

Padilla, Amado U,

1969

Ass:t. ~rpf,·, '!'sychology, New Mexico State
Univ,, Las Cruces, NM 88001
Psychologist, Programs for Children, UNM
Home:· 7010 Phoenix NE, Alb., NM 87110
~{tid,· Student, Universidad Autonoma de
Ciudad Juarez, Juarez, Mexico
Home: 272 Shadow Mt. Dr., F. 71,
El Paso, TX 79912
Asst. Prof., Psychology, Cleveland State Univ.,
Cleveland, OH 44115
Asst. Prof., Psychology, Univ. Iowa,
. Iowa City, IA 52240
Director, Nelv Mexico Educational Center,
4800 Eubank NE, Alb., NM 87111
Lecturer, Univ. of l:faryland, Europe;
APO Nelv Yorlt, NY 09403
Staff Psychologist, Child Guidance Center
Home: 4607 Grand NE, Alb., Nt1 87108
Asst. Prof,, Psychology, Furman Univ,,
Greenville, SC 29613
Program Director, Computer Based Training &
Simulation Res,, Navy Personnel.& Tra~ni~g
Res. Lab,, San Diego, CA 92152
Assoc. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Nelv Orleans,
New Orleans, LA70122
Asst. Prof,, Psychology, Univ. of Uontana,
Missoula, HT 59801
Human Factors Scientist System Development Corp.
2500 .Colorado Ave., Santa Honica, CA 90406
Home:· Star Rt, Box 150C, Alameda, NH 87114
Research Assoc., Psychology, UtM
Psychologist, Community Mental Health Center,
Coeur D'alene, ID 83814
Deaceased, 1971.
Asst. Prof., Psychology, California State Univ,,
Los Angeles, CA 90032
John B. Pierce Foundation, 290 Congress Ave,,
New Haven, CT.06519
·
Assoc. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Utah,
Salt'Lake City, UT 84109
Psychologist, Colo. State Hosp., Pueblo, CO 81003
.Home: 2116 North Dr., Pueblo, CO 81008
Prof., Psychology, Calif. State Coll.,
Ha}'l~ard, CA 94543
Assoc. Prof,, Physiology, Texas Tech. Ued.
School, Lubbock, TX 79409
Assoc. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Calif.,
Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Parente, Frederick J.

1975

Asst. Prof., Psychology, Towson State Coll.,
Baltimore, ND 21204

Pegram, G, Vernon, Jr.

1968

Perkins, David

1970

Peterson, David D.

1973

Rahman, Uohammed
rlujeeb-Ur

1970

Rickert, Edward J,

1968

Director, Neurosciences Program, Assoc. Prof.,
Psychiatry, Hedical Center, Univ. of Alabama,
Birmingham, AL 35233
Chairman, Psychology, Calif. State Univ.
Fullerton, CA 92631
Chief, Speech Pathology and Audiology,
V,A, Center, Temple, TX 76501
Adj. Prof,, u. Texas, Austin, TX 78712
Adj, Prof,, Baylor Univ., Haec, TX 76706
Asst. Prof,, Paychology, lJniv. Prince Edward
I.sland, Charlottetotm, PEI, Canada
(Sabbatical at UtJH 1976-77)
Assoc. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Alabama,
Birmingham, AL 35233
Asst. Prof,, Psychology, Botding Green State
Univ., Bowling Green, OH 43402
Dean of Humanities and Bchav. Sciences,
Assoc. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Alabama,
Huntsville, AL 35807
Private Practice, P. 0, Box 9568, Rosslyn St.,
Arlington, VA 22209
3300 Clay St., Apt. 6, San Francisco, CA 94118
Asst. Prof., Psychology, Lamar Univ.,
Beaumont, TX 77705
Assoc. Prof., Psychology, Western vlashington
State Coll., Bellingham, l~A 98225
Res, Psychologist, Navy Personnel & Trng. Res,Lab.
Home: 5641 Red River Dr., San Diego, CA 92120
Res. and Eval. Specialist, Programs for Children,
UNH. Home: 4445 Avenida del Sol NE, Alb,, NH
87110
Staff Psychologist, Henninger Fdn.,
Topeka, KS 66601
Ricker College, Houlton, HE 04730

Rogers,

c. Jean

1973

Rogers, Jon G,

1967

Rook, Luther

1962

t~.

Sawyer, Charles n..
Schroeder, James E,

1972
1973

Shaffer, Ronald H,

1971

Shumate, E. Chandler

1973

Silleroy, Rene S,

1974

Smith, E, Kim, Jr.

1972

Smith, Eugene
Speiss, Jeffrey H.

1970
1971

Tatum, B. Charles

1973

Taylor, George T,

1971

Toppino, Thoma.s C,

1974

Tosti, Donald T.

1967

Trost, James G,

1973

Director of Psychological Services,
Orient State Inst., Orient, OH 43146
Asst. Prof,, Psychology, Cornell College,
Mt, Vernon, IA 52314
Asst. Prof., Psychology, Univ. of Nissouri,
St. Louis, HO 63121
Asst. Prof,, Psychology, Villanova Univ.,
Villanova, PA19085
Vice Pres., Internat'l Learning Systems, Inc.,
P, 0, Box 2399, San r~fael, CA 94902
Psychologist, trew Nexico State Hosp,,
Las Vegas, ll!I 87701

-,
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4.
V!cory, Arthur

c.,,

Jr.

1969

1975

Asst. Prof,, Dept, of Social Sciences,
.Michigan Tech. Univ., Houghton, HI 49931
Post-Doctorate, Pharmacology, Coll, of Medicine,
Uni~. of Alabama, Mobile, AL 36688
The Americas, B ehav. Res. Div., 2537 Benvenue Ave
Suite 304, Berkeley, CA 94704
Home: 132 Pequeno Rd. NH, Alb., NM 87107

1970

Assoc. Prof., Psychology and Education,

Wagner, H. Ryann II

1975

L,
(Now: Uary H. Spencer)
Hier, Chest;er s.
Wolach, Allen H.

1970

l~arncr, ~1ary

·.·

Illinois Inst. of Tech., Chicago, IL 60616
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THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976
Pedro R. David, Chairman

Administration
In August 1975, Professor Pedro R. David reassumed chairmanship duties after
having spent a year abroad to take advantage of an opportunity to conduct research
in Argentina.
Appointments and Recruitment
In August 1975, Ted Bartell resigned his position as Assistant Professor to
take a position elsewhere and as a replacement, Visiting Instructor Michael Ohr
was hired for the academic year.
hiS position.

In December 1975, Instructor Lee Wolfle resigned

Temporary appointments which terminated at the end of the academic

year included Visiting Instructor Nancy Loy, and this slot was filled with Visiting Instructor Thomas Winfree; and Visiting Instructor Chukwuemeka Onwubu's vacancy
was filled with Visiting Instructor Jill McKelvy.
for the academic year 1976-77.

Instructor McKelvy was rehired

Combining the positions of Winfree and Wolfle, a

full professor was appointed to the Department.

Professor Melvin DeF1eur, formerly

of Washington State University was hired with immediate tenure.

Professor DeFleur

is one of the top sociologists in the nation, a specialist in the areas of mass
co~unications

and methodology.

He has also done work in the area of criminology,

e.g., reformulating Sutherland's theory of differential association from an empirical perspective.

Professor DeFleur has a distinguished career in the discipline of

sociology, has established himself as a solid researcher and is a prolific and

-2-

and respected writer.

He has been a Fulbright lecturer to Argentina on two

occasions and his books were frequently translated into Spanish, a language which
he understands and speaks.

His record in attracting large amounts of funding

for sponsored research is outstanding and offers the possibility of bringing new
grants into the Department, a vital factor in supporting graduate students and
establishing the reputation of the program.
Assistant Professor Nelson P. Valdes was appointed on a three year contract
starting Fall of 1976 to strengthen the Latin American offerings of the Department.
Professor Valdes is surely one of the most respected authorities on the development of modern Cuban society and his considerable reputation has been gained at a
very early stage in his career.

His remarkably long list of publications is of

very high caliber, and has considerable teaching experience and wide exposure to
thousands of students in the United States, Europe, and Latin America.

He is con-

sidered among the top scholars on Cuba in the world.
A specialist in criminology, criminal justice, and deviant behavior has also
been appointed as Assistant Professor in Sociology.
on a three year term.

Dr. L. Paul Sutton was

hire~

He is a Ph.D. from the School of Criminal Justice of the

State University of New York at Albany and was selected on the basis of his very
good qualifications in the areas mentioned above.
Tenure and Promotion
Assistant Professor Frieda Gehlen has been recommended for tenure by the Department, the Dean's Graduate Committee, and the Dean, and the recommendation was
confirmed on the 11th of May, 1976 by President David and by Vice President Travelstead.
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Sabbatical leave
Merkx, Gilbert W.

Fall Semester of 1975-76 (commencing Spring, 1974-75).

Travel

in Latin America in connection with continued studies of
political processes in developing nations.
Graduate Program
A significant step in the life of the Department was the approval of the Ph.D.
Program by the Board of Educational Finance, by the Academic Council of the State
of New Mexico, and the UNM Board of Regents.
for purposes of further information.

A copy of the Proposal is attached

The two main areas of concern of the Ph.D.

Program are sociology of deviance (legal institutions, criminology, juvenile delinquency, social control, corrections, penology, etc); and sociology of Latin America and topics of comparative sociology, social change and development.
The number of graduate students has increased significantly in relation to
the enrollment level of 1974-75.
the Department.

At present, there are 25 graduate students in

The applications for admission has been numerous and in general

of very impressive quality.

As was stated in our Report of 1974-75, we found it

difficult to be optimistic about the future of our graduate program in the absence
of a Ph.D. Program.

The situation has now been dramatically reversed.

Five stu-

dents have completed requirements for the Master's Degree and two students are
expected to do so in the 1976 Summer Session.
for the Graduate Tuition Fellowship.

David Bealmear has been nominated

Our Graduate Assistantships for"the academic

year 1976-77 have been awarded to Jeremy Brown, Brigitte Goldstein, Sandra Weber,
and Patti Teague.

'·
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-4Minor in Social Welfare
At the May 11 meeting, the Arts & Sciences Faculty ppproved a Minor in Social
Welfare.

The description of the Minor is included in the addendum to this Report.

New Courses
In order to improve the training of graduate students in the areas of criminology and deviance, a new seminar of selected topics on the Sociology of Law and
Criminology, Soc. 515, was approved.

Sociology 413, Criminal Justice, was also

adopted and approved by the Department and the Faculty of Arts & Sciences.

Socio-

logy 511, the Pro-Seminar, has been redesigned as a one hour course, retaining
only the colloquium feature of the course, required of'all graduate students during
their first year.

A new graduate seminar, Sociology 535, Social Structure and

Social Psychology, a course designed to make graduate instruction in social psychology available to our students and to accommodate the specialization of Professor
DeFleur.

M.A. Plan II was approved by the Graduate Committee.

Course Cross Listing
November faculty meeting of the Department approved cross listing of Philosophy
465 with Sociology 514, Survey of Contemporary Schools of Sociological Theory II.
Departmental faculty meetings took place as scheduled each month September 1975
through May 1976.

Graduate Student Representatives attended each meeting in accord-

ance with Faculty Departmental By-Laws.
Lecture Program
In order to expand the opportunities of the students and faculty to interact
with scholars from other universities, an effort was made to bring to our institution
distinguished scholars from Latin America and from the United States in the two

-5-

areas of priority, Latin

~erican

Sociology and Cricinology:

Dean R, Myren, Dean

of the School of Criminal Justice, State University of New York at Albany; Profeasor Bernard Rosenberg, Graduate School & University Center of New York City;
Dr. Jose E. Miguens, Director of the Institute for Motivational & Social Research
of Argentina; Dr. Theodore Abel, Distinguished Sociologist, Professor Emeritus UNM;
Profess~r

Bogdan Zlataric, Law, University of Zagred, Secretary General, Inter-

national Association of Penal Law and Chairman, United Nations Subcommittee on
International Crimes, Zagred, Yugoslavia; Dr. Miguel Herrera Figueroa, President
of John F. Kennedy University in Argentina; Dr. Hector Francisco D. Rojas Pellerano,
Buenos Aires, Argentina; Dr. Alberto Delmar, Buenos Aires, Argentina; Miss Luisa
Mercedes Levinson, distinguished writer from Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Attachments:

Ph.D, Proposal
Minor in Social Welfare
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Faculty Publications
Books, articles and research monographs
Abel, T.
*David, Pedro R,
(see attachment)

Foundations of Sociological Theory translated into
Portuguese and Japanese, 1975-1976,
"Verstehen I and Verstehen II," Theory and Decisions
6 (1975): 99-102.

Bogart, Dodd H.

Lab Manual for Introductory Sociological Inquiry.
publication printing for use at UNM.

Pre-

McNamara, Patrick H.

"Sociologists, Intellectuals, and Roman Catholicism:
Reflections and Applications," in Concilium: An International Review of Theology (special issue on contemporary sociology of religion.) The Netherlands: Nijmegen. Translated into Spanish, German, Italian, French,
Portuguese, and Dutch. January, 1975, pp. 39-51, Volume
101.

Merloc, Gilbert W.

New Perspectives on Latin America (with Karen L. Remmer).
New York, NSS Publications, 1975.
"Economics and History in the Study of Rebellions: The
Argentine Case," in Garry D. Brewer and Ronald D. Brunner,
eds., Political Development and Change (The Free Press,
1975), pp. 103-127.
"Argentina: Peronism and Power," Monthly Review, December,
1975, Vo~. 27, No. 7.

Tomasson, Richard F.

"The Literacy of the Icelanders," Scandinavian Studies,
1975, Volume 47, No. 1, pp. 66-93.
"Radical Reconstruction of Higher Education in Sweden,"
Educational Record, 1975, Volume 56, No. 2, pp. 78-88.
"Iceland as 1 The First New Nation'", Scandinavian Political Studies 1975, (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1975),
pp. 33-51.
"The Continuity of Icelandic Names and Naming Patterns",
Names: Journal of the American Name Society, December,
1975, forthcoming.
Compiler of sections on sociology, economics, anthropology, and education in "Scandinavia in English", supplement to Scandinavian Studies, 1975, Volume 47, No. 4,
forthcoming.
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Papers read at professional meetings
Bogart, Dodd H.

"Organizational Futures," presentation at Gallup Branch,
Sept., sponsored by the New Mexican Humanities Council.

McNamara, Patrick H.

"Drug Abuse Treatment on the u.s.s. Coral Sea: A
Sociological Analysis." Paper presented at the ilmerican Sociological Society meetings, San Francisco.

Tomasson, Richard F.

"Iceland as 'The First New Nation'", paper presented
at the annual meetings of the American Sociological
Association, San Francisco, August 25-29.

Winfree, L. Thomas

"Commitment and Conversion in the Assembly of God,"
paper read at the Society for the Scientific Study of
Religion meetings, Milwaukee, October.

Research and Scholarship in progress
Bogart, Dodd H.

First draft of book The Threat from Species 0: An Introduction to Organj,zational Inquiry, near completion.
Research in progress: Group Power Structure and Political Attitudes
Parents without Partners Stress Management

David, Pedro R.

Completed the gathering of data for a research on
"Youth and Violence in Latin .America."

Gehlen, Frieda L.

Articles submitted for publication:
"Support Your Local Police--on Strike?" (with R. Anderson, T. Bartell, and L. T. Winfree).
"Toward a Revised Theory cif Hysterical Contagion."
"Legislative Role Performance and Sex of the Member."
"Karate Instruction as a Type of Craze: An Application
of Smelser's Determinants."
Research on public opinion toward the Albuquerque
police strike this summer.

McNamara, Patrick H.

Assessment of religious values of parolees and probationers, Albuquerque, Survey research funded by
University Research Allocations Committee for $60.00.
Study of housing needs of the handicapped. Funded by

J

Winfree, L. Thomas

"Volunteer Parole Aide: An Evaluation of the Albuquerque
Area Volunteer Parole Aide Program," report published by
the Criminal Justice Program, ISRAD, UNM, June 1975.
"An Examination of Factors Related to the Parole Survival of American Indians," Plains Anthropologist,
November 1975, Volume 70, Number 20, pp. 311-319. (with
c. T. Griffiths).

Book Reviews
Huaco, George A.

Karl Marx: On Society and Social Change, ed. by Neil
Smelser, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975 in
Sociology: Review of New Books, October, 1975, p. 4,

McNamara, Patrick H.

Unsecular Man by Andrew M. Greeley, in Journal of the
American Academy of Religion, March, 116-120.
Your People, My People by A. Roy Eckhardt, in Review of
Religious Research, 1Unter, 169-170.
Changing Perspectives in the Sociology of Religion, ed.
by Alan W. Eister, in Sociological Analysis, Summer,
175-177.
Ritual in Industrial Society by Robert Bocock, in
Sociology: Reviews of New Books, March, 114-115.

Merkx, Gilbert W.

The Human Condition in Latin America, by Eric R. Wolf
and Edward c. Hansen, in Contemporary Sociology, Vol. 4,
No. 4, (July, 1975), pp. 444-445.
TWo Democratic Labor Leaders in Conflict: The Latin
American Revolution and the Role of the Workers, by
Carroll Hawkins, in Contemporary Sociology, 1975, Volume
4, No. 6, .(NovemBer, 1975).

Tomasson, Richard F.

Social Science Research in Sweden, by the Swedish Council
for Social Science Research, in Contemporary Sociology,
1975, Volume 4, No. 2, pp. 130-131.
The Norwegians by Arthur Spencer in Sociology: Review of
New Books, Volume 2, No. 7, pp. 147-148.
Norwegian Society ed. by Natalie Rogoff Rams~y, in
Contemporary Sociology, Volume 4, No. 5, p. 539.

.1~"11£
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McNamara, Patrick H.
(con't,)

Meier, Harold

c.

Community Development Act Grant, City Planning Department, Albuquerque. Paper summarizing this study has
been accepted for presentation at the Southwestern
Social Science Association meetings, Dallas, April, 1976.
Progress on book
Statistics.

manuscrip~,

Elementary Applications of

Progress on research article, "faculty Marginality and
Radical Ideology."
Merkx, Gilbert Q.

Work on book for Harper Torchback series:
Century Latin America.

Twentieth

Work on book for Prentice-Hall: Schools and Scholars:
An Introduction to Contemporary Sociological Theory.
Tomasson, Richard F.

Continued with diverse writings on the Scandinavian
societies, particularly Sweden and Iceland.
Completed study of the mortality of Swedish and U.S.
white males.
Began an introd•ctory text in sociology which will not
be completed for several years.

Winfree, L. Thomas

Completed work on two major studies during the summer of
1975. First study dealt with citizen attitudes toward
criminal justice system. Second study examined recid-.
ivism among burglary offenders.

Two papers, cuurently under publication considerations.
derived from above studies. (1) "Support your Local
Police--on Strike?" submitted to the Journal of Police
Science and Administration. (with Anderson, Gehlen,
and Bartell.) (2)' "Recidivist Impacts of Differential
Sentencing Practices for Burglary Offenders."
Woodhouse, Charles E.

"Political Reaction and Revolutionary Careers: The
Jewish Bundists in Defeat, 1907-10," (article accepted
for publication in Comparative Studies in Society and
History (co-author: Henry J. Tobias).

Other Professional Activities and Achievements
Bogart, Dodd H.

Consultation with New Mexico State Planning Office
Assistance to Governor's Committee on Integrity in
Government.
Committee on University Planning
Curriculum Committee

O~er

Professional A~tiyities a~d Acbieveme~ts (co~:t,)
"Sociological Problems of Equal Opportunity Policies",
lecture delivered for the Heads of Departments of the
Albuquerque City Police, November.

David, Pedro

Chairman of Department Committee for Ph.D.
Gehlen, Frieda L.

Retirement and Insurance Committee
Public

Huaco, George A.

~dministration

Proo6tion

Adv~sory

Policy Committee

Committee, Arts and Sciences

Department Graduate Advisor
HcNamara, Patrick H.

Radio interview, KOB, World Food Crisis, Thanksgiving
Day.
luncheon address to Kiwanis Club, Albuquerque, December
29, 1975: World Food Crisis.
Committee of College of Arts and Sciences on University
honors program; helped in development of survey instrument administered to students under committee auspices.
Treasurer, AAUP local chapter.

Meier, Harold

c.

Merkx, Gilbert W.

Talk given to Sandia High School class, "Durkheim's
discovery of the social basis of symbolic representa-tions."
Journal refcreee: Journal of Developing Areas, Sociological Quarterly, The American Sociologist.
Book consultant:

Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Subcommittee chairman:
ment.

Task Force on Program Develop-

Faculty advisor: Student Organization for Latin
American Studies (SOLAS)
Tomasson, Richard F.

Lecture: "What's Happening in Sweden: A Sociologist's
View" sponsored by the Graduate School of the University
of Colorado, October 25.
Spoke to the Scandinavian Club of Albuquerque at their
Sept~mber meeting.

Tomaason, Richard F.
(con 1 t.)

Panelist on "Women in Sweden" on general topic of Women
in Different Societies, at Los Alamos, October.

Winfree, 1. Thomas

Member, Evaluation Board, New Mexico Statewide First
Offender Program.
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*David, Pedro R. - Attachment:
Faculty Publications
~:

David, Pedro R.

EL MUNDO DEL DELINCUENTE - Spanish translation of
the ''World of the BurBlar"; Edit Ast»ea, Buenos
Aires, April 1976.

Articles:

a) Juvenile Justice in Argentina. Proceedings
American Soc. of Criminology Toronto Meetings,
November 1975.
b) Profile of Violence in Argentina 1955-1976

u.s.

Task Force on Violence 1976

c) Jerome Hall and Latin American Legal PhilosophY
"'1>

Chapter 16 in the book Studies in Comparative Criminal Law, Wise &Mueller, Thomas - Illinois,
November 1975.
Other Professional Activities
and Achievements:

Member New Mexico State Commission on Criminal
Justice Planning August 1975 - May 1976.
Member of the Organization of American States
Scientific Team on Criminal Justice - InterAmerican Children's Institute, Mexico City MarCh 1976;
Santiago de Chile April 1976.
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PROPOSAL FOR PH.D. PROGRAM IN SOCIOLOGY

We recommend that this department reorganize its graduate program as a
single-track professional Ph.D. program. This program will not require
an H.A. degree. However, as explained below, any student who has successfully completed first year graduate requirements may exercise the option
of obtaining an M.A. degree by passing an examination (Plan· II) or by
writing an M.A. thesis (Plan I). It is further understood that Sociology
Department requirements are in addition to the general requirements presented
in the Graduate Bulletin.
Graduate Admissions:
The decision to recommend admission of a student to the graduate
program in sociology_~s made to the Graduate School by an admissionscommittee of the department. A dossier will be compiled on each applicant.
Included in the dossier will be:
1.

a complete transcript

2.

Graduate Record Examination scores or any comparable examination
scores.

3.

a personal letter from the applicant

4 •. any of the·following at the discretion of the applicant:
letters of recomrr,endation, published or unpublished work,
evidence of relevant work experience, or any other evidence
tha~ the applicant may wish to present to the admissions committee.
In general, we limit our graduate admissions to students whose over-all
undergraduate grade point average is "B" or better (3.00 in a 4.00 system),
and whose verbal and quantitative Graduate Record Examination scores are
adequate. Exceptions will be made if it is the unanimous"judgment of the
departmental admissions committee that other ·sources indicate competence
and academic promise,
Students who indicate a sincere desire to work toward the Ph.D. degree
and who meet the admissions requirements will be admitted to the graduate
program to the extent that our staff and facilities p.ermit::.

·"
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-2Each incoming graduate student will select a faculty adviser with
whom he or she is expected to maintain close contact. The student may
change his or her faculty adviser at his own discretion; and llke~ise,
a facult~ member may at any time ~>~thdraw as adviser to a pa~ticular
student.
All incoming graduate students are expected to have a minimally
adequate background in the general areas of social theory, research methodology·
and elementary statistics. Students who lack such a preparation are expected
to acquire it before taking the required graduate courses in these areas.
This matter will be the responsibility of both the student and his faculty
adviser.
At the end of the.first year, each graduate student will receive an
official letter from the department. This letter will contain an evaluation
of the student's academic performance and a departmental decision on
1.:hether the student is to be continued or dropped from the program.
First Year Graduate Requirements:

-.
All incoming graduate students (whether with a B.A. or an }I.A.)
will complete the following required courses:

1.

One year of·graduate research methods which will include the
following:
a. Sociology 580 (prerequisite, Sociology 481, 480, 281 or
equivalents);
b. Sociology 581 (prerequisite, successful completion of
Sociology 580);
c. A pro-seminar in which most of the faculty of the department
will take turns presenting various research tecnriiques and
qualitative approaches as exemplified in their own work.

2.

One year of graduate theory. The student will choose two from
a'~ong the graduate theory offerin'gs. At present these offerings
are:
a. Sociology 507 (history of theory or focus on a major theorist);
b. Sociology 513 (Survey of Contemporary Theory. Part I. The
American Schools);
c. Sociology 514 (Survey of Contemporary Theory. Part II.
The European Schools).

Students will have satisfied the first year graduate requirements only
after they have obtained a grade of "B'.' or better in each of the five
semester courses listed above. Students o;.:ho get less. than a "B" in any
one course will be allowed to take that semester course over again. At
the discretion of the department, any student who fails to get a grade
of "R" or better the second time around may be dropped from the program.

-3No undergraduate courses taken at UNM or elsewhere will be considered
as satisfying any portipn of these first year graduate requirements. If
a student claims that he or she has taken comparable training elsewhere,
then he or she can demonstrate this and satisfy the requirement by taking
the final examination in any one of the five semester courses listed above
and passlng such an e,:amination with a grade of "B" or better. Satisfact:i,on
of a requirement by taking a final examination does not mean that the
student receives graduate credit for such a course.
The M.A. Degree Option:
After successful completion of first year graduate requirements a student
may opt to get an M.A. degree by either Plan 1 or Plan II as specified in
the Graduate Bulletin. However, an M.A. degree is in no way required in
this graduate program,.and the student may well decide not to get such a
degree. If the student opts to pick up the M.A. he should apply for
candidacy (for the M.A.) soon after he has completed 12 graduate hours;
the Master's Examination may not be given until the Graduate Dean has
approved the .application. for candidacy~ . Also, .. the M.A •. candidate must·-·'
meet the."~notification of intention to ·grC(duate~'- rule-·(Gnfduate··Bulletin;· '.
p. 36).• ·Se~ond

and Third Year Graduate Requirements:

1.

successful completion of an examination showing proficiency
in reading one foreign language; or

2..

(with the approval of the chairman of the department),
satisfactory demonstration of proficiency in a computer
language (e.g. FORTRAN),

The student should apply :·far. doctoral candidacy ..at least:by ~·the ·.time.::rhe completes 48 hours~- He can b"e .advanced to candidacy only after the .... ·.
foreign language or alternative requirement has been met, and the Doctoral
Comprehensive Ex~nination has been passed.
The Ph.D. Program:
Our graduate program offers the following major areas of specialization:
1.

sociology of deviance (legal institutions, criminology,
juvenile delinquency, social control, corrections, penology, etc.);

2.

sociology of Latin America and topics of comparative sociology,
social change and development;
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Additional courses are now being offered in the following speciality
areas:
(a)

ecology, demography, urb~ization;

(b)

social stratification, race and ethnic relations;

(c)

sociology of culture {sociology of knowledge, sociology of
religion, sociology of literature, etc.);

(d)

social welfare;

(e)

·large scale organizations; occupations and professions;

(f)

social psychology (family, small groups, society and personality, etc.).

In addition to successfully completing the requirements of the first,
second, and third graduate years, as outlined above, and completing the
requirements of the Graduate School, students will take Ph.D. -examinations, -•~-·- ·--(a Doctoral Comprehensive Examination), prepare and-defend a Ph.D. prospectus,.
and write a Ph.D. dissertation.·
The Ph.D. Examinations (or Doctoral Comprehensive Examination):
These will be both written and oral and will be required of all stu~ents
before they are allo~ed to defend the Ph.D. prospectus or write the Ph.D.·
dissertation. Since in the fulfillment of the general graduate require- _
ments of the first three years, each student will already have demonstrated
competence in methods, general theory, and statistics, these general areas
will not be part of the Ph.D. examinations. Instead, the student will
be examined in three of the areas of specialization previously listed.
These three areas will be selected by the student and approved .by his -.c..=adviser and by the chairman of the department. In preparation for these
examinations the student is expected to take or audit relevant graduate
courses and to obtain addition a~ bibliographies and do additional reading.
1
Two of these areas will be examined in writing, and the third will be an
oral examination.
The Written:
The student will answer written questions in two areas of sociological
specialization. These questions will be prepared by the appropria'te
faculty in consultation with the chairman of the department. The student
will have three hours to write answers to the questions in each of these
areas (six hours for answers to both areas). Answers to each area will
be graded by at least three faculty members. The student must psss in
each area. (A majority of the grading faculty must give the examination
at least a grade of 'pass'.) If the student fails to pass in any one
area, he or she may take the written examination in that area over again.
If the student fails to pass the second time, the student ~ay be dismissed
from the program.

·-:.:
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-5The Oral:
After consulting with the student, the chairman of the department
will appqint four faculty members to conduct an oral examination in which
the student will be examined in a third area of sociological specialization.
This area is expected to correspond to the general area of the planned
Ph.D. dissertation; and the examining faculty may vell include the future
thesis supervisor and future thesis committee (i.e., the Committee· on
Studies). At the conclusion of this eA~ination the examining faculty
"'ill grade the student: "with highest distinction"; "with distinction";
"pass", or "fail."
If the student fails, he or she may take the oral examination again.
If the student fails a.second time, he or she may be dismissed from the
program.
Ph.D. Prospectus and Prospectus Defense:__ _
After .consultation .with his.or her ·cmnmittee"on studies, the _studentwill submit to them _four. typewritten copie,?_ of a_ ten :to .fifteen __pag~ .E,ro~pectus
plus a bibliography. This prospectus will outline the topic, argument,
exploratory hypothesis, and methodology of the pxoposed Ph.D. dissertation.
The bibliography will demonstrate that' the student has examined the relevant
literature.
As soon as the Committee on Studies informally approves this prospectus,
the Committee will schedule a formal prospectus hearing and defense. This
hearing and defense will be open to other members of the faculty. All
questions-will be limited to the subject of the prospectus. During this
hearing"the student will explain his dissertation project,·defend the ·~
prospectus, answer faculty questions and attempt to meet faculty objections.
and criticisms, if any, A~ the end of the hearing, the Committee on
Studies will-decide whether the-student has successfully met objections
and criticisms, and whether he or she is ready to start working on the
Ph.D. dissertation.
Time Limits:
He recommend a six year time limit on full-time graduate 'Work from
the start of graduate work in our department to Ph.D. We recommend that
the student be required to take all Ph.D. examinations (both written and
orals) within the period of one month. We recommend a maximum time limit
of six months between completion of Ph.D. examinations and formal prospectus
defense.

....
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-6If a student is unable to meet any of these time limits he or she should
petition the department for an extension. Extensions should be granted
only for due cause.
Yearly Review of Graduate Student· !'regress:·
Every year, toward the end of the academic year (and more often if
necessary) the faculty will meet in·a closed session limited to faculty
only and review the progress of all sociology graduate students.

-------· ......
-
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PROPOSAL FOR A M!NOR<IN SOCIAL \.ffiLFARE, Submitted by the Department of Sociology
The Department of Sociology requests approval of an undergraduate academic
minor in Social Welfare, to be administered by the Sociology Department and
to be instituted in the Fall semester, 1976-77.
The proposed catalog description for this new minor, along with the titles
of courses that are to be included in the minor's curriculum, appears bela•~.
The Depa~tment's rationale and justification of proposal follows the description.
Proposed Catalog Description
A minor in Social Helfare shall consist of at least 18 semester hours
of courses in the Social 1-lelfare curriculum, exclusive of introductory
courses in Sociology and related disciplines. This ~inor is especially
designed to accompany a major in either Sociology o~ Psychology but may
be pursued by students majoring in other fields.

The Social Welfare ;:liner requires nine semester hours of the following
specialized courses offered by the Department of Sociology: Soc. 200,
So~. 300, Soc. 301.
The remaining nine or more hours of the minor may be
selected from those of the following courses that are offered outside of
the student's major department: Soc. 213, 216, 230, 312, 313, 32;,, 414;
Psy. 230, 270, 271, 320, 331, 332, 373; Anth. 308, 315, 345; Econ. 331, 341.
Prerequisite requirements attached to the electives listed above must
be strictly adhered to by students minoring in Social Helfare. Finally,
courses which are applied toward a major may not be applied toward a minor
in Social I~ elf are.

Catalor; Titles of Courses Applicable to the Social Welfare Hiner
Required Specialized Courses in Social lvelfare
Soc. 200 Foundations of Social Welfare (3)
The development of institutions created to meet changing hu~n needs and
conditions. An historical analysis ~ith major focu~ on current institutions and programs. Not applicable to a major in Sociology. Prerequisite:
101.

Soc. 300 Principles of Social Work (3)
Historical development of the philosophy and practice of social work.
An e:<ploration of the settings, tasks, and responsibilities of social
wcrkers, Not applicable to a major in sociology. Prerequisite: 200.
Soc. 301

Methods of Social Work Intervention (3)

An examination of the theories and techniques utilized in social work

.,
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practice. The role of the social worr..e.r.,\in, problem-solving situations.
Not applicable to asmajor ipssociology. ;p'!"e:requisite: 200.
Electives A?plicable to Social Welfare Minor
Soc. 213

Deviant Behavior (3)
(prerequisite: Soc. 101)

Soc. 216

Race and Cultural Relations (3)
(prerequisite: Soc. 101 or 102)

Soc. 230

Society and Personality (3)
(prerequiste: Soc, 101)

Soc. 312

Juvenile Delinquency (3)
(prerequisite: Soc. 101; recommended, Soc. 213)

Soc. 313

Criminology (3)
(prerec_:···cite: S0c. 101 and 1101; recommended, Soc. 213)

Soc. 325

Social !-. :.•chology vf Marriage and the Family (3)
(prerec· ··ite: lCl; recommended Soc. 230)

Soc. 414

Sociolo;.: ..· of Corrections (3)
(prerequisite: Soc. 312 or 313).'

Psychology
Psy, 230

Psychology of Adjustment (3)
(prereqd.site: Psy. 102)

Psy. 270

Interper.ronal
(prereq~5.site:

Rel~tions

(3)
Ps:r. 102)

Psy. 271

Psychology of Sexual Identity (3)
(no prerequisite listed)

Psy. 320

Develop;n.:ntal Psychology (3)
(prerequisite: Psy, 102)

Psy. 331

Psychology of Personality (3)
(prerequ~site:
Psy. 230 or 260)

Psy. 332

Abnormal ~ehavior (3)
(prerequisite: Psy. 331)

Psy. 373

Cross-cultural Psychology (3)
(prerequisite: Psy. 102 and at least one upper division course in
psychology or a course in anthropology)

Anthropology

.·.
' .•~~ ,OJ
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· Anthr.• 13(}8 · Psychology Anthropology (3)
(prerequisite: Anthr. 101 & 102 equivalent)
Anthr. 315

Current American Indian Problems (3)
(prerequisite: Anthr, 305 or permission of instructor)

Anthr. 345

Spanish-Speaking Peoples of the Southwest (3)
(prerequisite: Anthr. 101 and 102 or equivalent)

Economics
Econ. 331

The Economics of Poverty (3)
(prerequisite: Econ. 200, 201, or consent of instructor)

Econ. 341

Urban Economics (3)
(prerequisite: Econ. 200, 201, or consent of instructor)
Political Science
301 Urban Politics & Policy; 307 Politics of Ethnic Groups; 410 Public Policy Analysis

Justification
As the above description makes clear, this is a program with an interdisciplinary curriculum. All of the courses embraced by the minor, including
the three specialized core courses in social welfare, are presently listed in
the catalog. The social welfare courses were introduced by the Sociology
Department and offered for the first time during the current academic year.
(Hiner changes in the titles and descriptions of these three courses, Soc, 200,
300, and 301, have been made since the publication of the 1975-76 catalog,)
The department's decision to initiate a minor in Social Welfare comes
as a minimal response to a longstanding and persistent demand for a program
of courses geared to semi-professional occupations in local welfare agencies.
Over the years the University has received a persistent stream of inquiries,
most of which were referred to the Sociology Department, concerning the availability of a course of instruction of this type. In response to these inquiries,
we have had to disappoint many students and citizens in the community seeking
this type of instruction because of the heavy demands on staff and resources
required by our rapidly expanding academic program in sociology.
It might be noted here that there is a widespread misconception identifying
social work with sociology, and it is often difficult for us to explain the
distinction between sociology as an academic social science discipline and the
field of social work, which is a practicing vocation. Clearly, sociology,
along with psychology, provides a highly pertinent educational foundation for
the practice of social work, and it is not uncommon for sociology departments
to offer an adjunct curriculum providing some social work training, but the
two fields are organized around distinctly different objectives and methods.
By last year, the size of the Sociology Faculty, which had gradually but
steadily increased since 1960, and the leveling off of enrollments in our
regular academic program after a period of great growth, gave the department
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lee~ay to consider at least a token response to the unsatisfied demand for
social welfare instruction. After due consideratio~· of the matter, in the
context of departmental :priorities and resources, ·we· decd.ded that we could
offer a limited program of instruction in the field of social welfare and
social work, provided that it did n~t seriously compete ~th out regular
program in academic sociology. An adequate number of highly pertinent
support courses were found to be already available in the curricula of
sociology, psychology, and other departments, so that only the instruction
· of a group "of specialized core courses needed to be introduced to put
together a modest but meaningful program. The presence on our departmental
faculty of a sociologist who also possesses professional credentials (an
MSW degree) and professional experience in social work made the proposed
program readily feasible.

The three specialized core courses in social welfare contained in this
proposal were introduced into the sociology curriculum and offered during
the current academic year. As anticipated, enrollment pressure has been heavy
on these courses, even though they are explicitly excluded from being
credited 'to a major in sociology.
The decision to exclude the social welfare courses from the curriculum
applicable to a major in sociology was made for reasons alluded to earlier·
concerning the distinction between social work and sociology. Although the
present proposal does not exclude these courses being credited to a regular
minor in sociology, we. felt compelled to exclude them from the major in order
to prevent the dilution of a sound academic major in sociology. While some
sociology departments offer an adjunct curriculum in social welfare along
with their regular academic programs, we were cognizant of the tendency of
such courses, which are not sociology courses strictly speaking, to compete
with and dilute the basic sociology curriculum. Our proposal is carefully
designed to prevent this.
h~ile we intend to keep these disciplinary lines clearly defined in
our curriculum, it is obvious that the two academic fields most directly
underpinning the field of human services are sociology and psychology. We
have therefore carefully selected a group of existing courses in sociology_
and psychology, along with a few especially pertinent courses from·anthropology
and economics, which are most.directly supportive of a welfare services specialization. We anticipate that most students choosing to minor in Social Welfare
will be majors in either sociology or psychology, although the minor is
designed to accomodate students pursuing other academic majors as well. While
the specialized core courses are offered by the sociology department, the
program is so designed that it is possible for students majoring in sociology
to minor in social welfare without any overlap in the applicability of courses
to the major and minor. This meets, in a minimal way at least, the rapidly
mounting demand of sociology undergradutes for some applied or vocationally
oriented focus in their academic education. It also dove-tails well with
the department's increasing concentration in the general area of social
deviance, criminology, delinquency, corrections, and criminal justice.
Student interest in courses in this area, incidentally, is extraordinarily
high and tends to be associated with aspirations to practictioner-type
vocations.
'
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At the present time, there is only one other unit of the University that
offers instruction•.in the aJ;_ea" of human services, ~nd the curriculum of this
program is not app.l~cab1.e ito' a'/ four-year degree •., !!his is the Federally
funded New Careers Comminity Services Program administered by the Medical
School, a very limited soft-money program designed to serve a selected community
clientele. Students enrolled in the New Careers program are not normally
enrolled in an academic degree program. There is no graduate professional
school of social work in the State, and the smaller state universities ·
- (Highlands and NMSU) that offer some undergraduate instruction in social
welfare are remote from the State's urban center where the demand is concentrated. The present proposal will fall far short of filling this gap,
but it is a step in this direction.
Although the specialized social welfare courses providing the core to
the proposed minor are presently being offered, as things stand they are
applicable to no degree program except the BUS, a minor in sociology, or as
part of a distributed minor; in each of these contexts, the social welfare
specialization loses its explicit identity. The proposed minor will provide
an explicit identity for these courses along with appropriately focused
supportive electives.
The modest dimensions of the proposed minor in Social Welfare can be
accomodated with existing staff and departmental resources. In a de facto
sense, this is already being done. No special equipment or other support
for the program is reqqired beyond that presently available.
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Department of Speech Communication
Annual Report
I.

General Department Information and Accomplishments
A.

What the Department of Speech Communication Represents
The Department of Speech Communi cation consists of faculty who

are linked by an impelling interest in the phenomenon of human
communication. As most social scientists concede, communication is
one of those fundamental and encompassing processes which affects
virtually any social event. Not only is it possible to study the
act and process of communication, but it is also feasible to examine
any social event in terms of the concept of communication.
Communication is a useful concept around which to organize studies
and curricula because it is one approach whereby we can effectively
view all of society. The field of communication studies has grown
enormously because its particular perspective has been demonstrated
as useful for looking at social relations.
The Department of Speech Communication emphasizes the study
of communication in terms of three basic components:
1. Codes:

language (oral and written symbols), nonverbal

behaviors, and graphic or pictorial symbols (both verbal and
non verba 1).
2.

Modes:

relationships in which communication occurs--

within self (intrapersonal), between self and others (interpersonal--dyads, small groups,

bet~/een

speaker and audience)

and mediated (non-face-to-face in which messages are distributed by electronic means--by film and video).
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3.

Contexts:

places and settings in which communication

occurs, such as the family, a team, the classroom, an
organization, the community.
Contexts or settings, however, often exert so profound an
influence upon the communication process that the major
focuses and emphases in a program of study are distinguished
by the settings. Accordingly, this department limits its
study of
1.

communicatio~

primarily to the following contexts:

Interpersonal setting:

dyads and small groups involv-

ing people of the same and different cultures.
2. Public setting:

audiences in both face-to-face and

electronically mediated modes.

This setting involves the

study of communication in political campaigns, social movements,
public information and relations programs, the use of electronic
media in the diffusion of information and the adoption of
innovations, the regulation and ethics of media use, and the
evaluation of the effectiveness of both face-to-face and
mediated messages for public purposes.
3. Organizational setting:

internal communication systems

of government agencies, business enterprises, industrial
complexes, educational and social institutions, and the multiplicity of bureaucracies in this country and abroad.
4.

Instructional setting: communication behavior in

the classroom, use of the media in instruction, instructional
development for teachers of communication, applications of
communication theory to training in business, industry, and
government, and instructional strategies with communication
implications for teachers at all levels in education.
I
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The primary goals of the Department of Speech Communication are
to discover and disseminate information about and opportunities for
understanding how individuals create, code, send, decode, receive,
and respond to messages, and what impact these messages have on
individuals and society.
B.

What the Department of Speech Communication Has Done
During the 1975-1976 year, the

departmen~

provided instruction

to over 2000 students per semester, with a student credit hour of
approximately 500 per faculty member (10.3 FTE and 5,571 SCH) per
semester. These figures are meaningful only if the usual faculty
load of 250 SCH/FTE is used as a comparison.

In other words,

faculty of the department have taught about twice as many student
credit hours as has been the case in the_past; in comparison to
departments which also focus on aspects of human behavior in a way
somewhat similar to Speech Communication, such as Modern and
Classical Languages, Linguistics, Communicative Disorders, and
Journalism, this department taught on the average of 250 SCH per
FTE more than the faculty in those other departments. This
indicates, simply, that the Department of Speech Communication has
responded fully to enrollment demands.
While accommodating relatively large numbers of students,
faculty of the department maintained a striking record of quality
student evaluations of teaching.

Dr. James Hoban was selected

as Professor of the Month (May 1976) by Las Campanos. All faculty
members received overall ratings of teaching performance on
standardized forms of not lower than 3.4 and most ratings were
4.0 or higher (on a 5-point scale).
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In addition to maintaining high student evaluations and teaching large numbers of students, faculty of the department awarded
approximately the same percentage of A and B grades as other
departments teaching comparable numbers of SCH (Anthropology,
Economics, and Sociology); all of these departments, including
Speech Communication, taught more than 3600 and fewer than 4000
lower division SCH during Fall semester and awarded approximately
38 per cent A and B grades to lower division students.
The Department of Speech Communication graduated approximately 20 candidates

~ith

master's degrees. The department also

graduated approximately 16 undergraduates with a Bachelor of Arts
degree and two with a Bachelor of Education degree. Although the
records do not clearly indicate, it appears that at least twice
as many students complete Bachelor of University Studies degrees.
In addition, 19 graduates at the undergraduate level had declared
Speech Communication as an official minor.
C. Who the Faculty, Staff, and Assistants Were
1.

Faculty.

The following individuals served as faculty

during the 1975-1976 year:
Professor
R. WAYNE PACE
Ph.D. Purdue
Chairman
Organizational and Interpersonal Communication
Associate
ESTELLE ~NNES Ph.D. Case-Western Reserve
Professor
Rhetorical and Telemediated Communication
Associate
LAWRENCE B. ROSENFELD Ph.D. Penn State
Professor
Interpersonal Communication and Communication Theory
Assistant
JAMES L. HOBAN Ph.D.
Professor
Rhetorical Communication
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Illinois

Assistant
JEAN M. CI'VIKLY . Ph.D. Florid& St&te
Professor
Interperson&l Communic&tion and Educational MetQ~Qs
Assistant
RICHARD M. KRAUSE M.A.
Professor
Telemediated Communication

New Mexico

Assistant
PAMELA PLAX
Ph.D. Southern California
Professor
(half-time) Rhetorical Communication
TIMOTHY G. PLAX
Ph.D. Southern California
Assistant
Professor
Interpersonal Communication and Research Methods
Assistant
PAUL C. FEINGOLD Ph.D. Purdue
Professor
Organizational and Interpersonal Communication
Lecturer
SANDRA L. CORLESS M.A. New Mexico
Director of Forensics and Interpersonal Communication
Lecturer
VIRGINIA MALONE
M.A.
(1/3 FTE)
Interpersonal Communication

New Mexico

Visiting Instructor JAMES W. ZALEWSKI M.A. New Mexico
Telemediated and Interpersonal Communication
Instructor BARBARA BARSKY
M.A.
(part-time)
Interpersonal Communication

Hunter College

Lecturer
TONY OLIVER
M.A.
(part-time)
Interpersonal Communication

New Mexico

2. Student Assistants
Graduate Assistant GENE FOWLER
Interpersonal Communication

B.A.

SUNY, Potsdam

Graduate Assistant DENNIS ASHLEY
Organizational Communication

B.A.

Eastern Washington

Graduate Assistant LINDA BLOCK!
Telemediated Communication

B.A.

Illinois State,
Normal

Graduate Assistant ELLEN SKLARZ
Interpersonal Communication

B.A.

SUNY, Buffalo

Special Assistant
STEPHEN VOGEL B.A.
Rhetorical Communication (Forensics)

New Mexico

JEFFREY WIESE
Special Assistant
Interpersonal Communication

Wisconsin, Oshkosh
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B.A.

Special Assistant ' J. TAYLOR EDWARDS
Rhetorical Communication

B.A.

Eastern
New Mexico

Special Assistant
VICI TAUS
Rhetorical Communication

B.A.

Chico State
(Ca 1if.)

Special Assistant
GWEN ABER
Interpersonal Communication

B.A.

Carnegie-Mellon

3.

Staff
Departmental Secretary

MAY POLIVKA

Staff Secretary

CATHY RETZLAFF

Forensics Secretary
(Work-Study)

DENNIE WADER SALAZAR

Electronic Technician

ARTHUR EBERTHARDT, succeeded by
RICHARD STEINBERG in April, 1976

Studio Assistants
{Hark-Study)

GARY CARKIN {Semester I)
RUSSELL HARRIS (Semesters I,II)
GREGORY ROSENBERG (Semester II,
Summer)

4. New Faculty Appointments Effective August 1975

5.

JAMES W. ZALEWSKI

Visiting Instructor

PAMELA PLAX

Visiting Assistant Professor
(part-time)

Faculty Separations Effective July 1976
DR. JAMES L. HOBAN
Assistant Professor

Resigned to accept a position at
the Department of Speech Communication
at the University of Virginia,
Charl ottesvi 11 e.
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D.

What the Faculty Did: Composite of Information from Biographical
Supplements
l. Advanced Study

2.

a.

PAUL C. FEINGOLD
Progress toward Ph.D. degree, Purdue University.
Completed orals over dissertation, December 16, 1975.
Certified communication auditor, International
Communication Association.

b.

RICHARD M. KRAUSE
Continuing work on doctoral dissertation, "Broadcast license Challenge and the Citizen Group: The
Detroit Challenge (1970)," University of Michigan.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc.
None

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None

4.

Publications
a.

ROBERT C. DICK
Review: EFFECTIVE GROUP COMMUNICATION, Second Edition, by John K. Brilhart, in Journal of the American
Forensic Association, Winter 1975, Vol. II, p. 154.
Review: THE EDUCATION OF BLACK PEOPLE: TEN
CRITIQUES, 1906-1960, by W.E.B. DuBois, edited by
Herbert Aptheker; and THE CORRESPONDENCE OF W.E.B.
DuBOIS: VOL. l, edited by Herbert Aptheker, in
Quarterly Journal of Speech, October, 1975, Vol. 61,
pp. 345-347.

b.

RICHARD M. KRAUSE
"Citizen Activism Against New Mexico Broadcasters,"
NewMexiCom, Vol. 1, No. 2 (Spring 1975), pp. 35-45,
Co-author: Paul Mansfield.

c.

R. WAYNE PACE
Communication Behavior: A Scientific Introduction,
Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1975, pp. 147. Co-authors:
R.R. Boren and B.D. Peterson.
Communication Experiments: A Manual for Conducting
Experiments, Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1975, 280 pp.
~a-authors: B.D. Peterson and R.R.Boren.
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4.

Publications (cont'd)
d. TIMOTHY G. PLAX
"Personality Determina.nts of Autocrqtic a.ncl Democra.tic
Leadership," Speech Monographs, August 1975, Vol. 42,
pp. 203-208. co-a.uthor: Lawrence Rosenfeld.
"Personality Discrimincwts of Reticence," l4estern
Speech Journal, Winter 1975, Vol. 39, pp. 22~3 ,
Co-author: Lawrence Rosenfeld
''The Rel ati onshi p of Listener Persona 1ity to P,erceptions of Three Dimensions of Credibility," Central States
Speech Journal, Winter 1975, Vol. 26, pp. 274-278.
Co-author: Lawrence Rosenfeld.
"The 'Risky Shift' Phenomenon and Small Group Communication," New Mexico Communication Journal, Fall 1975,
pp. 17-22.
e.

ROSENFELD
"Nonverbal Behavior and Small Group Interaction," in
R. Applbaum, 0. Jensen, and R. Carroll, eds., Speech
Communication: A Basic Anthology. New York: MacMillan,
1975, pp. 173-190.
"Personality Determinants of Autocratic and Democratic
Leadership," Speech Monographs, 1975, Vol. 42. pp. 203208. Co-author: Timothy G. Plax.
"Personality Discriminants of Reticence," Western
Speech Journal, 1975, Vol. 39, pp. 22-31. Co-author:
Timothy G. Plax.
"The Relationship of Listener Personality to Perceptions of Three Dimensions of Credibility," Central States
Speech Journal , l~i nter 1975, Vol • 26, pp. 274-278.
Co-author: Lawrence Rosenfeld.
LA~JRENCE

f. UAMES W. ZALEWSKI
"Psychographi cs and Radio Deci sion-t~aking,"
NewMexiCom (New Mexico Communication Association Journal),
1975, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 23-26. Co-author: Alan C. Burns.
5. Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period.
a. JEAN M. CIVIKLY
Preparation of manuscript for textbook in Nonverbal
Communi cation: ~liTH HORDS UNSPOKEN, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1976. Co-author: Lawrence Rosenfeld.
b.

PAUL C. FEINGOLD
Communication Analysis--State of New Mexico Public
Defender, LEAA Grant #75-E-5-2-5 ($3400).
Anti-Drug Commercials and the Mass Media: Prevention
or Pushing.
Toward the Development of a Theory of Effective Communication.
Communication Analysis: Senator Domenici.
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5.

Other research projects (cont'd)
c. JAMES L. HOBAN, JR.
Solzhenitsyn's Perspective on Diplomatic Negotiations of
Detente: A Case Study in the Use of Kenneth Burke's
Perspective by Incongruity.
Rituals and Rhetorical Occasions (revision of a convention paper).
Textual Problems in American Indian Oratory
Critical Responses to Indian Oratory prior to the
Twentieth Century.
d.

R. WAYNE PACE
Completed research for book on organizational behavior
to be published by Harper & Row (Canfield Press).

e. TIMOTHY G. PLAX
"Involvement and Discrepant Message Arousal as Determinants of Affiliative Preference: A Theoretical Reformulation,"
with Edward M. Bodaken and Kenneth K. Sereno.
"Manipulation of Student Satisfaction: Combined Effects
of Teacher Structural Orientation and Ego-Threatening Verbal
Behaviors," with Donna L. Donahue.
"Individual Differences and the Sex and Persuasibility
Relationship," with Lawrence Rosenfeld.
"Receiver Differences and the Relationship between Fear
Arousal and Attitude Change," with Lawrence Rosenfeld.
"The Personality Correlates of Specific and Generalized
Dress Behaviors" with Lawrence Rosenfeld.
"The Effects of Information Exposure Activities on
Attitudinal Changes among Co-Culturals," with Jean M. Civikly.
f.

LAWRENCE B. ROSENFELD
"Correlates of Risky Decision Making," Journal of
Personality Assessment, in press. Co-author: Timothy G. Plax.
"Dogmatism and Decisions Involving Risk," Southern Speech
Journal, in press. Co-author: Timothy G. Plax.
"Body Accessibility: A Decade Later," Journal of
Communication, in press. Co-authors: Sallie Kartus and
Chett Ray.

g. ESTELLE ZANNES
Completed Manuscript for book Police Communication:
Human and Ha1·dware (for publication April, 1976, Davis
Publishing Company).
Began work on Stand Up, Speak Out, text for AddisonWesley Publishing Company, flr publication in 1977.
Co-author: Gerald M. Goldhaber.
Continued research in Police Communications, to
determine proper instructional materials for in~service
training of officers on various areas in communication
field, both hardware and software.
Continued research for Campaign '76 Task Force:
Henry Jackson, for Speech Communication Association.
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6. Activities in learned and professional societies
a.

JEAN M. CIVIKLY
Member, Board of Directors, Jhternational Communication
Association.
"Student Cognitive and Affective Responses to Varying
Degrees of Specificity of Instructional Objectives," a
paper presented to Internation~l Communication Association,
Chicago, Illinois, April, 1975.
"Judging the Sex of Writers," a paper presented to the
Western Speech Communication Association Convention,
Seattle, Washington, November, 1975.
"Teacher Nonverbal Communication," a paper presented
to the Western Speech Communication Association Convention,
Seattle, Washington, November, 1975.
"Communication Environments and the Poor," a paper presented at AAAS Region IV meeting in Los Alamos, New Mexico,
April, 1975. Co-authors: R. Wayne Pace and Richard M.
Krause.
"Black English," an address presented to the New Mexico
Speech and Hearing Association, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
October, 1975.

b.

SANDRA L. CORLESS
Member, District Nine Committee for the American Forensics
Association.
Member, National Debate Tourney Speaker of the Year
Awards Committee for Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha.
High School Sectional Coordinator and Intercollegiate
District Coordinator, Bicentennial Youth Debate Program,
American Forensics Association.

c.

ROBERT C. DICK
"La Causa Politica de Los Chicanos," a paper distributed
at the Western Speech Communication Association convention,
Seattle~ Washington, November, 1975.

d.

PAUL C. FEINGOLD
"Undergraduate and Graduate Courses in Organizational
Communication," a paper presented at International Communication Association, Chicago, Illinois, April, 1975.
Elected recorder for the Organizational/Interpersonal
Interest Group, Western Speech Communication Association.

e.

JAMES L. HOBAN, JR.
Attended Speech Communication Association Convention,
Houston, Texas, December 27-30, 1975.

f.

RICHARD M. KRAUSE
"First Amendment and the Telecommunications Media: The
Tornillo Case," a paper presented at the Western Speech
Commum cation Association convention, S:!attl e, Washington,
Nov. 26, 1975.
"Communication Environments and the Poor, 11 a paper presented at AAAS Region IV meeting in Los Alamos, New Mexico,
April, 1975. Co-authors: R. Wayne Pace and Jean M. Civik1y.
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6. Activities in learned and professional societies
g.

R.

PACE
International Communication Association:
Attended annual conference, Chicago, Illinois, April, 1975,
Chairperson, Committee on Instruction for the Future,
Division VII.
Chairperson, Commission on Instruction in Organizational
Communication.
Chaired program and presented paper, "Undergraduate
and Graduate Courses in Organizational Communication," coauthor: Paul c. Feingold.
Member, Membership Committee.
~ew Mexico Communication Association
Attended semi-annual meetings March and November, 1975 at
University of Albuquerque and Eastern New Mexico University.
Chairperson, Committee on Teacher Certification.
Chairperson, Committee on Publications.
Western Speech Communication Association.
Attended annual convention, ~ovember, 1975, Seattle,
Washington.
Presented two papers: "Conducting a Communication Audit"
and "Consulting in Business and Industry."
Chairperson, Steering Comniittee of Legislative Assembly.
Second Vice President-elect.
WAY~E

"Communication Environments and the Poor," a paper presented at AAAS Region IV meeting in Los Alamos, New Mexico,
April, 1975. Co-authors: Richard M. Krause and Jean M.
Civikly.
h.

TIMOTHY G. PLAX
"Individual Differences and the Relationship between
Communi cation Credibility and Receiver Attitude Change,"
a paper presented at ~Jest ern Speech Communi cation Association convention in Seattle, Washington, November, 1975.
"Correlates of Risky-Decision Making," a paper presented
at meeting of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Los Alamos, New Mexico, April, 1975. Co-author:
Lawrence Rosenfeld.
"The Relationship of Listener Personality to Perceptions
of Three Dimensions of Credibility," a paper presented at the
International Communication Association meeting in Chicago,
April, 1975. Co-author: Lawrence Rosenfeld.
Critic -- Organizational and Interpersonal Communication
Group Panel, Western Speech Communication Association convention, Seattle, Washington, 1975.

i.

LAWRENCE B. ROSENFELD
"The Relationship of Listener Personality to Perceptions
of Three Dimensions of Credibility," a paper presented at
the International Communication Association convention,
Chicago, Illinois, April, 1975. Co-author: Timothy G. Plax
"Correlates of Risky Decision-Making," a paper presented
at the American Association for the Advancement of Science
convention, Los Alamos, New Mexico, April, 1975. Co-author:
Timothy G. Plax.
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6. Activities in learned and professional societies
i.

7.

(cont'd

LAWRENCE B. ROSENFELD (cont'd)
"Individual Differences and the Relationship between
Communicator Credibility and Receiver Attitude Change,"
a paper presented at the Western Speech Communication
Association convention, Seattle, Washington, November,
• 1975. Co-author: Timothy G, Plax.
"A Comparative Study of the Effectiveness of the Small
Group Method and CoiTilland Method of Teaching a Physical
Education Activity Course,'' a paper presented at the
Alliance of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
convention in Albuquerque, New Mexico, April, 1975.
Co-author: Edward Rhudy.
Member, Western Speech .Gonmuni cation Association Time
and Place Committee, 1975.
Chairperson, l~es tern Speech Conmuni cation Association
Credentials Committee, 1975.
Associate Editor, Communication Education, 1975-.
Chairperson, Western Speech Communication Association
Time and Place Committee for 1976.

j.

JAMES W. ZALEWSKI
Attended spring and fall meetings, March and November,
1975, of New Mexico Communication Association at University
of Albuquerque and Eastern New Mexico University.
Attended meeting of Speech Communication Association,
Seattle, Washington, November, 1975.

k.

ESTELLE ZANNES
"Has the U.S. raped women rhetorically?" a paper presented at 14estern Speech Communication Association
convention, November 22, 1975,
"Communicating the Park Image," Keynote speaker for
1976 Southern District National Recreation and Park
Association Conference, April 11-13, 1975, Raleigh, North
Carolina.
"Barriers to Communication," Speaker for 1976 Southwest
District National Recreation and Park Association Conference (Louisiana), March 1975.

Other professional activities (off-campus talks, consultancies, etc.)
a. JEAN 'M. CIVIKLY
"Analyzing Nonverbal Communication," a talk to Albuquerque
Chapter of Hadassah.
"fntegrating Verbal and Nonverbal Communication
Strategies," a talk to Duke City Linguistics Circle.
Editor, NewMexiCom, Journal of the New Mexico Communication Association.
b.

SANDRA L. CORLESS
Conducted 21 high school forensics workshops.
Gave six speeches representing the University on
communication-related subjects.
Served as a communication workshop leader at the New
Mexico Dental Assistants Continuing Education workshop.
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7.

Other professional activities (cont'd)
c.

PAUL C. FEINGOLD
Workshops for: U.S. Department of Defense, New Mexico
Speech and Hearing Association, U.S. Civil Service
Commission, American Society for Training and Development,
New Mexico Association of Personnel Directors, New Mexico
Counseling Association, New Mexico Home Economics Association.
Director of Speech Communication off-campus organizational communication intern program.

d.

RICHARD M. KRAUSE
"Citizen Activism at Broadcast Renewal Time," an
address to the Kiwanis Club, Albuquerque, New Mexico, June
10, 1975.
"Ask Not What Communication ••• ," New Mexico Home
Economists Association, May, 1975 (workshop) with Paul C.
Feingold.

e.

R. WAYNE PACE
Consultant with National Fire Training Center, Marana,
Arizona; made presentations on Communication and Safety,
Team Building (February 3 and 10, December 2, 1975).
Consultant with Bureau of Land Management, Alaska;
made presentations on Team Building (Anchorage and Fairbanks,
May, 1975), Management by Objectives (Fairbanks, October
20-24' 1975).
Consultant with Brigham Young University; conducted
workshop on auditing communication in organizations, June,
1975.
Consultant with Sandia Laboratories; conducted workshop on making effective presentations, September, 1975.

f.

B. ROSENFELD
Gave speeches to Junior League of Albuquerque and to
B'nai Brith.

g.

JAMES W. ZALEWSKI
Spoke to Albuquerque High School on "Careers in Media"
Did a weekly show on KOB-AM, Music and Talk.

h.

ESTELLE ZANNES
Translated Greek play "Disposition" by Paul Mates is,
leading Greek contemporary playwright.

LAl~RENCE

8. Non-teaching University service
a. JEAN M. CIVIKLY
Speech Communication departmental committees:
Library Acquisitions and Graduate Review Committee.
b.

SANDRA L. CORLESS
Served as Director of Forensics and supervised
forensics graduate assistant.
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5f~5.

8. Non-teachinQ University service (cont'd)
c.

PAUL C. FEINGOLD
Member, University committee for the development of
an interdisciplinary program in energy development.

d.

JAMES L. HOBAN, JR.
Faculty advisor to three graduate students.

e.

RICHARD M. KRAUSE
Member, Student Radio Board.
Member, Committee on University Planning.

f.

R. WAYNE PACE
Chairman, Department of Speech Commication
Member, Committee on Continuing Education
Departmental advisor to undergraduate students.

g. TIMOTHY G. PLAX
Dissertation Committee Education (l);
Research Evaluation Committee, Education;
Academic Advisor, Education.
Chairman of Master's Thesis, Speech Communication.

9.

h.

LAWRENCE B. ROSENFELD
Faculty advisor to several M.A. canMdates.
Member of several Ph.D. committees and M.A. committees.

i.

ESTELLE ZANNES
Member, Promotion Committee, College of Arts and
Sciences.
Coordinator, Tel emedi ated area, ll!partment of Speech
Communication.
Graduate faculty advisor, Department of Speech Communication.

Public Service
a.

R. WAYNE PACE
Chairperson, Program Committee, Kiwanis Club of Albuquerque.
Group Leader, Albuquerque Fourth ~lard Elders, LOS
Church.

b. TIMOTHY G. PLAX
Member Evaluation Board Checkerboard Area Health
System, Cuba, New Mexico, Spring, 1975.
Lecture to Speech Communication Annual Debate Workshop,
Spring, 1975.
c.

ESTELLE ZANNES
Chairperson, Cable Advisory Board, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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E.

Annual Report on University Forensics, 1975-1976
Director, Sandra L. Corless
Special Assistant - Stephen Vogel
Administrative Assistant -

Denni~

Wader Salazar

The goal of this year's program was to expose a very young group
of participants to a relatively high level of competition in an
effort to build depth in experience for future years.

It is the

opinion of the forensics staff that the 1975-1976 season was one of
the most successful in recent years in terms of accomplishing its
educational goals. A large number of students participated in a
variety of competitive and non-competitive events. The program
appears to be stable and made up of consistently motivated students.
The following statistics and information summarize the activities
and achievements of the Forensics Program at the University of New
Mexico for the past year.
I.

Students Involved
A. Total Number of Students:

95

1. Traveling (competitive) students- 18
2.

Non-competitive - 77 students

B. Students on scholarships - 8 per semester
Semester I

Semester II

David Reynolds, Freshman
Karen Held - Sophomore
Dennie Wader- Senior
Jason Kent - Junior
Pam Tomasi - Freshman
Jim McDowell - Junior
Kendall Coyne - Junior
Don ~1osi er - Freshman

David Reynolds - Freshman
Karen Held - Sophomore
Dennie Wader - Senior
Jason Kent - Junior
Jim McDowell - Junior
Kendall Coyne - Junior
Richard Quezada - Junior
Lawrence Bernabo - Junior
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c.

Profile of Students Involved
l.

Class Standing
Freshman - 18
Sophomore - 24
Junior
- 238
Senior
Other
5

2. Major College
University - 35
Arts and Sciences - 15
B.U.S. - 8
Fine Arts - 3
Education - 16
3.

Grade Point Averages
a.
b.

Competitive team members - 3.51
Non-competitive students- approximately 3.1

4.

Speech Communication majors - 15

5.

Speech Communication minors - 18

6. Students having taken Speech Communication courses
previously - 53
7.
II.

Students planning to take more Speech Communication
courses - 64

Competitive activities
A.

Number of tournaments - 10

B.

Debate Record
1. Number of Rounds competed in - 437
2. Number of Rounds won - 225
3. Number of Rounds lost - 212

C.

IndiVidual Events Record
1.

Students Qualifying at Tournaments
Ouezad&
Kent
Bernabo
Wader

-

2
5
8
4

Tomasi Reynolds Archambeau
Mosier -
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3
2
- 2
2

2. Students placing at tournaments in individual events
Quezada - 1st and 3rd
Kent - 3rd, 4th, 4th
Bernabo - 2nd, 2nd, 4th, 4th
Wader - 3rd, 3rd, 4th
Tomasi - 4th, 4th
D.

Students Qualifying in Debate
Kent and Bernabo - 3 tournaments
Hela and Archambeau - 1 tournament
Held and Reynolds - 1 tournament

E.

Special Honors
5th place in tournament sweepstakes at the University
of Arizona tournament; 62 schools competed at the
tournament.

III. Non-competitive Forensics Events
A.

KQEO Youth Speaks Out Radio Show

B. Judged at 23 different events
C.

Conducted 8 high school workshops

D.

Conducted 1 Judges clinic

E.

6 students actively participated in Student Government.
Damon Tobias was elected Student Government President.

F. Nike Schingle coached debate at Highland High School.
His team won National Forensics League District Tournament
which qualified them for the National High School Debate
Tournament.
IV. Special Events
A.

Bicentennial Youth Debates
1. UNM served as the site for the college district tournament.
2. Robert Tepper and Dennie Wader won First places at the
district and advanced to the sectional tournament.
3.

Dennie Wader won 3rd place at the college sectional
tournament at the Air Force Academy.

4. The UNM coaching staff served as sectional coordinators for the New f4exico high schools.
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B.

C.

Bicentenniql Speqkers P~ogrqm (written and performed by
UNM forensics students) ·
1.

''Great Speeches" presented at Albuquerque's "Festival 76"

2.

Bicentennial programs presented to 5 other organizations
in Albuquerque

Hosting the Annual Lobo Forensics Tournament
1. 13 schools attended
2. 85 participants
3.

D.

6 events

Hosting the Annual High School May Day Festival
1.

18 schools attended

2.

200 participants

3.

6 events

4. All tournament administration and judging was conducted
by UNM students.
V.

Organizational Participation
A.

National Debate Tournament Subscriber

B. NOT District Nine member
C.

Bicentennial Youth Debate School

D.

Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
1.

5 students- new members

2. Sandra Corless appointed to Selection Committee for
Speaker of the Year.
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II.

Recommendations and Plans for the Future
The Department of Speech Communication is continuing to seek
improvements in its program in the following areas:
A.

Departmental Facilities.
Faculty of the department currently occupy offices and use

facilities in two buildings. This arrangement physically and
psychologically divides the department, resulting in lack of contact
among members and great difficulty in maintaining adequate information flow and a positive interpersonal climate.
Among the facilities is a television laboratory studio with
electronic equipment for teaching mediated communication. Studio
space is ill-conceived, inadequate, and with some serious hazards,
such as a narrow hallway leading to the studio with a steep,
unguarded stairway leading into the basement just at the location
where greatest congestion occurs.
The electronic equipment is generally antiquated and requires
extraordinary maintenance; use among students is high, with as
many as 200 students per semester enrolled in classes in which
the equipment is an integral part. The equipment is essentially
black and white, whereas no television station and few industrial
users now have anything but color cameras, editing, and playback
facilities.
The space and equipment are embarrassingly inadequate for
university teaching. The equipment is not compatible with broadcast equipment used by KNME-TV and other local stations,
creating frustration and an inability to provide stations with
broadcast-quality materials. The instructional program
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is seriously hampered by lack of adequate facilities and equipment.
No other academic program in media in the entire state has such
disgusting and outrageously inadequate arrangements.

Students

turn away with dismay at equipment that does not work.

Students

and faculty alike are constantly piqued at the lack of equipment-we have only three portable video units for use by 50 or 60
students--and our inability to provide the most meaningful
instruction in mediated communication because of lack of media
facilities.

A visit to the departmental area provides self-

evident proof that immediate steps must be taken to provide studio
space and contemporary equipment in order to continue to offer
academic work in mediated communication.
B.

Instructional Positions
In 1971, the Department of Speech Communication had a faculty

of 13 FTE and 5 graduate assistants; in 1976, following an
unprecedented period of growth in which the actual number of
student credit hours more than doubled, the department had 10.3
FTE and only 4 graduate assistants.

For the 1976-1977 year, the

FTE will be at 11 but with still only 4 graduate assistants.
Each semester, undergraduate courses are over-enrolled. The
demand for courses in communication is unprecedented. An FTE of
13 once again would hardly accommodate the flood of students.
An FTE of at least 15 faculty members would be much more
reasonable. A proportionate increase in graduate assistants
would be reasonable and just.
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572
C.

Curriculum Modernization and Refinement
In 1972, the entire departmental curriculum was analyzed,

revised, and modified to bring offerings into line with the most
progressive communication programs in the country.

Four primary

areas of emphasis were identified with some important but
complementary lines as supplementary. The result was programs
of study at both the undergraduate and graduate levels in
Interpersonal, Organizational, Rhetorical, and Mediated Communication, with Research (discovery and Educational (dissemination)
methods as complementary adjuncts.
During this past year, the curriculum was again analyzed
and courses re-numbered to provide coherence and identification
to each of the areas.

With some additional adjustments in

course levels and a few new courses, the curriculum will retain
its contemporary and progressive image for some time in the near
future.
D.

Graduate Program Review
Plans were laid during this past year for an external review

of the departmental graduate program.

Due to the recent

re-orientation, modernization, and refining of curricula and the
acquisition of new faculty members, an adequate assessment of
the quality and viability of our graduate program has not been
possible.

During this next year, arrangements should be completed

for an extensive and detailed evaluation by colleagues from other
campuses.
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E.

Change Departmental Name
Due to a continuing negative ima.ge created by the term "speech"

in the title of the departmental name; a proposa,l was submitted
during the year to change to Department of Communication Studies.
Action should be taken during this coming year to consummate the
change.
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The Report of The Latin American Center
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Narshall R. Nason, Director

A.

Significant Developments during the Academic Year 1975-76
The substantial dependence of the Latin American Center upon federal

funding makes indispensable an extended commentary on the fiscal status
of the operation.

By the same token, ne\r and prejudicial dispositions

have placed in jeopardy the continued functioning of the Andean Study
and Research Center, the most important of the Center 1 s ancillary activi ties.
Since 1965 U.N.N. has had federal suoport for its Latin American
area studies programs, figuring among the nationally funded "language
and are centers" under Title VI of HE\-1.

The number of such centers has

varied from as many as sixteen to as few as six.

U.N .?-1. was fortunate

enough to weather the slashes made during the Hixon administration,
enjoying subvention (whose level had increased from approximately $25,000
in 1965 to $75,000 per annum in 1975) through Phases I and II of the
Language and Area Centers programs, the latter a three year cycle terminating June 30, 1976.
In the Annual Report for 1974-1975 reference was made to confusing
releases then current \rhich suggested that a third Phase would be promulgated, but the existing centers would have no presumption of priority
consideration in refunding merely because they had acquired, across the
years, the resources and expertise to function effectively.

The report

went on to state that "it \rould be unrealistic to discount the possibility
that no funding whatsoever will be available to
year 1975-76".

U.N.!~.

beyond academic

The Report also posited the possibility that Title VI
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NDFL fellmrship fundine; might
Language and Area Centers,

disappear along with monies for the

Those

~~'

formulated in a mildly

precautionary vein, have unfortunately proven distressingly accurate.
The University of New Mexico has just learned that its Area
Center project proposal was unsuccessful in the recent national competition,

And >{hile ;re are in the process of protesting blatant violations

of the conflict of interest principle in the conduct of that competition,
there seems little likelihood that one institution can defeat the burocracy and restore funding thus withdrawn.

In simple terms, this means

the loss of $75,000 in operational money coupled with a 25% reduction in
fellowship support for graduate students in the Latin American field.
Copies of our representation to Senator l4ontoya, whose office is acting
on our behalf, are included as Appendix "A" to this report.
Pressed for explanation as to the failure of our proposal, the HE1·i
burocrats made one or two valid points arnone;st much ;rarmcd-over fare ;rhich
reflected Washington prejudices rather than objective evaluation.

One

of these ;ras a problem alluded to in the 1974-75 Annual Report, namely a
disconccrnting outflow of faculty in key departments such as History,
Anthropology and Portuguese due in some
hirine; policies at the University.

measure to less than favorable

Another was the failure of Economics,

among the social sciences, to develop substantive interest in problems
related to Latin America as a ;rorld area of special focus.

The U.N .M,

J,atin American area complex as a whole ;ras charged with being rather
more traditionalist than innovative,
largely erroneous, outdated,

The rest of the criticism was

or pure burocratic balderdash which will

be challenged through appropriate channels.
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At this lTriting, on recom-

576
mendation of Univernity counsel and through the good offices of Senator
Montoya, an effort is being made to determine \fhether U.S.O.E. 's Division
of International Studies vas in violation of any statutory provision or
administrative regulation in procedures employed in selecting Centers for
award.

ShouJ.d findings prove affirmative recourse may be taken to legal

action.
The second major problem to have arisen during the year just concluded threatens the continued operation of the Andean Center which
~ras

caught in the backlash, evidently, of measures designed to limit

off-campus instructional programs by New Mexico institutions of higher
learning,

The new policy denies per capita support to such programs

unless they are recognized as line-item operations under the BEF.

Thus

most off-campus education programs are now ineligible for the $1,700
per capita State allocation.

Under these conditions the Andean Center

represents a revenue loss on the order of $75,000 before a single
dollar is disbursed in program operation.

Understandably, the University

administration feels that the increased per capita casts thus
high to sustain.

bec~me

too

In the light of these adverse developments the Center

director travelled to Quito at the end of May to inform the teaching
and administrative staff that, barring some unforseen redeeming circumstance it would be necessary to shut down operations at the conclusion
of the 1976-77 academic year.

Local announcement of the proposed program

cancellation has aroused concern among other Nc;r Hexico State supported
institutions which have suggested the possibility of an inter-institutional
consortium as a remedial measure.

These and other avenues are being

explored.
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On the assumption that the Quito program vill terminate as projected, other alternatives are
U.N.M, students.

bein~

sought for overseas study by

These include arrangements vith Latin American

Universities which will permit attendance by U.N.M. students with
faculty supervision.

At least one such arrangement

mi~ht

involve actual

exchange of students with the Latin American host institution.

In

early June the Center Director visited the Institute Tecnol6gico de
Monterrey, Monterrey, Mexico to study prospects for such an interchange.
On-site exploratory visitations have also included extended discussions
with authorities of the Pontificia Universidad Cat61ica del Ecuador,

~

and an exchange of views has been undertaken with the University of
Arizona relative to placing U.n .lL students in its newly established
program with the Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
A significant development in terms of policy vis

~

vis Latin

Junerican studies coMes with the assumption of office by President Davis
and his desit;,nation of a task-force to assess the University's resources and capabilities with a view towards possible formation of campuswide Latin American Institute under which all educational training and
technical assistance programs might be subsumed.

To an extent this

initiative was a response to meetings with President Davis proposed by
Dr. Martin Needler, Director, Division of Inter-American Affairs and
others

and held on two separate occasions during which a broad range

of vie>IJloints ;ras proffered,

The taGk-force will be chaired by Dr.

Pedro R. David, Chairman of Sociology and will deal with future projections
as well as current crises in the Latin American Area.
Many of the r;ignificant developments in staffing and instruction
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will have been reported by colleges and departments with which the
Latin American Center collaborates, hence treatment' here will be succinct.
1.

One such development has been the final approval of the Ph.D.

in Sociology one of whose two main fields is to be "the sociology of
Latin America, together with topics of COMparative sociology, social
change and social development. 11

The Latin American Center facilitated

the acquisition and technical processing of the T. Lynn Smith Collection
in Latin American sociology, thus helping accumulate some of the research
resources essential to approval of the program.
2.

The Latin American Center has helped foster and equip new

programs in the field of Business and Administrative Sciences through
provision of faculty salary support, foreign travel for faculty members engaged in implementing new programs, and the actual provision
of teaching materials therefor.

In the area, newly instituted degrees

are:
a,

A dual degree program leading to the M.A. in Latin

American Studies and the Masters in Business Administration.
This program aims to produce M.B.A.'s in international management with prof.essional training relative to the environment
and culture of Latin America and necessary language competence,
b.

A "Three-Two" M.B.A. with double ma,1or in Latin American

Studies and Economics; which will be a combined pre-professional
program in the College of Arts and Sciences and the School of
Business and Administrative Sciences leading to both a B.A. and
H.A. in five years.

This regimen has been adapted to Latin
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American Area Studies in such a way as to permit a double specialization in Economics and Latin American Studies at the undergraduate level 'Hhile laying the ground\fork for graduate work in
international management.
3.

At the undergraduate level the most significant teaching innovation

has been the introduction of an interdisciplinary, cross-listed course
entitled Latin American Studies 250 (Political Science 250; Sociology 250):
~'Latin America through Film".

Structured around. 24 documentary films

of varying length, lectures, readings and quiz sections, the new course
has attracted upwards of 100 students per semester.

The Latin American

Center under its federal funding assumed film rental costs on the order
of $1,300 and has also purchased three full length documentaries to
assist in equipping the course.
trative

sup~ort

It has also provided certain adminis-

services.

4. The instructional program at the Andean Center has remained
largely unchanged.

Lecturer Oswaldo Mino replaced Earl Kessler in

Architecture and Urban Planning.

Field work in archaeology was eliminated

for 1974-75 owing to the resignation of U.N.M. staff and subsequent intradepartmental personnel shifts which left no one available for the Quito
assignment.

Budgetary review during 1974-15 led to discussions with

the College of Education and

~he

School of Architecture to determine

whether they could give bUdgetary assistance with instruction in their
respective fields at the Andean Center.

Since neither felt able to

contribute, it was judged necessary to eliminate those modules from the
instructional program for the ensuing year, reducing its scope to the
original languarte and area study dimensions.
as resident director of the Andean Center,
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Dr. Nick D. Mills continues
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5.

In keeping vith the so-called "Outreach" objectives prescribed

under the operational guidelines for Language and Area Centers additional
activities have been directed at extending the impact of Latin American
studies to the public school curriculum.

The Latin American Center

acting on behalf of U.N.M. served as host for the first National Seminar
on the Teaching of Latin American Studies which was held on the Albuquerque
campus from July 28 to August 8, 1975.

The Seminar was funded by the

Tinker Foundation and organized by CLASP (Consortium of Latin American
Studies Programs), the institutional arm of the Latin American Studies
Association, with the support of the six federally funded Latin American
Centers, all of which had some level of participation in the program.
The sixty participants, all of them teachers or supervisors from
elementary through community college levels, representing all sections of
the nation, devoted themselves to the improvement of instructional
materials and techniques.
two of
Counts)

~rhich

The very valuable products of this enterprise,

(Planning Cross-Cultural Lessons and It's the Image that

were published by the U.N.M. Press, have been made available

nationwide for subsequent outreach efforts.
At the LASA meetings in Atlanta (March

24~28,

1976) the Center

Director participated in a panel at which the success of the National
Seminar

~ras

reviewed.

At the local level "outreach" activities yrere pursued by organization
of a Latin American Studies !·lorkshop for Teachers, Curriculum Directors
and Administrators of Southern Uew Mexico held at Nev Mexico State
University, June 11-12, 1976.

The twenty-five educators in attendance

engaged in discussions and exercises directed largely by Dr. J. Doyle
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Casteel of the University of Florida, and heard presentations by the
Conference Director Dr. Darrell Kirby of

IL~l.

S, U, , Dr, Marshall Nason

and Dr. Sabine Ulibarri of U.N.M. and Dr. Stephen Ropp of N.M.S.U.

6.

Other Symposia and Lecture programs, either Latin American in

content or sponsored by the Latin American Center, or both, were as
follows:
a,

Symposium on Cuba, Febrary 28, 1976,i'ocused on Cuba's foreign

policy and political participation in Cuba.

Participants: Richard

Fagen, Stanford University; Allen Gerlach, University of New
Mexico; Uelson Valdes, L.S.U,, Nevr Orleans; and Mark Sheldon,
Cuba Resource Center, United Hethodist Church, Uew York.
sponsorship >rith SOLAS (Student

Or~anization

Joint

for Latin American

Studies)
b.

Latin American l·lomcn l·lriters and Scholars,

20, 1976.

April 18 - April

A symposium presided over by Dr, Alicia Vidaurreta de

Tjarks, Latin American Bibliographer, Zimmerman Library, with the
following Latin American participants: Olga Elena

~fattei,

Puerto

Rico; Ester Izaguirre, Paraguay; Beatriz Gonzalez Odonne, Paraguay;
Carlotta O'Neil, Mexico; Maria Gabriela Mateus, Venezuela.
c.

A series of symposia and lectures in the field of Business and

Administrative Sciences involving Latin American specialists and,
largely, interchange visjts with the Faculty of the Institute
Tecnologico de Monterrey,

~fexico.

Each of the distincuished

visitors so involved delivered lectures to students and faculty of
the College and specialized symposia in their respective area
specialties.

They were as follows:
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Ing. Horacio Gomez Junco,
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Academic Vice President, Institute Tecnol6gico y de Estudios
superiores de Monterrey, March 20 - April 3, 1976; Arquitecto
Francisco Abel Trevino, Vice Rector for

Off~Campus

Branches ITESM,

April 13- 16;"1976; Prof. Antonio Espinosa Ruiz, Dean of Graduate
School of Business Administration, April 12-16, 1976; Dr. Augusto
Pozo Pine, Director, Business Administration School, Pontificia
Universidad Cat61ica del Ecuador, April 27- l•!ay 5, 1976; Prof.
Humberto Harquez Gonzalez, Chairman, Department of Accounting
ITES~~,

Monterrey, June 13-19, 1976.

Travel and per diem for the above guest lecturers vas paid
by the Latin American Center which also participated in hospitality
functions and professional discussions.

Return visits to Honterrey

by profs. Lenberg and Yeakel of the College of Business and
Administrative Sciences were also provided hy the Center budget.
d.

The Andean Study and Research Center at Quito organized and

sponsored, in November, 1975 in conjunction with the Casa Ecuatoriana
de la Cultura a symposium on the status of socio-anthropological
research in Ecuador

Nov. 26-27.) The conference enlisted the

talents of the nation's most distinguished and active scholars and
teachers, including Hut=:o Burgos, Juan Cueva Jaramillo, Alfonso
Gortaire, Carlos Ram1rez, Plutarco Cisneros, Hernan Crespo and other
specialists;
e.

The Latin American Center assisted SOLAS in the underwriting of

a public film series during which nine showings were held between
September 30, 1975 and !•!arch 23, 1976.

The Center also lent SO LAS

its film "Memorias de un Nexicano" as one of the features,
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from membership sales enabled SOLAS to reimburse the Center budget
fully.
f.

The series of public lectures sponsored by, and in many cases

paid for by, The Latin American Center, ;rere as follo;rs;
Dr. John Vincent-Smith, University of London; "Hhere-is the
Portuguese Revolution Head.ed~1 September 17, 1975.
Dr. Hector Rojas Pellerano, University of Buenos Aires, "Problemas
actuales de la Argentina"; October 9, 1975.
Luisa Mercedes Levinson, Argentina, "Oonfesiones de una escritora 11 ,
November 13, 1975·
Dr. Roberto Etchepareborda, Ex-Rector, Universidad Nacional cle1
Sur, Bahia Blanca, Argentina, "Argentina de Irigoyen a Peron:
imagenes de su circunstancia contemporanea", Nov. 2, 1975.
Dr. John D.

~Tirth,

Stanford University: Regionalism in Modern

Brazil", February 19, 1976.
Dr. Decio Pignatari, Indiana. University "Semiotics and Literature",
March 4, 1976 and "Concrete Poetry; Harcb 5, 1976.
Dr. Pedro R. David, U.N.H. "Current Problems in Argentina", April
2, 1976.
Dr. Luciana Stegnano Picchio, University of Rome: "Brazilian Literature", April 111, 1976.
Dr .•rose Enrique Higuens, Arcsentina: "Social Causes of Terrorism
in Latin America, April 16, 1976.

1.

A new adjunct to the Latin American Center is the Campus Peace

Corps Liaison Office whose function is to recruit middle manpower
specialists for assignment to Latin American republics.
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At the request
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of the Action-Peace Corps offices o;f' vlashington and Dallas, the Center
Director undertook contract negotiations on behalf of the University
and engaged the services of l•1r. Harvey Buchalter, a former P.C.V.and now a Ph. D.
candidate in Ibero-American Studies, as liaison officer.

Mr. Buchalter

maintains office hours in space shared by the Latin American Center
and Modern and Classical Languages (Ortega 233) and has had good
success in meeting quotas pro,1ected by Peace Corps despite 1vashington
delays in contract sign-off,

B. During the 1975-1976 academic year the Center continued, on
a limited tutorial basis its program of Spanish language instruction
for professionals,

This service, directed at serving the needs of

faculty and staff of colleges or departments developing new programs
within the purview of the Latin American Center, must perforce be
discontinued for 1ro.nt of funds as of the end of the fiscal year.

The

College of Business and Administrative Sciences was the principal
beneficiary of such instruction which was ably imparted by Dr. Alicia
Alarc6n, a native of Chile and a recent recipient of the Ph.D. in
Modern and Classical Languages.
B.

Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
The loss of federal funding sharply inhibits any potential for in-

novation or

gro;~h.

Quite the contrary,the problem will be to retain

skeleton services with less than one fourth the available funds.
Obviously, many previous soft-money charges will have to be charged to
State appropriations accounts, and some services must be completely
discontinued.
Dy coincidence, moves in the direction of
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up a University-
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wide Latin American Institute had generated considerable mementum prior
to the loss of funds, hence the paradox of

dwindlin~

resources in the

face of constructive thinking as represented by the Ad Hoc Presidential
Task Force slated to convene in mid July.

Since that "body has been

charged with revie}ring the entire gamut of programs and activities related
to Latin America, and since budgetary restrictions make pro,1ections virtually impossible, except in the direction of intensive retrenchment, it
seems prudent to defer any speculation about future plans and recommen dations until the task force has met sufficiently to achieve some measure
of consensus.

The members of that body are as follows: Vice President

A. P. Mercure, Dr. Marshall lias on, Director of the Latin American Center,
Dr. Ambrosio Ortega, Director of Latin American Programs in Education;
Dr,

t~artin

Gerald

C. Heedler, Director, Division of Inter-American Affairs; Dr.

Slavin, Director, International Fl·ograms and Services; Dean David

Darling, College of Education; and Professors lft.erkx, Sociology; Cutter,
History; and Salas, Hedical School.

The task force is presided over by

Dr. Pedro R. David, Chairman of the Department of Sociology.
C.

Sta!£: APPOintments and Separations
Reportage on staff is limited to the Center proper and the Quito

program since on-campus academic departments will have provided such
data in their respective reports.

Loss of federal funding deprives

the Center of its graduate assistant slot which during the year just
concluded has been divided between Maria del Rosario Kelly and Susan
Tritten.

The same is true of two partial aszistantshins provided by

the Latin American Center in support of the "Latin America through
Films 11 course.

Two graduate students in social science fields, Sherry

Prior and Michele Zebich, served as discussion leaders during the
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past year; their services can no longer be funded by the Center unless
a

ne~r

source of funding can be found.

As reported else<rhere, the discontinuance of instruction in
Architecture and Urban Planning at the Andean Center results in terminating the services of Lecturer Oswaldo !Hfio.
The Center staff will continue to consist of the director

~larshall

R. Nason, administrative assistant Garth M, Hansen, bilingual secretary
Martha Fellig, and work-study assistant
D.

l~ary

Theresa Sanchez,

Publications
The only publication directly associated 1fi th the Center, as

distinguished from its cooperating departments, was the final report of
the XV Seminars on l!if(her Education in the Americans entitled
blemas universitarios, The 235 page volume, printed by the
of

New

~

E!.Q.-

Universi~y

I'.cxico Press, was edited by professors Nason, Abramovich and

Cvi tanovic of U.N. H.

Local contributors as fellows:

Dr. Bernard

Spolsky, Dean of the Graduate School; Dr. Jorge Huaco, Sociology, Dr.
David, Sociclor,y; Dr. Benedetti, Associate Dean of the Graduate School,
Dr. John M. Rhodes, Psychology; Dr. Roy L. Johnson,

Engineerin~;

Dr.

Samuel Roll, Psychology, Dr. Mari Luci Jaramillo, Elementary Education
and Dr. James L. Thorson, Department of English.

The other thirteen

contributors are scholars from Latin American universities and other
U.S. institutions.
E.

Outside activities of Staf'f members
Miss Susan Tritten, graduate assistant, assumed direction of the two

semester film series (alluded to above) for the SOLAS organization,
The Center director, l·larshall R, Nason attended the HEW meetings ·
in Denver in December and the national meetings of the Latin American ·
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Studies Association in Mar.cn.

At the latter he participated in the

deliberations of the National Steering Corrmittee of CLASP (Consortium
of Latin American Studies Programs) which is the institutional arm o.f
LASA.

At the conclusion of those meetings he was elected chairman of

the National Steering Committee for 1976-77.

Subsequently he was asked

by the President Elect of LASA to serve as chairman of the national
membership committee of that organization and has been placed in nomination for the national vice presidency of Phi Sigma Iota, The National
Romance Language Honorary Society,
Travel assistance for U.N .~1. Latin Americani.sts to attend professional meetings was as follows:
Martin C. Needler, to LASA

~1eetings,

Atlanta, March, 1976 and to

International Studies Association Meetings, Toronto, February 25 Murch 2.
Edwin Lieuwen, to Pacific Coast American Historical Association
and 14th International Con6ress of

Hi~torians,

Berkeley and San Francisco,

August 18-23, 1976.
Jack E. Tomlins, to

F..xecutive Board Meeting of the Rocky Hountain

14odern Language Association, Salt Lake City, April 25-27, 1976.
Alicia Tjarks, to 21st Seminar on Acquisition of Latin American
Library Materials, Bloomington, Indiana, May 1-6.
Gilbert 1-7.

~lerkx;

to I,ASA National Meetings, Atlanta, March 25-28,

1976.
Robert W. Kern, to American Histodcal Association, Atlanta,
December 29-30, 1975.
Robert A. Lenberp,,·to Academy of International Business and American
Economic Association, Dallas and Austin, TeJ~:as Dec. 27, 1975 Jan.2, 1976.
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F,

~liscellanv:

Other Functions an<l Services

1. Travel not associated with participation in professional meetings
but rather in program development and ·implementation was furnished as
follo•rs:
Marshall R. Nason, to HEM, Washington, D.C., December 7 and 8, 1975
Robert A Lenberg, to Columbia, S.C. Miami, Buenos Aires, Porto
Alegre, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Caracas, New Orleans and Houston,
June 8 - July 5, 1975.
Robert A. Lenberg, to l4onterrey, t4exico Cit)!',' Lima, Cuzco, Guayaquil,
Cuenca, Quito, San Jose, Managua, San Salvador, Guatemala City, and Mexico,
May 23 - June.l3, 1976.

Identical. itinerary, Dr. John Yeakel, B & A. S.

Marshall R. Nason, to Quito, Ecuador and 14onterrey, Mexico, May
25- June 7, 1976.
2.

Library: Acquisitions and Technical Processinp:.

During the

period subsequent to the Bond Issue the Latin American Center has contributed little to purchase of new titles, opting in favor of salary
supports for professional staff and technical processing.

During the

year just concluded, one quarter of the salary of the Latin American
bibliographer, Dr. Alicia Vidaurreta de Tjarks and one third of the
salary for the Latin American cataloguer Rachel Barreto have been charged to the Center budget.
Additionally it has been possible to assist in some degree with
breaking the lop; jam of 111,000 purchased but unprocessed titles.

At the

end of each fiscal year, permission has been solicited from Hmv to
utilize all monies not encumbered by June 30 for technical processing
services by means of an actual contract extension of 3 months.

At the

conclusion of fiscal year 1974-75 it was possible to consign almost
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$4,000 to such purposes.

Special technical assistants Sharon Conniff,

Judith Bakewell and Raill Huerta have been able to ;!:'educe greatly the
backlog of unprocessed material.

The aYailable overage at the end of

the 1975-76 fiscal year will be slightly less (approximately $3,000),
but should help make further inroads into the still large accumulation of
Ibero-American volumes awaiting shelving.
G.

Conclusions.
The year just concluded has been one of appreciable achievement

reflecting the dynamic participation of many Latin Americanists, among
whom professors Lenberg, Cvitanovic, Remmer,

~!erkx,

David, Gregory and

others are worthy of special mention for imaginative contributions to
program development.

It is :t'egrettable that dwindling resources will

likely curtail activities in the near future.

Though the overall

picture may yet be changed in the light of recommendations by the Task
Force or by administrative fiat, the immediate prospects are for a degree
of retrenchment commensurate with available funds.

'
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"Appendix A"
June 17, 1976
TO: SENA'fOR !·lO!ITOYA
FROM:

1-!A.~SHALL

SUBJECT:

R. NASON

f!O~LTCT

OF

IllT~EET

We should like herewith to protest the

fla~rant

and disgraceful conflict

of interest nerpetrated by the U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of
Postsecondary Education, Division of International Education, International
Studies Branch of HE!l' in the process of revie;!ing Applications for the
NDEA. Title VI International Studies Centers, \Thich conpeti tion was held
during the period '·larch 21-27, 1976.

It is our understanding that participation in deliberations leading to the
award of contracts must be rigorously limited to parties not involved in
bidding for such contracts, and that to do otherwise constitutes both
apparent and real conflict of interest.

In the recent conpetition for the NDEA Title VI Centers, the aoove-named
International Studies Branch, Division of International Education,
empaneled ten Latin Americanists charsed with selecting recipients for
ten such Centers.

(A copy of ISB's Application Review Process instruc-

tions is attached herewith)

Incredibly, three of the ten

thu~

selected reuresented institutions which

had submitted nronosals under this same comnetition.

These were, respec-

tivcly, the University cf Kansas, The University of Illinois and Yale
University.

Though the instructionr, inr,enuously preclude such people from

5.91
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re:adinr, "applications submitted by his or her cmnloyinp.; institution"
and prcsu:nes to exclude them fron any "discusr.ion invol v:i.ng such applications",

the fact is that ror a period of six days of constant

se~;sions the three interested panelists 11ere in a. position to ingratiate

themselves vith their conu!littee colleagues, and that ever·~ative
E_ri tig_:i,_,'E!I__rendere~_Ey them

af'~ainst

a

coll,~ino; in~titution'

s

nro'C~~~~

in fact a vote in sunort of their own.

Lest the efficacy· of the conflict of interest be doubted, three institutions
receiving International Studies Centers contracts \rere: The University of
Kansas, the University of Illinois, and Yale University! He repeat:

the~

were on the screening nanel reuresentatives of onlv three universities
bi ddint=< for contracts.

Each of the three ;!on an award.

In his tentative exnlanation to Senator Montoya's office, Dr. Donald
Bigelow of the International Studies Branch was understandably defensive,
if not bothered by guilty conscience, when he stated that the three
grant,s -were not "reflective of panel membership, but rather the quality of
the applications".

In point of fact there is no way in \rhich conflict of interest can be
avoided under the circumst~nces posited by ISB.

Though members of the

panel seem to be governed by a USOE gag-rule which nrccludes divul&ing
details of the

~rocedurcs

employed, one such member at least gave us to

Understand that the Panel, at the conclusion of its deliberations,
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presented ISB a consensus ro.nl:ed-l:istin,) of institutions elieible for
awo.rd.

vle are forced to believe that each of the three interested

universities contributed its vote to the rank:i.nr;.

If they did not,

there is o.mple reason to doubt the sanity of an agency which would pay
tro.vel o.nd expenses for such non-functioning panel participants.

USOE.was decidedly derelict in allowing one of its

depo.rt~ents

to operate

under such guidelines and the department is either incredibly ingenuous
or indifferent to the niceties of conflict of interest in proposing to
conduct its business in a manner so suspect.
the annearance of conflict of

in~~est

is evident in the announced

''AIJplication Revie\> Process" guidelines.
obvious

f~om

the results of the

In the present instance,

The real conflict of interest il!

co~nctition,

The current "Directory of Latin American Studies Programs and Faculty in
the United _States,"published in 1975 by the Consortium of Latin American
Studies of the Latin American Studies Association, lists

on~

hundred and

forty-nine separate Latin American Studies pror,rans in the United States
and Canada, from whom faculty could have been selected for paneJ. service.
Though incomplete in its reportage, the

sa~e

IJUblication lists

so~e

two

thousand twenty scholars devoted to various aspects of. Latin American
studies.

How can ISB conceivably defend, given the infinite choices

available to it for objective evaluation,
itlstitutions to the selections panel?

t~e

apnointment of three applying

If this is not wilful conflict of

interest it is at least c;ross incol'lpetence

~rhich

can only be dealt with

by setting aside the actions of the previous Panel and

constitutin~

one which can be called upon to render fair and inpartial judemcnt.

a new
'l'hc
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costs of such procedure,

furtherr~orc,

s;1ould not be borne by the Centers

budget but should be charp,cd to the Bureau of ?ostsecondary Education's
administrative

bud~et.

It will be argued that time pressures militate
panel in conformity uith ethical procedures.

a~ainst

assembling a new

This should be disregarded.

In 1973 the Centers did not actually receive their funding until the·month
of October.

It was an inconvenience but all survived.

perfectly possible to accomplish a ncm

screeninr~

It should be

vrithin a month.

As an institution vrhich feels itself to have received unfair and ·pre,judicial
treatment under the previous procedures, the University of !!evr !4exico
demands that the officers of IIE\-T involved be renrimanded and instructed
to proceed

i~~ediately

to empanel an objective and uninvolved group of

Latin Amcricanists to review the institutional apPlications and make the
definitive awards.
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THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING
June 30, 1976

I.

General Information
A.

1975-76 Academic Year:
1.

New Programs and Achievements

Graduate School Designation
The Robert 0. Anderson School of Business and Administrative

Sciences over a twb-year period presented'its request to
establish itself as a Graduate School to the University
Curriculum Committee, the Graduate Committee, and the University
Policy Committee as well as two special ad hoc committees
established to study the request, the latest of which was
chaired by Dean Clinton Adams.

Upon affirmative recommendation

from the Policy Committee after reviewing Dean Cl;inton Adams 1
report, the Policy Committee brought the question to the
University faculty this Spring in the last academic year 1975-76
faculty meeting in May and the University faculty, with strong
consensus, endorsed the Robert 0. Anderson School be established
as an independent Graduate School for its professional Masters'
level programs.

President Davis indicated soon thereafter, in

his memo dated May 21, 1976, that he endorsed in principal the
UNM faculty recommendation; however, he would defer implementation
of the Graduate School of Business until he had time to study the
Adams' report further, and he would act on this recommendation
in the Fall of 1976.

The Anderson School is heartened by this

2

endorsement and is very much looking forward to assuming its
place in the Southwest with the other graduate professional
schools of business administration.
2.

Plan for Excellence

The Anderson School's Advisory Council
The Advisory Council adopted a "Plan for Excellence" at
its October

197~

meeting through which the Anderson school's

Foundation Board, the Alumni Club, and Advisory Council are
undertaking a fund raising drive whose goal would be to have
private sector annual contributions equal to $100,000' annually.
In order to accomplish this goal »r. Robert 0. Anderson has
agreed to match each dollar raised by the School's Alumni
Association with two dollars up to an aggregate of $100,000.
The "Plan for Excellence" projected by the Foundation Board,
Advisory Council, and the Alumni Board is designed to assist the
Robert 0. Anderson School accomplish its strategic planning
goal to become one'of the leading professional schools of
management in the Southwest.
The Alumni Club has already undertaken a major fund raising
drive whose goal is to raise $10,000 by l'all 1976 wh.ich will
then be matched by $20,000 from Mr. Anderson.

It is truly

heartening to have the Schoolis Advisory Council, alumni, and
friends stand so solidly behind the School and pledge their
cooperation and support without which the Schools "Plan for
Excellence" would be indeed meaningless.

3

3.

Anderson School Management Development Programs
The faculty and staff of the Robert

o.

Anderson School are

committed to a comprehensive plan of educational programs
offered for practicing managers.
a.

Under the full-time Director of Management Development

Programs and his staff the offerings include a new Executive
Program which will begin in the Fall of 1976.

This nine-month

course for top and upper middle managers is a non-degree program
which does not have academic admission requirements; however,
it does require proven managerial experience arid performance-.
The program meets on alternate Fridays from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
throughout the niqe-month academic year.
b.

The Management Masters' Program is now in the middle

of its third two-year cycle.

This program leads to the Master

Degree in Management and meets on Fridays and Saturdays every
other week for 24 calendar months.

The participants in this

program. must meet not only the demanding academic admission
requirements of our regular MBA program, but also have five
years of management experience in public or private sector
organizations to be admitted into the program.

On Friday,

September 25, the Robert 0. Anderson School held a ceremony
for 22 of the students earning their Masters of
degree from the second cycle.

Man~gement

This program was one of the first

of its kind and well established, and a highly successful program
with substantial national recognition.
c.

The Kirtland-Human Resources Management Program

Under a special contractual arrangement with the Kirtland
Base the regular two-year Masters of Management program with a
special emphasis on human resources management will be undertaken
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this Fall on the Kirtland Base.

This contract was won on a

·nation-wide competitive basis in order to serve a large number
of new military (Helicopter Unit) and civilian contract employees
moving to the Kirtland Base and needing to complete this specific
management training.

This program follows the same format as

the Masters of Management program meeting on Fridays and
Saturdays approximately every other week for two full calendar
years.
d.

Organizational Development Programs

The Anderson School also administers a variety of short
and longer term conferences tailored to meet the specific needs
of the State's public and private sector organizations.
dl.

One such program of a three-day duration is the

Computer Based Management Information Systems Program for
Small Business.
student,

~aculty,

This program is an excellent example of
and professional practioner involvement in a

three-day intensive learning environment.

This is the third

annual computer based management information systems program
for small business run by the School with approximately 40
participants involved from throughout the State, including
over a half dozen major computer firms.
d2.

The New Mexico School of Banking

A longer and much more intensive program was begun a year
ago and just graduated its first class of 40 students.

The

New Mexico School of Banking is co-sponsored by the New Mexico
Bankers Association, the Anderson School of Business providing
banking education to junior and intermediate officers for New
Mexico and adjoining state banks.

The program is comprised of
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two intensive study weeks with year-long correspondence course
problems administered by the Director and the professional
staff of the program.

Again, this program is a point of great

pride for the School, inasmuch as it involves co-sponsorship
by the New Mexico Bankers Association and the School involving
bankers from every corner of the State of New Mexico who now
very much identify with the University of New Mexico and the
Anderson School.

In this year's program there are 84 students

involved in the two classes and in next year's program it is
projected that the enrollment will be approximately 120 students
from throughout New Mexico,
4.

Ari~ona,

Colorado, Texas and Oklahoma.

New MBA and BBA Program Developments

The MBA and BBA program directors and their respective
program secretaries are doing a very fine job of developing
their degree programs.

An effort is being made by the School

to encourage more full-time students in both programs.

New

lockers are being installed in the School to encourage the
students to remain at the School for longer periods of time,
and the new Student Lounge also is designed with this in mind.
The new MBA core coursein

Organi~ational

Behavior has been

designed to introduce the students to one another and to provide
a cohesive learning group which would move together throughout
the MBA program.

If this concept is successful the entering

class of the MBA program will be divided into sections which
will move through the program to the extent possible with large
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numbers of part-time students.
The new Los Alamos and Santa Fe graduate center MBA programs
have received enthusiastic reception and the faculty plan to
continue to offer courses leading to the MBA degree in both of
these centers.

A revised BBA 100 course, Introduction to

Management, will be offered this coming Fall in order to familiarize
incoming students with professional career opportunities in
management prior to their being formally admitted into the
School in their junior year.

The new Director of the BBA

Program plans to visit each of the high schools in the Albuquerque
area to discuss professional careers in management at the
Anderson School.

As can be seen from the enrollment statistics

comparing academic years 1974-75 with 1975-76, both the Anderson
School graduate and undergraduate programs continue t.·o grow at
very high rates despite the School's most rigorous admission
and grading standards.
5.

New Health Systems Management Program
A new and important option in the Anderson School'$ MBA

program is the Health Systems Management Program jointly
sponsored by the Anderson School and the UNM School of Medicine.
The program is a concentration in the School's regular 60 credit
houL MBA program and requires that at least three electives are
selected from an extensive set of Health Systems Management
courses offered within the Anderson School, the School of Medicine
as well as in various other academic units within the University.
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The concentration in Health Systems Management provides the
MBA student with a knowledge of fundamental concepts involved
in the delivery of health care and is primarily concerned with
decision making at the operations management level within a
health care system.

The program is the first of its kind in

the State of New Mexico and will play a very.important part in
meeting the State's Health Services management needs.

The School

is understandably proud of this new Health Systems Management
program offered jointly with the School of Medicine.
6.

The Anderson School Ph.D. program in International
Management Emphasizing Latin America.

The Anderson School's doctoral program involves several
other areas of the University which have strength in the Latin
American area.

This Ph,D. _program is still operating in a

pilot phase because o.f inadequate funding.

At the present time

the Anderson School has received none of.the monies which were
budgeted to operate this Ph·. D. program when. it was presented
to the B.E.F.

In addition t.o no adm:i:nistrative expenf?e support;,

the School hae; not received.any student teaching assistant
support which greatly handicaps its ability to attract top
students.

The program was designed to admit 50% of its

students from New Mexican Spanish surname residents.

However,

without to date even one teaching assistant or doctoral level
scholarship stipend for minority candidates we are finding it
impossible to attract outstanding students in competition with

601
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other Ph.D. programs

~n

the West which have substantial

scholarship support for minority students.
University is· at the present

t~me

Inasmuch as the

unable to provide support

for this program, the faculty has reluctantly agreed to
continue the program on a pilot basis admitting no more than
two outstanding and wealthy students each year, if we can find
them.

We will, of course, seek private sector and foundation

funding for minority doctoral fellowships.

It is anticipated

that our first independently wealthy doctoral candidate from
this program will receive his Ph.D. sometime during 1977.
7.

The Anderson School Research Program

The Anderson School research program has recently appointed
a new director of research from our Senior Faculty.

The program

now has monies both from the Anderson School Foundation and
appropriated monies through the University of New Mexico.

The

Anderson School's research program will play an important part
in helping our faculty, and in particular our junior faculty and
doctoral candidates, develop their research skills.

It should be

emphasized that research in the Anderson School is of an applied
nature benefiting the State's economic development as well.

B.

Management Systems Computing Center

The Anderson School's Management Systems Computing Center has
now reached a new level of operational strength.

At the present

time it has some 14 terminals operating on line with the 360/67
in the University Computing Center.

In addition it has a new

MITS computer donated by the MITS Corporation here in Albuquerque
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and a RJE (Remote Job Entry) by Data General which can operate
in time on a stand alone basis along with the small mini
computer.

~ITS

The Center has in addition to a card punch a verifier

and will soon have additional hardware and new software which
will make it even more useful to out School'.s teaching and
research "[lrograms as well as UNM students as well.

While the

School has first priority on the equipment's use for its teaching
programs, when it is not being used for such purposes it operates
as a general UNM pod for the University of. New Mexico Computing
Center.

Inasmuch as much of the hardware was financed by

private sec·tor monies. the Anderson School retains autonomy
and control of the Center while still allowing this equipment
to be used to supplement the University's computing facilities .
. The Center now is s.ta.ffed by full-time personnel and one
of the Anderson School faculty acts as the Center's director
as well.

The Computing Center plays a large role in both

the School's Executive Development programs and in the School's
regular degree programs, one of which is a joint program with
the Computing Science department of the School of Engineering.
9.

Parish Memorial Library

Parish Memorial Library is an important part of the Anderson
School's academic program and like the Management Systems
Computing Center is unique within our State.

With 40,000

volumes the library is as large as the largest ·business school
library in Europe at the present time.

It continues to play

an important part in not only the Anderson School of Business
and the University of New Mexico academic and research programs

.GOa
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but also the State's management community as well.

The School

is fortunate to have a new director of the Library with excellent
credentials as a professional librarian and an MBA from the
University of Chicago as well.

Plans are currently underway·

to house the Robert 0. Anderson collection of historical documents documenting the historical development of the Hondo Oil
Company to the Atlantic Richfield Corporation.

This will be a

major addition to the School's and the University of New Mexico's
historical business collection and reflects our major commitment
to the preservation of our State's economic development history.
Both the Parish Library and the Management Systems Computing
Center function well because. of the close support and cooperation
of the UNM Library and Computer Center staffs respectively.
10.

Anderson School Community Relations

The Anderson School's close working relationships with its
professional constituency plays a key role in its future development and growth.

Certainly at the center of its community

relations program is the School's Advisory Council.

The Advisory

Council is comprised of the State's outstanding management
leadership with several top business representatives from
throughout the United States as well.
meets approximately once a month.

The Advisory Council

Key representatives from

other organizations related to the School such as its Alumni
Club,

the Accounting Advisory Board, and the School's Foundation

are also represented on the Advisory Council.

At the Advisory

Council meetings members are requested to actively participate
in the new program planning and development of the School.
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Their ideas, suggestions and support play a key role in the
School 1 s ability to develop and in turn serve their need.s.
Following the full Advisory Council meetings .in the Spring
and the Fall there is a Top Management Briefing attending by
the Advisory Council member.s, their guests and friends of the
School.

The caliber of the Top Management Briefing's Distinguised

Guest Speakers plays an important part in attracting the State's
management leadership to the Advisory Council meetings.

Our

next Top Management Briefing Distinguished Guest Speaker will
be Irving Kristol who is professor at New York University and
Editor of THE PUBLIC INTEREST.
The Anderson School's Foundation is organized with its own
Board of Directors independent of the University.

It is properly

registered by both state and federal governments as an independent
trust.

The Board of the AUderson School's Foundation has, as

mentioned previously, established a substantial development plan
for excellence involving the raising of substantial amounts of
money necessary for the further development of the School.

Most

of the money that the Foundation raises is done through the School's
Affiliate Program whereby an individual or corporation can
affiliate itself in a partnership with the School and z:eceive
considerable benefits from the School in return for its $200 to
$1000 annual support membership.

The School at the present time

has approximately 25 corporate and 25. individual affiliate members.
The School also enjoys an Accounting Advisory Committee
comprised of leading professional accountants in the State which
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works in conjunction with the development of the School's
Professional Accounting Program.

Again, the president of

the Accounting Advisory Committee is a member of the central
Advisory Council of the School as is the president of the Alumni
Club which is also developing very well.
In November 1975 the Alumni Club held its first symposium
with guest speaker Professor James H. Lorie from the University
of Chicago.

The Alumni Club.also sends out a Newsletter to

alumni and friends on a quarterly basis.

At the present time

the Alumni Club officers have for the first time established
a very lofty fund raising goal as a key part of the program for
excellence and the matching challenge grant from Robert 0.
Anderson.
The School in addition has a series of Executives-in-Residence
throughout the year .. The School's Executives-in-Residence program
invites outstanding management leaders from throughout New Mexico
and the United States each semester to spend several days to
several weeks with our faculty and students.

The Executives-in-

Residence provide: our faculty an excellent opportunity to enrich
our seminars with their experience and insight.

During the

month of February 1976 Dr. Clifford Shillinglaw, Senior Vice
President and Special Assistant to the Chairman of the Board
of Coca Cola Company, was a Spring Executive-in-Residence.
During the Fall semester Mr. Gordon Paul, Senior Partner of
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., and Mr. Maxie Anderson, President
and Chief Executive Officer of Ranchers Exploration and Development Corporation, were Executives-in-Residence.

The Executives-

in-Residence contribute their time and information to the
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development of the School.

For the Fall 1976 semester,

Gaylord Freeman, Past Chairman of the Board of First National
Bank of Chicago, has been invited as an Executive-in-Residence.
Mr. Gaylord Freeman was awarded the Banking School's Distinguished
Banking Leadership Award during the Spring graduation ceremonies
of that School.
In addition to the Executive-in-Residence the School invites
a series of distinguished guest lecturers from both the business
community and the national academic community.

These guest

lecturers and Executives-ir.:-Residence play an important part in
keeping our faculty and students abreast of the current theoretical
and practical applications of their profession.
B.

Strategic Plans for the 1976-77 Academic Year
1.

Strategic Planning 'Comn1ittee
During the Spring semester of the 1975-76 academic year the

Strategic Planning Committee for the .Anderson School was reactivated as the stragetic plans of the School need continuous review
and updating.

During the Spring semester the Committee reviewed

various environmental and internal forces impinging uport the
School and discussed various goals, priorities and action
alternatives for consideration by the faculty.

At the last

Spring faculty meeting of the Anderson School a preliminary
progress report was presented by the Chairman without discussion.
In the Fall semester the Strategic Planning Committee will
continue its study and report to the faculty prior to the midsemester Christmas break.

The Strategic planning Committee also
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reported to the School's Advisory Council and during a lengthy
meeting received suggestions, ideas and comments from the
members concerning the School's future directions and pl.ans.
The current findings and final conclusions of the faculty_
concerning the School's long-range plans will be summarized
in next year's annual report.
2.

The Robert 0. Anderson Graduate School of Business

and Administrative Sciences
It is hoped that the Robert 0. Anderson Graduate School of
Business can be in operation during the Spring Semester of 1977.
3.

The Robert 0. Anderson School Graduation Convocation

There has been a great deal of discussion amongst our
faculty, the business community and students concerning the
need for an Anderson School convocation similar to that held
by the Health Sciences and Law School.

The discussion has

centered around the need to increase participation in the
graduation ceremonies and to provide a greater closure and
identification with the University and School.

It is anticipated

the faculty will further discuss the subject in the Fall and will
make a recommendation to my office which will then 'be forwarded
to the Central Administration.
C.

Appointments to the Staff
Ms. Patricia J, Hall will be joining the faculty as an Assistant

Professor in the area of Organizational Economics and Environment
from the University of Washington.
Rodrigo J, Lievano received his doctorate degree from the
University of Houston a year ago and is now completing a postdoctoral research year there.
sciences area,

lle will teach in the management
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James L. Porter 'feCE}ived his J.D. degree in Law from Temple
University School of Law in Philadelphia,

Penns~lvania

and his

MBA degree from New York University in the area of Organizational
Economics and Environment, specializing in Business Law.
Raymond Radosevich will join the faculty as Professor and
Associate Dean and will teach in the area of Business Policy and
Corporate Planning.
D.

Separations from the Staff
Ralph L. Edgel is retiring from the University this Spring

following 31 years of outstanding service on the School's faculty.
E.

Enrollment and Degree Statistics (see attached Tables I, II

and III)
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Enrollment and Degree Statistics
TABLE I
Students Enrolled in The Robert 0. Anderson
School of Business and Graduate School
(Fall Semester)
1969- 19701970
1971

1971- 1972- 19731972 1973
1974

19741975

19751976

Undergraduate

430

538

531

310

204

223

294

Graduate

107

ll7

ll2

155

167

181

242*

TABLE II
Total Student Enrollment and
Credit Hours in SBAS Courses
(Fall Semester)
19691970

19701971

19711972

19721973

1973- 19741974
1975

19751976

Student Enrollment

2250

2764

2720

2333

2251

2378

2665**

Credit Hours

7103

8727

7923

7140

6323

6783

7740***

TABLE III
BBA and Master's Graduates
(1975-1976)
19691970
BBA
Master's (MBA

&

MMA)

*180 regular
39 Executive Program
23 Los Alamos

1970- 1971- 1972- 19731971
1973
1974
1972

1974- 19751975
1976

73

131

161

141

97

88

106

27

29

26

28

45

52

61

**2424 regular
156 Executive Program
85 Los Alamos

***6834 regular
351 Executive Program
255 Los Alamos
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION
July I, 1975- June 30, 1976
Howard McConeghey, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
The teaching of art is the only subject in
his educational experience where a member of the
future generation can be offered the chance to
truly find himself as a unique person; because
only here are there no ready-made answers telling
him what he ought to see, feel, think or in which
Way he ought to find his self-realization.
Art education, more than any other subject
taught, presents the student with the rare opportunity
to free himself at least temporarily from the falseness,
the pretensions, the trappings of our culture. But it
can only do so if those trappings are not introduced in
the art class, whether as concern with the prestige,
with success in the practical sphere or with culture
as a social adornment. In order to do so it must remain
free of those features of the educational system that
are contrary to the aesthetic experience, such as
assignments, competition for grades or other expedient
routines.
Bruno Bettelhelm
The Department of Art Education continues to contribute to the
College of Education and to the University of New Mexico In diverse
ways.

Our concern With the importance of art experiences for all

children (not just the talented few) indicates our concurrence with
those thoughts of Bruno Bettelheim quoted above.

It differentiates

the profession of art education from that of the professional preparation of artists, and emphasizes the fact that these are two related
but different professions.
We understand the importance of close cooperation between the two and
shall continue our attitude of promoting a strong and meaningful
association between this department and the Art department.

(1)
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A.

Significant Achievements
Important steps have been taken to improve the administrative
and record keeping functions in the department this year.

While

real progress is being made, we are still doing conscientious
work in this area,
The faculty has defined our goals and objectives and prepared
the following statement:
Art experience has potential value for everyone.
The chief goal of the Department of Art Education
is to foster, through the preparation of teachers,
the development of natural artistic expression.
To achieve this goal we pursue the following
objectives:
I.

The preparation of primary and secondary art
teachers.

2.

The provision of service to other departments
in the University.

3.

The provision of continued professional growth
in the field at the graduate level.

The Department of Art Education believes firmly in
a field-oriented program as a means of achieving
these goa 1s.
I.

Student Teaching and Pre-Teaching Program
a.

Pre-teaching - The pre-teaching experience, Art Ed. 220, has
been strengthened by a firm two-part curriculum.
oriented part Is carried out In the

Communit~

Phil Peterson is Director of this program.

The field

Arts Program.

Students of the 220

class work under selected teachers and are supervised by Phil
Peterson in groups of three in a mini-teaching situation which
Is recorded and later discussed.

The classroom sttuation includes

(a} lecture and discussion of a variety of teaching strategies
and philosophies, (b) learning various approaches to child
development in art expression and (c) the use of materials and
learning of methods of teaching art to all children In the

(2)
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public schools.

Seventy-seven students took this course during

the academic year.
b.

Elementary Student Teaching - The Elementary Student teaching
program consists of a series of courses built Into a core curriculum in the Junior year.
Art Ed. 310 (formerly listed as 211) Creative Art, Art Ed.
400, and Art Ed. 402, Creative Art, K-6, the student teaching
seminar.
This program has been strengthened through a closer relation
between the seminar, Art Ed. 402, and the actual student teaching
experience, with demonstration lessons given by the supervisor.
Forty-two students participated in this program this year.
Beverly Schoonover is the Director of the Elementary Student
Teaching Program.

This year she has been on part-time leave and

has had the assistance of Anne Taylor and Susan Markley in this
program.
c.

Secondary Student-Teaching - The Secondary Student Teaching Program
in Art Education consists of a series of courses built into a core
curriculum in the Senior year.
Art Ed. (420 formerly listed as 210) Creative Art In Secondary
School - grades 6 through 12.

Art Ed. 434, Teaching Art in

Secondary School, the student teaching seminar, and Art Ed. 461,
Student teaching in the Secondary Schools.

This year a new course,

Art Ed. 447, Topic- Art in the Middle School/Junior High, has been
added to our offerings.

We are in the process of requesting that

this become a permanent part of our curriculum.

Close cooperation

with the Albuquerque Public School Middle School team is maintained.
This program Is under the direction and supervision of Neal
Townsend.

This year 15 students were enrolled in this program.
(3)

d.

Community Arts Program (Kids Art)

~

The Community Arts Program

(Kids Art) under the direction of Phil Peterson (Beverly Schoonover
during the Summer) has enrolled over 250 children ages 4-15 this
year.

Nine advanced art education students were hired to teach

the classes, assisted by graduate students and pre-teaching aides
and supervised by the director.
2.

Master 1 s Degree Program
This year great emphasis has been placed on improvement of the
Master 1 s Degree Program because of last year 1 s review by the University
Graduate Program Evaluation Committee.

Major modifications were made

across the entire Master 1 s Program to improve its operation and quality.
The following major changes have been implemented: new application
and screening procedure; a clearer definition of the M.A. Degree Program;
a newly defined M.A. plus art teaching certification (the MAT program);
a new Master 1 s Comprehensive Examination Plan; and a systematic effort
for advising, procedures and keeping relevant data concerning a candidates progress toward the M.A. degree.
a.

New Admission Requirements
In order for an applicant to be considered for admission as a

regular candidate (with no deficiencies) into the M.A. Program new
minimal admission requirements were adopted and stated In the Graduate
School Bulletin.

The new requirements specify that Master 1 s Degree

applicants must fulfil I the general admission requirements stated in
the Graduate School Bulletin.

Also, In order to be considered for

admission to the Department 1 s Master 1 s Degree program, the student
must have

fulfilled~

of the following four conditions: a Bachelor 1 s

Degree in Art Education with at least a 3.0 combined grade point average
(4.0 system) tn art education and art courses; or, a Bachelor 1 s degree
with certification to teach art and at least a combined 3.0 grade point
(4)
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average In art education and art course; or, a Bachelor's degree with
a major In art and at least a 3.0 grade point average In art courses;
or a Bachelor's degree with at least 18 credits of work in art and
at least a 3.0 grade point average in art courses.
The new requirements clearly indicate an

up~graded

expectation

in quality of new applicants compared to the prior, ambiguous admission
requirement of "twelve hours of advanced work in education and art".
b.

New Application and Screening Requirements
A more comprehensive and thorough procedure for screening new

applicants at the time of their initial application was implemented in
the Fall 1975 Semester.

The new system requires that an applicant

supply the following application materials to the department at the
same time he is Initially applying to the Graduate School:
1.

A letter of application, including a statement of professional
objectives (or major and minor goals or interests) for pursuing
a Master's Degree in Art Education, and a brief statement about
the applicant's beliefs concerning art education;

2.

A resume including:
a. relevant personal information (name, address, phone, etc.);
b. education, colleges and universities attended, dates enrolled,
degree, graduation date, major and minor fields;
c. teaching certification, including subject matter, grade
levels, states, current status;
d. professional experience, ·teaching experience, position
held, institution, location, dates of teaching, brief
description of responsibilities;
e. studio exhibition record;
f. scholarships, awards, honors, etc.;

3.

A representative selection of ten color slides or photographs
of the student's art work;

4.

Three letters from professionals in the field of education
recommending the student for graduate study.
When the department receives all of the above materials In addition

to the application materials required by the Graduate School, the Art
Education faculty reviews the materials and recommends admission or
not, and makes any general suggestions for the applicant's program of
studies.

All of the above is done before the department recommends
(5}
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initial admission.
With this new system, the faculty has a good amount of informa•
tion to judge the quality, interests and what the department can
offer the applicant In the M.A. Program.

The applicant also has a

good idea the general nature of his particular program
before he accepts any offer.

~f

studies

Once the applicant has been recommended

for admission and accepts, he is officially a candidate for an M.A.
Degree in Art Education.
This new screening system replaces the prior one of accepting
an applicant primarily on the basis of undergraduate G.P.A. and our
old admission requirements subsequently to be screened after he has
begun work toward·the M.A.

In the new system by screening the appli-

cant more thoroughly before offering admission, the quality and
beginning status of the applicant should be high enough to expect
the applicant to fulfill his goals and meet the department's standards
in a highly successful manner.
c,

Definition of the Program
In defining the M.A. Program the faculty stressed the importance

of identifying the professional orientation and requirements of the
degree program along with allowing flexibility within the program
so that a candidate could design a more specific and individual
concentration.

To fulfill the above objective, the M.A. Degree

Program was considered to be a professional program of advanced
study in the discipline of art education with emphasis on one or
several of its many facts.

The general core requirements of all

candidates were established to be the

follo.-~lng

three courses "Seminar

in Art Education" (Art Ed. $00-3 cr.); "Research Applications to
Education'• (Art Ed. 585-3 cr.); and "Current Trends and Issues In
Art EducatioM• (Art Ed. 590- 3 cr.).
(6)

With the above three courses as a required core for the degree
program, the candidate, in consultation with his faculty advisorchairperson, can plan a particular and more specified concentration
of study, in and outside the department, to meet his own Interests
and needs.

The candidate is encouraged to develop a particular

concentration within the general nature of the scope of art
education.
One additional general requirement was specified, which reflects
this department's viewpoint toward the

11

field-base11 or "teaching"

nature of the profession of art education.

It is now required that

if a candidate had not earned initial certification to teach art
in the schools, that he work toward art teaching certification
within his Master's Program.

An extended Master 1 s Program, the MAT

Program, was re-designed to meet the above need.
d.

The MAT Program - M.A. Plus K-12 Certification
A special departmental program which leads toward an M.A. In Art

Education plus New Mexico State Certification to teach art In Grades
K-12 was re-designed and implemented this year.

Specific departmental

requirements for the re-designed MAT Program, as It is called, are a
minimum of 42 credits of combined graduate and undergraduate course
work (with no thesis), including Art Ed. 220- 3 cr. - "Pre•Teaching
Experience in Art," Art Ed. 310- 3 cr. -

11

Creative Art K-6,' 1 Art Ed.

420 • 3 cr. -"Creative Art in Secondary School," Art Ed. 500- 3 cr.
-

11

Seminar in Art Education11 , Art Ed. 585- 3 cr. -"Research Appli-

cations to Education," Art Ed. 590 - 3 cr. - "Current Trends and
Issues in Art Education," Art Ed. 502- 3 cr.-

11

Chlldren and Art,"

Art Ed. 558 - 3 cr. - "Advanced Field Experience - Elementary School
Level , 11 Art Ed. 559 - 6 cr. -

11

Advanced Field Experience - Secondary

School Level , 11 and a minimum of 9 credits of additional graduate
(7)
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level course work electives.
The MAT Program has been and continues to be a highly popular
program for qualified graduate students who wish to earn an H.A.
in Art Education along with art teaching certification.

Of the

19 new graduate students beginning study in 1975·76, 10 candidates
began in the MAT Program,
e.

New Master's Comprehensive Examination System
Beginning Fall Semester 1975, a new Master's Comprehensive

Examination system was Implemented,

In the new system, a candidate

chooses an examination committee of three qualified faculty members.
Each committee member designs two questions for the candidate.

At

the time of the examination, the candidate must answer one question
from each committee member and then answer one additional question
from the six submitted.

The candidate answers four of six questions.

The committee reads the answers and determines if the candidate
passes or fails.

If there is any reservation concerning any of the

student's questions, a follow-up, o1·aJ examination is conducted with
the candidate and the committee.
Under this system, the candidate also has the option to have a
formal exhibition of his art works in place of one of the four
required questions.
The new Master's Comps System replaces several prior systems In
the department.

It is Intended to be a culminating examination of

the candidate's knowledge of art education in general and of his
specialized concentration within art education.
f.

Advising, Procedural Organization and Information Gathering.
Upon accepting an offer

~f

admission, a new candidate is assigned

a temporary departmental faculty advisor along with the general
program recommendation made by the faculty.
(8)

After one semester of
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study, the candidate chooses a permanent advisor-chairperson to
plan the remainder of his program •. A new comprehensive "Advising
Check-Sheet" has been designed for the candidate and advisorchairperson to use In the student 1 s progress toward the M.A.

The

procedure briefly described has improved the quality of advising.
In addition to better advising, overall procedural organization
and functions from initial inquiries about the M.A. Program to
graduation have been co-ordinated by Professor Srubek, Director of
this program.

Procedures, forms relating to the procedures and

genera J centra I co•ord i.na ti on of correspondence, applications,
admissions advising, examinations and data gathering have been
under the direction of Professor Srubek.

Some of the data and

information are reported in the "Data Profi le11 later in this
report.
All of the above modifications have been in operation for
only two semesters.

Therefore, it is premature to do any extensive

evaluation of the modifications.

However, in this short period of

time, the operation and quality of the M.A. Program has improved.
Some additional revisions are envisioned and further modification
will be made as the faculty and students can evaluate the program.
g.

Profile of Applicants and Graduates from this Program.
During the 1975·76 Academic School Year, over 50 inquiries (not

including the Summer Session 1975) have been received about the
Master 1 s Program.

Of these, 18 inquiries were made about the MAT

Program and 10 about an Art Therapy Program.

The MAT Program re-

mains very popular and an active interest in the department 1 s offering
an Art Therapy Program still continues from the inquiries.
A total of 33 new applications were made for an M.A. In Art
Education.

Of these 33 applications, 21 (64%) offers of admission
(9)
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were made by the department; 19 (56%) applicants who were offered
admission accepted and began study this year; 8 (24%) applicants
were not offered admission; 3

(~lo)

applicants withdrew their

application; and 2 (6%) did not respond to the offer of admission.
Of the 21 offers of admission (90%) of the applicants accepted.
Among the 19 new Master's Candidates this year, 9 (47%) began
work on a regular M.A.; 10 (53%) enrolled in the MAT Program; and
2 had a specific interest in Art Therapy.

The academic background

of the new candidates indicates that 6 (32%) received a bachelor's
degree in Art Education; 9 (47%) received a B.A. or B.F.A. in Art;
4 (21%) received other degrees than above; and 6 (32%) pursued
post-baccalaureate study before applying to our M.A. Program; 9
(47/o) held initial certification to teach art and 10 (53%) did not
hold art teaching certification; 6 (32%) are male and 13 (68%) are
female; 17

(8~/o)

were of the "other" Ethnic classification and 2

(53%) received their bachelor's degree from a university outside
the State of New Mexico and 9 (45%) received a bachelor's from a
New Mexico University.
Projected figures next year already show that as of May 14, 1976,
9 new applicants have accepted offers of admission beginning Summer
Session 1976 and 3 (so far) for the Fall Semester 1976 for a total
of 12 to date.

Applications and admissions for next year seem to

indicate an increase over this past year if the trend described in
this paragraph continues.
During this past year, an average of 35.6 Art Education Master's
Candidates were enrolled In classes varying from 3 to.18 credit hours
(compared to 32 for Fall 1974 and an average of 30.6 for 1973-74) for
a total student-credit hour production In graduate Art Education

(1 o)
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courses alone of approximately 540, which is about 15% of the
department's total 1975·76 student-credit hour production of
3668.

Our enrollment in the Master's program is constant, If

not slightly increasing, and steady.
In 1975-76, 15 candidates completed requirements for an M.A.
in Art Education and graduated (compared to 9 in 1974-75 and 23
in (1973-74) all under Plan 11, without a thesis.

Four of these

were graduated from the MAT Program.
In brief summary, the department's Master's Program continues
to receive steady if not increased inquiries, applications and
new candidates from a variety of academic backgrounds and locations.
Projections for next year already show that there may be an increase
in new students with a total of 12 new candidates (by May 14, 1976)
already accepting offers for next year.

The enrollment is also

steady if not increasing and the number of candidates graduated
this year shows an increase from last year and a slight decrease
from the year before.

The Department of Art Education's Master's

Program has an attraction to a variety of students and has enrollments
to justify the present size of the faculty, if not indicating a need
to increase the staff and facilities.
3.

Funded Programs
a.

Filmmaking in the Schools Program
The Filmmaking in the Schools Program, a grant of $24,928 from

the National Endowment for the Arts and the State Arts Commission,
is dying because neither the Albuquerque Public Schools nor the
College of Education are able to support it financially.
This year three school districts were involved, Albuquerque
Public Schools, Jemez Springs, and Cuba.
filmmakers and

There were 8 resident

5 visiting filmmakers. One Hundred seventy-nine
( 11)
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students and 16 classroom teachers received in-depth experience in
filmmaking.

Five hundred seventy additional students saw films and

met filmmakers but did not participate in the experiences involved
in making films themselves.
A two hour program of student films was shown at the State
Teachers Convention last fall.
The following filmmakers were brought to the campus to show
their films, lecture on their work, and discuss the making of films
and advise the University of New Mexico students In the program:
I.
2.

3.

4.
b.

Gunvor Nelson
Robert Breer
Carl Christensen
Robert Telck

Muir Beach, Ca.
Pa I i sa des, N.Y.
Tome, N.M.
Albuquerque, N.M.

Fall, 1975
Spring, 1976
Spring, 1976
Fa II, 1975

Integrated Arts Project
The Title 111 Integrated Arts project at Cochiti School comes

to an end this Spring.

Beverly Schoonover was the dire-ctor of the

project which had a $25,000 grant and was sponsored jointly by the
Department of Art Education and the Albuquerque Public Schools.
Teachers at Cochiti School participated in a course in methods
of using the arts to enhance and reinforce learning In the various
subject areas, and in utilizing the intrinsic value of the arts as
a high-interest and learning medium.
A field trip to dig native clay, for example, became a multilearning experience.

The children not only learned to recognize

natural clay and to dig and screen it; they also learned about the
adjacent pueblo ruins, the petroglyphs nearby, and the springs which
they discovered in the area.

Thus this 1'art'' field trip became a

learning experience in art, geology, history, betony, anthropology,
etc.

Back at the school the children processed their own clay, made

ceramic objects with it, and learned about glazing it.
(12)

Here they

learned chemistry and metric measurement which are involved in
mixing gla:zes.

A teacher prepared fo build on such experiences

can harness much enthusiastic energy for learning.

The task of

the project was to help teachers become aware of such possibilities
and use them In their teaching.
Consultants in dance, theater, pantomime, puppetry 1 music and
creative writing were a part of the program.

A total of ten

student teachers from the Department of Art Education and one each
from the Departments of Theater Arts, Music and Dance were involved.
In an effort to reach parents, another grant was obtained from
the New Mexico Alliance for Arts Education.
to offer classes for Cochiti School parents.

It provided $2,000.00
The response was over-

whelming and seven classes were offered in ceramics, drawing and
painting, and weaving.
The Department of Art Education also furnished to the project
a filmmaking program.

Several teachers have worked with their

students in this medium.
Apparent advantages of such a program include the following.
Agress ion at the school is down 25%.
a more

11

mellow11 atmosphere.

Parents and teachers report

Teachers report that they developed a

more innovative approach to ideas and teaching concepts.

Small

therapeutic art classes have shown success in reaching children who
were disruptive or In some way disturbed.
Title Ill personnel, Albuquerque Public Schools personnel and
we in the Department of Art Education, all evaluate the program
very highly.

The Albuquerque Public Schools have applied for refund-

ing of the program for next year.

However, this Department will not

be directly sponsoring the second year.

(13)
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4.

Extension Programs
Two courses were taught at the Gallup Branch of the University
of New Mexico by Larry Sinnott.

These were Art Ed. 247 - Indian

Arts, taught in the Fall Semester, 1975, and Art Ed. 247- Southwest Indian Painting, taught in the Spring Semester, 1976.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the NearuFuture
While our immediate purpose is still one of strengthening our
present program, and recommendations are chiefly in line with that
goal, there are urgent considerations in regard to that goal which
include some olans of a rather larger and more long range view.

For

example, the question of how full and rich a Master's program can be
without a doctoral program of at least consistant and continuing
strength, is a real one for us.

In addition we continue to receive

regularly requests about an Art Therapy degree,

These problems will

be touched upon in this section of our Annual report.
I.

Master's Degree Program:
We have spent considerable time and concern over the graduate

program this year.
were raised.

Naturally significant plans for the near future

The Master's Program in Art Education Is healthy, fertile

and has grown in character and quality this past year.

There is a

great deal of interest in it from the faculty and students.

Recommen-

dations and projections for the program are I is ted below:
a.

Continued development and monitoring of the overall content,
quality and operation of the program.

b.

Continued definition of the general identity and scope of the
Master's Program and the M.A. Degree Program.

c.

Identification of a flexible, multi-dimensional program to
experimentally accomodate and explore different, specific
concentrations and needs within the field of art education.
(14)

Some examples of such concentrations are art and the special
student; art therapy; art education and recreation; adult art
education; cultural roots of art and multi-cultural art education;
studio, art history and art appreciation teaching in art education;
early childhood art education; interrelated and interdisciplinary
arts education; museum art education; research in art education;
curriculum design; alternative models of art education, and
philosophy of art education,
d.

Design and offering of special trial courses and specific
concentration sub-programs for students to explore some of
the areas listed in section c. above.

e.

Meet and encourage the increasing interest by students to do
research and Master 1 s Thesis; become involved in more field,
departmental teaching activities and internships, and development
of different models of art education.

f.

Encourage and accomodate our students• identification and
involvement with professional activities of art education,
of writing; presenting; speaking; producing and showing art;
attending meetings, workshops, conferences and organizing into
a mutually sharing and dialoging group of professionals involved
in the department 1 s directions.

g.

Encourage and accomodate student 1 s research into their own
teaching; to personally explore ways of teaching art; to
dialogue with persons by teaching art; and to reflect,
evaluate and grow In ones own way of art teaching.

2.

Education Specialist Program:
Due to present restrictions on a doctoral program -- (our

doctoral program is a doctorate in Curriculum and Instruction with
a major in Art Education) -- It seems Important to Initiate an
(15)
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Education Specialist program in order to add substance to the total
program over and above the Master 1 s level.

Such a program would

also be a Curriculum and Instruction program and would follow the
core of the existing Education Specialist programs offered by the
departments of Elementary and Secondary Education, with additional
courses in Art Education as the area of specialization.

This would

mean the addition of several new courses in the Department of Art
Education.

Such courses are in the process of being proposed to

the Graduate Curriculum Committee.
3.

Doctoral Program:
While this department had 5 students working toward the Doctorate

in Curriculum and Instruction with a major emphasis in Art Education
during the academic year 1969-70, we have at present only two, and
have been told we must not expand this program.
It is our contention that a doctoral program enriches the Master 1 s
program and that it would also bring additional students and stature
to the College and the University.
4.

Expansion and Direction of the Present Program:

a.

Middle School Art Education Curriculum
Since the majority of our alumni who find teaching positions
are employed by the Albuquerque Public Schools, and since
APS Is changing from Junior High Schools to the Middle School
organization, it seems important to adjust our curriculum to
place greater effort in this area.

There is a possibility of

special certification for Middle School teachers as we now
certify for elementary or secondary teaching.

Educational

understanding today points to a difference in the development
of children at this level.
( 16)
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b.

Art Therapy Program.
The department is not immediately pressing for such a program.
However, two facts must be recognized.

First, we continue to

have constant inquiries regarding a degree program in art
therapy.

Second, there seems to be some possibility that the

Department of Psychiatry of the University of New Mexico might
in the future be interested in inaugurating such a program if
the department would surely be called upon to furnish some classes
for the program.
c.

Integrated Arts Curriculum
This program, which was so well exemplified by the Title 111
program at Cochiti Elementary School under the direction of
Beverly Schoonover, is also a program which the department as
a whole has not consented to emphasize in the near future.
However there is a national trend toward such an integration
of the arts, and the possibility of expanding in this direction
must be kept in mind.

d.

Museum Education
Because New Mexico is not only a land of enchantment, but
also a land of diverse cultures, the importance of preserving
and understanding the various artifacts native to our several
cultures is particularly important.

Cooperation With the State

and local museums and the possibility of jointly training museum
educators is a real consideration.

Students and museum directors

have already consulted with this department regarding joint
programs aided by government grants.
e.

Puppetry
With our magnificant new collection of books on puppetry and
(17)
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and the additIon of a sma 11 co 11 ec t ion of puppets from the
McPharlin collection, we may in the near future be able to
expand our program to inc 1ude a fu 11 course on puppetry.

It

is acticipated that this work will be achieved In collaboration
with the Theater Arts Department.
f.

Fibers
While we have been able to offer a course in weaving almost
once a year, it would aid in our cross cultural contributions
to be able to expand the work with weaving and fibers.

11.

Composite of Information Reguested on Individual Biographical
Supplement
1.

Advanced Study:
Howard McConeghey: Took a Summer course at the C. G. Jung
Institute, Zurich, Switzerland, 1975.
PhiTip Peterson: Working on his dissertation. The title has
been changed to 11 Chlldren 1 s Critical Responses to their own
Paintlng11 , Teacher's College, Columbus University.
James Srubek: Had his Ph.D. degree conferred upon him
August 1975, at Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, Pa. His dissertation title Is 11 The Art Education
Episode: A Viewpoint of Art Education for the Facilitation
of the Art Experlencell.
Neal Townsend: Completed a course in Spanish (252) Intermediate Spanish, Semester 1, 1975-76.

2.

Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absences, Summer Teaching Elsewhere, Travel:
Howard McConeghey: Traveled in Holand, Belgium, France,
Switzerland, Jugoslavia, and Italy. It \~as a tWo months
educational and cultural tour in the Summer of 1975.
Anne Taylor: Was a friendship ambassador to Romania as an
official delegate from the Alliance for Art Education,
John F. Kennedy Center, Washington, D. C.

3.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc.
Anne Taylor: Was nominated New Mexico Woman of the Year,
1975, Woman's Political Caucus of New Mexico.

(18)

4.

Publications:
Anne Taylor: Had her books Math & Art, Activity Resources,
Hayward, Ca., 1975, and School Zone, Learning Environments
for Children, Van Nostrand-Reinhold, N.Y., December 1975,
pub! ished. She had an article published, 11 The Cultural Roots
in Art Education, Art Education, September, 1975.
Neal Townsend: Was included in critical review in Craft
Horizons magazine, August, 1975, of group invitatio~
exhibit of masks at Mariposa Gallery, Albuquerque, N.M.

5. Other Research Projects:
Howard McConeghey: Is working on research on: 11 Art In the
M.iddle School Curriculum," "Imagination, Transcendence and
the Curriculum In Art Education," 11 The Importance of the
Imaginal in Art, Art Education, Art Therapy, Art, 11 - - to
be published in School Arts magazine. His painting works
in progress are "Carousel , 11 "Beach Scene,'' 11 Pothos •11
Philip Peterson:

Working on his doctoral dissertation.

Beverly Schoonover: Is the Director of the Title Ill,
ESEA grant, "Integrated Arts Project. 11 The grant is
$25,500 for the year July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1975.
Three-quarter time was subtracted to this project from
University of New Mexico duties.
She is also Director for the Alliance for Arts Education
grant for the Cochiti Community Arts Program. This grant
is for $2,500 and Is for the year November, 1975, to October
1976.
She continues research in painting and print-making.
James Srubek: Worked on his Ph.D. dissertation and
delivered it in August, 1975.
Anne Taylor: Anne did a survey study: The Status of Arts
Education in New Mexico, sponsored by the New Mexico Art
Education Association, funded by New Mexico Arts Commission
and the State Department of Education. The publication date
was December, 1975.
Neal Townsend: Neal is doing studio work in ceramics for
inclusion in Mariposa Gallery and the Studio Gallery, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and is doing additional work towards various juried
exhibition In United States.
6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies:
Howard McConeghey: Read his paper "Image and the Imaginal
as the Basis for Education through Art11 , at the International
Society for Education Through Art, in Paris, France, August, 1975.
(19)
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Philip Peterson: Is continuing his work in painting for a
one person show at a local gallery for exhibition in mid 1976.
He attended "Arts in General Education" convention in Seattle,
Washington, June of 1975.
Bever 1y Schoonover: Attended "Arts In Genera I Educat I on11
convention In Seattle, Washington, In June, 1975. In October
1975, she attended the National Alliance for Arts Education
convention in Washington, D.C. She was elected board member
for New Mexico All lance for Arts Education. She was New Mexico
representative to the Four State Committee at New Mexico Art
Education Association, Durango, Co., September, 1975.
Anne Taylor: Continues as President for New Mexico Art Education
Association, and chairperson for Alliance for Arts Education of
New Mexico. Paper given: 11 Environmental Design Research'' at the
Nat iona I Art Education Association, St. Louis, Mo., April, 1976.
7.

Other Professional Activities:
Howard McConeghey: Was consultant for Albuquerque Public Schools
in the assessment of children's art work and art in the Middle
Schools Curriculum. He was also consultant for the Institute
of American Indian Arts regarding the curriculum.
Philip Peterson: Was speaker and did program assistance-with
various Early Childhood groups in Albuquerque in the Art
programs for young children.
Beverly Schoonover: Was consultant at the Jal-Eunlce, N.M.
schools, for the Title 111 Program in October, 1975. She
attended a workshop in Arts for Special Education in Tumcumcari
Schools in December, 1975. She was a lecturer on Integrated
Arts Project in the No. Area., Albuquerque Public Schools,
Albuquerque, Advisory Committee in December, 1975. She gave a
lecture to staff and parentsat the Peanut Butter Jelly School
in Apr i 1, 1975. She gave a 1ecture, "Art for Pre-schoo 111 in
April, 1975, to Cochiti Elementary School kindergarten parents.
Anne Taylor: Did consulting at Anchorage, Alaska, Museum of
Fine Arts and History •- CCC-HOK Architectural Firm, University
of Alaska -- teacher workshop. She consulted the Los Alamos
School system regarding playground design, and the Manzano Day
School, Albuquerque, regarding environmental design.
Neal Townsend: Exhibited ceramics in the Third Biennial Lake
Superior International Craft Exhibit at the Tweed Museum of
Art, University of Minnesota, which Was sponsored by the
Duluth Art Institute With the Tweed Museum and the Art Department
of the University of Wisconsin, Superior, Wisconsin.
He had an invitational exhibit of ceramic masks at the Mariposa
Gallery, Albuquerque, N.M. He exhibited his ceramic works in
"Crafts Vl 11 at the Museum of Albuquerque, Albuquerque, N.M.
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8.

Non-teaching University Service:
Howard McConeshey: Is chairman of the Department of Art
Education. He Is Director of the Doctoral programs and
chairman of two doctor a I commi tte.es. He is member of a
doctoral committee in Secondary Education Department and
is also faculty advisor.
Philip Peterson: Is on the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee,
College of Education. He is advisor to undergraduate students,
and Director of the Department of Art Education Community Arts
Program.
Beverly Schoonover: Is on the COE Policy Committee,
Continuing Education Committee and Is co-ordinator of
Elementary Art Student Teaching. She is advisor to
undergraduate Ar.t Education students plus a member of
other Master's committees.
James Srubek: Is Director of the Master's Degree Program
in Art Education. He was acting chairman, in Art Education
Sutnmer, 1975, wh II e Howard was In Europe. He was on the
College of Education Graduate Committee during Spring, 1975.
He was on the College of Education Human Research Review
Committee and was Undergraduate and Graduate departmental
faculty advisor In the Fall, 1975.
Anne Taylor: Serves on the Graduate .Curriculum Committee,
COE; Graduate Committee {non-voting member) and the Thesis
Dissertation Sub-committee. She Is 2/3 time Associate Dean
of the Graduate School.
Neal Townsend: Is Director of Secondary Art Student Teaching
Program. He is an Undergraduate advisor and is also a member
of. the Multi-Cultural Education Committee (COE).

9.

Public Service:
Anne Taylor: Is on the Board of Trustees, St. Mark of the
Valley Day School.

10.

Personal Information:
Beverly Schoonover: Resumed her maiden name, from Beverly
Schoonover Vogel to Beverly L. Schoonover as of December,
1975.
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The Report of the Department of Educational Administration
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Paul A. Pohland, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements
For the Department of Educational Administration, the

1975-76 academic year can best be characterized as one in
which'major efforts were expended in strengthening
quality controls, coping with staff turnovers, and meeting
external demands for service.

More specifically, the

Department:
1.0

Strengthened policies and procedures relative to:
1.1 Master's Comprehensives
1.2

Appointment of faculty under "Letter of
"Appointment" conditions.

1.3

Re-admission of students to degree programs.

1.4

Admission into the doctoral programs, with
specific reference to establishing annual
quotas and elimination of the six hour requirement.

2.0

Cooperated with and provided input into the TEPS
Committee's discussion relative to revised standards
for administrative licensure.

3.0

Enriched its course offerings through:
3.1

Continued development of the Computer Based
Hanagement Systems sequence (Dr. Pogrow).

3.2

Offering a special session of the School Law
course upon request of AI'S Coordlnntors o E
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Special Education (Course focused more heavily
than usual on issues specific to Special Education).
3,3

Developed a Seminar in Social Change and School
Administration (Dr, Ulibarri).

3.4

Deliberately recruited qualified part-time
instructors from the public sector to enhance
extra-university ties.

4.0

Continued to support the efforts of the University in
developing the Graduate Center at Santa Fe by offering
course work at that site.

5,0

Continued to engage in faculty development activities
including conference attendance, research and publication,
and extended faculty discussions.

6.0

Maintained close ties with the Latin American Projects
in Education by assisting in developing proposals for the
Columbian, Ecuadorian and Peruvian governments.

It should

f1,1rther be noted that Dr. Ronald Blood of the department's
faculty will be on "short term" assignment in Latin America
in late Hay and early June of 1976.
7.0

Cooperated with the Title VII Bilingual Fellowship office
in proposal development and Fellow selection.
A copy of the Department's proposal is contained in
Appendix I of this Report,

8.0

Cooperated with the Northern Consortium of Nm-1 Hexico
school districts in providing in-service education.
Dr. Horacia Ulibarri t•as assigned by the Department
chairman to be instrumental in this effort.

Nine hours of

course work toere provided through the Division of
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Continuing Education,
B.

Major plans for the 1976-77 academic year.

1.

Continued analysis .and evaluation of existing programs
with special emphasis on course articulation.

2.

Development of doctoral program with concentration in
the area of higher education.

3.

Development of an internship program focusing on rural
schools.

4.
C.

Strengthening field relations.

Appointments to staff
1.

The following part-time instructors

1~ere

employed

during the 1975-76 academic year:

Mr. Graham Evans (Semester II)
Dr. Laurence Buxel

(Semester I)

Dr. John Mondragon (Semester II)
Mr. Richard Rounds (Semester I)
Hr. Harry Wugalter (Semester I)
2.

During the summe1; of 1975 extensive efforts were made
to recruit for a faculty position,

An offer was extended

to Dr. Robert Garvue which was not accepted.

Hence a

second round of recJ;uitment efforts were initiated in the
late fall of 1975.

In Hay of 1976 an offer tva:s made to

Hr. Rudolph Marshall, Jr. to join the faculty at the
rank of Assistant Professor under a three year contract.
No official response has been received at this date.
The appointment if accepted would take effect with the
fall 1976 semester.
3.

Effective bC>ginning the spdng sctnt'stm:, 1976,
-3-

Dr. Judith Adkison was appointed to the faculty
with the rank of Instructor.

The appointment was

for the spring semester only.
4.

On April 1 Ns. Arlene Lincoln replaced
Ms. Elvina Strance as department secretary.

5.

Separations from staff
1.

On June 9, 1975, Associate Professor
James A. Hale announced his resignation effective
August 2, 1975.

His resignation was accepted with

regret.
2.

Assistant Professor Stanley Pogrow was terminated
by the university at the conclusion of the spring,
1976 (Hay 14), semester.

Dru Pogrotv tms terminated

a function of the "flexibility clause" built into
3 year term appointments.

It should be noted that

both the Department and the Dean recommended that
Dr. Pogrmv be extended a second 3 year term
appointment.
E.

Efforts in Cultural Diversity
The Department's efforts in the area of cultural diversity
can be classified in three major areas: number of minority
students enrolled; program development; and project activity.
According to the data supplied by the Graduate School,
minorities constitute 51.5% of all students enrolled in the
fall semester.

This is the highest percentage of any

university unit reporting and tvay above the mean for the
College of Education and the university at large.

When final

figures are tabulated for the spring semester, similar

_,,_
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percentages should be forthcoming.
Attempts to devise

responsible programs of study in the

area of multi-cultural education continue.

As noted

earlier Appendix A reflects programmatic thrusts in this
direction.

In addition, two new courses have been developed

with the multicultural foci in mind:

the Seminar in the

Administration of Curriculum Change and the Seminar in
Social Change.

Additional course offerings are projected

as the demand grows.
modification has been

It should further be noted that consistent
in current course offerings as a

function of the clientele.

This is particularly true with

courses included in the program of study for NAT students and
in-service efforts directed toward the Northern Consortium
participants.
F.

Funded activity
The major funded activity of the 1975-76 academic year
was associated with the Navajo Administrator Training Program
A Mid-term Evaluation Report is included as Appendix B of
this Report.

Currently negotiations are under way to extend

the project through the summer of 1977 (official expiration date
of the current contract is December 31, 1976).

More long

range discussions are being held relative to the Phase II program.
II.

Composite of InformationRequested on Individual Biographical
Supplements
1.

Advanced study: none

2.

Sabbaticals
Dr. Ronald Blood (Semester I)
Dr. Richard J,nwrence (Semester. T.I)
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3.

New Scholastic Honors:

4.

Publications

None

·Richard· E. Lmvtence - Co-editor of Prison Education
(Conference Report, College of Santa Fe)
Stanley Pogro1v -"The Politics of School Finance Reform
in Ne1v Mexico"; Policy Research Institute of the Educational
Testing Service, 1975.
"School Finance !{eform in New Nexico"; Division of
Government Research Review, University of New Mexico,
June, 1975.
Paul A. Pohland - "The Urban School: A Factory for Failure",
(book review);·urbart Education XI, No.1, Aprill976, pp. 123-125.
Richard F. Tonigan- "The Golden Pollen", The Navajo Tribe
Division of Education, Sept. 1, 1975, Publications Consultant.
"Prison Education - The College of Santa Fe and The New Nexico
Penitentiary Approach," The College of Santa Fe, May 21, 1975,
Educational Consultant.
"The Educational Planning Charrette- Gila Crossing AZ.",
The Tribal Government of the Gila Crossing Indian Reservation;
Sept. 1, 1975. Educational Consultant.
"Community College Master Planning Study - The Gallup Branch, 11
University of Nelv Nexico Bureau of Educational Planning and
Development, December, 1975. Study Director.
"Community College Naster Planning Study- The Northern Branch,"
University of New Mexico Bureau of Educational Planning and
Development, December, 1975. Study Director.
"Annual Revietv and Evaluation of the Rough Rock Contract School,"
Three reports of the Independent Evaluation Team, June, 1975.
Team Director.
"Annual Revie1v and Evaluation of the Rock Point Contract School,"
Three Reports of the Independent Evaluation Team, June, 1975.
Team Director.
5.

Other Research Projects or Creative IVork, etc.
Ignacio R. Cordova - Evaluation of Taos. Public Schools.
Bilingual-Nulticultural Programs.
Rlchurd 1,. llo:t emnn - Heuuln r con tr l.huLo ,. to l~d \I CO tlonul
Admil'listration Abstracts, a journal publisiHld three times.
nnnua:l Ly.
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5.

Other Research Projects 1 etc, continued
Richard E. Lmvrence - Study of Routes to Administrative
Roles in the Albuquerque Public Schools - Urban Observatory
(November 1975- April 1976).
Stanley ·pogrolv - Several articles on Computer Systems and
Higher Education Admissions Policy.
Paul A. Pohland - "Perspectives on Supervision: The Model
Muddle," paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
American Educational Research Association.
Horacia Ulibarri - "Survey of Field Administrative Practices
of the Paraguayan Educational System" for USAID, Paraguay.

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Richard L. Holemon - American Educational Research Association,
Washington, D.C., Spring 1975.
Richard E. La1vrence - Attended Annual Heeting of American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education as .member of
Board of Directors, Chicago, February 1975.
Paul A. Pohland - Attended Annual Meeting of AERA, conducted
session at illfERA annual meeting and attended NSPER invitational
conference on evaluation of administrative performance.

7.

Other professional activities
Ignacio R. Cordova - Taos Public Schools ESAA Evaluator.
Presented paper to National Conference on Access to Higher
Education for Mexican Americans, Albuquerque, July 1975.
State Department of Education Analysis of Ne1v Mexico Title l
Programs.
U.T.E.P. Teacher Corps Program
University of Arizona - Bilingual Resource Center
Paper, Hontcalm Intermediate School District, Montcalm,
Michigan. "Nigrant Mexican American Child", July 10-11, 1975.
Richard E. Lawrence - Consultant, Conference on Prison
Education, Santa Fe.
Paul A. Pohland - Consultant to Urban Observatory.
Evaluator of Nnvajo Adm:lnistr.ator Training Project.
lloruclo llllb<tn:1 - Consultant on r:ctu!ncr haHlH J:or California
State Department of Educa t:ton ln developing a Spanish hmguage
profl<:'i.Pney tt·HL for· nludt•nLll ln hlll.ngwrl Pducntlonnl pr:ogrnlllfl.
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8.

Non-teaching University service
·Ignacio R. Cordova - COE Nulticultural Education Connnittee,
University Scholarship Committee.
Richard E. Lawrence - Chairman, COE Faculty Policy Committee,
Semester II, 1975.
Paul A. Pohland -Department Chairman of Educ, Admin•
Member of COE Administrative Committee.
Richard F. Tortigan- Chairman of COE Ad Hoc Salary and Promotion
Policy Review Committee (Sept, -Dec., 1975).

9.

Public Service
Ignacio R. Cordova - Board of Directors, Nenaul ltigh School
Advisory Board, State Title I Office, Ni:m Mexico Department of
Education.
Advisory Board, Educational Opportunity Centers in New Mexico.
Richard E. Lawrence - Coordinator, Albuquerque Steering
Connnittee, Common Cause,
Member, Board of Directors, Memorial Society of

~ew

Paul A. Pohland - President, Christ Lutheran Church.
Member, ELIM Task Force In Higher Education,
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Bilingual '-'ducation programs the department began by asking the
"competencies" question.

Eight classes of competencies were identified

including the following:
1.

Competence in curriculum and curriculum development programs,
specifically in bilingual programa.
al\~lysis.

2.

Competence in administration and systems

3,

Competence to work successfully with a target population; such
competence to include knowledge of and sensitivHy to the
:~octologlcal,

ltn[\uistic, and cultural dimensions of the target

population.

4.

Competence in inter-cultural and inter-governmental relations. -

5.

Competence in the dynamics of social change.

6.

Competence in supervision and personnel development.

7.

Competence in research and evaluation,

8.

Competence in the language of the target group.

Based on these competencies the following programs were derived:
l.

~1ustC'r

of Arts In Admintstration

i;uU<;a l ion ·In New Hexico
Tntt:oduct ion tn Educational Aclmin:tstt·ation
:lchtllil-C.:ommun lty Relat1on!l
The Scho0l PrJ.nc:lpalship
Supervision of In:nruction (Elem. and Sec,) ·

l'uh llc

Research Nethods in Education
Seminar in Human Growth and Development
t\dvanced Instructional Strategies

2

Lenguaje Oral y Escrito en la Escuela Primaria
El Programn tie Lectura en la Escuelu Primaria
Anthropology and Education
Sociology of Euucation
Language Competency Level I

II.

Education Specialist:

Administration

Public School 1-'inance
Administration of Staff Personnel
•t
School Law
School Bus lnt>~lH Hmmgement
State nnd l•'ederal 1\ducat:lonnl Achnin:istratton
Seminar in the Admini:;tration o[ Bilingual Edu·cation Programs#
School Surveys
Evaluation in School Curriculum
Bilingual Education
Social and Psychological Problems in Special Education
Language Exit Competency J.evel IT

Ill.

llor.tor of l'hjfosophy (Atlmlnistratlon and Supervision)
Seminar i11 Value Or lentntlonn :In Jolulti-cultural Settings
' Seminar in Orp,nniznt.lonnl Theory nnd AtlminiAtrative Behavior
/;eminar in Aclnt ini.stration nnd Hinority Groups
Seminar in Social Change
Semln:u: tn Comparnt·fvc Atlm'lnistrntion
Orgm1Jz.1t ionn.l lll'Rip,n and Devclopmtmt
l'ield Exper.Lt'nctl J, Il
Prohl em
DisSl'rt•1tion
Hultivariate l~cscarch Design and Analysis
t)ual.ltntivc Research in Education
Curriculum nev~lopmcnt for Bil:ingual/Bicultural Programs
Philosoph.ie?s of Education
l.angunge :md Society
';tratC>git'•; of Orgnnizatl.onal Communication
20th t:en tury Sp<ln i Hh Novel
Second T.nngua.ge Pedagogy
Language 1\xit C:ompc>tency I.evcl I!T

*Nct1 Course

3

Several observations are in order:

1.

The programs are sequential.

That is to say that maximum

benefits can be secured by moving through the programs in
sequence,

Deviations will result in attending less to a

specific competence or compctPnclas than is desirable.
2.

Tlw competendun ltl(•ntifi"d in'J.tjally are prmlcnt in all
programs hut rt'PI'ivc dJ.fl'crcnLlal amphm;es •• Ch,arly, tim

research nnd eva'! un Lion component is more pronounced at the
doctoral level than the masters level.

The curriculum

component, on tl1e ot:her ltnnd, is fairly evenly distributed,
3.

An underlying. assumption is that applicants will have undergraduate degrees in educatJon and are eligible for the
appropriate teaching certificate,

4.

J.anguage competency is central to successful administration
of bilinr,ual programs.

Demonutrable language competence at

the ;1ppropriatc lev(d will be nn uxlt rcqu:l.rement,

Briefly,

T.evel I skillu are those of the classroom, i,e,, the ability
to offer instruction bilingually; Level II skills are those
of middle management, i.e,, the ability to write and converse
fluently 1-1lth multiple clientele at a technical level,

Level III

requires the ability to conceptualize in both languages and,
in brief, to use the language of scholarship:
5.

As a sequential program, graduates arc expected to perform at
varying levels uf (ldmintntrativc responsibility,

The MA is

designed t.o provide entry lc!Vl'l aclminlntrnt·fve l'lk:Llls; the
Ed .S. udddl e management sk:llls, and the doctornLc professional
skills in multiple arenas.
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6.

All programs dtaw heavily from instructional units across the
College and University.

I.

--
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The intent of this Mid-Term

~valuation

Report is to up-date the

Interim Evaluation Report submitted on June 10, 1975, and the Addendum
prepared by Dr. R. Holemon, NAT Project Director, on September 30~ 1975.
Issues to be addressed will include programming, students, field coordination, field relations, evaluation, and program administration.

The report

will conclude with a mid-term summary identifying project strengths and
weaknesses to date.
Programming
The course programming for
as originally designed.

th~NAT

project remained on schedule and

During the Summer 1975 residency session, students

were enrolled in Ed.Ad. 509, Introduction to Educational Administration,
and Ed.Ad. 520, The School Principalship.

Instruction was provided by

Dr. Holemon (assisted by Dr. Judy Adkison) and Dr. Blood, respectively.
Similarly, students were enrolled in Ed.Ad. 560, Supervision of Instruction,
and Ed.Ad. 531, Administration of Staff Personnel, during the Fall Semester
as planned.

Instructors for the latter courses were Drs. Pohland and

Holemo~respectively.

Reading materials for fall courses were made

available to participants prior to their on-campus sessions.

Course

outlines and "contract" assignments are detailed in Appendices 1 - 6.
During both instructional periods, strenuous efforts were made by ··<<
the university staff to respond to student reactions obtained in the
Spring of 1975.
prepared.

Course outlines of considerable specificity were

During the fall separate outlines detailing the work to be

accomplished during the on-campus portions of the semester were prepared
in advance.

Detailed, written explanations of the contract assignments

--------
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were also developed and distributed,

Both of these actions were taken in

response to student demand for "more structure" and "clarity of expectations."

Similarly, the demand for more opportunity to develop writing

skills was reflected in the summer session "concept paper" requirements.
Students responded quite favorably to that aspect of the program.
one commented on the

e~aluation

As

summary, "It's the best type of learning.''

In order to enhance the development of writing skills, two graduate
students in Educational Administration who were familiar with the course
content were engaged to provide tutorial writing assistance,
only a few students availed

themselves of this service.

however, reported the assistance as "very helpful, 11

Unfortunately

Those who did,

Reactions to the

experience by one of the tutors is provided in ApJlendix 7.

It is important

to note that cultural norms may be violated in tutorial arrangements .and
that dependency relationships may result,

Both of these are noted in the

tutor's summary.
Throughout the instructional process, university staff made every
effort to keep course content and requirements comparable to that of nonNAT oriented courses,
problem,

During the summer session this posed no major

However, during the academic year sessions considerable diffi-

culty was experienced in keeping the classes identical,

The appearance

of guest speakers and the need to schedule time for management and group
maintenance activities reduced the instructional time available,
Student reaction to the instructional program continued to be
favorable.

A copy of the reaction questionnaire distributed at the

close of the summer session is appended along with a summary of the
responses (see appendices 8 and 9),
at the conclusion of each

on~campus

Fall session reactions gathered
week included such comments as

3

"very productive," "accomplished a good .deal," "no complaints--only
compliments," "rewarding," "very satisfying," "superb instruction offered
this week," etc.

More detailed data are presented in Appendix 10.

The department also sought to obtain more systematized feedback
at the close of the Fall Semester.

One instructor, Dr. Pohland,

administered the "Student Reaction To Instruction and Courses" instrument used widely within the university.

Both of the instructor's

Supervision classes responded to the. course through this medium.

Using

this instrument was a further .means of maintaining parity between the
two student sub-groups.

No significant differences were noted in the

responses.
Effort:s

w~re

made during the Fall Semester to strengthen the off-

campus instructional program.

Feedback from the Spring of 1975 indicated

that on-site visits from university personnel had limited instructional
value.

Consequently, an agreement was reached with the students to

schedule four formal on-site, Saturday morning sessions
course of the semester.

dur~ng

the

These were designed to supplement the instruc-

tional assistance provided by the university attached field coordinator.
Unfortunately the sessions were not well attended.

Despite initial

student enthusiasm it became clear that some students perceived the
Saturday sessions as beyond the scope of their obligations.
A new instruction-related issue of some concern arose during the
Fall Semester; namely, the unusually large number of incompleted contracts.
Of the fourteen students enrolled in the fall, six failed to complete
the contract assignment for the Administration of Staff Personnel course
and eight failed to complete the Supervision assignment by the close of
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the semester.

The reasons for this vary among students.

pressures clearly conflicted with academic demands.

For some job

It is quite obvious

at this time that the program designers underestimated the job-related
demands placed upon program participants.

Some students found·access

to essential data blocked by unsympathetic administrators.

Still

others~

needed more prolonged and regular contact with the professors to clarify
demands and to specify and order data.

In a related way it .again appears

retrospectively that the physical separation from the campus is attended
by a psychological separation.

The regular contact which prevails in

totally on-campus study provides a psychological link which keeps academic
concerns constantly in mind.

The on-site visitations can only partially

compensate for that separation.

Finally, we might note that unpredictable

family problems and job re-assignments also contributed to the· 1ack of
contract completion.
In sum, at mid-point we must conclude that student performance with
the exception of the above has met expectations.

While we will defer

comparative analysis of GPA distribution until the close of the project,
it is clear at this time that students are performing at acceptable
levels of performance.

We suspect that their conceptual development

compares favorably to that of the regular M.A. student population •
. Significant advances have been made in communication skills, particularly
in written. expression.

Given the demands upon them, the NAT students

are probably out-performing more typical M.A. students.
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Students
This section will focus on three related student issues:

attrition,

replacement, and motivation,
As was reported earlier, three students withdrew from the program
during the first semester (Spring, 197 5) :
and Jeanne Haskie,

Marie Reyhner, Lula Sloan

The latter, however, remained in the M.A. program

and continued to take course work toward degree completion,
1975 Mrs, Anna Pino was admitted to the program.
of enrollees to 19,

In June of

This brought the number

However, in the Fall of 1975, oniy 14 returned,

William Draper, Margaret Etsitty and Roseleen Raymond discontinued;
Floyd Ashley and David Russell did not attend classes but retained program
membership, Mr. Ashley later formally withdrew,
Again, various factors contributed to the dropout and non-attendance
problems,

Job pressures, job transfers, the lack of or ambiguity of

financial support, the lack of administrative and NDOE support (at least
as perceived by NAT participants), family pressure, difficulties in
securing released time, "hasseling" about "easy degrees," and
motivation all contributed in unique mixes,
crucial:

lack of

The motivational issue is

it is hard to remain motivated (assuming a reasonabie degree

initially) when organizations like the BIA do not require advanced degrees
for promotion, when the society at large is not academically oriented,
and when it is clear that personnel decisions within the Navajo educational system are made on bases other than academic preparation,

In

this regard an official of NDOE frankly stated that individuals are moved
from job to job internally with little attention to degrees ("they

6

don't mean anything") or formal preparation.

It is fair to speculate

that such practices reduce the motivation to increase professional
competency through advanced training since the rewards are distributed
on other bases.
The difficulties of securing
continued.

p~ogram

replacements as reported earlier

Despite continued press by the project Director includi,ng

a few "stern" letters, nominations for replacement by NDOE officers were
slow in coming.

Even slower to be processed were applications to the

Graduate School.

By the beginning of Semester IV only two students,

Victoria Sorrell and Joe Wilson, had completed the admissions process.
However, Jeanne Haskie, an original NAT participant who dropped out of
the program duripg Semester I was readmitted as a participant in
Semester IV.
Three additional features should be noted.

First, both Victoria

Sorrell and Joe Wilson attended portions of the Fall Semester classes.
This would appear to communicate high commitment and substantial employer
support.

Second, and related to the first, the Department of Educational

Administration required as a condition of acceptance a letter of support
from the applicant's employer.

Given the history of the project such a

requirement seemed reasonable.

What is clear is that placing the primary

responsibility for recruitment and initial screening with the Advisory
Council and NDOE was an unwise if politically necessary decision,

Third,

it should be. noted that a decision was made in accord with the original
proposal not to admit additional students beyond the start of the Spring
Semester of 1976.

Summarized NAT group membership is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1
NAT Program Participants:
Marie Arviao
Floyd Ashley
Rena Atcitty
Isidore Begay
Elizabeth Bryan
William Draper
Margaret Etaitty
Jeanne Haakie
Dottie Hobson
Dean Jackson
Charlotte Laurence
Leila McCabe
Eddie Mike
Roseleen Raymond
Marie Reyhner
Lucy Roanhorse
David Russell
Lula Sloan
Eva Stokely
Marjorie Thomas
Loretta Tsosie
Anna Pine
Victoria Sorrell
Joe Wilson

Semesters t-IV

non-attendance Sem. III; withdrew

Withdrew Sem. III
Withdrew Sem. III
Withdrew Sem. I: reinstated Sem. IV

Withdrew Sem. III
Withdrew Sem. I
Non-attendance Sem. III
Withd_rew St;!m. I

Enrolled Sem. II
Enrolled for Sem. IV
Enrolled for Sem. IV

Field Coordination
The major problema of field coordination detailed in the Interim
Evaluation Report were only partially resolved during the succeeding months.
As the initial Proposal specified, two field coordinators were to be
appointed--one assigned to the Department of Educational Administration,
and one attached to the Navajo Division of Education.
were filled in the past year.

Both positions

Dr. Judith Adkison, who completed degree

requirements in January, 1976, in administration, assumed the university
affiliated post in the Fall of 1975, while Mr. Henry Gatewood was
appointed NDOE coordinator in the summer.

6::i2
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Dr. Adkison's work was entirely satisfactory.

She assisted in the

instructional program in both the summer and fall semesters, assisted
participants in "contract" development and writing, and made numerous
on-site visitations to students on the "East Side" of the reservation.
(Dr. Holemon, project director, assumed responsibility for field
coordination on the "West Side.")

In addition, university field

coordinators made it clear that they were "on call," i.e., would make
whatever visitations were requested.

Few such requests were received.

An on-site visitation schedule is presented in Table 2.

Insert Table 2

Despite the willingness of university personnel to provide· on-site
instructional assistance, this aspect of the program continued to be
a weak link.

Scheduled on-site sessions were poorly attended.

In

addition, status differences made instructional efforts by the field
coordinator difficult.

Further, the logistical difficulties of

delivering such services remained unabated.

It was more usual than

unusual to find university personnel "stranded" at the airstrip
upon arrival.

In sum, the cost/benefit ratio seems unfavorable.

The appointment of Mr. Gatewood as NDOE field coordinator was
unsatisfactory.

By mid-fall the participants were openly calling

for his resignation.

A similar recommendation was made to the Division

Director by the Advisory Council in October.

The major criticisms

centered on his perceived inability to secure necessary financial support,

Table 2
Date

Personnel

9/8/75
9/10 - 9/12/75

Adkison
Adkison

Ramah
Window Rock
Ft. Defiance

Anna Mae Pino
Dean Jackson
Marie Arviso
Floyd Ashley
Charlotte Laurence
Loretta Tsosie
Isidore Begay
Lucy Roanhorse
Eva Stokely
Roseleen Raymond
Eddie Mike
Rena Atcitty

9/12/75

Holeman

Chinle
Cottonwood

William Draper
Dottie Hobson

9/26/75

Holeman
Lawrence

Ramah

Anna Pino

10/3/75

Adkison.
Holeman

Tuba City
Window Rock

Marjorie Thomas
Marie Arviso
Called Charlotte. Laurence

10/4/75

Adkison

Ft. Defiance

Loretta Tsosie
Charlotte Laurence
Marie Arviso
(Absent Dean Jackson,
Anna.Mae Pino, Floyd
Ashley)

10/11/75

Adkison

Shiprock

Rena. Atcitty
Eddie Mike
Eva Stokely
Lucy Roanhorse

· ·site(s)

·students Visited

\0

C!l

:Jt
~

Table 2 (continued)
~

'Persortrtel

10/11/75

Holeman
Pohland

Chinle
Cottonwood

Elizabeth Bryan
Leila McCabe
Margaret Etsitty
Marjorie Thomas
(Absent Bill Draper,
Isidore Begay, Dottie
Hobson)

10/17/75

Holeman
Adkison

Window Rock

Marjorie Thomas
Eddie Mike
Lucy Roanhorse

10/26/75

Adkison

Window Rock

Vicki Sorrell

11/3/75

Holeman

Page
Kaibeto

Leila McCabe

11/10 - 11/11/75

Pohland
Holeman
Adkison
(Cortez, Sackett)

Chinle
Tuba City
Window Rock

Margaret Etsitty
Isidore Begay
Marjorie Thomas

11/21 - 11/22/75

Adkison

Shiprock
Window Rock

Marie Arviso
Lucy Roanhorse
(Absent Eddie Mike,
Rena Atcitty, Eva Stokely,
Charlotte Laurence, Dean
Jackson)

· ·site(s)

·students Visited

~

1-'
0

~
·Ul

~

Table 2 (continued)
Date

Personnel

'Site(s)

Students Visited

11/22/75

Holeman

Chinle

Marjorie Thomas
Isidore Begay
Dottie Hobson

12/4/75

Holeman
West

Page

Leila McCabe

1-'
1-'

·m
~
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inability to communicate the program to school districts and secure
released time for on-campus study, lack of personal contact with
participants, and recurrent bouts of alcoholism.

In late fall

Mr. Gatewood was temporarily suspended and NDOE program coordination
reverted to Dr. Gerald Knowles.

In December Mr. Gatewood was reassigned

within NDOE and Mr. Dean Jackson, a program participant was appointed
NDOE field coordinator in January of 1976.
Field Relations
No significant improvements in field relations were noted during
1975.

In fact, one might assume some deterioration based on the

increasing difficulty encountered by students in securing released
time,

In some cases verb.al commitments were not honored.

It must be

recognized, however, that district administrators from whom release
time needed to be secured were under considerable pressure themselves
to maintain equality of treatment relative to their staffs as well as
to stay within the law.
Evaluation·Activities
Three types of evaluation activities occurred during the summer and
fall of 1975:

systematically obtaining student and professor feedback,

a mini-conference on Program Planning and Evaluation in August, and
a two-day on-site visit,
As already re7orted, student feedback was gathered at the close of
the summer session via a brief questionnaire.

Similar data were obtained

at the close of each on-campus session during the fall,

The dominant

generalization that can be drawn from the student feedback is that students
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were well-pleased with the instructional program offered,

A "professorial

reaction" to the summer experience was also prepared by Dr. Blood (see
Appendix 11),
The second Mini-Conference on Program Planning and Evaluation was
held on August 19 as scheduled,

A report of that conference is included

as Appendix 12,
The Mid-Term Program Planning and Evaluation Conference originally
scheduled for January of 1976, however, was not held.

In- the opinion

of the project evaluator, little would be accomplished other than raising
the well-known difficulties to a high (and embarrassing) level of visibility.
The problems of field coordination, student support, and student replacement had been well-aired in the October meeting of the Advisory Council.
A "frank" discussion by NDOE staff (including Mr. Jackson) involved the
same issues.
general

lac~

Further reasons for post-poning

th~

conference included the

of substantive program input in prior conferences,

The

ambiguity surrounding Mr. Jackson's appointment at the time conference
planning needed to take place, and input from Dr. Knowles also contributed
to deferring the conference.

In a conversation with Dr. Knowles on

December 12, he suggested that the major benefit of the conference would
be in gaining input for subsequent proposals and that such activity might
well be deferred until spring.

Additionally he suggested that such

information could be obtained equally well from personal contacts rather
than within the framework of a formal conference.
The above indicates that the planned sequence of Program Planning/
Evaluation Conferences has been only partially successful in meeting its
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objectives.

The major objective accomplished has been in communicating

the Department's concern for responsiveness and maintenance of quality
control.

Where the conferences have been largely unsuccessful has been

in obtaining qualitative program input, engaging tribal evaluators and
administrators in review processes, and in gaining support from and
establishing firm field r,elations with school district administrators.
The thirn major evaluation activity was a two-day on-site visit.
Members of the visitation team included Dr, Pohland (NAT Evaluator),
Dr. Holeman (NAT Director), Dr. Judith Adkison (NAT-U, Field Coordinator),
Mr. James West (Graduate Assis.tant assigned to the NAT Project), Dr. Carlos
Cortez (Evaluation Consultant to the Department of Educational Administration from U,C,-Riverside), and Mrs. Sarah Sackett (Program Officer, The
Carnegie Corporation).

The trip (by air) included stops at Window Rock,

Chinle, Tuba City, the Grand Canyon (over-night stay) and a return stop
at Window Rock,

The trip was characterized by continuous discussions

between Mrs. Sackett and university faculty both during and following the
site visit,
The major objectives of the trip were as follows:
1.

To provide the external evaluator, Dr. Cortez, and Mrs, Sackett
an opportunity to see at first hand the settings from which
some participants were drawn.

2.

To provide an

opportunity·~·context

for discussions between

university and Carnegie personnel relative to problems and issues
faced in the execution of the NAT program,
3,

To provide the Carnegie representative an opportunity to discuss
the program at mid-term with students and NDOE officials,
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4.

To maintain field contact with NAT students,

All of the above were at least partially accomplished,

There were

fewer opportunities than anticipated for Mrs, Sackett to visit privately
with students.

However, ample time was found for university-carnegie

and Carnegie-NDOE discussion.
Program-Administration
Few of the administrative problems reported earlier were resolved
during the June 1975 to January 1976 period.

During Mr. Gatewood's

tenure as NDOE Field Coordinator problems of coordination and communication
remained,

Similarly little firm progress was made relative to student

support, released time, student recruitment and the like,

It is important

to note that such issues were also of concern to the Carnegie Corporation,
and were in part responsible for the site visit.

It is also important

to note that the Carnegie Corporation deferred second year

fund~ng

until

such issues could be resolved or held firm promise of resolution.
A major administrative_ action was in extending the program
the summer of 1977.

~hrough

The original termination date was January of 1977.

The extension was largely predicated on the desirability of enabling those
students who started later in the program or who missed a semester
of study to complete an M.A. under program auspices,
Mid-Term Summary
Ultimately the evaluation process results in making a

j~dgment--a

more or less objective assessment of benefits incurred and coats accrued.
Presumably such judgments are beneficial in future decision making.
Since the possibility exists that the department may be asked to
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continue the program beyond the extension referred to. earlier, it is
appropriate to make some "judgments" at this time.
1.

To date the program has offered 22 Navajos the opportunity to
engage in graduate level work toward an M.A. in administration.
Of these 22, 13 have completed half of the planned sequence
(discounting current incompletes).

Given the department's

commitment to providing educational opportunities to minority
group members this is not an inconsiderable achievement.
2,

The program has offered faculty the opportunity to work closely
and professionally with a different student population.

Both

the in-class and on-site contact provided new learning experiences for faculty which in all probability would not have been
gained otherwise.
. 3.

This, too, is a benefit,

It is not unrealistic to ass.ume that the train:I,ng received by
the participants has "paid-off" to some degree in their work
settings.

While difficult to measure, this factor is present

regardless of the population.
4.

Clearly the department benefited through the receipt of financial
resources and released FTE,

The department's current summer

budget is dependent upon project monies by a factor of

.s.

Similarly, it is doubtful whether Dr, Pogrow could have been
retained without the released FTE,

In the same vein, the

additional secretaria.l services available and the student
credit hours accummulated were clear benefits given university
practices,

660'
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5.

Costs were incurred as well.

Some were anticipated.

Among these

we would list the following:
a.

Staff assigned during a particular semester were unavailable
for other course or faculty related assignments.

In short,

there was a reduction in the department's ability to serve
other clients.
b.

This is a normal function of projects.

For faculty involved, the time and energy resources
required were in excess of those normally associated with
teaching.

This is particularly true in terms of on-site

visitations.
Some costs were unanticipated.
administrative time required.

The major one was the excessive
This was clearly exacerbated by

the late appointment of the NDOE Project Coordinator and his
later inability to function effectively.
6.

It is also apparent at this time that the department overestimated some factors in the design of the program.

Chief

among these were:
a.

The ability of NDOE to execute a

~igorous

recruitment

program and its ability to do so within university
constraints.
b.

The commitment and cooperation of school districts in
providing released time and other forms of support for
participants.

c.

The motivational milieu of the students.
exists a

~inimum

Clearly there

commitment to higher education within both

the BIA and the Tribe at large.
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d,

The motivational level of some students,

The dropout rate,

the generally ·poor attendance at on-site meetings, and the
high number of incompletes in the fall,

1

75 semester suggest

a lower than desirable level of student motivation,

How much

of that can be attributed to other factors, e,g,, the
difficulty experienced by some in securing released
time, is difficult to assess,
e.
7.

The managerial capabilities of NDOE.

Similarly the program designers underestimated a number of
factors,

Among these were:

a.

Communications difficulties with NDOE.

b.

The psychological dysfunctions pf students being away from
the campus for weeks at a time.

Psycho~ogical

separation

appeared to accompany physical separation.
c.

The job press on participants.

In combination with other

factors, this resulted in little academic work being done
on-site by many of the participants.
d,

The power of cultural variables as they affected personnel
decisions.

e.

The loss of instructional time due to the necessity of
accommodating group maintenance and administrative demands,

In sum, while the program to date has demonstrated the department's
capability to deliver a unique program with a reasonable degree of quality
control, the difficulties encountered in doing so suggest much caution
in expanding or continuing this type of program.

Too many of the critical
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variables are not under control of the department,

While there are

pragmatic benefits which clearly accrue, it is doubtful that they will
be of a long term nature,
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APPENDIX 1

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

College of Education
Department of Educational Administration

Ed. Adm. 509:

Introduction to Educational Administration
Prof. R. L. Holeman - Section 001
Ms. J. Adkison- Section 002

Summer Session 1975

This introductory course in Educational Administration is designed
to acquaint the student with:
1)
2)
3)

the historical development of administrative thouglit~
the development of knowledge in the field of administration, and
significant areas of concern for educational administrators.

Students will be expected to read all material designated as required
as well as to sample from additional sources suggested. Other requirements will include several short concept papers based upon the readings.
These papers are not expected to be "original contributions to knowledge;"
rather, they are to be summaries, critical reviews, a conceptual analyses.
It is also possible that there will be a mid-term and a final examination.
The course will stress a Behavioral .science approach to the study of
administration of educational organizations. The course is viewed as
a graduate level course with attendant time and quality requirements.
The following texts

ar~

recommended for purchase:

1.

Callahan, R.;

Education and the Cult of.Efficiency.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962

2.

tane, W.:

Corwin, R.: and Mohahan, W.:
Foundations·of Educational Administration:
A Behavioral Analysis. New York: Macmillan, 1966.
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Session 1:

Introduction to the Study of Educational Administration
*1.
2.

Session 2.

The Quest for Theory
*1.
2,
**3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Session 3 & 4:
*1.
2,
**3.
4,
5,
6,

Session 5:

LANE, et al.; Chapter 1.
GRIFFITHS, D,; Behavioral Science·in Educational Administration,
63rd Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964
(hereafter~.• ) Chapters 1-4.

LANE, et al.; Chapter 2.
GETZELS, LIPHAM, & CAMPBELL; "Educational'Administration·as a
Social·Ptocess. New York: Harper, 1968, Chapters 1-2.
CHARTERS, W, W.; "Knowledge and Intelligent Behavior," in
Shaver, J, P., and Bertak, H. (eds,); ·.Democracy; Pluralism, and
Social Studies. New York, Houghton-Mifflin, 1968, Pages 305-312,
HALPIN, A,; "Ways of Knowing" in Hack, w.; Educational
Administration. First edition, Pages 1-19.
HILLS, R, J,; "Theory, Research, and Practice; Three Legs of
Administrative Science," School·Review, LXXI (Winter, 1963).
Pages 478-492.
WILLOWER, D. J,; "The Forum of Knowledge and the Theory-Practice
Relationship," Educational"Theory XIII, (January 1963),
Pages 47-52,
HALPIN, A, w.; "The Development of Theory in F.ducational
Administration," in Halpin, A, W, (ed,) 'Administrative·Theory
in Education, Chicago: Midwest Administration Center, 1958,
Pages 1-19.
Bureacracy and Scientific Management
LANE, et al.; Chapter 7 ,.
BLAU, P.; The Dynamics·of·Bureaucracy, Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1966,
PUNCH, K.; "Bureaucratic Structure in Schools: Toward Redefinition
and Measurement," Educational'Administtation'Quatterly, 5 (1969),
Pages 43-57.
TAYLOR, F, W.; The Principles of Scientific Management,
New York: 1911,
HOXIE, R. F,; Scientific Management· and Labor, New York: 1921,
BRIDGES, E,, "Bureaucratic Role and Socialization: The
Influence of Experience on the Elementary Principal,"
Education Administration Quarterly, I (1965), pp 19-28,

A Historical Perspective on the Study of Educational Administration
*1.
2.
*3,

CALLAHAN, R, E.; Education and the Cult of Efficiency,
ETZIONI, A.; Modern·organizations, Englewood Cliffs: New Jersey,
Prentice Hall, 1964, Chapters 3-4.
LANE, et al. Chapters 9-10.

* Text material
** Copies to be provided by faculty members
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Sessions 6 & 7:
*1.
2.
.**3.
4.
5.
Session 8:

From Human Relations to Systems Theories
LANE, et al.; Chapters 3, 4, and 8.
ROTHLISBERGER, and DICKSON, W.: 'Martli.$ement'artd'the'W6rker,
Harvard University Press; Cambridge, 1939 •
KATZ, D. and KAHN, R.; 'The'S6cial'Psych6l6$Y·of Organizations,
Chapters 1, 2.
BARNARD, C,; Functions·of the Executive, Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1964.
SCHEIN, E., Organizational·Psychology, Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice Hall, 1965. Chapters 4, 6, 7,

The School as a Formal and Informal Organization
*1.
2.
3.
4.

Session 9:

LANE, et al., Chapter 6,
BIDWELL, C. E., "The School as a Formal Organization," in
March, Handbook· of ·organizations,
ETZIONI, A.; 'MOde:tn'Otgani~atiOns, Chapter 5.
NSEE, Chapters 10, 11, 12.

Organizational Roles
**1.
2.

Session 10:

Specific Roles:

*1.
**2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Session 11:

KATZ, D. and KAHN, R.; The'S6cia1·psych616$l'6f'O:t$anizations.
New York: Wiley and Son, 1966, Chapter 7.
GROSS, NEAL, MASON, W,, and MCEACHERN, A,; Explorations
in Role·Analysis. New York: Wiley, 1958.
The Supervisor, the Principal and the Superintendent.

LANE, Chapter 11.
GRIFFITHS, D., Goldman, and McFarland, W., "Teacher Mobility
in New York City," Edtication'Admirtisttati6rt'Qtiattetly, 1, 1965,
pp. 15-31.
LORTIE, D., "Administrator, Advocate or Therapist; Strategies
of Professionalization in the Counsellor Role," Harvard Eci.Rev.,
Winter, 1964.
BROWN, "How Administrators View Teachers," Canadian·Education and
Research Digest, 6, 1966, pp. 34-52.
ERICKSON, D. "The School Administrator," Rev. of Educ; Res., 38,
1967, pp. 417-432.
CARLSON, D., Executive Succession.. and Ot$Mlizati6nal Change.

Role Conflicts
*1.
2.
3.

4.
**5.

LANE, Chapter 15,
BRotVN, A. F., "Conflict and Stress in Administrative Relationships,"
Administrator's Notebook, 10, March (1962).
WALTON, R, E,, et al,, "organizational Context and Interdepartmental
Conflict," Administration·science·guarterly, 14, 1969, 522-542.
GETZELS, LIPHAM arid CAMPBELL, Chapter 4.
GETZELS, J., "Conflict and Role Behavior in the Educational Setting,"
in Charters, w. w. and Gage, N. L., Readinss in the Social'Psychology
of Education, Boston, Allyn and Bacon (1963).
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Administrative Style
*1.
2.
3.

LANE, Chapter 12.
NSSE, Chapter 6.
HALPIN, A., "How Leaders Behave," in A. Halpin, 'Theort·and
· 'Research'irt'Administration.
4. HALPIN, A. and CROFT, n., "The Organizational Climate. of
Schools." Administrator's'NotebOok. 11, (March 1963).
5. MCKAGUE, T. R., 11LPC -A New Perspective on Leadership."
Educ~ ·Admin.. 'Quarterly, 6, 1970, pp. 1-14.

Session 13:

Organizational Output
*1.
2.

LANE, Chapters 13, 14.
Thomas, J., "Efficiency. in Education: An Empirical Study,"
Admirtistrator•s·Notebook, 11, Oct. 1962.
3. National Society for. Study of. Education Yearbook, 'The Impact
artd Improvement of School·Testing'Pro&rams. 62nd Yearbook,
Part III, Chapters 1, 7, 9-12.
.
4.- Feldvebel, A., "Organizational Climate, Social Class _and
1
Educational Output," Administrator s'NOtebook, 12, April 1964.

Session 14:

Adaptiveness of Educational Organizations
*1.
2.
*3.
4.

s.
6.

NSSE, Chapter 12.
COCH and FRENCH, "Overcoming Resistance to Change," in
Cartwright and Zander; Group'Dtnamics, pp. 257-279.
GETZELS, LIPHAM and CAMPBELL, Chapter 13.
KATZ and KAHN, Chapter 13.
PHI DELTA·KAPPAN, 41, Dec. 1970. (Tlie entire issue is devoted
to the matter of accountability in the schools.)
ANDERSON, "Bureaucratic Rules: Bearers of Organizational
Authority." Educ. Admin. Quarterly, 2, 1966, pp. 7-34.

....
APPENDIX 2
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
College of Education

Ed. Adm, 520-001
The Principalship
Course Requirements
1.

Two papers are required, one due at midterm, and the other toward the
end of the 'course. Both are concept papers'; the first is to focus
on "What the School is:• the second on "What the Principalship is.''
The purpose of the concept papers is to provide a focal poin~ around
which to arrange your thinking. You are asked to conceptualize both
the school as it is and the role of the building level chief an
administrative officer, as it is, In formulating and expressing your
concept of what is, feel free to draw upon your own experience, formal
research, interviews, journals, newspapers, magazines. Be sure that
your description of "what is" is supported by a rational articulate
enough for some one who does not know you well to understand how it
is that you reached the conclusions that you reached.
It is suggested that you share an initial draft of your·paper with
another class member and invite his/her criticism while you are sti~l
at the draft stage and are ~ble to benefit from advice.
Please utilize a standard format which provides for consistent style.
Campbell, William G,, 'Fotm'artd'Style·of'Thesia·writing is a good source.

2.

One other written·assignment is required, The 17 Girls is an exercise
in small group analysis and leader behavior. This exercise requires
from 6 to 8 hours of work to complete and will be assigned after mid-term.

3,

Required reading for the course will
Organizations by Amatai Etzioni, (2)
by Harry F. Wolcott. In addition to
be distributed to you, the following
helpful to you:

consist of the two texts (1) Modern

The'MSrt'irt'the'Prirtcipals'Off~

supplementary reading which will
selected journals and books may be

Journals:
Educational Administration Quarterly
National Elementary School Principal
Planning and Changing
Administrative Science Quarterly
Phi Delta Kappan
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals
American School Board Journal
School Management
Administrator's Notebook
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~:

The Man in the Principals Office, Harry F, Wolcott
Modern Organization, Amitai Etzioni
The Principalship: Foundations and Functions, James M, Liphamand
James A, Hoel, Jr.
Behavioral Science and Educational Administration: National Society
for the Study of Education Yearbook, 1964
Complex Organizations, Peter Blau. and Richard Scott
Secondary School Administration, Loyd F, McCleary and Stephen Hensley
The Principa1ship, William H, Roe and Thelbert L, Drake
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APP:E:NDIX 3

The University of New Mexico
College of F.ducation
Department of Edtx:ational 1\dnini.stration

SUpervision of Instruction (E,A, 56Q-002)
Fall, 1975
Professor Pahland
supervision 560 is designed to be an introduction to the study am
praCtice of school supervision. Issues to be considered include
(a) the historical developrent of the field; (b) organizational
considerations; (c) perspectives (m::xiels) of supervisozy behavior;
am (d) supervisocy effects.
·
Text:
1.

Heald, J.E. et, al~ 1 5elected'Readin:J'$'General'S~ion,
New York: Maan:illari, 1976.

2.

M:>sher 1 R.L.

am

Profession.

Purpel, D.E. 1 :eru;rsion: · 'The 'Reluctant

Boston:

Hol.iqhton

fliil,

19'12.

Expectations:
1.

Wide reading

in

the field of supervision

2. Contract fulfillment (First on-site portion)
a, Case study analysis
b, Initial description am analysis of on-site supervisocy

processes.
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First Week~
First Day Readings
1.

Supervision:

2.

Getzels, J. and Guba, E., "Social Behavior and the Administrative
Process," in Heald, et. a1., W• 31-44

The Reluctant 'Profession, ·1, 2

Secozxl Day Readi.n]s

1. Ablx>tt, M.G. , "Int.erveninq variables in <>rganizational BehaviOr,"
in Heald, et. al., W• 2Q-3l.
2.

Mickler, W., "New

~les

and RElationships ·for Iocal School

Inp:t'ClVE3lellt, II

.

Third Day Readings
1. Arxlerson, J .G., "The Authority Structure of the SchClol:
of Social Exchange," in Heald, et. al., P.P• l04-ll9
2.

Systan

Briner, C. and Iannaccone, L., "Selected Social Pc7tler Relationships in Education," ·~, 3 (1966) , l9Q-203

Fourth Day Readings

1.

Will<M'3r, D.E. et~ al., · "Sane Functions of the Supervisory .Role
in Educational Organizations."

2.

March, J ,G.,

"Organizational Factors in Supervision."

·Fifth Day Readings

1.

Skinner, B.F.,

2.

Green, T.F.,

"The Ety!IDlogy of Teacb:i.n;J,"
"A Topology of the Teach:i.n;J Concept."
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NAVl\JO 1\DMJNISTRATOR 'l'RAINll'G PR:Gru\M

Semester I, 1975
Supervision of InstJ::uction
(E.A, 560-002)

Reading Assigranents for Secx:>n:i

General There:

On-can;:rus

Week

Perspectives on InstJ::uctianal Supervision

Day 1

w.

1.

Hinckley,

2.

Gol.dharmer, R.

L.

"Are You a 'Laun:iey List' Supervisor?" (H)
"A f.blel of Clinical Supervision" (H)

Day 2

1.
2.

MJsher an:i Purpel, Chapter 5
Koran, J. "SUpervision: An Atteapt to Modify

Behavior"

Day 3

1. Rogers, c. "The Characteristics of a Helping Relat.i.alship" (H)
2. MJsher an:i Purpel, Chapter 6
Day 4
1.

2,

Brown, A. "Conflict am Stress in Administrative Rel.at.icnshipe" (H)
Day, R. and Hanblin, R. "Sane Effects of Close and Punitive
Styles of Supervision," in Heald, et al., pp. 224-239.

Day 5
1.

Transcript Analysis (H)

Navajo Administrator Training Program
E.A. 560, Supervision of Instruction
Tentative Readings for On-Campus Week 3
The focus of the readings will be on supervisory effects (outcomes).
Since this is a contract element, .I would encourage you to read them
prior to returning to campus.
·
Day One
1.

Guthrie, H. and W'Ulower, D•. "The Ceremonial Congratulation:
An Analysis of Principals' Observation Reports of Classroom
Teaching. (H)

2.

Trask, A. "Principals, Teachers and Supervisors:
Solutions." (H)

Dilemmas and

Day Two
1.

Blumberg, A. and Amidon, E. "Teacher Perceptions of SupervisorTeacher Interaction." (H)

2.

Blumberg, A.

"Supervisory Behavior and Interpersonal Relations."

Day Three
1.

Sergiovanni, T. "Factors Which Affect Satisfaction and
Dissatisfaction of Teachers," in Heald• pp. ·347-361.

2.

Blumberg, A. "Teacher Morale as a Function of Perceived
Supervisor Behavioral Style." (H)

Day Four
1.

Tuclanan, B. and Oliver, W. "Effectiveness of Feedback to Teachers
as a Function of Source," in Heald, pp.· 428-435.

2.

Gibb, J.

"Defensive Communication."

Day Five
Wrap-up.

No specified readings.

(H)

(H)
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APPENDIX 4
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXrCO

College of F..ducation
September 17, 1975
'ID:

1'1\T Pa?fcipants

l"RCM:

Profcs~r Paul Pohland

SUB..TE:CJ':

On-Site Stur.ly Contracts

Jn accord with t.he original design of the prcxJrarn, tw:J on-site
study contracts have been incorporated into the course,
~-Jnpervision of Instruction (E.A. 560-002) • Collectively
they reflect the tltrust of the on-site work, a study of
instructional supervision in your setting.
The first "contract" is to analyze the case study distributed
on 9/16. In brief, it is to be a "ooncept paper"-a fonn with
which you are familiar. Select a central concept fran the
literature discussed during this first on-campus week and
apply it to the case study. The paper is due the first day
of the second on-campus portion of the sanester. Make it
:;hort (approxinately 5 pages). You need not footnote or
cite refe..rences, but do cite data fran the case study in
support of your tlr'9l.U11C!lt, Finally, you are not expected to
resolve the superintendent's dilemna: you arc expected to ,
explain through the application of a concept why it arose.
Formal cnntract dcx:uments have already been pr;epared for
signature.
The contract described above is the minor portion of the onsite study. The major portion involvesan examination of
instructional supervision in your setting. (The on-campus
portion is designed to provide you with the conceptual and
perceptual tools to execute this task.) The. examination
(analysis) has three major ocmponents: (1) an analysis of
the organizational (structural) pre-oonditions for executing
the role; (2) supervisory behavior itself; and (3) supervisory
effects. Re-stated, you are to:
I.J\,

Identify the fonnal role and role expectatiOns (job
description) of the employing organization.

B.

Identify who the instructional supervisor(s) is.

c.

Specify the "bases of [.XJWer" and "poslt:ion" fran which
the. supervisor acts.

675
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D.

JJ<;s(";r.ibE~ in uetaJ.l l:he
l~1e supervisor ~qages

E.

SpL"Ci.fy as closely as possible the effects of supervisory

activities (1-x'!haviors) in Which
aml with vh:m.

behavior.
:Ill ordet· tP d<) l.A-J·: .:tl:ovr,, you will
J.l..l\,

p~;obah 1v

hav0 to:

::l:arch out, e:-<run:i.ne m!d ill1i'tly7.P formal documents.
supervir~.,,·•;·

B.

TnLetview supervisors,
Lc-nchers.

SJJI·""-.rorrlinates and

c.

Observe supervisors in nct.ion. (Don't overlool:. yourself
as th'3 object of supervisor attention!)

.r:c'Vernl add.i l:ional details:
1.

'.!'his is a major study, pror.Jably
in 5 pages.

in~possible

to do \vell

2. _ 'l'hl' paper is due the last day of youc on-campus stay
this flE!I"'ester. lim-rever, you should get started alrrost
.iln:ncdiateJy.
l.

fJc,un:e dnta should h<.> cited in
style.

4.

'l'!Jc~n.:o

pr:orx~-

bibliographic

is no .intention of vi.olat. :ng thl' "jJldividuu.lizing"
int:rJnt· nf tho coni:rnet-.. If yon reel this assignrne.nt i!'l
:u1 sc ~110 Hay inappropriate qiven your: \\Qrk setHl1<.J, vis.i t
v•.i !It IlK!. Ill that evP.nt, hcMeV(•.l', 1:-c prepared to tc;uqgr.. st
·u. aJ u~.rnatJvo contract but ont• .:.nnsistent witl1 tJ1e
oJ.,jc.·cUve ot this course.

S'lttfN1' •s NtiiBER
case Study Analysis

Sem. I, 1975-1976

· · Dr. Pohland

tBSCRIP.l'ICN OF S'nlDY a:N1'R1Cr:

A.

B.

Cbjectives
1. To demonstrate the
concepts in case
2. To enhance writ:in:]
3. To daronstrate the
4. To demonstrate the
conceptually.

ability to utilize a limited nunbe.r of organizational
analysis.
skills
relationship between theory and practice.
ability to utilize data systsna.tica1ly cmd

Process
After reading the prescribed case study carefully, select a

concept fran the set discussed in class as the pr.imary analytical
tool.

C.

Prcxluct

A written concept paper of approximately 5 pages. Footnotes
or other bibliographic references are unnecessary but data
support for the analysis is ra:;{Uired.

, S'l'tJDENl''S SI~

NAV. DIR. OF ED.

PRJFESSOR'S SI~

EM.Pfd.I!ERS

SIGNATURE

;
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APPENDIX 5

Wucatiooal. Jldministratim 531: · Mninisttation ·of 'Staff 'Personnel
PJ:ofessor Richard HolE!II'Oll
Texts: ·Wendell French, The 'Per9cn1el ~t PrOCess~
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Canpany~ •.

3d :alition.

Alvin W. Gouldner, Wi.l.dca.t Strike. New York: Harper ani Row
Publishers, Inc., 1965.
'!be course utilizes the systems view of personnel administration.

Students
analyze the processes of staff recruitment, selection, devel.o];m:!nt, and
utilization as a function~ not only of the Personnel Department, but of
the entire organizations. Concepts drawn fran the social sciences help
the student to un:lerstand the relations of :individuals and groups to the
organization. This un:lerstanding provldes the student with the basis far
designing and :impla:nen:tm] !lm'e effective persamel administration processes
in educational organizations. '!be first ani seoom on-canpus sessions
atphasize the Staffing Process and the CcrrQ?ensation in school.
In the third on-canplS session, the class will use ·wildcat ·strike as a

basis far analyzing unions, collective baxgai.nilq,

ati1 negoaatiOOs.

· Students are expecta:l to OCITpl.ete all assigned rec:v:l:in:Js before the class
sessions. In addition, each student has contracted to sul:mit a foJ:mal
paper based on observation and analysis of either the CXJli)ellSatim prooess
or the staffing process in ·his/her school systan. '!be field ooardinator
will provide any assistance needed during the an-site class sesSions.
Copies of both on-site oontract optioos are included with this report.

::·.

APPENDIX 6

S'ftltiENl' Is NUMBER
m!PENSATICN PRIXESS
STODY cx.Jl'.11.'rulC TITLE

SEMESTER I, 1975-1976

DR. HOLEMJN .

SEMESTER AND YEAR
DESCRD?TICN OF S'IUDY cx:NrPJlCT:
A.

B.

CCMPENSATICN PROCESS

Cbjectives
1.

To learn the criteria used in developing a cc:trq?e11SCltion systan.

2.

To knol'l the p:r:oces;s required to maintain a ccmpensation system.

Process

1.

Review district ccmpensation system.

2 • Obtain copies of all associated docurrents •.

c.

3.

Attend all relevant meetings.

4.

Conduct several interviews aboUt the appropriateness of criteria.

P:roduct

virite a fonnal paper reporting the outcare of activities in the Process
section above .

• S'1'0DENT Is SIGlATURE

NAV •. DIV. OF ED. REP.

PRJFESSOR'S SI~

EMPIDYERS SIGNATURE
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STAFFING PRX!ESS

STUDY

a:l!'II'lW;T

'1'1'rLE
DR. HOLEM:lil

SEMESTER I, 1975-1976

SI:MESTER 1IW YEAR
ESC:im?T:I~

OF S'lUDY

camvcr:

STAFFJN; ProCESS

• Objectives
1. To know of and be able to carry out all of the follCMing steps taken in an
ideal staffing process:
a.
b.

c.
d.

manpower planning
recruitment
selection
(1) interview, (2) reference check, (3) a1ployment decision, (4) making the offer
appointment and Wuction

To be able to analyze the staffing process within an organizational context.

2.

Process
1.

FollCM through the staffing of a vacancy in an organization.

2.

Keep a diary of events associated with this process.

3,

Attend meetings which involve this process.

4.

Keep copies of all associated paper work.

5.

Attend interviews whenever possible.

Product
Write a formal paper describing the staffing process you have studied.

er.tUlP.Nl' 'S SI~

--ww'.

DlV. OE EIJ, m::E>.

Pla'ESSOR 1S SIGOOURE

EMPIDYERS SIGNATURE

APPENDIX 7

(COPY)

Dr. Pohland,

P

Following are some observations that I made concerning the tutoring
of the Navajo administrators. Overall I feel it was a worthwhile project.
It was a valuable experience for me as a tutor and I hope one of value
for the persons I worked with. The one-to-one relationship helped make
for less confusion in fulfilling course requirements and less frustration
in re-writing concept papers.
The tutors had just been through the concept papers and could
help organize material and sequence of concepts in writing.
It gaye educators a feeling of personal one-to-one relationship
which helped them get over the feeling of confusion about how
to do their papers. They felt free to discuss their problems
with an outsider.
Even though all members did not take advantage of the tutoring,
the substance of the sessions were passed along to others in
the courses.
The most frequently expressed concern was about what the
professors wanted in their course requirements, They used
the tutor to bounce ideas off of, They first talked, then
wrote and then refined their ideas after proofreading,
Some needed only guidelines at first to help them overcome
their initial hesitation that they could do the task,
There was evidence of a mutual feeling of friendship and
commonality of experience that helped take away the feeling
of separateness,
All members felt compelled the first time to meet with the
tutor whether it was necessary or not, Some felt an obligation
initially because of professor suggestion.
One man felt t.hat it was not necessary to be helped by a
woman tutor. He might have been more receptive to another
male.
One woman became too dependent on the tutor for expression
of her ideas.
There was tutor satisfaction in helping get good ideas down
on paper.
/s/Jerre Lloyd
(COPY)

· APPENDIX 8

Student Evaluation
Navajo Administrator Trai'ning Program
Department of Educational Administration
College of Education
University of New Mexico
Summer Session 1975
Throughout' this program 1~e have attempted to obtain systematic feedback
wilich vlould £>nabla us to alter program elements where desirable and
feasible. Given that the program as planned will include another
~ummer session your input is desired for decis.ion making purposes.
React candidly, both positively and negatively where appropriate, to
the following issues:
I.

Tutoring services (exclusive of major instructors)
a. Did you utilize tutors? (Much, some, not at all)
b. Were the tutors helpful? (Very, some, little)
c. Wou_]d it be advisable to expand these services? (Yes, No)

2.

Support services
Do you have any specific recommendation relative to such Issues
as housing, registration, etc., which would simplify your on~campus
stay next summer? (Yes, tlo: but If yes, specify.)

3.

React to the instructional program. Some issues you might wish
to address might include the following: (a) <Jmount of work;
(b) "c:or.cept papers''; (c) appropriateness of content in relation
to your setting and concerns; (d) mode of presentation; (e) the
use of multiple instuctors; (f) issues you feel should have
bcen treated but weren't; (g) clarity of expectations; (h) sch'edul ingi
( i) etc.

11,

Rcla<

ions 1-Ji t! emplnver
problems, if any, did you face relative to you employer by
being on-campus full-time this summer?

~/hat

5.

In terms of next summer, what ought the project staff keep in
mind in order to make your stay more productive and enjoyable?

APPENDIX 9

SmMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Nine participants in the Navajo lldministrator 1 s Training Program
retumed an evaluation questionnaire at the end of the 1975 Swmer
Session. This paper will attempt to sum~arize responses to the five
general categories in the questionnaire: Tutorial services, support
services; ins.tructional program, relations with employer, and general
cx:mrents regarding the next Sl.ll'l'lrer session.
Seven participants reported utilization of the tutorial service.
be continued
in future on-caJl!lus periods. Three participants inplied that the
service would be better if it could be expanded fran writing rcechanics
to include the development of conceptualization skills.

Five noted that the service was helpful and urged that it

All responding participants expressed satisfaction with the
stu:lent-housing arrangerents. One suggested that the Navajo Division
of Education provide financial assistance for the rent.
General satisfaction was expressed for the instructional program.
Feelings about the work load were described in tenns of "satisfactory,"
"sufficient," and "enough." Four participants noted. that the concept
papers were especially 11 helpful" for thinking through particular
notions. '1\o.o participants felt that there was too much classroan emphasis
on the application of concepts to Navajo education. Two aska;1 for m:>re
lectures in future courses. And, two participants pointed out that the
multiple instructors created a conflict in viewpoints and had the effect
of sending contradictory expectations of student perfo:onance. 'J.hls
point was not elaborated, hcMever the use of resource speakers received
favorable responses. One participant urged a greater discussion of the
application of theory to ."real world situations." The scheduling of
classes was apparently acceptable to all.
Several participants reported problems in making their supervisors
aware of the program. There were five responses that suggested the
University of NEM Mexico take a nore active role in camrunicating with
supervisors. Another expressed the hope that the coordinators would be
helpfUl in this area during the fall ~ter.
The final category of participant responses consisted of general
ccmrents to be considered for the next sunrner session. Three participants requested that the session be shortened and the classes be
lengthened. It was reasoned that a shorter swmer session would result
in a significant decrease in living expenses. Individual suggestions
included: splitting the Sl.ll'l'lrer session· so that courses could be taken
one at a tirre; mixing the program trainees into "regular" graduate
classes; the option for trainees to schedule extra courses; improving
carmunications with Zi.rmennan Library; and, a course in public speaking.

'1f?B2

APPENDIX 10
STUDENT EVAI.UATIONS OF SEP'l'EM3ER 15-19, 1975 SESSIClil
Navajo Administrators Training Project

This was one of the best weeks we've had .in the area of instruction. We
covered a lot of material. Having gotten the reading assigi'l!OOllt ahead of
time and having read it, I felt I knew what was being discussed or at
least had knowledge of what was being discussed.
In the part of the week when the closed session was held with Mr. Billison,
I feel I was aided by the Coordirlator, Mr. Ga~, in getting necessary
financial aid for the suntrer of 1975. Sane others in our group did not
get aid or enough aid but I think he w:>rked for everyone. As far as other
help coming fran Mr. Ga~, I have had nothing. His job was to be a
liaison officer between the Tribe and the program. If l:!e was doing his
job, I think , we w:>uldn't now be accused of being in a give-away program
or getting our Master's degree just because we are Navajos who applied under
~s program!
This week on CCilllfUS has been very productive. The instruction we received
from the professors was very informative and interesting. As always, Dr. Holeron,
the project director, is willing to listen to our problens and tries very hard
to help us solve the problens. We get full support fran the University as
well as Dr. Holenon. I appreciate all the "extras" that Dr. Holenon does
for the group. Such as, making hotel arrangerents for us, and bringing in
people to talk to us.
One of the speakers was Ms. Dodson, a superintendent fran Ch.inle Agency.
Her experiences and her philosophy of what an administrator is was very
informative. Her speech to the group was taken very positively.
Another speaker we had was Dr. Cortez fran a university at Riverside,
California. His speech on ITP.llti-ethnic studies was fantastic! We thoroughly
enjoyed this speaker. Many of the materials contained in his speech seared
so relevant to the Navajo education.
Our study on canpus was received very positively by the group.

As far as I am concerned, the closed session which was called for by the

group on Thursday rrorning with Dr. Billison, was handled as it was wished.
This session dealt with concerns and problans between the NDOE and the students.
We specifically told Dr. Billison that the University is doing "GREAT" and
they should not be involved with our disoanforts. Our discomforts. pertain
to the ccordinator from NDOE, who is Mr. Ga~. A question was raised
as to his whereabouts when we need to talk to him. Also, I observed his
behavior on one occasion during the suntrer when he carne to visit us on CCilllfUS.
He carre to the rOCill, and I smelled alcoholic beverage as I passed him. This
struck me as being "unresponsible" for his position with NDOE. I do not
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wish to condenn him; I wish he could be asked to be !lOre responsible,
Another suggestion fran the group that I observed is the cc:mmmication
fran the group to NOOE which seems to get misinterpreted between
Mr. Gate\roCd and NDOE, Mr. Billison, a member of the kivisory Board,
seared very unaware of our problems, It was mentioned that sare of our .
students are experiencing great difficulty financially but NOIHING is
being done about it --especially that pertaining to Employer-Einployee
relationship concerning release time, These discanforts need to be
handled by Mr. Gatev.uod, NOOE, and the participants, and not the
University. ·The University personnel, as Dr. Holerron, are doing very
well helping us get educated in 1\dmi.nistration.
overall, the session this week "Went quite well. The only rec:armarx:1ation
that I have is to invite Dr. Cortez again to present !lOre on ethnic
studies. This has been a week on learning and I am satisfied with the
contract assignments
I felt that we had accanplished a great deal, We covered !lOSt of the
reading assignments we had, The lectures and snall group discussions
were very effective.
The special guest speakers were very helpful in sharing their personal
experiences with us.
I've enjoyed the special invitation fran Dr. Holerron and family, I was
sorry that people didn't notify you about not caning, if they weren't.
I've made a reconmendation to our kivisory Board Chairman in hopes that
we might improve our University class attemance of our participantsthat we should be given stiperrl for just the days that we attend the
classe::; at the University.
Mr. GatC\roCd had always given rre assistance when I requested it.

I have

. . . . .. . . ... .. .. ..... ....... . ... ..

no canplaint about him.

We, ran out of time. But what was covered was meaningful because of the
previous list of readings sent to us. Please continue.

. . . . . . . . .. . .. ...... . ... . ... . ... . ..

Classes on site sourrls great.

Schedule it; we can spare the tirre.
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Finances
People attending the program 'with loss of pay have been affected in the
following manner:
One participant resigned fran his position so that he oould seek financial
aid fran other sources and to finish the program sooner at a lesser oost.
Another participant lived out of his camper Wltil he became so ill he hcrl
to go hane and miss three days of classes. He did this to save IOOney.
wss of pay range fran $5,000 to 10,000 for the length of the total program.
One questions if this is the normal range of oost for a Masters.
So far there has been no feed back on this particular canplaint fran anyone
connected with the program. Rather; infonnation fran areas that have no
problems (BIA) have been pursued by these people to whan canplaints have
been made.

Concerning the program in general in regards to UNM, everything is rW1lling
srroothly and we are very appreciative of their ooncern and desire to help
us. This week's session was a good introduction to the oourses we will
be stll:'!ying this te.tm. I t sparked an interest and detenninat.:j.on to work·
diligently on ti1e assignments.
Highlights:

Dr. Cortez
Judy's lecture

The Navajo Administrators Program at the University of New Mexioo has been
a very useful and helpful program to me as a future administrator. The
University staff has been very cooperative in their instruction.
I feel NOOE started a good program to :inq?rove Navajo education. An administrator who uroerstands the Navajo certainly will be instrumental in providing
the children with a sourrl, logical education,
I carne into the program with the urrlerstanding that I would be backed by
the Navajo Tribe. One oontact was rrade with my superintendent. The request
for leave was rrade by me for the '75 spring semester. The administration
was not very receptive to the leave.
I again went to my Board to request leave for the 75-76 sessions on campus.
The Board was IOOre reluctant to grant leave. However, they approved the
leave with the stipulation that I pay my own substitute teacher • This I ·
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have done for the past four times on campus at the rate of $120 or $480.
This will continue each time 1: cane on campus. It ~uld certainly help
if I could get assistance in this area.
I have asked Mr. Gatew:x:d not to contact IllY superintendent at this titre.
The program is about half way ani I think it ~uld do nore hal:m than gcod.
All I \'IOUld like is financial backing for a substitute ani Slllllller sc:OOol.
The NDOE field coordinator's job
on site once. I feel he did not
about the program. His behavior
session was certainly not called
be aware that we expect help and

is yet unclear to me. I have s;een him
keep IllY superintenlent or board infonned
when he appeared at our last surmer
for. We expect our Navajo teachers to
cooperation in gcod faith.

Atterrlance by our participants should be bnproved by stressing the ;Unportance
of attendance. A few take advantage by' attending part of the time.
It ~uld be advantageous if the 1\dvisory Board rranbers
group periodically.

~uld

visit our

. . . . . . . . . ·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Inst.ructional Area
The nost infomative week I've experienced in the program. Going into groups
afforded me the opportunity to leaxn ani share experiences. Dr. Cortez's
presentation was excellent. Invite him back! The University staff is
perfo:aniiig up to my expectations. Dr. Pohland's approach got the group
noving. No one was sleeping!
NIXJE and 1\dvisory Board (NATP) are not acmnunicating.
Compensation should be rrade for those on leave without pay and those who
are required to pay a substitute.
Students' needs are not being respon:led to by Field Coordinator. NOOE
and 1\dvisory Board need to get together and clearly define his role.
Once his role is defined, have Director Holem:m approve or reject by
recomren:lation how the role is to function to better meet needs of students.
I have no evidence regarding behavioral allegations on Ga~. 110\'leVer,
he is not perfonning adequately but perhaps this is due to his lack of a
position description. Afford him the opportunity of due process-robbing
him of this opportunity could have deleterious effects .for him in the
future.
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Personnel Problem - Navajo Tribe
Ga~ 1 s action reflect upon us (1\dministrator Program
Participants}. If he is intoxicaterl on the job, .he is argurrentive.
He has failerl to ccmnunicate the problems expresserl by our group since
we came· into the program. By this failure there has been: no positive.
action 'taken by NDOE, Navajo Tribe and Carnegie Founiation to resolve
the rronetary problem,
·

Mr. Henry

Suggestion:
Navajo Tribe hold hearing. Carnegie conduct hearing on finance, have
input from state schools, BIA and other schools '1'/l'X) have erployees in
program.
Because of inflaterl prices, financial assistance be reviewed and rerlefinerl
to assist the participants catch up on their past debts incurred \\bile
with. the program. Arrange to pay all expenses of the participants in
·relation to school at tJNM.
·
·

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

No corrplaints. If a participant has problems, it is up to that
to find rreans to solve his or her problems. After all, I am in
to fulfill a goal I have established for myself. No one can do
Personal problems should be discusserl on one 1 s own tilre and not
tirre. I felt that Dr. Pohland had sanething to offer yesterday
have been beneficial; instead it was a "gripe session."

individual
this program_
it for rre,
dUring class
that ~uld

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The lectures given this week were very good and .i.ilfonnative.

. . " . . . . . . . ..

On carrpus instruction and professors:

I am very satisfierl with the instructors
and the course loads. I am very interesterl in having Dr. Cortez return again
in later meetings. He is very interesting and is aware and knowlerlgeable
with problems that are relevant to our needs.
I feel that the Navajo Division of Education needs to be rrore aware of our
neerls while in this program. I f~ our needs are rot being ccmm.micaterl
to NDOE and the Administrators Train:ing Program 1\dvisory Board IrrE!I1l:Jers.
To be a successful program we strongly need all these people 1 s full support
and bacldng. I am personally anbarrasserl to have Dr. Holeron, our University
Program Director, listen to our gripes and neerls that should be directerl to
NOOE.

. . . . .. . . .. . . .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
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The on-campus session for the week of Septenber 15-19 was fair. Of course
tilre is of an essence--we never seen to have enough tilre to coyer the
instructional schedule.
Dr. carlos Cortez's presentation was very infonuative. If it is possible
in the future session, I suggest that we invite hlm to give lectures to

the group again.
The instructional part of the program

i~

satisfactory to ne.

I still question If!YSelf as to how or in what way the field coordinator ·for
UNM instructional area ~uld really help ne. For exanple, I could easily
make a phone call to the University-for this reason, I feel I really
cannot benefit from this service.

is financial assistance for sane of the menbers
of the program. . I questioned why the tribal scholarship depart:nent seems to
be reluctant in supporting sane of the participants \'ho need their service.

My complaint about the program

Our massages are not being transmitted to the NOOE by the NOOE field

coordinator for this program.
Our messages and full evaluation of the program's progress are not transmitted to the NATP cx:mnittee.

The program is picking up steam and beginning to roll. Those weaknesses
and ambiguity which existed are beginning to surface and are being· dealt
with. 'by the participants, the Navajo Division of Education, and UNM. The
problens are not insumountable that they can't be solved.
The se::orrl half of the program and the subsequent programs will benefit
from the mistakes all of us have rrade up to this point.
M:>st of the problens are reflections of the total weaknesses and absence
of coordination of various ClCJilpclnents.
I think it is very appropriate and important that we bring to surface every
bit of deficiencies and weaknesses of every irrlividual involved in the program.
or we will continue to operate schools and programs as if these problens do
not exist. We can't wipe out all the problens but we can certainly focus
our attention on than in an effort to lessen them.
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The week on campus was very good in general. The professors' prov~s~ons
for mailing out assignments previous to the session gave us a start. The
speakers, Mrs. Dcxlson and Dr. Cortez, were very informative and interesting.
Perhaps Dr. Cortez \\Uuld be willing to spend another session to Speak on the
same topic as he didn't cover everything he intended to.
The contracts are pretty reasonable and were well prepared ahead of time.
In the future, any closed sessions should care at the end of class so that
naterials planned for the week could be oovered, or arranged so that classes
aren't interferred with. I realize that saretimes problens do care up which
need inmediate attention.
In reaction to the closed session: I feel it is good to bring up reactions
and problens of participants and each of us have individual ooncerns and ·
problens. The coordinator for the tribe oould meet individually with these
people to detennine \ffiat problens are encountered.
I do not have any problans as far as release tirre but I 11.0uld .like for the ·
UNM coordinator to infoDll the supervisor about the program as a whole -the
objectives, and provisions that have been made for the participants in the
program such as the on-campus sessions, the courses being taken each sarester
and on-site contracts---rrore or less, general info:onation on the instructional
program.
I feel .the Tribe's coordinator for the program has helped as far as financial
assistance for the smrner. There needs to be sorrething done for those :in:lividuals who are having problems as far as release time and the possibility
of giving financial assistance as needed. This may not be possible; however,
if these irrlividuals were given financial assistance frcrn scholarship furrls,
it lt.Ould certainly help. Again, this 11.0uld entail talking to those individuals \ffio have problans and possibly talking to their employers to set up
any arrangerrents necessary. If the anployers are willing to let the. participant attend the on-carrpus sess;i.on, this is a start. As far as ~-each
anployer has different arrangarents for their employees and if the coordinator
knows this, he oould provide assistance in areas needing attention.
Trying to coerce anployers to release anployees with ~ in all cases nay
be impossible and in this case, t:OOse participants should be provided with
sare sort of financial assistance ccmnensurate with \ffiat their salary is.
I f this cannot be arranged, then partial scholarship assistance could be
arranged through the Tribal scholarship program. Since the progr9Ill is one
third of the way through, we need the Tribe's assistance as much as possible
to get the participants through.

6AO
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The Tribe's field coordinator needs to be ·infontai of the reaction of the
participants regarding appearance on campus and in the areas where participants are situated in their jobs. It is a reflection on the program and
on the participants if he does not make a good appearance. I do not know
if the coordinator feels that this is any of the participants' business;
however, he should be aware that if he is to continue appearing at class
sessions and job sites with a hangover, we are not impressed nor should
we be subjected to these kinds of situations: At one time Mr. Gat~
appeared at. one of our class sessions very unorganized and proceeded to
play tape recording without any prior i.ntro:iuction as to what was being
presented. He smelled of liquor and this was rrost unsettling for oost of
the participants.

a

The on-campus and on-the-job appearances need to be very organizea and
arrange:'l. so that erployers and participants are left with the irrpression
that the program is a good one and that the people involved in the program
as a whole are responsible, ooncerned, and capable individuals.
These may be better presented to Mr. Ga~ 's erployer-supervisor rather
than discussed in an open session with the Advisory Council or for that
matter, in any group before Mr. Ga~ has a chance to reply or be
infontai.

................

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Navajo·Aclministrators Program at this stage is gcJing well. The UNM
staff are in full support of this program. The school has provided excellent
services. The school, a BIA school where I am erployed, has released ne
with no problems.
·
The iten that I'm dissatisfied with is our NDOE Field Coordinator. I feel
he is not relating all the infonnation being gathered at the evaluation
sessions or whenever he had represented himself to the group to -the Navajo
Division of Education. The Field Coordinator has appeared briefly at our
neetings and then we do not see him again until we meet again. I noticed
once during his visitation, he was not functioning nonnally. I appreciate
his help in assisting me through this program.
The session here during this week has gone well. The instruction and
schedule were organized so that we did not waste tine on minor details.
Some of the participants departed early. I feel we all should sperrl the
whole week here on canpus or some sort of pexmissible excuse should be
developed by the University Director or maybe by the group. The lecture
by Dr. Cortez was very interesting and hopefully we will have the opportunity
to listen to him again •.

STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF OCTOBER 20-24, 1975 SESSION
Navajo Administrator Training Program

This was a very informative session. We covered enough material to work
on our case studies without too much added information. This is the first
i:ime, I feel, I have been on top or near the top of the subject matter
where 'it was meaningful to me and I could participate in discussions
with some insight.
• • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • o o • • o • o o o o • o o o o • o o • o • o o • • • e • o • • • • o • o o o • • • o • • • o • • .o o • • • • o • • •

Reaction to entire week--It was a very satisfying informative week. All
lectures were great and I feel like I'm growing little by little in
understanding content and also in being able to see things a bit deeper
than.just surface.
Appreciate your concern for us in all areas, money, trips, speakers,
donuts, breaks, etc. Week was best so far in terms of instruction--both classes.
A wee bit too much reading in Dr. Pohland's class but when time permits and
reading is done·, the information is very worthwhile.
Finally getting used to Dr. Pohland 1 s instructional methods--was terrified
of him, at first.
Myron Jones 1 s presentation--very·, very interesting--more speakers like him
would be good,
All's well that ends well • • •
The week was indeed profitable and well spent. Lectures, Readings, case
study, small group work were all very interesting.
Myron Jones's presentation was enlightening as well as interesting.
Have a good day-• • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

This past week on campus was very productive for me. The read~ngs,for our
classes and discussion and application of these readings in group discussions
really are helpful.
Time flew on Wednesday because for morning classes and afternoon classes,
we were involved in group sessions~ Th~ exchange of ideas, the formulation
of plans and the presentation of the material from the group is definitely
very helpful.
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I learned some skills of supervision and I hope that I will be able to bear
it in mind when I return to my site, The classes were definitely interesting
and the help from the professors is very encouraging.
Thanks for the instruction.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••o•••••••••••-•••••••••••••

The week session on the University went great for me·,
any problems,

I did not encounter

The on-site contract, I like to work on my contract--or have the contract
looked over,
ooeeeoeeeoeeoeeoeeoeeeeoee•o•••••••••••••••••••••e••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I have really enjoyed this week's courses, I believe 1 personally, learn a
lot each time we meet, I feel I am learning more from our week on campus
than I am on my own. studying from texts in the field,, The explanations
and direct information from the instructors is good and valuable to me.•
Both classes were very informative,
I prefer Dr, Pohland's method of probing responses from individuals because
I am bored with this group for not being verbally responsive in class
discussion, etc.
Small group discussion in class was very helpful.
Dr. Pohland sometimes presents loaded questions but I like his method of
teaching--challenging and forces me to do my homework.
I definitely feel that my week of on-campus study was excellent.
a lot in terms of staffing and supervision.

I learned

I feel like I have a better background for the last two projects that I have
to accomplish,
The techniques of teaching were very good.
the participants in the discussions, etc,
I
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This week on campus has proven to be beneficial in terms of the thrust on
the most crucial need of our school administration on the Navajo. This is
in the area of Supervision and Personnel Administration. Although these
areas are not the only weakness but stand out in a series of ne~ds.
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rhe fact that we are zeroing in on this area could easily P.rovide opportunity
for us to concentrate on when we ate in' the position :to do so.·
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The week was very profitable.
to do wi!=h it.
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I felt that the on-site sessions had something

there was a feeling of disappointment when many of·the participants dropped,
I wish more could be done to try and get them back into'the program.
Dillion's coming and meeting with us was encouraging. At least there was
some feedback about financial assistance and. what we needed to do for summer .
support.
I really felt good about the whole week's happenings-•includes instruction
which was very meaningful and helpful.
·

···················"··················································~·····
Though week was short for me, I felt it was worthwhile the effort. I need
to do some catching up, but this should be all on my efforts,

..............................................................................

The week began in slow gear and I was cbnfused. However, the end of the
week was very productive for me. The small group activities made me think!
University support has been good.

························································•••11!••-············-···
Superb instruction offered this week.
Speaker was informative.

Wealth of information gained.
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STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF DECEMBER 8-12, 197S SESSION
Navajo Administrator Training Program

My two sessions on campus have been very beneficial~-tho' I haven't been.
admitted into the NAT program. I wish there was some way I could pick
up at least 3 hrs. for the fall semester-~I'll call Dr. Holemon or
Dr. Pohland on this when I get back--no ·Complaints.
No complaints--only compliments. Judy was very helpful. Only wish she
was close enough so I could use her ~ knowledge more.
Thanks,
Hope we have the six-week session,
I
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This was a good week--a lot of the information or subject matter received
would have aided us'before we began our contract work because everything
seemed much more cle~ut what instructional supervision is.
My two papers seemed to only scratch the surface of what was discussed
this week,
Good session, but am not satisfied with my performance. Didn't think
it helped matters any to be made extra guilty by the inference by one of
the members about my non-commitment. I am committed but will work toward
it in my own way,
Perhaps paper assignments and due dates could be stagge:t;ed and perhaps
there could be an option to do oral vs, written reports.
Otherwise, all went O,K,
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Though I had doubts about dropping out of the program, I have developed
concepts in administration.
Sometimes I feel I should have stayed with my other job at least until. 1
I had completed this program, Yet, the new position I hold now has really
brought out a lot of the theories' that we have been studying.
The two courses were interesting, like Dean said I didn't realize I had
missed so much just in the time I had doubts about the program. I mean
staying with it or not.

..........................................................................

Thanks •

Student Evaluation
December 8-12, 1975

2

This week has been rewarding as far as Dr. Pohland's instruction is
concerned.
The fall semester has been difficult for me due ~o my work load ·at
home,
I also neglected my part on the on-site contract because of my work load,
• • • • • • • • • • • '• • •' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Aside from our lateness in submitting the papers which are part of the
contract, Ieee the program pro.gressing about as smoothly as can be ·
expected of a unique and_innovative as this.
The instructional portion of the program is very good. The rest is up
to us students--It lends itself to ·the old. saying, "you can lead a horse
to the water, but you can't make him drink." That's about the way I see
this program.
·
The class instructional session this week went really good. Even tho
my assignments is not complete I feel 1 have gain more (in sene~ of
clarification) on the concept of supervisory role,
I'm satisfied with the courses outcome.
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I feel very happy being half way thru the program and have enjoyed every
bit of the instruction.
I do feel that contracts should be definitely carried thru on time. I'm
beginning to wonder what the board will think of the group if they hear
that contracts aren't carried thru like they should; There's a time
when we sign and there's a date specified as to when the contract should
be completed.
1 feel that participants are taking advantage of the le~iency of the
instructors. What kind of admin, are you producing. We stated that we
wanted the best. To me that would have to be dependable people.
Due to turning in papers on.time I have felt pressures and pushed off
by members of the class. I was more lonely all week with exceptions
of few. But the tribe wanted us to fill all requirements and are
supposed to be the cream of the crop •

..........................................................................
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Student Evaluation
December 8-12, 1975

3

The instructions were very interesting and inspiring.
I have no complaints.
The classroom teaching techniques were-very gqod.

·····································j······································
The courses were very enlightening and taken with a great deal'of interest.
I parJ:icularly enjoyed Dr. Pohland's presentations."
Everything else is fine--I do apologize for not having my assignment
completed so you could have followed your plans. for. the.week,".Dr..-Holemon •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i • • • • • • • •

The instructions have been very good and r·am personally 111ore at ease
in picking up the lectures. At the beginning of the program everything-lectures were very difficult for me to follow which I'm sure was due to
being out of school for awhile and also due to the fact we are learning
a new trail of thought vocabulary etc. The Education Administration
staff have been very pleasant to. work with.
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The week of instruction has been very informative. The professors have
done very well in explaining the· concepts and models of personnel and
instructional supervision that the authors of various articles have .
presented.
·
I personally have learned from the group's experiences. The lessons
presented have been applicable to my work site and was very pleased
with Judy's presentation on Wildcat Strike.

I

I

I

APPENDIX 11

Navajo Mministrator Training Project
R. E. Blood

A good deal of attention needs to be paid to the ccmm.mications
which occur and the context· in which they oocur prior to the acb.lal instrucIf anything, I found that I over a:xnpensated for the Navajo-

tional process.

. ness of the students.

My

previous contacts with then had been primarily

one formal mini-seminar plus visits to one or 'ti.u of the students on site
during the previOus sanester.

This lead in part, to II'!Y underestimating

sane of the stooents' pc)tential and lead to II'!Y placing rrore emphasis on their
being Navajo than I think was generally warranted.

For instance, I over-

estimated j::he groupness of the students. Although, - they
. had been together
-

as a group during the prior sarester for periods of one week on at least
three separate Ooca.sions, there were far npre differences than there were

camonalities.
The range arrong the stooents is quite large both in teJ:n1s of itltellectual abilities and in their ability to write.

Their backgrounds are

quite varied, sane of the students being educationally conservative with
heavy

~iences

in the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Other students' back-

grounds have been in Mission schools. am· public schools.

Their educational philosophies differ considerably.

Trying to approach

the students as a harogeneous group can lead to sane serious errors.

The

terxiency to treat then as a single group, I think, probably derives fran

their all

~

Navajo but this does not appear to lead than to the kin:l

of harogeneity that one might expect.

2

The range of the students is equally as great i f not
than one 'M:luld find in oourses in our regular program.

~t

greater

The dyads and sub-

groups tend to resenble those in our regular program in teJ:mS of interaction
· · anong the sbldents.

If there is a single a:rrm:mality wh:i,ch should: be taken

into oonsideration instructionally it is the style of interaction \\hich does
sean to characterize the students as a group an::1 appears to be directly
related. to their Navajo-ness.

There is a reluctance to participate in

active dialogue 'in the manner that one 'M:luld expect in a graduate class.
.
.
The sttxlents terrl to i;Jerfer a foxrnal lecture •. _I fourd Jey'Self receiving a
.great

d~

lectUre.

of reinforcemant· fran the students after I had delivered a fonnal

The students

acti~y

take notes, listen attentively, and give

ocmpl:i.ments and feedbackindividually after cla5s.

Obviously this terrls

to reinfcirce reliance on the lecture as an instructional strategy but
it fails to achieve Sore of. the instructional goals that I think nost of
us have for s"bldents in administration.
The frequency and intensity of the dialogue in class did progress

over the surrmer session but still was not at a
·liked to have aChieved with the gr0~~

point that I 'M:luld have

As a result of their reluctance

to participate in open and critical <;lialogue in the class I tended to
utilize less role playing than. I nonnal.ly

use~

In the CCli!ITents 'MUch

I received in their evaluations this was apparently a mistake on:my part
as they did tetrl to value the role playing arX:l wanted to do

nore of it.

This is contrary to the signals \\hich I. received or interpreted in class,
i.e., their reluctance to oPenly engage in critical dialogue. Uloking back
at it, I think that I probably W:Juld use nore role playing and create nore
settings mich 'M:luld require them to utilize concepts verbally in class·

3
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an:l also develop the necessary interaction skills 'l'hich 'l«>uld be useful to

than in dealing with non-Navajos.

Sore student reaction was in the direction of wanting to deal with
problems related to educational administration in general as OPJ;X>Sed to
those problems specifically oonfronting the Navajo nation at this t:ilre.
My reaction to this is, I think, again

in the direction of

on Il1Y part to the Navajoness of the students.

~ci:lnpensation

I found II'!YSelf redesigning

. role-playing situations which I use in a regular class to inoorporate specific
Navajo problems
Apparently, one of the rressages which was uninteroed rut 'l'hich was·
. received by sane stud~ts was that the course was being watered down becaUse
they were Navajos.

One of the. signals which they received which apparently

led than to that oonclusion was the shift of application to Navajo problems.
In actuality, the oourse oontent

was, in terms of ooncepts an:l skills to

be acquired, exactly the sarre as I normally teach.
which

r~ly

The only difference

.existed was that they were receiving. tutorial SUPJ;X>rt for

writing skills not.normally available to our regl,ll.ar stu:lents.

sure that the problem is

resolvabl~

I'm.not.

but rather that care needs to be taken

to pr<J'Zide them with enough data, formal and· infonral, so that they can
a5sure themselves. that the expecta-q.ons which are being held for them are
the same as for the regular students .•
The Navajos expressed a desire to have nore .interaction with the
regular sttx1ents than they were able :to have during the sumrer session.
This was very difficult to bring about since there 'was only one other
section of the course being taught.

If those sect;ions were canb:i.ned,

!
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it still r13presented not a "normal" situation, as at that point, one half
of the combined. classes 'lrould still be Navajo.

I suppose the conclusion

that needs. to be reache:i is to insure that they do receive data which tells
than that the course oontent has not been watered down.

Grades seened nore l.rrportant to this group than is lT\Y usual experi. ence, specifically ·in relation to the grade of A.
Wi~

is received as a sufficient grade.
· seened to be sufficient.

Thi~

was

In nost classes tha B

the Navajos,

~ited

thou~h,

only the. A

during the. rewriting of papers.

I nonnally offer the opportunity to students to rewrite the first paper
. if it is unacceptable, and by t:bi:lt I rrean if it were to be graded "C" or
below.

With the Navajos, those ·students who received B grades also wished

·to rewrite in order to receive the grade of A.

Although a large percent

of the B group did rewrite their papers only t'\ro improved their perfonnance·

to the level of an A grade •.
The distribution of grades, i.e., final' grades in the class, sanewhat
. resanbled normal distriliution
than I usually assign.

fu lT\Y other

I. had nore B's.

classes.

There were fewer A's

The class at the end of the

~ session did appear to ac;cept the gradin~ practice which I was

utilizing.
Another difference in the class related to the student practice of
oot leaving at the end of the classuntil I had left the roan.

This,

pl~

the reaction I referred to eariier, about reinforcin~ formal lectures, leads
ne to the oonclusion that their perception of graduate education is really
quite conservative academically.

That is, a formal relationship with the

professor and formal lectures as signaling
quality. graduate education.
There
.
.
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was sane joking about the use of professors' first narces which one professor
had encouraged them

to do. They found it sarewhat disorienting.

I th:iJJk

they probably have a very traditional view of the professor and get sane'Y.ha.t disoriented when that view is not upheld :in practice.
By and large, I fourld that the students did not lack the drive, the

willingness to camiit themselves to study.
the readings assigned plus others.

They aggressively stUdied, did

There were, of eourse, a couple of

exceptions · :in the class but overall I think that I \'.Uuld describe them as
\'.Urk:ing JTOre energetically than did the other section of IT\Y sunmer session
class.

I also concluied that there was a higher canni:boont to bcing suc-

cessful than I \'.Uuld nonnally f:ind :in IT\Y regular classes.. The students
are apparently :in the position .:in which tli.eir ·Various c:x:mnunities are holding very high expectations for their perfonnance.

They urgently need to

do well :in te:ons of their reference group back hanE!.

Pro9rarrmatically,

I think that this should be taken advantage of as the power of that
reference group back bane is quite strong.
Prograrrmatically I \'.Uuld hope that during the fall

anp.

spr:ing

semesters sane arranganent is trade by which the stu::lents are required
to write fairly frequently.

Hopefully the coordinator here could do the

readi.ng of a series of short

papers~

ability to corrmunicate :in writing.

The students need to acquire the
I am concerned that the format of

· the fall and spring semesters. might lead to their not continuing to develop
sane rigorous writing skills.

I \'.Uuld hope that a series of short papers

could be built :into the program and haOOled by mail.
The other con::ern that I. expressed earlier relating to verbal, oral
:interaction skills also needs to be attended to.

I am worried that the
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one Week sessions of class on campus may not be sufficient to help than
develop those skills.

If there is any way to arrange for saooone on

si~

to engage~ in sane role playing or orally critique saooone's \tlerk or
orally present an analysis of a problan it should be utilized.

I think

that it would be helpful.
I also think it ...-auld be helpful if we can help than separate sane
of the problans confronting Navajo education into specific categories.
One that strikes ·me at the m::mmt is helping than look at literature related
to rural education.
· to than.

I think that that litera1;ure might be quite helpful

This would also.help them focus on cc.:mronalities instecd of

differences.

LiteratUre in the area of rural sociology might be iirportant

td than.
If it is possible to obtain the use of videotape equi);lllellt, I think
that it might be helpful in tenus of letting the group look at their own
.
.
interaction styles during the role-play~g situations. It might also be
possible to place on videotape sane mini-case studies being acted out by
other students and then asking the. Navajo students to do a written analysis.
This would depend upon the availability of playback IreChani.sms on the reservation_and I don't know what that is.
Following our conference on the evaluation, it does seem that sane
benefit might be gained if there were sane interaction between Latin American
educators and the students and perhaps sane literature on education in
developing countries might be. of interest to than.

APPENDIX 12

The Navajo Administrator Training Program

Summy Report

of

on

August 19' 1975
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mini-

The second Navajo Administrator Training Program (NATE>)

conference was held on August 19, 1975 at the College of Education,
University of New Mexico.

The Depilrt:ment of Educational Administration

was represented by Professors Paul Pohlimi, Richard llolaron, and
Ronald Blo:x'i.

Mr. Dillon Platero, Mr. Henry Gatei.'ood, and Ms. J"oy Hanley

represented the Navajo Division of Education (NOOE).

others in attendance

incltrled Ms. Eva Stokely and t-15. Lucy Roanhorse, NATP participants,

cma

Dr. Paul Resta, Assistant Dean of the College of Education.

The intent of the mini-conference was to provide opporb..mity
for feefuack on the recently cc.ripleted acadanic term (sunmer session,
1975) and to provide a· forum for suggestions relative to the fall term.
Dr. Pohland. opened .the !"(lOOting with a S1.lllll1al:Y of the observations made by.Dr. caries Cortez, the NATP external evaluator.

The

5unrrary included the following:
l.

A p6sitive

rElClcti.on of the participants to the program

and the professors.

2.

A perceived need by the participants for on-site
Saturday rrorning "cluster" ·sessions. Said sessiOJ:lS
to supplement :the on-cail\PU5 instruction relative to
study "contracts."
·

3.

Concerns expressed relative to the University field
coordinator. Includeld arocmg these were:
·
a.

participant irqx.lt into selection

b.

involvanent of the coordinator in the planning of
on-site "contracts"
·

ci,

first hand awareness of oourse content and ·the
. ability to deal substantively with it

d.

schedulin] of field visitations duril¥J non-school
hours.

e.

ooordina~

knowledge of local cxmditibns.

•.

2

4.

Perceived need to .improve CClTII1.lllication with su};ervisors
(e.g. , local super:i.n:teooents) • SUpervisors need to oo
infol111€ld :in Writing of participant progress, program
purposes, expect;.ations, etc. M:>i:e ooord:i..nator-supervisor
:interaction required.

5.

Financial support p:>.licies ani processes need strengtheni.ng.

6.

Greater fleKi.bility :in programn:i.ng to acc:cmrodate :i.nclividual
needs ani desires.

7.

r-Dre opportunity for :interaction with other graduate students
in deparbrent programs.

a;

Broader forces in murse oontent, i.e., less anphasis on
uniquely Navajo issues and exanplars.

9.

Better access .to oourse· relevant resource materials,
particularly :in off-canplS settings.
~t
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for mntract Appendix 'A (the university

10.

Participant
proposal).

11.

Fxpressions of appreciation for the efforts expended by
NOOE :in "opening doors" for the participants.

Following Dr. Pohland 1 s report, Mr. Jawes West, gra.Ciuate assistant
attached to the NATP, presented a sumna.ty .of the data gathered frcin the
participants during the final week of the sumner session (see Appendix A).

In general, the responses closely paralleled thOse mntained in Dr. Cortez 1 s
report.
The tutoring

was favorably received, and rrost of those responding

Urged that the service
sessions.

oo

oontirtUed

am

eXplm:ied :in future on-caiTplS

Satisfaction was expressed with the hoUsing arrangE'm3tlts.

one

respcll'X:lent felt ·that the NDCE should provide financial assistance for
the rent.

CcmtErtts regarding the instructional
able.

program~

generally favor-

Participants irili.cated that the 'l<iCrk load was sufficient arXl. that

the assigned mncept

papers~

helpful.

Several participants suggested

-

.

that

mo

much emphasis was plaCErl on Navajo education, and several implied

that. lectures v7ith a broader focus

~d

be preferable.

The use of resource

speakers was well received.
A number of participants indicated strong concerns a):lout supervisor awareness of the program.

Several suggested that UNM should take

a rrore active role in o::mnunicat.il'lg 'with stipervi_sors.

others expressed

the hope t."l.at the field coordinators would be helpful in this area during
the fall sanester.

other responses regarding the 1976 sunmer session

included requests for longer

class periods

and a shorter

S'l.llllrer

session,

m:i.x:ir.g participants with the regular graduate students, and providing

the option to schedule adc1.i,tiona! courses.
· Follo.·1ing tA.r •• West's pre~tat..ion the NATP participants in
attendance were asked for their· reactiotlS to the ~ session.
Ms. Stokely carrnented that the SUI!Ilaries presented had been accurat.e.
She added, "At first things· seemed to be in chaos, but

rv::M

the program

is runnii1g srroothly." .Ms. RoanhOrse added, "It's oc.ming along real
•~ell.

The program is rrore challenging and we're getting back to our

study habits."

Then speaJd.ng for herself she said, "-I had

tunity to attend a principal's meeting.

the oppo.r-

I feel· that I am better

prepared."
Professors Bl~ and Holanon offered their :impressions of the
S\.lltiOOr

sessio11.

Dr. Blood, speaking personally, remarked that "I went

through a set of verbal fumbling' exercises in interaction.
but then I over-canpensated.

I adjusted,

I became· cx:rnfortable at the end."

He

reocrmended that participants receive continued developnent in the
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acquisition of writing skills.

FUrther, he urged that a four week term

....Ould be too short a period to adequately

cover course material.

Dr. llolaron stated that he also had to adjust to the pace.

He

felt that the participants ....u'\lld have like:i a l!Dre directive style of
teaching an:1 that he did not consider himself a straight lecturer.
noted that all of the resource speakers were well received.

He

He then

reiterated the <Xllllllel1ts of Dr. Blood; saying that the participants ....uuld
behefit greatly from increased skill devel.oprent in writing.
P'ollo..,ring these ranarks Dr. Pohland shifted the focus of the
feedbacJ, an:i ilSked Dr. Holaron to report on administrative aspects of
the prc•Jriun

fJXllll

the director's perspective.

Dr. Holerron prefaced

his ;T.'enarks with the staterent that 'While the job was time oonsumi.ng
there were no major_ administrative problans encountered.
·rrentioned areas of o:mtinuing ooncern, for exarrple, the·

He then
Sl.tlltler

served onJy B participants instead of the contracted 20.
there

1.1ras

support.

session

Secondly,

initial uncertainty~ participants relative to scholarship
Thirdly, the program was unable to hire a field. coordinator

atta.che:l to the Deparilr.ent of Educational Administration.
felt that the participants. had perfonned well acadani.cally.

.

Finally, he

He pointed

.

out that all rut one participant had achieved at the A or B level.
Mr. Henry Gat:er.-o:xi~ NOOE field coordinator for the project, was

asked to report on his view of the surm'fer session.

He began with a

a:mrent on the scholarship reviews at the beginning of the surmer.
stated that

~one

m:mey was awarded, blt that for many applicants it

was detennino::l by the university scmlarship office that there was

He
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"no need. 11

He mentioned that he was

iii

the process of reviewing applica-

tions to fill the vacant slot in the program.

Third, he discussed his

visits with supervisors.

He said that he had visited all but one and that

they had been receptive.

He also noted that he felt the participants

were "starting to feel comfortable with the pr03ram, 11

Lastly he

announced that each participant would receive a $100 stipend for each

on-caiTg?US week during the fall tenn.
Dr. Pohlarrl then asked Dr. Holem:m to discuss the progress to
date in the search £or a university affiliated field coordinator.

Dr. Holem:-Jn briefly described the events during the surnrer of appointing

a coordinator only to have him resign the follCMing week.

Related to

that isslie Dr. HolatDn noted that the participants wanted saooone closely
fatni.liar with the instructional prOgram to fill the position.
request necessitated a .re-thinking of the job description.

sUch a

In brief,

kni:Mledge of the reservation arrl its school systems was to beo::Jme a
sea:)J):Jary criterion in the selection of a ·university-based field
coordi.r..ator.

Given that change in role Dr. HolatDn suggested enploying

Ms. Judith 1\dkison who has had .teaching experience in the department
and who had sane prior oontact with the NAT group.

If hired, Ms. Adldson

would be available to work with the participant in the field both after

the nonnal working hours and on weekends.

sion of the professors, and an

on-cailplS

She would be an on-site extenparticipant in the instruction.

At the close of the IOOeting Dr. Pohland asked for other observa-

tions.

Dr. Paul Resta, Assistant Dean of the College of Education expressed

the oope that the College's c:x:mni"bnent to Navajo education w::JUld continue.

-·~.

\'1,

6

In his perception the inooming president of the university \\OUJ.d be
supportive of l::oth present and fub.lre efforts of the university to
extend .its service and teaching ftmctions.

The rceeting adjou:tned at 12:10.

P, A. Poh1and, NATP Evaluator
J. West, Graduate Assistant

?:to

•·

.1\DDENOOM

Analytically,

~·recurrent

theres permeated the rreeting.

The

first, an administrative issue, was the need to o:riiTiunicate the program
rrore fully and widely.

Mr. Platero suggested an on-campus rreeting of

program personnel, and superintendents, principals, board

members

and

supervisors "at all levels" for the dual purpose of information dissemination and support building.

He f\,lrther SUggested the developnent of a

brochure fo):: distribution at the Navajo Fair.

The suggestions were well

received, and a fall rreeting to be held on the reservation was agreed

to.
'Ihe second related specifically to curriculum.

The concern for

a too narrowly Navajo focuserl et.irriculum was expressed repeatedly.
Ms. Joy Henley urged the inclusion of sane cross-cultural experiences.

This was seconded by Mr. Platero who had attanpted earlier to secure
funding for school board member travel.

Ms. Henley observed that

personnel at the contract schools have sb.ldied both the Mexican and
Chinese educational rrodels with profit.

In brief, a strt?ng press was

made for incorporating sane site visitation both within the Southwest
and potentially in Mexico as part of the training experiences.

While

this has sane budgetary and associated timing problans, the possibility
and desirability of including such experiences was clearly recognized.

?.t1.

THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Louis A. Rosasco, Chairperson
The initiative of the department was directed to the creation of new and
needed courses.
gro~ving

We are handicapped by a lack of personnel in the fastest

area - Media and Library Sciences.

Last year was a field testing year

for courses in advanced Human Growth and Development, Research and Teacher
Advancement courses.
It will be our hope this year to finalize at least five new courses.

These

will add to the scope of our offerings for graduate students and returning
teachers.
The department conducted a full year evaluation of the chiarman.
committee was headed by Professor Blackwell.

The

It was the decision of the staff

to ask the chairman to serve for another four year term.

Dr. Louis A. Rosasco

has agreed that he will perform the duties of chairman for one more term.
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EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
for
July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976
David L. Bachelor
Other professional activities:
Editorial Consultant, Prentice-Hall, Education and Sociology
Non-teaching University service:
Human Research Review Committee
Daniel B. Berch
Leave without pay granted for Academic Year 1975-76. Resigned September 2, 1975.
Accepted position at Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky,
Peggy J. Blackwell
Publications:
IARS Goals Study, University of New Mexico, IARS, ;Behavioral Research Division, December, 1975, No. 812-75.
Economic Impact of the Arts in Albuquerque: Retail Establishments, University of New Mexico, IARS, Behavioral Research Division, December, 1975,
No. 3112-75.
Research projects or creative work in progress or completed:
National Institute of Education. $119,000. Parents as Consumers of
Secondary Education. July 1973-February 1976.
Board of Educational Finance. $28,000.
education. July 1975-July 1976.

Needs assessment for post-secondary

Activities in learned and professional societies:
Attended American Educational Research Association Meeting, Washington, D.C.,
April 1975.
Non-teaching University service:
Faculty advisor - 4 d~ctoral students
Committee member - 14 doctoral students
Member of COE Human Research and Review Committee and Petitions Committee
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Henry J. cas so
Resigned as Director of National Education Task Force de La Raza effective
October 1, 1975. Continued to teach one course in Educational Foundations
until end of Semester 1, December 19, 1975,
Dan D. Chavez
Activities in learned and professional societies:
Chairman, New Mexico Adult Basic Education Advisory Committee
Other professional activities:
Consultant, UNM Cultural Awareness Center
Consultant, Teacher Training for Multilingual-Multicultural Two-year
Colleges, UNM Department of Secondary Education
Non-teaching University service:
Director, UNM College Enrichment Program
Member, UNM campus Planning Committee
Public service:
Member, Executive Committee, New Mexico Heart Association
Member, Information Committee, Albuquerque Charter Revision
James G. Cooper
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.:
Mexico - April, 1975
Research projects or creative work in progress or completed:
Completed study of !>lew Hexico School Profile data,
Improved methods for utilizing the data for teaching and student research.
Activities in learned and professional societies:
Elected to Executive Council, Rocky Mountain Educational Research Assoc.
Presented paper at annual meeting of RHERA, "Ecological Correlates of
School District Success" in Las Cruces, NM.
~

Other professional activities:
Consultant to Los Alamos Schools
Cooperate with Albuquerque Public School personnel on evaluation problems;
developed new (for Spring 1976) course in evaluation
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Non-teaching University service:
COE Graduate Curriculum Committee
Informal consultant to Graduate School
Public service:
Chairman, NM State Apprenticeship Council
Actively involved in El Llano opposition with United Communities and
Sierra Club
Mary Harris
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, sununer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.:.

On sabbatical Spring Semester (spent at Ohio State University Psychology
Department
Two weeks traveling in Spain
Publications:
The Effects of Aggressive and Altruistic Modeling on Subsequent Behavior,
Journal of Social Psychology, 1975, 95, 173-182. Co-author: George
Samerotte
Modeling Influences on Creative Behaviors, The School Psychology Digest,
1975, ~ #1, 29-33.
The Effects of Confession on Altruism, Journal of Social Psychology,
1975, 2.§_, 187•192. Co-authors: sheldon M. Benson and Carroll J. Hall
Affect, Aggression and Altruism, Developmental Psychology, 1975, 11 4f5,
623-627. Co-author: Claudia E. Siebel
Mood and Helping, Journal of Psychology, 1975, 91, 215-221.
Improving Study Habits of Junior High School Students Through Self-Management
vs. Group Discussion, Journal of Counseling Psychology, 1975, fl,
513-517.
Sex Role Stereotypes and Teacher Evaluations, Journal of Educational
Psychology, 1975.
Research projects or creative work in progress or completed:
Worked on several unfunded research projects in the areas of modeling,
altruism, and s~x stereotyping.
Other professional activities:
"Altruism and Aggression'', talk given at Bowling Green University
"Modeling Influences on Linguistic and Social Behaviors", talk given at
SUNX, Albany, New· York
Consulting Editor, Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology
}mnuscripts reviewed for several journals
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Non-teaching University service:
Research Policy Committee
IARS Advisory Committee
Public Service:
Room mother at Montezuma School
Vera John-Steiner
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.:
Leave of absence, Aug-Dec. 1975; worked on book in Paris, France.
Publications:
iiThree Processes of Learning: Observational, Exploratory and Verbal
Dialogue", Claremont. Reading Conference, 39th Yearbook, Claremont
Graduate School, Claremont, calif. 1975, pp 126-130.
Learning Styles Among Pueblo Children, NIE Research Grant, Final
Report, Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, October 1975.
Other research projects or creative work:
NIE Research Grant ($99,628), "Learning Styles Among Pueblo Children,
July 1973-July 1975
Activities in learned and professional societies:
Paper read at Claremont Reading Conference; attended Child Language
Research Forum, Stanford University; attended Society for Research
in Child Development meetings in Denver.
Other professional activities:
Speech at UC Berkeley; consulted with CCNY Advisory Group, New York City;
consulted at Ford Foundation; consulted with Public Education Division,
Acoma Pueblo; consulted with Crow Indian Agency; consulted with Santa Fe
Public Schools.
Non-teaching University service:
Faculty Policy Committee, COE; ISRAD Executive Committee; Honors Council
.Public Service:
On

the Board of Santa Fe School of Contemporary Arts
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Gladys 1evis-Matichek
Hired Semester I as Assistant Professor to replace Rudoipho Serrano.
Publications:
"An ethnosemantic view of schizophrenic speech", with Oswald Werner, in
Sanches and Blount (eds.), Sociocultural dimensions of language use,
N.Y.: Academic Press, Aug. 1975.
Activities in learned and professional societies:
American Antrhopological Association Meetings, San Francisco, calif.,
Dec. 2-7, 1975.
Other professional activies:
Evaluation project co-director, AIPC, NDOE on-site teacher training
projects, on-going, Dec. 1 to present.
Non-teaching University service:
Tenure and Promotion Committee, Ed. Fdns. Department
Search Committee, Ed. Fdns. Department
Public Service:
Choir member, Second Presbyterian Church
ACLU, U.S.-China Friendship Committee
Wayne P. Moellenberg
New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.:
Outstanding Research Award - Phi Delta Kappa
Research projects or creative work in progress or completed:
Achievement motivation study - in progress
Teacher characteristics study - continuing
Activities in learned and professional societies:
"Implications of the Teacher Surplus" (Panel presentation at Rocky
Mountain Foundations Conference - Colo. Springs, Spring 1975)
Self-perception, Conpeptual System, Stress, and Attention Failure
Among Prospective Teachers, (Paper presented at Rocky Mountain Ed.
Research Assn., Fall, 1975)
Other professional activities:
Consultant:

Navajo Administrator Training Program; Ramah Teacher
Preparation Project; Pulmonary Block, Dept. of Medicine
Spoke to classes at Highland High School
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Non-teaching University service:
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
University Task Force on Program Development
Public Service:
1776 Achievement Fund drive to support Black colleges
Host for planning session to develop retirement facilities
James

c. Moore

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.:
Sabbatical leave, September 1974-June 1975 •.
Research projects or creative work in progress or completed:
The study of a school board:

A participant observer approach (in progress)

Ambrosio J. Ortega
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.:
Travel to Ecuador and Colombia to visit UNM Project in Ecuador and to
negotiate contract in Colombia
Research projects or creative work in progress:
Drug Education Seminar for 26 participants from 14 countries - $12,000
Educational Planning Seminar for 22 Lati~ Americans from 12 countries $7,500
Ecuador Primary Education Contract - $217,000
Ecuador Participant Contract - 26 teachers - $63,000
Other professional activities:
Attended two-week workshop in San Francisco, CA for Race Relations in
Army Reserve
Completed Phase VI of

u.s.

Army Command and General Staff College.

One day presentation to students at Pan American University on
"Northern New Mexico Culture"
Public service:

•

Elder - Second Presbyterian Church
Board of Directors - March of Dimes

u.s.
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Paul E. Resta
Activities in learned and professional societies:
Chairman, National Conference on Protection of Human Subjects in Educational Research, University of Maryland
Re-elected Executive Board American Education Research Association Research Management Group
Othe~

professional activities:
Consultant: Border Jr. College Consortium, National Congress of American
Indians, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Cochise College, .Arizona Western
College, Educational Testing Service- Princeton, NJ, Imperial Valley
College

Louis A. Rosasco
New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.:
Who 1 s Who - Early Childhood Specialists
Research projects or creative work in progress:
Bilingual Curriculum with Menaul School
Non-teaching University service:
Re-elected to Board of Trustees - Menaul School
Lotsee Smith
Publicat.ions:
"In Service Training in Indian Libraries", published by National Indian
Education Association in a series of Library Service Guides
Other research projects or creative work:
USOE Project Director, $110,000 Library Demonstration Project - American
Indian, 1 year
Activities in learned and professional societies:
Meetings attended:

National -ALA San Francisco; AECT, Dallas.
New Mexico - New Mexico Library Assn; NEA

Other professional activities:
Consultancies:

Ariz. State Univ.; Univ. of Denver; Florida State Univ.;
Univ. of Michigan; Univ. of Wisconsin; Univ. of Texas;
National Indian Educ. Assn.
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Non-teaching University service:
COE - Multicultural Committee
Public service:
Sec/Treas. Boy Scouts Troop 368
State Dept. of Education - Library Media Advisory Committee
State Board of Education - Title IV Advisory Board
Albert W. Vogel
Publications:
Review prepared for:

New Mexico Historical Quarterly
American Educational Studies

Other research projects or creative work in progress:
Urban Observatory:

Study of Prospective Developments in Education

Other professional activities:
Panel member:

Humanities Council

Guy A. Watson
Research projects or creative work in progress:
Design and Presentation of slide/tape overview of Learning Materials Ctr.
Activities in learned and professional societies:
Elected New Mexico Affiliate Representative to Assoc. for Educational
Conmtunications and Technology, NEA.
Represented N.M. Media Organization at National Conference, Dallas, Tex.
Other professional activies:
Presentation ol'l Non-Verbal and Office Conmtunications to New Mexico
Dental Assistant 1 s Ass.oc. (Personnel Management)
Two day workshop on Curriculum Design, New Mexico Cosmetology Assoc.
Presentation on New Trends in Media - APS
Personal development of multimedia control equipment for slides/film patent applied for
Non-teaching University se~ice:
Screening Committee for KNME Director
Director, Learning Materials Center, COE
John Tom Zepper
Sabbatical leave 1975-76.
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The Report of the Department of Elementary Education
July 1, 1975- June 30, 1976
Herman E. Warsh, Chairperson
Highlights
Dr. Robert Gallegos and Dr. Leroy Ortiz joined the faculty as
Assistant Professors.

Dr. Gallegos provided instruction in Bilingual

Education and Dr. Ortiz worked in undergraduate professional education.
Dr. Catherine Loughlin took a Sabbatical Leave during Semester II.
Her activities included research and professional writing and visits to
schools and institutions of higher education.
Dr. Mari-Luci Jaramillo spent the year working with the Southwest
Bilingual Resource Center.

She was instrumental in getting the newly

formed Center organized and fully functioning.
Ms. Anita Pfeiffer was on leave during the entire year because of
i 11 ness.
Dr. Miles V. Zintz developed and piloted a new course, "Teaching
Reading Through the Content Fields" (approved by the Faculty as C&I 436).
He taught the course twice to groups of Albuquerque Public School teachers.
Professors Robert White (Secondary Education), Richard Van Dongen and
Herman Warsh reviewed the course outline before it was submitted to the
faculty.
The Department of Elementary Education undertook a search for
several new faculty members.

Two committees were formed to develop

criteria, screen candidates and make recommendations to the faculty.
Committee One, composed of Professors Tweeten,

Brodk~y.

Jaramillo,

Loughlin, Sanchez and Zintz, screened candidates for positions in

:....·.=---:-....-.... -----

721.
Bilingual Education and EarlY Childhood/Multicultural Education.

Committee

Two was composed of Professors Drummond, Auger, Pfeiffer, Spolsky, and
Van Dongen.

This committee screened candidates for Teacher Education

Generalist and Native American Educator.
The Department invited the following persons to campus for
views and presentations:

inter~

Alma Barba. Barbara B9seker, Manuel Escamilla,

Esther Hovey, Judith Leslie and Marlis Mann.

The Department also considered

a number of local candidates including Robert Gallegos, Donald Lange,
Leroy Ortiz and Sara Dawn Smith.

These local candidates were invited to

make presentations.
The following individuals were recommended for appointment and will
join the staff for the

1976~77

academic year beginning August 16, 1976:

Dr. Marlis Mann (Early Childhood/Multicultural Education), Associate
Professor; Or.Leroy Ortiz (Bilingual Education), Assistant Professor;
and Dr. Sara Dawn Smith (Teacher Education Generalist), Assistant Prdfessor,
Dr. Smith will serve as Acting Director of Student Teaching for 1976-77.
The Department of Elementary Education was alerted to a possible move
from its present location to the second floor ..ccif~Mesa Vista .l:laJl.
An assessment of the Department's On-Site Teacher Education Programs
was undertaken with Gladys Levis-Matichek acting as Director and with
Frank Angel, LeRoy Condie and Mildred Fitzpatrick providing consultative
services.
Two separations from the staff occurred with the end of the 1975-76
academic year:

Dr. Robert Gallegos, Assistant Professor and Louise Udovick,

Intern Supervisor.
Professor Harold Drummond was appointed Associate Dean by Dean Darling,
with Dr. Drummond's new assignment to begin with the advent of the 197677 academic year.
-2-

Undergraduate Teacher Education Program
The undergraduate block program for 1975-76 combined foundation
courses and methods courses during one semester of the junior year and
full-time student teaching for one semester of the senior year.
The junior block included a faculty-supervisor team approach in
planning and teaching.

The content areas of the curriculum--social

studies, reading, oral and wri·tten language, science and math--were
integrated with major themes running through all content areas.

The

integrating themes included (1) the role of the adult in working with
children, (2) planning for teaching and lear.ning [inquiry], (3) values
and valuing, (4) teaching and learning skills, and (5) assessing the
needs of learners and communities.
Directed observation of children and guided participation with
gtolij:)s of children were included in the junior experience.

The senior student teaching experience was carried on under the
personal direction of selected public school cooperating teachers and
university professors and supervisors.

Professional education experi-

ences took place in selected center .schools in Albuquerque as Well as
others in rural New Mexico.
Faculty responsible for the undergraduate block were Keith Auger,
Director of Student Teaching; Harold Drummond; Leroy Ortiz; Sara Dawn
Smith and Paul Tweeten.
Junior Clinical Supervisors were Elbert Black, Joan Churchi11, Zee
Dobkins and Elizabeth Tafoya.

Senior Clinical Supervisors were Gayle

Jackson, Dolores Montoya and Virginia Toppino, all experienced APS
teachers.
-3-
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1The undergraduate block used the following APS center schools:
Fall 1975--John Baker, Comanche, Dolores Gonzales, Griegos, La Luz
and Longfellow; Spring 1976--John Baker, Comanche, Griegos, Longfellow
and Monte Vista.

During the year 107 students completed the junior

program and 147 completed senior student teaching.
During Semester II the Bilingual Block was offered for 18 students
(13 female and 5 male) who were preparing to teach in Spanish/English
Bilingual Elementary classrooms.

Both theory and practice in bilingual

education were covered, with particular emphasis on Language Arts,
Social Studies and Fine Arts instruction.
The Department continued to refine the selection process for
accepting students into the elementary teacher education program.
There were 125 applicants in Fall 1975 and 124 in Spring 1976.
Fifty undergraduates per semester were accepted.

In addition, the

Department accepted 24 students with baccalaureate degrees from other
fields who wished to become elementary teachers.
The Department of Elementary Education continues to express concerns
about the screening process, and will undertake further effo'rts to clarify
and systematize screening.
Associate of Arts Degree Program
The Department of Elementary Education continued to operate a
number of projects which provided Associate of Arts degree course
work training.

They included (1) an in-service training project for

Bilingual Teacher Aides in the Chama Valley, Jemez Mountain and Cuba
School districts involving 67 teacher aides.
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rhree-fourths of these

students are Spanish/English Bilingual classroom aides and the other
one-fourth are Navajo/English Bilingual classroom aides. The aides
traveled one day each week during the academic year to Ghost Ranch
Conference Center where classes were held; (2) the All Indian Pueblo
Counci.l Teacher Education Program provided courses for 156 teacher
aides working in schools in various Pueblos during the 1975-76
academic year; and (3) the Child Development Associate Project continued
to train 30 individuals, develop useful materials for use in bilingual
day care, Head Start and other early childhood education programs and
to provide leadership in bilingual early childhood programs.
During 1975-76, 20 students were admitted to the Department as
Associate of Arts students.

Twenty-six students received their AA

degrees during the 1975-76 academic year.
An extensive revi'ew and up-date of AA files and records was undertaken by:.the Department office staff.

Here is a summary of what they

found:
The Department of Elementary Education houses records of 575
Associate of Arts students.
categories.

These records are diVided into six

Following is a brief description of each of these

categories:
1.

Active or Currently Enrolled Students--these students,
according to their Project Directors, are currently
attending the University of New Mexico.

2. · Not Currently Enrolled Students--these students are not
enrolled in 1975 and as far as we can tell are still
participating in their respective projects.
3.

AAED Students on May 1976 Graduation List--these students
were anticipated to complete their degrees in May 1976.
-5-

4.

AAED Degrees Awarded Prior to 1976--these students have
already received their Associate of Arts degrees but the
files remain in the Department.

5.

No Longer in Project--these students are no longer in a
project because of one or,more of the following reasons:
a.

Project Director informed the Department that student
is no longer in project
b. Received no response from Project Director
c. Prpject has ended or is now defunct (some of these
students are still enrolled)
d. Student was not enrolled in the University of New Mexico
in 1975 or 1976
e. Could not receive any information on the student from
the University of New Mexico Records Office or the
College of Education.
6.

Project Not Known--these students have been or are currently
enrolled but we cannot determine if they are in a project.

Following is a list of the most common problems found in the
Associate of Arts student folders.
l.

No approved AAED application on file.

2.

Excess hours of Elementary Education 100, 129, 200, 229.

3.

Excessive hours of Non-Degree course work (30 hour limit).

4.

Excessive hours of Extension course work (40 hour limit).

5.

Courses were often repeated due to poor advisement.

The review and up-date has been completed with the intent that the
College of Education files be brought up to date.

From this point forward

and with the Department assisting the College of Education, these records
will be kept up to date. The Department will maintain files as required
but will depend upon COE Records to keep them up to date.
Graduate Education
During 1975-76 the Department of Elementary Education recommended
a total of 88 students for the Master of Arts degree.
-6-

Forty-three

726
students completed MA requirements during Summer Session 1975; 21 during
Fall 1975 and 24 during Spring 1976.
Three students were awarded doctorates in the area of Curriculum
and Instruction.

They are George Winchell, Zelia Mediano and Leroy Ortiz.

The. Department of Elementary Education accepted Daniel. Doorn,
Gayle Jackson, Peggy Lazarus, Virginia Toppino and Daniel Trujillo for
doctoral studies.
The Department began a review of its graduate programs which will
be continued during the 1976-77 academic year.

It is anticipated that

a thorough revision and clarification of the Haster of Arts degree
program will be completed early in the 1976-77 academic year.
Ouring 1975-76 the Department of Elementary Education contacted
every student shown as a candidate for the Haster .of Arts degree. Over
800 students received letters describing department, college and university
requirements and asking students to contact the Department.
Records of students who had not taken course work for one year and
who did not contact the office were placed in inactive status.
Seven students were awarded Title VII Fellowships in Bilingual
Education for the 1975-76 academic year.
were

Nin~.Baca,

Those receiving fellowships

Benjamin Coca, Mary Sally Garcia, Octaviano Garcia,

Donna Pino (MA), and Daniel Trujillo.
The new Joint APS-UNM Teacher-Intern Exchange Program has been
informally agreed upon by the Albuquerque Public Schools and the University
of New Mexico.

The University of New Mexico will provide 14 i·ntern-

certified elementary teachers. each of whom will abide by the approved
calendar for teachers in rendering service to the Albuquerque Public
-7-

Schools during the school year

1976~77.

Superior students from the Department of Elementary Education have
been invited to apply.

Fourteen interns and three alternates were

chosen on the basis of academic credentials and recommendations from
supervisors, professors, and public school personnel. These interns
will be enrolled in gra.duate level courses working toward a MA, emphasis
teaching.

Interns will be classified as Graduate Assistants, Special.

They will be paid $4,000 per academic year and have tuition paid during
the semesters they are interns.
Funded Projects
The Department of Elementary Education housed the following
externally funded projects during 1975-76.
1.

The On-Site Pueblo Educational Personnel Training Program.

This project was jointly directed by Dr. Donald Lange and Dan Honahni.
In its third year of operation, 1975-76, the project received $130,000
from Title IV, USOE.

Additional services to students were made available

through the development of close working relationships with other agencies.
During 1975-76 the project sarved 230 students from 19 Pueblos;
156 in the Associate of Arts Program and 74 taking courses leading to
teacher certification. The range of services and difficulty of service
delivery can best be indicated by noting the courses delivered to various
sites as shown below.
Fall 1975

Location

Course No.

No. of Students

~ight

El Ed 305
Anth 359

13
22

Northern
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128
Fall 1975
Continued

Location

Course No.

Jemez

El Ed 200/229
{t.ev.eLII)

20

Six Sandoval

El Ed 100/129
(both levels)
El Ed 200/229

27 (Bernalillo)

Zuni

Com Dis 202
El Ed 100/129
El Ed 200/229
El Ed 441

21
16
6
21

Laguna

El Ed 200/229
(Level II)
Ed Fdns 310

11

El Ed
(both
El Ed
El Ed

Acomita

Spring 1976 Location

100/129 ·
1evel s)
321
331

No. of Students

4 (Jemez)

16
l1

16
16

Course No.

No. of Students

Biol 110
Eng 221
El Ed 441

23
15
17

Jemez

Spch 256

23

Six Sandoval

El Ed 100/129
(Level II)
Ed Fdns 310

16 (Bernalillo)

Zuni

El Ed 400
El Ed 305

5
16

Laguna

Biol 110
H td 171

15
24

Acomita

El Ed
(both
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed

11

Eight Northern

200/229
levels}
333
353
361

9

15
15
15

The On-Site Pueblo Educational Personnel Training Program has
received national recognition for the excellence of its on-site
teacher education program.
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An assessment of this project was undertaken but not completed
during the 1975-76 academic year.

A summary of this assessment will

be described in the 1976-77 Annual Report.
2.

The Northern Consortium Associate of Arts Degree Program.

This project, funded for approximately $34,000, brought three small
rural school districts together for the purpose of pooling their
resources to improve. in-service training for teacher aides.

The

three school districts, Chama Valley, Cuba and Jemez Mountain, formed
a consortium with each providing funds on the basis of the number of
their staff who w.ouldbe receiving tran.ning. Ms. Patrici.a Kelliher
directed the program.
The 67 participants enrolled in ten hours of course work, and
nine hours in Spring 1976.
located facility.

Classes met at Ghost Ranch, a centrally

Instructors from the University of New Mexico

traveled to the site weekly to provide instruction.
Courses were designed specifically to meet the needs of the aides
who are working with culturally diverse populations of children. The
student population of Chama School District is over 80 percent Spanish
speaking, while in Cuba 47 percent of the children are Navajo speaking
and almost the same percent Spanish speaking. The student population
in Jemez Mountain School District is almost the same as that for Cuba.
3. Training Bilingual Child Development Associates for Ethnically
Diverse Communities.
This project received $74,000 from the Office of Child Development,
HEW, to train bilingual aides for day care centers, Head Start, Mental
-10-
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Health child care and public school kindergartens.

Dr. Nathaniel Ar.chuleta

continued as project director.
The project continued to focus on competency-based training. As of
May, l97fi, a total of 23 past and present participants had successfully
completed an assessment process and received a special credential offered
by the National Child Development Associate consortium.
A total of 13 project participants have been accepted into the
Department's professional teacher preparation program; one past CDA
participant has graduated with a BS degree and teacher certification,
and the 12 others .are expected to complete their program within the
next year.
The influence of this project has been nationwide.

Materials

developed by the project have been printed and are now being used in
bilingual early childhood programs in a number of states.
4.

Navajo Teacher Education Development Project.

The Navajo Teacher Education Development Project, directed by Dr. Donald
Kelly, completed its third year of operation.

During 1975-76 the project

received $126,957 from the Navajo Division of Education for operations,
with additional funds received for special assistance in integrating
additional students from the Rough Rock and Sanostee-Toadlena areas.
The project operated at two sites, Teec Nos Pos and Crownpoint,
where classes were held for the 85 students. The students who attended
classes one day a week at one of the two sites traveled from their jobs
at 27 different schools on the Navajo Reservation.

Both general education

and professional education courses were offered at the two sites.
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All students in the program had already completed at least two
years of approved course work prior to acceptance, and currently were
working with Native American children in a school setting.
The overall goal for this project remains to prepare Native Amer·icans
to become fully certified teachers.

The course work provides students

with skills and knowledge to deal with both English speaking and Navajo
speaking social environments in daily instructional settings.

Becouse

of the pressing need for Navajo bilingual teachers, courses were offered
in reading and writing Navajo.

Community leaders and Navajo medicine

men participated in instruction regarding the Navajo language and culture.
More than 60 former participants have graduated with elementary
teacher certification.

Another 20 are expected to complete their graduation

requirements by the end of the 1976 Summer Session.
An assessment 6f this project was undertaken but not completed during
the 1975-76 academic year; a summary of which will be reported in the 197677 Annual Report.
5.

Ramah On-Site Teacher Training Project.

This project was established to provide supervision and training of
bilingual aides working in the community-controlled Ramah Elementary
School.

The Ramah Navajo School Board contracted withothe University

of New Mexico to train ten aides in order to ensure adequate bilingual
staffing for the Ramah Navajo Elementary School.
The project, funded for $57,941, was coordinated by the Navajo
Reading Studies project, directed by Bernard Spolsky with on-site
supervision by Lenore Wolfe.
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The aides were released weekly to receive instruction at Ramah
in general education courses, including English 220, Mathematics 109
and Linguistics 292.

The! aides also took courses aimed at improving

their skills in working directly with children in the classrooms.
These courses included Art Ed llO.and Elementary Education 247.
Since the program's goal is to train teachers who are bilingual
in both Navajo and English, all aides received instruction in
Navajo as well.
Cultural Diversity
The Department of Elementary Education has accepted as one of
its goals the task .of responding to the educational needs of the population of New Mexico.

Since approximately one-half of all school age

children are members of ethnic minorities, the Department has sbugh:t;·
to increase the number of students from these various minority groups.
The success of this effort can be observed in part by examination
of the present student body of the Department.
1. The Department has 575 Associate of Arts students, about
half of whom are currently active.

All of these students are members

of ethnic minorities and all arf! involved in direct services to children
from the same ethnic minority.
2.

Better than 40 percent of students admitted to the on-campus

professional teacher preparation program in 1975-76 identified themselves as members of ethnic minorities.

Because of a number who did

not identify themselves, the percent of minority students admitted
probably should be slightly higher.
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3.

Over 45 percent of students enrolled in the Spring 1976

Junior Block were members of ethnic minorities.
4.

At least 74 Pueblo and 92 Navajo students were enrolled in

professional teacher education courses offered at various sites outside
Albuquerque including Taos, Zuni, Laguna-Acoma, Teec Nos Pos and Crown
Point.

If one were to add the number of on-site students to the on

campus enrollment, a majority of the students who will be seeking
elementary teacher certification in the next year appear to be members
of ethnic minorities.
5.

The Department

Of

Elementary Education operated.a special

Bilingual {Spanish/English) Block during the Spring semester.

Eighteen

students participated in Spring 1976 with all instruction in Spanish.
These students will be recommended for state certification as bilingual
elementary classroom teachers.
6.

Approximately 30 percent of all graduate students in the Depart-

ment were members of ethnic minority groups.
7. About 45 percent of all students in the doctoral program were
members of ethnic minority groups.
The Department's concern for cultural diversity does not stop with
its students.

Efforts have been made to increase the number of courses

offered in Spanish in order to prepare more teachers for bilinguai ,
classrooms.
The Department has also sought to increase the number of faculty
members in the Department who would deal directly with problems related
to educating children from different cultures of New Mexico. The
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Department recently recruited for positions in Bilingual Education,
Native American Education, Early Childhood/Multi cultural Education
and Teacher Education Generalist.

Knowledge of a language commonly

spoken in the Southwest, although not required, was considered an
important attribute of potential faculty members.
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Faculty Contributions
Dr. Nathaniel Archuleta, Assistant Professor, continued his work
as Director of the Child Development Associate Project.

This year his

duties expanded to include an additional federal grant for Bilingual
Materials Development--Research on Bilingual Chicano Early Childhood
Literature.
Dr. Archuleta was very active in national and community affairs.
He was elected to the National Governing Board of the NAEYC and served
as Chairman of the Chicano Caucus of the same organization.

Dr. Archuleta

served as Vice-Chairperson of the New Mexico State Department Early
Chidlhood Education Advisory Committee.
Dr. Archuleta served as consultant to several Early Childhood
Education agencies.

He presented papers at state and natiohal conferences

involving education of young children.
Dr. Keith Auger, Professor, again served as Director of Elementary
Student Teaching.
Dr. Auger was a member of the College of Education Faculty Policy
Committee and the University of New Mexico Faculty Policy Committee.
Dr. Auger conducted research study on the "Modeling Effects of
Teacher Verbal and Non-verbal Behavior in the Classrooms" and on the
"Effects of Video Taped Feedback on the Classroom Verbal Behavior of
Non-Co 11 ege Trained Heads tart Teachers."
Community Service of Dr. Auger included numerous presentations to
local groups interested in teacher education and early childhood education.
He attended and participated in the annual NMAEYC meeting.
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Professor Auger served as a consultant to the Department of Health,
Education; arid Welfare and to numerous agencies involved in Indian Education.
Dr. Dean Brodkey, Associate Professor, continued his work as
Director of the English Tutorial Program.
Dr. Brodkey conducted research on "Student Personality and Success
in an English Tutorial Program" and a "Matched-group Study of ACT Scores
and Success in an English Tutorial Program."
Professor Brodkey was a panel participant on sociolinguistic research
at a national TESOL convention in Los Angeles.
teaching to the

~hiprock

He consulted on English

Boarding School and Fort Lewis College, Durango,

Colorado.
Dr. Brodkey's university service included membership on the University
Registration Committee.
Dr. Har·old Drummond, Professor, continued l'lis active service to the
University by serving on the Tenure Review Committee to the Vice-President
of Academic Affairs, the Graduate Committee, the Budget Review Subcommittee,
Ad-Hoc Committee on Graduate Profess-ional Educatiotl.

His departmental

work included development of a proposed revised MA program and service
on the Department Graduate Committee.
During the year Dr. Drummond published "Using Time, Space and Things
Creatively" in The National Elementar,x Principal, Vol. 55, No. 2, December
1975.

He also revised The Western Hemisphere, Allyn &Bacon (in press).
Dr. Drummond's travels during the year included Canada and the

Bahamas.
Research activities conducted by Dr. Drummond included analysis of
15 volumes of Ghildcraft for "sexist" tendencies for the Field Enterprises
Corporation.
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Professor Drummond's professional activities included membership
on the Editorial Advisory Board for Childcraft; leader of Action-Lab
at the National conference of National Department of Elementary School
Principals; speaker to North D.akota Elementary School Principals; consultant/
leader for APS Social Studies Workshop (East Area PreSchool); attendance at
the National Council for the Social Studies in Atlanta, Georgia.
Dr. Robert Gallegos, Assistant Professor (Temporary), continued his
work in bilingual/bicultural education by addressing the APS bilingual/
bicultural training staff, the Cross-Culture Institute at Fort Lewis
College and McPhearson College workshop on reading in bilingual/bicultural
education programs.

He taught a special course for the Ecuadorean Ministry

of Education Supervisors.
Dr. Gallegos' community service included membership on the Steering
Committee for Washington Junior High School-Washington Middle School
Transition and on the Educational Advisory Committee for the LULAC
Educational Center in Albuquerque.
Or. Mari-Luci Jaramillo, Associate Professor, was assigned for
the academic year to the Bilingual Resource Center as a teacher trainer.
Or. Jaramillo continued her active university service as a member of
the Equal Employment Opportunity Committee, the Gr.aduate Committee, and
the Graduate Committee Subcommittee on Minorities (Chairperson).
Professor Jar ami 11 o 's publications included "Ongoing Teacher Preparation," Today's Education, the Journal of the National Education
Association, Jan.-Feb. 1975 and "Hacia una Oemocratizacion de los
Estudios de Postgrado," Tres Problemas Universitarios:

Docenia,

Investigacion, Estudios de Postgrado, University of New Mexico, 1975.
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Dr. Jarami 11 o' s IJ)any professipna 1 acti viti es included attendance at
the AACTE Ann!Jal Meeting, Danforth Regional Conference, Symposium on the
Status of Chicanos in Higher Education, the Women's International Conference,
Tuesday at the White House Bilingual Education Meeting, Early Childhood
Care.er Awareness Conference and the Piagetian Conference.

She continued

to serve as an officer f.or the BC/TV, the Danforth Regional Nominating
Committee C\nd the Materials Dissemination Teacher Orientation Center.
Dr. Jaramillo presented papers dealing with various aspects of
bilingual/bicultural education to the University of California, Riverside; California State College, Bakersfield; and the Conference on·
Pluralism in a Democratic Society in New York.
Professor Jar ami 11 o' s community service included in-service work
for APS and lectures to the Lati.n American Projects in Education, College
of Education.
Dr. Donald Kell'y, Lecturer, continued his work as Director of the
Navajo Teacher Education Development Project.
His professional activities included presenting a paper on "On Site
Education" at the SCD Convention; speaking to Drury College; and consulting
to the Nueva Learning Center, Drury College; Eastern Navajo Agency; BIA;
and Borrego Pass School.
Dr. Kelly's community service included membership on the Board of
Directors of the Baja Corrales Association.
Dr. Donald Lange, Lecturer, continued his work as co-director of
the. AIPC-UNM Teacher Education Program.

In addition to his administrative

duties, Dr. Lange taught courses both on campus and on-site.
-19-
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His professional activities included a presentation at the Native
American Bilingual Education Conference in Phoenix, Arizona.

Dr. Lange

also remained professionally active as a member of the Resolution
Committee, ATE; as delegate to the Delegate Assembly from ATE-NM to the
National Conference; and as a member of the Executive Committee of ATE-NM.
Dr. Catherine Loughlin, Professor, continued as Director of the
Manzanita Kindergarten and the APS-UNM Cooperative Curriculum Development
Program for Multicultural Early Childhood Model.
Dr. Loughlin had two manuscripts in progress--Environments for
Learning and The Reading Classroom.
Her professional activities included Membership Chairman, NAEYC;
speaking to the Acoma Pueblo Parents Group; and presentations to the
Western North American Regional Conference of the American Montessori
Society and the NMAEYC.
Dr. Loughlin's community service included speaking to various
local groups regarding early childhood education; continuing in-service
work with APS; and consulting with the Office of Indian Child Services,
Acoma Pueblo Head Start, Laguna Head Start, APS and Acoma Day School.
Dr. Loughlin, while on sabbatical leave during the Second Semester,
visited a number of universities and schools, undertook further research,
and made significant progress in completing several manuscripts for publication.
Dr. Leroy Ortiz, Assistant Professor (Temporary), completed his
Ph.D. degree at the University of New Mexico.

His dissertation was

entitled, "A Sociolinguistic Study of Language Maintenance in the
Northern New 11exico Community of Arroyo Seco."
-20-
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Ms. Anita Pfeiffer, Associate Professor, was on approved sick
leave for the academic year.
Dr. Willie Sanchez, Professor, continued to serve as Associate
Dean for Curriculum for the College of Education.
His research work in progress includes "Teaching Math to Migrant
Children," which is to be published by the Texas Education Agency.
Dr. Sanchez' professional activities included lectures on bilingual
education to the University of Washington and consultant on math objectives
to the Texas Education Agency.
Dr. Sara Dawn Smith, Assistant Professor (Temporary), continued her
longitudinal research study dealing with "Quality of Life in Survivors of
Infant Respiratory Distress Syndrome." Papers submitted for publication
include "A Closer Look- Report on the Use of Smith Behavior Observation
System in Early Childhood Education

Classes~"

"Use of California Psycho-

logical Inventory as Predictor of Success in Teacher Education Programs,"
and "Effects of Student Teaching in Different Socio-Economic Levels."
Dr. Smith's professional activities included consulting for the
AIPC project, the J. 0. Hansen School in Santa Fe and the Ramah Indian
Education Project in Secondary Education. She participated in the NAEYC
convention and was a member of APS, AERA, and NAEYC.
Dr. Bernard Spolsky, Professor, continued to serve as Dean of the
Graduate School.

He became a naturalized United States Citizen on

June 25, 1975.
Dr. Spolsky's publications included Papers in Language Testing:
1967-74, TESOL, 1975, Co-editor Leslie Palmer; Testing Language Proficiency, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975, co-editor Randall Jones.
-21-
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His articles included "South Pacific Conference on Bilingual Education,"
"Three Functional Tests of Oral Proficiency" (with Murphy, Holm·and
Ferrel), "Language Testing--the Problem of Validation," and "Some Thoughts
of a Graduate Dean."·
Professor Spolsky was involved in numerous professional activities
and organizations during the year dealing with lipguistics and Navajo
Bilingual Education.
Dr. Richard Van Dongen, Associate Professor, continued his active
role in reading.

He attended the IRA Annual Conference, the National

Council of Teacher of English three-day study group and Fall Conference,
where he chaired a session on creative writing.
Dr. Van Dongen served on the Reading Advisory Committee for the
State Department of Education, the North Central Association Evaluation
Team for Jemez Springs School and continued his in-service work with APS.
His university and college service included the Faculty Library
Committee and the Manzanita Center Committee.
During the year Dr. Van Dongen traveled in New York and Mexico.
Dr. Herman Warsh, Professor, continued to serve as Chairperson of
the Department of Elementary Education.
His research and publications included a revision of Language
Experience Activities Program and continued research on "Children of
Adult Illiterates Who Learned to Read."
Dr. Warsh's professional activities included serving as State
Membership Chairman for NAPCAE; a presentation at the NCEA Convention;
and membership in ASCD, IRA, AERA, NAPCAE ahd NCEA.
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Dr. Warsh served on the COE Administrative Committee and the
Salary and Promotion Policy Committee.
His community service included participation on the APS Advisory
Task Force on Bilingual Education and as a member of the American Bar
Association Advisory Committee on Prison Education and Subcommittee on
Literacy Training.
Dr. Rodney Young, Assistant Professor, continued to serve as
Director of the Testing Center.
During the year Dr. Young began post-doctoral study at the
University of New Mexico, to be continued at the University of California
at Berkeley.

This study is being conducted as a NEH Younger Humanist

Fellow during leave of absence September 1975-August 1976.
Dr. Young addressed the Albuquerque ASCD, the Southwest Areal
Linguistics and Language Workshop in San Diego, the Symposium on
Bilingual/Bicultural Education in El Paso and the Rocky Mountain
Educational Research Association in Las Cruces.
Dr. Young's university service included membership on the Entrance
and Credits Committee, the Linguistics Department Coordinating Committee
and the Elementary Education Screening Committee.
Dr. Miles Zintz, Professor, traveled to Costa Rica and Colombia
during the year.

He taught a summer institute at the University of

Utah dealing with Teaching Reading in Native American Languages.
The second edition of his book, The Reading Process: The Teacher
and the Learner, was published.
His professional activities included keynote speeches about reading
at the University of Northern Iowa and Normal, Illinois; consulting in
-23-
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bilingual educatio.n at the University of Alabama in Cali, Colombia;
and on reading disabilities at San Jose, Costa Rica.

He also lectured

the COE Latin American Projects in Education (in Spanish) about elementary
school curriculum.
Dr. Zintz' community service included membership on the Boardof
the Albuquerque Association for Children With Severe Communication and
Behavior Disorders (Autism).
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Preface
The Department of Guidance and Counseling made excellent progress
in curriculum, facilities, faculty and student morale and overall
program quality during 1975-76. This is a tribute to the efforts
of students, faculty, the Dean of the College and Central Administration. There is much progress to be made but the groundwork
of the current year bodes well for the future.
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SIGNIFICANT AClfLEVEMENTS & PLANS
GENERAL DEPARTMENT
Department Organization
Committee Structure:
In addition to the twice monthly faculty meetings, working
committees operated throughout the year.
their membership are as

fo~lows:

Admissions
Dr. Gordon Zick, Chairperson
Dr. Robert Micali
Dr. Helen Whiteside
Practicum
Dr. Lewis Dahmen, Chairperson
Dr. George Keppers
Mr. Tom Machiorletti, student
Dr. Robert Micali
Dr. Clifford Morgan
Ms. Elizabeth Ritz, student
Curriculum
Dr. Robert Micali, Chairperson
Dr. Lewis Dahmen
Dr. Clifford Morgan
Dr. Helen Whiteside

The committees and

Ad Hoc
American Psychological Association Approval
Dr. William Fishburn, Chairperson
Dr. Wayne R. Maes
Dr. Robert Micali
Ms. Elizabeth Ritz, student
Mr. Ralph Sigala, student
Faculty Search
Dr. George Keppers, Chairperson
Dr. William Fishburn
Dr. John Rinaldi
Dr. Helen Whiteside
Faculty - Staff Retreats:
The Department scheduled two retreats during the course
of the year, one for a day in Albuquerque, the other for two
days in Santa Fe.

These proved to be extremely useful in

dealing in depth with substantive professional issues.

While

we hold faculty meetings twice monthly, attending to maintenance
issues precludes any serious attention to substantive programmatic aspects.

During the retreats, in-depth attention was

given to:
1) Master's Degree Program Revision,
2) American Psychological Association Accreditation,
3) Merit Salary Determinations, and
4) The Doctoral Degree

~arne

Change.

It is imperative for the development of programmatic aspects
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in an organization and for healthy working relationships that
'such extended time blocs be scheduled.
Plans
It is our plan to continue utilizing a combination of
general faculty meetings, faculty-student committees, and
faculty-student retreats for Department maintenance and program
development.
Dissertation Quality
\Vhile the dissertations produced by doctoral students in
the Department have generally been of good quality, those of
mediocre quality have occasionally emanated,
has been devoted to dissertation quality.

Renewed attention

This has resulted

from forces within the Department calling for review o.f quality
standards and from the increasingly active role taken by the
Graduate School,

Revised procedures for quality control are

being formulated at the departmental level and will be employed
during the forthcoming academic year.
Plans
The following procedures are being recommended to the
Department faculty with regard to dissertations.

They include

all Graduate School requirements and, in addition, departmental
procedures considered necessary to insure dissertation quality,
1) Dissertation Committee Composition
a) The Committee must have at least four members.
b) At least three members must be UNH faculty with
Doctoral approval and established competence in
-3-
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the field of the dissertation or some aspect of it,
c) The fourth member must have at least Regular approval
for graduate instruction.
d) At least one member must be from another department.
e) The Chairperson of the Commi·ttee must be a faculty
member in the Department,
f) Fourth or fifth members of committees may be non-

University of New Mexico professionals who are
experts in some aspect of the dissertation.
2) Sequence of Dissertation Progression
a) After having identified and studied the topic of the
dissertation, the candidate prepares a wri.tten proposal
to be made· available to Department faculty apd graduate
students upon request.
b) following the preparation of the written proposal, a
proposal hearing is scheduled at which time the candidate presents the dissertation plan orally to the
Committee and other interested faculty and graduate
students.
c) Following the integration of proposal hearing suggestions into the design and Committee approval, the
candidate begins the study.
d) Each

chap~er

of the dissertation is presented to the

Committee Chairperson and to the Committee members
as it is completed.

The Chairperson reads each chapter
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and makes suggestions for corrections.

After the

corrections are incorporated, a second draft is
submitted to each of the members of the Committee
for reading and recommendations.
e) After the entire dissertation has been read by the
Chairperson and all Committee members and recommendations have been incorporated, a decision is
made with regard to the final oral defense.

The

final defense is not scheduled until all members
of the Committee concur that the dissertation meets
standards of quality for su.ch a defense.
A major concern of the Department is the fact that the dissertation calls for a high degree of research rigor while the
major

emphasi~

of the doctoral program is upon the preparation

of practitioners in counseling psychology.

The devotion of undue

emphasis to research design and statistics would call for a realignment of departmental objectives and could be reflected in
changes in admissions procedures.

The changes could involve

selecting students whose primary interests would be in doing
research and whose strengths are in verbal and quantitative
cognitive functions and not necessarily in interpersonal relationships.

Admissions procedures currently place strong emphasis

upon interpersonal skills and background in counseling and psychology as reflected in coursework and work experience.
achievement test scores on such as the GRE and Miller's
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Analogies are not now required,

There are several resolutions

to this apparent problem, some of which are current options
available to students and some of which would be conceivable
alternatives in the future,
1) Students may elect to do a theoretical or case study
oriented dissertation which does not demand a high
level of competency in experimental research and
statistical methods.
2) For some students, an experimental research orientation
and the development of high-level counseling psychology
practitioner skills can both be achieved,
3) Consideration is being given by the Department to
proposing a practitioner degree (possibly Ed .D.)
which would terminate in a project involving·

demon~

stration of and/or inquiry into dimensions of the
practice of counseling psychology which would not
follow the traditional experimental research methodology.

It obviously would be necessary to give

definition to what would comprise quality demonstration and/or inquiry of this nature,
Herit Salary Increments
The College of Education initiated procedures for determining
merit salary increments,

The Department employed a combination

of self and Department Chairperson evaluations.

Each faculty

member conducted a self-evaluation and was concurrently independently evaluated by the Department Chairperson using the.
-6-
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form in Appendix A.

A meeting was then scheduled between the

faculty member and the Chairperson, at which time there was
discussion and negotiation of discrepancies on ratings,

The

system basically worked well, the major drawback being an
insufficient data base to make determinations as to the quality
of performance in certain areas; e.g., the quality of instruction.
Plans
The problems faced by the Department in implementing merit
salary provisions have to do with:
1) Definition of criteria
2) Ordering and rating criteria
3) The data relevant to making judgments on the criteria
4) Who shall make judgments on the criteria

5) How shall discrepancies in judgments be negotiated
6) How does the departmental organization relate to and

support the merit system,
The Criteria:
The faculty of the Department found the criteria for
judging promotion and tenure developed by the College of
Education entirely acceptable,
Ordering and Rating Criteria:
The several criteria were given equal weighting, with
one exception.

Service to University and Community were

collapsed into one category, thus halving the influence of
service on the total score.
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Each criterion was divided into subcategories (as. per the .
general COE tenure and promotion format) which were rated on
a five-point scale,
Relevant Data:
'!'he categories in which relevant data were least available
were those of teaching and student contacts.

As a way of

insuring a common data base in teaching, each faculty member
is being asked to conduct student evaluations (using the
standard University form) on all courses taught during summer
session,

While this will obviously help, it does not comprise

a solution,

Legitimate questions may be raised as to the

validity of student evaluations, the necessity for direct
observation, etc.

However, the student data, in s·pite of

certain inherent weaknesses will be useful,

The quantity of

student contacts can be appraised to some extent by a reporting
of chairing and membership on student committees.

Clearly,

the informal student contacts and the overall quality of
contacts are dimensions difficult if not impossible of measurement,
Who Shall Make Judgments:
Self, peer, supervisor and student judgments are those most
relevant to merit assessment,

The Department has and will con-

tinue to utilize student judgments, especially as concerns
teaching and supervision of practicum.

A rating scale is now

being developed to solicit student evaluations of practicum
since the standardized University scale for assessing classroom
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instruction is not applicable,
The individuals basically involved in merit determinations
are the individual faculty members who conduct a self-evaluation
and the department chairperson who evaluates each faculty member.
This combination of self and supervisor evaluation will likely be
employed in the forthcoming year,
the faculty to peer evaluations.

Consideration was given by
It was decided against because

of the fear of its potentially detrimental impact upon faculty
morale.
Negotiation of Discrepancies:
This year the supervisor and self evaluations were conducted
independently followed by a conference between the chairperson
and each faculty member individually at which time there was a
discussion of the separate ratings and differences were negotiated,
One cleat difficulty in the use of self-evaluations is the fact
that self-judgments must be compared to some standard.

The

standard in this case was comparison to faculty peers in the
Department.

In order to make intelligent self-evaluations

compared to peers, detailed data on one's peers are essential.
Insufficient data of this sort were shared during last year's
merit determinations.

Consideration will be given during the

coming year to supplying detailed information on all departmental
faculty to each individual member so that self-evaluations may
be made in view of such data.
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Departmental Organization & Merit:
Individual faculty responsibility for merit and departmental
support for such meritorious pursuits must be complementary.

An

effort will be made by the Department to support each individual's
meritorious contribution in the following manners:
1) Support the design of innovative activities
2) Providing flexibility in work assignments so as to best
serve faculty interests
3) Allocating departmental resources so as to maximize rather
.than hinder meritorious activity

4) Encouraging open dialogue with regard to conflicts between
departmental procedures and the support of individual
opportunity for performing meritoriously
One kind of departmental support which is crucial but can
only to a very limited degree be realized is that of in-service
training.

Financial constraints reduce the extent to which the

Department can provide meaningful in-service experiences for
the faculty.
Degree Name Change
The title of the area of concentration in which doctoral
degrees are earned in the Department of Guidance and Counseling
is "Pupil Personnel Services."

This area title was devised at

a time when most doctoral students were being prepared to work
in educational settings and often as administrators of Pupil
~ersonnel

Services.

The nature of training and the job market
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have ·changed in such a manner that the

major~ty

of graduates

of the doctoral program in the Department are functioning
as counseling psychologists where psychotherapeutic and
consulting activities are the emphasis rather than guidance
and coordination/administration,

As a consequence, the area

of concentration title ''Pupil Personnel Services 11 is a
misnomer.

The Department initiated a request with detailed

rationale (Appendix B) for a change in the area of concentration name from "Pupil Personnel Services" to "Counseling."
The request was approved by the COE Graduate Committee, the
Dean of the COE and the Graduate Dean.

When it was informally

presented to the Vice President for Academic Affairs, he
requested that the change be delayed until the entire COE
structure for graduate areas of concentration be reviewed,
Throughout the past academic year the Graduate Curriculum
Committee - COE has been undertaking a comprehensive study
of graduate education in the College and hopefully recornrnendations for areas of concentration will be forthcoming early
in the year so that we can achieve definitive action on the
requested name change,
Plans
The Department will continue to work to achieve a change
in the name of the major area of concentration from Pupil
Personnel Services to Counseling,

This will hopefully be

achieved early in the academic year as the COE Graduate
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Curriculum Committee provides a clearer definition of areas
relevant to the College,
Part-Time Instruction
The professional counseling Community in the Albuquerque
area comprises a number of exceptionally well-trained, innovative, competent practitioners,

Since their daily work is

devoted specifically to counseling practice, they are a rich
source of case data and current therapeutic technique,

The

Department has been fortunate in having monies to employ a
certain number of these local professionals to teach courses
in specific areas of their expertise,

This greatly enriches

the variety and quality of departmental offerings and also
provides an on-going bridge between university and community.
The·part-time faculty involved and the courses which they
taught are as follows:
Abel, Theodora, Ph.D. -Guidance 547, Family Counseling,
Doctor Abel is a private practitioner in Albuquerque
and an internationally known family therapist,
Caplan, Stanley, Ed.D. - Guidance 621, Advanced Theories of
Counseling - Guidance 620, Advanced Therapeutic Technique
Dr. Caplan is a private practitioner in Albuquerque
who was formerly on the faculty at UNM.

He is a nationally

known consultant and on the faculty of Fielding Institute
in Santa Barbara, California.
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~ilbert,

Jean, M.S.W. -Guidance 517, Group Counseling

Mrs. Gilbert is a therapist at the Family Counseling Service.
Levin, Richard, Ph.D. -Guidance 517, Group Counseling
Dr. Levin is a counseling psychologist at the Student Health
Center at UNM.
Orner, Marc, Ph.D.- Guidance 517, Group Counseling
Dr. Orner is the Chief Psychologist at the New Mexico State
Penetentiary.
Young, Rosemarie, Ph.D. - Guidance 541, Counseling - Play Therapy
Dr. Young is in private practice in Albuquerque specializing
in diagnostics and psychotherapy with children.
Plans
The Department will continue to supplement the regular teaching
faculty with qualified part-time instructors during the coming year.
New Courses
Guidance 547, Family Counseling
Dr. Gordon Zick designed and offered (in conjunction with Dr.
Theodora Abel) the course "Family Counseling. 11

This course

is responsive to the need !or training students in this
important, relatively,new, and still developing specialty,
The student response to this course has been excellent.
Guidance 547, Retirement Counseling
Dr. Keppers designed and offered this course which focuses
attention upon providing assistance to individuals who have
or are about to make the transition from work to retirement.
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The course is very timely in view of the recently renewed
interest in the problems of the aged and aging.

This

course met with very favorable student reaction.
Guidance 575, Values Clarification
Dr. Helen Whiteside designed and offered this course
several times under Guidance 547, Topics.

It met with

fine success both in terms of number of students enrolled
and student evaluations of the quality of the offering.
The course description and related materials (Appendix C)
were submitted to and approved by the COE Graduate Curriculum Committee and the COE faculty.

Dr. Whiteside

was commended by the COE Graduate Curriculum Commit.tee
for the thoroughness of the course approval materials
submitted.
Guidance 620, Advanced Therapeutic Techniques
Dr. Stanley Caplan designed and offered this course for
doctoral students.

The emphasis was upon the most cur-

rent psychotherapeutic techniques, many of which are
not available at all or not readily available in texts.
Plans
The field of guidance and counseling is of necessity
constantly changing in response to changing individual and
social needs.

The Department will continue to make an effort

to constantly provide new course offerings on a one-time or
continuing basis which are relevant to individual and social
needs.
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Cultural Diversity in Education
Curriculum:
The course ''Multicultural Counseling" has been offered
as a Problems course for several semesters.

Dr. John Rinaldi

is preparing materials to submit to the COE Graduate Curriculum
Committee requesting the approval of this course as

a

regular

offering in the Department,
Multicultural issues are dealt with in other courses
including Values Clarification, Group Counseling and Psychodrama.
Major attention is given to cultural diversity through the
variety of practicum sites in which students are placed whose
primary clientele are members of ethnic minorities,
Admissions:
The Department has actively sought qualified ethnic
minorities and women,

The current enrollments reflect this.

At the present time, 182 students are enrolled in the Department, 111 of whom are women,

There are 41 Spanish-Americans

enrolled, six Black Americans and two

~ative

Americans,

Financial Support:
Of the various kinds of student support available to the
Department, eight out of 17 awards were made to ethnic minorities.
Plans
Two major steps are being planned:
1) The involvement of the faculty and students in a cultural
seminar,
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2) More active recruitment of cultural minorities,
Funded Projects
Rehab;ilita tion Counsel,ing:
The Department was funded in the amount of $59,971 to
provide student stipends and instruction in rehabilitation
counseling,

$69,762 has been requested for 1976-77 and

funding seems assured,

This program is under the direction

of Dr. Morgan,
Title VII:
Seven graduate students received bilingual/bicultural
stipends during the past academic year.

At least five and

possibly more stipends will be awarded for next year,
Experiences in Career Education for Counselors:
Dr. keppers received $9,205 from the State Department
of Vocational Education for the above-named project.

Con-

tinued funding has been requested for next year.
Plans
Plans for next year call for continuation of the funding
which existed this year.

In addition, a proposal has been

submitted by Dr. Morgan for the funding of a training program
for employment counselors.

Dr. Keppers has submitted a pro-

posal for a series of career development programs to be presented on television,

The amount requested for this project

is $43,987.
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DEPARTMENTAL

CO~ITTEE

ACHIEVEMENTS

Curriculum Committee
Th.e Curriculum Committee has concentrated on a revision
of the core courses and sequencing of courses in the Master's
of Arts Degree Program.

A copy of the newly developed

Master's Program can be found in Appendix C.

The program

emphasizes a common core of 21 semester hours wit.h the
opportunity for specializing beyond the core in Elementary
Counseling, Secondary Counseling, Community Counseling,
College Personnel, Rehabilitation Counseling, Personnel
Counseling in Business and Industry and General Counseling.
The re-organized program provides a balance between required
courses, elective courses, and courses particularly relevant
to special work settings.
Plans
The Department and the Curriculum Committee

in particular,

will concentrate on two major areas of development during the
1975-76 academic year.
1) Attention will be given to evaluating and specifying
core and elective courses in the doctoral program.
Within this overall task, effort will be concentrated
upon giving clearer definition to the Advanced
Practicum and Internship offerings,
2) A major step forward was taken during the past year
in delineating core courses and areas of emphasis
-17-
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for the Master's Degree Program.

The attention will

shift during the coming year to assessing content
and instruction within courses.
Admissions Committee
As reflected in last year's annual report, the Department
has progressively been reducing admissions so as to improve
program quality, particularly in the practicum and internship
offerings which call for careful supervision and reduced
student loads.

From summer session 1975 through summer

session 1976 (four sessions), 288 completed applications
were received for the Master's Degree Program and 67 were
accepted.

About one out of each five applicants whose files

are complete is accepted to the Master's Degree Program.

It

is rare that a student is accepted and decides not to attend.
No more than two or three of the 67 admitted refused the
offer of admission.
Of 33 doctoral applicants, eight were accepted, one of
whom declined the offer of admission leaving seven admit tees.
The number of doctoral applicants was virtually halved from
the previous year.

So many factors could play a part in this

reduction, it is difficult to say specifically why,

One

plausible speculation is that there was insufficient national
recruitment since the majority of the applicants were from
within the state.

More active recruitment would not increase

the number accepted but might influence the quality of the
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finalists selected.
An

innovation in the admissions procedure this year is

the reporting of scores for each applicant on each of the
admissions criteria as compared to the mean scores for the
group on each criterion (Appendix D).

This form of reportin'g

(initiated by the Admissions Committee Chairperson) is a
great assistance in advising those students not accepted
with regard to their specific strengths and weaknesses in
comparison to the applicant group.
Overall the calibre of students accepted is excellent,
This is evidenced by the few number whose progress through
the program is unsatisfactory and by the generally extremely
favorable reports of student success in field practicum
placements.
Plans ·
Admissions procedures and policies will continue basically
unc~anged

during the upcoming year.

Practicum Committee
The practicum experience in the Department continues to
be very effective for most students.

The very clear strength

at this point is the variety and quality of field placements
(Appendix E).

The on-site supervision in Nanzanita Center

tends to be less consistent,

Some students receive consis-

tent, direct supervision in Manzanita Center while others
may see few or no clients in the Center and devote their
entire practicum to off-campus site counseling.
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The on-site
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supervision will be greatly improved this year.

It progressed

more slowly than anticipated this year due to the fact that
the practicum coordinator was on sabbatical ·seeond semester.
Plans
The practicum coordinator and committee are currently
working on three aspects:
1) The "in-house" Manzanita Center facet of practicum
2) The role and functions of the practicum supervisor
3) A scale for evaluating practicum supervision
American Psychological Association Approval Committee
Through the activities of this Committee along with
the efforts of other involved faculty, considerable progress
was made toward seeking approval of the Do.ctoral Program in
Counseling Psychology from the American Psychological Association.

'l'he very detailed self-study and application materials

have, with minor exceptions, been completed,

The Department

is following a four-phase sequence in seeking approval:
Phase I:

Self-study and preparation of application
materials -completed,

Phase II;

Review and feedback from local experts in process.

Phase III:

Review and feedback (informal) from other
universities which have been recently
approved - fall, 1976.

Phase IV:

Formal request for review by the American
Psychological Association- 1977.
-20-

We are currc•ntly ln Phase II.

Self-study and appltcation

materials have been submitted to Dr, Sam Roll,

UN~I

Department

of Psychology, whose Department recently underwent review and
approval in Clinical Psychology and Dr. Stanley Caplan, a
local private psychotherapist who was a reader of the University
of Utah's successful request for approval in Counseling Psychology.
Plans
The Department will complete Phase II and continue with
Phases III and IV.
FACILITIES
The Department offices were moved from the basement of
the COE Administration Building to the fourth floor of Mesa
Vista.

The new space is ample and bright,

Facilities at

Manzanita Center have been remodeled and the departmental
classroom (COE 212) has been successfully used for two semesters.
APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF
The Department was allotted two full-time positions fat
1976-77.

Dr. Clifford Morgan, who was being paid from federal

funds was appointed to one of the positions and a national
search is being conducted to fill the second position,
SEPARATIONS FROM STAFF
The project to prepare Chicano counselors was not refunded
and Mr. Miguel Martinez was discontinued.

Dr. Helen

~lhiteside

will be on three-fourths rather than full-time and will be
shifted from state to federal funds.
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COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED ON INDIVIDUAL
BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS

1.

Advanced study (additional earned degrees, certification,· etc.):
William Fishburn - Certified: National ·Register of Health Service
Providers in Psychology.

2.

3,

Robert Micali -

Certified: National Register of Health Service
Providers in Psychology.

Clifford Morgan -

Completion of continuing education workshop, "The
Spinal Cord. Injured Patient, 11 May 16, 17 and 18,
1975.
.

John R. Rinaldi -

Ed,D. completed -Texas Tech University, Lubbock,
Texas -May, 1975, Dissertation title: "An
Evaluation of Two Counselor Education Models and
Their Impact Upon the Activities and Perceptions
of Chicano Colll1selors 11

Sabbaticals, leaves of absente, summer teaching elsewhere, travel,
etc., during the period:
Lewis A. Dahmen -

Southern Mexico and Guatemala- travel,

Gordon A. Zick -

Taught Summer Session at the University of Houston.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc,
Wayne R. Maes -

4.

Certificate of Honor for service on Editorial
Board, Elementary School Counseling Journal;
Cited in "Who 1 s Who in America, 11 Dictionary of
International Biography 11 , and 1'Who 1 s Who in the
West 11

Research projects or creative work in progress or completed:
William Fishburn - Survey Research: Sexuality Education in APA
Approved Clinical & Counseling Psychology Programs (In Progress)
George Keppers -

Workshop - Experiences for Counselors in Career
Education. E.P.D.A. $9,205. 4 week workshop &
follow-up. 1975-76.
-22-·
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4.

Research projects or. creative work in progress or completed
during period (continued)
l~ayne

R. Maes -

Rehabilitation Counselor Training Grant 1974-75
HEW $56,000

Clifford Morgan -

Proposal for "Graduate Continuing Education for
Employment Security Counselors," submitted in
October, 19 75.

Helen

Designed, field tested, submitted and received
approval for new course in Values Clarification,
Guid. 575. Course approved by Department, COE
Graduate Curriculum Committee with commendation, and
the COE Faculty. New offering is especially
responsive to current widespread use of values clarification theory and processes.

~iteside

-

Gordon Zick -

5.

Creation of family counseling course(s) and
specialty area within the Department (in progress,
will be completed 1976)

Activities in learned and professional societies (meetings attended,
offices held, professional papers read, etc.):
Lewis A. Dahmen -

Annual meeting: N.M. Personnel and Guidance Ass.

William Fishburn - Accepted in National Register of Health Service
Providers in Psychology. Continuing Education
Chairman, N.M. Psychological Ass. Attended
various professional meetings in Psychology &
Psychotherapy.
George Keppers-

N.M. Personnel & Guidance Ass., Spring- Las
Cruces, Fall - Albuquerque. N .M. Psychological
Ass. meeting, Las Vegas, Nev. Nov, 1975.

Wayne R. Maes -

New Mexico Counselors Ass.

Robert Micali -

President, Division I, New Mexico Psychological
Ass. - Division of Psychologists in Private
Practice Committee Member - Professional Standards - New Mexico Psychological Association.
PEER Service Review Organization - Panel Member N.M. Medical Foundation- Psychiatric & Psychological Review

Helen

l~iteside

-

Chairperson for NAWDAC Resolutions Committee with
commendation for work done.
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6.

Other professional activities:
Lewis A. Dahmen-

Consultant, Albuquerque Pub, Schools, S, Ar:en
Counselors Consultant, Latin Amer:ican Project,
Ecuadorian Educators

William Fishburn - Consultant, Presbyterian Hospital. Member of
professional staff, Presbyterian Hospital.
Chief of Professional Speciality Staff Nazareth
Hospital. Consultant, Group Leader, UNM Medical
School Sexuality Block.

7.

George Keppers -

15-10 min. TV KNME "Are You a Sisyphus" - Re-run.
Review Board- N.C.A.T.E. Kansas City, Dec., 1975.
Evaluated Counseling Program at Highlands Univ.,
Las Vegas, N.M. Many speeches in Public Schools
(Teachers & students). Presenter at Fall meeting
(1975) College Personnel Group. Speaker at
American Quality Control Society, Mar 22, 1975.

Wayne R. Maes -

Therapist, BCMHC Heights Team; Family Co-therapist,
Child Guidance Center; Consultant, APS Counselors;
Consultant, Division of Vocational Rehab,;. Consultant, New Mexico Nurses Association; Consultant,
Six Sandoval Alcohol Treatment Program.

John R. Rinaldi -

Los Alamos Public Schools Youth Awareness Conference
Presentation: "Multicultural Counseling". Area
Consultant (New Mexico) Vocational Exploration Group •.

Helen Whiteside-

Registrar, Instructor of
for Values Clarification
Dr. Sidney Simon and Dr.
Albuquerque Area on Dec,

Gordon Zick-

Workshops in Santa Fe (May) Roswell (Oct.).
Consultant to US District Attorney's Office re
legal matter.

Records, and Consultant
Workshop directed by
Merrill Harmin for the
6 & 7, 1975.

Non-teaching University service:
Lewis A. Dahmen -

Co-chairperson, Faculty ~olicy Committee, COE
Chairperson, Manzanita Center Committee

William Fishburn - UNM Graduate Committee and Sub-committee on
Graduate evaluation, COE Graduate Curriculum
Committee, Department APA Committee
George Keppers -

Advising M.A. & Doctoral students.
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7.

Non-teaching University service: (continued)
l~ayne

8.

R. Maes -

Continuing Educ.ation Committee; COE Administrative Committee; Ad Hoc Member COE Policy Committee, Graduate Education

Clifford Morgan -

Director, Staff Development for Division of
Vocational Rehabilita~ion; Administrative Pol~
icy Committee, State Department of Education;
Committee member of UNM Ad Hoc Committee on
Disabled on Campus.

John R. Rinaldi -

Assistant Dean for Student Affairs - College of
Education; Entrance and Credits committee UNM; Multicultural Education Committee - COE;
Doctoral Committees - Department of Guidance
and Counseling.

Helen Whiteside -

Departmental Faculty Secretary, Member of Dept,
Admissions Committee, Member of Dept. Curriculum
Committee, .Facilitator of Dept. Brochure for
Students, Faculty Adviser. COE Petitions Committee, Member of UNM Advisory Council to Women's
Center.

Gordon Zick -

Chairman, Admissions Committee (Dept.); Member;
other committees.

Public service:
r.eorge Keppers -

Administrative Board Central Methodist,

Wayne R. Maes-

Board,of Directors: Southwest Institute for
Sexual and Marital Studies.

John R. Rinaldi -

Cub Has ter, Pack 709; Treasurer - Board of
Directors, Peanut Butter and Jelly School;
Chairman - Parental Advisory Board, Bilingual
Education, Bernalillo Public Schools

Helen Whiteside -

UNM Loaned Executive to United Community Fund
(Aug. thru Oct.)

r.ordon Zick -

Board Member Committee Chairman, Social Services,
Red Cross; Numerous church activities.
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Doctoral Major Area of Concentration,
"Counseling": A Rationale

The Department of Guidance and Counseling at the University of
New Mexico has been involved in a concerted effort to evaluate and
redefine its purposes and functions. As a part of this endeavor,
the faculty and students have identified the necessity for establishing a designation for the doctoral major area of concentration
which is more representative of the curriculum and of the career
emphasis of the doctoral students. At the present time, the only
major area of concentration available to doctoral students in the
Department of Guidance and Counseling is "Pupil Personnel Services."
A committee of faculty and students studied alternative titles
for the major area of concentration during Fall semester, 197.4.
Among the titles considered were: 1) Counseling Psychology, 2) Counseling and Guidance, and 3) Counseling. The committee recommended. to
the faculty that the title 11 Counseling' 1 be added to the major areas
of concentration which doctoral s.tudents in the College of Education
may elect, The faculty approved the recommendation by a vote of
eleven for, and one against, A committee was formed to initiate
the Department's request through the appropriate administrative
channels.
The committee based its rationale for the proposed change
primarily on the following criteria:
1. Definition of a counselor/counseling psychologist
based on the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (1965) .
2. Examination of job opportunities which reflect a need
for individuals trained in Counseling rather than in
Pupil Personnel Services.
3. A recent survey of currently enrolled students in
the Doctoral program.
4. A review of dissertations completed by graduates
of the Doctoral program.
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Definition
The main issue underlying the proposed addition of a title for the major
was whether such a change would reflect the curriculum within the department
and the type of academic training offered, In an effort to establish a common· base for the rationale to change the degree name, the following description adapted with slight modifications from the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (1965) is offered:
Psychologist, Counseling, Provides in_dividual and group
guidance and counseling services in schools, colleges
and universities, hospitals, clinics, rehabilitation
centers, and industry; to assist individuals in achieving more effective personal, social, educational, and
vocational development and achievement. Collects data
about the individual through use of interview, case
history, and observational techniques. Sefects, administers, scores, and interprets psychological tests designed to assess individual's intelligence, aptitudes,
abilities, and interests, applying knowledge of statistical analysis, Evaluates data. to identify cause of
problem and to determine advisibility of counseling or
·referral to other specialists or institutions. Conducts
counseling or therapeutic interviews to assist the individual to gain insight into personal problems, define
goals, and plan action reflecting his interests, abilities, and needs. Provides occupational, educational;
and other information to enable the individual to formulate realistic educational and vocational plans. Follows up results of counseling to determine reliability
and validity of treatment used. May engage in research
to develop and improve diagnostic and counseling techniques.
Although tliverrse in its definition, the above description reflects the
doctoral preparation offered in the Department of Guidance and Counseling,
In reviewing the graduate bulletins of the past four years, it is apparent
that the type of training received by graduates from the Department of
Guidance and Counseling is more appropriately described by the name
"counseling." The 1974-75 Graduate Bulletin, with direct reference to
the Department of Guidance and Counseling, (Appendix A) lists only one
course which uses the term "personnel" in its title (Guid. 550, College
Personnel Work) , All other courses are designed to give the student
the kind of training necessary to carry out the duties included in the
description of a Counseling Psychologist.
The Professional Affairs Committee, Division of Counseling Psychology, American Psychological Association, produced a pamphlet in 1968
entitled The Counseling Psychologist, A description of content of doctoral preparation in counseling psychology lists the following areas
usually covered in such programs:
1. Nature of the Social Environment: Structure of
the world of work, occupational trends, social
class structure, social mobility, community resources, culture and personality, characteristics
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of colleges and their student bodies, educational
systems, and social and economic factors which
affect development and adjustment.
2. Personality Organization and Development: DevelopmHnLu l psychology, tht~.ories of personnl:lty,
thenr:l.<:>s of learning. the psychnln!\Y () r t hl•
physically, emotionally, and mentally handicapped,
psychology of adjustment,
3, Development of Clinical Skills: Psychological
tests, diagnostic procedures, counseling theory,
approaches to community mental health, field work,
supervised counseling practice and internship,
group counseling, consultation skills.
4. Professional Orientation: Professional ethics,
settings in which counseling psychologists work,
relationships with members of other helping professions, techniques of supervision.
5. Development of Research Competence: Review and analysis
of the research literature, measurement and evaluation
statistics, experimental design, planning and execution
of a doctoral research project.
A department offering a doctorate in counseling psychology may draw on
courses offered in other departments. A comparison of the above areas
with the curriculum offered in the Department of Guidance and Counseling
reveals that the majority of the areas are covered by one or more courses,
For those areas which are not extensively covered within the Department,
it is a matter of taking appropriate courses from related departments,
These additional courses may be taken as part of the additional courses
required from outside the Department of Guidance and Counseling. The
present Departmental requirement is that every doctoral student must take
a minimum of eighteen (Ed.D.) or twenty-four (Ph.D.) hours outside the
Department.
In summary, the title "Counseling" more adequately reflects the
course curriculum available to doctoral students irt the Department of
Guidance and Counseling.
Professional Opportunities
Many doctoral graduates from the Department of Guidance and Counseling
have expressed concern regarding the difficulty in obtaining relevant employment due to the nature of the major area of concentration designation,
"Pupil Personnel Services."
A significant disadvantage to "counseling" graduates comes when they
apply for positions generally described as "counseling" or "counseling
psychology." Ideally, employers should evaluate each applicant's transcripts before determining if the applicant has the necessary credentials.
Unfortunately, an employer is typically besieged by hundreds of applicants
and, for reason of expediency, may eliminate applicants who are considered
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to have degrees in non related areas. Graduat€'s with degrees in "Pupil
Personnel• Services" may thus be eliminated from contentl.on without full
consideration for the position.
In a review of professional job announcements, it was found that
the majority of such announcements request applicatio~s from individuals
with majors in specific areas, il1 this case "counseling" or "counseling
psychology." In only very rare cases does one find an announcement for
an individual with a major in Pupil Personnel Services. The title
"Pupil Personnel Services" discriminates against doctoral graduates from
the Department of Guidance and Counseling when applying for professional
positions. The proposed addition of the counseling major would do much
to alleviate the situation, Due to the competitiveness of the job market,
an individual with a majo·r in Pupil Personnel Services finds it extremely
difficult to compete with others whose degrees indicate counseling or
counseling psychology. The fact that the training is the same becomes
secondary to the degree title,
Doctoral Student Survey
Soon after the Department of Guidance and Counseling faculty voted to
pursue the issue of adding a more appropriate title for the major, a telephone survey of currently enrolled doctoral students and recent graduates
was conducted, Thirty-five graduates were polled. All recent grad.uates
polled indicated their support for changing the degree name to "Counseling
Psychology, 11 Although it was decided not to pursue that particular degree
name, the survey did indicate student disfavor with the present title and
their willingness to have it changed,
Recently thirty-eight doctoral students (currently enrolled and
recent admittees) were asked to submit their preference between. the
names "pupil personnel services" and "counseling." Of the thirty-eight
students contacted, thirty-six respondents preferred the degree title
of "Counseling" for the major. Reasons given for wanting the change
included the following:
1. "Counseling" is more descriptive of academic training
received.

2. "Counseling" is more descriptive of position presently held.
3. "Counseling" is more descriptive of employment sought,

4. "Counseling" would increase employment opportunity.
5. "Counseling" would increase chances for obtaining professional certification,

The data reflect that graduates and current doctoral s.tudents are
overwhelmingly in favor of adding the title "Counseling" as a major area
of concentration which a doctoral student in Guidance and Counseling may
elect, Students are the direct recipients of the training offered within
the Department of Guidance and Counseling and are also the ones directly
affected by the inadequacy of the present degree title, Since students
have unanimously indicated their preference for the title "Counseling,"
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it seems appropriate that the issue be gi.ven the highest consideration.
Doctoral lli.sscrtations 1969-1975
A review of doctoral dissertations granted in Pupil Personne1
Services since 1969 was conducted by examination of annual commencement programs produced by the University of New Mexico. Information
concerning the dissertation titles is prepared by the Gradu.ate School.
All dissertation titles for the Ph.D, and Ed.D, degrees in Pupil
Personnel Services were reviewed for the period 1969 through 1975 •.
Student names and dissertation titles are presented in Appendix B.
Although no specific analysis of the dissertation titles is presented,
it should be noted that many titles use the word: counseling, counselor,
or psychotherapy, but only one title has the word personnel, Further
inspection of. the dissertations completed in the last seven years
reveals that they, almost exclusively, relate to the ·functions performed by counseling psychologists (see description pp. 3,4).
Dissertation titles and content support the contention that the
current major designation does not reflect the type of academic training
received by graduates from the Department of Guidance and Counseling,
A more appropriate title for the major area of concentration would be
"Counseling."
Related Considerations
The Department of Guidance and Counseling is in the preparation
phase of making application to the American Psychological Association
for the purpose of gaining recognition and approval as a "certified
Counseling Psychology program." A degree name change which more
appropriately reflects the curriculum and training would add to the
Department's chances of gaining APA accreditation.
Summary
It has been established that the consensus of the faculty, students,
and recent graduates in the Department of Guidance and Counseling is to
add the major area of concentration "Counseling" to those now available
to doctoral students in the College of Education. The opinion of the
faculty, students, and recent graduates is that the current major title >
II
Pupil Personnel Services," is not descriptive of the training received
by students, The title operates as a disadvantage to graduates when
applying for employment or certification. It is vague and outdated, A
major entitled "Counseling" alleviates these problems. This is not a
request for a new major but for a title which is descriptive of the
major area of concentration now offered by the 'Department. No additional
budgetary considerations are involved.
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Appendix A
Department of
Guidance and Counseling
Course Curriculum
Graduate Bulletin 1974-75
410.

Rehabilitation Concepts and Process

Ill).

Cal'<'C'I:

1,1.5.

Foundations of Counseling

1>29.

Workshop in Counseling

4:Jo.

Dynamics o.f Human Behavior

431.

'r.Jwories of Human Interaction

510.

Ttlclmiques of Parent-Teaching Counseling

512.

Differential. Diagnosis I

513.

Socio-r>conomic Information in Counseling

514.

Organization and Supervision of Counseling Services

515.

Differential Diagnosis II

516.

Clinical Case Study

517.

Group Counseling

518.

'J'hcories of Counseling

51!:1.

Practicum in Counseling

529.

Workshop in Counseling

540.

Counseling in the Elementary School

541.

Counseling and Play Therapy with Children

550.

College Personnel Work

Development in the Classroom

551-552 Problems
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Appendix A - Cont.

u,·

6L0~6Jl

Int0rnshLp I and II

fJ20.

Suminar in C::uunsuling

6/."1.

1\dvmH:od 'l'llt'OI'i.us of Counseling I'Hychothurnpy

{J22.

Ad,•;mced Group Counseling and Psychotherapy

6'ltl.

,\dvaneed Practicum in Counseling, Counselor

699.

Doeto1:nl lHssertation

Ill

'l'l>plcs M:t••dngs 1969-75 - Department of Guidance and Counseling

t:! :l J r f l(!d linn
JlrhnbillL:lti<ln Ncdieal Psychology
}lu tt i cult ural Counseling
V 11; \H'h

fmnJ I y Counseling
·hi·

'~*

Lilli ol f:rm1.nar

(lffPring~

Vocational Assessment and Development
Medical and Psychological ASpects of Rehabil
Career Development in the Classroom
Experiential Awareness - Group Processes

1969-75 - DepartmPnt of Guidance and Counseling

P:•y•cl•odJ·:mlfl
J\dvnnc("l <:r<Jup !:ounseli.ng
TndivJdunl Mwessmt'nl
Si'Y.u.ti.U y Gounseling
lSH\II!S fn COUII!H.'ling
S ·:m.lnar In Gu J d:mce

Professional Issues i.n Personnel Work
Professional Issues and Ethnics in Counseling
Professional Issues in Evaluation of the Individual
Professional Issues in Rehabilition
Seminar in Humanistic. Approaches to Counseling

APPENDIX B
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
,. ·,·~,

EIGHTY-THIRD
ANNUAL COHMENCEMENT
.197·5

Summe-r Session, 1974
None
Semester I, 1974-75
None
Semester I!, 1974-75
None
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Summer Session, 1974
Thomas Robert Carey
rlk Adolescent Theraputic Community and Its Effect on Subsequent
Academic Perfo:rmance. 11
.John Max Loesch
"Development of an Interview Process for the Selection of Life
Insurance Sales Managers."
Arlene Ruth Price
11 'l'hP. effPcts of Self-Esteem on the Social Matching and Persistence
Bf!havior of Nursery School Children."
.fo:m

Barbara Sc:ott
"Attitude Change of Spinal Cord Injured Males an·d their Marital
Partners Involved in a Sexual Therapy Program."

I, 1974-75

S~me~tcr

Juliarnw L. Lockwood
11
Tht• gffC!.cts of Fantasy Behavior, Level of Fantasy Predisposition, ·
and Anxiety on Direction of Aggression in Young Children."
Kirkman McMain
"Sex f:ducation Program Effects on Counselor Trainees' Sex
Attitudes."

RofH~rt

!Hake F. White, Jr.
"Acute Conjugal Grief as an Existential Crisis: An Experimental
Awareness Approach, 11
SPmester II, 1974-75
Seth Grcldner
"Assertiveness and Anxiety Among Anglo and Chicano Psychiatric,,
l'at1ents, 11

Hr·.Ltm

,'J·.

.,

Fe,lix A, Lugo-Quinone,s
11 State-Trait Anxie,ty in Colle,ge Stude,nts: A Tri-Cultural Comparison,"
Dan C. Hontgome,ry
11
Pe,raonali ty Fulfillment in Religious Life, 11
Richard Patterson Re,e,d
"Group Psychothe,rapy Effects on Internal-External Lo·cus of Control. 11

EIGHTY-SECOND
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT
1974
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Summ~r

Session, 1973

None
Semester I, 1973-74
Nicholas Vincent Albondy
"The Effects of Experiential Awn reness, Group-Centered
Counseling and Teacher Led Group on the Sociometric Status
of Children in Grade Six."
Semester Il, 1973-74
None
DOCTOR 01' l'IIILOSOPl!Y
Summer Session, 1973
Halcyon A. Carroll
"A Comparison of How Students and Couns.elors View the Real
and Ideal Functioning of.High School Counselors."
Rae Dezettcl Perla
"Exper.ienti.nl Awareness: An Existential Approach to Group
Psychotherapy with Adolescents."
TUoy J.ouis Romero
"The Effects of a Non-Traditional Approach to Higher Education
for the Economically Disadvantaged."
Winfred 8. Senior
"Relationship of Self-Concept and Values and Public School
Achievement for Selected American Pueblo Indian Students
Attending Public Schools in the State of New Mexico. 11
Semester 1, 1973-74
Karl J1. Ostling
"Elementary Teacher Attitudes Toward Elementary Counseling
and Guidance Programs."
Joseph G. Van Den Uuevel
"The Relationship Between Person Work Congruence and SelfPerception Among Exempt Administrators."
Horace A. Young
"A Comparison Analysis of Two Community Nental Health Worker
Training Programs."

. 790.
Rosemarie G. Young
".Perceptions of a Group Experience by Counseling Students
as Related to Self-Concept and Therapeutic Functioning."
Semester li, 1973-74
Glodn If. Curry
"The F.ffec t of Group Psychotherapy on Mentally Retarded Adults."
M:lchacl J. llitchko
"The 1\elntlOilfihi.p of Psychodrama to the Personal and
Interpersonal Development of the Student Nurse."
David c;. Morga11
"The Member-Group Relationship:
Study of Sma 11 Groups."

A New Perspective on the

Kathleen Y. Ritter
"'fhc Comparison of Two Methods of Instruction in Teaching
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children."
Ciriu Sanche•·Uaca
"Knowledge of Idioms as an Indicator of Acculturation."
Thomas G. 'l'hompson
'~he Effects of Pretraining for Group Psychotherapy'With
Lower Class Prison Inmates."
EIGHTY-FIRST
ANNAUL COHMENCEMENT
1973
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Summer Session, 1972
None
Semester I, 1972-73
None
Semester II, 1972-73
Ruth C11plan
"Attitude Change of Couples lnvolved in a Sexual Therapy Program."
lXlGTOR OF PIIILOSOPI!Y

Summer, 1972
Nils A. Carlson, Jr.
"An Investigation of the Self-Concept and Values of Selected
Spanish American Male College Students Enrolled in the
University of New Mexico."

·7~1.
Semester I, 1972-73
Stev!!n K. Rel.ch
"The l-:ffects of Group Systematic Desensitization on the
Symptoms of Primary Dysmellorhea."
Semester II, 1972-73
Carl IL Adams
"A Comparative Study of Short-Term Group Psychotherai'Y With
Adolescents in Identity Crises."
Shirley B. LaRoche
"The Role of the Stepfather in the Family."
EIGHTIETH
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT
1972
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Summer, 1971
Robert W. Blakslee
"The Relationship Between the llender Gestalt Test and Reading
Achievement in First Grade Children."
Semester 11, 1971-72
Honald L. Bruckner
"An Appraisal of Selected Aspects of Guidance and Counseling
and of Pupil Personnel Services Programs at The University of
New He>eico."
Stephen E, Field
"Altruistic Therapy."
llcrnat'd !Ic-eman
"An Investigation to Determine the Relationship of Anxiety and
Reading Disability and to Study the Effects of Group and Individual Counseling on Reading Improvement."
Semester II, 1971-72
Max V. l,eavi tt
"A Follow-up Study of TV! C'raduates as Viewed by Their Employers."
H, Roy McArdle
''Work Values of Hawaii Public High School Seniors."
Thomas J. Venardos, Jr.
"Client Evaluations of an Initial Interview as a Function of
Leve 1 of Dogmatism and Sex of Client."
DOCTOR OF PIIILOSOPHY

\

Summer Session, 1971

~f;lt·r

0 nu•t·

"1•:xpt•rlt•ntl;ll Awilrt!lli!SS.: An Tntcf.\rntion of llehnv·ior Principles
In an l•:xltllcnll.al Approach to lntt'rpnrsonal !\elations."
1'rnm:l11 :>. Koenig
"An Experimental Test of the Cathartic Theory of Aggn'SBiotl:
An Alternative Hypothesis."
Maria A. Ruiperez
"Estudio de Cosas de Toxicomanos:

E:xaclictos a lleroina."

Semester 11, 1971-72
Joseph I". llcrti ne.tti.
11
/1 Comp;lrisun of Self-Concepts, Values, and Occupational
Orientations Among Three Groups of Adolescents."
John A. lli.rd
1
~ Study o[ Drug Usc in the Albuquerque Junior and Senior
Public High Schools. 11
Richard N. Gaines
"Autlwritarianism in Military Designated
'l'heir J.o:ffectiveness."

1

Counselors' and

M. Gaston
"Group Counseling as a Means of Changing the Self-Concept
of the Economically Disadvantaged. 11

~~trgucrite

1\ichnrd M. 'f,evin
"l·:xpc dcntial Awareness:
Psyc-hol.ogi.cal Crises."

A Psychother<]peutic Approach to

Edward Elny Martinez
''Annlyses of Admission Procedures for Waiting List Applicants
and Retardates Admitted to New Mexico Institutions in Fiscal
Years 66-67 to 70-71."
Jerry K. Williams
''Multivariate Analysis of Personological and Psychological
VariHbles Associated With Cognitive Performance Among
Counseli.ng Trainees."
SEVENTY-NINTH
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT

1971
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Summer Session, 1970
James D. Chrysler
"A Measurement and Comparison of Environmental Percept.ions
of Student~>, F'nculty, and Administrato(s at the College of
Santa Fe."

Donald L. Lucero
"An 1\nlaysis of the Relationship of ·Values and Needs to
Counselor Effectiveness in Selected Group of Counselors
in Training."
Royce 1\. Martin
"The gffects of Vocational Training and Group Counseling
on Selected Vocational Attitudes."
Semester. I, 1970-71
None
Semester II, 1970-71
.Karen A. Abraham
"The l!:ffectiveness of Structured Sociodrama in Altering
the Classroom Behavior of Fifth Grade Students."
Nanette P. Smith
"An Analysis of the Relationship ofCounselor Characteristics
and Behavior Exhibited in Graup Experience with Counselor
Ef[cc tiveness in a Selected Group of Counselor Trainees, 11
I)OCTOR OF PIIILOSOPIIY

I

~

Summer Session, 1970
None
Semester I, 1970-71
Wilson Luciano-Martinez
·~ Comparative Analysis of the Occupational Values of Male
High School. Seniors in Urban and Rural Areas of Puerto Rico."
Semester Il, 1970-71
None
SEVENTY-EIGHTH
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT
1970
DOC'l'OR OF JmUCATION
Sununer Session, 1969
Daniel E. Fleck
"The Effects of Marathon Group Counseling on Two Indices of
Phenomenological Assessment."
Semester I, 1969-70
Hill 1. • .Johnson
"An Investigation of Occupational Values Held by a Group of
Rural Northern New Mexico Senior High School Students."

H'Lll'i.mn Kr;u(!ger
"The Effects of an Organized Camping Experience on Self'Goncept Change in Relation to Three Variables: Age, Sex,
and Observable Behavior Change."
Robert JL Larson
"The Legal Jlasis of College Personnel Work."
Linus L. l.eTang
"A Study of the Nature of Elementary School Guidance in
the Public Schools of New Mexico."
Semester 11, 1969-70

None
DOCTOI\ tW

Pllll.OSOPIIY

SummPr Session, 1969
(;rcgory Tntji.llo
"The Effect of Teacher and Peer Experience on Student Social
llehnvior. 11
Semester I, 1969-70

Scmeslcr 11, 1969-70
l·lnrirm H. Fleck
"Jurport;.tncc of Services and Role of Counselors, Nurses, and
Spc•cch Therapists as Perceived by Staff in Forty-One Elementary
3chocdn . 11
Loni:; S. Stephen
"S~t!..i<•ct - Experimenter Relationship Influence on Habit
Modl ficnJ-ion."

Jonnnc W. Sterling
"Chnngcs ln Expressed Attitudes, lleliefs, and Anxiety
Function of Videotaped Self-Image Feedback."

:1S 11

SgVENTY-SEVENTH
ANNUAL CONHENCEMENT

1969
!lOt!'l'OJ( OF E!llle!i\'J' I ON
(No Snmus te t·s Recot·ded)

Don.tld N. l.nnge
"Tilt• 1\(f(!Ct of Viduo Taped Nodeling Techniques in EliCiting
!mil nl ive Resp(lnscs in a Gr.oup of Student Teachers Using

FlundPrs Interaction Analysis as a Criterion."
1-:tlginin Jlntltt•nbeq;

"The Jo:fl'ect of Self-Disclosure and Pseudo Self-Disclosure
on Socinl Adjustment of Institutionaliz~d Delinquent Girls,"

7!l5
Donn l.d E. 'l'uckcr
"'l'he 1\ffcc t o[ Counselor Experience, Ethnic, a·nd Sex
Vnr!nblcs Upon the Development of an Interpersonal
ltclati.nnship in Counse.ling."
IHlCTOH Oi" PII f.WSOPIIY

Kntharlnc S. Hemls
"Hda tionship lletween Teacher .Behavior, Pupil Behavior,
nnd l'upil Achievement."
Richnrd H. Hcchem
"A Study o~ Differences in MeasureS of Over-Protective
Attitude Between Mothers of High and Low Functioning
Mongoloid Children."
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DEPARTMENT OF GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
Master of Arts Degree in Counseling
University of New Mexico

The Department offers work leading to the Master's degree in Guidance
and Counseling.

Programs aim at developing sound professional competencies

while providing flexib;llity and freedom·which enable students to
their own professional interests.

pur~.ue

It is desirable that applicants for

admission to the Master's degree program have completed a minimum of 18
hours of upper-division undergraduate or graduate work in behavioral
scie'nces.

A Master's degree in Guidance and Counseling constitutes a minimum of
36 semester hours of work and ranges up! to 45 hours, dependent upon program
emphasis and previous background.

Students will complete a core of courses

emphasizing counseling philosophies, theories and techniques.

Other courses

will be elected to develop professional competencies and satisfy individual
interests.

The Master's degree in Guidance and Counseling is ordinarily

offered under Plan II, outlined in The University of New Mexico Bulletin

..

(without Thesis).

Orientation of the Department
The Department of Guidance and Counseling views human life as a process
of continual development to which the individual brings genetic and learned
patterns of behavior and during which continual choices are made which
influence the future.

The Department further'holds that the choice-making

process of the individual can be influenced positively or negatively by
social contacts.

It is the purpose of the Department to provide learning

experiences for counselor-trainees which positively influence their own
personal choice-making and which prepare them as competent professionals
to positively influence the choice-making of their clients.
The Department is comprehensive in its presentation of theories and ,
techniques, believing that there is no single approach to assisting clients.
While the human choice-making process is central, theories and techniques
which focus upon emotions, behavior and cognition are all emphasized.

A major premise underlying instruction in the Department is that one
learns by doing, hence there is heavy stress placed upon experiential
learning and in particular upon practical experience· in working with clients
in a variety of settings.
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Admissions Procedures and Criteria
A.

The candidate first makes application for admission to the Graduate
School.

Forms for appl'ication for admission, financial aid, and

recommendation forms may be obtained by writing to:
The Graduate School
Humanities 107
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM
B.

87131

Two copies of all previous transcripts are sent to the Graduate School
with the completed application for admission.

One copy of all previous

transcripts is sent directly to the Department.

c. The candidate completes a departmental application which includes a
brief biographical sketch.

This application is obtained from the

Department and is returned directly to the Department.
D.

The applicant is also asked to provide three (or mote) references
which are sent directly to the Department.

The prospective student

may, if he/she wishes, provide additional support for the application
by including other material, such as publications.
E.

The applicant is considered for admission after the deadline for the
semester for which he is applying.

To be considered, the application

folder must be completed by the deadline date, which includes A, B,
C, and D above.
F.

After completing 12. hours of graduate work in the Department, and
prior to the courses in Practicum, candidates are evaluated by
members of the Department to determine whether they should continue
in the program.

Following this evaluation the Application for

Candidacy .is submitted for approval by the faculty of the Department.
The Department of Guidance and Counseling Utilizes an Admissions
Committee in the evaluation of its applicants to the program.

Each

Committee member evaluates each prospective student independently of
the other members of the Committee.

After each applicant has been

uated by the total Committee, the results are compiled.

eval~

A list of those

to be admitted is compiled, followed by an alternate list of students by
rank.

This serves the dual purpose of (1) providing a pool of

highly~

ranked applicants from which to draw, should any of the top candidates
reject admission, and (2) to alert the Committee to the names of

highly~

regarded applicants, many of whom (experience has proven) will re-apply

for a subsequent semester,

Many of the latter will continue to enhance

their applications through additional course work, volunteer services and
other activities,

Having identified them previously as "near acceptances"

provides the committee with additional information prior to the next
screening, which means that this particular group of applicants receives
"special attention, 11 although it does not imply or guarantee automatic •
acceptance.
Following is a brief description of the criteria on which applicants
are evaluated:
1.

G,P.A.

The applicant's over-all grade point average is considered,

as well as his/her grades in studies related to the field of
counseling,
2.

Work Experience,

The Admissions Committee is sensitive to the

quality of the experience, as it relates to helping relationships.

This covers a wide range of experience, including teach-

ing, social work, clinical experience, as well as other types of
experience that may not appear to be as obvious, but still are
representative as far as this category is concerned.
3,

Rele•rant Academic Background,

As stated .in the University

Catalog, the Committee looks for academic work in psychology,
sociology, or education,

Other fields are also considered, de-

pending on course content, and/or experience
4.

Letters of Reference.

~ained,

The Admissions Committee specifies that

letters of reference should be obtained from (1) Professors,
(2) Work Supervisors and (3) :eolle!pes.
5.

Autobiography.
him/herself.

This is the applicant's opportunity to sell
The Committee attempts to ascertain how clearly

the applicant states motivation, purposes, and
6.

Cultural Background,

~oals.

Since we live in a multi-cultural section

of the country, the Department considers it an asset if the
applicant has spent a fair amount of

ti~e

in the Southwest,

understands the needs and problems of the area and is bi- or multilingual,
7.

' 1Unique Assets,"

This category was included in the event the

above overlooked something different and positive about the
applicant.

As an example, we have had a student whose previous

experience was working with the deaf.

She was able to communicate
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with them in sign language and wished to become a counselor
for the deaf.
Core Courses
The Guidance and Counseling Department requires of all students
a beginning sequence of course work, designated as "core courses."
These courses comprise the professional knowledge and skills basic to
the profession,

The "core courses" are required to be taken in a desig-

nated sequence.

Specific core courses may be waived if the student pro-

vides satisfactory evidence of recent completion of equivalent course
content.

Core course waivers must be approved by the student's advisor

and the faculty of the Department.

The Program of Studies for the

Master's Degree with recommended semester sequencing and prerequisite
requirements is as follows:
Sem. I -Guid 415 - Foundations of Counseling
Guid 430 - Dynamics of Human Behavior
Elective(s)
Sem. tt-Guid.518 - Theories of Counseling (Prerequisites

r.uid 415
and Guid 430)

II

Guid 517 - Group Counseling

"

II

Elective(s)
Sem.III-Guid 519 - Practicum (Prerequisites Guid 415, 430, 517, 518)
Elective(s)
Sem. IV-Guid 519 - Practicum
Elect:lve(s)
*Ed. Fdns 500 - Research Applications to Education
or 501 - Research Methods in Education
*May be taken during any semester.
Enrollment in each core course presumes that the student has completed
all previous course work in t:he stated sequence,
and Guid 430 may be taken concurrently,

For example, Guid, 415

Also, Guid 518 and 517 may be

taken concurrently, but Guid 518 and Guid 517 may not be taken prior to
completion of Guid 415 and Guid 430.

Practicum is to be taken only

after all other core courses have been completed. Of th'c two required
practica, one must be taken in the student's specialty area.
Practicum and

Internshi~

Field experience is an integral part of each student's program in
the Department of Guidance and Counseling.

All Master's students are
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required to take Practicum.

Those students specializing in Rehabilitation

Counseling .are required to take Practicum and Internship.

Six credit hours

of Practicum (Guid 519) are required, and are usually taken in blocks of
three credits spread over two grading pe7iods.

Students are expected to

devote 20 hours per week to Practicum, with a minimum of 15 hours spent
at a field setting and the .remainder in counseling and seminars on campus.
Field settings are approved, baaed on .the nature of service provided and
the availability of adequate supervision of students.
Each semester a number of students elect to major in Rehabilitation
Counseling.

This is a special program which requires 45 semester hours.

Many requirementa of the "regular" program apply to the program in Rehabilitation Counaeling, and the completion of aix credit hours of Practicum
is one of these.

The Coordinator of the Master's degree in Rehabilitation

Counseling is responsible for placement of students in the Praetieum, and
field placement sites are selected based upon how experiences relate to
the specialized nature of the program,
Master's degree candidates in the Rehabilitation Counseling program
are also required to earn nine semester credit hours of Internship (Guid
610, 611) credit.

These nine credit hours are taken in a single semester

during the terminal aemester of a student's program.

Students are re-

sponsible to devote 40 hours per week to this experience, with 30 of them
spent in a field setting directly related to Rehabilitation Counseling.
The Director of the Rehabilitation Counseling program is responsible for
placement of these students.
Introduction to Specialty Areas
The Department of Guidance and Counseling offers students the opportunity to emphasize one of a number of different professional specialties.
The selection of a specialty area in a student's program should be determined
as early as possible.

A minimum of 12 semester hours constitutes a specialty

area and is in addition to the required core courses. Specialty areas are
typically chosen based upon a student 1 s future professional work setting
and are not designed to limit his/her course select:l.on. Specific course
requirements ate mandated in Elementary Schools and Secondary Schools to
satisfy State Certification requirements.
The following Specialty Areas are pweaeQtly available:
School Counseling - Elementary & Secondary
Business and Industry
College Personnel

Rehabilitation Counseling

Community Agency Counseling

General Counseling

· sn:z
Upon acceptance into the Department, the student will be assigned an
Advisor who will serve as Coordinator for the selected Specialty Area of
studies.

Questions relating to the student's Specialty Area with regard

to required and elective courses should be directed to the Advisor.
Elementary School Counseling
Elementary school counseling is a field of professional specialization
concerned basically with normal children in grades one through six.

A

major professional goal is to help provide a healthy psychological environment in which meximurn development and learning can occur.
The elementary school counselor is educated so as to be aware of
normal growth processes and inherent problems in adjustment.

Such

counselors are expected to be competent in working with children and
their significant adults in ways which insure optimal development.

These

counselors use their skills in counseling and consulting with children,
teachers, parents and administrators, directing attention to individuals
and the systems in which they live and function.
Graduates are typically employed in schools, both public and private.
Many other agencies which serve children also attract the Elementary
School Counselor.
A Sample of Apprnpriate Electives
**Guid 540 Counseling in the Elementary Schools
>'<Gtiid 413 Career Development in. the Classroom
*Guid 510 Techniques of Parent-Teacher Counseling
'~Guid 546 Counseling and Play Therapy with Children
Guid 516 Clinical Case Study
Guid 515 Differential Diagnosis
Guid 547 Family Counseling
Guid 575 Values Clarification
Guid 620 Sexuality in Counseling and Psychotherapy
***Psych 320 Developmental Psychology
Psych 424 Learning, Motivation and Perception in Children
Psych 432 Child Clinical Psychology
Home Ec. 408 Growth and Development of the Preschool Child
Ed Fdns 503 Seminar in Human Growth and Development

*
**
'"''''~'

From these couraes, a student must elect two.
Required of all students.
A three-credit course in development and learning during childhood is

required. Courses are available in various departments including
Educational Foundations, Elementary Education, Home Economics and
Psychology. An appropriate selection should be made by students in
conjunction with their Advisor.
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Secondary School Counseling

~~~Secondary

School Counseling is a specialization area concerned with

the guidance and counseling of adolescent youth who are .coping with many
problems associated with their growth and development.

The Department

strives to assist the counselor-trainee to gain the necessary understanding
and ski.lls for working with the adolescent, the institutional environment
and the mutual interaction between the student and the institution.

The

major concentration is on the development of counseling skills as they
.

apply to individuals and groups.

.

.

Vocational guidance, parent-teacher

counseling and individual and group assessment techniques are also considered to be important learning components in training.
Graduates are prepared to meet New Mexico State Certification requirements and are employable in mid-schools and secondary schools.
A Sample of Appropriate Electives:
*Guid
*Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid

413
513
510
512
515
516
547
547
575
620

Career Development in the Classroom
Socio-Economic Information in Guidance
Parent-Teacher Counseling
Differential Diagnosis I
Differential Diagnosis It
Clinical Case Study
Counseling in the Secondary Schools
Family Counseling
Values Clarification
Sexuality in Counseling and Psychotherapy

Ed.Fdns 503 Seminar in Human Growth and Development
Ed Fdns lf74 Evaluation in the School Curriculum
Soc. 312 Juvenile Delinquency
Courses from the Department of Psychology and/or
Sociology, depending upon the student's particular
interests, may also be included.
*Either course required for Certification.
College Personnel Work
This area of specialization is designed to prepare the student
for employment on the college/university l.evel.

While there is a

variety of roles and functions within College Personnel work, some
typical types of employment include administrative or service positions
in counseling, group advising, career development, financial aidsi
recruitment and orientation, and student housing.
Selecting and blending courses according to particular needs and
preferences offers a highly individualistic preparation to the student
selecting the college personnel specialization.
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Suggested courses for consideration include:
*Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid
Guid

550
575
547
551
552
620
620

- College Personnel Work
- Values Clarification
-Topics: Multi-Cultural Counseling
- Problems
- Problems
- Seminar: Sexuality in Counseling and Psychotherapy
- Seminarr Professional Issues and Ethics

Sp Com 411 - Theories of Communication
Ed Fdns 420 - Small Group Communication
Ed Fdrts 510 - Seminar: Classroom Learning
Am Studies 501 -Interdepartmental Seminar in Culture of U.S.
B & AS 506 - Organization .Behavior I
.B & AS 507 - Organization Behavior II
*Specialization requirement
Community-Agency Counseling
Students interested in preparing for employment in a community-agency
setting will be dealing with clients who present a wide variety of problems
from sexual offenses to marital problems to alcohol and drug abuse, to only
mention several of the many examples.
The skills and knowledges demanded of the counselor are

ext~emely

varied, but a consistent expectation for employment in this specialty
area requires that the counselor be proficient in underatanding human
behavior and possess counseling skills and techniques used with individuals,
families and groups.

Given the variety of presenting problems with the

commensurate variety of skills and knowledges required, a wide variety of
options are made available to the counselor trainee,

The student may

take a composite of courses which are deemed most desirable as a preparation for the preferred setting and clientele.
Examples of employment possibilities for graduates specializing in
this area include Counseling Centers, Mental Health Clinics, Alcoholic and
Drug Treatment Centers, Planned Parenthood Centers and State Agencies.
A Sample of Appropriate Electives:
Guid 547 - Family Counseling
Guid 510 - Parent-Teacher Counseling
Guid 512 - Differential Diagnosis I
Guid 515 - Differential Diagnosis II
Guid 516 - Clinical Case Study
Guid 547 - Treatment Approaches in Human Sexuality
Guid 620 - Counseling and Human Sexuality
Ed Fdns 574 - Tests and Measurements

~
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Business and Industry
Students choosing this specialty area will be dealing with management
and5~~ployees

to improve the mental health of the organization and indivi-

duals within the organizational setting.

As is the case with each of the

specialties, core knowledge and skills in counseling are required.

The

.practicum and electives should be planned to provide specific preparation
for the segment of business or industry in which the individual plans to
work.

Graduates are typically employed in state and federal governmental

agencies, private industry, hospitals and other profit and non-profit
organizations.
Some suggested content areas in which the student should develop a
basic knowledge and expertise are as follows:
1. Government regulations with respect to wage and hour laws.
2. Social Security Law.
3. N. M. State unemployment and compensation laws.
4. Labor Relations.

5. Organizational Behavior.
6. Administrative practices.

1. Different models of organizations.
8. Organizational Theories and Methods.
9. Basic Accounting
A Sample of Appropriate Electives:

Guid 512 Guid 513 •
B & AS 506
B & AS 507
B & AS 508
Ed Adm 509

Differential Diagnosis
Socio•Economic Information
- Organizational Behavior I
- Organizational Behavior II
- Organizational Environment
- Intra to Ed. Administration
Rehabilitation Counseling

Rehabilitation counseling is a field of professional specialization
concerned with the restoration of the physically, emotionally and mentally
disabled individual.

The ultimate goal is interpendence within society

to the disabled person's fullest physical, mental, social, vocational and
economic usefulness of which he is capable.
The rehabilitation counselor is educated as a counselor-coordinator
to help a client develop his capacity for self-adjustment in both a vocation or career and interpersonal relationships.

The rehabilitation coun-

seling student completes 45 hours of didactic and clinical courses.

The
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student takes the same core courses as other Guidance and Counseling students.
The six hours of practicum are completed at agencies and facilities which
serve the disabled client.
Additional courses allow the student to gain competencies in specific
areas of interest and needs such as diagnostic testing, abnormal psychology,
community resources, administration, or counseling with specific disability
groups.
Graduates typically obtain professional positions working with the
disabled in state and community agencies, rehabilitation centers, mental
hospitals, general hospitals, sheltered workshops, medical clinics and
correctional institutions.
Specilization Requirements and Sample Electives:
*Guid 410 - Rehabilitation Concepts and Processes
*Guid 411 - Observation & Participation in Rehabilitation (1 hr)
*Guid 511 - Medical & Psychological Aspects of Disability
>~Guid 610 - Internship (9 hrs)
Guid 512 - Dif£erential Diagnosis I
Guid 513 - Socio-Economic Information in Counseling
Guid 547 - Family Counseling
Guid 620 - Sexuality in Counseling and Psychotherppy
Guid 620 - Treatment Approaches in Sexuality
Psych 332 - Abnormal nehavior.
*Required courses
General Counseling
Students desiring to follow a program of study different from those
offered by the listed specialty areas may develop a composite program.
This program is designed for those whose career goals have not been determined and would like exposure to as many typical areas of counseling as
possible in a 36 to 45 semester-hour program.

While, as is the case with

the specialties, the core courses are required, General Counseling offers
the trainee a wide latitude of choices and options in planning an elective
program since certification requirements and a speclific··work setting are
not considered as educational goals.
Graduates from a General Counseling program are employed in situations
where an M.A. in counseling without a specified concentration of course work
is acceptable to an employer.

In consultation with an advisor, the student

can determine whether the selected course• and experiences may equip him
to function in any one of many counseling opportunities open to M.A. level
counselors.
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SOME: STATISTICAL ANALYSI!:S.

In the column!> below arc the mcaniJ Jor the v~l'ious cn.tc[r,ories that aro used
in the cva1u.:rtion process. Column One reprcaents the entire group; Column
~wo, accepted students; Column Three, those not accepted.
(1)
G P A ----------Hork Experience -

-----

Acad • .BacJ;:.
Letters of Ref.

-

Autobiography --(.)Ult, Back.

-----

(3)

(Diff)

9.94
1,04

11.75

12.79
1.5.00
12.52

.5-90
9.96
10.02
12.09
10.98

2,77
2.91
1.64

8 • .55

9 • .58

8.17

1.41

8.29.10.24
10.86
12,87

(2)
14.84
l:L,OO

As can be seen from the above, the single-most discriminating factor is
tha·b of grade-point-average. Yet 1 of the top 21 students with respect to
grade-point-average, only 12 1 or approximately 60% were accepted. For
the top 17, it's roughly 50-.50• Surprisingly, there is very little difference in ·llwork experience" between the tlins 11 and the 11 outs •"
Co1umn0ne indicates .that, for the total group, fewer points were awarded
for GPA, than any other category, Column Two shows that '110rk experience
was only fifth in rank for those accepted, and that Letters of Reference
and overall GPA appear to be the strongest factors in determining acceptance. Academic background is a close third.
The last column indicates the difference between the accepted students
and those not accepted, The mean for the former on the criterion G:PA,
is the only one that is ap;preciably greater. As with GPA, roughly half
of the accepted student.s were among the top point-getters on the criterion of letters of reference, so it appears that acceptance is a matter
of the interaction of GPA, letters of reference, and academic background,
with worlc experience much less a factor than I expected.
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CIIAH'l'

STUDENT X
CJI'A

\~or It

Bltg~

Hef.

Auto

Cult

.'0

.!fl'

'l

lS
17
16
1.?

1

l

1

7
4

lf

l

2

5

14

1

11

10

13

1

3
8

4
6

16

1;:>

4

@>

®

<@>

11

8

ll

If

12

(8)

It

9

10

3
6
(3)

(9)

11

6

8
6

9
(3

7
6

5
It

3

7
h

;>

5

()

I

2

3
3
1

4

l

I
l
It

@l

2

5
3

®
7
8
(8)

9
10

2

5

11

1

1

6

5

1

3

9

l

2

1

10

3

2

1
1

4
4
1

®
·~

Note: '!'he numbers in parentheses contain the median score.
Conccqucntly- 1 they could be closer to one end or the other of
any }Ktrticul.ar acorc.
From the alJove, a profile can be developed for each individual• s
::;corco that uhoul.d provide a graphic picture of the committee 1 s
cvaluntions.
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Dl!:PARTMENT OF GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
Practicum Sites and 46 Student Assignments
Spring 1976

I.

II.

BCMHC
A. Programs for Children (PFC)
Julia Barker
B. Vista Larga Project
Linda Balizer
JoAnn Carnahan
c. Vista Larga School
Gene McCauley
D. Rape Crisis
Pat Duran
E. In-Patient
Gary Harmon
Paul DeBlassie
BCMHC - Neighborhood Mental Heali:h Teams
A. South Valley Contact Team
Patricia Ganske
Marian Hamburg
Jay Stutz
B. N. E. Heights Contact Team
Leslie Hibbs
Sarah Smith
Walter (Bill) White
C. Central Cities
Carolyn Jones
Dee Wilson
Myrna Sedillo
D. North Valley Contact Team
Jaclyn Hookanson
Pat Harwell

III.

Hospitals
A. Lovelace-Battan
Nina Bretver
B. Presbyterian
Kathy Brandt
Effie Greeley
Nancy Kramer
C. St. Josephs
Anne Stabler
D. Jl,C,M.C.
1. Clinical Consultation Service
Kathryn Kaminsky
2. Cancer Research
Kim Lesser

IV.

Community Menlal Health Services
A. Alb. Assoc. Retarded Citizen (AARC)
LeRoy Gabaldon

,·
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'

Practicum.Sites and 46 Student Assignments
Page 2
Jl,
~.

D.
Jl

F.
V.

American Fdn. for Religion and Psychiutt.·y
Marian lloge
Family Resoutce bent~r
IJon flub let.,···· · - ·
Alcoholic 'l'reatriteni: Program (ATP)
Roxanne Roberts
Pat %icmer
Corrections Officer:.Progr:am
Pat Hauser
.
Employment Securities Commission
Esquipula Vigil

Alb. Public Schools, .Post: Secondary and UniversiJ;y.
A. Element.ary
1. Adobe Acres
Barbara Jarvis
2. Eugene Field
Kathlyn Norris
3. Pajarito
CharloLte Terrell.
4. A. Montoya
Alice Romo
5 .• Wherry/Bandalier
Janet Biefeld
ll.
Mid School
1. Hoover
Julie Nicewander:
c. High Schools
1. Del Norte
Judy Fleishman
2. Pius
Charles Murphy
3. Rio Grande
Reyna Elwell
4. Cibola
Beth Brownell
D. Santa Fe T.V.!.
Edward Garcia
E. Alb. T.V.!. - Skills Center
Elizabeth Thompson
A.P.S. Night School
Mike Collins
G. University of Albuquerque
Pat Barnes

t·

:

i;
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Leon E. G:dffin
TALK TO DEPARTMENTAL FACULTY
August 18, 1975
Welcome back - I sincerely hope your summer has been a most enjoyable
and restful one.

As you well know, this marks the beginning of the 1975-76

academic year and I hope you are as optimistic about the future of this
department as I am.

Today I am beginning my eighth week as department chair-

person, and to say the least it has been a most interesting and eventful
period of time. There remains a great deal

~ore

for me to learn about the

University, the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
and more important about each of you as members of the faculty.

In spite

of my short tenure there are some vivid perceptions that have surfaced which
I plan' to talk about this morning.

A number of the items I will touch on

tend to border more on the negative than on the positive, a condi.tion I hope
will change for all of our sakes.

Indirectly I have heard that I am on trial

which probably is true to an extent but I have news for everyone assembled
here, we are all on trial and in my judgment no one is immune at this point
in time.

some of the things I will say will undoubtedly disturb a number of

you - they also disturb me very much, but ignoring them is not going to solve
the problem.

If, by chance, you interpret what I say as being personal, I

apologize, because that is not the intent.

The intent is to frankly point out

what in my judgment are some of the inhibiting factors that will prevent this
department from realizing the potential that it has, but has failed to
demonstrate.
My first and most pressing concern is students. It really doesn't make
much difference how great a faculty you have or how many facilities exist
if there are no students around to take advantage of a potentially sound
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program.

The problem .of students is one that cannot and will not be ignored.

I have been in this business long enough that I find it difficult to jump
everytime a student voices a complaint.

Xet I strongly believe we ought

to listen and carefully evaluate what they have to say in a mature fashion.
During the time I have been on campus I have heard and seen enough to
cause me some great concern, and by the way a concern that you, too, should
share.

On several occasions I have heard how dumb, stupid, and lazy students.

are - the lazy part I will acknowledge much sooner than I will the other two.
Interestingly enough, I have not heard about the possibility that a number of
our faculty may be ineffective as teachers, but most of all insensitive to
the needs of students. The impression that seems to be emerging is one that
I totally abhor, which is one of a pseudo-intellectual nature. Some people
have become overly impressed with themselves to a point where they "look down"
on students and colleagues not considered their equal.

What an interesting

by-product of becoming educated---humiliate and criticize people rather than
help them realize their potential and become contributing members of society.
I never was told or given the impression that by acquiring x-number of degrees
I had a corner stone on making primarily sUbjective judgments as to who should
or·should not have the opportunity to pursue an education, or more important,
being given the chance to succeed rather than fail.

What

distu~bs

me more

than anything is that students are treated this way under the guise of quality,
scholarship, and high standards.
I strongly support the ends to be achieved - a quality education and an
equally quality product. What bothers me most is the means being used to
achieve the ends.

.In the final analysis, if we succeed in eliminating the
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students, we will eliminate ourselves regardless of how great we think we are.
students are here to get the best education possible, not take sides and
become involved in our professional differences.
If we can only reverse this ridiculous game by pooling the competence
and expertise of each faculty member and work in a spirit of cooperation,
it will be possible to provide each student with an education that best meets
his or her needs. This in turn would result in a more competent, satisfied,
and, yespven a quality product.

The important spin-off of such a condition

would be a built-in, continuing source of students at all levels,
A second and equally pressing concern that I sense is the mistrust
that seems to prevail among fellow colleagues and professionals within this
department.

Eveyone has to be monitored by someone else or some committee---

if not such and such will not require this, therefore, his or her students
get away with anything and shouldn't be permitted to receive a sub-standard
degree, especially when "my" students are really put through ''the mill" and
are A+ products.

This, in my judgment, is the best example why there are so

few students around. They are used as "yo-yo's" by individual faculty members
to show some other faculty member how superior their students are by comparison.
There are indications that depending upon which side of the fence a student
belongs determines whether they get the A's,B's or even pass.

I sincerely

hope that this is not true, if it is and is brought to my attention, immediate
action will be taken, I assure you, to correct such a condition.
This matter is a direct reflection of just how un-professional we are at
times. It would behoove each of us to evaluate ourselves before we criticize
others. If we each mind our own business and do the best job possible, we
won't have much time to criticize others. I, for one, do not intend to
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lllonitor or spy on you----if you do the job you are capable of, it wi.ll set
back to me sooner or later. The same will hold true if you are not doin9 the
job.
I have found in my many experiences during the past 20 years that most
people fall pretty much into two categories - the talkers and the doers.
the case of the doers, their actions speak for themselves.

In

In the case of the

talkers---they spend most of their time telling others how harq they work,
how talented they are, etc. What we need most in this department is more doers
and less talkers---if nothing else it will eliminate people worrying about what
someone else is doing.
This point brings me to a third concern that has caused more damage
to the image of this department than should ever haye happened.

There are

a number of faculty that talk one ball game but play an entirely different
one which neither impresses or fools VerY many people. Since, at the present
time, we are a department within the College of Education and also the largest
department in the college, we, above all, should make every effort to improve
the image of our department, as well as that of the college of Education. If
our criticism was of the constructive nature rather than the opposite, our
relationship and image would probably both improve.

Our strategy should be

to demonstrate and produce positive results - elements that will silence even
the most severe critics.
In spite of what I have heard, I believe there are excellent resources and
faculty expertise within the College of Education as well as other departments
on campus which we should utilize, as no department will ever have the luxury of
having all they need and be able to exist in isolation. To change our image and
that is the one that should most concern us will require a cooperative, unified
effort.

As professionals we must trust and respect each other as we interact

.------

----

----
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with students and other members of the university Community.

Most obvious

is the need to eliminate the "I" and "my" that dominates most conversations,
particularly with reference to students, courses, programs.

Many barriers

could be eliminated if a "we" and "our" attitude was more prevalent.
Today, I am proposing a challenge to each of you.

Demonstrate your com-

petence, expertise, and concern for students -- don't just tell someone about
it.

If you and I can do this in a true spirit of cooperation -- perhaps in

the near future students will want to be a part of our program rather than
avoid it as the case seems to be now.
I am an opeh and frank person --- I believe in eye-bailing an individual
and getting to the point. Whenever possible, I prefer to discuss any problem
with you on a constructive and positive basis --- however, I am not adverse
to being critical when given no other alternative.

Any personal problems

that you have (and my door will always be open to faculty and students alike)
will be dealt with person to person rather than by memo. It is much easier
this way because several sides of an issue can be explored rather than just
one.
This brings me to another procedure which seems to have prevailed in the
past for a number of reasons and that is adherence to a "chain of command."
It appears that when a problem arises you pick out a dean, a vice president
or even the president if he will meet with you.

As of July 1, 1975 this

department and problems that arise and are our concern will be reviewed and
evaluated here prior to taking them to higher authorities.

I have discussed

this situation with Dean Darling and he has assured me that this is proper
protocol and he will operate as such.
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I have designated certain faculty members to serve as program coordinators these people serve at the request of the Department Chairperson,

In my judgment

they have the responsibility and necessary authority to administer their
programs.

respectiv~

Since I have final responsibility 1 I expect them to keep me informed at

all times and I will intervene only when it becomes necessary.
vidual faculty members,it is your

respon~ibility

Therefore,as indi-

to communicate with these coor-

dinators on any matters that relate to their programs.

For those who insist on

circumventing the "chain of command" will require that we have a frank and open
session in my office prior to initiating other necessary action.
There is nothing sacred about me or the office I represent; however,if we
are ever to achieve any degree of respectability or recognition, it will require
that we be able to recognize and solve our own problems.
move forward in a constructive fashion
do.

~

My primary concern is to

we have so much to offer and much more to

I will make many mistakes,as will you - as a group we can minimize them if we

each give a little; think positive, and most of all help each other.

What has

happened in the past only concerns me to the extent that it affects and hinders the
future.

We need the energy and efforts of every faculty member if positively and

constructively directed.
time and energy.

We plan to move ahead and to this end I will direct my

I hope you plan to join us.

Before I touch on a number of more specific items l want to talk about another
situation that plagues this department to a large extent.

It deals with the rela-

tionship that appears to prevail between this department and the public school sys.:_
terns.

There is a little game being played that goes like this -we criticize the

Job the public school teachers are doing (incidentally many are products of our program) and they in turn are not very impressed with our pseudo-intellectual attitude
and "Ivory Tower" standards.

The result is a stand-off ---- there are
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no winners, and both sides lose much more than they gain.
will require compromising on both sides.

This is an issue which

We must interact with them, discuss

their needs and provide them whatever expertise we have and it must be done in
a SJ>irit of willingness and cooperation.

Through our associations and interactions

we can constructively suggest needed changes, point out recent research findings,
and help them upgrade their standards and quality of inst.ruction.
force our standards on them -- they will resist as you would.

We cannot

If we continue

to play this game --- they will go elsewhere where at least they are provided
some consideration

-~-

they evidently are doing this now.

This University,and

more specifically,this department,has the greatest capability and resources of
any other state institution --- what is lacking is a sense of consideration,
open and objective communication, and most of all a little humility on the part
of many of us.
listic.

I believe we should Set our sights bigb but we also must. be. rea-

So people aren't where we think they should be- let's start where

they are and help them,not force them to move ahead.

I think we might be sur-

prised at the results.
I now want to share with you some of my perceptions concerning the department as a whole as well as specific program areas within the

~epartment.

These

items are primarily related to the future and possible directions that should
be pursued.
1.

We should begin immediately to explore the program areas that can

be enhanced through the combined efforts of health, physical education,
and recreation.

Although each area has its unique characteristics,

we should be able to share each others expertise where needed.
2.

It will be the responsibility of each program faculty to plan ahead.

Where do you want to be at the end of one year - five years?

Those
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faculty who demonstrate to me the need for additional resources to
better prepare students and enhance. their programs will undoubtedly
receive the highest consideration for new faculty and other resources.
This means that positions may be shifted from one program to the other
if I am convinced that this is where the action and performance is.
3.

The Basic Instruction or Service Program.

As a voluntary program that

serves the interests and needs of a large number of students, it is
imperative that a worthwhile experience be provided students, in addition
to the best instruction possible. I have heard and been told by a number
of people that the quality of teaching in the program leaves a lot to be
desired in a number of instances.

T.A. 's and G.A. 's who do not take

their teaching responsibilities seriously will probably not be around
during the Spring Semester.

Full time faculty are not immune to this

problem either. I have had six different students complain to me about the
harsh grading in activity classes. When more than half the class in an
advanced voluntary activity receives D's, there is something wrong somewhere.

It appears that unrealistic demands + fear + failing grades is

equated with learning by certain people. No wonder students stay away
from our programs (all of us would resist this type of treatment - why
do we impose it on students?)
4.

The Undergraduate Professional Program.

Immediate action needs to be

taken regarding the number of students attracted to this program. Based
upon what I have heard from students, other faculty within the department,
and faculty outside the department, students just aren't convinced that this
program warrants their time and efrort in terms of the results they might
expect. 'rhis appears to be especially true of the physical education program.

We must explore alternate programs other than the teacher certification
route.

There are many other _possibilities that exist.

the initiative, someone else will who is less qualified.

If we don't take
We must begin to

realize that as society demands change, so must our programs.
soon be so far behind that we will think we are in first place.

If rtot,we will
There is

no doubt that we have the faculty expertise and resources to be the

front~

runners --- it will all depend upon each person's willingness to share ip. a
common effort rather than as individual and isolated entities.

I should

mention that I oppose change for the sake of change, but I also know that
change is inevitable and hopefully it can be viewed as a necessary and constructive element in the educational process.
Due to the surplus of teachers in most areas, we must produce a quality
product if: they are to compete for the available positions.

My concern lies

in the interpretation of what some people on our faculty view as Quality.
I strongly believe quality can be achieved by means other than fear, failure,
ridicule and contempt.

My past experiences tell me that learning is largely

in control of the learner ---- not the teacher, that people learn that they
are able f.rom success ---- not from failure, and that learning is primarily
the discovery of personal meaning.

I wonder how many of our students per-

ceive their experiences in our programs in a positive as opposed to a negative
sense.

I t appears that many students (both graduate and undergraduate) are

rewarded mainly for what they can verb~lize (either in written oral form)·
at a certain time rather than for what they have become or have the further
potential of becoming.

In terms of requirements, the problem is seldom

that the people eliminated cannot meet the requirements, but that they
will not for a number of reasons.

~1at

is needed in this particular case
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is a system sufficiently structured so that students must try to learn new things
and master new. skills, but sufficiently flexible so that those. with certain
deficiencies can still get through if they have other valuable skills.

What

it boils down to is that people differ and as such do not fit in the same mold.
I also have some questions about certain undergraduate degree requirements.
The concept of establishing a foundation is not only necessary but essential
providing students are able to relate the parts to some whole.

The problem that

emerges is that a large gap exists between what is required, what should result,
and finally what seems to be expected when more advanced classes are encountered.
There has to be a better solution.
A direct result of the decrease in students is the faculty teaching assignments for this Fall semester.

Obviously if ther.e are fewer students, there will

be less classes to be offered, therefore an increasing number of faculty have
been assigned classes in the Basic Instruction Program in order to justify their
work-load --- a situation which has caused some grumbling and dissatisfaction.
In the area of research - there are a number of faculty who have indicated
an interest in this important area.
should be channelled

I have told Dr. Atterbom that all requests '-

through him for possible screening and justification.

For

such requests to receive approval from me will require his recommendation and
some assurance that the results will be made available both in a practical as
well as a scholarly form.

With the existing facilities in our department and

the faculty expertise, I am somewhat amazed that so little has been done in the
past.

I also believe that faculty members vitally interested in research will

pursue their interests even though requested time may not be available after
teaching responsibilities and office hours are taken into consideration.

I will,

however,make every effort to provide time for research purposes if they can be
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justified.
5.

The Graduate Program
In comparison to a number of other graduate programs which I am

quite familiar with, I doubt whether any of them have the potential that this
department does, at least on paper and based upon what I have seen.

The Recrea-

tion and Health programs in my judgment are much more effective and certainly
more productive in spite of: the fact that both rely on less resources.

There

is no question in my mind what hinders the graduate program in Physical Education, primarily.
Most obvious is a lack of students upon which a foundation can be established --- I don't buy the concept that numbers result in a lack of quality,
lowering of standards or elimination of scholarly pursuits --- terms which I
have heard many talk about but to this point there is little evidence of demonstration.

First and foremost this institution cannot afford the luxury of so

few graduate students in a department this size;and,secondly,I question whether
such elite products WOlJld be very functional in society or better yet much in
demand.

I have observed what few graduate students were in attendance this

summer plus a number of applications and two characteristics

becam~quite

apparent --- serious in-breeding (too many degrees from this department) and
a lack of maturity and experience.

Perhaps this. is a reflection of a number

of our faculty --- they are extremely critical of public school people, yet,
they have never been in the public schools themselves.

The consequence of this

is that we confer advanced degrees on students who are employed by colleges
and universities to help prepare public school teachers and they themselves
have never been out of the "Ivory Tower" into the real world.
crisy at its best.

This is hypo-
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We need to attract more students --- assess fheir strengths and weaknesses, and then help them realize their potential.

If. they are lacking in

skills and competencies, then they should. be required to make up such deficiencies.

Not all students will be scholars in the sense that a number of you

pride yourselves, but they have other valuable competencies which permit them
to do jobs you or I can't do but which helps meet the needs and interests of
a large number oE students.

Since we are a diverse faculty with many diverse

interests, we must recognize the diversity of. students also.

So the strictly

research oriented student, in your judgment, is a top scholar when compared
to the student who wants to teach and coach --- they both perform important
and necessary functions, they both are needed, and more important they both
deserve the same consideration in your class as in mine.

For you or me to

penalize either because we consider one less worthy than the other is a behavior
that cannot and will not be tolerated.
Another observation that has come to my attention is the maze that graduate students must go through in this department.
a complicated process?

Why does this have to be such

There is more faculty energy wasted doing trivial things

when it could be better expended in doing something constructive.

What is

happening is that because of. the mistrust among faculty, a great deal of. structure has been built into the graduate process.

If and when we accept each other

as professionals who are concerned about the quality, welfare, and dignity of.
others -- at that time all the restrictions, policies, multitude of committees,
and other barriers that interfere with producing a quality product will diminish
and we can concentrate on the important things that need to be done.
Tn case you have misinterpreted what I have said let me summarize a few
things -- I am totally concerned with the quality of. graduate work, undergradu-
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ate work, Service Program work, everything we do.

I believe, however, that

there is more to education than just brains and grades.

It doesn't make much

difference how intelligent or great you think you are if you cannot relate to
people, share your expertise with others without looking down upon them as
dummies, and most of all be a little humble in your classes and as you associate
with students.
In most cases students want to be successful --- if guided properly
they don't mind working, they will attempt to achieve your expectations if
they are realistic and attainable.

Those students who are looking for the easy

way out and do not put forth the effort should be eliminated without destroying
their dignity ---we cannot afford to produce inferior products.
Regarding research --- it is an essential ingredient in our program providing it complements rather than detracts from our teaching.

What is needed

most in our profession is to close the gap between research and practice
a widening of it.

not

For those of you who disagree with this point of view I

strongly recommend that you find some place that only does research and can
afford such a luxury.

The University of New Mexico by the nature of its setting,

the composition of its unique and diverse culture, and its source of finances,
needs and demands a service component that will hopefully be complemented by
a research component --- it appears a number of faculty have envisioned the
University as a Harvard or Berkeley.

One of each of these is enough --- we

need to focus our energies on what is available here, what is needed, but most
important on what we as a faculty can do best without regard to anyone else.
As the semester progresses a minimum number of committees will be formulated to review and evaluate in more depth some of the problems I have discussed.
We need your help and expert.is.e - the final decision may not satisfy you but
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I assure you that your input will be considered.

I would prefer to have this

department function as democratically as possible --- a condition which requires
mature people interacting intelligently rather than emotionally,

I hope you

will be willing to make your contribution --- we all need it.
If you have a problem, however small, and want to discuss it with me --my door is always open.
you come to my office.

If I need to discuss something with you, I will request
Since rumors are constantly arising and you may be

uncertain about which one is the most accurate, come by the office and we will
try to clear things up for you.

As far as I'm concerned, there are few secrets

in this department, if you think something concerns you, let me know, I will
share whatever information that seems pertinent.
I will conclude by saying that I consider it a privilege to be a member
of this department:.

As I view it, we will be our ·awn worst binderances - by

the same token we can accomplish whatever we decide providing we pull together.
To this end I plan to devote my time and energy.
I don't plan to do so.

I cannot pleas·e everyone --

With your help I can make the most objective and bene-

ficial decisions for the betterment of this department.
I can --- if you do the same, we can be successful.
rewarding and productive year.

I plan to do the best

I wish each ?f you a most

Thank you for your time and attention.
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION

Graduate work in the Department of Health, Physical Education and
Recr~ation

has progressed in some respects and remained stagnant in others

due to a number of reasons foremost among which was a lack of time on my
part as Graduate Coordinator along with being Department Chairman also.
Based upon what I have been able to learn from several of our faculty
who had been actively involved or directly responsible for the Graduate
Program prior to assuming the chairmanship, my general perception has been
that for the most part confusion, misunderstanding, and general chaos best
d~scrihe

graduate work in this department.

Tile moRt obvj ous reality tlwt immediately became apparent was the lack
of student!l 111hich l!l an absolute must regaldl.ess of the quality, scope or
reputation of any program. Tn this area, a definite improvement has been
made whlch can be attributed to the change in departmental administration
and concentrated efforts to communicate with the Albuquerque Public School
personnel, other in-state potential graduate populations,-and to a lesser
extent, at this time, out-of-state graduate students.
At the end of Semester II thP foJ.J owing Graduate School Enrollments
Wt're prov!ch•d our

d~(Hlt·tm\•tlt

111\Al)l'll JiDUGATJON - 27

by ShJrl<'y Earickson:

student>~

which are predominantly Masters Degree

candidates.
RECREATION - 25 students which are about half Doctoral and half Masters
Degree candidates
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PHYSICAl, EDUCATION - 49

stud~nts

which are about 60%

Mast~rs

Degree and 40% Doct;oral candidates.
Beginning this Summer Session, 1976, Dr.Armond Seidler, Professor of
Physical Education, will assume the duties of Graduate Coordinator in the
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. We hope to
t'VDluatc our fDculty expert isc,
ofrer

oth~r

university

resourc~s,

car~fully

and ability to

quality graduate cxpcrJ.cncc•s In designated areas of emphasis for all

Lhrce program areas. Of crl tlca1 .Importance is
policies and procedures

th~

establishment of departmental

that Dre clearly understood, consistent with COE and

the University Graduate School

r~gulations,

and which permit graduate students

to complete their degree requirements with a minimum of confusion and loss of
time.
Emphasis within the department with
visibi.lity and

m~eting

exc~llent

potential for national

societal needs are Therapeutic Recreation, Outdoor

RN:rt•ntion, Physica t Educntion for the Handicapped, The Social-PsychologiC'al
As,wc:u; of Spurts (assuming we can nttract faculty with the proper background
nnc.l expt•rt1HP), and a combination or Community and Health Education.

Our

challenge is to determine what we c:an do best without trying to be all things
to all people.
The current Master's Degree program as designated by tracks is too
structur~d

and

ne~ds

to

b~ r~-organized

which will be done this next academic

year. Too mnny prospectjvc Masters level graduate students have been lost to
othc>r Inst-itutions lt•ss qunl i f!t>Cl thmi thc> University of New Mexico bet·ause of
prc>v1ous philosophy nnd at l:ltudes not <:onduc ive 'to successful graduate experiences.

l hat

To

~·llminatc

WL'

nn• nnl striving for mt>n• numbers in terms of students, although a

tlw possihilit'y ol n misundc>rstanding, it sliould be stressed

l'ertain number is necL•SHary to adequately maintain and just.ify the teaching of a
graduate level class as it relates to faculty loads and other time associated
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with faculty loads and other time with graduate work.

Our primary

concern is to attract quality students whose needs and interests are
compatibl.t~

' our program strengths and establish an environment of
with

cong~nlality,

trust, and teamwork. Ah equally important contern is

to <'LimJnlltt• t;h(• trt•nd wh!!rcby Htndt•nts are

grantt~d

two and three

dc>grecs from tiHl sam<1 department and/or program area. We need to attract
a certain number of out-of-state graduate level students and also
cocnetrate more on attracting Chicano and Native American students to
not only do ~ portion of their graduate work here at the University of
New Mexico but also establish an exchange program with other reputable
universities.
The Grnduate l'rogn1m in the Department of Health, Physical Education
and

R<'~rPation

certain

nr~;Js

has the potential to become nationally recognized in
and to this end we will direct our efforts in the future.

'l'lw great obstnC' lt•

WH

facl' is our wll.l ingness to put forth the effort,

pool our expertise, and strive for the best education possible for every
student.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROGRAM
BASIC INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

ANNUAL REPORT

Submitted by:
Bill De Groot

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BASIC INSTRUCTION PROGRAM 1975-76

A.

Enrollment Information
The Physical Education Basic Instruction Program produced
a total of 8,490 credit hours for the 1975-76 school year.
Students enrolled in the fall semester totaled 3,796 and 4,330
students participated in the spring semester for a total of
8,126 students.

This reflects an increase of 595 students over

the previous academic year enrollment.
During the fall semester, 142 sections were taught, 50
by full time departmental faculty, 52 by graduate assistants,
teaching assistants or special assistants and 40 by part-time
instructors.

There were 59 different activities included in the

program.
In the spring semester 161 sections of 59 different
activities were taught; 35 by full time departmental faculty,
75 by graduate assistants or special assistants and 51 by parttime instructors.
B.

New Activities
Snowshoeing, Intermediate Tumbling, Intermediate Fencing,
Movement and Body Awareness, and Sport Variety were approved
by the department and were offered as topics courses.

Frisbee

has been approved as a topics/problem course for fall
semester, 1976-77.
Due to limited staff and budget, Rugby, Team HandballFlickerball, Ice Hockey and

~mall

Water Craft Operations, which

had been previously approved, were not taught.
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c.

Clinics
Activity coordinators were requested to hold clinics in
their specific activities. Brian Fahey presented one on
Body Awareness, Mary Jo Campbell conducted a golf clinic.
Devi Frauenglass prepared a demonstration of Yoga. Fred
Hinger, Bill De Groot and Armond Seidler conducted a KNME
presentation on physical conditioning. Charlotte Piper and
Fran McGill conducted a recertification session for W.S.I. 's.
Dennis Ralston presented a Tennis clinic during the Indoor
Professional Tennis Tournament.
All of the.se clinics were open to the HPER staff, the
University community and Albuquerque school trachers
serving as cooperating teachers.

D.

Additional Highlights
1.

Spring semester an experimental program was accepted
and implemented to present 26 non-credit classes cosponsored by HPER/Continuing Education. Classes are
scheduled to meet for 75 minutes of activity daily
during each summer session.

2.

Two Sport Variety classes were implemented to provide
physical education majors an opportunity to acquire
skill competency in a variety of activities. Several
physical education instructors cooperated in this
venture.

3.

"

One section of advanced swimming was synchronized
swimming only.

4.

The WSI candidates did practice teaching in other swimming
classes, in the swimming for the handicapped class and the
Manzanita children's classes.

5.

Through the cooperation of the UNM Athletic department,
two weight training classes were held in the athletic
weight room.

This arrangement secured the services of

the UNM Strength coach, Pete Martinelli and also allowed
students the use of Nautilus Weight-Training equipment.
6.

The International Folk.Dance Class was invited to perform at
community programs.

7.

A remodification project was completed in the Johns.on
Gym Weight room which will allow machine weight-training
outside of regular class time.

8.

It was recommended that every faculty member in Physical
Education teach at least one professional service class
during

the year, regardless of their administrative

responsibilities, or involvment in other areas.
9.

Each activity coordinator was asked to meet with other
instructors of that area monthly to identify strengths,
weaknesses, problems, etc.

The coordinators were asked

to recommend hours for scheduling of their specific
activity for the following semesters.
10.

Several faculty-staff members from a variety of

d~sciplines

were contracted to teach in the basic instruction program,
thereby broadening the scope of expertise and our image
thrnughout the university.

E.

Recommendations
During the 1975-76 school year the following needs have become
evident:
1.

Several instructors with specialized expertise should be
employed to teach only in the basic instruction program.

2.

A stabilized budget with provision for projected growth
is a must.

At this time, schedules are due at a time when

concrete conf.irmation is not available as to faculty loads,
staff availability and part-time
3.

monies.

Additional monies need to be made available for providing
new and repairing old equipment for the basic instruction
program.

4.

A valid evaluation forms needs to be developed and
administered due to the uniqueness of the basic
instruction program.

5.

A skiing coordinator should handle that aspect of the program,
as it was done this year.

6.

The part-time specialists should be contracted for the next
school year as all of these classes are in great demand.

ANNUAL REPORT NOTES

1975-76
Submitted by: Frank E. Papcsy, Ph.D.
Director Therapeutic Programs

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS:
1.

The option major in "adaptive physical education and corrective
therapy" became one of only six programs in the United States to
be accredited nationally by the American Corrective Therapy Association.

2.

The option major in "Athletic Training" became one of some two dozen
programs in the United States to be accredited nationally by the
National Athletic Trainees Association.

SERVICE PROGRAM:
1.

By virtue of the ability of the director to raise in excess of $17,700
in scholarships the "Third Annual Perceptual Motor Learning School" was
able to provide the follmdng:
(a)

Swimming classes and recreation for some 1,000 children
in an all year program.

(b)

Summer Program - Employment of twelve teachers to teach
150 children in July and August. Classes consisting of
arts and crafts, movement exploration, swimming and rhythms
and dance.

(c)

Corrective therapy was made available to all children having
physician's prescriptions.

(d)

Saturday Program - was in operation from August - June and
consisted of two classes of "Learning Disabled" children.
Instruction was provided by Earl Johnson (paid director) and
some 20 graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in courses
in P.E. Rec. Special Education and Psychology.

NOTE:

The prime purpose of the above programs is to provide clinical

experiences in formal course settings for.university students, thus
creating student credit hours. This goal was met as several hundred
students were enrolled in courses from Psychology, B.U.S., Special
Education, Recreation, Health, Physical Education, Continuing Education,
University College and a number of others.
APPOINTMENTS:
(a)

Jack McCabe, M.D. physician in "Student Health Services" to adjunct
P.rofessor, Health, Physical Education and Recreation with the responsibility
of Medical Supervisor for therapy programs.

(b)

Edward Case, M.A. C.C.T. Chief of Corrective Therapy, U.S. Veteran's
Hospital to Adjunc' Assistant Professor, Health, Physical Education and
Recreation with the responsibility of supervising clinical programs in
corrective therapy.

(c)

(Proposed) The appointment of an instructor (certified athletic trainer
and certified corrective therapist) to head PE 198 experiences and to act
as athletic trainer for Intramurnls and student, Faculty and Staff Recreation

(d)

(in Progress) The appointment of an Assistant Professor, Ph.D. to head
up academic program in Therapeutic Recreation.

GRANTS
$4,000.00

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

$4,000.00

Division of Hospitals and Institutions

$22,000

(Three year pending) TITLE I

FACILITIES:
Therapeutic Physical Education Clinic and Lab - by arrangement with Student
Health Services, the lab's services were expanded to include additional modalities to
students and faculty consisting of:
.J.

'l'wo Whirlpools
---

--~=.....,.""¥~

-

Note:

b.

Ultra-Sound

c.

Ultra-Violet

d.

Diathermy

e.

Heat Packs, Medacolatar

f.

Ice Packs

g.

Two bed receiving room for accident cases

This facility is housed in Johnson Gymnasium

RECREATION PROGRAM
During the academic year there was a marked increase in
enrollment in recreation classes.

Several of the classes had to

be moved to larger classrooms or had to be restricted as to enrollm.ent.

There has been a steady growth in the number of stu-

dents who have applied for screening into the program.

The past

year over sixty-five students applied for admission· to the program.

Of this number, fifty one were accepted.
In addition to the increase in majors, there has been a

marked increase in the number of students who have elected recreation as a minor area of study.

These students have been prin-

cipally from special education, physical education and elementary
education.
Although no new courses were added to the curriculum, an
"Associate of Arts in Recreation" Program was submitted to the
College of Education for approval.

This new Program to be con-

ducted at the Gallup Branch was aryproved by the Health, Physical
Education and Recreation Faculty in October, 1975 and submitted
to the College of Education Undergraduate curriculum Committee
where it has been delayed.
One of the facuJty members taught an undergraduate seminar
(U.S.P.) during the Spring Semester: ''Aldo Leopold and the Gila
Wilderness Experience."
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Another faculty member taught a course for the Division of
Continuing Education and Community Services in both the Fall
and Spring Semesters: "Rediscover New Mexico."
A faculty member in cooperation with members of the Denartment of Physical Education planned an Outdoor Education Workshop
"The Julian

w.

Smith outdoor Education Workshop."

This workshop

was approved for graduate and undergraduate credit and will be held
during the Summer Session.
The faculty have been involved in many community projects
during the past year.

The Social Arts for for Rec.reation class,

under the direction of Ms. Karen Wertz has continued to provide
leadership for social recreation and parties in. the communities.
The classes have assisted various club agencies and groups in
planning and conducting social activities and puppet shows.

These

have elicited high praise from those with whom the class has
worked.

There continues to be more requests for service than

can be accommodated by the class.
In addition to tnose social activities that were a part of
the class requirement, students have volunterred their services
in the planning and conduct of activities for such organizations
nnd ogencies as the St. Joseph Hospital rehabilitation ward,
Bernalillo County Medical Center Pediatrics Ward, Esperanza School
and the Senior

Citi~ens

satellite center.
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The

st~dent

from the Recreation Leadership class under Ms.

Wertz's direction conducted two major projects during the year.
Thirty five students spent one weekend reroofing the overnight
shelters at the Okadana El Desco Campfire Girls camp near Cuba.
The other project was the planning, organizing and conducting of
an arts and crafts workshop in the Jemez Mountains.
A major project of the students with assistance from the
faculty was the raffle for the Regional Special Olympics.

The

students raised funds for the conduct of the regional games.
The students and faculty also assisted with the conduct of the
regional games.
Two members of the faculty have been responsible for the
programming and presentation of a thirty six segment T.V. series
"It's the Time of Your Life," on I<.N.M.:E.

This program has had

fine reviews and plans are to continue it next year.

Several

faculty members from the Denartment of Physical Education have
participated in different weekly programs.
Faculty members have served as consultants for various proiects.

One faculty member is currently a consultant to Montana

StatE' University for Program Evaluation.

One member is a con-

sultant to the Juarilla Apache and Navajo Tribes for Park and
Recreation as well as a member of the District Advisory Board
of the Bureau of Land Management.

All faculty members presently have articles or material
accepted for publication.

One has had two articles published

as well as photographs used in publications or for exhibitions.
Faculty members are working with local, state and federal
agencies in various projects.

One faculty member is presently

reviewing and editing the state comprehensive
Plan Manuscript.

outdoor Recreation

All faculty have served as consu1tants to all

agencies on recrPation matters.
The faculty belong to various regional, state and local
committees that are involved in recreation and narks.

Some of

these include Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce Tourism Committee,
New Mexico Recreation and Park Association Board, and Southwest
Regional National Recreation and Park Association District council;
The faculty has been very active in community service,
giving speeches and assisting with programs and projects.
Two faculty members have assisted in writing a grant under
Title I of the Higher Education Act for funding for a Television
Series.

These two faculty have also been writing a successful

research oroposal grant that was funded by the Research Committee
of the University "A Chronology of the Recreation Development in
the Southwest Region of the
will be completed by June 1.

u.s.

Forest Service.

This study

B.

Plans for the Future
Due to the uncertainty of the faculty and the failure to fill
the coordinator's oosition, no major changes were made during
the current year.

It is hoped that next year with a new coor-

dinator and a stable faculty, more progress can be made in long
range plans.
C.

Appointment to Staff
Miss Karen Wertz was tendered a contract for 1975-76 as an
instructor to teach full-time.
Mr. craig Kelsey was tendered a graduate teaching assistantship this year.
Mr. Thomas Barnhart was tendered a graduate teaching assistantship for the year.

D.

Seperations from Staff
Miss Karen Wertz was notified her contract would not be
renewed for the year 1976-77.

E.

Biographical Data

Dr. Steve Rubio

1.

Advanced study: None

2.

Travels include ten class Eield trips to various locations
in New Mexico and one in Texas.

3.

Honors: None

4.

Publications
New Mexico AAHPER Newsletter - "Leisure Interest - An Investigation of Recreation Majors and Non-Majors." May 21, 1976.
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Journal of Leisureability "State Licensure in Therapeutic
Recreation: A Milestone Effort." Summer, 1976.
5.

Research or Creative Work- None

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Participant- R.E.E.R.r.O. Symposium "Endagered Plant Species."
Holiday Inn, December 4, 1975.
Member, American Association of University Professors, 1976.

7.

Other Professional Activities:
undergraduate Seminar: (U.S.P.) University of New Mexico
Spring Semester 1976 "Aldo Leopold and The Gila Wilderness
Experience."
consultant - Montana State University Program Evaluation Dr. Nyles Humphrey, Director, Snring/Summer 1976.

Biographical Data - E. A. Scholer, Coordinator
1.

No advanced study

2.

Traveled extensively throughout New Mexico

3.

Honors - none

4.

PUblications:
Scholer, F.. A. and Joe Sando, "Programming for Native Americans."
Parks and Recreation, March 1976.
Scholer, E. A., "Outdoor Recreation Planning and Management."
Proceedings, Southwest Turfgrass Conference, New Mexico State
University, 1975

John Ohles, ed. "Four Biogr~phical SketcheS:," to be published
in Directory of Eminent American Educators, Nov. 1976
5.

Research and creative Work
Recipient Research Awards Committee, University of. New
Mexico "Chronology of Recreation Development in the Southwest District, United States Forest Service,"
Photographs selected for the Bureau of outdoor Recreation
south Central Region Bicentennial Exhibitipn "Leisure in
America, 1976.
Photograph selected for cover of Parks and Recreation,
March, 1976.
Photographs selected for inclusion in The New Mexico Comprehensive outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
slides selected by New Mex;co Teachers Housing Association for
use in slide presentations.
Photo Essay

11

The Culture of the Pueblo Indian,''

Program Consultant and Panelist T.V. Series on Aging 30
episodes R.N.M.D. "The Time of Your Life."
Manuscript reviewer New Mexico State Planning Office.

~

Mexico State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan,
6.

1\ctivities in

r~earned

and Professional Societies

1975 - present - Chairman Recruitment of Minority Students

and Faculty Committeer society of Park and Recreation Educators.
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1975 - Member, Awards Committee, Society of Park and Recreation Educators.
1975 - Member, Program Committee, New Mexico Outdoor Writers
1975 - Member, Community Schools and Twelve Month Imoact
Committee, American Park and Recreation Society.
1975 - Community Schools and Twelve Month Impact Committee;
American Park and Recreation Society.
1975 - Chairman, Legislative Committee, New Mexico Recreation
and Park Association.
1975 - Member, Advisory Board Albuquerque District Bureau
of Land Management.
1975 - Referee for submitted articles for the Journal of
Leisure Research.
1976 - Book Reviewer, Journal of Leisure Research.
7.

Other Professional Activities
1975 - Speaker Albuquerque Association of Retired Teachers
"Rediscover New Mexico (slide Presentation)
1975 - SpP.aker Christ Methodist Church, Senior Citizens Program
"New Mexico, Land of Enchantment."
1975 - Presented paper "Outdoor Recreation Planning and Management", Southwest Turfgrass conference.
1975- Member, Board of-Direct:ors,_New Mexic() Special Olympics.
1975 .:. Member, Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce Tourist Committee.
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1975 - Instructor - Rediscover New Mexico Class, Division of
Continuing Education and Community Services, University of New
Mexico second class.
1976 - Instruct6:r - Rediscover New Mexico Class,-•,senior Citizens
Center - Albuquerque.
1976- Speaker "Tourism", Socorro Chamber of Commerce.

Biographical Data - Karen E. Wertz
1.

No advanced study

2.

Travel. - none

3.

Honors - none

4.

Five biographical sketches accepted for publication in
Eminent American Educators.

Projected publishing date,

November, 1976
5.

Research and Creative Work
Research Allocations Committee, University of New Mexico,
grant to do research on the recreation movement in the Southwest District, u.s. Forest Service.

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Member: Membe.r:

National Recreation and Park Association,
Society of Parks and

Recreation·Edu~ators

Member: - National Therapeutic Recreation Society
Member: - New Mexico Recreation and Parks Association.
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7.

Other Professional Activities
Serving as faculty advisor to Recreation and Leisure Society
student club.

Advise students on service projects, money

making projects and special events planning.
Assisted student club in conducting a city-wide raffle to
raise money for the Regional Special Olympics.
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Cultural Diversity
Recreation Program faculty are cognizant of the role of
the cultures of the area and incorporate these concepts in
their classes.
The student body of the Recreation Program has always

?,
reflected the quad culture of the area, Native American, Chicano, Black and Anglo.
Faculty members have been active in working with the
dive.rse cultures in community service projects.

One faculty

member serves as consultant to thP. Navajo Park and Recreation
Commission and the Jicarilla npache Recreation Program.
Further, the same faculty member has been involved in the
development of a summer recreation program irt the communities
of Abiqiu and Chama.

Another faculty member has worked with

groups from various areas in Albuquerque in planning and conduct of activities for the residents.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AREA ANNUAL REPORT
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Mary Jo Campbell, Coordinator

During the 1975-76 school year there were approximately 231 undergraduate majors enrolled in physical education courses taught by 22 faculty
members.

Approximately 827 students were enrolled in 2532 hours during

Semester II, 18 students attempted student teaching assignments during the
first semester, 18 during second semester. A total of 23 B.S. degrees with
majors in Physical Education were awarded during 1975-76.
The Undergraduate Professional Physical Education faculty maintained
its on-going interest in curricular matters. The undergraduate course
requirements for Physical Education majors and minors, athletic coaching minors,
Athletic Training option majors and Adaptive Physical

E~ucation

and Corrective

Therapy majors were revised. These changes, which will go into effect in the
F'111J of 1976, allow students to graduate with the normal Hl8-130 hours instead

uf 138-141 hours. Hopefully, these changes also improve the quality of our
programs. However, several faculty members feel there is need for further
revision in terms of decreasing the number of required physical education
courses and increasing the number of elective credits. There is also a need
to begin working on a non-teaching sport science track.
The past year was a time when previous curricular changes were put into
action. The skill competency program is now an actuality. Evaluation of this
new requlrt.'ment will begin with next years' Junior Block class.
Swimming for tht.' Handieapped was added to the content of I'.E. 466 (Special
PhyH.I en] Edut:nt iun) for the first

t

imn d\iring the second semester. This appears

to be a valuable addition and will certainly improve the preparation of our
students.
community.

In addition, it has proven to be a valuable service to the local

Another project this year involved the assignment of four
student teachers, under the supervision of Dr. John Gustafson and
a physical education graduate student, to the Albuquerque Academy.
These

people were responsible for the curriculum and instruction

at that institution.
Needed improvements were made this year in terms of facilities
and equipment. For the first time in several years, enough money was
allocated toward equipment that we can now operate most of our programs
adequately. Also, since Dr. Seidler has been given released time, several
improvements have been made in our facilities.

Currently plans are

being implemented to remodel Johnson Gym 124 to better meet the needs
of our department. In addition, Johnson Gym classrooms (118, 120, 124)
have been hooked up by cables to the Instructional Media Building. A
major (and much needed) facilities request is being formulated.
W.ith the help of Bill De Groot and Bill Blair, Teacher and Course
Evaluations have been scored by the Computer Center this year. Procedures
for administering these questionnaires have become standardized and
consistent from semester to semester.
Several members of the Physical Education faculty carried special
assignments, some of which involved released time. These people were
rt!SJHmsibl e to the Chairman of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
'l'huse raculty wen! ns follows:
Dr. De Groot

Coordinator, Basic Instruction Program and
Intramurals and Recreation

Pr. Mary Jo Campbell

Coordinator, Undergraduate Professional
Physical Education and Women's Intramurals

Dr. Hemming Atterbom

Operation of Human Performance Laboratory
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Dr. Armond Seidler

Facilities

Dr. Frank Papcsy

Adaptive Physical Education and
Corrective Therapy

Dr. John Gustafson

Director,.Student Teaching Assignments

Dr. Leon Griffin

Coordinator, Health, Physical Education
and Recreation, Graduate Coordinator

Plans have been approved to move Dr. Campbell and Dr. De Groot out of
Intramurals and Recreation. They will become full time physical education
faculty in the 1976-77 school year.
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The purpose of the University of New Mexico Intramural/
Campus Recreation program was to provide every student, faculty
and staff member with an opportunity to participate in sports
activities and to develop desirable physical, mental, and
social skills that may be transferred into everyday life.
The program is designed to encourage and welcome all university
persons regardless of individual ability.

The 75-76 program

again consisted of five areas of program emphasis; (a) informal
recreation-free play, (b) recreational clinics, (c) co-recreational activities, (d) individual and dual sports, and (e)
team competition.

The Intramural/Campus Recreation staff also

aided the University of New Mexico sport clubs by advising,
scheduling facilities, and serving as a publicity agent for
various special events.
I.

General Program Information

A.

Informal Recreation/Free Pla¥·

according to the facility utilized.

Recreation hours varied
Swimming pool hours were:

Monday-Friday 7:00 A.M. - 9:30 P.M. Saturday - Sunday 1:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M.
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Free play hours in the gyms varied according to class
schedules.

The handball courts were open from 10:30 A.M. to

5:30 P.M. and from 6:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

Vacation break

recreation hours were from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M •.if budgetary
considerations allowed.
Administrative Problems.

Due to unrestricted access to Johnson

and Carlisle Gymnasiums, remodification of both facilities are
recommended to limit access to UNM students, faculty and staff.
Theft within Johnson Gym again continued to exist.
Several solutions appeared to surface during the year.

Security

aids were employed to patrol the locker rooms; numerous signs
were posted requesting recreation users to safeguard valuables;
and a more secure lock was procured for general check-out.
B.

Co-Recreational Activities.

scheduled for 75-76:

The following activities were

Inner-tube Water Polo, Track and Field,

Badminton, Bowling, Paddleball, Softball (Mushball), Swimming,
Basketball-freethrow, Billiards, Volleyball, Archery and Frisbee.
Billiards, Frisbee and Basketball-freethrow were offered as new
activities during the year.

Golf was the only co-recreational

activity that did not show sufficient interest to hold a
tournament.

Participation figures

are listed on page 3.

for co-recreational activities
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Activity
Inner-tube Water Polo
Track and Field

Participants
118
12

Badminton

8

Bowling

8

Paddleball

8

Softball (Mushball)
Swimming

189

50

Basketball-freethrow

8

Billiards

6

Volleyball

160

Archery

4

Frisbee

25

c.

Women's Activities.

Skiing, Billiards, Cross-Country, Hand-

ball, Golf, Archery, Frisbee, Springboard Diving, Fencing and
Swimming were offered as new activities during the year.
are listed the activities with participation figures:
Activity
Volleyball

120

Skiing

1

Table Tennis (Doubles)
(Singles)
Bowling
Badminton

Participants

14
8
8

(Doubles)
(Singles)

16
21

Below
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Activity

Partici12ation

Billiards

3

Softball

168

Cross-Country
Handball

12
5

Golf

6

Archery

2

Raquetball (Doubles)
(Singles)

4
3

Track and Field

4

Basketball

90

Frisbee

20

Springboard Diving

5

Fencing

8

Tennis (Doubles)
(Singles)

20
8

Powder Puff Football

300

Swimming

29

Gymnastics
D. Individual and Dual Sports.

4

The format of this program

allowed the competitors to schedule preliminary matches within
a specific time frame (usually one week).

The final rounds of

the tournament were held over a weekend period.

Activities held

in this category with participation figures are listed on page 5.
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Activity

Participants

Archery

6

Badminton

42

Bowling

27

Faculty/Staff Tennis Tournament

45

Fall Tennis Classic

139

Fencing

18

Golf

61

Handball Singles

24

One-on~one

Basketball

62

Power lifting

16

Raquetball Doubles

42

Raquetball Singles

64

Skiing

18

Tennis Doubles

116

Tennis Singles

81

Track and Field
E.

Team Sports.

i22
The format of this program included paid,

student officials and was organized by the Intramural
Staff.

Team sports were very popular.

category are listed on page 6.

Activities held in this

8fl9 .

Activity

ParticiEation

Basketball

518

Faculty/Staff Basketball

89

Faculty/Staff Noon Hour Basketball

40

5'10" and Under Basketball

317

Cross Country

75

Flag Football

422

Inner-tube Water Polo

140

Softball

450

Swimming

194

Three on Three Basketball

213

Volleyball

210

F.

Non-Credit Recreation Program,

number of activities.

This program included a

Students, faculty and staff were able

to sign up for Beginning Tennis, Intermediate Tennis, Advanced
Tennis, Basic Water Safety, Beginning Swimming, Beginning Diving,
Raquetball, Handball, Volleyball, Exercise Fitness for Women,
Golf, Run For Your Life and Trampolining.
G.

Publicity.

A rather important development occured within

this area of emphasis.

An

arrangement was contracted with the

student newspaper to publish two pages per month of intramural/
campus recreation material.

In turn, the intramural program
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staff secured advertising to support this section.

Many

positive responses from the intramural participants occured.
H.

Staff Structure Changes.

The staff structure of the

Intramural/Campus Recreation Program will incur the following
changes effective July 1, 1976:

Two Assistant coordinators

of Intramural/Campus Recreation will be employed on a one-half
time basis.
of programs.

These individuals will be supervising a variety
The coordinator of the program will be full-time

in a staff designated position.

This chan·ge will provide a

great deal of stability to the program.
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SECTION ONE - Student Data
In spite of some drastic changes, some good, others not so good;
some planned, some not planned, Health Education is alive and thrivi,ng
at U.N.l-1.

During. the school year, 1975-76 (including summer, 1975),

1,898 students were enrolled in the service and professional courses.

Credit hours generated were 5,115.

There were 68 professional students

working toward the B.S. in Health Education; there were 42 in the M.S.
program, and 7 in doctoral programs.

Approximately, half of the pro-

fessional students in Health Education have Spanish surnames and the
number of Native American and Black students is growing.

In 1975-1976,

5 students finished the Bachelor of Science; 8 received the Master of
Sc~ence;

and 1 was awarded the Ph.D.

A slight decrease in student enrollment for the year is attributable to several factors.

;First, the addition of a second graduate

assistant (which was great) after the schedule for Semester I, was
already made up and all pre-registrations completed.
decrease in the number of sections of

a.

Second, a

Ed. 164 (First Aid) and

H. Ed. 171 (Personal & Community Health), from five to one and two
respectively.

This was done in order to meet the faculty needs for

the growing professional degree programs.
The change from multiple sections of First Aid and Personal &
Community Health was unsatisfactory to both faculty and students
and plans now are to return to the multiple sections for 1976-1977.
Of continuing concern to the Health, Education faculty is the problem
of providing quality education for students for the large service program in light of the rapidly growing professional degree programs.
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Unless additional faculty is made available, it is entirely possible
that the service program may be curtailed.

Certainly, with increasing

demand for health educators, the professional programs must not be
neglected.

SECTION TWO - Curriculum and Related Data
More and more of the positions .for Health Education graduates,
particularly those with advanced degrees, include in their qualifications the ability to teach courses in community health education.
Nationwide there. is a strong trend to prepare the professional Health
Educator equally well in school and college health and in community
health.

This is particularly true at the graduate level.

We have

made a start in that direction by developing courses that emphasize
important aspects of community health education.

These courses 1 still

taught as "Topics", are basic in the preparation of well qualified
Health Educators.

Every effort should be made to move the courses

from "Topics" to regular status!

1.

H.Ed. 247, Topics: Environmental Health
H.Ed. 447, Topics: Community Health: Program
Planning & Development
H.Ed. 447, Topics: Epidemiology
H.Ed. 547, Topics: Health Behavior
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SECTION THREE - Instructional Personnel
There were four full time faculty, two graduate assistants and
five adjuncts serving in the instructional programs.

One full time

faculty member (Allen Steckler) resigned at mid-year to take another
position.

His position was filled for Semester II, 1975-1976, by

Mrs. Elaine Stone.
Full time Faculty are:
Ella May Samll, Ed.D.
(retiring, July 16,1976)
Paul Dearth, Dr. P. H.

Professor & Coordinator
Associate Professor

Allen Steckler, Dr. P. H.

Associate Professor
thru Semester I, 1975-76

Wesley Alles, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor

Part time Faculty are:
Elaine Stone, M.s., M.P.H.
replacing Allen Steckler,

Teaching Associate
Semester II, 1975-76

James Burdine, M.P.H.

Graduate Assistant

Lila Hutcherson, B.S.

Graduate Assistant

The five adjuncts who volunteered their services are:
Fred Cohn, M.D.

(Human Sexuality)

Marion Fleck, Ph.D.

{Graduate Committees)

Fred Moeller, M.S. of
American Red Cross

(Emergency Health Care)

Tim Brady, B.S. of
American Red Cross

(First Aid)

_Carol Cassell, M.S.
Family Planning

(Human Sexuality)
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These individuals, all true professionals in their own fields,
have added stature to our programs.

Without their help, offerings

would have been curtailed and many students turned away.

As of May 18,

1976 the department lost the valuable services of the two American Red
Cross personnel, Fred Moeller and Tim Brady.
missed.

They will be greatly

Respected by students and faculty alike, these men were

accepted as more than just adjuncts.
colleagues.

They have been true professional

We hope that the university will see fit to acknowledge

the years of devoted service donated by Fred Moeller and Tim Brady.
The Health Education faculty carry their share of committee assignments and other responsibilities in The Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Department, The College of Education and The University
of New Mexico.

All, including the part-time instructors have been

extensively involved in local, state and national organi.zations and
projects.

The following brief summaries indicate the kinds of

involvements:
Ella May Small - Professor & Program Coordinator
1.

Campus Activities
1.1 U.N.M. Scholarship & Student Aid committee
1.2 H.P.E.R. Graduate Committee
1.3 Joint Committee for Health Education &
Health Sciences
1.4 Continued program evaluation and revision

2.

Off Campus Activities
2.1 Consultant, Comprehensive School Health Education
a.
b.
c.
d.

Albuquerque Public Schools, including the
new Career Enrichment Center
New Mexico State Department of Education
National Children's Television Workshop:
"Feeling Good."
Governor's Committee on Uses of Educational
Television
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2.2

Organization and Agencies
a. Continuing member, Governing Council,
American Eublic Health Association
b. Member: A.P.H.A. Accreditation Panel
(official accrediting body for
programs in community health}
c. Member: Steering Committee for Nursing
Programs, American Red Cross
d. Honored by The New Mexico School Health
Association, May, 1976, as the recipient
of the Association's first Honor Award.
The "Ella May Small Award" will be
awarded annually to an outstanding leader
in Health Education
e. Attended National ["ieeting, American School
Association, Denver, Colorado
f. Invited as a delegate to the National
Conference on Physicians, Schools and
Communities. Chicago.
g. Member: Planning Board for Joint Spring
Conference of Eight state Health Agencies.

Dr. Small will retire - July 31, 1976.
Paul B. Dearth
1. Campus Activities
1.1
1.2
2.

Off Campus Activities
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

3.

Member, Joint Committee, Health Education &
Health Sciences
Chairman, Search Committee for two positions
in Health Education

Workshop: "Sexuality E;ducation", Sponsored by
The Urban Research Group of H.E.W.
Dallas, Texas
Speaker: Conference of Community Health,Workers.
Isleta Pueblo. "Sexuality Education."
Attended National Convention: American School
Health Association. Denver, Colorado
Attended Spring Meeting, Eight State Health
Agencies

Honors
3.1

Elected: Fellow, American School Health
Association
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Wesley F. Alles, Assistant Professor
1.

Campus Activities
1.1

1. 2

1.3
1.4
1. 5
1.6

2,

New Courses developed
a. Consumer Health
b. Workshop: Safety Education for Teachers
Extension Course, Safety an.d First Aid
Bernalillo, New Mexico
Member: College Education Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee
Member: Search Committee for two positions
in Health Education
Member: HPER Cornrni ttee on l-1ul ti-Cul tural
Education
Member: HPER - library resource and acquisition committee.

Off Campus Activities
2,1

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Board of Directors, New Mexico Health Education
CoalH.ion
Program Committee, New Mexico Health Education
Coalition
Elected to Board of Directors, "Mastercare".
Program Planning Committee, New Mexico Heart
Association
Group Facilitator: State conference on cancer,
sponsored by N.M. Health EdUcation Coalition
and American Cancer Association
organizations and Agencies
a. Membership Chairman, N.M. School Health
Association
b. Appointed 'l'.E.P.S. Commission: Sub-Committee
on preparing teachers for environmental
health
c. Elected to Research Council, American School
Health Association
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Elaine Stone - Teaching Associate (has been appointed to
the position, Assistant Professor, Health
Education beginning Fall Semester, 1976-1977)
1.

Campus Activities
Mrs. Stone has been on the faculty just one
semester. However, our students have benefited
from her expertise while she was Assistant Director
of The New Mexico Health Education Coalition and
Health Education Program Planner for The New Mexico
Regional Medical Program. Currently, she is teaching two graduate courses in Community Health Education, supervising master's level field experiences
and serving on master's thesis committees. She
also is actively involved in grant proposal writing.
Her doctoral research, funded by H.E.W., Bureau of
Health Education, will be presented in New York C:i.ty,
June, 1976, as a national model for evaluating the
effects of Health Education.

2.

Community Activities
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

President-elect of New Mexico School Health
Association
Member: Advisory task force for Community Health
Educator Training Program Legislative
Committee
Group facilitator for two conferences on Pre~
venting Cancer in New Mexico
Member: Health & Welfare Task Force for the
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce
Member: Advisory Committee for Cancer Ladder
Program of community health representatives
Chairperson, Planning Committee for Joint
Conference of eight state health agencies.
"Comprehensive School Health Education,
1976-1980."
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SECTION FOUR -'Multi-cultural Involvement
The Health Education programs are attractive to young people
representing the variety of cultures in New Mexico.

The undergraduate

and graduate professional programs include Native American, Spanish
American, Black and Anglo students.

All of us benefit from the inter-

change of ideas from each culture.
In addition, the faculty and students in Health Education are
involved in a number of projects specifically related to cultural
diversity.
1.

Extension courses at Laguna-.Acoma and Isleta pueblos.

2.

Program planning evaluation with the Jemez Indian
Health Care Team: Clinic education for new expectant
mothers.

3.

Worked with indigenous community health opinion
leaders in Truchas. Designed ways of evaluating
the health training of opinion leaders, most of
whom are non-readers.

4.

Produced health information radio program for
Native Americans aired by Station KILC, and
evaluated the effectiveness of the program by a
survey of Isleta Pubelo.

5.

Developed and implemented a cost benefit analysis
for a Health Education program designed for all
cultures and all age groups.

6.

Evaluated the Home Health Care program sponsored by
St. Joseph's Hospital -- to determine the levels of
satisfaction by the recipients of the care. More than
half of the recipients are Spanish American.

7.

Designed program for Indian Health Service Team for
training community health representatives in the northern
tier pueblos.
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SECTION FIVE - Funded Projects
There are no projects funded directly to and for The University
Health Education programs.

However, the .faculty and students are

working in projects proposed and funded through other agencies -especially The New Mexico Health Education Coalition.

Examples of

these projects are:
1.

A cost-reimbursement contract with The Bureau of
Health Education to develop health education
models as alternatives to the health care systems
in rural Indian and Barrio sites in New Mexico.
(Proposai written. by Elaine Stone.)

2.

Elaine Stone also developed a $139,000-three year
grant proposal for The Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome Information & Counseling Project funded
by Maternal and. Children Services, H.E~W. This
grant was written for The Medical Investigation
Office at the University of New Mexico School
of Medicine.

Health Education faculty and graduate students have been employed
to work with these projects in a variety of ways.
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L.

SUMMARY
The Health Education Programs at U.N.M. are at the crossroads.
The directions taken in the near future will determine the degree to
which the programs can continue to expand their services to the students, the local community and the state.

In a few short years, 1962-

1976, Health Education has moved from minimal service course offerings
and no professional de.gree programs to its present status.
and graduates are recognized nationally.

Its faculty

The education and health

agencies in New Mexico have grown accustomed to our faces and familiar
with our written communication regar<;ling the much-needed up grading
of school and community health education.
As of August, 1976, a new Coordinator will take over and a new
full-time faculty member will fill the vacancy left by Allan Steckle.r.
There is much remaining to .be done.

Of major importance is the pursuit

of the recommendations resulting from a year's work of The Joint
Committee on Health Education and Health Sciences.

This committee was

established to study and recommend ways in which Health Education and
The Health Sciences could coordinate the efforts of both for more
effective health education and health care in New Mexico schools and
communities.

Nothing has been heard from the committee's report since

it was submitted to the administrative personnel early in 1976.
By 19 80, all public schools in New Mexico must have. fully implernented comprehensive health education.

The health education faculty

at U.N.M. has taken the lead in helping the state to move toward that
goal.

A major concern is for the quality of the programs

developed

and the caliber of the instructional personnel assigned to teach
health.

New Mexico's children and youth deserve the best-- and

should receive nothing less.
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The Report of the Department of Home Economics
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Ednell M. Snell, Chairman

I.

General Departmental information
A.

This was rather a slow year in the department with

many young inexperienced faculty.

First semester was spent

in looking at department offerings and objectives.

Finalized

objectives were not established pending hiring of a new
department chairman.

Two attempts at national recruitment

resulted in only bringing one candidate to campus for
department chairman.

After the interview, the decision was made

to offer Mary Margaret Smith the acting chairmanship for 1976-77.

The Coordinated Undergraduate Program in Community Dietetics had
to be transferred to the Medical School because of a lack o£
resources in the College of Education.

Students planning .to

graduate in June of 1977 will receive degrees in Home Economics.

There continued to be a need for a Foods and Nutrition program
with emphasis on food service and nutrition.

One person

completed the food service specialization and received a
certificate.

In response to the school lunch and commercial

foods people, Dr. Lendal Kotschevar conducted two - one week
workshops on commercial food production and commercial food
management during June.

Approximately 150 students were

enrolled in the two workshops.

Two proposals were written and submitted second semester.
a.

The State Department of Vocational Education requested

a proposal for a teacher educator with Future Homemakers of
America.
b.

Notification has not been received to date.
An EPDA proposal for training certified vocational

educators to train youth to work in new careers for the elderly
was submitted.

In compiling the proposal considerable interest

was generated from the Metro area on Aging, Health Social
Service Department and the. Governor's Office on Aging.

Word

was received that this proposal was not funded, but we were
encouraged to resubmit.

The department offered three Topics courses this year.

Aging

in the Family was offered spring and summer and filled both
times.

There appears to be a need and interest in expanding

these areas.
Summer of 1976 we offered a Topics in The Multicultural
Approach to Clothing and it also was well received.
Milanovich taught the course.

Norma

There is need for faculty who

can develop new meaningful courses in this area.
Topics Strategies and Materials for Day Care Pre-School had a
small enrollment but appeared to meet the needs of people
employed in pre-school education.
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B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future .••

At this time there appears to be three immediate needs.
1.

The Graduate program discussions need to be pulled together

and implemented into the program.
2.

The general education requirements in the home economics

education program need to be reworked,

There appears to be more

need for flexibility in the natural science and behavioral
emphasis.

The elimination of some of the general courses in

some departments who are building doctoral programs has made
meaningful electives very difficult.
3.

There is an increasing interest in a Foods and Nutrition

program of studies that would allow students to develop a
speciality in nutrition or food service management.

C.

Appointments to staff,,,

Fall of 1975
Edward Naimark, PhD - Purdue, Child Development and Family
Relations.

Two years post doctoral - University of Southern

California.
Sue S. Park, PhD - Oregon State University, Foods and Nutrition.
Kathryn Holmes, MS, Early Childhood - UNM.

Day Care Supervisor.

Spring 1976
Norma Milanovich, ABD - University of Texas, C & I.

Temporary

for one semester.
Summer 1976
Elizabeth Quintana, ABD, Colorado State University, Foods and
Nutrition.

3

D.

Separations from staff •••

Carol Geer - One year contract not continued as specialization was
not needed.
Madeline Nasby (half time) Did not apply for new full time
position.
Kathryn Holmes - Day Care Supervisor - husband transferred.
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II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements ..•

1.

Advanced study •••
Ednell M. Snell - Attended a Value Clarification Workshop by
Sid Simmons.
Mary M. Smith - Began doctoral program:
University, Ft. Colling, Colorado.

Colorado State

Department of Vocational

Education.
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves, travel ..•
Mary M. Smith - Leave of Absence - 1975-76 for graduate study.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc •.••
Mary M. Smith - Recipient of Educational Professional
Development Act - Fellowship.

Nominated by State of New Mexico,

Vocational Education Division of State Dept. of Education.
4.

Publications ••.
none

5.

Other research projects or creative work •••
Eleonora Sanders - Pilot study - Feasibility of Counseling
Weight Control Groups in an In-plant situation; with Dr. Arthur
Kaufman, Family Practice Dept. UNM.
Edward S. Naimark- Non-verbal techniques in marital therapy;
Navajo and Anglo-Saxon marriages: some difficulties.

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies .••
Ednell M. Snell - Career Education Conference in Teacher
Education; .Attended N. M. Home Economics Association annual
meeting.

Albuquerque Home Economics Association.

5
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Imogean McMurray - Attended annual meeting of New Mexico
Home Economics Association, Albuquerque, April, 1975.
Mary M. Smith - New Mexico Home Economics Association
meeting, April 1975.

American Vocational Association

National Meeting, December 1975.
Carol R. Geer - Education Professions Development
Conference (EPDA) in Dallas, Texas.

American Vocational

Association convention in Anaheim, California.

New Mexico

Home Economics convention.
Eleonora Sanders - January, Conference Cardiovascular
Diesease; February, Conf. Gerontology; March, New Mexico
Dietetic Association; N. M. Public Health Assn., Nutrition
Symposium - Speaker.

April, N. M. Home Economics

Association, Four Corners Dietetic Assn., Salt Lake City.
A.D.A. legislation workshop, Salt Lake City; May - New
Mexico Council Food.
Edward S. Naimark- New Mexico Nurses Association- "On
Death and Dying" (Dr. E. Kubler-Ross).
7.

Other professional activities •••
Ednell M. Snell - Talk on Teacher Competencies at N. M.
Home Economics Association.
Mary M. Smith - Presented program for Home Management Family Economics at meeting of New Mexico Home Economics
Association, April 1975.

Panel on Consumer Problems for

Community College and Class - Spring 1975.
Eleonora Sanders- University Speakers Bureau calls, Jan.,
Sept.; Albuquerque Home Economics monthly; N. M. Affiliate-

6
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Diabetes Assn. - monthly; Dist III Council Food Nutrition &
Health - monthly; Southwest Maternity Center - Professional
consultant.

Displays: Food Fair- May; State Fair- Aug.;

Women in Health Day - Sept.

Symposium - planner School

Lunch - October; T. V. News Conference - Sept.
Edward S Naimark- Addressed Home Management House (Dept.
of Home Economics) Topic: Interpersonal Relations.
Consultant to New Mexico Committee on Children and Youth.
Sue S. Park - Speaker in Nutrition Workshop of Home Education
Livelihood Program (H.E.L.P.) held in Albuquerque on November
6, 1975.

Confered with a staff member of H.E.L.P. in regard

to the Lunch Program.
8.

Non-teaching University Service ••.
Ednell M. Snell - Administrative Committee - COE; Local
Advisory Committee for J. C. Penney's; Faculty Advisor Kappa Omicron Phi.
Mary M. Smith - Faculty Advisor - Kappa Omicron Phi - Spring
1975.

Chairman of Home Economics Department Search Committee

for Chairman - Spring 1975.
Carol R. Geer- Student Advisor, Elected for Student Section
of American Home Economics Association for State of New Mexico.
Home Ec. department committee on Development of Department
Objectives and Goals.

Member of Committee- Advising Committee

for Program Development.

Member of Committee - New Mexico EPDA

Advisory Committee for Vee-Tech & Adult Education.
Edward S. Naimark- Undergraduate Curriculum Committee College of Education.

Marital Therapy for students ( 3 - 4

hours per week).
7

)

.
Sue S. Park - Member of CUPID - Community Nutrition Committee.
Member of Nutrition Advisory Committee, Member of Multicultural Education Committee of COE.

9.

Public service ••.
Ednell M. Snell - Altrusa Community Service Committee,
In-kind contribution to Amigos.
Imogean McMurray - Neighborhood volunteer drive 'for Cystic
Fibrosis.

Junior Department in Sunday School, F.irst Baptist

Church.
Eleonora Sanders - Consultant for Nutrition Information
Center, Medical Sciences Library - UNM; Zonta International;
Consultant for Student Health Service - UNM.
10.

Personal information .••
none
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
R. L. Wagoner·, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year.
1.

Plans for a senior block in the certification program were. approved.
Although minor differences between program areas will exist, the
following components are common to all:
a.

Some amount of all-day commitment at some time during.student
teaching.

b.

Some observation of the supervising teacher by the student
teacher.

c,

Specific attention to special methods.

d.

Both seminar and clinical experiences.

e.

A range of credit hours available.

f.

Clinical responsibilities for the faculty members involved.

g.

The total program {junior and senior blocks) to be a threesemester sequence.

h.

The development of specific competencies.

i.

The probable replacement, in the sequence, of EF 290.

j.

Flexibility enough to allow student teachers to work in teams,
when appropriate.

2.

The graduate committee of the department was made a standing
committee. The members for the remainder of the academic year
were Wilson Ivins (Chairman}, Frank Field and Edwin Weber.

The

position of Coordinator of Graduate Studies was established and
Professor Paul Tweeten appointed.

. T'

··~
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3.

Other committees active during the year were:
a.

Senior block committee (ad hoc)
Sigmund Mierzwa (Chairman)
Robert \1hite
John Van Gundy
Elizabeth \4all s
Lanni Alexander (Graduate Student)

b.

Screening committee (standing)
George Hirshfield (Chairman)
Leopolda Macias
Julia Ellis (Graduate Student)
Richard Bruce (Graduate Student)

c.

Alternatives and options committee (ad hoc)
Robert Doxtater (Chairman)
Robert Nesbitt
Mildred Pittman
Mary Ann Flynn

d.

Sabbatical, promotion and tenure committee (standing)
George Stoumbis (Chairman)
Jerry Cunico
Childress McQueen

e.

Post-bachelor's certification committee (ad hoc)
George Hirshfield (Chairman)
Jerry Cunico

4.

The remainder of the program and procedure recommendations made
by the Graduate Committee in the previous academic year were
approved.

5.

New entrance requirements and procedures for doctoral study were
approved by the department.

6.

The departmen\'s request for approval of an on-site teacher education
program at Ramah Navajo High School was approved by the University.
Courses at Ramah were offered through Extension during the 1975-76
academic year.

The on-site approval was to be effective Fall Semester,

1976. Twelve students were enrolled in the program in 1975-76.
Dr. Sigmund Hierzwa was the coordinator of the program.
-2-
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7.

The department attempted to hold a conference, in February, on
"Schools and Other Means .for Learning."
at the Albuquerque Convention Center.
the conference was cancelled.

It was to have been held
Because of inadequate response,

Professor Robert Doxtater, coordin-

ator of the conference, devoted a great amount of time, thought and
energy to the project.

He had secured outstanding speakers, planned

an exce 11 ent program and conducted an extensive mail and telephone
research and publicity campaign.

The decision to cancel the con-

ference was made with extreme regret.
8.

The Associate of Arts degree in Secretarial and Office Supervision
was given University approval.

9.

The major and minor in Bilingual Education were given University
approval.

10.

The department approved the report of the Alternatives and Options
committee for a major in adult education with various options
pass i bl e.

11.

Five graduate students in the department were awarded fellowships
to study bilingual education under a grant from the Department of
Health, Education and
Graduate School.

\~elfare

to the College of Education and the

Another five graduate students were awarded

fellowships to the study for post-secondary teaching a H.E.W.
grant to the department of Secondary Education.

The Vocational

Division of the State Department of Education renewed its grant

•

to the department for the position of Health Occupations Teacher
Educator; Dr. Mildred Pittman was re-employed for the position.
The Industrial Education program received a grant from the State
-3-
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Department of Education for the teaching of the Industrial Arts
Curriculum Project.
12,

The department and the Division of Continuing Education received a
grant from the Department of Health, Education and Helfare to conduct in-service education for branch college instructors.

One

institute was conducted in the summer and ·fall of 1975; a second
one was to be held in the summer of 1976.
13.

On the resignation of t1r. Robert Ruiz-Esparza, Professor George
Stoumbis was designated interim chairman of the New Mexico North
Central Associat·ion State Committee.

In the Spring, the State

Committee voted he be made permanent chairman.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.

1.

In the undergraduate program, full implementation of the Senior
Block is yet to be achieved.

Both Business Education

(~1hich

has

used a senior block for several years) and Industrial Education
have implemented the Senior Block.

Other programs are in various

staged of implementation. There are problems which must be solved
before full implementation can be achieved.

One problem is the

allocation of appropriate classroom space by the University.

A

second is the way in which special methods instruction is offered,
so.that students can have the advantage of preparation for both
their major and minor teaching fields.
2.

Agreement needs to be reached with other departments which prepare

• teachers.
secondary school

In some cases, students in these depart-

ments minor in teaching fields under the jurisdiction of Secondary
Education and become certified in these fields without approval
from or instruction from this department.
-4-
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3.

Review of doctoral retention practices will take place in the
coming year, as will review of doctoral program and course offerings.

4.

A prime concern for the department will be the recruitment of new
faculty members:

specializations needed are Business Education,

Industrial Education, Curriculum and Adult Education.

In particular,

the department's efforts to expand its acti viti es in adult and pastsecondary education will be greatly affected by the acquisition of
an appropriate person.
5.

The alternative degree program with options

~equires

additional

development and requires approval by the College and University.
6.

Efforts will be continued to develop an appropriate interdepartmental
program for the preparation of teachers at the middle-school level.

7.

New regulations concerning the certification of secondary school
teachers require the department to modify its pre-service program
and to provide in-service instruction for practicing teachers.
Because only one faculty member in the department is qualified to
teach reading instruction, the use of part-time faculty will be
necessary.

8.

After three years of existence, a major evaluation of the Junior
Block program is in order.

It is hoped that enough cost-of-

education allowance funds will remain from the E.P.D.A. fellowships to allow the use of outside evaluators.
B.(l)

Significant achievements in multi-cultural education.
Although these havifbeen described above, it seems appropriate to repeat
them in this section.
-5-

1.

Five graduate students were granted fellowships to study bilingual
education.

2.

Five other graduate students were granted fellowships to prepare
for teaching in multi-cultural post-secondary institutions.

3.

A major and a minor in Bilingual Education (secondary) were
approved by the University.

4.

With Continuing Education, the department received a grant to
conduct in-service education for teachers in multi-cultural
post-secondary institutions.

5.

Courses were conducted, through Continuing Education, for
teacher trainees at Ramah Navajo High School.

In addition, the

department received approval of its proposal for on-site instruction at Ramah next year.
C.

D.

E.

Appointments to staff
1.

Mary Ann Flynn, Instructor, Business Education, August, 1975.

2.

John Van Gundy, Instructor, Industrial Education, August, 1975.

Separations from staff
1.

Robert Ruiz-Esparza.

Resigned. August, 1975.

2.

Mary Ann Flynn.

End of Contract.

~1ay,

3.

John Van Gundy.

End of Contract.

May, 1976.

4.

Wilson Ivins.

Retired.

1976.

May, 1976.

Program Review
1.

During the 1975 summer session and the 1975-76 academic year, 238
students

appl~ed

for admissjon to Secondary Education.

Of these,

151 were admitted, 28 were denied, and 49 were held for later action
contingent upon subsequent grade reports. There were 80 undergraduates
who completed degrees in the time period.
-6-

2.

During the year, 200 students were enro 11 ed in master's degree
programs, 8 in Education Specialists (C&I), and 53

i~

doctoral

programs (C&I); 64 completed master's degrees, 1 completed the
Education Specialist program and 5 the doctorate.
3.

In general secondary education, fall-spring student credit hours
were 3192, fewer than the previous year.

Summer session student

credit hours were 1029 as compared to 1170 for the previous summer.

-7-
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II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements

1.

Advanced Study:
William B. Runge - Reading, Sabbatical travel, attendance at meetings.

2.

Sabbaticals, leave of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc,, during
the period:
·
George Hirshfield - Revi~ed and reexamined town of Fairplay, Colorado
where my sabbatical was spent. Honors retreat (D.H.
Lawrence) with instructors and students of the General
Studies (honors) program.
William B. Runge- Fall, 1975, leave to travel and visit other universities
and revise materials used in the COE. Special report
will be submitted on activities.
Edwin J. Weber - Workshop: University of Northern Iowa, Emily Griffith
Vocational School (Denver), West )exas State University.
Traveled extensively in New Mexico.
Robert H. White- Sabbatical leave--Beersheba, Israel, August, 1974-May,
1975.. Guest l etturi ng--Uni versi ty of the Neg eve, Beersheba, Israel, December, 1974-May, 1975.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Frank R. Field - PDK Leadership Award,
Robert D. Kline - President, New Mexico Sport Writers and Photographers.
William B. Runge - Appointed Acting Director of UNM Bureau of Educational
Planning and Development during spring semester (Dr.
Tonigan on leave).
George Stoumbis - National Advisory Board--J.A.M.--National Association o.f Secor
dary School Principals Association. Member--Executive Commit~
N.M. Assn. Secondary School Principals Association.

4.

Publications:
George Hirshfield - Inter-band Calibration Stability for the Collins R-388
R-388 (51-JO, HAM RADIO [date not known yet]).
Intra-department follow-up review (see 2 above) article~
Four citations in Cumulative Index of Ham Radio (Dec., 1975}
Robert D. Kline • Grant - Higher Education Grant, Title VI-A.
William B. Runge- "Handbook for Secondary Student Teaching," Mimeo. 56 pp.
Used in Department courses. Other reports and materials have
been prepared serving on committees in the department, colle~
university and the State Department. Proposals for grants
~ave been developed.
Paul W. Tweeten - Accepted: "Attitudinal Differences between Junior High School
Students, Teachers, and Parents on Topics of Current Interest,
Science Education Journal.
Elizabeth I. Walls -Abstract, "An Appraisal of Business Education Programs in
Post-Secondary Institutions in Kentucky, 11 Journa 1 of
Business Education, 1975, Volume 50, No.7, p. 301.
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Robert H. White - Submitted article to Journal of Reading-"A Cooperative
In-service Program in Reading", Dec. 1975.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed during period:
Gerald E. Cunico - Proposal submitted to Department of Education: Industrial Education Teacher Dissatisfaction - Implications
for Teacher SUpply and Demand.
Frank R. Field - Wrote: IACP Summer Workshop EPDA Proposal (Funded).
Co-Authored: Industrial Arts Teacher Dissatifaction Study
Proposal (Under Consideration).
Co-Authored: Revised U.N.M. Industrial Education Student
Teaching Manual.
Wrote: Industrial Education Senior B1 ock Program & Study
Packs (18).
Co-Authored: Vocational Certification Curriculum Package.
George Hirshfield - Evaluation of the Teaching Techniques of the Mathematics
120 Program ( "self-pacing" v Standard Lecture
Method) for two semesters--! and II 1974-75.
Inter-departmental cooperative effort to get three
courses for in-service teachers of English. Prof~.
Warner, Tillotson, and Johnson (English Dept.)
taught the three courses.
Mildred M. Pittman - Awarded EPDA Subproject:
Alternate Curriculum.

Health Occupations Education

William B. Runge- Spring career education institute condected with BIA
at Ft. Wingate-sponsored by them.
APS~UNM-U of A joint in-service project for teachers
in career education.
UNM health occupations teacher education project
continuing in cooperation with state department
of vocational education.
Paul W. Tweeten - Director, NSF Grant, GU-8618 (completed).
Director, NSF Grant, PES 75-02535 (in progress).
AEC Workshop
Pet Ind. - Workshop
Roderic L. Wagoner - Grant:
Grant:

HEW, $35,00D, Fellowships, 2-yr. College Teaching
1 yr.
HEW, $65,000, in-service for branch college
teachers, 1 yr.

Edwin J. Weber - Am working on Personal Notetaking Book for Forkner
~ublishing Corporation. Have submitted 25 chapters
to the publisher.
Robert H. White - UNM Research Allocation-$1442.00--Research project on
Kibbiutz Education in Israel, 1974-1975.
In progress: Developing sentence and Paragraph Writing
Ski 11 s--workbooks for students 7th gr. to adults,
Individualizing English Instruction--text for English
teachers with Hirshfield.
-9-
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Activities in learned and professional societies:
Gerald E. Cunico - Faculty advisor - Phi Delta Kappa; president Epsilon
Phi Tau; member Publications Committee for American
Vocational Association; attended American Vocational
Association Convention, Anaheim, California, Dec.,
1975; attended NM Industrial Arts Conference, Santa Fe.
Robert J.

Attended NMCSS Meeting, Taos, Spring '75. Served on
Program Committee.
Prepared program for Roswell Meeting, NMCSS, Fall '75.
(did not attend. See next item.)
Attended AEA/USA Salt Lake, 10/26-10/31.
Was made Executive Secretary, NMCSS, serving at the
pleasure of the ooard.
Frank R. Field - Member: New Mexico Industrial Arts Advisory Council;
Member: New Mexico Industrial Education Assoc. - Attended
Annual Convention; Member: American Industrial Arts
Assoc. - Attended National Convention; Attended Grantsmanship Conference in California~ Attended Career Education
Conference in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Doxtater~

Robert D. Kline- Association for Education, Communication &Technology
Council, Dallas, 1975.
Represented Nex Mexico and presented a paper to The
Mountain Plains Media.
Leadership Symposium, Idaho, 1975.
Childress McQueen - New Mexico Business Education Convention, Albuquerque,
October 23 and 24 (attended).
NM Business Education Convention--Program Panel Member-October 24 in Albuquerque.
Phi Delta Kappa--University Chapter--25th Anniversary
and Initiation Banquets.
Leopolda Macias - Paper read at Americam Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages.
Paper read at English Education Conference.
Robert D. Nesbitt - Attended NM Ind Education spring conference; attended
American Ind. Arts Assn., Cincinnatti, Ohio; State
representative to Am. Ind. Arts Assn; state membership
chairman of Am. Ind. Arts Assn.
Mildred M. Pittman - Attended American Vocational Association Convention,
December, 1975.
Presented "Acceptance--Awareness--Action" to HOE
Division, October 8, 1975.
William B. Runge- 'During the year I attended meetings in Arlington, Texas,
Santa Fe, other cities in New Mexico, and Denver, Colo. Hav•
been on the State Advisory Council for Vocational Education
and sub-groups dealing with distributive education, program
planning and research, hospitality and tourism, and
curriculum development.
-10-
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George Stoumbis- "Cultural Aspects of Role Expectation", a paper presented
at the spring conference, New Mexico Council for the
Social Studies, Taos, NM, April 12, 1975.
Paul W. Tweeten- Panalist- Nat. Sci. Tchers Assoc Meeting- Los Angeles.
NMNEA
State Dept. Ed. Sci. Ed. Advisory Committee.
Roderic L. Wagoner- April 30-May 2, Conference on Career Ed., Salt Lake
(invited).
Elizabeth I. Walls - Attended National Business Education Association
annual convention, Chicago, Illinois, February 25March 1, 1975.
Edwin J. Weber - Provided program for New Mexico Business Education Association Meeting.
Presjdent-Elect New Mexico Busihess Education Association;
Attended National Business fducation Association Convention,
Colorado Bus. Educ. Ass'n Conv.; California Bus. Educ.
Ass' n. Conv.; OEA State Conf. (judge).
Robert H. White - Section Program Chairman, NCTE national Convention, San
Diego, Nov. 27, 1975.
7.

Other professional activities:
Frank R. Field - Curriculum Consultant - APS and other shcools in state.
Member of NCA evaluation team for Frt Wingate High School, m·
George Hirshfield - Guest Lecturer, Valley High School.
History of Radio.

Subject: The

Robert D. Kline - UNM Speakers Bureau.
Channel 5 TelP.vision - UNM Reports.
Narrated- New Mexico Story and UNM Campus Slide/Tape.
Consultant - Univ. of the Americas, Cholula, Puebla, Mexico;
Latin America National Seminar; Ecquadorian Project;
Latin American Educators Project.
Childress McQueen - Revised and rewrote course outline for Correspondence
BE265 Business Communications for Community College.
Leopolda Macias - Member, New Mexico Textbook Evaluation Committee;
Member, APS Bilingual Education Taskforce; ERIC Documents
evaluator; Consultant to APS Bilingual Program; Member,
New Mexico State Dept. of Education Advisory Committee
~on Bilingual Education; Consultant to COE Bilingual
Institute.
Sigmund A. Mierzwa, Jr. - Teaching: Department of Elementary Education
Science Education graduate course; Panel member
on public TV metric education program.
-11-
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Robert D. Nesbitt - Appeared on Channel 5 TV; discussed vehicle pollution study.
William B. Runge- Worked as evaluator for the National Association of Cosmetology
Schools, and the American Association of Business Colleges. Also
was chairman of one North Central Association school visit in
the spring.
George Stoumbis - "North Central Association Today"--talk given at the fall
conference, New Mexico Association of Secondary School Principals, Santa Fe, October 14, 1975.
·
Workshop: "Behavioral Objectives"--Ganado Public Schools,
Arizona, November 14, 1975.
Workshop: "Values Clarification"--Hagerman Public Schools, NM,
November 25, 1975.
Consultant on Middle School, Ft. Lupton Public Schools, Ft.
Lupton, Colorado, December ll-12, 1975.
_
Evaluator, Ethnic Heritage Program, Menaul School, Albuquerque,
NM, 1975-76.
Consultant, Multi-Cultural Education, Ramah Teacher Education
Project, Ramah, NM.
Paul W. Tweeten - Consultant--BrA, APS, Jemez Valley.
Roderic L. Wagoner - Consultant--Ramah Navajo School Board.
Consultant~-san Luis, Colorado School District
Consultant-~Wingate High School.
Elizabeth I. Walls - Taught "CPS Review" class for UNM Community College, Fall
Semester, 1975.
Member, North Central Association Evaluation Team, Farmfngton
High School, October 13-15, 1975.
Panel Member, Symposium on Business Education in New Mexico-Present and Future, New Mexico Business Education Association
annual meeting, October 23, 1975.
Edwin J. Weber - Workshop: Los Angeles Education Center
Consultant, Aurora Colorado Public Schools
Speaker: First Annual Post-Secondary Conference, Espanola
4 classes at McKinley Junior High on "Careers in Business"
DECA-VICA Annual Banquet
Attended as consultant all meetings of the State Advisory
Committee for Office and Business Education
Served as judge for DECA NW District Conference
T-VI Sales Competition events
Speaker at Vocational Education Conference in Portales
Consultant: AMIGOS Project
Robert H. White - Ramah-Secondary Education Project--On-site supervisor; October,
1975 - January, 1976
Instructor- Branch College Teacher Institute, Aug.-bee., 1975
In-service education day in Reading forT-VI instructors, Oct. 28,
1975.
Consultant for Reading Program--Hoover Middle School, Aug-Dec., 197
-12-
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Non-teaching University service:
Gerald E. Cunico - Secondary Education Sabbatical, Tenure and Promotion
Committee
COE Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
Robert J. Doxtator - Member, Petitions Committee, COE
Chairman, Department Options/Alternative Committee
Director, National Conference
Frank R. Field - Dept. of Secondary Education - Assistant Chairman
Industrial Education Program - Head
College of Education - Chairman of Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee
Secondary Education Graduate Committee - Member
George Hirshfield - KUNM Radio Board, member
Graduate Curriculum Committee, member
Department Screening Committee, Chairman
Depal·tment ad hoc review committee of MA program
{Option B),-nlember
Wilson H. Ivins - Chaired departmental graduate committee that proposed
guidelines (revised) for masters and doctors programs;
these programs were approved in the department.
Robert D. Kline- Orthodox Baha'i Club
Childress McQueen - Department Salary, Promotion and Tenure Committee, member
Faculty advisor for about 100 undergraduate business
education students.
Leopolda Macias - Program Head/Advisor: Foreign Language Education,
Bilingual Education
Member,Faculty Policy Committee, COE
Member, Linguistics Dept. Standing Graduate Committee
Chairman, Secondary Education Dept. Screening Committee
(summer)
Sigmund A. Mierzwa, Jr. -

College of Education Faculty Policy
Committee
Chairman, UNM Metrication Committee

~1ember,

Robert D. Nesbitt - Reelected Faculty Advisor for Industrial Arts Assn.
William B. Runge - On several task force committees in the COE
,Member, UNM Continuing Education Committee
Administrator of Secondary Education field experiences
Working to revise undergraduate and graduate blocks
and programs.
George Stoumbis - State Chairman, North Central Association
National Advisory Board, Junior High and Middle Schools,
National Association of Secondary School Principals
-13-
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Paul W. Tweeten - COE Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, member
COE Learning ~laterials Center Committee, member
COE Graduate Curriculum Committee, member
Secondary Education Graduate Coordinator
Secondary Education Salary, Promotion &Tenure Committee, member
Roderic L. Wagoner - Chairman, Department of Secondary Education
College of Education Salary Policy Review Committee, member
Elizabeth I. Walls - Member, Department of Secondary Education Senior Block
Committee
Edwin J. Weber -l/4time Head, Business Education Programs, Department of
Secondary Education
Graduate Committee, Secondary Education, member
Learning Materials Center Committee, COE, member
Search Committee Chairman, Secondary Education
Member, 4 doctoral committees
·
Visited all APS High Schools
NCA visits: Deming, Belen
Attended first meeting of all business teachers education
Institute in New Mexico
Robert H. White - Coordinator, English Education, TESOL & Reading Programs,
Department of Secondary Education
Associ ated Faculty member and voting faculty, Department
of Linguistics
Member, Policy Committee, Department of Linguistics
Member, Senior Block Committee, Secondary Education
9.

Public Service
Gerald E. Cunico - Little League Baseball and Football Manager
Frank R. Field - Assisted a Special tducation teacher in Las Lunas School
System in developing a Manufacturing Curriculum for
5th and 6th grade Special Education class
Presentation to local chapter of American Society of
Quality Control Engineers
Robert D. Kline- Kiwanis Committees
Childress McQueen - Faculty Sponsor, Phi Delta Kappa University Chapter
Paul W.

T~1eeten

Edwin J. Weber-

- Assistant Scout
Me~ber,

~1aster

and Committee Member Troop 444

Public Affairs Committee, Faith Lutheran Church

Robert H. White. - Board Member of Akiba Jewish Day School, Albuquerque
Gan-Jewish Kindergarten. Educational Consultant to
above schools and to Fellowship in the Desert Hebrew
School.
-14-
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10.

Personal information:
Robert J; Doxtater- My wife and I acquired a daughter-in-law. Our
number two son married. Our number three son received an athletic scholarship (basketball) from
Paris Junior College, Texas, and is going to school
there 1975-76.
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ANNUAL REPORT
Business Education Programs
Department of Secondary Education
College of Education, The University of New Mexico
June 30, 1976
General Program Information
Business Education Programs enrollments have remained relatively constant during
the academic year 1975-76. Records show a Fall 1975 student credit hour count of
1336 compared to 1254 for Fall 1974. Spring Semester 1976 records show 1543 student credit hours, compared with 1566 for the Spring Semester 1975. During the
Fall Semester, the faculty was composed of one associate professor (who also acts
as Program Assistant Chairman), two assistant professors, one temporary full-time
instructor, and one graduate assistant. In the Spring Semester, two part-time
instructors were added, accompanied by a slight increase (3 classes) in the Program offerings.
Sixteen undergraduate students with majors in Business Education and one with a
minor completed their Bachelor of Science degrees in 1975-76. Five MATBS degrees
were also completed during the year. Presently, Business Education Programs have
active files on 64 graduate students, and a significant number of graduate-level
students are enrolled in our graduate courses on a Non-Degree basis. The undergraduate program in Business Teacher Education lists 67 students (we have no record
of minors), and the new AA Degree in Secretarial Studies has admitted to date 27
students; 8 at the Northern Branch, 19 on Main Campus. Some 20 additional applications are in process. Since records on the 2-year Secretarial Program are kept
in University College, we have no accurate record of the number of students enrolled;
however, our estimate is between 50 and 60.
The STudent Teaching Block worked with 18 Business Education majors. Mr. McQueen
taught the Methods section and shared with Dr. Weber supervisory responsibilities
in the high schools where students teachers did their student teaching. Mrs. Sandra
Shuler received the 1976 National Business Education Association Award of Merit for
her outstanding achievement at UNM in Business Education during the academic year.
In August 1975, Elizabeth Walls, Ph.D., who also holds the CPS (Certified Professional
Secretary) certification joined the faculty. ~lr. Daryl Nord, who will be completing
his doctorate in August 1976, has been appointed to fill the position in Business
Education Programs.
The Vocational Office Laboratory Program again provided secretarial services, through
the 13 students enrolled, to various departments in the colleges and university. Business Education Programs also continued the practice of arranging time and equipment
for the UNM Personnel Department to test applicants for secretarial and clerical positions. We also served as a Testing Center for New Mexico for the National Secretaries
Association Certified Professional Secretaries Examination.
During 1975-76, continued financial support from the University, the Dean of the
College, and the Department Chairman enabled us to replace 10 of our old typewriters
-16-
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with new IB~1 Selectric II models .. We have also purchased one new dictaphone with
medical transcription individualized instruction programs, and 3 additional electronic printing calculators. With continued financial support, we will soon have
all of the older machines replaced and by on a yearly replacement schedule.
Major Accomplishments During 1975-76:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Completion bf procedures to institute the AA Degree in Secretarial Studies
and Office Supervision. The program is now operating.
Additionof B&AS 201 Secretarial Accounting to the curriculum. The Dean and
faculty of B&AS were extremely helpful in initiating and carrying through on
this project.
Development of Individualized Medical and Legal Transcription through our
Undergraduate Problems Course.
Completed work on MATBS and doctoral program requirements (as part of Secondary Education offerings).
Upgraded .equipment as described above.
Met with the combined Business Education faculties of 3 Albuquerque high
schools for informal discussions of our program and theirs.

For Future Action:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Curri cul urn revision at both graduate and undergraduate 1evel s. We are i nvestigating the feasibility of adding a Records Management course and a unit or
course in Hord Processing.
Continue development of individualized instruction laboratory.
Work toward systematic replacement of machines and equipment.
Explore with B&AS areas in which we can assist each other in developing courses.
An advanced tourse in Business Data Processing would be an example.
Continue development of relationships with other educational institutions in
the city and state, particularly those in Albuquerque.
Review and recommend purchase of materials for LMC and the library.
Explore possibility of closed-circuit TV for Room 204 and 206.

Funded Programs:
Summer 1975: Workshop: Forkner Shorthand Teacher Education, fUnded by the Forkner
Publishing Corporation who provided a consultant and coordinated and
team-taught by Dr. Weber as overload.
Summer 1976: Workshop: Data Processing Update for Vocationru/Business Teachers,
funded by the Vocational Division, State Department of Education .

.

Workshop: Forkner Shorthand Teacher Education, funded by the Forkner Pub 1i shing Corporation ~1ho provided a consultant and coordinated
and team-taught by Dr. Heber as overload.
Horkshop: Century 21 Shorthand Teacher Education, funded by the
South-Hestern Publishing Company who provided a consultant and
coordinated by Dr. Weber as overload.
-17-
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
July 1, 1975 - June .30, 1976
Gary Adamson, Chairman

I.

INTRODUCTION

This document marks the fifth Annual Report that has been made by
this department.

To date we have received no feedback from the University

of New Mexico Administration.

This time we would appreciate guidance

from the person or persons receiving this report as to the

appropriate~

ness of the contents.
The body of this report (Section III) contains a detailed discussion
of significant achievements this past year, plans for next year, and
recommendations; support documents are not attached due to their length,
but are available on request.

Following this, a summary of the annual

supplements to the biographical records for the
included. (Section IV).

cal~ndar

year 1975 is

For the convenience of the reader, a brief summary

of the most significant portions is also included (Section II).
II.

A.

SUMMARY

Achievements for the Academic Year 1975 - 1976.
The department has graduated 123 students, with enrollment at 350;

of this enrollment 26% are ethnic minorities.

As a result of faculty

department efforts, total federal fiscal support has more than doubled
for the coming year, moving from $160,000 to $375,000.

Training programs

within the department are diversifying to cope with the range of needs
within the state, including teachers for the severely handicapped, ·
diagnosticians, etc.

The department has committed resources to a formal

evaluation effort, with some progress made.

Faculty, under the Outreach

---------------,
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-2component, have delivered training to 437 teachers throughout the state,
and in addition provided technical assistance to local school districts
in serving their handicapped population.

Department faculty were also

active in professional organizations at both state and national levels.
A highly qualified faculty member was added to the department.
B.

Plans for the Academic Year 1976- 1977.
Student enr.ollment and graduate production should remain at about

the current level, with some shifts t.oward more appropriate ethnic participation.

Funding for 1977 - 1978 should be approved at the same level

or increased.

A number of present program development thrusts will be

maintained, with some new ones added:

on-site teacher training, rural

teacher training, severe and profound teacher training, secondary workstudy teacher training, and low incidence handicapped teacher training.
The department

~~ill

also develop a national model to disseminate infor-

mation concerning the education of the handicapped, a materials resource
center, and a number of model demonstration centers in the surrounding
area for the severely and profoundly handicapped.

The departmental evalu-

ation effort will be further expanded.
C.

Recommendations.
The department recommends that physical plant and support staff be

increased consistent with the faculty and lJlission.

Because of the cha.nge

in the nature and diversity of the training programs offerred, student/
faculty ratio should be lowered.

The School of .Education should establish

a research and demonstration site for training teachers, program developers,
and researchers.

The University should begin developing a more formal

process for program development and evaluation, so that scarce resources
can be used wisely.

This shottld include a process for examining

performance relative to a more realistic role definition.

~aculty
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III.
A.

BODY OF REPORT

Significant Achievements for the Academic Year 1975 - 1976.
1.

Students Enrolled in Special Education Programs.

At the present

time, total undergraduate enrollment is 151 students; of these 86% are
female.
american.
female.

Hinorities are well represented, with. 33% hispanic and 3% native
Total graduate enrollment is 199 students; of these 73% are
Minor.ities are represented by 17% hispanic, 3% black, and 1%

native american.
2.

Students Graduated in Special Education.

During the current

year a total of 123 students have received degrees in special education;
of this total 2 are doctoral degrees, 41 are masters degrees, 78 are
undergraduate majors, and 2 are undergraduates in other fields who minored in special education.
3.

Federal Financial Support for Training Programs.

Basic federal

program support for the coming academic year has been approved at $175,000,
an increase of 8% over support for this year.

A special project to train

teachers for the severely and profoundly handicapped, developed jointly
with the Albuquerque Public Schools and rural school districts in the
state, has been funded for next year at $130,000.

Related to this special

project is the only dissemination center in the nation for products relating to teacher training programs; a planning grant for this center has
been funded for the coming year at $70,000,

Total funding from Federal

sources has increased over the last 5 years from $25,000 to $375,000, an
increase of 1500%.
The Department of Special Education will house 1.5 FTE of staff to
provide training in relation to mainstreaming as part of a Teacher Corps
grant received by the University of New Mexico, College of Education.
Special education students will also provide assistance by serving as
technical service interns in this project.
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Training Program Development.

The department has obtained fund-

ing for the training of teachers for the severely and profoundly handicapped as described above; this program will be one of six in the nation.
Course1mrk leading to a certificate in the teaching of the gifted is being developed.

The State of New Mexico is currently developing a new

certification for diagnosticians in special education, and coursework
related to this role has been developed and approved.
5.

Training Program Evaluation. Procedures for the systematic track-

ing of student progress through the steps of their programs have been
developed and will be tested for full implementation in the fall of 1976.
Procedures for obtaining feedback from program graduates have been developed and used; they provide opinions about the training program and information on job history and further education since graduation.

General

statements of competence have been developed which apply to all special
education training programs; during the summer these will be related to
the stated objectives, providing a succinct statement of the curriculum.
A peer rating form for faculty was developed and used this spring to
determine merit pay; a more objective procedure for scaling faculty
accomplishment is now under development for use next year;
6.

Inservice Training,

Through the Outreach program and in coop-

eration with the Division of Continuing Education and the Graduate School,
287 teachers throughout the state received training related to the education of handicapped children.

In addition, 150 persons were trained

through sessions at state conventions of the Council for Exceptional
Children.
7.

Technical Assistance to Local Schools .• Seven faculty from the
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-5Department of Special Education assisted in the development of New Nexico
State Standards for Special Education; these specify how personnel will
be certified and how LEA programs will operate in the state.

Faculty in

the department assisted LEA staff in the preparation o£ teacher training
proposals to state and federal agencies lvhich resulted in funding of about
$57,000 for school districts in the state.
8.

Service to the Nation.

Department faculty were active in the

full range of Council for Exceptional Children activities across the state
and the nation; specific offices held are listed in Section IV.

Six

faculty served as field readers and four as panel members for the funding
decisions of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, United States
Office of Education; this was the largest contingent of any university
in the country.
9.

Staff Added or Deleted.

To provide additional strength in diag-

nosis and learning disabilities, Dr. Henry Pepe was added to the staff
at the level of Associate Professor.

To assist with the evaluation effort,

Carter Allen was added half-time as a research assistant.
B.

Plans for the Corning Year (1976-77)
1.

Student Enrollment.

Total enrollment in each degree program will

be maintained at approximately the same levels as this year.

The minority

percentage at the undergraduate level will be maintained at 36%, with some
attempt to raise the proportion of native Americans enrolled,

At the

graduate level, the percentage of minority students will be increased
from the present level of 21% to 30% by 1979.

Within degree programs,

it is expected that the distribution of students among program options
will shift as the available options are expanded as described below.
2.

Federal Financial Support for Training Programs.

The coming year

is the first year of three for both the program support anc special grants;
however funding is contingent on adequate performance each year.

It is
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-6expected that as a result of progress next year, funding for 1977-78 will
be continued at the same level, or increased.
3.

On-site Teacher Training and Certification.

During the coming

year plans will be developed and submitted for approval which create a
mechanism for the on-site training and certification of teachers at the
masters level; this will allow certification in special education .teachers.
Such a mechanism is necessary because many teachers in New Mexico are too
far from UNM or its branches to enroll part-time.
4.

Inservice Training.

As a part of 3, inservice courses taught

through the Outreach component will be expanded consistant with both expressed needs and new program options being developed in the department.
5.

Rural Teacher Program.

As a further expression of 3, a degree

program for rural teachers which involves only summer attendance at UNM
and wbich results in a Masters degree will be devel;ped and submitted for
approval.

This will begin with teachers trained under the severe and pro-

found special project, but is expected to be available under other program
options at a later time.
6.

Undergraduate Program Emphasis.

The emphasis on training

teachers for the educable mentally retarded will be continued, but
practicum placements will also be available with the trainable mentally
retarded, the severely and profoundly handicapped, and work-study programs
(at the secondary level).
7.

Undergraduate Field Experience Supervision.

If university fac-

ulty are relied upon to provide supervision t.o student teaching and other
field experiences, then these must generally be close to the campus.

Since

the department has a commitment to provide teachers for rural areas of
the state, a mechanism to turn over direct superv;l.sion to the master teacher on site will be developed and submitted for approval; thi.s process will
involve in-service training for potential master teachers and has been
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experimentally tested this past year.
8.

Work-Study Program Option.

Special education programs at the

secondary level emphasize preparation for useful work; the most common
form is a work-study.program which allows students to spend part of their
day in a real employment situation.

At the present time the department

is determining whether such a program is best oferred

at the undergrad-

uate or master's degree level; coursework has already been offered in this
area,

A program option at the appropriate degree level will be developed

and submitted for approvaL
9.

Severe and Profound Teacher Training.

Federal funding supports

the beginning implementation of this training next year.

This will include:

admission of 2 post-masters students
admission of 10 masters students in residence.
admission and graduation of 10 seniors already in special education,
admission of 10 rural teachers to summeJ: program (see 5 above)
admission of 10 demonstration teachers to training program (see 12 .,
below).

10.

Cooperative Programs for Low Incidence Handicapping Conditions.

There is a small but steady demand for teachers to work with low incidence
handicapping conditions.

The department will initiate and submit for

approval t1w such programs during the coming year:
with the Alamagordo State School for the Blind, a program for teachers of the visually impaired.
with Albuquerque Public Schools and the Santa Fe State School for
the neaf, a program for teachers of the deaf and hard of hearing.
These programs will make use of core courses now available and of field
experiences in the cooperative agencies listed,
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11,

National Dissemination Model.

The department has received fund-

ing to develop a model for the dissemination of the large amount of infermation concerning the training of teachers
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

~~hich

is available from the

During the coming year this effort

will be concentrated largely on special innovative projects funded by BEH,
12.

Materials Resource Center.

As part of the new training program

for teachers of the severely and profoundly handicapped and as p11rt of
the other training programs, the department will establish over the coming year a collection of materials and other resources which includes
both relevant commercial materials and those developed by faculty and students.
13.

Model Demonstration, Training, and Service Centers for the Severely

and Profoundly Handicapped.

Unser special project funding, several centers

will be established to provide services to severely and profoundly handicapped children in cooperation with nearby school districts and other
agencies.

In addition to providing services to children, these will pro-

vide and ideal setting for demonstrating successful practices to teachers
and for on-site training with extensive supervision of pre-service and
in-service teachers.
14.

Interdisciplinary Training Sites.

The department will serve

as a catalyst and cooperate with other departments and professionals to
continue the development of two existing sites, the Manzanita eenter and
the Childrens 1 Psychiatric Unit.
15.

Departmental Evaluation.

tain the progress noted above in AS.

The department will continue to mainIn particular, development of an

adequate formal planning process for the department, its programs, and
other activity will continue.

The entry-exit systems for all degree pro-

grams will be developed into fully routine form.

Consiatont w:lth the
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on-site model described in 3 above, evaluation procedures for field experiences will be further refined.

Collection, analysis, and reporting of

basic information on the department, like that found in this report, will
be scheduled and systematized.
C.

Recommendations.
1.

Physical Plant and Support Staff.

The expansion of both mission

and resources of the Department of Special Education requires more space
for housing both the new faculty and the staff required to support them;
this adds up to 3 new full-time faculty, 3 part-time professional staff,
and a secretary in the near future, as well as at least three graduate
assistants.

It is the understanding of the department that the College

of Education is aware of this situation and is presently exploring alternatives; it is recommended that additional space be found for the department appropriate to its expanded mission, resources and staff,
2.

Professor to Student Ratios.

The maintenance of large student/

faculty ratios by the department has been possible only because most students were in common programs; with the thrust toward a more diversified
set of program options, it will not be possible to maintain even the present
level of quality at the present load.

Training teachers for the severely

and profoundly handicapped requires a certain amount of one-to-one contact
with faculty, as does training of teachers for other low-incidence conditions.
The department is planning time use studies to document this need for lower
student/faculty ratios, and recommends that current formulas be modified to
take more adequate account of the demands of extensive field supervision.
3.

Research and Demonstration Site.

It has been the experience of

this department that education students beriefit greatly from experience
with education programs at the forefront of current

knm~iedge.

For this

reason, it is recommended that the College of Education consider the
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-10establishment of research, training, and demonstration site, either on
or off campus, where outstanding programs can be developed and evaluated
and where students can learn about them.
4.

Program Evaluation.

It has been the experience of this depart-

ment that formal efforts at program evaluation have a dual function.

.First,

they improve the program by telling faculty where the successes and the
weaknesses are, so that they may improve where needed and maintain what
is already successful.

Second, evaluation provides evidence of accomplish-

ment and cost to justify the resources provided or to make the case for
additional resources where needed.

It is recommended that the University

of New Mexico commit staff and funds to the evaluation of all programs,
both to improve their performance and to more wisely allocate limited
funds.
5.

Instructional Program Improvement.

rent without

considerable investment effort.

Programs do not remain curThus it is recommended

that ways to stimulate and support program development be developed, possibly
including funds and staff specifically tied to this purpose.
6.

Faculty Performance.

This department has found the traditional

definition of the professorial role to be inadequate in relation to its
mission and the context in which it operates.

Thus it is recommended that

a more realistic role definition be devised for faculty and that a clear
process for examining professorial performance be developed.

-11-
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IV. SUMNARY OF ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTS
TO BIOGRAPHICAL RECORDS FOR 1975
Gary Adamson, Professor
Beatriz Apodaca, Assistant Professor.
James Everett, Associate Professor
Eloy Gonzales, Assistant Professor
Roger Kroth, Associate Professor
Richard McDowell, Associate Professor
Henry Pepe, Associate Professor
Naria Pynn, Instructor
Marian Shelto.n, Associate Professor
Glen Van Etten, Asso.ciate Pro.fessor
Billy Watson, Associate Professor

1.

Advanced study
Haria Pynn: Assertiveness Training, UNM, Summer 1975. Relaxation Techniques,
UNN Dept. of Psychology, Sunlmer 1975. Narian Shelton: Assertiveness Training, UNM, Fall 1975.
Glen Van Etten: Special Institute on Teaching Severely and Profoundly
Retarded, University of Wisconsin at Nadison, Summer 1975

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.,
during the period
Beatriz Apodaca: Consultant co University of Kansas Nigrant Program.
.
Consultant to Health Education Livelihood Program, Las Cruces, New Mexico._
Maria Pynn: Juarez, Mexico. Latin America and Buenos Aires, Argentina.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Haria Pynn: Nominee Award to. Best Undergraduate Teacher, UNM.
Nominee Lectureship in Quito, Ecuador - April-June, 1976, Council for
the International Exchange a£ Scholars

4.

Publications
James Everett:
Dept. of
Co-Grant
Services
BEH/DTP,
Eloy Go.nzales:

"State Standards for Special Education," State of New Mexico,
Education, Division of Special Education, Santa Fe, April 1975.
Writer -- New Mexico Training and Retraining Ancillary and New
for Educational Resources through Co.ntinuum Operation, USOE/
October 1975.
(review) Spanish Translations: Helping Young Children
Toys helves
Working with Parents
Council for Exceptional Children, publishers, November 1975.
Roger Kroth: Communicating with Parents of Exceptional Children. Denver:
Love Publishing Company, 1975.
1
'Facilita ting Educational Progress by Improving Parent Conferences, 11
Focus on Exceptio.nal Children, 1972, 4, 1-10, reprinted in Alternatives
for Teaching Exception•!_! Childrer).. Denver: J,ovc Publishing Company, 1975.
Review of O'Rourke, R. and Simon, S., Humanistic Strntegies for Working
with Children Who are Difficult to Teach, Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey
Richard NcDowell: Managing Behavior: A Program fo.r Parent Involvement.
Torrence, California, B.L. 1·/incli & Associates, 1975.
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Richard McDowell, contd. State Guidelines for Programs for Behaviorally
Disordered Children in New Mexico. Santa Fe, Department of Education,
1975. Co-author: James Kaufman.
Billy Watson: "Dimensional Salience in Short Term Memory of Learning
Disabled Children," by B. Watson & 1. Swanson (In process).
"Effect of Cue Redundancy on Short Term Memory of Mentally Retarded
Children,'' L. Sw~nson & B. Hatson, (Submitted Perceptual and Motor Skills)
5. Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed during period
Gary Adamson: Self Concept of Gifted in Self Contained vs Regular Classrooms
Beatriz Apodaca: Continued work on Apodaca-Pynn Model, based on modeling,
social learning theory, and humanistic interactions
James S. Everett: USOE/BEH/DTP Training Grant--1975 ($225,000)
State of New Mexico, Division of Special Education, Title VI-D grant £or
Belen Public Schools ($2,500)
State of New Hexico, Division of Special Education, Title VI-D grant for
Ruidoso Public Schools ($2,500)
Eloy Gonzales: Research in Progress: A comparison of the Human Figure
Drawings from Children of four Ethnic Groups in New Mexico
Roger Kroth: Book on Interviewing Parents of Exceptional Children, in progress,
to be co-authored with Richard Simpson, University of Kansas, under contract
with Love Publishing Company, Denver, Colorado
Research: Involving Parents of Exceptional Children in the Evaluation of
their own Children, for nine months. Funded by UNM Research AllocatiQns
Committee for $560.00.
Richard McDowell: Self Recording of Covert Behavior in an Emotionally Disturbed
Classroom, with H. Lee Swanson (submitted for publication)
Henry Pepe: Completed analysis of data and wrote final report for Fail-Save
continuum, Title VI-6 Project, $125,000 for two year period. Aug. 75.
Assisted in Special Research Project conducted by Dr. Kroth on Training
Parents to evaluate academic progress of their children in several
Albuquerque schools. November 1975.
Maria Pynn: Production and direction of a 20 11 T.V. special show entitled
"The Book Turn On'' done in collaboration with graduate students for
the Department of Special Education. This show was aired by WHRD-TV,
NorfolK, Virginia on August 22, 1975 and by KNJ.!E, Albuquerque, NM on
September 3, 1975.
Marian Shelton: Project Focus - APS and Drug Abuse Educ. & Coordination Center
Wrote portion of Department of Special Education Grant
Teaching communication skills to high risk adolescents - completed
Nonverbal communication workshops
Sex Education for Exceptional People - in progress
Billy Watson: "Incidence of Learning Disability in Juvenile Delinquents,"
"Relationships between Soft Neurological Signs, Test Data and Behavioral
Data in Juvenile Delinquents."
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
James Everett: Field Reader and Panel Hember for USOE/BEH/DTP, Washington, DC
(national grant application chairman) Nation;tl CEC Hembership Chairman
for Teacher Education Division/CEC
Eloy Gonzales: National Convention of the Council for Exceptional Children
Los Angeles, California, April 1975
The Southwest Regional Conference, Council for Exceptional Children,
Division for Children with Learning Disabilities, Albuquerque, Jan 75

~.
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Children, Los Angeles, California, April 1975
The Southwest Regional Conference, Council for Exceptional Children,
Division for Children with Learning Disabilities, Albuquerque,, Jan 75
The Midwestern and Eastern Regional Bilingual Bicultural Materials
Conference, Ne1~ York, February 1975
Retion IV American Association of Mental Deficiency Meeting
Albuquerque, October 1975
Member: Board of Diagnostician Examiners, Sta.te of New Mexico,
November 1975 Roger Kroth: Workshop Leader: Evaluation for Teacher Trainers, Regional
workshop, sponsored by BEH/DPP USOE, Salt Lake City, Utah, March 18-20,
1975.
Kenote Speaker: Kansas Association for Children with Learning Disabilities,
State Convention, McPherson, Kansas, April 4, 1975.
Workshop Leader: Evaluation for Teacher Trainers, Regional Worl<shop
sponsored by BEH/DPP/USOE, East Lansing, Michigan, May 20-22, 1975
Presentation and Workshop Leader: Communicating with Parents of
of Exceptional Children, for Arizona State Department of Special
Education, Phoenix, Arizona, June 18-19, 1975.
Seminar/Workshop Leader: Evaluation for Teacher Trainers, National
Workshop sponsored by BEH/DPP/USOE, Chicago, Illinois, August 4-8, 1975
Presentation for Inservice Program for Teachers, Samford, Texas,
August 12-14, 1975.
Keynote Speaker: "Special Education in Regular Classrooms," El Paso
Public Schools, El Paso, Texas August 22, 1975.
Presenter: To staff Members of BEH/DPP/USOE, Washington, D.C.
Spetember 23, 1975.
Speaker: "Communicating with Parents of Exceptional Children," Texas
Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, Abilene, Texas,
October 2-3 1 1975.
Workshop Leader: Evaluation for Teacher Trainers, Regional Workshop
sponsored by BEH/DPP/USOE, San Francisco, California, October 21-23, 1975
Field Review for BEH
Panelist for BEH
Consultant to APS Department of Special Education - Parent Programs,
Severe ED
Consultant for Fail-Save Project
Richard McDm~ell: President-elect·, Teacher Education for Children with
Behavior Disorders, Atlanta, Georgia
.
lo/orkshop, Parent Involvement, Reno, Nevada
Presentation, Alternates in Parent Program, Annual Convention of the"
Council for Exceptional Children, Los Angeles
Attended Western Regional Conference on Behavior Modification, Las Vegas,Nev.
Presentation, Parent Counseling, Annual Conference of the Texas
Association for Children with Learning Disabilities Abil.ene Texas
Henry Pepe: Attended International Conference of Council f~r Exceptlonal
Children, Los Angeles, California, April, 1975
Participated in Albuquerque Association for Learning Disabilities
Conference. Presented at meeting for coordination of services for
L.D. Students. March, 1975.
Maria Pynn: Attended Internntional Convention for the Council of Exceptional
Children, Los Angeles, California, April 23-27, 1975.
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Presented nonverbal communication in 2 workshops A.A.U.P., and
other memberships
Glen Van Etten: Papers presented to American Association for the Education
of the Severely and Profoundly Handicapped, Kansas City, Missouri,
November 1975: a) Programs for the Severely Handicapped in Public
Schools, b) Programs for the Severely Handicapped in Rural Areas
Billy Watson: Coordinator, Southwest Regional Conference on Learning
Disabilities., Albuquerque, Sponsored by Division for Children with
Learning Disabilities (DCLD) of National Council for Exceptional
Children (CEC)
Presentation on Diagnosis in Young - Children at Preschool and Regular
First Grade Teacher Seminar, Albuquerque, Sponsored by Albuquerque
Association for Children with Learning Disabilities (AACLD)
Participant, First Invitational Caucus on Learning Disabilities,
New Orleans, Sponsored by DCLD of CEC
Assistant Program Chairman, Youth in Trouble Symposium, Sponsored by
AACLD
Elected member of Board of Directors AACLD
Member of New Mexico Diagnostician Board of Examiners
Elected President of New Mexico Association for Persons with Learning
Disabilities

7.

Other professional activities
Gary Adamson: Radio shows regarding special education litigation against state
Beatriz Apodaca: Consultant to University of Kansas Migrant Program
Consultant to Health Education Livelihood Program
James Everett: KNME-TV appearance representing Dept. of Special Education
Consultancies throughout the State of New Mexico providing technical
assistance to public schools and regional service centers
Regional Service Centers, State Department of Special Education,
University Representative
Eloy Gonzales: Consultant: New York State Education Department, Workshop
for School Psychologists in Bilingual Educational Programs;
title: Evaluation of Bilingual Children, April 1975
Consultant: New Mexico State Department of Education. Workshop
Instructor, Title VI-D Project for the Training of Regular Classroom
Teachers, Fall 1975
Consultant: Gallup Independent School District. Diagnostic Workshop
on Evaluation of Indian Children, November 1975
Consultant: The Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Education.
Evaluation of Bilingual Materials. Ongoing.
Member of the Committee on Minority Groups, Council for Exceptional
Children. June 1975Member of the Task Force on State Standards for Special Education,
State Department of Education
Richard McDowell: Taped radio broadcast on behavior modifi~ation, Las Vegas,Nev.
Inservice - Behavior Hanagement, Farmington Public Schools
Workshop - Parent Involvement, Ruidoso Public Schools
Technical Assistant to Alternative Management Programs in Probation,
Albuquerque
Gucsl Reviewer [or lhe Jout·nul o[ Appllcd llchuvlot· Anulyais
Educational Consultant to New Mcxj,co Boys School and Girls School
Panel Member and Field Reader: Training & Special Project Grants,
BEll - USOE, l.Jushlngton, D.C.
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Henry Pepe: Consultant for Arizona State Department workshop on Alternative
Strategies for Exceptional Children, June 1975
Director of Special Education Training workshops for principals in
Las Cruces, Espanola, NM Spring 1975
Director of Parent Training Workshop in Behavior Management in Taos,
Grants, Los Alamos, NM Spring 1975
Conducted Evaluation of Inservice Training Programs, Vaughn, ~1 Fall 75
Maria Pynn: Presentation on "How to Write an Educational Prescription" at
a staffing of special education teachers from APS-:South Area,
December 3, 1975
Inservice training for regular classroom teachers. One presentation:
Survey of Exceptional Children. February 1975
(Project Outreach) Presentations on Diagnostic Testing in Basic Reading
Skills. Education Prescriptions and Instructional Strategies.
March 1975
Santa Fe District (UNM Outreach Program) Two presentations on informal
diagnostic tools and writing educational prescriptions, March 1975
Albuquerque (NMCEC) Teacher Talk Session, October, 1975
Marian Shelton: Consultant to Esperanza Para Nuestros Ninos School (1974-76)
Communication Skills Workshops to various organizations in the state
Workshops for faculty and staff of New Mexico State University
"Open Line" October 15-17, 1975, Las Cruces
Workshop for New Mexico Maternity & Infant Care project, Sando Club,
and other presentations
Glen Van Etten: Member of Board of Directors of the New Mexico Association
for Retarded Citizens (3 year term, expires Hay, 1978)
Billy Watson: Participant, Interview program on Learning Disabilities with
Dr. Barbara Krogh, UCLA on KOB radio
Participant, !nterview - Call-in-Programs on Youth in Trouble Symposium
with Dr. Alice Garry, BCMHC, KZIA radio
AACLD Speakers Bureau, Presentation to Downtown Optimist Club and
Morning Exchange Club
Consultation, State Department of Education, Division of Special
Education, Evaluation of Educational Diagnosticians in Rural New
Mexico
Consultant, Albuquerque Public Schools - North Area: Preparation of
Booklet for general education teachers explaining resource rooms.
East Area: "Getting the Most Information from Diagnosis"
8.

Non-teaching University service
Beatriz Apocaca: Hanzanita Center committee, undergraduate advisor
James Everett: Assistant to Chairman; Faculty Advisor - Graduate and Undergraduate.
Project Outreach - InserVice program for tenchcr.s throughout the state
Eloy Gonzales: Department of Special Education Undergraduate Coordinator,
June 1975 Member, Multicultural Committee
Screening Committee Member for position of Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs
Screening committee member for position of Director of Cultural Awareness
Undergraduate Advisor - 30 students
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Human Research Review Committee
Liaison for Department Evaluation
Grant tvriting: Training Grant for USOE BEH/DPP & Special Project
(Severe) USOE BEH/DPP
Richard McDowell: Athletic Council, UNM
Chairman, Graduate Curriculum Committee - COE
Coordinator of Graduate Training Programs in Special Education
Henry Pepe: State Department Division of Special Education Committee on
State Standards, Spring. 1975
State Department Division of Special Education Committee on Learning
Disabilities for State Standards
Maria Pynn: Learning Materials Center Committee Member
Marian Shelton: COE Policy Committee - Chairperson
University Tenure Review Committee
Task Force for University Review of A.A. Programs at Medical School
Inservice Committee in Special Education Department
Faculty advisor and member of many doctoral and master's committees.
Glen Van Etten: Chairperson - COE Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
Member - University of New Mexico Faculty Research Committee
Billy Watson: Director, Manzanita Center
Member - Graduate Committee, Department of Special Education
Member, Manzanita Center Committee
Major Advisor - 5 doctoral students (3 at dissertation level)
1 completed December 1-975 and 1 master's thesis
9.

Public Service
Gary Adamson: Wrote Consent decree for litigation
James Everett: Coach YFAL (youth football) and variety of involvement with
programs dealing with special education children
Eloy Gonzales: Board of Directors, New Mexico Colonial Historical Foundation,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Roger Kroth: APS Task Force for Evaluation of Special Education
Richard McDowell: President, Board of Directors, St. Anthony Center
Board of Directors, Wesley Board, Campus Ministries
Advisory Board, Vista Larga Project House
Member, Advisory Committee, Division of Special Education, New Mexico
Department of Education
Executive Advisory Board, Nazareth Psychiatric Hospital
Marian Shelton: Leader for communication workshops at YWCA "Body Language"
December 4, 1975
Associated Press Workshop for Broadcasters "Body Language" August 1975
Associated Press Workshop for Editors "Body Language" November 1975
Many speeches in schools, PTA's churches, etc. Rotary Club & Optimist
Club, July 1975
Billy Watson: Continuing Educational Director, Pennsylvania Street Church of
Christ (nonpaying)
Appointed Deacon, Pennsylvania Street Church of Christ

10.

Personal information
Maria Pynn:

Change of citizenship from Argentina to U.S.
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BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL PLANNING
AND DEVELOPMENT (BOEPAD)
The Bureau of Educational Planning and Development {BOEPAD) is
a service agency, located at the University of New Mexico, that provides
assistance to educational institutions, agencies, and groups throughout
New Mexico.

Its clients have ranged from small New Mexico public

schools to the U.S. Office of Education.

Its projects have included

planning facilities and cu!Ticulums, conducting charrettes, making
surveys and studies, and conducting sensitivity and inservice training.
BOEPAD has been in existence for eight years and has completed a total
of forty projects.
BOEPAD is operated on a half-time basis at the University ·Of New
Mexico, and shares facilities with the New Mexico Research and Study
Council (NMRSC).

BOEPAD's two regular employees each work one-half

time for BOEPAD and one-half time for the NMRSC.

In addition to its

regular employees, BOEPAD employs consultants and other staff to work
on specific projects.
BOEPAD has two major sources of funds.

Its annual operating

budget comes from a University of New Mexico allocation of nonstate
funds.

Most of the balance comes from charges made against specific,

contracted-for projects.

1
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SUMMARY OF PROJECTS

19.75-76 Projects
During the 1974-75 academic year, no projects were undertaken.
BOEPAD's Executive Director, Dr. Richard F. Tonigan, was on sabbatical
leave.

Dr. William B. Runge from the University of New Mexico's (UNM)

Secondary Education Department, was appointed Acting Director in
Dr. Tonigan's absence.

However, Dr. Runge's appointment was for only

four hours per week; therefore,· BOEPAD was in a "holding pattern" for
1974-75.
Branch College Master Planning Studies
BOEPAD's major undertaking for the 1975-76 academic year was a
Branch College Master Planning Study of UNM's two branch colleges--the
Northern Branch Community College located in Espanola, and the Gallup
Branch Community

C~llege

in Gallup.

The 1975 New Mexico State Legislature appropriated capital
outlay funds for capital improvements at branch colleges.

One condition

to qualify for the funds was that the branches must prepare a justification and project plan indicating how the money was to be spent.
UNM's two branches, however, were not satisfied to singly present a plan.

They chose instead to undertake detailed master planning

studies, and to base any project plans.for its two branches on detailed
analyses of program and facilities needs of the branch college districts.
In a cooperative effort between UNM's Vice President for Regional
and Community Affairs, Alex Mercure; UNM's Division of Continuing

2

Education and Community Services, headed by Dr. Rupert Trujillo; UNM's
two branch college directors, Dr. Eugene P. LeDoux (Northern Branch)
and Calvin Hall (Gallup); and BOEPAD, the study was completed during
the fall semester.

It was directed by Dr. Tonigan.

George F. Harrison,

a graduate student in the Department of Educational Administration, was
hired as a graduate assistant for the project.

Another graduate stu-

dent, Ismael Valenzuela, special assistant for the New Mexico Research
and Study Council, was loaned to BOEPAD for the study.

Matilda C. "Lee"

Campbell, office manager for BOEPAD and NMRSC, was also instrumental in
completing the project.
In addition to paid staff, severa1 graduate students contributed
to the project.

These were students who were enrolled in two of

Dr. Tonigan's classes;

School-Community Surveys, and Educational

Planning and School Plant.

Members of the two classes were:

Elbert

Black, Alfonso V. Garcia, John X. Gonzales, Dennis L. Good, Ira Lee
Harge, Ernie M. Otero, Sue Ellen Rael, Jose Antonio Romero, George F.
Harrison, Ismael Valenzuela, Lawrence M. Korpitz, Bettie G. Taylor,
Glenna Taylor, Gloria

T. Vigil, and David P. Williams.

The format for the study was the same as that used in The 4-in-1
Report, the original feasibility study for the establishment of the
Northern Branch.

The 4-in-1 Report, completed by BOEPAD in 1969,, has

been widely accepted as an outstanding study and has been used as ~
model for other reports.
The Branch College Master Planning Studies led to BOEPAD's
director becoming involved in a master planning study for the Clovis
Branch of Eastern New Mexico University.
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This study was.quite unique

.~18

in that the educational specifications and the architectural specifications were included in the same planning study.

This approach to master

planning makes for ease of reading and reference and insures that educational specifications become a part of the architectural plans.
Pojoaque Project
During the 1972-73 fiscal year, a project was

unde~taken

to aid

in the planning of new facilities for the Pojoaque Public Schools.
The first phase, completed that year, terminated with the construction
of a new elementary pod.

This new educational facility was unique

in several ways in that it was built at the lowest per-square foot cost
of any new school built that year, and it is many sided, almost
circular, with open and flexible spaces and a center core.
During this year, a new elementary pod was completed as part
of a master plan, and was built in the .SaJl!e scheme as the first, only
more open;

The features of the new facility include:

1)

Circular, inner tube shaped with the outer portion
being completely open.

2)

The open space is flexible for classrooms, library
areas, reading nooks, interest centers, large and
small groups, team teaching, etc.

3)

The inner area contains a lounge, rest rooms, office
space, custodial area, space for a large aquarium
and terrarium, and a theater.

4)

The theater is large enough to hold two classes for
theater arts presentations. It has no seats. Students sit on carpeted steps.

5)

Natural woods are used extensively.

6)

Open areas can be subdivided by using burlap, flameproofed, panels. The panels are brightly colored and
have been silk screened with numbers and native
designs.

4

7)

The Indian and Spanish cultures are reflected in
both the overall design of the school and in the
design of the burlap panels.

The new elementary pod was the second phase of the master
plan.

A third phase was also completed this year when a gymnasium

and activities area was completed at the high school.

The·new facility

was constructed adjacent to the existing high school gymnasium with the
activities area between the two gymnasiums.
as a lobby

du~ing

The activities area doubles

sports actiyities.

This second gymnasium gives Pojoaque two complete gymnasiums
for Title IX compliance.

The physical education and athletic programs

can have complete activities for both boys and girls.
was

dedicate~

The new facility

as the "Frank B. Lopez Gymnasium," in honor of Superin-

tendent Lopez, who has dedicated much of his life to the children and
taxpayers of the Pojoaque Valley Schools.
Magdalena Project
During the spring semester, Dr. Tonigan, through BOEPAD, was
called upon to visit the Magdalena Public Schools to make a general
assessment of the schools.
Magdalena is located in west-central New Mexico, near the
Gallinas Mountains and the Alamo Navajo Reservation.

Magdalena is

unique in that it has one of the few remaining Bureau of Indian Affairs
boarding facilities without a Bureau of Indian Affairs school.

Many

Magdalena students live at this facility.
The Magdalena Public Schools were experiencing some difficulties
in meeting requirements of the State Department of Education (SDE).
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The SDE had been working with the administration of the Magdalena
Public Schools to resolve the difficulties, but had not had complete
success.

Dr. Tonigan and BOEPAD were called in to make a preliminary

assessment and make some suggestions for methods of solving the
difficulties.
The preliminar)' visit was made, but as to date has not resulted
in a contract.

Perhaps one will materialize during the next fiscal

year.
Rough Rock Curriculum Planning
Late in the spring semester, BOEPAD was asked to assist the
Rough Rock Contract School, a community operated school on the Navajo
Reservation that is contracted from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, in
arranging for a curriculum planning workshop to aid the school in
revising its K-12 curriculum.

BOEPAD was successful in planning the

workshop, as well as getting consultants from UNM and Albuquerque
Public Schools to conduct the workshop.

The.only fees BOEPAD received

were the recovery of direct expenses.

OTHER BENEFITS OF BOEPAD
Those who most directly benefit from BOEPAD's operations are its
clients, in the rorm of educational planning and development services.
But there are also many others who benefit.

One example of this is

those who are employed as project consultants and assistants.
tht;lse consultants are professionals (i.e. 1 professors),

Many of

Working as

consultants for BOEPAD gives them the opportunity to supplement their

6
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incomes, but also provides them with the vehicle to broaden their
eXperiences in the field and to share their expertise in a way in
which it is directly applicable to a nonuniversity setting.
Another group of these employees are graduate students from UNM.
Some are employed for pay as graduate assistants and are therefore
aided in financing their graduate schooling.
credit, through

fie~d

Others receive graduate

experiences and problems courses.

All receive

valuable experiences--the kind not available in a classroom,
A second and more indirect example of benefits derived from
BOEPAD is in the operation of a planning laboratory and library.
In order for BOEPAD to carry out its project activities, it·
must maintain an adequate library of resource materials.

Although

BOEPAD employees working on projects have first preference for
utilizing the lab and library, many graduate students also are able
to use the facilities for research and class work.
Because of the activities of BOEPAD's executive director in
working with several Indian groups and tribes outside of his duties
w~th

BOEPAD, the library has the beginning of a good collection of

Indian related materials.

Evidence of its use can already be seen.

TIE BETWEEN BOEPAD AND NMRSC
There exists

1~ith

BOEPAD a very close working relationship with

the New Mexico Research and Study Council.
that cause this relationship to exist.
members.

Bo~h

There are many factors

One is the sharing of staff

the executive director and office manager are shared.

Oftentimes graduate assistants are shared by both organizations.
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Another cause is the sharing of facilities.
same offices on the UNM campus.
commonness of activities.
ment.

Both are located in the

.

The two organizations also have a

Both are interested in educational improve-

Many of BOEPAD's clients are NMRSC members.
Another important factor influencing this relationship is the

activities of the director·.

For· instance, through his role as a

professor in the Department of Educational Administration, Dr. Tonigan
teaches graduate classes in educational planning and surveying.

He

frequently involves the graduate students enrolled in these classes
directly in projects of BOEPAD and NMRSC.

This offers direct field

experiences to the students and provides BOEPAD and NMRSC with a wide
variety of expertise.
The sharing and ties between BOEPAD and NMRSC have the advantages of permitting the offices to be open on a forty-hour-per-week
basis, providing a full-time service to educational institutions and
agencies, and getting these agencies and institutions to work closely
together in

~ommon

courses.

FINANCIAL REPORT
BOEPAD Account #0$7-039
July 1, 1975 to July 1, 1976
I.

II.

FUNDS AVAILABLE
A. University Allocation
B. Rough Rock Curr. Dev.
EXPENDITURES
A. Salaries
1. Professional $12,343.04
2. Sec'l/Clerical 4,721.00
B. Fringe Benefits
C. Materials&Services
D. Travel

$19,900.00
150.00

$17,064.04
2,166.91
160.21
36.48
Unexpended Balance:

8

$20,050.00

$19,427.64

$

622.36
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SUMMARY

BOEPAD COMPLETED PROJECTS, 1968-76
YEAR OF
COMPLETION
1968-69

NO.
1.

2.
3.

4.

,_.

c..>

1969-70

5.

Curriculum and Facility Planning,
Deming Elementary School
Curriculum and Facility Planning,
Vaughn High School

~

Curriculum and Facility Planning,
Espanola Vocational-Technical School

$

'i

UNM Branch College Feasibility Study
("4-in-1")

15,000

Los Lunas Multi-Cultural Sensitivity
Training

39,500
1,000

Curriculum and Facility Planning,
Los Lunas High School

4,000

Curriculum and Facility Planning,
Pojoaque Elementary School

1,300

Curriculum and Facility Planning,
Carrie Tingley Hospital
Curriculum and Facility Planning,
Las Vegas Middle School

$

4,500

1.

4.

~

S 0 URC
Total

885

Title I Workshop

3.

~

$
1,000

6.

2.

'

By
DOLLAR VALUE
0 F CONTRACTS
Local
UNM
Other
State
Federal

TITJ.E

$ 61,885

913
3,500

5.

Uealth Behavior Inventory

1,500

6.

llealth Curriculum Guide

1,000

:c

to·

~

'~'.f)

N

·~

(Contd)
YEAiiDF
. COMPLETION

7.

Los Alamos Parent-Student Opinion Poll

8.

Review

9.

UNM Staff Training Program

10.

11.
12.
13.
~

1970-71

1'ITLE

J!O.

14.

o~

DOLLAR
Local
$ 3,592

State Board Policies

VALUE
OF
CONTRACTS
BY
State
Federal
UNM
Other
$

$

$

2,670
15,150

Gallup Branch, UNM VocationalTechnical Feasibility Study

3,000
1,000

Plant Design Awards, American Association of Junior Colleges
Ln<: T."""'' Arlmtnistrative Reorganization ___::;-.:::-=-------

1.

Child Care and Development Center, ISRAD

2.

Curriculum Improvement, Socorro

3.

Space Study, College of Education, UNM

4.

Socioeconomic and Attitudinal Survey,
Gallup Urban Development Agency

5.

Los Lunas Inservice Teacher Training

$

$

500

Statewide Vocational-Technical
Evaluation

Albuquerque Health Occupations
Charrette

SOURCE
Total

16,000

1,000
958
$ 56,188

$ 18,638

-~

N
'JJ
{Contd)
YEAICOF
COHPLETION
1974-75

None.

.1975-76

D0 L L AR
Local

TITLE

NO.

(Director on sabbatical.)

1.

Pojoaque K-12 Facility Planning
Assistance

2.

Branch College Master Planning
Studies (Northern Branch Community College in Espanola,
and Gallup Branch Community
College)

3.

Rough Rock Curriculum Planning

4.

Magdalena Project

- - - - - - - - · - ---------TOTAL: -

VAL UE 0 F C0 NT RACT S BY
State
Federal
UNM
Other

$.

$

$

$

$

S 0 URC E
Total
$

3,531

4,120

1,552~

2
2,376
{NMRSC)

100

-0--:-__:::__~-22_.7~6--_-$--:::42.-~7Q_-$126-,!19~~

$ 2(:i,22i

-_$_4~334

$. 11,679
~229,664

1-'

0\

1

.

. One-half of Office Manager's salary for four months.
2

~

.
'
$1,600 of NMRSC's Special Assistant time, and $776 {or one-fourth) of NMRSC's Office Manager's time for four months.
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APPENDIX B
(Taken from the Community College Master Planning Study-Northern ·
Branch, 1975, the University of New Mexico, Bureau of Educational
Planning and Development, December 1975.) .

COMMUTING COSTS
One-fifth of the Fall 1975 student population of the Northern Branch
Community College attended one or more classes at a satellite location. If
the satellite program had not been in operation and these students had to
drive to Espanola to att~nd cla~:~aes, their cost of attending college classes
wou~d have been significantly increased.
.This is illustrated below:
Cost and Time Involved in
Commuting to College
Satellite Location
Number of miles from satellite to Espanola campus
Number of miles for each
round trip
Number of trips made weekly*
Number of trips made each
semester. (18 weeks)
Number of miles driven
each semester

Ojo
Caliente !Penasco

Tierra
Amarilla Questa

Poioaque

67

69

25

38

10

134

138

so

76

20

3

3

3

3

-3

54

54

54

54

54

7,236

7,452

2,700

4,104

1,080

Cost of driving per semester (@ State of New
Mexico rate of 15~/mile)

$1085.40 $1117.80

$405.00 $615.60

$162.00

Prorated coSts if two
students share rides

$ 542.70 $ 558.90

$202.50 $307.80

$ 81.00

Number of hours devoted to
commuting per semester
for each student (1.33
minutes/mile)

165

160

60

91

24

*The figure of 3 trips weekly w~s chosen as a minimum. The number of trips
made would probably exceed this figure determined by the students' need to
be on campus for social activities, meetings, to use the library, etc.
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FOREWORD
Since its inception, the New Mexico Research and Study
Council has carried out a broad and varied program of educational
service.

Each year the Executive Director has published an annual

report of activities and projects.
This report is not an attempt to describe in detail all
that has been done during the past year, but is intended to give
in brief summary form an accounting of the Council's activities.·
It is hoped that this report will be of interest to offiCials o-f
Council member schools and to all individuals interested in the
education of New Mexico children.
The programs of the past year have been interesting and
challenging.

There is every reason to expect next year's to be

just as exciting.
Richard F. Tonigan
Executive Director
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THE NEW MEXICO RESEARCH AND STUDY COUNCIL SEVENTEEN YEARS OF COOPERATIVE ACTION
The New Mexico Research and Study Council adopted
Constitution on January 14, 1959.

it~

first

Nineteen (19) school systems became

charter members of the Council at, that time.

The Council is a voluntary

organization of New Mexico school systems and educational agencies.
Each agency and school system designates an administrator as its
official voting member.

The University of New Mexico provides, at no·

cost to the Council, the time of the.Council's
office space to conduct the Council's business.

ex~cutive

director, plus

The Council pays for

the services of a half-time office manager and a half-time research
assistant, plus the necessary supplies, materials, and other costs in·curred in the Council's operations.
solely by membership dues.

The Council's revenues. are produced

Dues are on a sliding scale, based on school

system enrollment.
The Board of Directors of the Council is composed of nine members;
the president is elected at large from the Council; one each from six
member districts, one from the New Mexico State Department of Education,
and the executive director.

The Board of Directors acts as an adminis-

trative committee to the executive director and also recommends policies
td the entire membership.
Membership in the New Mexico Research and Study Council is open
to any school system or

educ~tional

agency within the state.

Purposes of the Council
The New Mexico Research and Study Council (NMRSC) is an organization specifically designed to facilitate cooperative study and solution

1

of educational problems.

The Council and the University of New Mexico

provide the resources, direction, and assistance necessary to successfully complete such projects and activities that are undertaken.

The

Council also provides the means for disseminating the results of
studies and surveys.
The Constitution of the New Mexico Research and Study Council
presents the following statement of purpose:
Its (NMRSC) purpose shall be to sponsor, to encourage, and
to engage in research, experimentation, and study in order to
improve elementary and secondary education, and administration.
Projects and activities to carry out this purpose shall be
joint and cooperative in support, in prosecution and in the
dissemination of findings.
The Work of the Council
Ideas for Council projects come from a number of different sources.
Most projects develop as a result of discussions and concerns relative
to common problems by member districts that are brought during discussions at general meetings.

Some come from ideas generated by the Exe-

cutive Director and his staff.

Other ideas come from a variety of

sources, such as professional readings, teachers' concerns, national
educational topics, etc.
The Executive Director and his staff are responsible £or making
the necessary arrangements for completing projects.

Personnel from

member districts often provide leadership and expertise in planning and
conducting projects.

Aid is also received from the State Department of

Education, various departments and personnel from the University of New
Mexico, and other experts in fields of education.

The Council intends

to utilize the resources of as many institutions and agencies as are
necessary to assure the accomplishment of Council goals and objectives.

2
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Cooperative Purchasing Program
In addition to its other projects, the NMRSC operates a cooperative purchasing program for its member districts.

By consolidating

school supply needs, and offering these requirements for public bid,
Council members receive lower prices on a wide variety of supplies
needed to operate schools.
The Cooperative Purchasing Program Advisory Committee, in conjunction with the

Exe~utive

Director and his staff, have the respon-

sibility of operating the Program.

School district requirements are

consolidated and let out for bid once a year.

Member districts save

considerably by utilizing the Program, both in time and money.
THE PAST YEAR'S ACTIVITIES
Branch College Master Planning Studies
During the

fall~semester,

the Bureau of Educational Planning and

Development (BOEPAD) at the University of New Mexico, under the direction of Dr. Tonigan, conducted the Branch College Master Planning Studies
of the University's two branch colleges;, the Northern Branch Community
College 1in Espanola, and the Gallup Branch Community College?

To aid

BOEPAD in these studies, the Counci.l loaned muchof the time of the
Exe.cutive Director and his staff to the project.
The studies basically involved making needs assessments of postsecondary education in the Community College Districts.

These will give

direction to the future goals and objectives of the Branch Community
1community College Master Planning Study-Northern Branch, 1975,
the University of New Mexico, Bureau of Educational Planning and
Development, December 1975.

2community College Master Planning Study-Gallup Branch, 1975,
the University of New Mexico, Bureau of Eaucational Planning and
Development, December 1975.
3
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Colleges and will provide specific information which can be used to
plan programs and facilities at the branches.

The studies were completed

at the end of the fall semester and all member districts received copies
of the reports.
Cooperative Purchasing Program
Work began on the' Council's Cooperative Purchasing Program in the
spring semester, and all preliminary paper work was completed the middle
of March.

Bid items were inspected, and the bids were opened in pubiic

on March 23.

Bid awards were made and all bidders were notified.

This year's bids awarded by the Council were for more than
$300,000.

Based on an estimated savings of 19.3% (the 19.3% figure is

based on research conducted by NMRSC's special assistant, George F.
Harrison), Council members saved over $75,000 by purchasing through the
Cooperative Purchasing Program.
Workshops and Conferences
The Santa Fe Workshop
November 19, 1975
The New Mexico Research and Study Council held a workshop in
Santa Fe on November 19, 1975.

The workshop was hosted by the Santa Fe

Public Schools; Jim Miller, Superintendent.

The workshop included a

visit to Chaparral Elementary School (an open space school) to observe
the program, a presentation on Santa Fe's Bilingual Program by members
of the Santa Fe staff, and a presentation by Helen Westcott, Certification Officer of the State Department of Education, on teacher and
administrator certification requirements.

4
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Annual Christmas Meeting
December 12, 1975
The Annual Christmas Meeting of the NMRSC was held on December 12,.
1975, at the Hilton Inn in Albuquerque.

A general meeting of the member-

ship was held in the afternoon and included an election of officers.
The dinner was held in the International Ballroom and special
entertainment was provided by the Ballet Folklorico de Albuquerque.
Certificates of Merit were awarded to:

Dr. John Aragon, J. Buck Doran,

William L. Dwyer, J. Placido Garcia, Jr., Dr. Herbert H. Hughes, Ted
Martinez, Stanley Newton, Dr. I. V. Payne, Lucien E. Roberts, William
Runge, James Sidwell, George Thompson, Manuel.B. Toledo, and George P.
White.

An Honorary Certificate of Merit was awarded.Dr. David Darling,

Dean of the College of Education at the University of New Mexico.

Legislation Program
February 12, 1976
The Council's annual' program on legislation was conducted
February 17, 1976, at the Inn of the Governors in Santa Fe.
of the meeting was "Public School Legislat.:i.on-1976."

The theme

Guest speaker for

the session was Representative Bill Warren, Chairman of the Legislative
School Study Committee.

Representative Warren gave a report on the

recommendations that the Legislative School Study Committee was making
to the 32nd Legislature and centered on changes in cost differential
factors, transportation, general appropriations, and capital outlay.

5
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Tesuque Workshop
May 6, 1976
The major workshop of the year was held at the Rancho Encantado
near Tesuque on May 6, 1976.

The workshop was composed of four separate

sessions as follows:
Session 1:

Panel discussion on "Implications of Title IX,
and Equal Employment and Affirmative Action."
Panel members--Linda Estes, the University of
New Mexico and New Mexico Commission pn Status
of Women; Frank Beserra and Edward Navort, N.M.
Human Rights Commission; Frances Shipman, Board
of N.M. Technical-Vocational School; James
Miller, Superintendent of Schools, Santa Fe.

Session 2:

"The Future of Public School Capital Outlay
in New Mexico." Speaker--Senator Matias
Chacon, Rio Arriba County.

Session 3:

"Update on the New Mexico Public School Finance
Formula." Speaker--Harry Wugalter, Chief,
Public School Finance Division.

Session 4:

"Legal Problems for School Administrators with
Emphasis on Due Process, Students and Teachers."
Speaker--Dan A. McKinnon III, Attorney at Law.

New Dues Structure
The Council decided that a new dues structure was needed to
accommodate smaller school districts and make the NMRSC more attractive
to them.

A new category was established for schools with an enrollment

of less than 300 students.

The new dues structure is as follows:

Enrollment
299
300
1,000
1,500

Membershi;e Dues

or less
900
- 1,499
or more

$200
400
500
600

6
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The Graduate Administrative Intern would receive valuable
experience.

3}

The Intern would receive some monetary c?mpensation.

4}

The Intern would receive graduate credit hours.

5}

Closer relations could be established between NMRSC
schools and UNM.

A Committee on Teacher Training, membered by Pete Santistevan,
Chairman (Bernalillo}, Owen Geer (Questa), and Glory Tafoya (Los Lunas)
was also formed.

This committee is investigating, among other things,

the placement of student teachers in outlying areas.
Based on the activity just discussed, the Executive Director and
his staff will ask members to complete a questionnaire early in the fall
to assess membe·r districts concerning the establishment of these two
programs.
Recruiting Trip
In an effort to recruit new members into the Council, NMRSC's
special assistant, George F. Harrison, made a recruiting trip on
April 29 and 30.

He visited Vaughn, Santa Rosa, Mora, Springer, and Roy

and talked to each district's superintendent about the benefits of
Council membership.

8
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Trial Memberships and New Members
In an attempt to attract more school districts, a special
invitation to join the Council for the second semester at half price
was extended to several smaller school districts.

As a result of this

special invitation, written by .Frank Davila, Encino, three school districts became new members of the Council.

The three new districts are:

Wagon Mound; Albert Pena, Superintendent
Mosquero; Charles Ward, Superintendent
Jemez Mountain; James Rodriguez, Superintendent
With the addition of these three new members, Council. membership
now numbers twenty-three (23).
Graduate Internships and Teacher
Training Programs
A great deal of discussion, both formal and informal, was held
concerning the possibilities of establishing a program of administrative
internships for graduate students, and a program that would place student teachers in outlying areas.
To investigate how graduate students could become administrative
assistants to Council

me~ber

Internships was formed.

superintendents, a Committee on Graduate

The·committee, membered by John Salvo, Chair-

man ·(Moriarty), Frank Davila (Encino), and Frank B. Lopez (Pojoaque),
held discussion on how this could best be accomplished.

In addition,

a meeting was held at UNM with the Committee and Department Chairmen
from UNM to discuss the possibilities of establishing such a program.
The benefits of such a program seem to be as follows:
1)

Small school districts cannot afford a full-time assistant
to the superintendent, but the superintendent's workload
frequently calls for one. An Administrative Intern could
fill this position.

7
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Financial Report
For the Period
July 1, 1975-June 30, 1976
RECEIPTS
Membership Dues
Balance from June 30, 1975

DISBURSEMENrS
Salaries &Wages
Materials &Services
Printing &Photocopying
Postage, Communications
&Freight
Travel
Consultants/Conference
Workshops
Fringe Benefits

BALANCE, June 30, 1976

$10,300.35
1,115.03
$11,415.38

$ 6,621.20
706.49
1,124.98
254.68
336.64
0.00
560.31
$ 9,604.30
$ 1,811.08

THE FUTURE
The 1976-77 school year promises to be an exciting one for the
New Mexico Research and Study Council and its member school districts.
What projects and activities should the Council and its members engage
in for the coming year?

We solicit your suggestions.

Some suggestions

for consideration follow:
1)

Continue with plans to implement a program of Graduate
Internships for member districts.

2)

Continue investigating the possibility of placing
teaching trainees into member districts.

3)

Continue recruiting efforts.

4)

Expand and improve the cooperative purchasing program.

5)

Plan workshops, programs, and inservice sessions on
relevant education issues.

9
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APPENDIX A

CENTRAL

GALLUP-McKINLEY

LAS CRUCES
CARLSBAD
ALAMOGORDO .
JAL
GADSDEN r-....1--....__ _ _ _ _...___ _ _ _--L._ ___.
NEW MEXI.CO SCJ-rol DISTRICT
Ml\P

ANIMAS

~ - NMRSC Member School Districts,

1975-76.
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APPENDIX B

Ol{GANIZATlON <W TilE
NEW MEXICO RESF..A:RCH AND STUDY COUNCIL

SCHOOL DISTRICTS LOCATED IN
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN NEW MEXICO

MEMBER PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS

UNM' S COLLEGE OF
EDUCATI()lL

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

SECRETARIAL
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PRICE COMPARISONS ON NINE SELECTED ITEMS'
PURCHASED THROUGH THE NMRSC
On April 14, 1976, the New Mexico Research and Study Council
mailed to Council members an estimate of the probable savings derived
by Council members who purchased supplies through the Council's Spring
1976 Cooperative Purchasing Program.
Mr. George F. Harrison, Special Assistant of the NMRSC, arrived
at his estimate of savings by comparing the bid price of nine selected·
items with the individual district price which vendors would have bid
if there had been no NMRSC Cooperative Purchasing Program.
Mr. Harrison's calculations, ,as well as the comparison of the current
year prices with the coming year's prices, are included in the table
on the following page.
The table reveals an average of 19.3% savings in the cost of .the
nine items for the 1976-77 schOol year. The range in savings vari!=ld
from 0.0% to as high as 43.0%.
Based on the analysis of these nine items and the fact that
there was an average savings of 19.3% by using the mass purchasing
process versus an individual school district purchasing process, it is
reasonable to estimate that Council districts, in. total, saved approximately $76,000 through the 1976 cooperative purchasing program.
This $76,000 was arrived at in the following manner:
Total Dollar Value of.NMRSC 76-77 Requirements
Janitorial Supplies
Lumber Supplies
Metal Supplies
Paper Supplies
Physical Education Supplies
Sc~ool Supplies
TOTAL

$ 47,093.89
25,879.47
5,052.68
135,566.61
8,875.11
94,634.21
$317,011.97

Twenty-one of NMRSC's twenty-three member school districts participated in the Cooperative Purchasing Program this year. These twenty-one
school districts had a combined enrollment of about 2,000 students, Based
on the savings estimate of $76,000 and participating member district student enrollment, NMRSC members are saving almost $3 per student by buying
through the Council.
Total membership dues collected for the year were $10,300. This
compares rather favorably with the total savings to Council members of
$76,000.
'
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PRICE COMPARISONS ON NINE SELECTED ITEMS PURCHASED THROUGH THE NMRSC (4/7/76, George Harrison)

Item

Price if bid individually
by medium sized school
district*

1975-76 NMRSC
Price

1976-77 NMRSC
Price

$ 5.10/doz

$ 6.58/doz

$ 7.40/doz

2. Construction Paper,
9xl2, green

14.60/ctn

14.44/ctn

14.44/ctn

3. Duplicating Paper,
8~xll, 20ffo

13.25/ctn

13.19/ctn

18.00/ctn

A. Paper Supplies
1. Notebooks, spiral,
12x8~, 80 sheets

Percent of savings
of NMRSC 1976-77
prices over
individual prices

(Difference)
($ 0.82)

11.1%

(

0.00)

0.0%

(

4.81)

26.7%
00

......

B. School SuEElies
1. Folding Chairs

5.55 each

5.20 each

5.50 each

(

0.30)

5.5'7.

4.56/gross

5.04/gross

(

0.48)

9.5%

2.15/doz

2 ..55/doz

3.20/doz

(

0.65)

20.37.

48.90/doz

51.30/doz

90.00/doz

( 38. 70)

43.0%

2. Bulbs, Flourescent,
F-96-T-12/CW, cool white 18.24/doz

17.09/doz

26.64/doz

(

9.55)

35.8%

3.95/gal

4.95/gal

(

1. 00)

22.2%

2. Pencils, #2, soft
3. Scissors, 4~",
Blunt point

------

C. Janitorial SuEElies
1. wastebaskets' 18" high,

15 7/8' diameter

3. Gymnasium finish

4.18/gal

Average percentage of savings on the
selected nine items
* Prices supplied by successful bidders
for 1976-77

19.3%

APPENDIX D
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George F. Harrison, "The Charrette: A Unique Tool For Educational
Planning With Intensive Community Involvement," Catalyst for
Change, Vol. 5, No. 3 (Spring 1976), 24-27.
J. Placido Garcia, Jr., Procedures Manual: Public School Capital
· Outlay Program Report, New Mexico, 1974 (March 1974).
Fred A. Moehlenbrock, "The Traveling Seminar--A Creative Workshop,"
Catalyst for Change, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Winter 1973), 11-13.
Betty M. Skupaka, Editor, The'"Holding Power" Workshop (1972), 43.
Paul V. Petty, The School Administrator artd Employee Negotiations
Janua~y 1972, 22.
Wilson H. Ivins, Effectiveness of Process Teaching in High Schools:
A Survey of Judgments by Their Graduates (June 1971), 31.
Jose A. Perea, Ex erimental Educa,tion: New Mexico, 1970-71:
12 Innovative Programs (1971 , 41.
George T. Prigmore, Factors Influencing the Role of Supervisors
of English (June 1969), 64.
Albert W. Vogel, John Hersey on the Educational Malaise (May 1968),
15.
John Seaberg and Horacia Ulibarri, Areas of Conflict Between
Administrators and Teachers: A New Mexico Report (March 1968),
40.
Mildred Fitzpatrick, Textbooks Are Here to Stay: A New Mexico
Report (February 1968), 32.
Tom Wiley, assisted by Richard L. Holemon, School Administration:
Some Observations (September 1967), 24.
Wilson Ivins, Team Teaching in Southwestern Secondary Schools
(February 1964), 38.
NMRSC (Devoy Ryan, Tom Wiley, John Aragon, Emmett Shockley, and
Roger Harrell), Focus on Trends (1963), 53.
Frank Angel, Jr., Re ort of the Lay-Educator Study of the Grants
Public Schools, NoVember 13-15, 1963 1963 , 105.
Paul V. Petty, Report of the Lay-Educator Study of the GallupMcKinley County Public Schools, March 4-6, 1963 .(1963), 72.
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Phillip Ludi and Frank Angel, Editors, Interest Centers in the
Elementary Classroom, Vol. 3, No. 1 (March 1962), 38.
Emily Reuwsaat and. Miles V. Zintz., Editors, Curriculum Suggestions:
Teachers of Retarded Children (1962), 82.
New Mexico Cooperative Research and Study Council and University of
New Mexico, Report of·Visitation and Study Team for Taos
Municipal Schools, March 22-23, 1961 (1961), 29.
Devoy A. Ryan, Editor, School Plant Planning &·construction (1960),·
45.
Lloyd Cockrell and Devoy A. Ryan, Editors, ·Handbook for Custodians
in New Mexico Public Schools (1959), 31.
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WORKSHOPS.AND CONFERENCES

"Spring Workshop" (one-day seminar·at Rancho llncantado, Tesuque,
r.,lay 6, 1976). Four-part seminar, covering several topics of
mutual concern to New Mexico educators.
"Public School Legislation, 1976" (luncheon conference at the Inn
of the Governors, Santa Fe, February 12, 1976; Representative
William E. Warren, speaker).
"Viewing Bilingual/Open-Space Facility Programs" and "Discussion
on Teacher Education and Certification" (one-day workshop
held at Santa Fe Public Schools, November 19, 1975).
Presentations by Santa Fe Bilingual Program staff members,
and by Helen Westcott, SDE Certification Officer. Greetings
by Leonard DeLayo, Superintendent of Public Instruction.
"Viewing the Penasco Career Education Process .CPENCEP)" (a one-day
conference, April 25, 1975). Supported by Penasco Independent
School District; enabled participants to view the only state
financed and sponsored career education project in New Mexico
at the present time.
"Selected Services Available to Public Schools and Communi ties
through the University of New Mexico" (a one-day conference,
November 20, 1974). Included a tour of·UNM's Technology
Application Center (TAC).
"Accommodating All the Kids: How to Individualize Instruction" (a
two-day conference, September 26 in Espanola and September 27,
1974, in Los Alamos). Supported by Los Alamos Public Schools;
included a tour of Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories Meson
Facility.
"School/Community Programs and Facilities" (a one-day seminar, June
June 24, 1974). Held at Rancho Encantado in Tesuque. Speaker,
Joseph Ringers, Jr. of Arlington.
"Needs Assessment" (a two-day conference, May 2-3, 1974). Supported
by the New Mexico State Department of Education. Speakers included Dr. Nolan Estes (Dallas) and Dr. Mario Fantini (New York).
"Plant Management Workshops" (two one-day workshops, June 12 and
June 14, 1973) .
"Energy Crisis" IVorkshop (a two-day workshop, April 20-21, 1973).
"Traveling Seminar to Colorado'' (a three-day workshop, November 1972).
"Career Education" (a one-day workshop, February 1972).
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"Critical Concerns of New Mexico's Public Education System" ·(a
one-day conference, November 1971).
"Holding Power" Workshop (a five-day workshop on Indian dropout
problems, August 1971).
"Cultural Awareness" (a one-day workshop on special problems of
Indian children in public schools, March 1971).
"How Administrators and Counselors Talk with Students About Dope"
(a one-day workshop, December 1970).
"PPBS Conceptualization and Application" (a one-day workshop,
October 1970).
"A Look at the Bernalillo Vocational Program with Implications for
the State of New Mexico'' (a one-day workshop, May 1970).
"Promoting School Bond Issues in New Mexico" (a one-day conference
for superintendents, April· 1970).
"Emerging Developments in School Business Management" (a one-day
workshop, December 1969).
"Relevancy of New Processes and Content in Secondary Schools"
(a one-day workshop, October 1969),

22
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APPENDIX F
COMPARISON OF THE NEW MEXICO RESEARCH AND STUDY COUNCIL
TO OTHER U.S. STUDY COUNCILS
In a 1970 study, 71 U. S. study councils were analyzed by William
P. Danenburg.

This study, Characteristics of School S.tudy and Develop-

ment Councils in the United States, included the NMRSC.

The following

comparison reveals that the NMRSC possesses 'characteristics similar to
typical characteristics possessed by the 71 U. S.· study councils analyzed
in Mr. Danenburg's study.
STUDY COUNCIL PROFILES
Typical Characteristics
1.

2.
3,

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11,

12.
13.

14.

15.

Other Councils

Sponsored by a university.
Associated with an Educational Administration Department.
Serves a multi-country area.
Membership contains rural, urban, and
suburban school districts.
Governed by a board of directors.
Boards are composed primarily of:
a) Superintendents
b) Council staff member
c) Representative of another university
d) Representative of state department
of education
Council employs a part-time director.
Council employs graduate students.
Council employs a secretary.
Staff performs most administrative duties.
Council receives most revenue from dues.
Dues are based upon student enrollment.
Council is incorporated.
Highest priority functions are:
a) Inservice education
b) Sharing information and materials
c) Newsletter
d) Research and service projects
e) Disseminating research
f) Sharing employed consultants
g) Curriculum development
h) Cooperative Purchasing
Decade council was established~

23

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

5

6
1
0

1'

1

0
Yes
Several
F.T.
Yes
50% t
Yes
50% t

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
1960's

1

No
One
P.T.
Yes

99%
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
1950 IS

T~Eical

Other Councils '

Characteristics

16. · Number of member school districts:
a) Initial
b) 1969-75
17. Headquartered in metropolitan area.
18. Population of membership area.
19. Student population served.
20. Executive director employed by either
board or sponsor.
21. Sponsoring university contributes:
a) Office space
b) Salary of executive director
c) 30% of council's budget (cash)
d) 15% of'council 1 s budget (support)
22. Oriented to administrators.
23. Works with other school personnel.
24. Publishes newsletter.
25. Representatives attend annual meeting of
National School Development Council (the
national association of study councils).

NMRSC

21
26
Yes
750,000
160,000

19
20
Yes
Less
Less

Yes

Yes

Yes
1/3
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Less
None
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No

The New Mexico Research and Study Council initiated one of the first
cooperative purchasing programs in the country, and has operated it continuously since the Council was established in 1959.

Almost annually, the

number and type of items which have been included in the "Invitation to Bid"
materials have been expanded and refined.

Thus, the annual savings to member

school districts and to the taxpaying citizens of the State of New Mexico
have annually increased to the point where the annual savings can soon be
expected to approximate $100,000 a year.

Since the annual dues of members

of the Council who participate in the Cooperative Purchasing Program have
never exceeded a total annual cost of $10,000, the NMRSC Cooperative.Purchasing Program can certainly be rated to be a commendable joint effort of the
University of New Mexico and the member school districts of the Council.
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REPORT TO THE UNIVERS;I:TY .
ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSEOUT
OF CONTRACT 361~75-0009
JULY 1 1 1975--JUNE 30 1 1976
CULTURAL AWARENESS CENTER
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, Nffi{ MEXICO 87131
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~~-958

im. THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DA'I'E:

tOM!

E.N. Dennard, Assistant Regional Conmissioner
for School Systems \\,_,
Ernest Gurule, Directo~-A

IIIJECT:

Administrative Closeout of Contract - 361-75-0009

):

September 15, 1976

n:,

We are sending under separate cover the following items:
1.
2.
3.

List of Employees (Item 11)
List of Consultants (Item 12)
List of School District names and Enrollments that have received
technical assistance from GAG-A (Item 14)
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second quarter of the
fun.ding yec:r. Administrators did nominate people
fran. their respective districts who they felt v;ould
be interested and would be
participants in an initial
workshop that was neld in
two _areas, (Albuquerque,
October 3-5, and Roswell,
October 17-18) to better
accamodate the districts
requesting assistance.

preliminary training
were held for
78 prospective Special
Projects personnel during
October, 1975. Project
personnel fran the 19741975 funding year were
utilized to describe
their special projects.
'I'he establishment of
procedures for the devel·
opment and submission of
spec~l project proposalE
was made. 'I'he participants v1ere infonned of

Because of the above, the
Special Projects personnel
were not actively involved
in the develooment or
revision of cU.rriculum :inaterials until tlie middle
part of the second quarter,
rather than by the end of
t_l'}e first quarter as originally proposed.
1
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Oli='FERENCE s·EiWEE.N Pi.':lOPOSEO
ANO ACTU"AL .S..CCOMPLtSI-11.4ENTS.

tion and administrators
outlining our plans and
intentions to fund and
otherwise support the
revision or development
of curriculum.materials
in those districts that
requested assistance
had been canpleted.

~10rkshops

3-5, 1975.
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Special Projects preliminary Training
Workshop, Roswell,
New Mexico, October
1.7-18, 1975.
17 Teachers
3 Administrators
l Other
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type of projects that
v;ould be considered for
funding, i.e., as per
application, the need for
proposals that would shov;
=icul.um refonn with
emphasis on materials for
minority students and
females, and, =icul.um
designed w.i.th humanistic
and student-centered
emphasis including the
social, cultural· and
psychological factors. of
learning and teaching.
Included in the workshop
were teache;rs and administrators from twentysix (26) school distr:i,ctE
As a result of these w::>rJ

shops, the GAC received
a total of 58 proposals
for revision or development of =iculum
materials.
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In order to assure as
much fairness and un-

biasness to the special
p+eject proposals the
Center staff decided to
hire two consultants to
initially revieov and
evaluate the proposals.
Criteria for rating were
detennined by appropriateness of (l) descriptions of projects, (2)
needs assessments, (3)
objectives, (4) activities, (5) time schedules
and (6)' possibilities
for replication. consideration was also
given to geographic and
grade level variabili~.
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As per application,. the GA
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had not initially intended
to use consultants in eval
ating the propo5als. o-dginally, the intent was £c
the Center staff only to
evaluate and select those
proposals that were to be
funded. The conclusion
reac:hed by the staff ~vas
that by bringing outside
evaluators, sane of the
bias could be eliminated.

Likewise, two GAC staff
members. rated the 58
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rank ordered £ran 1

(highest rating) to 58
(lowest rating) •
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Final selection of 40
proposals, budget reviews a..."1d subsequent
changes by GAC staff,
December'S, 1975.

The highest 40 rated proposals were next distributed among the staff,
and of these, 5 were re··
jected for funding. As·
such, the remaining 18
lrn-1est ranked w·ere then
distributed among the
staff, and a selection
of 5 additional proposals was made for
funding, bringing the
total· number to 40.
The 40 projects were div
ided among the GAC staff
for coordination purposeE

.....

For more information on
the selection of the 40
·projects, please refer
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_ . !.__. ___ .... 1 .
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Actually, 41 proposals were
funded, but because of the
similarities between two of
the proposals, not.:uthstand
ing .that they were suhnitte
by the same school, it· was
decided by the staff that
the two could be canb.ined
into one, with bm project
coordinators, making for a
total .of 41 Special Project
personnel.
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Objective #2

July, 1975
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Sept., 197.51 June, 1976

By the end of the

academic. year, forty
projects will have
been developed and :i.m
plemen.ted in sch:Jols
tlu:"Oughout the State
of New Me."ti.co.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROPOSED
ANO ACTUAL ACCOJ.tPl.ISH!.!ENTS

(d)

(r)

I June

30,
1976

(•)

Please ref~ to Addendum II of this report for
a description of the 40
special projects.
As of June 12, 1976, all

of the 40 special projects had been developed
and had been implemented
in schools throughout ·
the state.

In addition to the two -~ is .mentioned in the appl.
Preliminary Training
cation, an esprit de corps
Workshops outlined in
eveloped among the people
Objecti-ve #1 of this re- engaged in the special proj
port, four other workects, and as such, because '
shops were held through-,the ensuing interper~nal
out the year for the
relations that were created
Special Projects perbetween Projects ,personnel,
sonnel.
·
fran school district to
school district, it was de-i
cided by the G.il£ staff that!
four (4) clinic sessions
!
would be beneficial. and
necessa;ry to truly make the
projects the success~ I
-·
!they had demonstrated j:hE!
·potential to have.
'
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1975.
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A training ;.;orkshop was
held for the 41 Special
Projects personnel in
December, 1975. The
purpose of the workshop
was to aquaint the participants with university regulations including the following:
(l) purchasing of material; (2) use of stipends; and, (3) .travel.
The Projects personnel
;.;ere also aquainted with
the var:ious fonns that
they must fill out for
use with the above and
t.he procedures they must
follow. In addition,
the Center staff rret
individually with each
project coordinator to
review the proposals and
discuss budgets, objectives and activities,
time schedules and any
changes that were recanrnended.

!

Since the .imDlernentation of
the 40 projr~Cts, 1 Projects
coordinator made· the decision to withdra;.; her .appli·
cation in view of the fact,·
that no back-up personnel
1'1-lere available to continue
the project.
·
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The purpose. of the March
12 Training oorkshop was
primarily to bring the
Special Projects personnel together to discuss
financial and logistical
matters, defirle existant
problens with their
particular projects
through large and small
group interaction, discuss infonnation resources, evaluate the
different projects, and .
to give. the personnel,
once again, an opportunity to discuss their
projects 'lvith their respective GAC ccordinator.

28 Teachers
8 lldminstrators
3-6-TOTAL·

The purpose of the May 8
Special Projects Workshop was to give Special
Proj~cts personnel an
additional session to
individually consult witl:
their respective G!\C.
staff;

Special Projects
Workshop, Albuquerque,
May 8, 19 76.

27 Teachers
10 Administrators
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2. Special Projects
Training Workshop,
Albuquerque, .r.Erch 12,
1976.
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coordinators and among
themselves about such
items as project evaluations, payments of
stipends and consultantships, backlogged material and travel requisitions, final reports,
or whatever problems the]
ascertained to be irnpor:....
tant to the develorrnent
and/or implementation of
their respective· special.
projects. During the
course of the v;orkshop,
the participants were
instJ;ucted to canplete
questionnc4res, upon
ret.un"l.ing to their
school districts, that
v;ould provide evaluative
infonnation about their
projects. They were to
indicate (1) the number
of students, teachers,
administrators and. canmunity people that were
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(c)

1 involved, (2 ) the short

and long tenn benefits,
(3) the human and financial costs, (4) the
problems of projects
material dissemination,
(5) the r::ositive and
negative side effects
and (6} the overall benefits of replication of
their respective project.
While other issues and
problems were dealt with
the above described activities \vere the main
concern of the workshop.
4. Special Projects
Workshop, Albuquerque,
June 11-12, 1976
26 Teachers
8 Administrators
34 'IOTAL
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The purpose of the June
11-12 Special. Projects
Workshop was for the finalizing and closing ·
out of budge~J activities. In addition,
the Projects personnel ·
were given the opr::ortunity to share all
materials, handouts,
displays, and dEmOnstra-~·
tions, etc. , with one
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another. The workshop
participants were divided ir1to groups for t.'l1e·
purposes of discussing
problems affecting the
development and/or imple!mentation of their projects over the school year
Finally, presentations
were made by each parti:..
ciparit ab:mt their respec~
tive special projects in I
the Curriculum Materials ·
Revision or Development
CC!l]tJOnent of the GAC-A
proposal..
The si?ecial projects were
developed and implenented 1
in the following sch~l
districts:
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20.
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~or a breakdown of the
jnurnber of people directly
affected by the special

projects, please refer
to Addendum III of this
report.·
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of June 30, all GI\.C
staff coordinators had
made t.heir final visitations to the assigned
special project sites.
These visits >"lere made
to monitor, assist and
oi:llen·lise facilitate the
Projects personnel in
the development and im...:
plementation of their
projects. While it was
not deemed necessary to
visit each site four
times, as originally pro
posed in the application
sane projects required
more'than 4 visitations
so that an" average of
four visits were made
to special project sites
throughout the state.

The GA.C-A application pro·
posed that GAC staff members ..-ould be res]?onsible
for four visitations
thro'ughout the year. Sine
a number of projects did
not require this many
visits,. a number of projects required more, and a
cause of the number "of co1
tacts each G!"\C staff coor·
dinator had with their
assigned Projects personne
at Special Projects Workshops (6) it would be more
accurate to state tb~t
each special project coor·
dinator V."C!S contacted a
:minlrnum of eight t:irUes _by
the GA.C staff CQncerning
problems (s}he vm.s experiencing with his or .her
proj•:!ct.
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C. Objective #3
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January 5, Bepternber 30,IJanuary 31,
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I 1975
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By the end of the

first quarter, the
G.l\C will have established a system for
t.l-J.e dissemination and
utilization of project. material.
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40 special projects.
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Projects coordina. tors have been
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Center has copies of all
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The contacting of SpecialiTime Schedule- refer to
Projects coordinators has "differences" column under
been an ongoing process·. Objective #L
which began with the initial GAC staff visitations to the individual
project sites. The actual use of Projects
coordinators as consultants for various GAC
eve.'lts has also been an ;
on-going process. Much
of the curriculum material emnanating fran the
special projects has
been disseminated or is
presently available for
dissemination.
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with a subsequent list·
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with. this objective due to
various school districts the number of specific rein the area of =icuquests for te~~cal assis
lum revision or develop- tari.ce. Prior to suJ::rnissior
ment. Mostly; requests
of an application for a
have been for tec:h.nical
GAC-A grant, the ~"1ter re
assistance with the
ceived bona fide ro..'}'.lests
special projects. Howfor .assistance frcr.'- :::=art_J"··
ever, there have been re eight (48) of the eigHtyquests from school diseight (88) school districte
tricts for assistance
in New Mexico. fubsequent tc
with =iculum not
fu11ding, several additionaJ
having to do with specsc:b..ool districts sul:mitted
ial projects. For this
formal requests for assisreason, the GAC has held tance. Overall, these fort
2 additional w:>rkshops il eight districts, while rep
the Revision or Develop- resenting slightly riior~ tha
ment of Curriculum Mat50% of the districts in the
erials ccmponent.
state, .L11.cluded · 72% of all
school age children in New
In most cases, requests
Mexico and approximately
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80% of all minority stuhandled by the Center
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they may have been denied give, has given or.is givir.
tedbXlical assistance to 60
schqol districts (78'3), H.:
additional requests ccroing
in all of the time.
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l. Science - CUrriculum
Wqrkshop, Soco:J7Q,

The purpose of this work~ This w::Jrkshop was the reshop \v~e threefold; (1) sult of a request for tech
to defl.l'le the p=blan of nical assistance and not a
the. lack of minority rep w::Jrkshop that was delineresentation in the
1 ated in the proposal.
science oCcupations;
(2) to explore ways that
more minorities can ente.I
into fields of science
through viable high
school programs; and (3)
to discuss hav curriculum and counseling
"track" minority student~
away .fran the scie.11ces.
~
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While all of the participants, with the exception of two, teach at
universities throughout
the state, the emphasis
of the worksh0p \vas directed tO\vard all allevi
ating these problems at
the secondary level of ·
education and to ident~
potential science studentls
at the Junior High leveL

i'

2. cUrriculum Revision History of Net-7'Mexico
"I'Torkshcp, Ant.."lony,
New Mexico, April 22,
23 & 24, 1976.

74
11
5
13

Teachers
Administrators
Aides
Ccmmunity People

103 'IDI'AL

As a result of a request

This 'vorkshop was a requesi
for techP~cal assistance for technical assistance
fran the Gadsden School and not a workshop that wcu:
District, the GAC held aj delineated in the proposal
three-day workshop for
the purposes of familiar
·
izing tlJ.e school staff
and personnel \vith the
history, ethnic-cultural
canposition and outreaching areas of the
Mesilla Valley and the
district.
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the History of New
Mexico;
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Historical Perspective;
The History of the
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Ne-w Mexico History
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Highlights of New

Mexico. History.
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A guided tour of the
Mesilla Valley with a
historical narration by
a local historian highlighted the Gadsden
w:Jrkshop.
As a result of the work-

shop, the Gadsden School·
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a follow-up .
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held o.11e (1) general cultural
awareness seminar.
Participnr"ts will
includ'3 ·: ~chers
and aambci.strators Hho have
not attended .a
~-KJrkshop of this ·
kind sponsored by 1the GAC. The
~-KJrkshop wi-ll be
designed to raise
the level of aware
ness of educators
in the area of
cultural diversity.
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30,~igh. t

{8) general cultur- Due. to requests fo. r tec..ll-

al, awareness workshops

ere held for teachers,
administrators and students during the second
and third quarters of the
funding year. Efforts
!were made on the part of
[the GAC staff to provide
the par..J.cipants t.lu:ough
1
· presentations and small
,group exercises and inter·
actions with an overview
of the various cultures
of New Mey.ico. The intent of the workshops' as
1per application, were to
explore alternative
strategies and procedul::es
tb.at would help New
~co educators deal
{UlLlre effectively with
cultural diversities.
Strategies '~ere discussed for multi-
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nical assistance :fran
various school districts
throoghout the state, the
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1. General Cultural
· Awareness WorJ.-..shop,
Las Cruces, New Mexico
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(c}
l
(d)
------------------------~--------------------------lcul
1' .
tura ~zmg the
'ricula and the classroan, while at the same
time, providing cultural
enrichment for the students.

=-

lA three day ga11eral cul- Refer to "Differences"
tural awareness workshop for Objective #1 under Staf:
'was held for teachers,
Training of this repar'!=.
administrators ar..d students during the latter
of November, -The
above paragraph describes
the concern of this workshop.

·:part

21 Teachers

4 Administrator~
7 Students
•
2 Parents
34 IDTAL

The participantS; at the
workshop represented
nine (9) school districts'
fran the southern part
of New Mexico.
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The Jemez Valley work,.Refer to "Differences" for
shop was held for teacher Objective #1 under Staff
aides in the school dis- Training of this report.
trict. The v.urkshop
.
·
,
dealt ~vi.th the following
the.'11es: (1) Cultural
Conflict in the Traditional Curricula; (2)
Leal:ning Problems of
Indian Students; and (3)
The Black Experience.
Small group activities
t'lere included in the
program to allot·l the
aides t0 interact mth
leach other and discuss
:the above themes •

I

6, 1975.

1 .Mrninistrator

17 Teachers
18 TOTAL
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East Staff Training 1'\orkshop,
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~ Albu~erque
./trea Ea~t~Refer ~o "Differences" for
Cultural
"l under Staff
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DIFFERENCE OETWEEN PROPOSEO
MID ACTUAL ACCOM?LIS>!I.!ENTS

A.CCOMPL~SH:MEN'TS

(•J

~'orkshop

ll1.

Object~ves

I

!Awareness involved only
Training of t.'lis report.
teachers and aarninistra.
.
tors in that school district. The second \<;orkshop was a reSult of Area
East's request for a follow-up worksr.op for scrne
of the participants fran
the first workshop who
.. wanted to organize a
Cultural Awareness Task
Force that would foster .
multicultural education
in the district.

6, 1976.
17 ll.dninistrators
31 Teachers
48 'IOTAL

The v;orkshop ce;1.tered
around the folla:ling
themes: (l} Language ana
Culture; (2} The Native
Jlmerican Student-A Public Dilemma; (3) ContrastivE;? Analyses of Culture. Through structuree
small group activities
the school personnel had
the opportunity to inter1
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A total of 65 people
Refer to "Differe..J.ces" for
registered for the 'WOrk- Objective #1 under Staff
shop and represented 11 I Training of this report.
school districts which
have Apache, Navajo,
Pueblo and Urban Indian
students.
The objectives of the
w-orkshop were (1) to encourage classroom teachers in the identification of the speeific
problems and needs related tp the :L.-·uplementation of the programs
for the promotion of
cultural diversity, (2)
to encourage school personnel to develop andutilize instructional
materials tbat will include the identification
'of minority groups, cultural heroes r and the
overall contribution of
minority groups to
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Los Alamos School
District Workshop,
Los Alamos, March
19-20, l9'76.
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ACTU..:.t.
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COMPLETiON OAT.E

(o)

The IDs Alamos Workshop
Refer to "Differences" for
was for personnel fran
Objective #1 under Staff
that school district
Training of this Report.
only. The \vorkshop centererl upon the following
themes: (1) Celebration
of Cultural Differences;
(2) Teaching Spanish
Folk Songs in the Classroan; (3) Understanding
the ll..esthetics of American Indian Arts and
Crafts; (4) The Development of Multicultural
Curriculum; (5) Canmunications Across Cultural
lines; and (6) The
teaching of Folk Dancing
Through structurerl small
group aptivities the
school district personnel had the opportunity
to interact with each
other and discuss these
themes.

8 Administrators
38 Teachers

5 Teacher Aides
4 Students
3 Physicists
58 TOTAL
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23-24, 1976.

5 Teachers

24 TO'l'AL

Pojoaque School
District \vor¥hop,
Albuquerque,
~arch
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROPOSED
AND .ACTUAL ACCOMPLISH!~ENTS
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(d)

The Staff Training v.urk-1 Refer to "Differences" for
shop for Albuquerque
Objective #1 under Staff
administrators and
1Training of this Report.
teachers was an attarpt
to bring about cultural
avrcrreness through group
dynamics rather than
through lectures. Problem. solving and values .
clarification techniques "\'lere utilized in
this workshop.

19 Ao.'ninistrators
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Staff Training
Workshop - Area
East, Albuquerque
~!rch
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The Pojoaque General 0.11 Refer to "Differences" for
tural Awareness Workshop Objective #1 under Staff
was for that school dis- Trai.--ring of this Report.
trict only. The worksbor;
centered up:m. the following .themes: {1) UndeJrstanding the Aesthetics
of .American Indian Arts
and Crafts; (2) Sex Discrimination in Primers

25-27, 1976.

9 .Ao."'rtinistrators
61 Teachers
10 Teacher Aides

......

80 'IDl'AL

and ':):extboo:k:s; (3) Mul-

ticUltural Cu.=iculum
Develor:;:nent; (4) Contrasive Analyses of Culture
{5) The Cultural Matrix;
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land (6 ) Cultural A\vareness Blueprint - Problem
Solving. Through structured small group actiivities the Pojoaque
schools personnel bad
the opportunity to interact with each other and
discuss all of these
thenes.

I

The Statewide Conference Refer to "Differences" fo
· 'vas an att6lq?t t0 bring · Objective #l under Staff
about cultural awareness Training of this report.
through group dynamics
rather than through lectures. Problem solving
techniques, both verbal
and non-verbal, values
clarification, attitudi.P.al diSCOVeJ::Y techniques
eros!;; cultural ccmnunication, small group interaction, and intergroup a>vareness, perceptions and cooperation ·
were seine of the exer1 r
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attempting to reach the
goals of the vlorkshop,
i.e. , to afford the participants with an understanding of multicultural education.
Pa_rf:icipants in th.e work-,·
shop represented 10
school districts.
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By the end.of the

funding year, the
GAC would bave held
four (4) viOrkshops

in the following
areas: literature,
fine arts, history.
or social studies,
reading or langueage arts, and
heme econanics.

Seven (7) ViOrkshops in- A literature work!:;hop was
stead of four were con- not conducted during the
duc.ted by the GAC for
1975-76 school year. The
teachers and a&ninistra- GAC staff concu_rr€d. that
tors thoughout Ne\•7 Mexico tl1e Reading Workshop held
in the areas of fine arts in October, 1975,satisfied
history, reading and hanerthe objectives of a litereconanics. As per appli- ature v,urkshop.
cation, different and ·
·
innovative approaches
were explored for Tin.llticulturalizing the curricultnn. With the exception of the three readinc
ViOrksrops conducted in •
April, the v,urkshops were
three days .long in duration .
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jAs a result of the His-

tory workshop of September 25-27, participants
were given the opportunity to vi6v multi-cultural materials developed
through special projects
and other resource people
in the state, mainly
other classroom teachers.
As per application, they
were given the opportunity to discuss these rna- ·
terials in small groups
and make decisions as tci
how they would be integrated into the =icu-

25-27, 1975.
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Included in the workshop
were participants frari
twelve (12) school districts •
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Staff Training
Fine Arts t\Torkshop, Fcswe11,

Three workshops were held
for teachers and a&ninistrators in the following
areas during the second
quarter: (1) fine arts;
(2) reading and (3) bane
econanics. As per application, differe."lt and
innovative approaches
were explored for multiculturalizing the curricula in fine art?, read-.
ing and heme econanics.
The participants were
exposed. to both content
and strategies for
teaching in the above
areas •
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Staff Training
Reading ~7orkshop,
Albuquerque, October 30 - 'Novanber 1, 1975

Participants at the Fine
Arts worksrDp repre-

sented nine (9) school
districts; twenty-eight
(28) school districts
were represented at the
Reading Workshop and
thirteen (13) school dis
tricts were represented
at the Hane Econanics
Workshop.
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7 Administrators
8 Aides
2 Parents
5 Tutors/Stu~ents
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Staff Tra.irlirigHane Econanic Work
shop, Albuquerque,
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Staff Training/
Reacting Teachers
Wor; shop-P...PS Area
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April 6, 1976.
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TarAL
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Belen R~ading
Workshop, April 9,
1976.
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4
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The objectives of the
Area South and Belen
Reading Workshops were
to focus on content,
strategies and different
and innovative 'vays of
multiculturalizing the
readfug curriculum.
Among the themes presented at the ll.rea South
Reading Workshop were
the follovling: (1) Fran
Quasibilingualisn to
Full Bilingualism; (2)
Sex Dis=imination in
Primers"; (3) ranguage
and Culture-A Black Di1etrrPa; and. (4) Reading
Problsns of the Native
ll.rnericans •

Because of requestsfor
technical assistance frcn1
the Albuquerque.Area South
and Belen Sch=l .Districts,
thE?s'e additional Reading
Workshops \~e held during
the fourth quw.-ter. This
brings the total of reading
v.url<".shops to £our (4) instead of one (l) as m:igi·····
ally proposed in the appli
cation.

The Belen Reading Work:shops were not expressly
for reading teachers,
but rather for all
teachers and administrators interested in atten
ding.-· The April 22
workshop,was .a followup.
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ll..dministrators
Cbtllse1ors -
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Among the themes presented at the workshops
were the follO'.ving: (l)
Sex Discrimination in
Readers; (2) Individualizing Instruction through
Interest/Leariling Centers; (3) A language
Experience Approach to
Reading; (4) language ·
Arts in the Content Area
(5) language Arts
through Research and
Practical Experience;
(6) Language Arts and
Math; (7) Reading at
the Secondary Level;
(8) Teachip.g Strategies
for Reading and language Arts; and (9) Using
Student Strengths to ·
Make Reading Meaningful.
Values clarification
and small group interaction techniques \vere
utilized in an. effort tc
allow the participants
to focus more individu-

I

1976.
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13 Administrators
2 Aides
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3~ October ll,}:'he Special Education
,

1975
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The \..-orkshop deal:in; with
culttttally different students in special education
scheB.uled for September was
ca.Ticelled and rescheduled
£or the beginni.11g of October. While t.'le Center staff
was prepared to oo.nduct the
Special Education \1orksbop
as scheduled one area
AThuquerque Public Schools
requested that the worksr.op
be delayed until Octotp...r due
· ' to their heavy scheduling in
Septerr>ber.

Workshop dealing with
cuJ,.turally differe.11t students tvas held during
October. Included in
the =rkshop were personnel fran the Alliuquerque school district
only.
·

1

of

Through small group in-

Albuquerque Special
Education - Staff
Tt"aining \.VOrkshop,
Truth or consequencesi
October 9-11, 1976.

ana

teraction
presentations by resource people
~.;rho are specialists Lri
their. fields, the participants were exposed to
a wide range of topics
in special education of
which the follotving were
included: the different
learning styles of minority s-t;:udents; the

'

36 Teachers
20 Administrators
8 COunsel;)rs
3 Diagnon ~ici.a.ns
66 TCY.rAL -
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(d)

r

first quarter, the
~~Cwill have held
one (1) t..-orkshop deal
ing with culturally
different students in
special education.
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1975

ject year, boiJ (2)
,,urkshops win be held
dealing with sex discrimination in the
public schools, symptoms of its existance,
how it is manifested
in the curriculum, and
effective strategies for overcaning sex
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assignmer1t of students
Th-e only difference in the
to special education
objective (although not
programs; contrastive
stated in the objective
analyses of cultures and itself) •·xmld be .that the
the implications for
sweial education workshop
special education; legis would be held for school
lation affectl.ng the
districts throughout the
placement of students. in state and the ~rkshop held
special education Pro- . was for Albuque....rque .Public
grams, as well as court 1 Schools personnel or>~y.
cases versus present
school district p=actices for placirig students in special education.
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As per application, the

GAC held two workshops
in October and November
on sex discrimir'lation.
in the public schools.
1\..rrong the activities included in small group
interactions >·rere topics
stimUlated by presentations on testing activity and sex discrimi.11~
atio:il", sexism in athlet-
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16-18, 1975.
17 Teachers

2.

f

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(o)

(d)

ACTU.t:c-··

ics, sex .stereotyping in
jvocational education, sex
differences in intellectual develoJ;ment, the
curriculum as reenforcer
of sex dis=imination,
the role of wcmen' s studies in tackling sex dis=imination in the school
and the school syst6llS
role in perpetuating
· 'sexi:::m. Title IX, its
regulations, enforcements and implications
was a major focus of the
workshops.

Staff Tra.i,n:ing Sex
Dis=.:imination
Workshop, Albuquerque, October

7
3
1.
28

I

(<>

PLANNED

differences.
1.

ACTO~!..

COMPLETION DATE

Administrators
Aides
Urban Planner
'IOTAL

Staff Training Sex
Discrimination
Workshop, Las
Cruces, November

Included in: the workshops
were personnel fran sixteen . (16) school dis- ·
tricts.

..._

6-8, 1975.
8 Teachers
11 Administrators
2 Students

.

21 TOTAL
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(a)
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SIGNATURE OF AUTiibRliEO REPRESENTATIVE

A.D.JRO::SS OF

COMPL.ETION DATE

(b)

PLANNED

PLANNED

OIFrERENCZ: EH~TWEC:U PROFOS£:0
AND ACTUAL A.CCOMPLISHME.},!'TS

ACTUAL. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(o)

(d)

(c)

ACTUl.L

OUt:. NUMSE'R

ACTUA·C""·~

'l'vlo additional \vorkshops Because of technical assis-

were :b..eld dealing with tance requests, the Ql.C
se.x discrimination, one staff decided to cooperate
during the thLrd quarwith.the State. Department
of Education and the Belen
ter and one during t:b..e
fourth quarter, both of School District in sponsor'\vhich "Yiere results of
ing two (2) Title IX workrequests for teclmical
sb.ops.
assistance with Title
IX.
3.

Title IX Workshop
Santa Fe, March

16-17,

The G..Z\.C staff was con- .
tacted cy the State
Department of Education
to see. if the Center
\VOuld co-sponsor a Titl'
IX workshop. Tl"',e parti·
cipants represented
twenty-eight (28) schoo
districts fran throughout the State.

1976~

33 A&ninistrators
1 Teacher
10 Counselors
44 '!mAL

The wurkshop centered
upon the folla:ving
thanes: (1) What is
Title IX; (2) OCR and
Title IX; (3) Policy
"Makiiig and the Respon-
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3

2

1
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NAME MID AC:;>RE;s or

I
NUMuER

5
j

suawsstoN DATE OF P.t:POfiT
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t

I

:::VENT

____,_,_I

--~----~-~.....,
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-~ 't_ 1 ntLU<GUAL
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~11\JOR

-

.

__,

STARTING DATE

(~)

COMPLETION DATE

(b)

PLANNED

BET\~'EEtJ

PROPOSED

AUO ACTUAL ACCOMPLJSH:..fEWTS
(,}

(d)

(<)

A.CTUAL

OlFFERENCE

ACTUAL. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

ACTU:..t:-••

PLANNED

sibility of Policy
Makers; (4) Project on
Equal PJ.ghts for '1\'brren
.in Education; and (5)
The P.ole of the Office o
Education.
Group activities were
structured so that problem solving could take·
place as well as close
interaction among the
participants. A panel
plus discussion also
gave the participants
an oppdrtunity' to ask
question.<; of the
speakers concerning Titl~
IX.
.

~:' Belen Title IX '1\orkshop, May 18, 1976

The Belen Workshop '\'laS
held for ~imrinistrators
in that district. The
major thrust of the
workshop was to clarify
Title IX, its regulations, enforcements and
.irrplications.

9 1\dmini.strators
2 Counselors
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SiGNATURE OF AUTHORIL..EO REPRESENTATIVE.

(b)

(oj

PLANNED

B.

COMPLETION DATE

STARTING OATC.

EVENT

I

NUMBE.R

PLANNED

Objective #5

Hobbs Inservice
General C.'ultural
Av.>areness Workshop, Hobbs,
New Mexico, Novanbe.r 11, 1_975~

24 Teachers
l A.r':minist.rator

.25'fu.;;;;r,
2.

Hobbs Follrr..,-up
worksmp, February 7, 1976.

24 Teachers
l

25

~strator

TCYl'bL -

- -

5

SU9MtSSiOH DATE

~f-

(d)

REPORT

,.,...,

~----~-r..•

DIFFERENCE SE.T\I!EEN PROPOSED
J..t{O ACTU.C.L ACCQM?LISHJ4E~7S
(•)

ACTU;.c-··

lifter receiving a request for technical assistance from the Hobbs
School District t.lle GAC
staff provided a general
cultural aivareness 'I'.Drkshop l\"ov~ 15, 1975.
Among the activities included were snall group
problem solving excercises deal:ing with issue
and concerns in multicultural education. The
participants i<lere also
exposed ti>.rough presentations to issues such
as bil:ingual education,
histo:cy of. Blacks in
Ne;o; Mexico and i.111plications for the educatiop
of Chicanos. As a result of the workshop,
the Hobbs school district requested a followup workshop which the
GAC staff conducted
February 7, 1976.

T"ne G.ll.C will respond
t.:J :cdditional regucs·cs ~v:U:hin two
(2) llc~-;s after request= have been received.

1.

ACTUAL ACCOMPL..ISHMENTS

(•)

ACTUAL

rcnM

!

.

------------.-----------.l....--..,.--------·-----r------.1--------i-'~IAJOR

1v

I

I EliDING - - - ; : : . AD!JR:.E:SS OF

1nTLE

other ;-;orkshops that have
been conducted as a result
of requests for. technical
assistance are described
in. detail else-where ill
this report.
Most other requests pertinent to staff training
technical as:;ista\1Ce were
answered b.lr the Center
through co=espondence,
telephone or :individual
GAC staff visitations to
the respective scrool districts.
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E:VI;NT

STARTING DATE

COM?LETION DA·TE

(b)

{t)

PLANNED

F. Objective 416

July 1,
1975

iNove:"llber 1,

1975

FLANNEO

December 31,1 June 30,
1975
b.976

ESAA Workshop
AlbuquerqUe, .December 16-17, ·1975.
Teachers
Administrators
NPO People
GAC Staff
'IOI'AL
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staff rnernl:ers v;ould
have received at least!
ten (10) days of staff
train.i.'I'J.g. as detennined'
by the areas to be
dealt wit-lt as spelled
out in tho ,_... tidelines.

16
33
ll
7
67

I

(d)

By the end of. the
second quarter, GAC

l.

NUMaER

ACTUAL ACCOM?LJSHMENIS

(•)

ACTU.I.L

Cont.

-~---=-- z-c==~~

ES.~Z\. Application Regu-ITirne schedule - ten -days
lations Workshop was held of training w-ere ·not canin AlbuquerqUe during
lpleted until the: end of
December. The objeci:P.e fourth quarter, rather
tives of the worksl:op
t-hah by tD.e end of the
v;ere to familiarize the second quarter as origiP.all
prospective ESAA appli- proposed..
cants as well as the GAC
staff v.':ith the following:
application procedures
(filling out of fonns,
differences between NPO' s
basic, ·pilot and bilingual grants, etc.) ,
assurances, fiscal responsibilities and program/proposal develop~
ment. An 6pportunity waf
given to the applicants
to discuss their proposals with the twJ program officers that v;ere
present fran Dallas as
well as the GAC staff.
Participants b the Esti.A
workshop represented
tw-enty-€ight (28) school
·
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1'ant.

suoMlSSlor< o:.TE oF RCPORT

NUMBER

1
ACTUAL. ACCOMPLI'"HMr.NTS
'
"' ' -·

OJFFERE.HCE GETWEEl-i
(o)

Although this workshop i~
reported in the Assessment of Specific Needs
canponent of this report, the GAC-A staff
did undergo two days of
training along vrl.th t.l-le
G.I\.C-B (CI\.cri) staff and
the staff of t.l-le State ·
Department of Education
Cross-cultural Unit.
The G.I\.C-A and B, and the
SDE jointly sponsored a
Conprehensive Education
Plan (CEP) Workshop on
May 24 and 25 in Albuguexque. Besides the
staffs of G.~C-A and B,
and the SDE, farcyseven administrators,·
teachers and ccmnunity
people, mostly involved
with ESAA, participated
in the training. All
participants received
training in writing of
needs. assessments, lang
uage assessments, CEP
.L

~~.=!_-="="'"_...,..-=-

?~O~

:..:-10 A.CIUAL ACCO!JPLISl--!UEf.iTS

(d)

ACTUAC"''

CEP ~•orkshop,
Albuguexque, May
24-25 {th~ number
of participants
is reported in
the As!::essment of
Specific Needs
canponent of this
report.)
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,--;;;;~NCE
BETWEE;;;;~"a-;~; ••
AND ACYUAL :"-CCO;.~PL:SHl!EHTS

ACCOMPLISHMEN'rS

'

'

(•)

progress reports 1 evaluations 1 etc. , as well
as training in the canposition an.d regulations
gove:rn:i.ng adviso:r:y cannitees and the implementation and reporting of
the CEP's.
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SUBMISSION DATE OF Ri:PCR'r

Additional staff train:ing was received by the
staff of the G.J:\.C-A at
the Staff Develor:rnent
WOrl",.shop. The purposes
of the training ;vere:
(1) to-share concerns
regard:ing the overall
operations of the GAC-A;
(2) to develop specific
program directions for
the 1976-77 fiscal year;
(3) to discuss University and Federal policies affecting the dayto-day operations of
the Center; and (4) to
plan training programs
. that_ .are best suited to
· the Center • s needs.
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(b)
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Training by Person Days
Dallas-Dec. 9-12, 1975
-ES.~ - 4 person days
-Multicultural Conference - 6 person days
Albuquerque
-ESAF-. Workshop, Dec.

16-171 1975
14 perso..'l days
Dallas-May 11-14
-E.sAA - 8 person days
Albuquerque

-cEP Workshop, May 24-25
14 person days
-Staff Developnent 'Wbrkshop, June 28-30
27 person days
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Ccmnunity
Relations
Objective #1

Decern]:)A_r

11

~~tober

1975

15 1

December 6, Three (3) :v10rkshops were

March 311.

.1976

1975

By the end of

the t.lri.rd quarter 1 t.l-le Center
would have held
one workshop in
the area of
"Canrrnmity Relations" designed
to :iir >rove.
conrnu::,ications
bebieen the
school and the
ccmnunity.
Camn.mity Relations Workshop 1
Truth or Consequences 1 DecEmber 4-61 1975.
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held in the area of canmunity relations but two
(2) , the Taos and Questa
School District v-prkshops
~vere the result of re- ·
quests for technical
assistance.
The Carmunity Relations
Workshop that satisfies
this objective was conducted in early December.
Besides the activities,
that tcok place as outlined, the participants
were exposed to the ·
follo>~-ng topics or
themes: canunity control of education-the
. feasibility aspect; stu-,
dents, canmunity action
and education; development .of camnmity re-
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10 Teachers
17 Administrators
1 Aide
6 Students
2 Parents
5 canmunity Workers
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education, and, parent
supportive services
through ac'"..ive participation in the classrocm.
Participants in the "W:>rk
shops repres~ted 12
school districts.

Technical Assistance - Comnunity
Relations Workshop, Taos, New
Me.xico

As a result of the Taos The Taos Workshop \'laS a reCamn.mity Relations
sult of requested technical
~vorkshop, FSSA ll.dvisory _ assistance by the Taos
Committee members,
School District and not
teachers, teacher aides, one delineated in the proa&nini~trators, parents posal.
and students ware given
the opportunity to observe presentations, ana
to discuss through srnal
groups, present prac-,
tices in school caumunity relations, procedures for involving
parents in school prograrmning, C:urriculum
programming, the educational process and
. other school related

17 Teachers
7 Administrators
6 Teacher Aides
9 Parents
3 9-'ID'.I!AL
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activities. Strategies
and teclmiques as to
how .canrnun:ity involvement canes al:out were
diSCllSSed.

l!. Questa Caomunity Work-

shop, Trut..'fJ. or Consequences, ·February 1214, 1976 •.
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7 ~istrators
5 Teacher Aides
3 Ccmnunity People
45 'IDI'AL
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The prima_ry "theme of the! The Questa Works!1op '\'laS a
loJOrksbop '\'laS "How to Im-~ result of requeste:l techprove Educational Opper- nical assistance by Questa
tunities in a Small
· . Sc..'fJ.ool District ar,d r;ot c.'Northern Ne"\'7 Nexico Cc:m-1 delineated in the proposal.
Il!lli1ity." The workshop
addressed a series of
questions on the social,
political, cultural,
·
religious and economic
characteristics of
]).Torthern New !Y.exico and
their relationship to
public education develOfffient in the area. ·
Workshop participants
"l'lere pro-vided with an
- opportunity, through
snail group interaction
to identify pmblems
and workout strategies
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iV. l'lOdificatio;< of Administrative Structures and Procedures.
A.

Objective #l

October l,
1975

!November l,
l975

By the er..d of the
second ouarter,
the Cent~~ would
have he"k1 one
worksn=.· tiealing
with specific requests fran schOO:
districts requesting assistance under "Modification of Administrative
Structures and ·
Procedures."
L

December 31, 'November 22,, As a result of. school
jApprox:imately 40 aam:inistra1975:
1975
visitation by staff mem- tors were expected to attenc
bers and returned ques- the Modification of Adminitionairres fran aamini- strative St...ructures and
strators the GAC pro- · Procedures ~-vorkshop in Santi:
gramne:l a Modification
Fe but due to inclement
of Administrative Struc-: weather the night before
tures or Procedtires
(6" of sno\v) the number of
Workshop in Santa Fe
participants was largely deduring the latter part
creased. Judging frc:m the
of :t-.Tovei:nber. Topics
evaluations of the v;orks:b..op
and/or themes that were however, it is apparent
presented to the parti- !that even wit.l-1 only l3 parcipants by resource
ticipants present, the
people that were ~s workshop was. very successin their fields incluful.
ded the following:
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Administrators
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D.

"Iau vs. Nichols:
Bilingual Education'

E..

"Affirmative Action
in Albuquerque Public Schools"

Participants in the Work
shop represented seven
(7) school districts.
!•• Objective

#2

January 1,

OCtober 1,

BY the end of the

June 30,

1976

1976

1976

April 3,

funding year, the
Center staff would
have held one (1)
stataorl.de vJOrkshop for
public school administrators strictly for
informational purposes. Cw:rent issues
in public education
vrl.ll be the general
the:ne of tr.e
VJOrkshop.
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A state....-;.;ide worksh:lp

for public school adrnin...:
istrators was held
April l-3, 1976. During
Decem1J8r the GAC sent
out guestioiLDairres to
all 88 schpol districts
pursuant to their need
for technical assistance in different
problem areas. After
compiling the data it
was decided to h:lld a
workshop that ~'vuuld dea
vrl.th the administrators ·
prioriti-es. Th-e \>larkshop-·directed itself
toward i;he folloWing
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Administrative
Structures Worksl:lop, Truth or
COnssque.<'l.t:es,
l~ril 1-2, 1976.

themes:

9 Teachers
31 .AcJministrators
40 TOI'AL

l.

Affirmative Action
in Historical Perspective.

2.

Affirmative Action
through Esthetics.

3.

Sane CUltural As-.
pects of Dis=imination.

4.

Sexual Bias in Edu-cational Experiences

5.

"1\brr.ens' Decade-or is

it?
6.

Affirmative Action
in Action-A Model

7 • · Implications of
Title IV and Title
IX for Teacher
Training
8.
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Wnile many aaministrators
listed assistance in the
area of needs assessment
as their top priorfty,
it was decided to hold a
w-orkshop at a later date
dealing strictly with
ca:nprehensive education
plans. Thirteen (13)
school districts were ·
represented at the \,urkshop.
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Student and/or Facult;!
AEsigr.:ne..."'ltS..
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Objective #1

..

!August 1,

!August;. 1,

1975
By the second
qua...rter, staff
fran t.lJ.e GAC will
have consulted
with each district requesting
assistance in this
area.

December 3l,j On-going

1975
.....

1975

SeveraL person days P4Ve
been spent ·on initial
co=espondence with
school districts and
school visitations by
the center staff advisinc
districts of the Center' i
activities in this area.

The objective stateE!. that
the GAC will have consult<

with school dis-t;ricts by
the end of the second qua:
ter. ~~1>ile this obligati~
has been met, it has beenj
an on-going pr=ess lasti
throughcut the year.
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Consultation with school
districts reg9Yding
assessment of specific
needs has been an ongoing process through _
correspondence and GAC
staff schcol visitations

March 31,
1976
--·-

During December the GAC Time Schedule.
staff sent out questionnairres to all of
the school districts
pursuant to their needs
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.....
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By the. end of the

second quarter,
the GAC \llill have
consulted with
each di:~t:dct submitting ,~ fonnal
request in this
area and those
districts with an
going ESAA Pro-

The ·objective states that

the GAC will have consulted vT.ith school districts
by the end of the second
quarter. While t.P..is obligation has been met, j,.t has
been on-going process lasting throughout the year.
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As such, the Center along
1ilith GAC-8 (CAcri) and
the State Department of
Education Cross-cultural
Unit jointly sponsored a
Ccrr[Jrehe..'!sive Education 1
Plan (CEP) Workshop for
administrators and particularly ESAA personnel
in Nay. Besides the
staff of GAC-A, Gf\..C-B,
and the SDE, forty-seven
admiriistrators, teachers .
and ccmnunity people par
ticipated in the
training. All participants received training
i.TJ. writing of needs assessnents, CEP progress
reports and evaluations,
etc. Ttvo CEP models
were made available to
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j Trai..rring was also received in compositions
and regulations of advisory ccmnittees i3!1.d reporting systems for the
CEP's.
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Participants at the CEP
V.orkshop represented
seventeen (17) school
districts fran throughout Na., Mexico.
Also, the G..Z\.C in cooperation with the Socorro
Public Schools is developing a needs assessment program which is de
signed to serve the
needs of the majorityminority school district
and is inte!".ded to serve
as a model for future
needs assessment. There
has been same collaroration with the State
Department of Education
. iii -t:~E-s direction.
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PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT
CLOSEOUT REPORT ADDENDUH I

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIDO
DATE:

_

August 26, 197 6

To Th.!!!i Staff
lubcrt

c.

Ortega

~t/.)

Total School Districts Served
For your information, the attached list represents all of the
school districts that the GAC served during the 1975-76 school
year. A fe1~, you may note, 1vere merely served in the sense that
the particular district appeared on the workshop registration
forms, I,•Jlile. others, the vast majority, we have 1vorked 1vith
regularly. Nevertheless, I feel it is important to point out
that while we have received only forty-eight (48) bonafide requests for technical assistance as of August, 1975, we have
worked with sixty-nine (69) school districts or, put another. way,
we have given technical assistance to 78% of New Hexico school
districts in one way oi· another, with additional requests coming
in all tl1e time.
I am cognizant of the hardships imposed because of having to deal
with as many school districts as we are with the number of staff
members we presently have. Although ~ve are dealing with more
than we bargained for, El Staffo should find much consolation in
\vhat is revealed in evaluations of workshops, and more generally,
as mentioned before, the number of requests .for technical assistance we are increasingly receiving for the 1976-77 school year.
If I have left out the name of a district on the list, that you
know we have lvorked with, will you please contact me.
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1.021.

GAC RESOURCES BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY
1975 - 1976 FISCAL YEAR
ACTIVITY CATEGORY
I.
II.

PERSON DAYS

Revision or Development of
Curriculum Materials ~'

1,118

Staff Training

994

Community Relations

356

IV.

Modification of Administrative
Structures and Procedures

288

V.

Consultation Regarding Student
and/or Faculty Assignment

117

Assessment of Specific Needs
Incident to Desegregation

121

III.

VI.

TOTAL PERSON DAYS

* Includes

*

2,994

444 consultant days to the 40 special projects in
Revision or Development of Curriculum Naterials .

•

•

SCHOOL DISTRICTS SERVED BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY
1975 - 1976 FISCAL YEAR
ACTIVITY CATEGORY
I.

Revision or Development of
Curriculum Haterials;

SCHOOL DIS'rRICT
Albuquerque
Artesia
Belen
Bernalillo
Carlsbad
Chnma Valley
Cloudcroft
Cuba
Dulce
Elida
Encino
Espanola
Gadsden
Gallup
Grants
Hagerman
Hatch Valley
Hobbs
Jal
Jemez Spr;i.rtgs
Las Cruces
Las Vegas City
Las Vegas West
Los Alamos
Los Lunas
Loving
Lovington
Mora
Moriarty
Mosquero
Pecos
Penasco
Portales
Questa
Roswell
Santa Fe
Santa Rosa
Silver City
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Tulare> sa

f

i

h

f.

l:

11.'
I.

fr

;.

r

tr.

1.023

II.

Staff Training

•
~-~--~·-

-----

-~-

--.

-

- ---

Alamogordo
Albuquerque
Artesia
Belen
Bernalillo
Bloomfield
Carlsbad
Carrizozo
Chama Valley
Clayton
Cobre
Cuba
Deming
Des Moines
Dulce
Elida
E:spanola
Estancia
Ft. Sumner
Gadsden
Gallup
Grants
Hagerman
Hatch Valley
Hobbs
Hondo Valley
Jemez Mountain
Jemez Springs
Las Cruces
Las Vegas City
Las Vegas Hest
Lordsburg
Los Alamos
Los Lunas
Loving
Lovington
Magdalena
Maxwell
Hora
Moriarty
Hosquero
Ojo Caliente
Pecos
Penasco
Pojoaque Valley
Portales
Questa
Raton
Roswell

_.; •.:::";i::--';{J;;--

- :1024

San Jon
Santa Fe
Santa Rosa
Silver City
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Truth or Consequences
Tucumcari
Tularosa
XII.

IV.

•

Community Relations

Hodification of Administrative
Structures or Procedures

Albuquerque
Bernalillo
Carlsbad
Cobre
Des Moines
Dulce
Estancia
Gallup
Hobbs
Las Cruces
Las Vegas Hest
Lordsburg
Los Lunas
Lovington
Pecos
Questa
Roswell
Santa Fe
Santa Rosa
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Albuquerque
Bernalillo
Bloomfield
Capitan
Chama Valley
Espanola
Gadsden
Hagerman
J.as C1:uces
Las Vegas City
Los Alamos
HaX11C!1l

Quemndo

•

.1025

Questa
Santa Fe
Taos
Truth or Consequences
V.

VI.

Consultation Regarding Student
and/or Faculty Assignment

Assessment of Specific Needs
Incident to Desegregation

Albuquerque
Aztec
Belen
Bernalillo
Cuba
Des Noines
Ft. Sumner
Jemez Hountain
Las Vegas City
Loving
Hountainair
Pojoaque Valley
Albuquerque
Animas
Aztec
Belen
Bernalillo
Chama Valley
Clovis
Cuba
Dulce
Espanola
Estancia
Ft. Sumner
Gallup
Grants
Hagerman
Hatch Valley
Hobbs
Jal
Jemez Hountain
Jemez Springs
Las Cruces
Las Vegas City
Las Vegas West
Lovington
Hagdalena
Maxwell
Hountainair
Penasco
Pojoaque Valley

- :10~6

Raton
Roy
Santa Fe
Santa Rosa
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Truth or Consequences
TOTAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS SERVED
THIS SCHOOL YEAR

•

69

Il
)

... _,,.......f

PARTICIPATION IN GAC TRAINING BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY

1975 - 1976 FISCAL YEAR
I.

Revision or Development of
Curriculum Haterials
School Distrj.cts Served - 42

Teachers
Administrators
Aides
Students
Parents and/or
Community People
Board Hembers
University Professors
Scientists
TOTAL

II.

•

•

Staff Training
School Districts Served - 59

Teachers
Administrators
Aides
Students
Parents and/or
Community People
Counselors
Scientists
TOTAL

III.

Community Relations
School Districts Served - 22

IV.

Nodification of Administrative
Strt1ctures or Procedures
School Districts Served - 17

V.

Consultation Regarding Student
and/or Faculty Assignment *
Sc.!hool Districts Served - 12

237

64
8
].,

13
6
6
_3_

338
825
237
51
16
51
16
_3_
1,199

Teachers
Administrators
Aides
Students
Parents and/or
Community People

__!2.._

TOTAL

135

Teachers
Admin is t;1:a tors

57
41
12
6

14
___12._

f

'

I
~

r

I
l

TOTAL

53

PARriClPATION IN GAC TRAINING BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY
1975 - 1976 FISCAL YEAR
I.

Revision or Development of
Curriculum Haterials
School Districts Served - 42

n.

Staff Training
School Districts Served - 59

Teachers
AdnJiois trators
Aides
Students
Parents and/or
Connnunity People.
Board Members
University Professors
Scientists

Community Relations
School Districts Served - 22

IV.

Modification of Administrative
Structures or Proceduren
School Districts Served - 17

•

v.

64

8

1·

13
6
6
_3_

TOTAL

338

Teachers
Administrators
Aides
Students
Parents and/or
Community People
Counselors
Scientists

825
237
51
16

TOTAL

III.

237

51
16
_3_

1,199

__l1__

TOTAL

135

TOTAL

f

57

Teachers
Administrators
Aides
Students
Parents and/or
Community People

Teachers
Administrator$

f

41
12
6

14
_lL
53

I

I

!
l

!

Consultation Regarding Student
and/or Faculty Assignml'l\t *

j

School Districts Served - 12

I

•

1.028

VI.

Assessment of Specifie Needs
Incident to Desegregation
,School Districts Served - 37

Teachers
Administrators
Students
Parents and/or
Community People
Board Members
SDE Personnel
ESAA Panel Reader
TOTAL

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS THIS SCHOOL YEAR:

Teachers
Administrators
Aides
Students
Parents and/or
Community People
Other
TOTAL

* Consultation

regarding student and/or faculty assignment has
been an ongoing process through correspondence and CAC staff
school visitations. No specific training was done in this ..
activity category •

17
31
5

20
5
12

---.L
91

1,150
412
71
28
103
52

b:< .....

1,816

r

I

•
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AvVENVUM II

SUMMARIES OF
CULTURAL AWARENESS CENTER/GAC-A
SPONSORED
SPECIAL PROJECTS

7975 - 7976

. 1.oao
CAC Coordinator:
Rita Hinkin
lv"1shington Junior High
1.3J, lOth S.lv.
Albuquerque 1 New Mexico

L. Castillo

Continuation of Preparation of Reading
& Social Studi!!s Haterial for Eighth
Grade Level.

Project entails the development of bilingual/multi-cultural reading and social
studies curriculum through adaption of student material which reflect his o1m
cultural background. Project recognizes the importance of the.student 1 s background. Project recognizes the importance of the student's l)iative language as
it is reflected in his writing. On this basis, conceptual development and continual language skills development will be inherent to the curricula developed.
Project involves teaching staff and parents from the community.
CAC Coordinator:
Emelina D. Pacheco
Director, Bilingual/Multi-Cultural Center
110 Broadway N.E.
Albuquerque, New Me.xico

l. Castillo

Community .Involvement in Curriculum
Development

Project involves community members directlY in educational planning. Tlvelve
member conuni.ttee chosen to represent livelihood/life .style of community 1vorks
with bilingual staff in identification and organization of curriculum content
for developing and extending language and thinking skills of elementarv grade
students. Committee will compile a booklet about human resources identifie!l in
conlil1unity and will develop specific and concrete educational kits reflective
of historical aspects of cultures rep:::esented in New Hexico.

GAG Coordinator: H.D. Sanchez
Pablo R. Tafoya
Hayes JunioJ: High School
1100 Texas N, E.
Albuquerque, New Hexico

La Tierra Encantadora

Projer;t is preparation and production of an audio-visual presentation lvithin the
hum;mit:ies and social st11dies area emphasizing the history and cultures of New Hexico.
Program will incJ.ude hj.stod.cal narration, music, r·hotogr.aphs, dance, and other visuid.
med:iurns repl'(!Sentative of cultures of Ne\V Hexico. The musical program will be
produced and presented by students under direction of school staff members and
consultnnts •

•

1.031.
CAC Coordinator:
Judith Kane
Espanola Junior High
San Juan Pueblo, New Mexico

L. Castillo

!)ance Project

Project involves establishment of a Dallet Folklorico dane group from the
Espanola Valley \1hich vTOuld travel within dist:rict: and outside to festivals and
fiestas to perform. Nembcrship within the g):"oup would be open to any willing
student from grades 4-12 and their teachers. Instruction takes place after
school at a centrally located meeting place.

CAC Coordinator:
Jean Elder/Joan Craig/Tony Trujillo
Hesa Elementary School
Los Alamos, Nmv Nexico

L. Castillo

Multi-cultural Education

Project develops a plan to introduce Spanish along with its Culture and the Indian
Culture at beginning levels in elementary school. Provides for specialized
instruction for K-2 students on an individualized basis to develop skills of
comprehension and oral language usage in Spanish. Involves parents and community
members in classroom activities.

CAC Coordinator:
Jane Franzen
Hatch Independent School District
Box 311
Hatch, New 11exico

S. NcPavid

Hulti-Cultu:tal Humanities Curriculum
Development Project.

Project involves research of cultures and history of Hatch Valley th:tough primary
and secondary sources: intervie\.J' 1vith natives of t.1e valley and examination of
historical records of county, librarv, historical societY, church and military.
Accumulated material to be published in book form. Grades K- 6 conduct resea:tch with
teacher direction .

•

1032
CAC Coordinator:
Nila Romero
Los tunas ,Tunior High School
Los Lunas, New Nexico

S. !1cDavid

Curricult1m Outline on Courtship and
Nan:·iage Cm-.r:orns in Various Cultures
in New Mexico

Project entails development and implementation of family relations unit
concerning the Cultural marriage and courtship custom pract:i ces in New Nexico.
Activities include, study, lecture, research, field trips anJ films about
customs and traditions surroundingmarriage and courtship.

CAC Coordinator:
Lenora llobroff
Truman Hiddle School
9400 Benavidez S.H.
Albuquerque, New· Hexico

S. HcDavid

Multi-cultural Art for the !1iddle
School

• Project introduces mid-school students to various indigenous arts and c1:afts of
" the South1~est. Students watch artists demonstrate and explain process involved
in producing work:. Heavers, potters and "Sante1:os" would be included. Culture,
history, and philosophy of artists discussed. Students produce work in each
1nedia in culmination of unit.
·

CAC Coordinator:
Hrs. Davis/Hrs. Vigil
Socorr-o High School
Box 1364
Socorro, Nc"' Hexico

S. HcDavid

Folk Literatu1:e in the Spanish
Curriculum

Project involves collection of folk literature in communities by one group of
Spanish class sLudcnts, another g1.·oup of students responsible for translating
and tvanscribing :intervieHs and ~~hen necessary re-record material not originally
recorded in Spanish. End product inLer:~·atcd into Spanish Curriculum. •rapes
made to be used in langu:~gc lab and suroJ.emented by slides, photographs and
• vidt.>o tapes produced by students. l·lri tt:en material used to expand students 1
reading, V.'l'iting and comprc1JCnsion skills.

CAC Coordinator:

Lopez
t David
Socorro Junior
404 Park St. S.W.

}ligh

S. NcDavid

Native Chicano Literature

Socorro , New Hex:l.co
Project establishes culturally relevant literature unit to be used by English
and reading classes. Unit comprised of local folklore and biographical
material of famous people of Socorro area collected by students. Hater:i,al
collected to be published in booklet and integrated irtto language arts
curriculum.

CAC Coordinator:

s.

HcDavid

Amy Legant:
Truman Hiddle School
9400 Benavidez S.W,
Albuquerque, New Nexico

• Project familiarizes students with Mexican-American, Anglo, Pueblo, Navajo
and Black cultures through five cultural traits: music and dance, stories and
legends, family structure, holidays and celebrations, and foods. Video taped
intervie,,•s of aurthorities in each area used in classes - students learn songs
and dances from each cultural group; prepare native foods; illustrate and
narrate legend from each culture.

CAC Coordinator:
ErnpstJ.ne Carrasco
Craft Elementary School
103 \~est Hagerman St.
Carlsbad, Nev He::dco

B. HcOlash

Production of 'Bilingual HexicanAmerican Cookbook

Project involves production of bilingual cookbook. by bilingual eleme~tary
students and their parents. Students prepare their mvn cookbook and prepare
si1~ple 1~aal.
Lcarnlng a..:tivities include vocabulary, units of math, sentence
• cmwLrucLion and art. Parents pt·epare cookbook to be distributed within the
• commun:i ty. Gr.oHth of children 1 s self-concept as they observe that their
pan:nLs lwve a function in their educatjonal needs is expected.

:1033

1.034
GAG Coordinator:

•
•

Linda Aycock
Secondm:y Communications Coordinator
Carlsbad Schools
103 Hest Hagerman St.
Carlsbad, Nevi Hexico

B. !1c0lash

Hini--course on Sex Role Sterotypes

Project develops course of study dealing primarily with female/male sex roles and
stereotypes as demonstrated by characters in American literature. Designed to
consider multi-cultural stereotypes of pluralistic society, course \vill be
developed by students and staff members to be offered as mini course at Carlsbad
High School. Development done through survey of resources, planning, and
inpl!t during nine-week independent study - honors program. Extensive
bibliography developed and parallels bet:\veen racism and sexism investigated
through project.

GAG Coordinator:

t

Reyes Samandgo,. ·Jr..
Loving Elementary School
Loving, New Hexico

B. McOlash

Enhancing Self-Concept Through
Field Experiences

Project involves K-6 grade students in field trips to sur.rounding at:eas,
in construction of handcraft projects; and exposure to speakers representative
of various occupations and responsibilit:i.es >dthin the community. Stude11ts
involved in, made aware of lvor.ld around them. Human potential and uniqueness
among students is concern of project.

CAC Coordinator:
Neh.'Yn Hartin
Hountain Vie1,r Hid Sc'wol
H. R. 2l3A

RoSl.reJl, Now Nexico

B. McOlash

Te<Jching l1ulti-Culture of Nevi Hexico
in 1Iome Economics Classes

Jlrojc:-ct plans and :implements the study of the origins of habits, customs,

t foods,
and c] ot hing :tn Ne'~ Hexico. 1nvolvas pt:eparation of ethnic foods,
lictcmjng to guest
construction of Ojo de dies, and use o£ a simple
spC'ak~rs,

tabla l.ootn.

1035
CAC Coordinator.:

B. :h!cOlash

I

• Irene Pineda
j"Cr.aft Elementary School
, 103 lvest Hagerma~ St.
Carlsbad, Nel·l Nexico

Indian, Spanish, Hexican Historical

Quilt

1

Proj'?.::!t involves planning and production of a historical quilt of the ancestors of the
Hexican-American. Extended family members plan a~d construct quilt. Students
primarily involved in compilation of a factual narrative to be published in booklet
form m.-plaining the symb~ls on the quilt. .V1ork ~·r.ill be done within classroom and
family members' homes. History booklets will be kept by students which will
parallel 1vith woxk being done on quilt.
CAC Coordinator:

Lois Hard
Ros:•ell High School
604 Hest Frazier
Ros;:ell, New Hexico

B. McOlash

Hulti-ethnic Art

• Project supplements elective art course curriculllm in higl~ school through study
• of native Ne1v Hexican art, art forms of the Southwest and African art, Speakers,
field t1:ips, and A-V material to present "art" as important link with the past
and as an expression of the life styles of different people.

CAC Coordinator:
Al Stewart
Rosv;ell High School
1111 Hest Gayle
Roslvell, Ne\v Heiico

B. Mcolash

Development of Social Studies Coarse
using New Hexico History and Cultures.

l'rnjecL involves planning and implementation of elective social studies cJ.ass
for ninth nnd tenth graders. Course gives students oppol;tunity through observation
and sLudy l.eam about people and places of cultural, social and historical development
of Nm~ Nexico, Classroom instructi011 supplemented by guest speakers, field trips
and aud.io vjsual material relevant to history, folklore and art of multi-ethnic
tculturl:'s of NeM Hcxico.

:1036
CAC Coordinator!

tHs.
G. Devitt
Goddard High School
1105 S. Hichigan

B. McOlash

Cultural Awareness Project in Spanish
Department

Roswell, Ne1v Nexico
Project hwolves l?lanning and implementation of cultural awareness pr.ogram .in
Spanish classes using history, heroes, art, music, and literature of Hexico;
prepar.ing He~;ican food; making of ristras and Oj os de Dios, and learning dance.
and songs of Mexico.

CAC Coordinator:
Felicia Casados
New Hexico Tech./Voc. School
Chama Valley Schoo:Ls
• Tierra Amarilla, Ne1v Hexico

L. Castillo

Development of Teacher Resources for
HERS - El Rite, New Mexico

Project involves production of culturally relr,vant teaching materials in the
Home Economics area to be used as teacher resources on board Rome Economics Rural
Services Mobile Unit (HERS) servicing 26 school districts in North-centra~.
_New Me:dco. Hate rials developed include video-tape presentation accompanied
by resource books and equipment in the areas of quilting,. weaving,-Inciiart·dress,
and potte-ry production. Video tapes produced in both Spanish ai1d English.

CAC Coordinator:
Delfin Hartinez
Taos Hiddle School
P.O. llox 677
Taos, New Hexico

A. Ortega

Curriculum Revision in Hid-School Socia1.
Studies

Project develops ctlmically related curriculum in Social Studies. Hat erial to be
integrated into curriculum generated thr.ough direct student and family participat;ton.
Students and t-':achcr plan campaign of ethnic activities to include traditions, foods,
.recreation, .and >·mrk technology of various ethnic. groups.

1037
GAO Coordinator: A. Ortega
lli>teve Hoffat
~uesta

A Ski Program Designed to Encourage
Inter-cultural Understanding

High School
P.O. Box 30(
Questa, Ne1~ Hexico

Project is attempt to promote and better cultural understanding, Proposes to bring
students lvith differing cultural value systems and life styles t:ogether in recreational activity where barriers may be better understood and olifferences transcended
through group involvement and achievement in a common actj.vity. Students ski
once a week for ten weeks. Students cultural attitudes are tested at the termination
of th.e project.

CAC Coordinator:
Jerry Quintana
Taos Hunic:ipa·l Schools
P .0. Box 677
Taos, New Nexico

~reject

Matanzas:
Animal

A. Ortega

The Butchering of an

inst~~ction

involves classroom
in process of butchering an animal and the
actual demonstration, narration and videotaping of the matanzas of each of four
animals: hog, goat, lamb and cal£. Study of procedures before, during and after
butchGr.ing. Cmamunity member (s) employed to demonstrate and narrate each matanza .
!lome Economics classes involved in cooking lamb and goat. All students collect
recipes for preparation of various parts of animal.

CAC Coordinator:
Linda Jaramillo
Escal.:,nte Hig~. S<thool
P .0. Box 10
Tcirra Amarilla, Ne1v Hexico

A. Ortega

The Identification and Function of
Yerbas

Project j_nvolvcs production of reference/recipe book: Diccionar1.o de las ye:rbas
by sLudt•nts in Home :economics class. Five students will research yerbas
soliciting information from community members including the name of herb; purpose/
!:unction or herb; recipe or method of: prep;wation of herb in food or as a
llr£'m'"dio"; vhcre herb can be found, and the ::.ource of informativcs regarding the

ltt~rh.

1.038
CAC Coordinator:
Cem:gJ.a Gale
Taos Hunicipal Schools
Taos, Ne~1 Hexico

A. Ortega

Taping Spattish and 'fewa Folklore and
History of Taos Area

This project involves taping of Spanish and Tewa ioJ.ktales with English translations.
Also h:i.stoxy of the Taos area is being taped, Each cassette tape is reproduced and
the tapes are distributed to elementary classrooms, grades one through six.

CAC Coordinator:
Nancy Greem~m
Tesuque Elementary School
Tesuque, New Hexico

•

L. Castillo

Unit on Cultural Diversity in
New Hexico

Project entails planning and implementation of cross discipline frame1vork and
philosophy for exploration and examination of past and present cultural influences
in New· Nexico, Classroom activities provide for multi-cultvral, multi-linguistic
experiences. Activities are cross discipline and rl:.'..scovery oriented.

CAC Coordinator:
Johnny Abeyta
Cuba High School
Cuba, Ne~~ Herico

J. Sando

Development of Hulti~Lingual, HultiCultural Haterlals - Spanish, NawJjo
iml English

The Project is designed to develop culturally relevant materials using subject
matter ft·om local area with narratioas in Spanish or Navajo as l·mll as English.
Subject matter '''ill include native arts and crafts as lvell as traditional work
rol<>s \·Jj thin. the rural communities. Students t¥ill be nirectly involved in ma.':erinls development and prodcution.

1.039
CAC Coordinator:
.Virginia Ne~.;ton.
Gallup High School
Gallup, New Held co

J, Sando

Recording Culture and History through
Language Arts

Project records soci<Il history and cultu·ral variations .. of the area in a sa1eab1e
1nagazine. Students in English classes reca;•J:·ure life styles of past and present
in the area such as ho.:;an building, sheep shcw.ring, etc.., and invest;l.gate history
of the settlement of the area. Students listen to consultants, interview natives
of the a~·ea, and photograph sites in preparation for writing articles to be
published in magazine: Round to H.

CAC Coordinator: J. Sando
Judith Rush
Cochiti Elementary School
Pena Blanca, Ne~v Mexico

Integrated Fine Arts Curriculum
for a Multi-Cultural School

Project concerned with development of multi'-cultural art
·
.activities. Conm!tutity artists identi5ied arid used as resources in classroom •.
In service training offered for staff members in use of community resources in
arts and crafts area. Resource booklet including names of local people
willing to share e41Jertise with students published,

CAC Coordinator:
Dee Link/Gu~ Taylor
Cuba Niddle School
Cuba, t\'e<;~ He:x:ico

Development of Supplementary Cutt·iculttm
for the Middle School

Projrct concerned ~dth producing slide/tape presentation and mini-books
dc-pi.cUnr, 3TCilS Wllued in student's culture. Hater:lal produced desizned
spcci fi('lll] Y for Hid-School hut could be used in elementary grades. The
o11.d<· set series will usc foll;: arts, fine arts, architecture, c.ooki.nt; and
costumes of Nortln~est Nel·l Nexico, as ~~ell as selected histories of the
Soutl11.fc·B::, for subject lilatter and narration recorded in Navajo 1 Spanish
and J:nglish .

•

J, Sando

~--

-
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:1040
CAC Coordinator:

K.:v Nickels
··sunto Domingo School
Algodones, Netv Hexico

1

J. Sando

;?roj act I

Project employs 6 stud.::.nts from Institute of American Indian Arts ~·rorking 1vith
four grade ;Levels of Santo Domingo School Stt1dcnts in areas of writing pC~;;.tr.y
and short prose; painting in various media; and ceramics. Stt1dents exposed to
the above areas to acquire new means of expression th1:ough diff~J:ing mediums.

CAC Coordinator:
Kay Nickels
Santo Domingo School
Algodones, New· Mexico

J. Sando

Project II

Project involves 6th-9th grade students in writing project of poetry and short
•prose, Students develop reading material from Native American. perspe.ctive
•Student \~ork to be published chosen by connnitte.c of students, teachers a.nd
adults from surrounding villages.

CAC Coordinator:
Orlando Vigil
Jc>.mez Valley High School
Canyon Route Box 4A
Jemez Pueblo, Nm·r Hexico

J. Sando

Cultures at the Crossroads

Pn>j;!ct suppJ.cm(?.nts existing humanities in creating cultural consciousness and
clarifying each student's cultural herltnge. Planned course of study includes
history of major contributors to Southuest culture; ethnic literature; and conlempvrary roles of cultural grouJ1S concerned os seen in education, economics
polit;i('s; and other social phenomenon •

•

----------------- --

---

CAC
Coreta Justus
Jemez Valley Hif,,h School
• Canyon Route llo:l' 4A
Jemez Pueblo, New ~fexico

T01~ards

Coo~dinator:

J. Sando

:104:1

a· Rulevant Hythology

Project plans and implements unit on study of classical mythc:logy relevant to
Native Amer:i.cans and Hispanic people, Emphasis is on Pueblo Indian mythology
and Hispanic legends of the New Horld. Fables, legends and (:ther relevant
material identified and organized for use in unit.

CAC Coordinator:

J>J"oyd Berrera
Lortgfello1~ Elementary School
519 Grand N. E.
Albuquerque, New Hexico

H.D. Sanchez

Changing the Learning Environment in
the Longfellow Elementary School
Library/Media Center

Project involves artists, students, teachers, and parents in producing hi!ltorical
and cultural murals both inside and outside o.f the library, Murals 1·1ill depict
the different cultnres of the State. Students,. parents, and community members
• involved in all phases of mural planning, production and evaluation.

C.(I.C Coordinator:

H.D. Sanchez

Frank Halker
Curriculum Sped alist for Art
Albuquerque Public Schools
Albuquerque, New· Nexico
Project: seeks to develop resources fa~· use at all grade levels and in numerous
areas of curriculum including art, humanities and vocational education thJ:ottgh
a<'qu:i.si':ion mtd production of multi-CJll'::ural slides. Slide sets related to Chicano,
Indian nnd l.ll<rck cultures will be purchased; slide copies of multi~cultural
C'X:":tplcs fr0r.' h0ok plates 1Hll be made; photographs of original works as indhcnr.n:J c>~:ilrpJes of cultural achievement ~vill be reproduced in slide media.
~·l:mtct· Jesson sets of slides 11ill be developed front 1vhich copies can be made far
ilcperatc school mmership •

•
.,-

- - -'- -'""
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CAC Coordinator:
Nancy Lieppe/Loui.se DrlH.
• Las Vegas City Schools
Las Vegas, Nelv l1e:x:ico

H.D, Sanchez

Development of Native Bilingual AudioVisual Hate1:ial

Project develops bil;ingual A-V material dealing lvith folk literature, religious
stor;!.cs, family life and folk art. Slide sets and filmstrips produced-narrated
in Spanish and English. Reading and \Tocabulary levei of mate':rial developed
appropriate for grades 3-10 in various curricular areas.

CAC Coordinator:
MichaP..l Hontoya
Hora Elementary School
P.O. Box 188
Hora, Ne1v Hexico

•

H.D. Sanchez

RJ,MA Project (Research Activities in

the Mora Area)

Project involves development of materials of local origin dealing with local
subject matter to be integrated into reading materials at school. Students
do rcsc;arch story writ1.ng and telling, and r.ole-playing after field tt'ips to local
historic sites. Students use pictures and artifacts discovered at sites as
basis for story 'vi::f.ting·.

CAC Coordinator:
Beatrice Helcndrez
Santa Rosa High School
Santa Rosa, Ne1v Hexico

R.D. Sanchez

PJ;oduction of a Bilingual Cookbook

Project concerned with production of Bilingual cookbook of regional foods by
Community resources :used in trans~
lating recipes and direc,:ions. Art classes help in illustrating book. Students
soLicit recipes from community members, test them in classroom, and muke them
r~auy for publication •

lkr..r.' Economics classes and community m~mbers,

•

r. -
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I
CAC Cc·ordiuator:

L, Castillo

I

I

.Lloyd Varela
Kennedy Junior lligh
San Juan Pueblo, New He:d.co

1

AgriculturaJ Project

I

Project :i.nvolve.s student production of slide/tape presentati<:m about food producd.on including SOidng, haJ.-vesting, and processing as it wus done in Espanola
Valley idthin last fifty years, Emphasis placed· on how methe>ds still relevant
today. Report \vith same type of information ~~ill be compiled to be used as
reference in classroom and library. Audio portion. of slide sho"lv done in English and
Spamish •

•
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•

•

AVVENDUM ITT

NUMBER Of=: PERSONS INVOLVED
TN SPECIAL PROJECTS
1N REVISION AND DEVELOPMENT OF
CURRICULUM MATERIALS

***

STLIVENTS

6,209

TEACHERS

228

COMMUNITY

480

ADMINISTRATORS

80
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'llie Report of the Latin American Projects in Education
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Ambrosio J. Ortega, Director
1.

Significant DeveloJ;mEmts during the reporting period.
The Ecuador Primary Education Project continued to be UNM's

mainstay in the area of teclmical assistance servic~s to Latin America.
'lliis project, which was started in April, 1966, was finally phased out ·
on June 30, 1976.

'llie five main areas of concentration during the ten-

year period were the following:
a.

The planning, writing, and production of textbooks and

teachers'. guides in math, read.i.ng and science for grades 1-6.
b.

The training of teachers, school principals, and supervisors

in the use of the te.'{tbooks and guides and in m:Jdern teaching-learning

techniques.
c.

The training of teachers from the new Superior Normal

School~?

in m:::dern teaching-learn:i,ng teclmiques.
d.

Providing teclmical assistance in the preparation of the

programs of studies for the nevly created Superior Normal Schools.
e.

Providing training and orientation to Ecuadorian educational

supervisors based on m:Jdern techniques in the area of educational
supervision and administration.

For the rrost part, all evaluations and

other fonns of feedback indicate that this project has been very
successful and that the objectives proposed each year were accomplished.
The professional and personal relationships developed and nurtured

~

the University of Nev Mexico's long-and short-term personnel contributed
greatly to the success of the program.

In a recent letter fran Dr.
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Carlos Velasco, Subsecretary.of Education, Ministry of Education,
Republic of ECuador, to !.Jr.. Jon Gant, Chief of the Division of Human
Resources and Education, USAID, Ecuador, the following sentiments we;r:e
expressed:
The present Director of the University of New Mexico's
Mission, Mr. Frank Torres and his colleague Miss Eustolia
Perez, are leaving an exe:nplary model in the field of
education. I believe that there are very few institutions
which can furnish the quality of technical assistance that
the University of New Mexico has provided the Ministry of
Education.
The other tangible indication of Ecuador's appreciation and
recognition of the quality of UNM' s w::>rk in that country is nanifested
by the fact that the Minister of Education decorated both Frank Torres

and Eustolia Perez with the Condecoraci6n al Merito Educative de Primera

----

Clase (the highest Decoration of Merit in Education}.
Fran October 18 - November 7, 1975 the latin American Projects
in Education conducted a seminar on the Organization, Planning and
Administration of Education in the United States of America.

'IWenty-

two Ministry of Education officials from Argentina, chile, Colcmbia,
Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guate:uala, Honduras,

~ico,

Pa.naro.!i,

Paraguay and Venezuela attended.
'I'he objectives of the seminar were to:
1)

provide information on the organization and administration

of ElanentaJ:y, Seco)'ldaxy, ani Higher Education, at the national, state
and local level9;

2)

provide an overview to the financing of education at all

3)

present an overvif'M to the curriculum, its .implanentation

levels;

ani change;

-2-

...
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analyze the long range goals of eduoational planning at

the national and state levels; and
5)

visit various schools and places of historic and cultural

interest.
'Ihe seminar was rrade possilile through a grant fran the Training
Division and International

Excl1~nge

Branch

o~

the Deparbnent of Health,

Education, and Welfare of the United States of America.
Eduardo Ahumada served as the participant coordinator for the
multi-nation group.
One crnp:ment of the General Ecuador COntract rrade provisions
for training twenty-six teacher trainers 'On the UNM campus fran
Nove:nber 1 to December 24, 1975.

'Ihe objectives of this pr_ogram were

as follows:
1.

Increase the scientific and pedagogical knowledge of the

group of teacher trainers.
2.

Offer the group varied educational experiences, study and

analyze m:xlern teaching-learning techniques so that these could later
be adapted to the educational realities of Ecuador.

3.

Provide the participants the opportunity to update their

knowledge in the areas of educational psychology, research and
evaluation, student teaching techniques, and in the basic principles
of educational supervision.
4.

Provide the participants educational experiences in a

different envirornnent, and
5.

Provide the group practical observations in several

elanentaxy school settings.

-3-
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The USAID Mission, the Ministry of Education and the University
of New Mexico in Ecuador were all involved in the pre-seminar planrling,
implementation and post-seminar follow up for the training program.
The bulk of the classes for the Ecuador participants were
taught by Mary Ann Esquibel (Science) , Robert Gallegos (Reading) , Vincent Cordova (Math) , Lewis Dahmen (Guidance) , Horacio Ulibarri (Evaluation) ;
;Erank ~el (The Theories of Lear~), Jose Vicente Alvarez, Robert

Kline ani carlos Molina (Educational Radio and T.V.).
served as the participant coordinator.

Dr. Alvarez also

Elena :Rodriguez-Mena, Bethsaida

)?araj6n, Alid Yeats, Cosme S.inchez, Heru:y Giliald6n, and Sara Ra.mirez
served as special consultants during school visits made by the participants.
Throughout the reporting period the campus office sent several
::;bort-terrn advisors to Ecuador.

These were:

Robert Gallegos (Social

Studies) , Lewis Dahmen (Educational evaluation) , Ernest Gurule (Educational Supervision), Willie Sanchez (Mathenatics), Nicholas Ateyta
(Guidance), Richard Rodriguez (Educational psychology), George

Gcm~

lez (Language Arts), Ronald Blood (Educational Administration), Elias
Bernal (Educational planning), Eduardo Ahumada (Educational administration and supervision).
Vice President Alex Mercure accompanied the Director, .Ambrosio
J. Ortega, on a seven-counb:y visit to Latin America to talk to .Ministry
of Education and USAID officials about technical assistance programs.
The countries visited included Ecuador, Bolivia, Venezuela, Panama,
Nicaragua, Honduras, and El Salvador.

1976.

The

~were

gone. from March 5-20,

Many good contacts were made and several contract possibilitieS

-4-
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were developed.
Ambrosio J. Ort;ega returnerl to Bolivia on April 26 to deliver
UNM's contract proposal for a very extensive technical assistance
project in rural education.
2.

Significant plans and reccmnendations for the near future.
The contract proposal mentioned immediately above calls for

technical assistance services in the areas of teacher tra.inl:ng,
curriculum reform, expaJ1!3ion of Bolivia' s current nuclear school
program, and the implementation of a non-form3.l education program.
Five other U. S. universities and private canpanies have sul::rnitted
proposals to the Bolivian government.

As of June 30, 1976, the

University of NEM Mexico has not heard any word on the sta.tus of its
proposal.

The projected starting date for the program is August 15,

1976 but it is very doubtful t11at the selected contractor can meet
that target date.
In general, the two-year program would require

~ight l~ng

term advisors, 29 man m:mths of short-term advisor services, and
participant training both in Bolivia and on the UNM campus.
The Latin American Projects in Education office is also
negotiating a participant training program with the Bolivian Ministry
of Education, ,USAID/Bolivia, and the Office of International Training,
AID/Washington.

The on-carrpus training program is scheduled to start

in Septenber for thirty educators, is to be taught in the Spanish
language, is to be a course in educational administration; and is ·to
last one semester.

If the Bolivians are satisfierl with UNM' s work the

-5-
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first senester a second group of t.-wenty-five participants would be
sent to UNM in February, 1977.

Fran these two groups UNM and the

Bolivian government would select 8-10 individuals who would return to
UNM to cooplete the "WOrk for an M. A. degree.
When Frank Torres and Eustolia Perez

l~t

Ecuador on June 30,

they had been negotiating a continuation of UNM' s contract for a threeyear period.

As of this writing that contract proposal is still alive

but the prospects of its being :inplemented are very dismal.
There are contract possibilities in Venezuela and Honduras and
these will be followed up in August especially if the two Bolivia contracts do not materialize.
Ambrosio J. Ortega taught two sections of Educational Foundations 383 -- The Education of the Mexican American--during the Fall
and Spring seme10ters.
The Dean of the College of Education has notified the Latin
American Projects in Education that their offices will again be :iroved
during the stmner.

This nove will be to the basement of the College

where the projects started eleven years ago.

3.

Appoinbnents to the Staff
Hemd.i:lia Almagro, Rodrigo Garcia, Maria Pia Johnston, Gladys

Alvarez-Haywood and Susan cabana, worked as secretaJ:y-translators in
LAPE during the reporting period.

Their assignments were of a tem-

poracy nature.
Gladis Maresma, Michael Valdez and Henry Almagro continued to
work in LAPE as Administrative SecretaJ:y, Clerk II, and Administrative
Assistant respectively.

-6-
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Eduardo Ahumada was hired as a part time assistant director but
he was laid off June 30, 1976 because of lack of funds.

4.

Two

issues of the IliJ?E newsletter were published in July 1975 and

June 1976 respectively.

The former was devoted to drug abuse prevention

and the latter dealt with non-formal education.

Gladis Maresna and

llenry Al.magro prepared and edited the July, 1975 issue while Eduardo

Ahumada edited the June, 1976 one.
5.

outside professional activities of staff menbers.
Eduardo Ahumada continued to study for the Ph.D. in Educational

Administration.
Michael Valdez took advantage of the staff tuition waiver program
at UNM by t.:l.king two courses--"The Architecture of the Southwest",
"Education

Acro~s

Cultures in the. Southwest".

He also enrolled in the

"Education of the Mexican American" and "Sociology of Education."
Ambrosio J. Ortega delivered an address to the Education Faculty
and Students at Pan American University.

"The Artesans of Northern

New Mexico".

The title of his talk was
He also spoke to a group of

Optimist Club members in Albuquerque on "The Chimayo Weavers . "

The

Spanish Deparbnent of the COllege of Santa Fe invited him to talk about
"'Ihe Hispano-Arnerican and his role in education."
On June 30, Ambrosio J. Ortega taped a one-hour television
show for KOAT-1V, Channel 7 on "The University of New Mexico and its
technical assistance projects in Latin America."
by Dr. Willie

S~nchez,

Ortega was accompanied

1\ssociate Dean of the College of Education.

prcgram is hosted by cambio Incorporated and is made available as a
public service by KOAT-1V.

It will be telecast in July, 1976.

The
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THE REPORT OF THE LEARNING MATERIALS CENTER
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976
Guy A. Watson, Director
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I.

Significant Developments 1975-76
Dir.ector' s Report:

off considerably.

In the Materials Section the circulation has fallen

Informal surveys of users indicates the drop in most

catagories is due to 1)

lack of current, up to date materials, 2)

the

lack of a sufficient quantity of non-book (media) materials in the
traditional content areas and, 3)
materials in the bilingual areas.

lack of sufficient

non~book

(media)

(see section III)

The Production, Equipment and Graphic Arts area shows a steady
and substantial increase in use.

Equipment loaned and materials produced

by the Graphic Artist and LMC staff have risen steadily over the l.ast
three years.

(see section V and VI)

An equipment inventory was completed this
establishing a base figure for
equipment.

replaceme~t

Fall for the purpose of

of worn out and obsolete

The approximate value of the major LMC media equipment now

totals $35,000.00 as compared to $3,300.00 in 1972.
A new and comprehensive policy statement was prepared by the Director
in December of 1975 and put into effect in January 1976.

This new statement

restricts the use of LMC equipment to COE students, staff, faculty and
state educators.

The lack of financial support for the LMC's service

to the wider university campus forces the reduction in service.

Copies

of the new policy statement can be obtained from the LMC secretary.
A completely 'self-instructional' course in Basic Photography for
instruction was developed this year and is being
four weeks of this sununer session.

p~loted

during the first

The initial results are encouraging.

The new program can be used for media courses, faculty in-service training
nnd ns on-site training proArllln in our AA degree progrttn\s.

:1055
I.

A C(Jm.plete inventory in the Materials section was completed and
shows a low percentage of lost items between 1971 and 1976.

(see section IV)

Further discussion of developments in the Materials section is included
under the Coordinators report.
!hrough the help of the Chief Engineer at KOB the portable video
equipment has been modified to give the COE a simple two camera studio
capability with special effects and high portability.
The LMC Committee this year functioned better then any time in the
past under the Acting Directorship of Ed Weber.

Assistance in long range

planning, budgeting and in the preparation of the revised policy statement
was provided by the Committee.
Several meetings with Alex Mercure, Dean Vassallo and the faculty
of Speech Communications have improved working relationships between the
LMC, Speech Communications, Zimmerman and KNME.
With the Deans' help the U!C budget has been increased; the Artist
put on hard money at 80% FTE and

pl~ns

for expansion of the physical

facilities have been initiated.
Coordinator·' s Report:

The professors reserve section was better

organized and a filing system devised for articles on reserve.
All vertical file cabinets containing miscellaneous pamphlets,
pictures, brochures, etc. wer:e reor:ganized and weeded,

At the suggestion of the Director, all major subject areas (social
studies, language arts, science and math) were stringently weeded according
to criteria based on date of publication (1967 and before), amount of ul;!e if
a 1966 to 1970 item and multiple copies.

Due to lack of space, one copy of

sets of multiple copy materials not frequently used, was saved.
additional copies were withdrawn and donated to teachers.

The
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Recommendations
Director:

equipment.

Section V shows a significant increase in the use of media

Since most cliente using the equipment are being trained for

the first time to use the equipment there are high breakage and maintenance
costs.

In addition the total value of LMC equipment has risen from $3,300.00

to $35,000.00.

A minimum budget for maintenance of this amount of equipment

should be at least 10% of the total or $3,500.00.
for replacement of worn out and obsole.te equipment.
needed for purchase of new equipment.
$1,500.00 an maintenance alone.

This would include money
A separate budget is

During 1975-:;76 the LMC spent over

Another $1,500.00 is needed to repiace

wo~n

out and obsolete tools.
The purchase cost of mediated materials for use by students and fac1.1lty
has increased.

The 1976-'-77 budget has been raised but for a significant

improvement to be made in our materials collection an additional $5,000.00
per year is needed to bring the materials collection up to date.

Priority

in purchase of new materials should go to Art Education, Early Childhood
Education, Media Education, Bi-Cultural Materials, Health Education and
Childrens Literature, in that order.

These are presently the weakest areas.

One of the most pressing needs is for adequate physical space near
the LMC production area for media classes and media workshops.

The

spaces must be secure, be capable of total dark for visual presentations
and be acousticaily treated so as not to disturb administrative personnel.
The Nanninga Conference Room is the most suitable.
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Modifications to room 125 (false ceiling and light control) or the basement
of EDAD would be less helpful but adequate.
Additional media production personnel are needed to help develDp
materials for COE faculty.

A graduate assistant would help.

A more

appropriate solution would be to hire another professional media person
to

spl~t

the load with Dr. Watson.

The remaining recommendations are those stated in the 1974-75 Annual
Report.
Coordinator: Recommend use of half of the new materials budget plus
all tMC fine money to up date all subject areas with current mediated
materials.

Lab fees and the rest of the materials 1 budget should be

used for materials and suppiies

~or

production and maintenance.

The LMC

needs a part-time maintenance person to repair equipment, run errands
preferrably in a University car.
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III Materials Section, LMC: Circulation Data

A. Circulation
Year 1975-76

Year 1974-75

Students
TOTAL

594
22,210
22,804

1,250
36,050
37,300

-48%
-38%
-39%

Estimated Attendance

13,360

26,350

-49%

43

35

+23%

4,550

4,042

+12%

1, 770

2,175

-18%

564

350

+61%

$8,765.11

-36%

17
13

20
13

-15%
same

27

38

-28%

350

550

-36%

User

~·aculty

B.

~eserve

Section

Number of professors
using this service
Number of items on
reserve

c.

Percent
Increase or
Decrease

l'rocessing

New items processed
by LMC staff
By ZiiiUDerman
p, Acguisitions

Materials given to LMC
from requests and donations
approximate value
$5,563.80
E. Exhibits
New materials
Santa Fe Children's collection

F. Orientations
Sound slide
presentations
Number of students
G. Carr Collection
$50.00 was donated by the state Pan American Round table as their
annual contribution.

$100.00 was set aside for a special project to

mail materials out to teachers in bilingual-bicultural programs
throughout the state.

IV.

Materials Section, LHC-

Inventory Results June 1976

TOTAL ITEMS

AREA

1976

1971
PERCENT MISSING

TOTAL MISSING
1971

1976

1971

4,200

251

119

112

17

30
15

1976
PERCENT MISSING

2.8%

4%

At that time, not
housed in the LHC

2%

Newly establish~d
area, no losses

7.5%

Area established 1974
no data available

2%

55

12

2

3.6%

4%

275

12

9

3.2%

2.5%

85

5

6

7%

2%

25

2

2

8%

1%

285

3

2

8%

1%

75

4

19

25.3%
I.A. material transfered to LMC - 1973
Car. Ed •. Grant ~974

75

2,700

115

128

700

27

6.3

3%
6%

4.7%

3%

9%

2%

~

0

~

TOTAL MISSING

TOTAL ITEMS

AREA

1971
PERCENT MISSING

1976
PERCENT MISSING'

1976

1971

1976

1971

245

125

4

17

13.6%

1.5%

Science BS

1.,891

500

53

36

7.2%

3%

Social Science BT

3,304

1,500

92

87

5.8%

3%

803

525

33

34

6.4%

4%

Professional
Education BV

436

-

20

-

Area established
1973

4.5%

Early Childhood
Erlucation BX (l)

935

135

32

-

Had just been
established 1970

3%

~usic

BR

Bicultural BU

NDTE:

(2)

The percentage (%) missing is over a
(No.)

4~-5

year period - not a yearly loss.

Order of priority for purchasing of new materials, especially mediated format.

f
I,

·~

f.

tt;

!l

u
:~

1-*
0

<1'J

0

1.061.
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v.

Media Equipment Loaned by LMC to Faculty, Students and State Educators.
Audio
EguiEment

1

Video
EguiEment

Still Photo.
EguiEment

Motion Picture Proj ectiDn
Accessories
EguiEment.
EguiEment

Students

290

1~0

225

80

180

1,145

Faculty

21

18

21

0

29

33

7

7

19

2

3

8

TOTALS

318

175

265

82

212

1,186

GRAND TOTAL:

2,238 items of equipment loaned,

Other

Note:

The above figures represent the total number of items checked out during

the fiscal year 1975-76.
and faculty.

Approximately 3/4 of the total went to COE students

The Dal:kroom was scheduled for use 78 times.

These figures do

not include use of equipment in the LMC or in media classes,
VI.

Services
A.

LMC Graphic Artist: Number of work orders completed and requesting unit.
College of Education
Ed. Administration

23

Art Education

4

Business Education

2

Elementary Education

27

Ed. Foundations

55

Home Economics

11

Industrial Education

3

Secondary Education

27

Special Education

28
I

Physical Education
J.earning Mnterials Center
Bil.ingual Education
TOTAL

2

210

Total COE work orders

1.062
VI

Services
B.

(cont.)

Breakdown of Non-COE work orders

Department

La Raza Task Force
Latin American Studies Project

Person

Henry Casso
W. Gu;itierrez
Paul Morf
Hughes and Olsen
Margaret H. Preuss
Gladys Simpson
W.. Guitierrez
John Allen
D.F. Abreu
LASA
D.F. Abreu
Tom Warden
Matt Marty
Ann Wolfe
Camm~n Lydell
Monte Adkinson
Pan Dorve

Community Mental Health Resource &
Educational Center- - - - Dr. Perls
American Indian Law - - - - - - -Toby Grossman
Continuing Education- - - - - - Milt Garrett
Women's Center .,.. - - - - Jean Braun &
(Assertiveness Training)- - - - -Carol;ine Yohne
State Libraries - -·Cheryl Bandy
Ben Wakashige
John Little
TVI
Gary House
Clubs, organizations
Albuquerque Symphony
Wagon Wheels Square
Dance Club
Society for Creative
anachronisms

Project

posters, charts~dra~ings
transparencies
11 transparencies
2 maps
1 transparency drawing
6 transparency drawingS
3 "
7 cover drawings
4 slide drawings
poster
1 drawing
1 poster
5 posters
5 posters
7 drawings
3 post;ers
brochure design
poster, slide drawings
40 signs, 11 posters
23 transparencies
letterhead layouts
brochure design & product1
brochure design
3 posters
name tags
2 posters
2 posters, 2 dittos

!- vi

Senk~~on<.)
C.
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Consultant and Instructive Services Provided by Learning Materials Center
Staff

1.

New Mexico Media Network:

Assisted in formulation of policy for

New Hexico State film distribution system.
2.

American Studies:

Grant presentation.
3.

(Watson)

Recommended procedures and equipment for Humanities

(Watson)

Assoc. General Contractors/Continuing Education: Esther Schumaker,

Jan Ferrel and the Director designed and storyboarded overhead transparencies
and slides for use in a two day workshop presented by Watson and Schumaker.
(Watson)
4.

Latin American Project-Horkshop: Recommended materials for workshop

and built use of LMC into the participants two week schedule.

(Watson, Morris

and Mulder)
5.

Guidance Department-Seminar on Design: Presented design and production

principles of group and individualized package development.
6.

Holl~vood

Beauty School: Presented one day workshop on Cross

Cultural Communication.
7.

(Hatson)

(Watson)

Institute of American Indian Arts-Santa Fe: Alex Mercut.e and the

Director recommended Hedia program and possible link with UNM facilities. (Hatson).
8.

New Mexico Dental Assistant Conference: Gave two hour presentation

on Interoffice Communication problems and suggested techniques for improvement. (Watson)
9.

Lobo Campus News

2

_

Faculty paper, artd KNME: Set up examples of

services provided by LMC for newspaper articles.
10.

APS-South Area Workshop:

media in curriculum design.
11.
Design.

~o

(LMC Staff)

bour presentation on creative uses of

(Watson)

School of Architecture: Two hour mediated presentation on Instructional

Coordinated T.V. Workshop and assisted in coordination of four hour

Photo workshop.

(Watson)
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Service
C.

(cont.)

Consultant and Instructive Services Provided by Learning Materials Center
Staff (cant.)
12.

Native American Materials Development Center:

Two

day analysis of

Ramah Title VII facility and submission of written report to NAMDC. (Watson)
13.

New Mexico Dental Hygienists Association Conference: Two hour

presentation on Communication Problems and Solutions in the dental office.
(Watson)

14.

Participated in six North Central Association Visitation teams to

high schools and one elementary school.

Schools visited were:

Grants High School
11
Espanola
11
Farmington
Jemez Valley High School and Elementary School
11
Highland
11
West Mesa
(Morris)

15.

Consulted for Southwestern Bilingual Education Resource. (Joe Gandert)

three times for Fort Defiance, Arizona.

During these three times, organization,

administration, pholosophies and procedures for a Navajo Media Center were
established..

Due to a change in their personnel, the third session was needed.

(Morris)

16.

Consulted with Latin American Studies Institute in August, 1975.

Helped demonstrate materials, produce actual items, and set up a bibliography
for their use.

17.
Design.

(Harris)

Psychology Class: One hour presentation on Instructional Systems

(Watson)

VII Heetings and Conferences

A.

Meetings

1.

COE Policy Committee-Discuss LHC Committee

2.

Academic Vlce-J>tesldent-lJlrectot: met with Vicc-Pt:esident; to discuss

possible additional funds for LHC to service staff and students outside the COE.

(

VII Meetings and Conferences
3.

1.065

(cont.)

Meeting with Dean Vassallo, Bob Kline and Dean Darling to discuss

possible sharing of Zimmerman funds for LMC materials.
4.

KNME Search and Screening Committee- attended, as member; five meetings

to screen applicants for Directorship of KNME..
B.

National Association of Educational Communications and Technology
Attended as New Mexico Affiliate representative.

(Anaheim)
2.

New Mexico Media Network Meeting- (Santa Fe)

committee on the National AECT Conference.
3.

(Watson)

Made report to

(Watson)

New Mexico NEA Teachers Conference- Presented slide/tape presentation

(Morris)
4.

New Mexico NEA Teachers Conference- Arranged for General Session

Speaker for media portion of conference.
C.

(Watson)

Conferences
1.

on LMC.

(Watson)

Media Advisement by Director

(Watson)

(design, grant, equipment, programs,

research etc.)

(Note:

1.

Scheduled appointments with faculty:

2.

Scheduled appointments with students: 36

Average length of appointment is

between~

21

to 1 hour.

These figures

do not include the "walk ins" and numerous occasions where LMC Staff will help
faculty and students in the LMC during working hours.)
VIII Grants and Supplemental Income and Budget
A.

No

Grants during 1975-76

B. Additional funds from Deans' office were provided to meet deficit
spending for equipment maintenance.

c.

Special funds were provided by Deans' office to purchase Wollensak

slide/tape syncronizer unit and ~anasonic Mini-Wiper (A special effects
generator for T.V.)

l·------ ..
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VIII

Grants and Supplemental Income and Budget (cont.)
D.

COE increased. LMC budget for 1976-77 fiscal year from $437.00 for

equipment and $1,568.00 for materials to $1,437.00 for equipment and $4,660.00
for supplies and e~penses.
E.

COE placed LMC Graphic Artist on .80 FTE staff position for 12

months:
F.

Fine Honey
Year 1975-76
Fines collected in LMC
at cashiers
Total

Year 1974-75

$1,508.15

$2,277.09

401.45

438.03

$1,909.60

$2,715.12

The fines collected in the LMC are down compared to 1974-75 by -34%
The fines collected aD cashiers are down compared to 1974-75 by -8%
Total fines have-dropped -29% comapred to 1974-75.

